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I, Susan Riddell Rose, of the City of Calgary, of the Province of Alberta, SWEAR AND SAY
THAT:

Introduction
1.

I am the President, Chief Executive Officer and a director of the Defendants Perpetual

Energy Inc. (Perpetual) and Perpetual Operating Corp. (POC) and am a Defendant in this
Action. Until October 1, 2016, I was also President, Chief Executive Officer and a director of
Perpetual Energy Operating Corp. (PEOC), which was the trustee of the Defendant Perpetual
Operating Trust (POT) and a subsidiary of Perpetual.
2.

As such I have personal information regarding the matters set out in this Affidavit,

except where I state my information is from another source, in which case I believe that
information to be true.
3.

I am a geological engineer, a graduate from Queen's University with a Bachelor of

Applied Science in Geological Engineering and a member of the Association of Professional
Engineers and Geoscientists of Alberta. I have been a Governor of the Canadian Association of
Petroleum Producers since 2008.
4.

Unless otherwise defined, the abbreviations and defined terms in the Perpetual

Defendants' Statement of Defence are used in this Affidavit.
5.

I have read the Statement of Claim, Statements of Defence, Applications filed on behalf

of the Plaintiff and on behalf of the Defendants, and the Affidavit of Paul J. Darby in this action.
I understand from my review of the Statement of Claim that the Plaintiff (also referred to in this
Affidavit as the Trustee) alleges, among other things, that:
(a)

the "Asset Transaction" as defined in the Statement of Claim was entered into

between PEOC and POT in circumstances where PEOC, Perpetual, POC, POT and myself
were not dealing at arm's length with each other within the meaning of the BIA; and
(b)

the Trustee is a proper complainant within the meaning of Part 19 of the ABCA,

that I exercised my powers as a director of PEOC, and Perpetual and POC conducted
their business, in a manner that was oppressive to the interests of the creditors of PEOC
for the benefit of Perpetual, POC and myself personally.
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6.

I swear this Affidavit in support of the Defendants' Applications for Summary Dismissal

filed August 27, 2018 seeking orders summarily dismissing this action. This affidavit addresses
two of the threshold issues raised by those applications:
(a)

Were the parties dealing at arm's length with each other within the meaning of

the BIA?
(b)

Is the Plaintiff a "complainant" entitled to bring an oppression claim under s. 242

of the ABCA?
7.

The Defendants' Applications also raise the threshold issue as to whether the claim

made on the grounds of "Public Policy, Statutory Illegality and Equitable Rescission" in
paragraph 24 of the Statement of Claim should be struck.
8.

My Application also raises the threshold issue as to whether the entire claim made

against me should be dismissed given that I was released from any claims, and whether the
claim regarding my duties to PEOC should be struck.

The Perpetual Entities
9.

Perpetual is a publicly-traded oil and natural gas exploration, production and marketing

company headquartered in Calgary, Alberta. Perpetual operates a diversified asset portfolio,
including liquids-rich natural gas assets in the deep basin of west central Alberta, heavy oil and
shallow natural gas in eastern Alberta, with longer term opportunities through undeveloped oil
sands leases in northern Alberta. Perpetual is an Alberta corporation.
10.

POT is a trust established pursuant to the POT Trust Indenture effective as of August 1,

2002. Perpetual is the beneficiary under the POT Trust Indenture to various oil and gas
properties, licences and permits. POT administers the beneficial interest in the assets subject to
the POT Trust Indenture. At all material times prior to the Transaction, PEOC was the trustee
under the POT Trust Indenture.
11.

POC is an Alberta corporation and wholly owned subsidiary of Perpetual. Following the

Transaction, POC was the trustee under the POT Trust Indenture.
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12.

PEOC was at all material times prior to the Transaction an Alberta corporation and a

wholly owned single-purpose subsidiary of Perpetual.
13.

At all material times prior to the Transaction, the relationship of the Perpetual entities

was as shown on the following chart:

Perpetual

100% of shares

POC
Beneficiary

PEOC
(Trustee)

POT

14.

Immediately after the Transaction, under its new ownership and management, PEOC

changed its name to Sequoia.

Summary of the Transaction
15.

The Transaction refers to the sale by Perpetual of some of its shallow gas properties in

Alberta to an unrelated third party in October 2016. Perpetual held the properties in its wholly
owned subsidiary, PEOC, which held legal title as trustee of POT.
16.

As set out in the Perpetual Defendants' Statement of Defence under the headings

"Background to the Transaction" and "The Transaction", the Transaction resulted from
Perpetual's decision in 2016 to sell, and 198's decision to purchase, certain shallow natural gas
assets in light of the parties' respective business plans.
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17.

As part of the marketing process, Perpetual solicited third party buyers, established a

data room, entered into confidentiality agreements with third parties, and made multiple
presentations to third parties, all as discussed in more detail below.
18.

One of the parties that entered into a confidentiality agreement was Kailas. Negotiations

with Kailas (and 198, which it incorporated to effect its business strategy) ensued over several
months between May 2016 and October 1, 2016. Those negotiations were conducted by
representatives of Kailas, referred to as the Purchaser Team, and representatives of Perpetual,
referred to as the Vendor Team. At all material times, and respecting all steps in the
Transaction, the Purchaser Team and the Vendor Team negotiated as self-interested
adversaries at arm's length.
19.

On September 26, 2016, the negotiations between the Purchaser Team and the Vendor

Team culminated in an agreement to effect the Transaction, the substance of which was that
198 would acquire all of the shares of PEOC, conditional upon PEOC and POT first combining
into PEOC the legal and beneficial interests in the sale assets, being certain producing and
non-producing oil and gas properties in north and east Alberta (the Goodyear Assets).
Production from the Goodyear Assets was approximately 35 MMcf/d. Booked reserves were
approximately 83 Bcf.
20.

A transaction structure was used by the parties to execute the Transaction in preference

to a direct sale of the Goodyear Assets to Kailas as it resulted in a considerable reduction in the
number of agreements, licenses and registrations associated with the assets that needed to be
conveyed to complete the sale. Additionally, the delivery of the Goodyear Assets in a turn-key
corporate form on closing was commercially desirable to Kailas. As detailed in Exhibit A, the
transaction structure used an estimated 6,404 conveyances to complete, an approximate twothirds reduction from an estimated 19,382 conveyances that would have been required if the
Goodyear Assets were sold directly to Kailas.
21.

As part of the Transaction, Perpetual negotiated with a counterparty and contracted to

pay for the Gas Marketing Contract for the benefit of PEOC which provided a minimum gas price
for an estimated 90% of the anticipated production from the Goodyear Assets for 23 months
following closing.
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The Parties were dealing at arm's length with each other
22.

Based on my review of the Statement of Claim, I understand that the Plaintiff claims

that the Asset Purchase Agreement, being the Purchase and Sale Agreement between PEOC
and POT dated October 1, 2016 (also referred to in the Statement of Claim and in this Affidavit
as the Asset Transaction), was made in circumstances where "PEOC, PEI, POC, POT and Rose
were not dealing at arm's length with each other within the meaning of the BIA".
23.

That is not correct. The Asset Transaction was a necessary and integral imbedded step

in the Transaction that involved the combination of the legal and beneficial interest in the
Goodyear Assets into PEOC. The negotiation of and entering into the entire Transaction,
including each of the Share Purchase Agreement, the Asset Purchase Agreement and each of
the other related steps, were at arm's length.
24.

This section of my Affidavit shows that from the start of the sales process to the closing

of the Transaction, and with respect to all aspects and steps in the Transaction, the parties
were dealing at arm's length with each other.

The Sales Process
25.

When Perpetual determined in 2016 that it was in the company's best interests to sell

certain shallow natural gas assets, it took the steps typically taken by oil and gas companies
that want to sell assets.
26.

Perpetual established a data room that included relevant and material technical,

operational, administrative, and legal information, including title and operating documents, well
files, joint venture agreements, marketing agreements, handling agreements, gathering
agreements, transportation agreements, consulting contracts, environmental information,
corporate information, and lease operating statements regarding the assets that Perpetual
wanted to sell. A list of all the records in the data room is attached as Exhibit B.
27.

Perpetual solicited over 10 potential third party buyers of the assets.

28.

POT entered into confidentiality agreements with 4 third parties to permit them to

conduct due diligence and review the information in Perpetual's data room.
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29.

Perpetual provided multiple presentations to prospective purchasers, including extensive

analysis of recently implemented operating models, its in-house management system of
abandonment and reclamation activities and results, and workover, recompletion and drilling
opportunities with respect to the assets.

The Negotiations with Kailas/198
30.

In May 2016, Kailas approached Perpetual as a potential purchaser. Kailas and its

principals were unknown and unrelated to me and Perpetual. I was advised that Kailas is a
private financial consulting and investment company. I came to understand that Kailas is a
sophisticated and active investor in the Canadian oil and gas sector. A copy of an Alberta
corporate search of Kailas dated October 1, 2016 is attached as Exhibit C. It shows that the
directors of Kailas were then Hao Wang and Wentao Yang and that each was a 50%
shareholder.
31.

On May 12, 2016, PEOC, as trustee of POT, and Kailas entered into a confidentiality

agreement, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit D.
32.

On May 17, 2016, Kailas gained access to Perpetual's data room.

33.

On May 18, 2016, Perpetual formally retained Macquarie Capital Markets Canada Ltd.

(Macquarie), which had introduced Perpetual to Kailas, as its independent third party financial
advisor in relation to Kailas. Macquarie provided ongoing strategic advice to Perpetual
throughout the negotiation and consummation of the Transaction.
34.

On July 7, 2016, Kailas delivered an unsigned letter of intent proposing a corporate

transaction specifically to purchase shares of PEOC, "which will hold all of the legal and
beneficial interests in certain Eastern Alberta shallow gas assets" of Perpetual for $1, "including
the assumption of outstanding environmental obligations associated with" the assets and the
establishment of a gas marketing contract securing a floor price for natural gas sales. A copy of
the letter of intent is attached as Exhibit E. The parties did not execute the letter of intent but
decided it would be more efficient to start negotiating all aspects of the Transaction and the
agreements required to effect the Transaction as proposed by Kailas/198.
35.

The Purchaser Team negotiating on behalf of Kailas/198 was comprised of Hao (Harold)

Wang and Wentao Yang, and was advised by Kailas/198's lawyers McCarthy Tetrault LLP. The
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Vendor Team providing information and negotiating with the Purchaser Team on behalf of
Perpetual included myself, Gary Jackson (VP Land, Acquisitions & Divestitures), Vicki Benoit1
(then VP, Production), Linda McKean (VP, Exploitation), Marcello Rapini (VP, Marketing),
Eugene Doherty (Manager, Acquisitions & Divestitures), Josh Lambden (Senior Evaluation
Engineer, Acquisition & Divestitures), Susan Hargreaves (Manager, Mineral Lands & Contracts)
and other senior employees of Perpetual, and was advised by Perpetual's lavvyers Burnet,
Duckworth & Palmer LLP. The Purchaser Team and the Vendor Team were strangers.
36.

While I was intimately involved with the negotiations, some of the information below I

have learned from speaking with other members of the Vendor Team who had direct
responsibility for such matters.
37.

Perpetual's negotiations with the Purchaser Team were not exclusive. Gary Jackson

continued to pursue and solicit other interested purchasers until Kailas delivered its letter of
intent on July 7, 2016.
38.

Based on my experience and observations, the Purchaser Team was knowledgeable,

willing, unpressured, and experienced in negotiating and executing oil and gas transactions of
the scale, complexity and scope of the Transaction.
39.

From July 2016 until October 1, 2016, the Purchaser Team and the Vendor Team

negotiated the Transaction as self-interested adversaries, each advised by separate legal
counsel and the Vendor Team further advised by Macquarie. In particular:
(a)

the Vendor Team and the Purchaser Team actively negotiated the structure and

commercial terms of the Transaction, including which assets would be included in the
Asset Purchase Agreement to form the composition of PEOC at closing, and all
agreements that implemented the Transaction;
(b)

the Purchaser Team conducted and completed extensive and detailed reviews of

the Goodyear Assets, including by visiting field sites to assess the assets and personnel,
and numerous meetings with Perpetual's staff to further understand the performance
potential of the assets, ask questions and request further information. This involved the

1

On September 26, 2016, Kailas offered to employ Ms. Benoit following closing as an employee of
Sequoia. She resigned from her employment with Perpetual the same day.
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Purchaser Team obtaining a complete understanding of the associated hydrocarbon
pools, wells and tangible assets, reserve reports, land schedules, lease operating
statements, the established lower cost operating model and practices for the Goodyear
Assets, and associated future estimated abandonment and reclamation costs that would
be required;
(c)

the

Purchaser

Team

engaged

in

extensive

technical

discussions

and

presentations with the Vendor Team to assist in their assessment of the Goodyear
Assets and the business going forward. A copy of the management presentation is
attached as Exhibit F;
(d)

the Purchaser Team and the Vendor Team negotiated the specifics of

transitioning the assets to a sustainable cost structure relative to current natural gas
prices, including the transition of a reduced group of field and office employees and
in-house abandonment and reclamation equipment and processes;
(e)

the Purchaser Team and the Vendor Team negotiated the Gas Marketing

Contract to substantially eliminate natural gas price risk for PEOC/Sequoia under the
new ownership of 198 and, combined with the sustainable cost structure, ensure
profitable operation of the Goodyear Assets for close to two years to enhance the
execution of the Purchaser's business plan. The Gas Marketing Contract was also
negotiated to allow Perpetual to retain some natural gas price upside opportunity in
certain circumstances; and

(f)

the Purchaser Team and the Vendor Team negotiated the specifics of the

statement of adjustments to establish responsibility for costs and revenue for the
Goodyear Assets as Perpetual's prior to October 1, 2016 and as the Purchaser's after the
closing date. In addition, the statement of adjustments was negotiated to provide a
typical mechanism for settlement of working capital adjustments.
40.

On August 8, 2016, Kailas incorporated 198. A copy of an Alberta corporate search of

198 dated October 1, 2016 is attached as Exhibit G, showing that the directors of Kailas were
then Wang and Yang, and that 198 had changed its name to Kailash Natural Resources Corp. as
of September 29, 2016. 198 became the purchaser of PEOC's shares as per the Share Purchase
Agreement entered into on September 26, 2016.
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The Share Purchase Agreement dated September 26, 2016
41.

Perpetual and 198 entered into the Share Purchase Agreement dated September 26,

2016, a copy of which, with only cover pages for certain schedules, is attached as Exhibit H.
42.

The Share Purchase Agreement established the Goodyear Assets to be included in the

Transaction and mandated several other interrelated and interdependent agreements and steps
as necessary and integral parts of the Transaction, including the Asset Purchase Agreement.
The Share Purchase Agreement incorporated the Asset Purchase Agreement, Gas Marketing
Contract and several other agreements as schedules, and as constituting "the entire agreement
between the Parties".
43.

Key terms of the Share Purchase Agreement included the following:
(a)

198 purchased all of Perpetual's shares in PEOC for $1.00;

(b)

Perpetual warranted to 198 that the transfer of the beneficial interests in the

Goodyear Assets from POT to PEOC would be executed and would constitute binding
obligations on the parties, and its delivery in the agreed form was a condition of closing;
(c)

Perpetual, as negotiated by Kailas for 198, provided additional consideration to

PEOC to enable it to successfully operate its assets on a go forward basis and to effect
Kailas and 198's business strategy:
(i)

POT entered into the Gas Marketing Contract with Mercuria on September

26, 2016 to secure a minimum natural gas price for PEOC, and 198 committed to
deliver at least the Hedged Monthly Production Volume to Mercuria from closing
on October 1, 2016 to October 31, 2018. A copy of the Gas Marketing Contract is
attached as Exhibit I;
(ii)

Perpetual entered into the Office Sublease, subleasing to PEOC 15,300

square feet of office space without PEOC having any obligation to pay rent or
operating costs until March 31, 2018;
(iii)

Perpetual caused POT to grant PEOC ownership rights and licences for

Proprietary Seismic Data; and
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(iv)

Perpetual cooperated with 198 to establish a low operating and

administrative cost structure through the orderly transition of 40 employees from
Perpetual to PEOC;
(d)

Perpetual and 198 negotiated additional terms:

(i)

to provide sharing of benefit from future municipal tax reductions that

may occur in the fourth quarter of 2016 and 2017;

(ii)

to allow for the recovery of the Crown royalty deposit and Crown royalty

credit;
(e)

between the date of the agreement and closing, except pursuant to the Pre-

Transaction Reorganization (as defined in the Share Purchase Agreement) and the Asset
Purchase Agreement, Perpetual agreed that it shall cause PEOC to not permit or
otherwise agree, without the prior written consent of 198, to do anything outside the
ordinary course of business. The practical effect of this obligation was that 198 directed
the operation of PEOC during the interim period;

(f)

Perpetual agreed not to dispose of or alienate any of the Goodyear Assets, or to

enter into any material contracts with respect to the Goodyear Assets; and
(g)

immediately following closing of the Share Purchase Agreement, 198 was

required to file articles of amendment to change the name of PEOC to remove all
references to Perpetual, and take all action necessary to remove references to Perpetual
in conducting its business, including signage relating to assets.

The Asset Purchase Agreement dated October 1, 2016
44.

As part of the Transaction, Perpetual and Kailas/198 also negotiated the Asset Purchase

Agreement between PEOC and POT dated October 1, 2016, a copy of which, with only cover
pages for certain schedules, is attached as Exhibit J.
45.

At all material times prior to the Transaction, PEOC held the legal interests to the

Goodyear Assets. The Asset Purchase Agreement combined in PEOC those legal interests and
the beneficial interests held by POT.
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46.

The Asset Transaction was entirely negotiated between the Vendor Team on behalf of

POT and the Purchaser Team on behalf of PEOC. Specifically, as the buyer of the Goodyear
Assets, the Purchaser Team (representing Kailas/198) was the party that was economically
interested in, controlled and negotiated the commercial terms and all other aspects of the Asset
Purchase Agreement on behalf of PEOC, including which assets would comprise the Goodyear
Assets, and the terms of the statement of adjustments, the first two pages of which are
attached as Exhibit K. Perpetual's economic interest in, and control of, the commercial terms
of the Asset Purchase Agreement was as a seller of the Goodyear Assets by POT.
47.

The Asset Transaction would not have occurred had PEOC already owned the beneficial

interest in those assets. That is, it was a necessary step in the Transaction required by 198, but
not a step that would have occurred independent of the Transaction, and not a step that would
have occurred had PEOC, like most companies, held the legal and beneficial interests in its
assets.
48.

The Purchaser Team and the Vendor Team negotiated key terms of the Asset Purchase

Agreement which included:
(a)

PEOC paid POT a purchase price of $10. In addition, $134,022 was paid by POT

to PEOC to balance adjustments to reconcile prepaid expenses related to PEOC's
business after October 1, 2016 and invoices for portions of expenses related to the
period prior to October 1, 2016 and not yet due. The payment by POT to PEOC of
$134,022 was paid to McCarthy Tetrault LLP in trust for the benefit of PEOC. The receipt
for this payment is attached as Exhibit L;
(b)

POT transferred its beneficial interest in the Goodyear Assets to PEOC;

(c)

PEOC provided a licensed copy of the Purchaser Proprietary Seismic Data; and

(d)

at its own cost, POT acquired on September 26, 2016 and then assigned and

novated PEOC in its personal capacity into the Gas Marketing Contract dated
September 26, 2016 with Mercuria, a third party marketing company, by which Mercuria
agreed to pay PEOC a gas price of at least $2.58/GJ on an average 33,611 GJ/day (or
approximately 90% of PEOC's production) for 23 months. Under the agreement, POT
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retained upside for monthly index settlements higher than $2.81/GJ over the same
period.
With respect to (d), the cost to POT of the Gas Marketing Contract over its life was

49.

$12.9 million, whereas POT earned $900,000.
50.

The beneficial interest in those assets not sold to PEOC, referred to as the KeepCo

Assets, remained in POT. The legal interests in the KeepCo Assets were transferred from PEOC
to POC between August and October 2016 along with related Crown and freehold mineral lease
transfers and related assignments, caveat transfers, contract assignments and novations and
operating licence transfers.
51.

Immediately following closing of the Asset Purchase Agreement, POC replaced PEOC as

the legal owner of the KeepCo Assets and as trustee of POT.
52.

As President and CEO of PEOC, I executed the Asset Purchase Agreement on behalf of

both parties (POT's execution was by its trustee PEOC). That agreement was executed prior to
closing, when I was still an officer of PEOC. Execution of the Asset Purchase Agreement
occurred only after the Purchaser Team advised that all the terms were accepted by 198, which
upon closing became the sole shareholder of PEOC. I resigned as an officer and director upon
closing.
53.

The execution of the Asset Purchase Agreement on behalf of PEOC was necessary to

satisfy the condition in the Share Purchase Agreement that the transfer of the beneficial interest
in the Goodyear Assets would occur in the agreed form on closing of the Asset Purchase
Agreement and to effect the Transaction.

Emails and Drafts ofAgreements showing Arm's Length Dealings
54.

In the course of preparing this Affidavit, I have reviewed emails betvveen the Purchaser

Team and the Vendor Team or their respective counsel that illustrate the arm's length dealings
between the parties concerning the Transaction as a whole and the Asset Purchase Agreement
on its own. These records clearly show that, with respect to the Asset Purchase Agreement, the
Vendor Team was representing POT and the Purchaser Team was representing PEOC, and that
in all aspects of the negotiations leading to the execution of these agreements (and the other
agreements that formed part of the Transaction) they were dealing at arm's length. I have set
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out below a chronology starting with emails in the relatively early stage of the negotiations and
concluding shortly before closing. These emails are between the Purchaser Team and the
Vendor Team and are examples of the arm's length process.

Date (2016)

Comment

May 26

Email chain regarding Purchaser Team accessing virtual data
room (VDR), requesting management presentations, and
commenting on their review of the records in the VDR

M

July 25

Email chain regarding draft of Share Purchase Agreement, site
visit, and structure of hedging contract with Mercuria

N

August 3

Contentious email chain regarding Purchaser Team's requests
concerning the Mercuria hedging contract; Vendor Team
makes concession and agrees to revisions to Asset Purchase
Agreement

0

August 15

Email chain regarding additional due diligence, including
abandonment notices and well lists

p

August 22

Email chain referencing finalized well list

Q

September 19

Email chain listing additional information updating the VDR

R

September 23

Email chain between counsel for Purchaser Team and counsel
for Vendor Team including a blacklined draft of Asset
Purchase Agreement and certain schedules

s

September 25

Email chain regarding draft Asset Purchase Agreement and
schedules, with a blacklined draft Asset Purchase Agreement
attached

T

September 25

Email chain regarding further revisions to the Share Purchase
Agreement

u

September 26

Email chain regarding near final comments on the Share
Purchase Agreement and Asset Purchase Agreement

V

September 26

Email chain with confirmation by Purchaser Team that certain
schedules are final

w

Exhibit No.

Closing on October J., 2016
55.

The Share Purchase Agreement between Perpetual as the Vendor and 198 as the

Purchaser was entered into on September 26, 2016 and required that the Asset Purchase
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Agreement be executed prior to closing of the Share Purchase Agreement. The Asset Purchase
Agreement was entered into at 12:01 a.m. (Calgary time) on October 1, 2016 and closed
concurrently upon execution. Closing of the Share Purchase Agreement occurred at 12:03 a.m.
(Calgary time) on October 1, 2016.
Release
56.

The release of me as a director of PEOC attached to the Darby Affidavit as Exhibit H was

negotiated at arm's length between Perpetual and 198. It was signed on behalf of PEOC by the
new directors appointed by 198.
57.

In my experience, it is standard industry practice to release outgoing directors in a

change of control. To do otherwise would be highly unusual. Indeed, the retiring directors often
receive additional protection, such as extended director and officer liability insurance coverage,
which was not extended to me upon my resignation and release by PEOC.
58.

At no time has the Trustee asked me any questions about the release or suggested that

it is not binding on Sequoia.

Perpetual Cooperated with the Trustee
59.

At paragraphs 11 and 12 of his affidavit, Mr. Darby refers to selected correspondence

between the Trustee and Perpetual. At paragraph 13, Mr. Darby states: "To date, no further
records or information have been received from the Perpetual Group."
60.

Mr. Darby's statement is not accurate.

61.

Between May 28 and July 6, 2018, the Trustee and Perpetual met and exchanged

numerous correspondence. Based on the discussions and correspondence with Mr. Darby,
Perpetual believed that there was an agreement that Perpetual would provide an initial set of
responses and data to the Trustee after which the Trustee would provide comments and
questions for further response by Perpetual. Perpetual also provided the Trustee with access to
a virtual data room that was populated with extensive records regarding the Transaction. I
repeatedly followed up with the Trustee. Upon receipt of the Trustee's preliminary comments, I
told Mr. Darby that Perpetual did not agree with the preliminary comments, that Perpetual
would be providing further responses and information, and that Perpetual would be available to
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meet Mr. Darby to review the information provided. Attached as Exhibit X: are copies of a
series of correspondence in this regard.
62.

Perpetual worked diligently to prepare the further information but was unaware of any

time constraint imposed by the Trustee.
63.

On August 3, 2018, I wrote to Mr. Darby to advise that Perpetual would be sending a

full submission the following week. To my surprise, Mr. Darby responded that the Trustee had
filed a Statement of Claim and an application. Later that afternoon - the Friday before the
August long weekend - the Trustee's counsel sent Perpetual's counsel copies of the filed court
documents. Attached as Exhibit Y is a copy of our exchange.

The Plaintiff should not be granted standing as a complainant under s. 242 of the
ABCA
64.

This section of my Affidavit addresses evidence relevant to whether the Plaintiff could

qualify as a "complainant" entitled to bring an oppression claim, and in particular, addresses
PEOC's creditors at the time of the Transaction and Sequoia's creditors at the time of its
bankruptcy.
65.

As the purchaser of PEOC's shares, 198 required assurances that it knew what if any

debts it was acquiring.
66.

Section 11.0l(b) of the Asset Purchase Agreement states:
11.01 Adjustments Except as otherwise provided in this ARTICLE XI
and subject to all other provisions of this Agreement, the Parties will
adjust and apportion expenditures and revenues of every kind and
nature incurred, payable or paid in respect of the operation of the Assets
including operating, maintenance, development and capital costs,
proceeds from the sale of Hydrocarbon Substances, royalties, property
taxes, prepayments and deposits, duties, taxes and assessments, as at
the Closing Time on an accrual basis including, but not limited to the
Vendor's share of the Orphan Well Levy and the AER Administration Fee
attributable to the Assets, and the following: ...
(b) Vendor is entitled to the revenues and benefits from the ownership
and operation of the Assets incurred or accrued prior to the Closing
Time and is responsible for and will pay for the expenditures
pertaining to the ownership, operation and development of the
Assets incurred or accrued prior to the Closing Time.
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67.

Section 5.2(cc) of the Share Purchase Agreement states:
5.2

Regarding the Corporation

Except that and subject in all instances to the Permitted
Encumbrances and any matter disclosed in any of the Schedules the
Vendor represents and warrants to the Purchaser that in respect of the
Corporation in its personal capacity and not as trustee of POT, unless
otherwise specified, as at the date hereof and as at the Closing Date: ...
(cc)

68.

Debt: except as set out in Schedule I, the current and long-term
debt of the Corporation is $0; ...

The provisions detailed above had the combined effect of assuring 198 that PEOC would

be acquired without any debts at the time of closing, with the exception of certain amounts
expected to be paid in the fourth quarter of 2016 with respect to municipal property taxes that
were identified on Schedule I to the Share Purchase Agreement and materially offset by prepaid
expenses relating to periods after closing and deferred payment obligations to Perpetual related
to recovery of the Crown royalty deposit and Crown royalty credit.
69.

Schedule 11.0l(n) of the Asset Purchase Agreement states:
Notwithstanding the foregoing, as an adjustment in favour of Purchaser,
Vendor will pre-pay its share or any amounts relating to 2016 municipal
property taxes for the period prior to the Closing Time. Following the
Closing Time, Purchaser will be responsible for the payment of all
amounts owing for municipal property taxes for 2016 regardless of when
the invoice is or was issued.

70.

I understand that all 2016 municipal taxes associated with the Goodyear Assets were

paid in full by either Perpetual or Sequoia, with the exception of three municipalities (Athabasca
County, Lamont County, and the Municipal District of Opportunity #17) which I understand
voluntarily agreed with Sequoia at some time after closing to permit Sequoia to pay its 2016
municipal property taxes without penalty in multiple payments over an extended payment
period.
71.

While I do not have access to all of Sequoia's records relating to these municipalities,

I am attaching as Exhibit Z copies of Perpetual's analysis of 2016 property tax payments
associated with the Goodyear Assets. It shows total 2016 property taxes owing in the amount
of $6,374,201 which was paid either by Sequoia or Perpetual with the exception of voluntary
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deferred payment amounts. With respect to the three municipalities referred to in the previous
paragraph:
(a)

I am attaching a copy of a letter from Sequoia to the Municipal District of

Opportunity No. 17 dated October 20, 2016 as Exhibit AA outlining Sequoia's request
of the Municipal District of Opportunity #17 to defer 2016 property tax payments, and
Municipal District of Opportunity #17's letter to Sequoia dated January 26, 2018
confirming the agreement to establish an extended payment plan for the 2016 municipal
tax invoice as Exhibit BB; and
(b)

I do not have copies of Sequoia's communications with Athabasca County or

Lamont County but am advised by others that those counties stated that payment plans
were also established for 2016 municipal tax invoices and that all payments were made
according to the payment plans with the exception of the payments due after 2016.
72.

Oil and gas industry partners were advised of the sale of Perpetual1s shallow gas assets

by means of a Notice to Industry posted to Enerlink on October 1, 2016 (a corrected notice was
posted on November 16, 2016) which is the normal process used by the industry to advise
industry partners of changes in corporate ownership. Sequoia registered a certificate of
amendment with the Alberta Registrar of Corporations to change its name from PEOC to
Sequoia on October 3, 2016 and issued a similar industry notice on Enerlink. Copies of
Perpetual's industry notices posted to Enerlink are attached as Exhibit CC. Consistent with
common industry practice and the Asset Purchase Agreement and Share Purchase Agreement,
Perpetual paid all Goodyear Asset obligations incurred up to closing and Sequoia paid all
Goodyear Asset obligations incurred after closing.
73.

Trade and service providers to the Goodyear Assets were similarly paid by Perpetual for

goods and services provided with respect to the Goodyear Assets up to closing. Subsequent to
closing, trade and service providers to the Goodyear Assets began transacting with Sequoia and
accordingly would have been required to establish new accounts with Sequoia and voluntarily
make commercial decisions whether or not to extend trade credit to support their business with
Sequoia in the normal course.
74.

I understand that all amounts owing to the AER at the time of closing by PEOC were

paid in full either by Perpetual or Sequoia. Asset retirement obligations (ARO) associated with
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the Goodyear Assets sold to Sequoia did not represent a creditor claim or current liability at the
time of closing. ARO represented an accounting estimate of the expenditures to be incurred
many years in the future after the associated reserves have been fully produced and wells have
been permanently shut in.
75.

On October 4, 2018, counsel for the Trustee sent to counsel for the Perpetual

Defendants copies of certain proofs of claim filed by parties in the Sequoia bankruptcy.
Attached as Exhibit DD is a copy of the proofs of claim filed by the AER on April 6 and 11,
2018 respectively. I understand that the Trustee has not yet determined the validity of the AER
proofs of claim. In any event, the alleged unsecured claim has a stated value as low as $1 as of
the date of the bankruptcy. Further, the alleged secured claim of $573.30 relates to AER
charges with respect to data requests made in January and February 2018. The AER proofs of
claim do not allege or suggest that the AER was a creditor of PEOC on the closing of the
Transaction.
76.

I am satisfied that through the obligations undertaken by Perpetual and Sequoia

pursuant to the Asset Purchase Agreement and the Share Purchase Agreement, none of the
creditors of PEOC at the time of the Transaction were creditors of Sequoia at the time of its
bankruptcy with respect to amounts owing at the time of the Transaction, other than the three
municipalities referred to above that voluntarily chose to extend credit to Sequoia subsequent to
closing and the recovery of the Crown royalty deposit and Crown royalty credit owing to
Perpetual as described in paragraph 42(2)(ii).

The claim against Ms. Rose personally
'
I received no ''personal benefit"
from the Transaction

77.

Mr. Darby speculates that I received a "personal benefit" from the Transaction. He does

not say what kind of benefit or how much it might be worth. He never asked me about any
such benefit in the course of our discussions and correspondence.
78.

I did not receive a personal benefit from the Transaction. As an officer and director of

PEOC, I received no salary and no other form of compensation. I received no compensation
from Perpetual or any other party other than my normal salary for my work on the Transaction.
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All of the shares of PEOC were owned by Perpetual. My work on behalf of PEOC was in my
capacity as the director and officer nominated by Perpetual.
79.

I am a shareholder of Perpetual, a publicly traded company. There was no material

impact on the Perpetual share price following the Transaction as described in Exhibit EE. I
have not sold any shares of Perpetual that I owned at the time of closing.

I was not the "directing mind" of PEOC
80.

PEOC was a special purpose wholly owned subsidiary of Perpetual. I took my

responsibilities as a director and officer of PEOC seriously, considered its best interests and the
interests of its stakeholders, and exercised my business judgment to the best of my ability, but
the ultimate decision to enter into the Transaction was that of Perpetual and its board of
directors.
81.

Immediately upon the closing of the Transaction, PEOC (quickly to become Sequoia)

was controlled exclusively by 198 and the owners of 198.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of Calgary, in )
the Province of Alberta this 19th day of
October, 2018.
)

)
A Commissioner for
Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

9287047.6

)

.,

.La-_~{2
Susan Riddell Rose

THIS IS EXHIBIT II A"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
ln and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

TRANSACTION STEPS
In conducting the disposition of Perpetual's Northeastern Alberta gas assets, Perpetual reviewed
a number of issues. Since Perpetual's inception and its predecessor Paramount Energy Trust,
the majority of Perpetual's assets have been 100% beneficially owned by Perpetual Operating
Trust ("POT'). Legal title for all assets of Perpetual were held in one of three entities or a
combination thereof: Perpetual Energy Inc. (Perpetual - BA Code A5KH; Perpetual Operating
Corp. (POC - BA Code A 1WD); or Perpetual Energy Operating Corp. (PEOC - BA Code OZF5).
PEOC served as Trustee and Administrator of Perpetual Operating Trust with no beneficial
interest in or to any assets. PEOC and POC are wholly-owned subsidiaries of Perpetual. All lands
in Northeastern Alberta were held by POT beneficially and PEOC as to the legal title.
The following is a breakdown of the Assets and work required evidencing the difference between
moving the beneficial interest from POT to PEOC while keeping the legal registered title in PEOC
or moving that to a new Purchaser.

Land
Agreements
requiring
NOA's
The same work was required
regardless of how we proceeded.
JV Aareements
Crown Leases
Mineral
Freehold Leases
Transfer of Caveats

Surface Freehold Surface Agmts
Crown Dispositions
Transfers of Land (fee)
Facilities
Freehold Agmts
Pipelines
Crown Dispositions
Crossings Master Let Crossing
Master Take Crossing
Let Master Road
Road Use
Agmts
Related Let MRU Addendums
Take Master Road Agmts
Related Take MRU Addendums
Wells Events
TOTAL CONVEYANCE DOCS

POT to
Purchaser
Total Asset Sale
1024

POT to PEOC for
beneficial interest

138
808
654
654

0
0
0
0

0
466
675
675

1419
2204
3
206
3641
733
127
30
96

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

313
417

419
53
519
6654
19,382

0
0
0
0

PEOC to POC
Remaining Assets

1024

1024

1
41
648
158
9
7
22
56
19
264
1609
5,380

It became evident that the most effective means of accomplishing this transaction was to move
the beneficial assets to PEOC and then sell the company. This resulted in a quarter of the
paperwork that would have resulted from an Asset sale and also ensured that no ROFR's applied.

THIS IS EXHIBIT "8"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

Goodyear FTP Site File Listing - as taken from DVD dated September 26, 2016 and provided at closing
Abandonment Notices FTP 160726 160810 160815 160817 160823
-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

-

-

'"--

AER Canadian Coyote Energy Ltd. Amended Closure Abandonment Order 2016 FTP
AER Lexin Resources August 10, 2016
CNRL Abandonment Program - North Area
Mineral Land Expiry Abandonment Notices FTP
Perpetual - 00_10-09-055-17W4_0 - Freehold Extension to Abandon
Perpetual - 00_12-09-055-17W4_0 - Freehold Extension to Abandon
PSKL Final Lease Option and Well Abandonment Agreement
Terra Energy Corp - Closure-Abandonment Order No. 2016-10 FTP
Accounti~g Inventory 1608~3

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

PEOC Accounting Inventory CllS00000
PEOC Accounting Inventory Cl1500000
PEOC Accounting Inventory Cl1500000
PEOC Accounting Inventory Cl1500000
PEOC Accounting Inventory CllS00000
PEOC Accounting Inventory Cl1500000
PEOC Accounting Inventory Cl1500000
PEOC Accounting Inventory Cl1500000
PEOC Accounting Inventory Cl1500000
PEOC Accounting Inventory Cl1500000

Inv. Acct All -July 2016
Inv. Acct All -July 2016
Inv. Acct All -July 2016
Inv. Acct All -July 2016
Inv. Acct All -July 2016
Inv. Acct All -July 2016
Inv. Acct All -July 2016
Inv. Acct All -July 2016
Inv. Acct All -July 2016
Inv. Acct All -July 2016

(2) (Cl15000003 Vegre0l-01)
(2) (Cl15000006 06-08)
(2) (Cl15000007 Teepee 06-10)
(2) (Cl15000008 Wabasca 06-20)
(2) (Cl15000009)
(2) (Cl15000010 Craigend 9-25)
(2) (Cl15000011 TransTech)
(2) (Cl15000012 Bonness)
(2) (Cl15000013 APL)
(2) (Cl15000014 Radway 12-17)

AER Renewal Initiative Project (Expired Disposition Data} 160822

19

PEOC 13-JUL-16

20
21

AFE Notices Received Sept 8 2016 to Closing 160913 160919
AFE CA16000150 Rejection Letter to Encana
Notice of Operations AFE-Conoco dated September 8 2016
AFE's - see Final Schedule G of P&S for AFE List
OLD - see Schedule G of P&S for AFE List

22
23

Shallow Gas AFE's Post 2013 160526
Shallow Gas AFE's Post 2013 Revised as emailed 160614 FTP
ARO

24

Goodyear ARO Estimate 160609
Asset Plans

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Birchwavy Asset Plan
Bruce Asset Plan
Calling Lake Asset Plan
Craigend Asset Plan
East Side Asset Plan
Killam Asset Plan
Wabasca Asset Plan
Warwick Asset Plan
West Side Asset Plan
Westlock Asset Plan
Compliance FTP 160808 160809

Action Plan to AER Aug 4
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35

PEOC Response Ltr Aug 4 2016 Notice of Noncompliance Jul 15 2016
AER Aug 5 Pipeline

36

Perpetual PL INC Review CLS LTR Aug 5 2016 UC P47141
AER Aug 9 Directive 13

37

AER Notice of Noncompliance - Ongoing Directive 013 • August 9, 2016
AER July 15 Directive 13

38
39

AER Notice of Noncompliance· Ongoing Directive 013 - July 15, 2016
Perpetual Response AER Notice of Noncompliance - Ongoing Directive 013 - July 15 2016

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

07-34-095-18WSM TFA Application
07-34-95-18WSM pipeline break map
2013-2014 Integrity Plan-Review
2014-2015 Integrity Plan-Review
2015-2016 Integrity Plan-Review
AER Release Report Final FIS20152008 30MAR16
Baytex Darwin 2013, 2014-15, 2015-16 Perpetual data
D-56 Letter - Abandonment - PEOC UC 31429-1 Darwin 3-1-94-18W5
Darwin Pigging for P31429-1
Darwin Piepline Break· NOTE from Perpetual
DarwinScans0013
DarwinScans0014
DarwinScans0015
DarwinScans0016
Facility and Gathering System Risk Matrix 1
Failure Tracking

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

IMG_0654
IMG_0655
IMG_0656
Perpetual IC Letter, 2016 05 16, P31429, FIS 20152008
Perpetual Pigging Reports
PL ABAND_Repair 3-1-95-18 WSM TO 13-27-94-18 WSM
Email RE Internal Corrosion Investigation July 13 (Attach: Darwin Pipeline Map, Darwin Pipeline Report)
Email RE Internal corrosion investigation (attach: 314291,5,8,10,26,30,31 PERMIT, 20152008rl AER Response Letter)
Email RE Perpetual pigging reports

Darwin Pipeline Break

Surface Casing Vent Flow

65

Email SCVF Report 07-29-2016 (Attach: SCVF Report 07-29-2016, Jean Lake Waiver - 00/08-30-099-24W4, 02/06-27099W4, 00/08-35-098-25W4, AER Letter dated July 25, 2016 - Jean Lake Waiver, RE Jean Lake Waiver - 00/08-30-09924W4, 02/06-27-099W4, 00/08-35-098-25W4
Thornbury Pipeline Break

66
67
68
69
70

06-16-081-13W4 (P47141) S (2)
06-16-081-13W4 (P47141) S
47141-002 PERMIT (1)
47141-002 PERMIT
AER Release Report (FIS 20152196) final 31MAR16

71
72
73
74
75

IMG_Ol48
IMG_Ol63
IMG_0234
Perpetual PL Cl INC Review LTR, Sep 2 2015, UC P47141, L2, FIS 2015219 ...
Perpetual PL INC Review CLS LTR Aug 4, 2016, UC P47141, L2, FIS 201521...

76

Email Pipeline Incident Review License 47141 Line 2 (Attach: 14 Marianna, 12 Marianna, 2014 Thornbury Pipeline
Corrosion Mitigation Schedule(l), 2015 Thornbury Pipeline Corrosion Mitigation Schedule(l), PIM REV 4 JULY 2015, POM
REV 4 JULY 2015, Pipeline Risk Assessment, 5-16 Gas Analysis 1, 5-16 Gas Analysis 2, AS Pipeline Abandonment
Procedure r2 Oct 2015, 5-16-81-31_0, 5-16-81-13_2, Perpetual PL Cl INC Review LTR, Sep 2, 2015, UC P47141, L2, FIS
2015219 ... , 20152196 AER Response Letter
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77
78

TFA162019
Theodolite_2016.03.02_13.29.27
p13 Downhole Monthly 160823

79

D13 Downhole_Monthly
l::>efaulting ComR_ani~s

80

Defaulting Companies List 160831
Environmental Co~resp FTP 160725 ~6~809 1§Q908
AER Correspondence\Thickwood Hills\P 05-01-088-17W4

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

91

AER Release Report 20150277 Final 31MAR15
Perpetual PL INC Review LTR Jan 27 2015 PIC P22063 L4 FIS 20150277
AER Correspondence\Thickwood Hills\P 05-01-088-17W4\3 AER Correspondence
Email AER FIS 20150277 (1) (Attach: AER Release Report prelim 02FEB15)
Email AER FIS 20150277 (2) (Attach: AER Release Report prelim 12FEB15 (revised))
AER Release Report 20150277 Final 31MAR15 (word doc)
AER Release Report 20150277 Final 31MAR15 (pdf doc)
AER Release Report prelim 02FEB15
AER Release Report prelim 12FEB15 (revised)
Email Final AER Release Report 20150277 (Attach: AER Release Report 20150277 Final 31MAR15, 05-01-088-17 Spill
Email Perpetual PL INC Review LTR Jan 27 2015 (Attach: Perpetual Pipeline Incident Response Letter, UC P22063, L4, FIS
20150277, Diagram, DDS Submission Acknowledgement, After Repair photo, Failure spot photo, Incident Site Photo 1,
Incident Site Photo 2, Jagged edge without sleeper photo, No sleeper photo, Pipe interior photo, Riser Support_ditch pile
Perpetual PL INC Review LTR Jan 27 2015
EPEA Registrations\03-06-047-15W4 Bruce

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108

03-06-047-15W4 (00001790-02-00) F
03-06-047-15W4 (00001790-02-00)
1790-02-01
EPEA Registrations\04-35-048-18W4 Bruce
04-35-048-18W4 (00010097-02-00) F
04-35-048-18W4 (00010097-02-00)
10097-02-01
EPEA Registrations\07-35-057-16W4 Duvernay
07-35-057-16W4 (00010428-01-00) F
07-35-057-16W4 (00010428-01-00)
07-35-057-16W4 (00010428-01-01)
10428-01-02
EPEA Registrations\09-36-055-14W4 Hairly Hills
CONSENT TO TRANSFER REGISTRATION NO Signed
CONSENT TO TRANSFER REGISTRATION NO (word doc)
CONSENT TO TRANSFER REGISTRATION NO (pdf doc)
EPEA Registrations\14-29-064-01W4 Steele
14-29-064-01 ws (00231524-00-00)
EPEA Registrations\F 06-10-087-0lWS
Teepee Creek Approval Renewal draft Final
FOS-08-088-18W4 2016 Spill
AER Release Report Thickwood
Email Release Report FIS 308268 (Attach: AER Release Report Thickwood)
Marten Hills 100 06-33-076-26W4

109
110

06-33-076-26W4 Brief
Ecoventure Status Sheet 06-33-076-26W4 31AUG15

111

Survey 100 06-33-076-26W4
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112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153

Marten Hills 100 06-33-076-26W4\2008 Spill 6-33-76-26W4
6-33-76-26W4
100.06-33-076-26-W4M Phase II Scope of Work signed

2008 spill report
Paraffin Solvent
Pl-7313 {EPC-5511)
Marten Hills 100 06-33-076-26W4\2009 Phase II 6-33-76-26W4 EV
6-33 PCOC extent
6-33-76-26W4 ERCB Release Report
Ecoventure Paramount
Ecoventure Phase II Scope 06-33-076-26W4 21DEC10
Parraffin Solvent
Phase II 06-33-076-26W4 11MAY09
Phase II Scope of Work 06-33-76-26-W4v2
Pl-7313 {EPC-5511)
Email RE 06-33 Remediation Plan {Attach: SCSI cartoon of extent and volume)
Revised Phase II 06-33-076-26W4 07JAN10
SCSI cartoon of extend and volume
Signed Scope of Work
Spill Report
Marten Hills 100 06-33-076-26W4\2009 Phase II 6-33-76-26W4 EV\HAND Augering Report
Draft Figl SitePlanSampleloc
Draft Report
Phase II Tables
Marten Hills 100 06-33-076-26W4\2009 Phase II 6-33-76-26W4 EV\RE 06-33 Remediation Plan_files
colorschememapping
filelist
themedata
Marten Hills 100 06-33-076-26W4\2010 (no files)
Marten Hills 100 06-33-076-26~4\2011
Phase II EV 06-33-076-26W4 20MAY11
Marten Hills 100 06-33-076-26W4\2012
06-33-076-26W4 2012 GWMR EV 13AUG12
Marten Hills 100 06-33-076-26W4\2013
06-33-076-26W4 2013 Phase II ESA and GWMR 12NOV13
Marten Hills 100 06-33-076-26W4\2014
06-33-076 W4M Groundwater Monitoring and Remediation Work Summary 2014
Email 06-33-076-26W4 TFA {Attach: TFA145301)
Allu tickets Sublatus
Marten Hills 100 06-33-076-26W4\2014\ATV rental cost!! Use vehicles from plant
Email RE 06-33 Invoice No 307144
Email RE ATV's for enviro consultants
Marten Hills 100 06-33-076-26W4\2015
Email 1 Marten Hills Allu Work
Email 2 Marten Hills Allu Work
Email 3 Marten Hills Allu Work
Email 4 Marten Hills Allu Work
Email 5 Marten Hills Allu Work
06-33-076-26W4 Remediation Summary EV 08SEP15
Email 6 Marten Hills Allu Work
Email 7 Marten hills Allu Work
100.06-33-076-26 W4M 2015 Summary Letter
Email RE Marten Hills 06-33-076-26 W4 Remediation
Marten Hills 100 06-33-076-26W4\Nicole
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154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166

06-33-076-26W4 Field Notes Template
06-33-076-26W4 Nicole Leigh
Analytical Suite 06-33-076-26\A/4
Site Plan w MW locations and Excavations 06-33-076-26\A/4
Table 3 06-33-076-26W4
P09-26-055-12W4 2015 Line Strike
AER Release Report 9-26-55-12w4 Mar 17_2015

167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188

Email AER release report-review (Attach: AER Release Report 9-26-55-12w4 Marl?_2015)
Email FW Pictures-pipeline strike 9-26-55-12w4 (Attach: imagel, image2, image3, image4, images)
imagel
image2
image3
image4
images
Pipeline Break\July 2015 break
3-1 cathodic survey
3-1 Gas Analysis
2014-2015 Integrity Plan-Review
2015-2016 Integrity Plan-Review
AS Pipeline Abandonment Procedure r2 Oct 2015
AER Release Report Final FIS20152008 30MAR16
AER Release Report prelim 04AUG15
Baytex Darwin 2013, 2014-15, 2015-16 Pertetual data
Cost Sheet- Phase II ESA at PL Break 11-35-094-18 WSM
DarwinScans0032
EM Survey 11-35-094-18WS AKS 17SEP15
Email FW AER FIS20152008 - PL Lie P31249 Linie 1 - 07-03-095-18W6 - DUE JUNE 16
IMG_0647
IMG_0649
IMG_0650
IMG_0654
IMG_0655
IMG_0656
PE5110FW
Perpetual IC Letter, 2016 05 16, P31429, FIS 20152008
PIF - Darwin Line Break
Remedial Action Plant ll-35-094-18WS 15SEP15 EV

189

Pipeline Break\July 2015 break\emaifs
Email AER FIS 20152008 (1) (Attach: IMG_0654, IMG_0655, IMG_0656, AER Release Report prelim 04AUG15)

190
191

Email AER FIS 20152008 (2)
Email AER FIS 20152008 (3) (Attach: IMG_0649, IMG_0650, 11-27-94-18w5_38, 11-27-94-18w5_31)

192
193
194

Email AER FIS 20152008 (4)
Email assessment (1) Ecoventure
Email assessment (2) Ecoventure

195
196

Email Cost Estimate for Spill Assessment
Email Darwin (Attach: DarwinScans0032)

197
198
199

Email Darwin break site change
Email FW AER Release Report (Attach: AER Release Report)
Email FW EM results - Darwin Spill Perpetual Energy (Attach: 11-27-94-18w5_38, 11-27-94-18w5_31)

200
201

Email FW pies 2 (Attach: IMG_0654, IMG_0655, IMG_0656)
Email Fwd 15-35-94-18WS - Full Water Report - Perpetual (Attach: PESll0FW)

202

Email RE 2016 pipelines Darwin and Thornbury

203
204

Email RE Darwin
Email RE EM and water analytical Ecoventure
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205

Email RE EM results - Darwin Spill Perpetual Energy
Pipeline Break\July 2015 break\Nicole

206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232

233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245

Nicole 11-35-094-18W5
Remedial Action Plant 11-35-094-18W5 15SEP15 EV
Pipeline Break\July 2015 break\pipeline reports
DarwinScans0037
DarwinScans0038
Email FW Darwin cathodic report (Attach: DarwinScans0038)
Email FW pigging
Pipeline Release {Thornbury)\2015 pipeline release
20150813_134342
20150813_134427
Email AER Conversation RE Thornbury
Email AER FIS 20152196 I (Attach: AER Release Report (FIS 20152196) prelim 08SEP15, 20150813_134342,
20150813_134427, Thornbury 012)
Email AER FIS 20152196 II (Attach: AER Release Report (FIS 20152196) prelim 08SEP15 v2)
AER Release Report (FIS 20152196 Marianna Lake GGS)
AER Release Report (FIS 20152196) final 30MAR16
AER Release Report (FIS 20152196) prelim 08SEP15 v2
AER Release Report (FIS 20152196) prelim 08SEP15
Email FW AER FIS 20152196 revised (Attach: AER Report (FIS 20152196) prelim 08SEP15 v2)
Email FW Thornbury pipeline break (Attach: AER Release Report (FIS 20152196 Marianna Lake GGS), 20150813_134427,
20150813_134342, Thornbury 012)
Nicole 06-16-081-13W4
PERPETUAL 06-16-083-13 W4M SPILL ASSESSMENT REPORT BINDER
Perpetual Thornbury Phase II Proposal to AER
Email RE 2016 piplelines Darwin and Thornbury
Email Request for Limited Phase II ESA 06-16-081-13W4 (Attach: Request for Phase II ESA 06-16-081-13W4)
Request for Phase II ESA 06-16-081-13W4
Thornbury 012
Pipeline Release (Thornbury)\2015 pipeline release\Feb 2016 Phase II
Cost Sheet - Phase II ESA 06-16-081-13 W4M
Package 1119799-3
Email Thornbury Results (Attach: Cost Sheet - Phase II ESA and Partial Haul at PL Break 06-16-081-13 W4M Revised;
Package 1119799-3)
Teepee Creek P02-02-087-25W4 (P29785-15)\1 Incident Details
Email AGAT LABS ANALYTICAL 07-02-087-25W4M 14C882899 (Attach: 14C882899 (pdf & excel doc))
Email AGAT LABS ANALYTICAL 07-02-087-25W4M 14K61078E882899 (Attach: 14C883326 (pdf & excel doc),
AGAT_Labs_lnvoice_14K61078E)
Email FW 20142099 Perpetual Release Report Sep 3 2014 (Attach: AER Release Report)
Email FW Perpetual Pipeline Incident Review Letter from AER (Attach: Perpetual PL INC Review LTR, Sep 3, 2014, UC
P29785, Line 15, FIS 20142099)
Email FW Teepee 7-2 pipeline break info (Attach: AER Release Report)
Email Re pumped water from Teepee Creek pipeline break
Email RE Teepee line break
Teepee Creek P02-02-087-25W4 (P29785-15)\2 Spill Assessment
000.02-02-087-25 W4M Cost Estimate
02-02-087-25 W4M 2014 Spill Assessment EV 30OCT14
02-02-087-25 W4M Pipeline Break
Email PEOC 13-25-074-24 W4M and 02-02-087-25 W4M (Attach: 000.02-02-087-25 W4M Cost Estimate, 000.13-25-07424 W4M Cost Estimate)
Pipeline
Email Spill Assessment of pipeline break at 02-02-087-25W4 (Attach: 02-02-087-25 W4M 2014 Spill Assessment EV
Teepee Creek P02-02-087-25W4 (P29785-15)\2 Spill Assessment\lnitial Samples - AGAT invoice
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246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258

259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276

14C882899_COC
14C883326 (pdf doc)
14C883326 (excel doc)
AGAT_Labs_lnvoice_14K61078E
AGAT_Labs_lnvoice_14K62246E
Teepee Creek P02-02-087-25W4 (P29785-15)\3 AER Correspondence
AER Release Report 20142099 Final 31MAR15
AER Release Report FIS 20142099 - ammended
AER Release Report
Email Ammendment to FIS No 20142099 (Attach: AER Release Report FIS 20142099 - ammended, 02-02-087-25 W4M
Pipeline Break)
Perpetual Pipeline Incident (Line 29785-15)
Perpetual PL INC Review LTR, Sep 3, 2014
Email RE Line 15 License #29785 - File No 4009 1 (Attach: 02-02-087-25 W4M 2015 Spill Remediation Report, AER
Release Report 20142099 Final 31MAR15)
Email RE Perpetual Pipeline Incident License #29785-15 (Attach: Perpetual Pipeline Incident (Line 29785-15) Response
Letter, AER Release Report 20142099 Final 31MAR15, 02-02-087-25 W4M 2015 Spill Remediation Report, Photo2,
Photo3, Photo4, Photos, Photo6)
Teepee pipeline break license 29785-15
Teepee Creek P02-02-087-25W4 (P29785-15)\3 AER Correspondence\Photos Aug 21
photo 1, B4 isolation
photo 2, B4 isolation
photo 5, After isolation
photo 6, After isolation
photo 7, after isolation
photo 12, B4 isolation
photo 13, B4 isolation
photo 14, B4 isolation
Teepee Creek P02-02-087-25W4 (P29785-15)\3 AER Correspondence\Photos Aug 22
Corn Lake 7-2 pipeline break 002
Corn Lake 7-2 pipeline break 003
Corn Lake 7-2 pipeline break 004
Corn Lake 7-2 pipeline break 005
Corn Lake 7-2 pipeline break 006
Corn Lake 7-2 pipeline break 007
Corn Lake 7-2 pipeline break 008
Corn Lake 7-2 pipeline break 012
Corn Lake 7-2 pipeline break 013

277
278
279
280

Corn Lake 7-2 pipeline break 014
Corn Lake 7-2 pipeline break 015
Corn Lake 7-2 pipeline break 016
Corn Lake 7-2 pipeline break 017
Teepee Creek P02-02-087-25W4 (P29785-15)\4 2015 Remediation

281
282

02-02-087-25 W4M 2015 Spill Remediation Report
02-02-087-25W4 Post Rem Assessment EV 02OCT15

283
284

2015 clean up Teepee Creek
Email Re pumped water from Teepee Creek pipeline break

285

Email RE Teepee Creek and Marten Hills update
Teepee Creek P02-02-087-25W4 (P29785-15)\4 2015 Remediation\Daily Reports JanlS

286
287
288
289
290

Summary Letter 2015-01-22
Summary Letter 2015-01-23
Summary Letter 2015-01-24
Summary Letter 2015-01-25
Summary Letter 2015-01-26
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291
292

Summary Letter 2015-01-27
Summary Letter 2015-01-28
Teepee Creek P02-02-087-25W4 (P29785-15)\4 2015 Remediation\lnvoices

293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300

307660
307957
308060
308201
308539
Exova 15-854200
Tervita 24016003272
Tervita 24018003271
Water Diversion Licenses
Bruce 001-00364565-00-00
Water Diversion Licenses\03-06-047-15W4
~$ter Act Licence App (2) 03-06-047-15W4
001-00364565-00-00 Perpetual Energy Operating Corporation Licence

301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319

333
334

03-06-047-15W4 (81499}
03-06-047-15W4 WA Application
00381587 TDL (May - Nov 2016)
Application_WAApprovals
Bruce Water Report 2016
from Beaver County HCL Report
Land Title 03-06-047-15W4 WA Application
Landowner Consent
Licence Applcation
Licence Application Package 03-06-047-15W4M Final
Licence Application Package 03-06-047-15W4M
Lithology chargs (ddraft)
Notice to lnddustry 03-06-047-15W4
Email Perpetual WA Application (Attach: 03-06-047-15W4 WA Application)
Pump test 3-6
Email RE Application No 001-00364565 (Attach: 1 Map of Water Wells within 1.6 km radius, 2 Map of Water Wells within
5 km radius of 03-06-047-15W4, 3 Water Wells Within 5 km radius, 81425, 258726, 2029739, 78139, 78114, 81505)
Email RE Perpetual WA Application 1
Email RE Perpetual WA Application 2
Surface and Water Well Map 03-06-047-15W4
Email TDL Application No 00367987 - TDL Application has been Received (Attach: TDL Application)
TDL Application
Email thank you for your e-mail
Water Act Licence App (2) 03-06-047-15W4 (word doc)
Water Act Licence App (2) 03-06-047-15W4 (pdf doc)
Water Act Licence App 03-06-047-15W4
Water Analysis 03-06-047-15W4
Water Well Field Suvery Summary Bruce
Water Wells within 1.6 km radius
Well ID 81499
Water Diversion Licenses\03-06-047-15W4\Water Wells within 1.6 km radius
1 Map of Water Wells within 1.6 km radius
3 Water Wells within 5 km radius

335
336
337
338
339

78114
78139
78142
81425
81428

320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
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340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358

81429
81457
81462
81493
81498 (no lithology)
81503 (no lithology)
81504 (no lithology)
81505
81528
81530
81532
92964
258726
277684
299541
1575006
2029606
2029739
2029749

359
360

369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378

Beaver County Groundwater Assessment Report
Water Wells within 5 km radius
Water Diversion Licenses\09-36-055-14W4
2067109
Application Letter
Application _WAApprovals 09-36-055-14W4 May
Application_ WAApprovals 09-36-055-14W4
Email Exova COA - 09-36-055-14 W4 - Lot 1110285 (Attach: Package 1110285-5)
Email Exova Results - 09-36-055-14 W4 - Lot 1110285 (Attach: Package 1110285-1)
Email Exova Results - Excel - 09-36-055-14 W4 - Lot 1110285 (Attach: 2067109)
Email Hairy Hills Water Wells (Attach: Hairy Hill 2 Paul Wakulchyk, Hairy Hill 3 Marie Tatarin, Hairy Hill 5 Brian and Karen
Tatarin, Hairy Hill 7 Ted Nowchuk, Hairy Hill 8 Eleanor Lutzak 1, Hairy Hill 8 Eleanor Lutzak 2, Hairy Hills Water Wells)
Land Title 09-36-055-14W4
Landowner Consent
Notice to Industry 09-36-055-14W4
Package 1110285-1
Package 1110285-5
Pump Ttest 9-36
Email Re Water Well ID at Hairy Hills
Water Act Licence App 09-36-055-14W4 Final
Water Act Licence App 09-36-055-14W4
Email Water Licence Application (Attach: Water Act Licence App 09-36-055-14W4 Final)

379
380
381

Water Well Drilling Report 09-36-055-14W4
Water Well Field Suvery Summary HH (word doc)
Water Well Field Suvery Summary HH (pdf doc)

382
383
384

Water Well Report
Water Wells Map within 1.6 km of Hairy Hills Plant
Water Wells within 1.6 km of Hairy Hills Plant
Woodenhouse 100 11-29-086-22W4
AER_ReleaseReport 11-29-086-22W4 Revised
AER_ReleaseReport 11-29-086-22W4
Email AER_ReleaseReport 11-29-086-22W4 (Attach: AER_ReleaseReport ll-29-086-22W4)
Email FW AER_ReleaseReport 11-29-086-22W4 (AER_ReleaseReport ll-29-086-22W4)
Email FW Release Report Request E-mail for CIC REF #307371 (Attach: AER Release Report)

361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368

385
386
387
388
389
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390
391
392
393
394
395

Eguipm_ent Lists - UpdatE?_d 1!;0609 16()82_3
Goodyear ARO Heavy Equipment March 2016 VB 160608
Goodyear W4 Equipment List - June 9 2016DM Preliminary
PEOC equipment (trucks, atv, sleds, aro equip)
PEOC Storage Yard Report (PEOC Yards) -August 2016
PEOC Storage Yard Report (Surplus Int-For Sale) - August 2016
PEOC Storage Yard Report (Third-Party Yards) - August 2016

396

-~xcl1J~e~ . Assets - U_pd_atE!_d ~§0608
Excluded Assets - Project Goodyear 160608

397

Facility (Non 01;11 & G§S
PEOC Non-Op Facilities & GGS 160915
FIN}:\L SchE!dules P&S (POT to PEOCI see HAROU) Final Schedules (no files)
.FII\IA_L Sche_dulE!s SPA (PEOCl see HAROLD Fin~I S~'!_~~-tt-~es (no files)
Financial Statements 160922
Assets transferred to PEOC - Operating Statements v2 160922 FTP
Legal Entity PEOC - Financial Statements 160922 FTP
<,_

398
399

,_

,_

413
414
415
416
417

Ht\RO_~D • Fir1al S_c!'E!~':'les (~l?.S) ~pprolle_~!f;0925 1§()!:1?6
P&S #15939718-v2(Sept_23)
Schedule A Northern Minerals Final 16 09 08 {2161 pages)
Schedule A Southern Minerals Final 16 09 01 (4902 pages)
Schedule B 1 - well List 20160912
Schedule B 2 - PEOC Licence but not Beneficial list 20160829
Schedule B 3 - Facility List 20160829
Schedule B 4 - Major Facility list
Schedule C - Pipelines 20160901
Schedule D - Material Contracts 160923
Schedule E 1 - Equipment
Schedule E 2 - PEOC Heavy Equipment
Schedule G - AFE List as of 09 23 2016 (with ARO Reconciliation)
Schedule F - Form of Seismic License Agreement
SDL_PEOC_Licensor(proprietary)_2016 09 21
Schedule H - Purchaser and PSK Seismic
PEOC 2D Proprietary 160921 FTP
PEOC 3D Proprietary 160921 FTP
PEOC Seismic Database Map FTP
PSK Lines T40-60R4-26W4 FTP
PSK PlatT40-60R4-26W4_2D_3D 160926 FTP

418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426

HAR()LD - Firial Schedule._s (SPA) Aqp_rc>_lled 1!;0925 160926
Schedule A Northern Minerals Final 16 09 08 {2161 pages)
Schedule A Southern Minerals Final 16 09 01 (4902 pages)
Schedule B - Major Facility List
Schedule F - Sublease Final 160921
Schedule G - Work Order Schedule Updated Sept 19 2016
Schedule H 1 - Well List 20160829
Schedule H 2 - PEOC Licence but not Beneficial list 20160829
Schedule J - Litigation Claims
Schedule K - Litigation Release and Indemnity Agreement_7880745_1

400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
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427
428
429

Schedule L - Material Contracts 160923
Schedule N - Retained Interest Agreement
Schedule O - MCCCPEOC

430

Schedule P - Work Order Assumption Agreement_7880604_2
Schedule I and Backup
Mineral Lease Crown Northern Rental Per Diem Report Sept26
Mineral Lease Crown Rental Waiver Per Diem Report Sept26
Mineral Lease Crown Southern Rental Per Diem Report Sept26
Northern Freehold Minernl Lease Rental Per Diem Report
PEOC Crown Statement - Sep 2016
Schedule I to Share Purchase Agreement Sept26 vl
Southern Freehold Mineral Lease Rental Per Diem Report-8 Sept 2016
Statement of Adjustments Estimates Sept26 vl
Surface Per Diem Rental Schedule 09152016 (Effective Oct 1 2016)
Schedule I and Backup\OLD
Northern Crown Mineral Lease Rental Per Diem Report
Rental Waiver Northern Goodyear 2016-October
Schedule I to Share Purchase Agreement 160922
Southern Crown Mineral Lease Rental Per Diem Report-PDF
Surface Per Diem Rental Schedule 09152016
Schedule Q - see HAROLD Final P&S folder (no files)
Schedule R - Municipal Tax Benchmark
2015 Property Tax by Municipality of PEOC CC (Based on CC List 09_15_2016) (2) FTP

431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444

445

HR FTP 160809

446
447
448
449
450
451

Contract Well Facilities Operating Agreements
Contract Well Facilities Operating Agmt 1
Contract Well Facilities Operating Agmt 2
Contract Well Facilities Operating Agmt 3
Contract Well Facilities Operating Agmt 4
Contract Well Facilities Operating Agmt 5
Lease Agreement
Lease Agmt Dec 2011
Income Taxes - PEOC FTP 160725 160809
2009

452

Paramount Energy Operating Corp Dec 312009 T2 - FINAL printed 2010-05-19
2010

453
454
455
456
457

PEOC - Dec 31 2010 NOA-AB
PEOC - Dec 312010 NOA - Fed
PEOC Dec 31 2010 T2 - FINAL
2011
PEOC - Dec 31 2011 NOA - Fed
PEOC - Dec 31 2011 T2 - FINAL

458

PEOC Dec 31 2011 NOA - AB
2012

459
460
461

PEOC - Dec 31 2012 AB NOA - July 10 2013
PEOC - Dec 31 - 2012 NOA - July 12 2013
PEOC - Dec 31 2012 T2 - FINAL
2013

462
463
464

PEOC-Dec 31 2013-AB NOA Jun 25 2014
PEOC-T2 Dec 31 2013-NOA-June 30 2014
Perpetual Energy Operating Corp-T2 Dec 31 2013-final
2014
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465
466
467

Perpetual Energy Operating Corp-T2 Dec 312014-AB NOA-jun 30 2015
Perpetual Energy Operating Corp-T2 Dec 31 2014-FINAL
2015
Perpetual Energy Operating Corp-Dec 312015 T2-FINAL

468
469
470
471

ln~~~try Notificatior,ts R~~e._iv1:_d __5-l:!Ht 8 20~16 to C[osii:ig
1.Deltastream Amend Primary Recovery Scheme 12218A-Marten
2.Deltastream Amend Primary Recovery Scheme 12218A-Marten
3.Deltastream Amend Primary Recovery Scheme 12218A-Marten
4.Deltastream Amend Primary Recovery Scheme 12218A-Marten

472

Land Map updated 160608
Goodyear Lands - North and South 160608DM

473
474
475
476
477
478
479

Land Surrenders FTP 160908 160914
02972 Surrender 160913
4384
4630
10566
11726 Surrender page 2 160913
11726 Surrender page 1160913
Email Note on Mineral Land Surrenders (Attach: 04384, 04630, 10566)

Hills-Received-091216
Hills-Received-091216
Hills-Received-091216
Hills-Received-091216

481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500

Lease C>ps - Updat~d 16(!830 160919
Goodyear Hl 2006 & 2015 Lease Ops - Bottoms Up Preparation (2016 09 19)
Lease Ops (Current Estimate)
Goodyear 2016 6+6 Current Estimate Forecast Lease Op
Northern updated 160608\Area Level
Athabasca Non-Op RI 160531DM
Athabasca Non-Producing 160531DM
Bohn Lake 160531DM
Calling Lake 160531DM
Calling Lake Non-Op RI 160531DM
Calling Lake Non-Producing 160531DM
Craigend 160531DM
Darwin 160531DM
Ells 1605310M
General North Area 160531DM
Hospital Creek 160608DM
Leismer Corner 160531DM
Marten Hills 1606080M
Marten Hills Non-Op RI 160608DM
Marten Hills Non-Producing 160608DM
North Shut-in Areas 160531DM
Northeast Non-Op 160531DM
Northeast Non-Producing 160531DM

501
502
503
504
505
506
507

Northeast RI 160531DM
Peter Lake 160608DM
Pony 160531DM
Saleski 160531DM
Stry 160531DM
Stry Non-Op RI 160531DM
Stry Non-Producing 160531DM

508

Teepee Creek 160608DM

480
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509
510
511
512
513
514

Thornbury 160531DM
Westlock 160531DM
Westlock Non-Op Rl 160531DM
Westlock Non-Producing 160531DM
Winefred 160531DM
Woodenhouse 160608DM

545
546
547

Northern updated 160608\District Level
All North less Excluded Properties 160608DM
All North less Excluded Properties Detail 160608DM
Calling Lake District 160531DM
Craigend District 160531DM
Darwin District less Panny 160531DM
East Side District 160531DM
Marten Hills District 160608DM
Wabasca District 160531DM
West Side District 160531DM
Westlock District 160531DM
Woodenhouse District 160608DM
Southern\Area Level
Bruce 160531DM
Bruce Non-Op RI 160531DM
Bruce Non-Producing 160531DM
Duvernay Non-Producing 160531DM
General South Area 160531DM
Hairy Hill 160531DM
Killam 160531DM
Killam Non-Op RI 160531DM
Killam Non-Producing 160531DM
South Alta Other Non-Op RI 160531DM
South Alta Other Non-Producing 160531DM
Vegreville Bitumen 160531DM
Viking Non-Op RI 160531DM
Viking Non-Producing 160531DM
Warwick 160531DM
Warwick Non-Op RI 160531DM
Warwick Non-Producing 160531DM
Wostock Non-Op RI 160531DM
Wostok 160531DM
Southern\District Level
All South less Mannville - Detail 160531DM
All South less Mannville 160531DM
Birchwavy East District 160531DM

548
549
550
551

Bruce District 160531DM
Killam District 160531DM
South Alberta District 160531DM
Warwick District 160531DM

515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544

L~gal Claims - over past 3 years
Canadian Coyote Default

552
553

Default notices Canadian Coyote
Default of Canadian Coyote - AltaGas Notice - Jan 4 2016

554

CNRL
CNRL Statement of Claim
Eclipse - settled
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555
556

562

Email Note Eclipse Claim has been settled (no files)
Eclipse and PEOC Civil Claim March 2016
River Ridge
Schedule_A_to Dispute Note
Statement of Claim River Ridge Mobile Home Park Nov 2014
Statement of Defence - Perpetual (River Ridge Mobile Home Park Inc)
Spur - Counterclaim
Counterclaim - Filed
Statement of Defense- Filed
Sunshine Oil Sand - Discontinuance
Sunshine Oil Sand - Discontinuance of Action

563

,Litigation Claims
Schedule J - Litigation Claims

557
558
559
560
561

. MJ!
564
565
566

Goodyear - LLR Northern Wells and Facilities - 160609
Goodyear - LLR Southern Wells and Facilities - 160609
LLR Northern Southern and Totals
Mc:1~.eric1l C,ontracts - se.e FinatSche.dules t~ P~S .?PA (no files)

,IYJ!ne.~al La.11.d Pr(!Q."lrtl( R.ElQ(!rtS - s.ee Final s~~.El~tJ.les t.c, PB4?.s~A
OLD

567
568
569
570
571
572

Goodyear Northern Minerals - All 160608 (pdf doc)
Goodyear Northern Minerals - All 160608 (excel doc)
Goodyear Northern Minerals Final 160526 (pdf doc)
Goodyear Northern Minerals Final 160526 (excel doc)
Goodyear Southern Minerals Final 160524 (pdf doc)
Goodyear Southern Minerals Final 160524 (excel doc)

573
574

Municipal Taxes 160~08 ~60919
2015 Property Tax by Municipality of PEOC CC (Based on CC List 09_15_2016) (2) FTP
Goodyear 2016 Municipal Tax Due Dates VB 160608

575

Presentation
Shallow Gas Presentation May 2016

576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588

ProQerty Tax Assessment Comolaint FTP 160725
Index
Tab 1 - Decision Correspondence
2016 Corporate Calendar updated July 14, 2016 Hearing
Tab 2 - April 11, 2016 - Outgoing Letters
Athabasca
Beaver County
Camrose County
Flagstaff County
Lac La Biche
Lamont County
Opportunity
Smoky Lake
Thorhild
Two Hills
Wainwright
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589

Westlock
Tab 3 - April 11, 2016 - Responses

590
591
592

Response - Athabasca County May 2, 2016
Response - Smoky Lake County May 16, 2016
Response - Westlock County May 9, 2016

593
594
595

June 7, 2016 Financial Sheet Attachment
June 7, 2016 Steve White Municipal Assessment Letter
Response -Alberta Municipal Affairs Steve White July 11, 2016

Tab 4- June 7, 2016 - Steve White

Tab 5 - June 30, 2016 - Outgoing Letters

596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603

Camrose County July 25, 2016
Lac La Biche County
Lamont County
MD of Lesser Slave River No. 124
MD of Opportunity No. 17
Northern Sunrise County
Thorhild County
Westlock County
Tab 6 - June 30, 2016 - Responses

604
605
606

Response - Lamont County July 7, 2016
Response - Northern Sunrise County July 14, 2016
Response - Opportunity No. 17 July 15, 2016
Tab 7 - Minister Letter

607

Letter to Minister of Muncipal Affairs July 20, 2016
Property Tax Notices 160908

608
609

Lamont County (Perpetual Tax Pmt)-16
Thorhild County (Perpetual Tax Pmt)-16
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Athabasca

610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619

Athabasca (1)
Athabasca (2)
Athabasca (3)
Athabasca (4)
Athabasca (5)
Athabasca (6)
Athabasca (7)
Athabasca (8)
Athabasca (9)
Athabasca (10)
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Beaver

620
621

Beaver (amended)
Beaver
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Bonnyville, R.M

622

Bonnyville
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Camrose County

623

Camrose County
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Clearwater

624

Clearwater County
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Flagstaff

625
626

FLAGSTAFF
FLAGSTAFF-REVISED
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Lac la Biche

627
628

Lac la Biche (1)
Lac la Biche (2)
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629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636

637
638
639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653

Scanned Notices and Assessments\Lamont
Lamont (1)
Lamont (2)

Scanned Notices and Assessments\Lesser Slave River
MD Lesser Slave
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Minburn
Minburn (1)
Minburn (2)
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Northern Sunrise
Northern Sunrise PEI
Northern Sunrise PEOC
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Opportunity, R.M
Opportunity (1)
Opportunity (2)
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Provost
Provost
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Smoky Lake
Smoky Lake County
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Smoky River
MD of Smoky River
Scanned Notices and Assessments\St Paul
St. Paul County
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Sturgeon
Sturgeon
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Thorhild
Thorhild County
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Town of Redwater
Town of Redwater
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Two Hills, County
Two Hills County (1)
Two Hills County (2)
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Two Hills, Town of
Town ofTwo Hills Amended
Town ofTwo Hills
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Vermillion River
Vermilion River
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Wainwright
Wainwright
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Westlock
Westlock County
Scanned Notices and Assessments\Wood Buffalo
Wood Buffalo (1)
Wood Buffalo (2)
Wood Buffalo (3)

655

Property Tax Wood Buffalo - Paymemt Schedule FTP 160809
Email Email Note- Transmittal PEOC - Wood Buffalo Md of (Attach: image001, image002, image003, image004, Wood
Buffalo, MD of (PEOC Tax Pmt}-16}
Wood Buffalo, MD of (PEOC Tax Pmt}-16

656
657
658

Reserues
Cash_Flow-North_and_South_Gas_(no_Panny_or_Mannville)_-_pPDP_-_McD_Jan
Cash_Flow-North_and_South_Gas_(no_Pa nny_or_Mannville}_-_PPDP _-_Strip _Price
Cash_Flow-North_and_South_Gas_(no_Panny_or_Mannville)_-_pPDP _-_TPP

654
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659
660
661
662
663
664
665
666
667
668
669
670
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682

683
684
685
686
687
688

Cash_Flow-North_and_South_Gas_(no_Panny_or_Mannville}_-_PPDP_ -_TPP _-_McD _Jan
Detailed_Economic_Summary-North_(no_Panny) - Strip Pricing
Detailed_Economic_Summary-North_and_South_Gas_(no_Panny_or_Mannville}_-_McD_Jan_Price
Detailed_Economic_Summary-North_and_South_Gas_(no_Panny_or_Mannville)_-_Strip
Deta iled_Reserves_and_Present_Value-North_a nd_South_Gas_(no_Panny_or_Mannville)_-_PPDP _-_McD _Jan
Deta iled_Reserves_a nd_Present_Value-North_and_South_Gas_(no_Panny_ or_Mannville)_-_pPDP _-_Strip_Price
Detailed_Reserves_and_Present_Value-North_and_South_Gas_(no_Pan ny_or_Ma nnville)_-_TPP_-_McD _Jan
Detailed_Reserves_and_Present_Value-North_a nd_South_Gas_(no_Panny_ or_Mannville)_-_TPP _-_Strip _Price
Budget and Inventory
Goodyear Well Data and Tracking - 20160602 FTP (pdf doc)
Goodyear Well Data and Tracking - 20160602 FTP (excel doc)
Mosaic Data
McDaniel 2015 Royalty Deck
McDaniel Jan 2016 Price Deck (G160101)
McDaniel YE 2015 Inflation Deck (G151001_2015_Inflation_Deck_2 - Starting in 2017)
Perpetual YE 2015 Reserves Data for Eastern Assets
North\Calling Lake\Calling Lake
Calling Lake Plots
Calling Lake Report
North\Calling Lake\Calling Lake Non Producing
Calling Lake Non Producing Report
North\Calling Lake\Calling Lake NONOP RI
Calling Lake NonOp RI Plots
Calling Lake NonOp RI Report
North\Cra igend\Cra igend
Craigend Plots
Craigend Report
North\Darwin Panny\Athabasca Non-Op RI
Athabasca Non-Op RI Plots
Athabaseca Non Producing Report
North\Darwin Panny\Athabasca Non-Producing
Athabaseca Non-Op RI Report
North\Darwin Panny\Darwin (no files)
North\East Side\Bohn Lake
Bohn Lake Plots
Bohn Lake Report
North\East Side\Leismer, Corner
Leismer Corner Plots
Leismer Corner Reports
North\East Side\Pony
Pony Plots
Pony Report
North\East Side\Thornbury

689
690

Thornbury Plots
Thornbury Report
North\Wabasca \ Wabasca

691
692

Wabasca Plots
Wabasca Report
North\West Side\Ells

693
694

Ells Plots
Ells Report
North\West Side\North Shut In Areas (no files)
North\West Side\Northeast Non-Op
Northeast Non-Op Plots

695
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696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703

704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723

Northeast Non-Op Report
North\West Side\Northeast Non-Producing
Northeast Non-Producing Report
North\West Side\Saleski
Saleski Plots
Saleski Report
North\Westlock\Stry
Stry Plots
Stry Report
North\Westlock\Stry Non Producing
Stry Non Producing Plots
Stry Non Producing 'Report
North\Westlock\Westlock (no files)
North\Westlock\Westlock Non Producing
Westlock Non Producing Report
Wsetlock Non Producing Plots
North\Westlock\Westlock NonOp RI
Westlock NonOp RI Report
Wsetlock NonOp RI Plots
South\Birchwavy East\Duvernay Non Producing
Duvernay Non-Producing Report
Duvernay Non Producing Plots
South\Birchwavy East\Hairy Hill
Hairy Hill Plots
Hairy Hill Report
South\Birchwavy East\Hairy Hill - Viking
Hairy Hill-Viking Plots
Hairy Hill-Viking Report
South\Birchwavy East\Viking Non Producing
Viking Non Producing Report
South\Birchwavy East\Viking NonOp RI
Viking NonOp RI Plot
Viking NonOp RI Report
South\Birchwavy East\Wostok
Wostok Plots
Wostok Report
South\Birchwavy East\Wostok NonOp RI
Wostok NonOp RI Plots
Wostok NonOp RI Report
South\Bruce\Bruce
Bruce Plots
Bruce Report
South\Bruce\Bruce Non Producing
Bruce Non Producing Report
South\Bruce\Bruce NonOp RI

724
725
726
727

Bruce NonOp RI Plots
Bruce NonOp RI Report
South\Bruce\Bruce-Viking
Bruce-Viking Plots
Bruce-Viking Reports
South\Killam\Killam (no files)
South\Killam\Killam Non Producing

728

Killam Non Producing Report
South\Killam\Killam NonOp RI
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729
730
731
732
733
734
735

Killam NonOp RI Plots
Killam NonOp RI Report
South\South Alberta\South Alberta Other NP
South Alberta Other NP Report
South\South Alberta\South Alberta Other NonOp RI
South Alta Other Non Op RI Plots
South Alta Other NonOp RI Report
South\Warwick\Warwick
Warwick Plots
Warwick Report
South\Warwick\Warwick Non Producing

736
737

740
741

Warwick Non Producing Plots
Warwick Non Producing Report
South\Warwick\Warwick NonOp RI
Warwick NonOp RI Plots
Warwick NonOp RI Report
South\Warwick-Viking
Warwick-Viking Plots
Warwick-Viking Report

742

Sample of Vehicle Lease Agre~_ri,ent 1608!8 FTP
Sample of Vehicle Lease Agreement

738
739

Statement of Adj11stments

743
744

Schedule I to Share Purchase Agreement Sept26 vl
Statement of Adjustment Estimates Sept26 vl

745
746

Schedule I to Share Purchase Agreement 160922
Statement of Adjustment Estimate 160922

OLD

Sublease of 29th Floor FTP 160815 160922

747
748

Perpetual Schedule B Headlease FTP
Schedule F - Sublease Final 160921
Surface Property Report FTP 160914 160926

749

Surface Property Report Final - PEOC- Surface & Easement Files Only (Sept 26)

750

Surface Property Report - PEOC - DRAFT ONLY 160912

OLD

Title Reports Title Defects FTP 160725

751

Macleod Dixon Title Review Devon Mar 14 2005 FTP 160725
Transportation

752
753
754

AltaGas Two Hills Contract
Atco Ells River Transport Contract
North and South Transportation Contracts - Nova

755
756
757
758
759
760

Shell Ells Contract
Signed lOPTP Contract - Suncor
Signed 81PTP Contract -ConocoPhillips
Signed 82PTP Contract - Suncor
Signed 83PTP Contract - Shell
Signed 99PTP Contract - Suncor
Well Lists - updated 160808 160809 160822 160829
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761

Well List and LLR for Perpetual North and South Gas Assets - 20160829

Old lists
762
763
764
765
766

Goodyear - Northern Wells All - 160608DM Preliminary
Goodyear - Southern Wells All - 160405DM Preliminary
Perpetual North and South Gas Assets - Well list Summary 20160808
Well List and LLR for Perpetual North and South Gas Assets - 20160808
Well List and LLR for Perpetual North and South Gas Assets - 20160822

Summary - 44 Folders containing 766 files
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TIDS IS EXHIBIT "C"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

Government Historical
of Alberta III Search

Corporation/Non-Profit

Corporate Registration System
Historical Date:
Date of Search:
Time of Search:
Search provided by:

2016/10/01
2018/08/28
02:21 PM
ELDOR-WAL REGISTRATIONS (1987) LTD

Service Request Number:
29555590
Customer Reference Number:

Corporate Access Number: 2019523584
Legal Entity Name:
KAILAS CAPITAL CORP.
Legal Entity Status:
Active
Alberta Corporation Type: N arned Alberta Corporation
Registration Date:
2016/02/23 YYYY/MM/DD

Registered Office:
Street:
City:
Province:
Postal Code:

253 ARTISTS VIEW WAY
CALGARY
ALBERTA
T3Z 3Nl

Records Address:
Street:
City:
Province:
Postal Code:

253 ARTISTS VIEW WAY
CALGARY
ALBERTA
T3Z 3Nl

Directors:
Last Name:
First Name:
Street/Box Number:
City:

WANG
HAO
19A CATHAY LODGE, 125 WACHAI RD
WANCHAI

Country:

HONGKONG

Last Name:
YANG
First Name:
WENTAO
Street/Box Number: 253 ARTISTS VIEW WAY
City:

Provmce:
Postal Code:

CALGARY
ALBERTA
T3Z 3Nl

Voting Shareholders:
Last Name:
First Name:
Street:
City:

WANG
HAO
19A CATHAY LODGE, 125 WACHAI RD
WAN CHAI
HONGKONG

Country:
Percent Of Voting Shares: 50
Last Name:
First Name:
Street:
City:

YANG
WENTAO
253 ARTISTS VIEW WAY
CALGARY
ALBERTA
T3Z 3Nl

Province:
Postal Code:
Percent Of Voting Shares: 50

Details From. Current Articles:
The information in this legal entity table supersedes equivalent electmnic attachments
Share Structure:
SEE ATTACHED SCHEDULE A
Share Transfers Restictions: SEE ATTACHED SCHEDULE B
Min Number Of Directors: 1
Max Number Of Directors: 7
Business Resticted To:
NONE
Business Restricted From: NONE
Other Provisions:
SEE A TTACHED SCHEDULE C

Other fufo:rm.atfon:

Filing History:

I

jList Date (YYYYfMM/DD)IIType of Filing

12016/02/23

!!Incorporate Alberta Corporation!

12016/02/23

llchange Director / Shareholder

I

Attachments:
jAttachment Type

!!Microfilm Bar CodeljDate Recorded (YYYY/MM/DD)I

!Share Structure

!!ELECTRONIC

112016/02/23

!Restrictions on Share TransfersllELECTRONIC

ll2016/02/23

jjELECTRONIC

112016/02/23

jother Rules or Provisions

I
I
I

This is to certify that, as of this date, the above information is an accurate reproduction of data
contained within the official records of the Corporate Registry.

TIDS IS EXHIBIT "D"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

~

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/~otary Public
In and for the Province o1 Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

CONFIDENTfALITY AG~EEMEKIT

/j? tty

Date:

/d

, 2016

Perpetual Energy Operating Corp,, as trustee of
Perpetual Operating Trust
3200, 605 - 5 Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 3H5

Attention:

RE:

Gary G. J.ackson,
Vite-President, Land, Acquisitions & Divestitures

CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT

In connection with our interest in cohsidering the purchase tif certain oil ai:ld natural gas
properties contained within the Eastern Alberta Gas Assets, (excluding Mannville Oil & Gas), as
id~n1ifiec1Jn the a~ach~qp\at {the Propert,ies"),_Perpetyal E'nergy Qperatir19 GQrR.,·i a§ tru~J~.~,pf
Perpetoal Op1=ratJhg Trµst, ("POT") has, at ·o.µr request: agreed ·fo proVide us; 7Witb cert~,ri
information concerning the Properties, including but riot limited to financial results, mar.ketirig
materials, budget information, geological, geophysical; geo chemical and engineering
information, land schedules and other dopumentation ("Confidential lnforo,atiori'J

0

Infomiation provided to us concefnJrfg ,the/Properties
is proprietary fo POT in the Properties and is confidential and will be so treated by us, The
undertakings and indemnity herein given are. to POT. lrl consideration of POT providing the
Confidential Information, we agree on behalf of pJ,.Jrselves and.our dfrectots, officers, employees,
consultants, affiliates, agents, representatives and advisors ( collectively, our "Representatives")
as follows:

WE UNDERSTAND THAT all Confidenliat

1.

(i)

The Confidential Information shall be kept in strict confidence and shall not be used
for any purpose whatsoever other than evaluating a possible transaction between the
undersigned and POT for the purchase and sale of the Properties (the
"Transaction"). The Confidential Information shall not be disclosed to any person
other than the undersigned and to such of its Representatives who have need to
know for the purpose of appraising the Properties. The undersigned shall take all
such steps as are necessary to ensure that the terms and conditions of this
Confidentiality Agreement are binding upon any of its Repr(;!sentatives, and will npt
disclose any Confidential lnfom,ation to its. Representatives unless those
Representatives first agree to be bound by this Agreemerit. The undersignedshaii, if
so requested by POT, provide POT with a list of Representatives who have received
the Confidential loformation.

a

(ii)

The undersigned agrees that it shall not disclose to any person, and that it shall
direct its Representatives that have access to .fhe Confidential Information not fo
disclose to any person, any of the terms, conditions or other facts with respect to any
possible Transaction for which the Confidential lnformatlonwas disclosed.

2

(Hi)

2.

Notwithstanding the foregoing prov1s1ons, the undersigned shall be permitted to
disclose Confidential Information required to be disclosed pursuant to any law, rule;
or order of competent court authority. However, in the :event that the u11d,erslgneci or
its Representatives become legally compelled by any appllcable laws, rules or orders
of a competent court, administrative tribunal or agency, stock exchange or secutitles
commission, to disclose any of the Confidential lnformation 1 the undersigned will
provide POT with prompt written notice of such compulsion so that PbT may seek a
protective order or other appropriate remedy, or alternatively wa1ve compliance with
the provisions of this Agreement In the event that such protective o-rder or other
remed.y is not obtai.ned or that POT waives c;onipliance with the provisions of ~ryi5Agreement, the unciersigned will fµrnish only that pQdlon of Jhe C~nric:f.entf~I
Information which the undersigned is advlsed, · by written opinion of us counsel (a
copy of which shall be furnished to POT), is legally required to comply with the
requirements of such applicable laws, rules or orders of a competent court,
administrative tribunal or agency, stock exchange or securities commission. The
undersigned will provide to POT all such assistance :as it is reasonably able to
provide to enable POT to obtain an order exempting such disclosure from having to
be made or such other remedy as is appropriate, and wm take all reasonable steps to
ensure that the Confidential Information is maintained as confidential as possible
after any such disclosure.

The restrictions set forth in paragraph 1 above shall not apply to any part of the
Confidential Information that the undersigned can demonstrate:

(i)

is now in the public domain or becomes a part of the public domain other than
through an act of the undersigned or lts Representatives;

(ii)

is in the lawful possession of the undersigned prior to its disclosure hereunder by
POT;

(iii)

is information that has been independently developed by the undersigned or a third
party without use of the Confidential Information; or

(iV)

is made available to the undersigned or its Representatives from a source who
may reasonably be believed to legally hqld suph informafion_, yvhq ls npt bound tp
POT under a confidentiality c1greement, and who is riot Jn any way (legal,
contractual or fiduciary obligation) prohibited from disclosing what is made
available,

3.

The undersigned will not disclose or permit disclosure to parties other than the
Representatives that any Confidential Information has been made available to it, or that
the undersigned has inspected or obtained all or any part of the Confidential Information.

4.

The undersigned understands that some of the Confidential Information is proprietary to
other persons or jointly owned by POT and other persons. Such Confidential Information
shall remain confidential until specific written authority to release has been obtained from
POT, and this provision shall survive the term of this Agreement.

5.

The undersigned agrees not to communicate with management or employees of POT or
any other person, agency or corporation, in connection with the provision of the
Confidential Information, other than as arranged by POT.

6.

The undersigned acknowledges the competitive value and confidential nature of the
Confidential Information. Accordingly, without limitation and in addition to any rights of

POT against the undersigned arising
shall:

by

reason of any breach hereof, the undersigned

(i)

be liable to POT and its directors, officers, employees, consultants, agents,
subsidiaries and affiliates for all losses, costs, damages and expenses. whatsoever
which they may suffer, sustain, pay or incur; and in addition,

(ii)

indemnify POT a.nd its directors, officers, employees, consultants, agents,
subsidiaries and affiliates against all actions, proceedings, claims, demands, losses,
costs, damages and expenses whatsoever {including legal fees) which may be
brought against or suffered by POT or its directors, officers., officers, employees,
consultants, agents, subsidiaries and affiliates, or which they mc1.y suffer, sustain,
pay or ihcur;

arising or resulting from a breach of thls AgrE?ement or the t,mauthorizecl use O[ disclos.ure
by the undersigned or any of its Representatives, of all or any part of the Confidential
1nf6.rmation.

7.

At any time,

at tbe request of POT, the undersigned shalt immediately retur11 or cause

be returned to POT all of the Confidential Information, and shaff hot retain any copies

tq

o.r

otner reproductions or extracts thereof.
Furthermore, at the request of POT, all
documents, memoranda, notes and other material in written or other recorded ,form
prepared by the undersigned or its Representatives 'that is comprised of or Jefatecl to th~
Confidential Information shall be destroyed, except for that material prepared solely from
information not deemed to be Confidentiallnformation hereunder. The undersigned shall,
if so requested by POT, provide an officer's certificate to POT that the ·terms and
conditions of this paragraph have been complied with. Notwithstanding the terms of this
paragraph 1, if the undersigned's computer system automatically backs up information the
undersigned is not obliged to remove Confidential Information from its backed up records
provided that it does not access the backed up Confidential Information. The terms of this
Agreement will apply to the backed up Confidential Information until it is deleted in the
normal course of business. In addition, the undersigned will be entitled to retain one,copy
all notes, presentation materials and other Evaluation Information provided to the Board of
Directors of the undersigned, for corporate governance purposes.

8.

The undersigned understands and agrees that no contract or agreement providing for the
sale of the Properties shall be deemed to exist between the undersigned and POT unless
and until a definitive agreement regarding the. Transactiori has been executed and
del.ivered by the undersigned and POT ("Definitive Agreement"). The undersigned hereby
waives, in advance, any claims (including, without limitation, breach of contract) in
connection with the sale df the Properties unless and until a Definitive Agreement has
been executed and delivered and then only against POT in accordance with the terms
thereof.

9.

This Confidentiality Agreement shall remain in force for a period of one (1) year from t.he
date hereof; or until such time as all of the Confidential Information !Jecomes pe1,t of the
public domain through no violation of this Confidentiality Agreement, whichever occurs

first.

1O.

It is understood by the undersigned that in providing access to the Confidential
Information, POT makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy or
completeness of the Confidential Information. The undersigned agrees that neither POT,

4

nor anyone representing POT, shall have 1:1ny liability to the utldetslgned or any of its
Representatives as a result of the use of the information by it or its Representatives.

be

H.

The validify, tnterpretption, qonstruption ancl performance of tbis Agreement shall
gov~rned by a.nd determ)ned according to the. laws of the Province 6f Alberta, and the
undersigned hereby irrevocably attoths to the jurisdiction of the courts otthe Province ·Of
Alberta With respect to any matter arising outof'this Agreement

12.

The undersigned .acknowledges and agrees that POT will be irreparably irijured by a
breach of this Agreement and could not be adequately compensated by damages. The
undersigned agrees that POT, and its and their directors, officers, employees, cpnsultants,
agents, subsidiaries and affiliates shall be entitled to equitable relief, including injunctive
relief and specific performance, in the event of any breach of the provisions of this
Agreement. Such remedies shall not be deemed to be exclusive remedies but shall be In
addition to all other:temedies available at law or in equity,

13.

No failure or delay by either party in exercising any right .under this Agreement shall
operate as a wai\ier thereof or preclude any other or further exercise of such tight or the
exercise of any other right under this Agreement.

14.

This Agreement shall be binding upon the ,..mdersigned and its Representatives, shall not
be assignable byit and shall ehure to the benefit .ofPOT, and any or all oftts successors.

15.

The undersigned agrees that the provisions of this Agreement shall be. enforceable directly
l:lQainst the undersigned and/orJjs Representatives by any purchaser of au or any part of
the Properties, and the undersigned acknowledges that in the foregoing respect this
Agreement is made in part for the benefitofsLlch purGh?tser.

16. The undersigned shall notspJicit, directly or indke.ctly, 'any persbn currently employeo or
retained by POT, provided, however, nd.thlrig herein shall restrict either Party from
newspaper advertising of vacant positions in the ordinary course df business where such
advertising is not aimed at e111ployees of P01, or from sQliciting Qr employing persons
whose employment engagement has terminated prior to the date of such employment cir
solicitation.

17.

18.

The undersigned understands and agrees that:
(i)

POT shall be free to conduct the process for the sale .of the Properties as POT in its
sole discretion shall determine, including without limitation, changing or terminating
the procedures that may resulUn a Trc:insaction with the underslgr'.fed, discontinuing
the undersigned's receipt of Confidenfial hifortnatfon, negotiating with any
prospective buyer, and accepting a definitive offer to purchase Without prior notice to
the undersigned or any other person; and

(ii)

The undersigned shall no.t have any claims whatsoever against POT or any of its
directors, officers, employees, consultants, subsidiaries, affiliates, partners,
representatives, advisors or agents arising out of or relating to the sale of the
Properties (other than as a party to a Definitive Agreement and then only against
POT in accordance with the terms thereof).

If you make ·a request to view seismic data as part -0f yot1r revie\f\l of q possible
Trans~ction and the Company provide$ such access, you warrant that .under no
circumstances Will you aUow your Representatives to copy, remove, take away or
otherwise reproduce any of the seismic data or derivatives thereof that such

5

RepresentatfVes have been given access to hereunder. This would inciude, but not be
limfted to; an absolute restriction against the use of electronic equipment to producE=J
photographs or other digital copy or reproductions of any of the a.ffected selsnik: datci.
and or photocopies, sketches or tracings. of ·such affected seismic data. No electronic
devices, cameras, USS devices, laptops or cellphones with photographic capability may
be btouglit info the dataroom or an area where data is discfosed;

19. The undersigned shall not initiate,, arrange, or maintain contact directly or indirectly

or

finances (except as contemplated
tegardirig POTs, business npetaticHis, prospects
herein and for those contacts made in.the orc:finl:!r:y course qf bqsi.nes~ l,lpreJc:1ted toJhJ:
p9ssibJ.e . Tr!:lnsactipn) with any officer, .directori emp!oyee1 ,consultant or
representative.of POT. or with any customer; supplier, sales representative or competitor
of'POT? except with the prior exp"ress written permissioh.of POT. AnY,suclt permission
grahted by POT shallberevocableat'any time:

ottx1ar

We,aqcept.the Confidential Information now provided and to be provli:led concerning POT and
tlie Properties, subjecno the conditions set forth in this Confidentiality Agreement.
Yours truly,

Per: Wentao Yang,

Accepted this

.lb

Kailas Capital Corp.

day of May, 2016

PERPETUAL ENERGY OPERATING CORP.,
~~ trtJst~e 9f
.
.
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Perpetual Energy Inc
Schedule A
Derry MacFarlane. September 10, 2015
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TIDS IS EXHIBIT "E"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

~
A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

Maria Etoile Rooney
l\ Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Kailas Capital Corp.
600 444-5 1h Ave.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 2T8
Attn: Wentao Yang
July 7, 2016

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL

0

Perpetual Energy Inc.
Suite 3200, 605 5 A venue SW
Calgary, Alberta T2P 3H5
Canada

DRAFT TO GUIDE DEFIN T VE AGREEMENT
Attention:

Susan Riddell Rose, President and Chief Executive Officer of Perpetual Energy Inc.

Dear Susan:

RE:

Non-Binding Offer to Ac,1uire non-core shallow gas assets of Perpetual Energy Inc.

Kailas Capital Corp. (''Kailas" or the "Purchaser") hereby submits for your consideration the following
non-binding proposal (the ''Proposal") by the Purchaser for the purchase of the shares of Perpetual Energy
Operating Corp. which will hold all of the legal and beneficial interests in certain Eastern Albe1ia shallow
gas assets (the "Referenced Assets") of Perpetual Energy Inc. (the ''Seller") at a price of $1 (the "Purchase
Price"), including the assumption of the outstanding environmental obligations associated with the
Referenced Assets at closing, as is further described in Section 1 - Purchase Price.
We believe this offer to be compelling based on a negative $10 million 2P Net Present Value on June 28,
2016 fo1ward strip pricing, inclusive of undiscounted costs related to future abandonment liabilities of $34
million but exclusive of an additional $53 million of Asset Retirement Obligations and $47.4 million f
salvage value as of June 2016 (with over 2,000 suspended wells in need of abandonment and/or
reclamations in the near foture) as well as over $6 .0 million of negative field operational cash flow from
January to April 20 I 6 associated with the Referenced Assets. These numbers are provided to Kailas
through internally generated resources by Perpetual Energy Inc.
Except for the provisions of Section 5 - Binding Provisions herein (the "Binding Provisions"), nothing
contained herein is intended to create: (i) an express or implied obligation to negotiate or execute a binding
contract or to complete a transaction; or (ii) any other legally binding or enforceable obligation on any
party, unless and until the Definitive Agreement is executed and delivered.

1.

PURCHASE PRD.CE
The proposed Purchase Price is based on the following assumptions:
(a)

The Eastern Alberta shallow gas assets with the exception of Panny and Mannville, with
April 2016 net production of close to 39 MMcfepd;

(b)

The Referenced Assets include all wells, related infrastructures and equipment, as well as
internal heavy equipment to conduct ARO obligations;

(c)

The parties agree to a Closing Date within three weeks of the signing of a Definitive
Agreement, unless mutually agreed.

(d)

The Effective Date ofthis transaction shall be August 1, 2016.

(e)

The Referenced Assets are not pledged, secured, or encumbered to any third party as of the
Closing Date and do not come with any debt obligations or contractual obligations such as
pre-emptive rights, take-or-pay contracts or leasing arrangement other than those disclosed
to Kailas that have not been waived at Closing Date;

(f)

There is no significant issue securing firm contracts in sales, marketing, and processing;

(g)

The LLR for the Referenced Assets exceeds l. 0 as of the Closing Date;

(h)

PEOC shall not have any employment obligations, obligation with contractors, or office
leases except for those agreed in 3b);

(i)

To reflect major changes in future property taxes potentially captured through the efforts of
the Seller for the long term benefit of the Purchaser, a post-closing adjustment will be
payable by the Purchaser to the Seller quarterly to the extent that municipal government
property taxes are greater than 10 percent lower than 2015 property taxes paid for the
Referenced Assets in an amount equal to the difference between 90 percent of the 2015
property tax paid and the actual property tax paid for 2016 and 2017 calendar years.

(j)

A Deferred Purchase Price will be payable to the Seller equivalent to windfall revenue
through to July 31, 2018 equal to actual monthly production multiplied by the positive
difference between the settled AECO monthly index price and $3 .00/Mcf for months in
which the AECO monthly index settles above $3.00/Mcf (the "Deferred Purchase
Price").
To effect the above while providing for the Purchaser's desire to minimize commodity
price risk by entering into commodity price risk management contracts to secure AECO
forward price protection, concurrent with the signing of the Definitive Agreement, the
Seller will enter into one or more hedging contract(s) (the "Hedging Contract(s)") with a
mutually agreeable counterparty (the "Hedging Counterparty"), on behalf of the Purchaser
to provide for floor protection on a minimum of 90 percent of forecast annual average
production, equivalent to 31,500 MMcf/d, to secure a floor price of no less than $2. 75/Mcf.
At the same time Purchaser, Seller and Hedging Counterparty will enter into an agreement
to settle any value owing as a result of the Hedging Contracts over and above $3.00/Mcf
directly with Perpetual and grant Perpetual the right to crystallize value in the Hedging
Contract(s) for amounts over $3.00/Mcf at Perpetual 's sole discretion.
The unhedged production used for the unhedged component of the Deferred Purchase
Price calculation shall be the positive difference between the actual production and 31,500
MMcf/d.

2.

THE PURCHASER
The Purchaser is a private entity established under the law of Alberta. The Purchaser has
participated in numerous successfully transactions in Canada over the past 12 months and manages
producing energy assets in Canada.

3.

DEFINITIVE AGREEMENT
The parties and the Purchaser shall make good faith efforts toward negotiating and finalizing
agreements (the "Definitive Agreement") no later than 5:00 pm (Calgary time) on July 20, 2016,
which will reflect the terms outlined herein, subject to changes mutually acceptable to the parties
hereto and the Purchaser which may result from the availability of information provided by the
Seller, outcome of due diligence and from the negotiation process.
The entering into and the execution of the Definitive Agreement will be subject to the following
non-exhaustive conditions:
(a)

Due Diligence Review: the Purchaser shall have completed their due diligence review of
Seller's properties, financial, accounting, technical and business records and all contracts
and legal agreements with respect to the business, and, on the basis of that due diligence,
agreed to complete the transaction upon execution of the Definitive Agreement.

(b)

Staff negotiations: The Seller shall provide the details of those 45 full time office
employees, that are covered in general and administrative costs associated with the
Referenced Assets, with annual base salaries of approximately $5 million (the "Office
Staff') who are available to manage the Referenced Assets. In addition there are 38 field
operators and foreman, with annual base salaries of $4.1 million, (the "Field Staff') such
salaries are covered in the lease operating statements of the Referenced Assets. There are
also 9 contract field operators.
(i)

The Purchaser will be provided the opportunity to interview the Office Staff, Field
Staff and contract field operators immediately following the signing of the
Definitive Agreement, and will make no less than 30 offers of employment to
certain Office Staff and Field Staff commensurate with the market standard within
ten days of Closing. To the extent that certain of the Purchaser's offers of
employment are not accepted, Purchaser will have the opportunity to put forward
additional offers of employment until such time as 30 offers have been accepted. If
30 offers of employment are not accepted, Purchaser will be responsible for all
severance and termination costs related to prior service with Perpetual that
recognize tenure with Perpetual and its affiliates or predecessors for additional
Office and Field Staff as designated by the Seller for the permanent employment
shortfall below 30 accepted offers of employment (the Purchaser's "Employee
Commitment"). Current employment arrangements for the Office and Field Staff
will be disclosed to the Purchaser after signing of a Definitive Agreement.
Severance and termination costs to fulfill the shortfall obligations under the
Purchaser's Employment Commitment will be payable to Perpetual through
adjustments upon Closing in an amount equal to the average severance and
termination costs for all Office and Field Staff, excluding those Office and Field
Staff wbp 11c!,ve accepted oifrrn of tlIDployme.r..Jwith the Purchaser.

(ii)

Purchaser will utilize the services of a minimum of 20 additional Field and Office
Staff ("Transition Staff') to manage the transition of the Referenced Assets to the
Purchaser and Purchaser will reimburse Seller on a bi-weekly basis for all
employment costs associated with those Transition Staff during the transition
period. Notice of termination and a release and indemnity agreement including
severance provisions will be provided to Transition Staff prior to Closing,
providing for salary continuance through a severance period which will include

transition services to the Purchaser as per the Purchaser's desirous employment
arrangement. and include a provision such that if perm.anent employment is
offered to Transition Staff by Purchaser or any other party during the period of
salary continuance any remaining severance obligations will be null and void. To
the extent that any Transition Staff are not offered permanent employment with the
Purchaser and such Transition Staffs services are no longer required by the
Purchaser, Purchaser will provide two weeks written notice to the Seller and Seller
will accept this notice of transition services termination upon agreement that
transition work can be managed by the remaining Transition Staff, acting
reasonably. Seller shall have no responsibility to provide any transition services to
the Purchaser. Once notice of termination of individual Transition Staff employees
is issued and accepted and the two week notice period has expired, Seller will
retain all future continuing responsibility for outstanding salary continuance and
other termination costs as per the Transition Staffs release and indemnity
agreement related to the Transition Staffs prior service with Perpetual. The
Purchaser agrees that under no circumstance shall it hire Transition Staff not
retained by the Purchaser for a period of 24 months following Closing without first
reimbursing the Seller for any severance, salary continuance and other termination
costs previously paid to such Transition Staff after the termination of transition
services employment
(iii)

To the extent office space is needed, Kailas will negotiate with the Seller to
sublease Seller's Calgary office space at a mutually agreeable market rate.

(iv)

Through Field, Office Staff and Transition Staff retained through employment and
transition service arrangements, Purchaser will be responsible for all activities and
costs related to transition of the Referenced Assets from the Seller to the
Purchaser.

The terms of the Definitive Agreement will be subject to negotiation between the parties hereto and
the Purchaser, which terms will include customary representations and warranties of the parties to
the Definitive Agreement for a transaction of this type and shall include the following conditions
precedent to close:
(a)

Consents and Approvals: The parties shall be in receipt of all necessary consents,
approvals, exemptions and authorizations of government bodies, regulators, lenders,
lessors and other third parties, if any, including, without limitation:
(i)

such approvals from the shareholders and/or Board of Directors of the Seller for
the transaction as may be applicable;

(ii)

such approvals from the security holders of the Seller for the transaction as may be
applicable;

(iii)

the approval of a..11y other third parties from whom the Seller must obtain consent;

(iv)

any regulatory approvals needed (eg. AER) to permit the transfer of assets; and

(v)

any other regulatory or government approvals required to close. The Purchaser is
able to confirm that there is no approval needed outside of Canada.

4.

Dl:JE DILIGENCE
The Purchaser and its representatives shall be entitled to conduct due diligence with respect to
Seller's business, operations, assets, legal and environmental obligations. Upon execution of this
LOI the Seller will provide information regarding its Referenced Staff and Field Staff to determine
potential compensation packages. Within 2 business days of execution of a Definitive Agreement
and public disclosure of same, the Seller will provide access to the employees for discussions and
interviews.
Subject to the Confidentiality Agreement and any third party confidentiality obligations, Seller will
provide the Purchaser and its representatives, officers, directors, employees, advisors or agents
("Representatives") with access to its books, records and documents to allow the Purchaser to
conduct reasonable and customary due diligence for the purpose of evaluating the Referenced
Assets, and, on a basis and timing to be agreed upon, reasonable physical access to the Referenced
Assets, such due diligence to be completed on or before the Closing Date; however, there shall be
no adjustments to the purchase price or the Reference Assets.

5.

BINDING PROVISIONS
Upon execution by the parties of this Proposal, the following provisions will constitute legally
binding and enforceable terms agreed to by the parties hereto:

Termination

This Proposal shall terminate and the obligations of the parties hereto
(other than the Binding Provisions which expressly survive termination)
shall terminate immediately upon the occurrence of the earliest of the
following: (i) the execution of the Definitive Agreement; (ii) if the
Definitive Agreement is not executed by June 30, 2016 (or such later date
as may be agreed to by the parties); and (iii) such date as may be mutually
agreed upon by notice in writing between the parties.

Expenses

The Parties shall be responsible for their own respective costs and
expenses related to the consummation of the transactions.

Governing Law

The Definitive Agreement shall be governed by, and construed m
accordance with, the laws of the Province of Alberta.
The Binding Provisions of this Proposal, the rights and obligations of the
parties hereto, and any claims or disputes relating thereto, will be governed
by and construed under and in accordance with the laws of the Province of
Alberta.

Confidentiality

All oflne ihformafioii arid other data to which each party and/or their
respective representatives are given access as set forth above will be used
by such party solely for the purpose of analyzing the other party hereto and
will be treated on a confidential basis pursuant to the terms of the
Confidentiality Agreement.
Additionally, the terms, conditions and existence of this Proposal and all
further discussions between the parties will also be treated on a

confidential basis, subject to appropriate disclosure to regulatory
authorities and as otherwise required by the requirements of any regulatory
authorities or securities exchanges or commissions which may be
applicable.
All announcements pertaining to the contemplated transaction will be
subject to a party's need to comply with the requirements of any regulatory
authority. The parties will consult with each other prior to making any
public announcement regarding the Proposal or the transaction.

Counterparts

This Proposal may be executed in any number of counterparts and by
facsimile or email transmission, each of which shall be deemed to be an
original instrument, but all of which taken together shall constitute one and
the same agreement. Facsimile or email signatures shall be deemed to be
original signatures for all purposes.
[Balance ofpage intentionally left blank.]

Kailas is of the view that the execution of this non-binding Proposal does not require public disclosure. If
you do not agree that the execution of this Proposal is not a disclosable event, please return this letter
agreement unexecuted. If you are in agreement with the foregoing please sign all copies of this Proposal and
return one signed copy to the attention of the undersigned.

In the event we do not receive a letter signed and accepted by you by 5:00 p.m. (Calgary time) on July 4,
2016, the provisions of this Proposal will be null and void.
Yours truly,
KAILAS CAPITAL CORP.
Per:
Wentao Yang
Chief Executive Officer

ACCEPTED this _

day of July, 2016, effective the date first written above.

PERPETUAL ENERGY INC.
Per:
Print Name: Susan Riddell Rose
Title: President and CEO

TIDS IS EXHIBIT "F"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

~,£ ~_-/
A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In and for the Province of Alberta
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Reserve to Production Ratio ( P+P). ( RLI)
Bitumen <3 >
UQUIDS- RICH GAS
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SHALLOW GAS

Legacy convent ional
assets. Tight <hallow gas
H EAVY OIL
Mann 111IIP

BITUMEN
P a.nn y, Liege, O'.dter

GAS STORAGE

Warwkk

12 Years

<2>

' ,., .

Warwick Gas Storage Capacity (gross) <4 >
Tourmaline Oil Corp. Shares - 6~25 million cs>

,_ .

j~JJI 219, MMbbl
19~1 Bcf

=1:SOJmillion

(1) Y'1!ar Ended December 31 2015
(2) Year Ended December 31 2015

(3) 425 sections at year end 2015; Internal contingent resource estimate
(4) 30% ownership interest
(5) March 22, 2016 market price of $28.50/share

2

Legacy asset base characteristics

PERPETUAL

Northeast and East Central Alberta

.,.

Cretaceous and Devonian sweet shallow gas < 800m

• Current production

N

50 MMcf/d

Belly River

• Base declines < 10-15%
• Multiple stacked zones and play types
• Extensive plant and pipeline infrastructure with material
unutilized capacity

Viking

Low base royalty rate of

N

5% at <$5/Mcf

• High fixed operating costs driven by municipal taxes and large
number of low volume wells

Grand Rapids

Netbacks highly leveraged to natural gas prices

Operational Focus

lower
Mannvme

• Reduce ARO
• Drive fixed and variable operating cost reductions with
consistent year over year overall reductions

Pre Cretaceous
Unconformity ' ··

• Facility optimization projects, workovers and uphole
recompletions payout in months
• Prospecting for tight reservoirs in high resource potential traps
that now can be exploited with horizontal wells and multi-stage
frac technologies

f{2/~~~,l!c~~ --a"s~~f.retir_ement obligati~n by close to $50 million in 2015 through
-:· ~r.::':~f,~t·~!~c~~~~( f_~II hfe cycle operating _approach
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Improve Cashflow
REDUCE COSTS

o Reduce overall operating expenses
o Reduce operating expenses relating to non-producing wells
o utolize operations personnel to execute ARO related work to

minimize external labour costs and leverage area knowledge
r:J

Utilize PMT owned equipment to conduct ARO operations
($1g1mm of equipment purchased in 2015 has paid out)

D

Keduce ARO by > $SOM

GROW PRODUCTION
o 1ncrease production through cost effective recompletions

o Grow production through new zone exploitation

PERPETUAL

Operat:fing Cost Reductions
2015 Total Shallow Gas Opex = $40 MM
"

representing a reduction of $7.7 MM from 2014

2016 Shallow Gas Current Estimate = $33a5 MM
0

represents an additional savings of $6.6 MM from 2015

Major contributors of $14.3 MM in opex savings since 2014:

"
0

°ᅑ

Field labour and G&A optimization accounted for 44% or $6a2 MM of savings
Reduction of maintenance costs and utilization of internal manpower rather than
3rd party services accounted for 37% or $5.3 MM of savings
Current focus on ARO to save fixed costs on property tax and surface lease
rrentals to be realized 2017 and beyond
0

0

ARO Work done in 2015 projected to save $250k in 2016 + property taxes
ARO work done (late 2015, to date 2016) projected to save $500k in 2017+ property taxes

Numbers exclude Panny and Mannville

PERPETUAL

2016 Environmental Work (in progress)
Highest rate of return ARO activities
Completion of reclamation work on already abandoned wells
G

Internal
Labour
{$M)

Total
umber
Site Inspections-Bruce

100

·Site Inspections - North

so

Site inspections-various

300

Remove risers/ underground tanks etc

so

Dirt work (Phase 1 and 2)

80
30

Pipeline Abandonments

~

Cost -

eapexi $M}-

764
-:i,r-....

TOTAL

210
...

30
200
342

-

158

,---..---

3rd Party
($

38

113
75
420
200
342

150
75
450
400

1,500
1,500
1,500
8,000
9,550
7.,_000

Internal
Equipment
($M-)

-

80
53
4 ,....., -

~""II',

542

~ 2,0!_ _ _ 1,307

Capex

External Capital Required

Reduction in Operating Costs

D Projected Lease Rental and Property Tax savings of N $700k/yr after18 months
D Projected 2016 ARO retirement of $8a5 MM

· D Projected f uture ARO reduction of $32.4 MM

!"ii~!ia1..~iii i~!rease; Opex will decrease; riliriiffiai ~Xternal dollars r~quired ... ··· ..... ::. :::.~~~
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PERPETUAL

Incremental recommended ARO projects that could be completed with
existing operations and office personnel

Pipeline Abandonments
Underground Storage Sites/ Equipment

-Number

200
200

--

TOTAL

-

Internal
Labour
{$M)
700
800

Total
Capex {$M)
Cost
1,400
7,000
1,600
8,000

-

~

-

-3,000 - - 1,500

Internal

-

3rd Party
($M)
700
800

-

1-. 500

Equipment
{$M)
-

~

D Projected Property Tax savings of$ 1.3 MM/ yr after 12 months
, r

D Projected 2016 ARO retirement of $3.0 MM
D Projected additional future ARO reduction of $0.0
accounted for in 2015 with proven execution)

MM (long term cost savings were

f ! i'/ia11:y c~pil:~1 covered by slightly mor~ tha~ 1 ~;ar of o~~rating cost savi~gs
~-;,, .... ·; .· ·.·.'

,.,

.

.
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PERPETUAL

Incremental ARO projects requiring external capital

C

Wells (40-250)

200

15,000

Total
Capex
._$M)

Internal
Labour

3,000

3,000

40 represents minimum number to achieve projected costs,
250 represents number of wells that can be reasonably execut ed with current staff before year end

D Projected Property Tax savings of$ 685 M/ yr after 12 months
O Projected Surface Lease savings of$ 400 M/ yr after 18 months (assuming rec work follows)
D Projected Mineral Lease savings of $200 M after 6 months
CJ Projected 2016 ARO retirement of $3 MM
D. Projected additional future ARO reduction of $0.0 - $6.7 MM*
*projections will be impacted by wells with surface casing vent flows, gas migrat ion or low cement tops which have been
less severe and less dollars than forecast in corporate ARO, however, inadequate number of wells have been completed to
date to fully asses.

ncremental ARO projects
-at 40% WI, partner recoveries on PMT internal costs cover PMT external cost estimates

Low WI wells full cyde

I

Wells - avg 40% WI
Pipelines
Underground Storage Sites/ Equipmen
Si!e inspections + Dirt Work
TOTAL

umber Cost
100
15,000
100
7,000
50
8,000
100
10,900

NET

GROSS
Total
Internal
Capex
3rd Party Partner
Labour+
Share
($M}
Equip ($M) {$M)

~

1,500
700
400
1,090
3!,6 ~0

-

-

350
200
990
_ !t540

-

1,500
400
200
100
-~1200

PMT
Net

900
420
240
654
2,.214

600
280
160
436
1,476

Targetung areas and wells with
D lowest working interests
D largest negative cashflows associated with non producing wells
D negative producing cashflows due to third party fees with potential for partners to take over wells,
further reducing ARO and ongoing tax

O May... Craigend, Hollow Lake (Westlock), Marten Hills (non op facilities)
D June ... Bruce, Redwater (Westlock), Hairy Hill (Duvernay)
•~~~';?!J~i~~--::<1_-~- __:· ... ' _~~-~t
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'?1-! !Jf.!ptiat.·~ci'toyer external costs through partner recovery with full cycle work
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PMT
Net 3rd
Party

600
(50)
(40)
{:554)
{44}

PERPETUAL

Total Capex

{iM)
High Impact ARO
Additional 100 low WI wells
Additional Pipeline and wellsites
Additional 200 wells
-

TOTAL

2,049
1,476
3,000
3,000

Internal
labour+

3rd Party

Egui~ ($M)
1,849

(~M)

200
(44)
l gSOO
3,000

1,520

1,500

-~

~"' -4,869
= - -_7
-

~91525 ...

~

~

.~

'Net' Capital Required

Total Capital
Current Year Reduction in
Operating Costs

D Projected Operating Cost savings of $3u5 MM / year after 18 months
D Projected 2016 ARO retirement of $15+ MM
0 Projected future additional ARO reduction of $36 MM*

* corporate savings, includes minor properties not included in this sale

K { ~~:Mt( ,Wt~ ~rnal-capital reti~~~ slib~t~nti~Lc~t~~t .yeai ARO~~educes7'3.t iit; '_ :~- ·,>"~\;~ .:
~:Jl~~,lities ~~f.lrl mpr~ves shallow 9as ca~hflows t"riiugh opex reductions / . -~- -~ ·.:r-
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Values

Sum of
Re_~lon
·::J NORTH

..:!.; District
CALLING LAKE
CRAIGEND
DARWIN PANNY
EAST SIDE
MARTEN HILLS
WABASCA
WESTSIDE
WESTLOCK

-

NORTH Total
-::ISQUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST
BRUCE
KILLAM
SOUTH ALBERTA
WARWICK

SOUTH Total

--

Grand Total

Sum of

Abandonmen Sum of
~T ;t
Reclamation

-·- ·-·--·· .

-

1,047,382
1,186,350
562,717
2,570,629
1,917,854
471,500
2,754,203
2,605,094

856,538
1,420,811
672,796
1,789,551
1,389,476
207,830
2,926,378
2,269,190

13,115,728

11,532,569

4,144,350
2,271,904
792,822
7,676
1,407,183
~,623-~36
21~739,664

Decommision Sum of

Rl:!mediation

in_~

Sum of Total

Sum of Total2 Salv~Jte

less Salvage

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2,278,521
3,005,498
1,434,785
5,356,983
3,982,753
803,080
6,658,231
5,675,769

4,547,323

0

29,195,620

6,820,984

22,374,636

5,615,952
2,894,349
976,278
231,448
1,797,461

992,593
721,089
252,357
1,705
455,975

115,075
14,025
0
0
15,000

2,171,296
1,577,382
552,032
3_,730
997,444

8,696,673
4,323,985
1,469,426
237,100
2,678,175

1~515,489

~'!23-J19
6,971,042

1~.!_
100
144,100

10,867,970
5,901,366
2,021,457
240,830
3,675,619
2yo1,243

5.!~0!,_~5
12,122,869

17!..40~,_358

23,048,058

374,602
398,337
199,272
996,803
675,423
123,750
977,650
801,485 ·-·

Sum of

561,903
597,506
298,908 .
1,495,204
1,013,135
185,625
1,466,476
1,202,227

51,902,863

1,716,618
2,407,992
1,135,876
3,861,779
2,969,618
617,455
5,191,755
4,473,542

39,779,993

NOTE: This projection includes only the cost reductions based on current well counts,
actual execution of recommended program further reduces total by $15mm

l llJ~i:t~ci,2tif~iRb a~tivity to reduce sh~iiow -~:as ;-~,~-() to
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Risked Conventional Inventory
Price Deck

McDaniel (April 1 2016)
Reserves
Sum of NPVlH>)
k)
- Count ~-___ _ _{MM~
-

Project Type
NORTH
128
Equip & Tie-In
13
Facility
1
New Drill
18
Recompletion
67
Workover
29
SOUTH
196
Equip & Tie-In
2
Facility
2
New Drill
49
Recompletion
121
Workover
22
~
324
Grand Total
~

<i

13f121

$.

8_,489

4,617
177
2,290
4;081
1,956

$
$
$
$
$

3,200
134
417
2,937
1,801

14_~494

$

~,_6 0 2

161
364
5,037
7,408
1,525

$
$
$
$
$

59
409
961
6,841
1,332

~

2'1 .6t

D Detail inventory review for all areas is being finali_zed
D Inventory value is run at McDaniel pricing with historically high capital costs

D 344 total recompletions and workovers identified for 27 bcf (unrisked)
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Bruce Example April strip pricing
Current plans to execute 26 net recompletions and workovers in 2016
Cost estimate:
$ 507 k
NPV(10):
$1,078 k
Payout recompletions
rv 12 months
rv6 months
Payout workovers
Recent cost estimates indicate up to 50% reduction in cost potential
Cost estimate:
$ 255 k
NPV(lO):
$1,288 k
Payout recompletions
rv 6 months
Payout workovers
rv 3-4 months
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>130 TCF Resource In P!ace

Belly River Play Fairway

• OGIP estimated average 16 Bcf/section
• 200-300m gas saturated shale section

Cardium/ Colorado Wells
1 (,..~

Perpetual Lands
~

T6J

Proved Undeveloped

i 6~

Viking

Probable Undeveloped

Tt:J l

T60

6 prospective zones

Historical Viking Reserves
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Reserves Proven Non-Producing

.

• Booked reserves
12 Bcf PNP booked in recompletions
Historical 2P reserves of 100+ Bcf removed from
bookings due to price revisions
Proven development & capital commitment could
drive substantial future bookings
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Colorado Group
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> 1 TCF potential recoverable resource
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• Over 1,200 net prospective sections

TOl

• Extensive plant & pipeline infrastructure
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• Develop with Viking & Mannville tight sands to
reduce costs & enhance economics

2015
- i
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• Evaluated competitor activity to further refine
frac design, performance & costs expectations
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2016 + Development

KILLAM
II

• Large scale horizontal pilot ready to execute
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Viking horizontal Gas wells
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Perpetual Lands
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Regionally extensive with deeper, thicker & higher pressure resource to SW

Daily production vs time
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74 (net) Viking wells were drilled including 69 (net) Viking gas wells and 4 Viking oil wells.
91 wellbores were recompleted .

Historical ,..., 100 bd of Viking reserves were written off due to lower prices and,limited activity

PEOC Willingdon 00/09-08-055-17W4

BHP: 4318 KP
On stream: Nov 3 2.01~
IP: 300mscfd
Cum. Pirodato date 60mmscf
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Spur Bruce 5-14-49-15W4 ·
.. Spud November 2014
On stream October 2015
Initial Rate= 460 Mcfd
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Current Rate= 210 Mcfd
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Wells - Colorado 3G Wells

·V•

Wells - Colorado Technical Trial Wells

../

Wells -Conoco HZ Well List (Frnal Aug. 26 2015)
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Wells - Conoco Vertical Well List (Final AuQ , 26 . . •

,1·:

Wells - Endurance HZ Well List tFrnal Aug. 2-5 2. ..
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°ᅑ

0

Cut core over the entire Colorado interval
at three locations to enable log
calibrations that can be applied over 228
Twp area.
Total 675m core cut; 100% recovery;
typical coring time 24 hours/well.

°ᅑ

Conducted comprehensive gas content,
shale rock properties, advanced core,
geochemical, petrophysical and rock
mechanics analyses .

..

Conducted 27 comprehensive perforation
inflow diagnostic ("PID") and mini-frac
injection testing on eight intervals.

"

Conducted four separate Technical Trials
recompleting multiple zones in eight
additional wells calibrating frac design and
responses.
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Perpetual modeled type curve appeared
optimistic relative to historical horizontal
performance prior to 2014

Detail review of performance of Conoco
./ drilling results in late 2014 validated
/ .
Perpetual's model
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Higher rate wells targeted the same
stratigraphic interval mapped by PMT,
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already drained by extensive vertical
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PEOC Freehold
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Tot al

• ~:~:l
R17

R16

Total

Tier 1

Wells

5

R15

132 locations on Crown Land (preferable royalty treatment)
145 locations on Leased Freehold land (royalties may be negotiable)

:.7.4/t:}i/""

58 .5

132.5

90

54.5

144.5

:.T - 6Q

13.5

73.5

25.5

105

12

56.5

164

512

,.

79.5
- 4~15. ' ~'~:
348

Risks
-

New mapping suggests previous tech trials did not test 'best' Colorado intervals
in either Mannville or Bruce.

-

Extrapolation and correlation of log properties and results of Mannville cores to
015
Conoco lands and Bruce area not fully verified
n-£ tnese are 2 ent
C

NO ,

Phase I: Derisking & model verification

. tes curr
cost est,rna -~cted to be
are pro)
cost~ . nt\\/ \ess
s\gn\f\ca

-

Frac 2 vertical wells in Bruce in the LST 3 ($400k)

-

Drill, complete and tie-in 5 horizontal wells pending results of recompletions
($5,340k)

Phase II: Establish commercial design
-

Year 1: Drill Commercial Pilot (2 X 4-well pads) to demonstrate economies of
scale & test frac optimization. ($6-8 MM)

Phase III: Drill to fill and maintain plant Capacity
-

Year 2 Drill to fill & maintain plant capacity ( rvl2 X 4-well pads $40-50 MM)

-

Years 3-6 Drill to maintain ( rvS-6 X 4 well pads/yr $15-20MM)

PERPETUAL
Ql 2016
Q3 2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
Total

Well#

Pad #

5
8
48
24
24
20
12
141

1
2
12
6
5
5
3
34

Capital (MS)
5,339

8,38R

e are 2015
NOTE. t~esates, current
cost esttrnprojected to be

costs are it\y \e5S
s,gn,ncari

Colorado production profile from drilling program
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SHAREPURCHASEANDSALEAGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT dated the 26th day of September, 2016.
BETWEEN:
PERPETUAL ENERGY INC., a corporation incorporated pursuant to
the laws of the Province of Alberta (hereinafter called the "Vendor")
OF THE FIRST PART
- and1986114 ALBERTA INC., a corporation incorporated pursuant to the
laws of the Province of Alberta (hereinafter called the "Purchaser")
OF THE SECOND PART
WHEREAS the Vendor is the beneficial owner of the Shares;
AND WHEREAS the Purchaser and the Vendor have agreed that the Vendor will sell all
of the shares of Perpetual Energy Operating Corp. ("PEOC") to the Purchaser and the Purchaser will
purchase the shares of PEOC from the Vendor on the terms and subject to the conditions set forth herein;
NOW THEREFORE this Agreement witnesses that, for good and valuable consideration,
the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged by the Purchaser and the Vendor, the Parties
covenant and agree with each other as follows:
ARTICLE 1
INTERPRETATION

1.1

Definitions

In this Agreement (including the recitals hereto, this Clause and each schedule), the
words and phrases set forth below shall have the meanings specified below, namely:
(a)

7882429.1

"Abandonment and Reclamation Liabilities" means all past, present and future obligations to:

(i)

abandon wells and close, decommission, dismantle and remove structures, foundations,
buildings, pipelines, equipment and other facilities located on the Lands or lands pooled
or unitized therewith or used or previously used in respect of Petroleum Substances
produced or previously produced from the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith;
and/or

(ii)

restore, remediate and reclaim the surface and subsurface locations thereof and lands
used to gain access thereto, including such obligations relating to wells, pipelines and
facilities which were abandoned or decommissioned prior to the Closing Date that were
located on the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith or that were located on other
lands and used in respect of Petroleum Substances produced or previously produced from
the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith;
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all in accordance with generally accepted oil and gas industry practices in the province where the
Assets are located and in compliance with Applicable Law;
(b)

"Accepting Employee" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.l(h);

(c)

"Accepting Employee Effective Date" means the effective date of an Accepting Employee's
employment with Purchaser;

(d)

"Affiliate" of a Party means a corporation or partnership that controls the Party, is controlled by
the Party or is controlled by the same person, corporation or partnership that controls the Party
and for which purpose a corporation shall be deemed to be controlled by those persons,
corporations or partnerships who own or effectively control, other than by way of security only,
sufficient voting shares of the corporation (whether directly through the ownership of shares of
the corporation or indirectly through the ownership of shares of another corporation which
directly or indirectly owns shares of the corporation) to elect the majority of its board of directors
and a partnership shall be deemed to be controlled by those persons, corporations or partnerships
that are able to determine policies or material decisions of that partnership, provided that a
partnership which is composed solely of corporations which are Affiliates, as described above,
shall be deemed to be an Affiliate of each such corporation and its other Affiliates;

(e)

"Agreement" means this agreement including the recitals hereto, this Clause and each schedule,
as amended after the date hereof by written agreement between the Vendor and the Purchaser;

(f)

"Applicable Laws" means, in relation to any Person, property or circumstance:
(i)

statutes (including regulations enacted thereunder);

(ii)

judgments and orders of courts of competent jurisdiction;

(iii)

regulations, orders and directives issued by Government Authorities; and

(iv)

the terms and conditions of all permits, licences, approvals and authorizations;

which are applicable to such Person, property or circumstance;
(g)

"Assets" means, collectively, the Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights, the Tangibles and the
Miscellaneous Interests;

(h)

"Assets/Liabilities Tables" means the tables dated December 2015 and June 2016 setting out the
numbers derived from the Vendor's financial statements in respect of the net book value and
undiscounted assets retirement obligations of the Assets, with a discount rate applied to the values
in accordance with Purchaser's direction and accounting policies, prepared with no
representations whatsoever by the Vendor or any of its directors, officers, employees or agents,
past present or future, and disclaiming any veracity, accuracy, completeness or compliance with
Vendor's past, present or future accounting practices or policies;

(i)

"Asset Report" means the excerpted portions of the Reserves Report relating to the Assets as
provided by the Vendor to the Purchaser. These portions of the Reserves Report were evaluated
internally by the Company and reviewed by McDaniel effective December 31, 2015. The reserves
estimates and future net revenue forecasts have been prepared and presented in accordance with
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the Canadian standards set out in the Canadian Oil and Gas Evaluation Handbook (COGER) and
National Instrument 51-101 (NI 51-101);

G)

"Base Price" means one dollar ($1.00);

(k)

"Benefit Plans" means all pension and benefit plans applicable to or for the benefit of the Offered
Employees, including any registered pension (defined benefit or defined contribution),
supplemental pension, investment and/or savings (including registered and non-registered),
medical, dental, vision care, drug, life insurance, accidental death and dismemberment insurance,
supplemental unemployment benefit, salary continuation, sick leave, short-term or long-term
disability benefits and/or insurance or other similar plans or arrangements or practices, including
any public or government sponsored plan;

(1)

"Business Day" means any day other than a Saturday, Sunday or statutory holiday in Calgary,
Alberta;

(m)

"Claim" means any claim, demand, lawsuit, proceeding, arbitration or governmental
investigation, in each case, whether asserted, threatened, pending or existing;

(n)

"Closing" means the closing of the sale of the Shares by the Vendor to the Purchaser and the
delivery by the Purchaser to the Vendor of the Base Price;

(o)

"Closing Date" means October 1, 2016 or such other date as agreed by the Parties hereto;

(p)

"Closing Time" means 12:03 a.m. local Calgary time on the Closing Date;

(q)

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner of Competition, or his duly appointed delegate.

(r)

"Competition Act" means the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34.

(s)

"Competition Act Approval" means one of the following has occurred:

(i)

the Commissioner has issued an advance ruling certificate pursuant to section 102 of the
Competition Act in respect of the Transaction contemplated herein; or

(ii)

the waiting period under section 123 of the Competition Act shall have expired, been
terminated or, pursuant to section 113(c) of the Competition Act, waived and the
Commissioner has advised Purchaser and Vendor that the Commissioner does not intend
at the current time to apply to the Competition Tribunal (as defined in the Competition
Act) for an order under section 92 of the Competition Act in respect of the transactions
contemplated herein.

(t)

"Confidentiality Agreement" means the confidentiality agreement dated May 12, 2016 between
the Vendor and a related party of the Purchaser;

(u)

"Corporation" means PEOC or Perpetual Energy Operating Corp.;

(v)

"Credit Value" has the meaning specified in Clause 3.4(a);

(w)

"Crown Royalty Credit" has the meaning specified in Clause 3.4(a);

(x)

"Crown Royalty Deposit" has the meaning specified in Clause 3.3(a);
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(y)

"Customary Post-Closing Consents" means consents and approvals from any Government
Authority or third party that are customarily obtained after closing in connection with transactions
similar in nature to the Transaction;

(z)

"Data Room" means whether physical or electronic, (i) the data and contents contained in the
virtual data room on the file transfer protocol site (FTP Site) made available to Purchaser between
May 17, 2016 up to and including the date hereof, representing certain files made available to
Purchaser and its Representatives with respect to the transaction contemplated herein, and (ii) the
data and information made available to Purchaser at Vendor's head office or at various field
locations pertaining to the Assets and the Corporation for Vendor's review, including but not
limited to, files data and information relating to Title and Operating Documents, paper and
electronic well files, joint venture agreements, marketing agreements, handling agreements,
gathering agreements, transportation agreements, storage agreements, consulting contracts,
environmental information, corporate information, lease operating statements and such other
files, data and information made available to Purchaser by Vendor prior to the date hereof.

(aa)

"Defaulting Party" has the meaning specified in Clause 13.l(b);

(bb)

"Dollar" or"$" means a Canadian dollar;

(cc)

"Employment Details" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.l(a);

(dd)

"Encumbrance" means a Security Interest and any other adverse claim or encumbrance that is
not a Permitted Encumbrance;

(ee)

"Entry Price" means the amount paid or committed to be paid by Vendor or Corporation in order
to enter into the "put" arrangement as per the Gas Marketing Contract;

(ff)

"Environment" means the components of the earth and includes ambient air, land, surface and
sub-surface strata, groundwater, surface water, all layers of the atmosphere, all organic and
inorganic matter and living organisms, including plants, animals and humans, and the interacting
natural systems that include such components;

(gg)

"Environmental Laws" means Applicable Laws which relate to Environmental, health or safety
matters including, without limitation, Applicable Laws governing the use and storage of
Hazardous Substances;

(hh)

"Environmental Liabilities" means all past, present or future Losses or Liabilities or other
obligations in respect of pollution or contamination of, or damage or injury to, the Environment
including:
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(i)

Losses or Liabilities resulting from the use, storage, holding, handling, transportation,
release, spill, emission, escape or migration of any substance or waste including any
substance or waste regulated under Environmental Laws;

(ii)

obligations to test, monitor, remediate, protect and clean-up the Environment;

(iii)

obligations to compensate Third Parties for losses, damages and injury;

(iv)

Claims, Losses or Liabilities under Environmental Laws; and
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(v)

Abandonment and Reclamation Liabilities;

that have arisen or hereafter arise from or in respect of any past, present or future Operations
including activities or omissions related to the Assets, and all costs associated with any such
Operations, activities or omissions;
(ii)

"Existing Work Orders" has the meaning specified in Subclause 5.3(n);

(jj)

"Field Employees" has the meaning specified in Clause 12.1;

(kk)

"Financial Information" has the meaning specified in Clause 6.3;

(11)

"Financial Statements" means, the unaudited, internally prepared statements of financial
position of the Corporation as at December 31, 2015 and June 30, 2016, as well as the statements
of income for the year ended December 31, 2015 and for the six months ended June 30, 2016 of
the Corporation, all prepared in accordance with GAAP but excluding notes to the financial
statements;

(mm)

"GAAP" or "Generally Accepted Accounting Principles" means generally accepted accounting
principles and practices in Canada, including the principles set forth in the CICA Handbook
published by the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants or any successor institute;

(nn)

"Gas Marketing Contract" means the gas marketing contract attached hereto as Schedule "O";

(oo)

"General Conveyance" means the agreement in the form set forth in Schedule "M";

(pp)

"Government Authority" means a federal, provincial, territorial, municipal or other government
or government department, agency or authority (including a court oflaw) having jurisdiction over
a Party, the Assets or the Transaction;

(qq)

"Hazardous Substances" means any element, waste or other substance, whether natural or
artificial and whether consisting of gas, liquid, solid or vapour that is prohibited, listed, defined,
designated or classified as dangerous, hazardous, radioactive, explosive or toxic or a pollutant or
a contaminant under or pursuant to any applicable Environmental Laws, and specifically
including petroleum and all derivatives thereof and synthetic substitutes therefor a.rid asbestos or
asbestos-containing materials or any substance which is deemed under Environmental Laws to be
deleterious to the Environment or worker or public health and safety;

(rr)

"Hedged Monthly Production Volume" means Petroleum Substances produced from the Assets
equivalent to 33,611 GJ/d;

(ss)

"Indemnified Party" has the meaning specified in Clause 11.3;

(tt)

"Indemnifying Party" has the meaning specified in Clause 11.3;

(uu)

"Land Schedule" means Schedule "A";

(vv)

"Lands" means, all lands owned, legally or beneficially by the Corporation, as set forth and
described in the Land Schedule;
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(ww)

"Lease Operating Statements" means the lease operating statements of the Assets, provided in
production month form as provided in writing by the Vendor to Purchaser for each of: (i) the six
months period ended June 30, 2016; and (ii) the year ended December 31, 2015;

(xx)

"Leases" means, collectively, the leases, licenses, permits and other documents of title which
grant rights to Petroleum Substances within, upon or under the Lands and which are set forth and
described in the Land Schedule and includes, if applicable all renewals and extensions of such
documents and all documents issued in substitution therefor but only to the extent such
documents of title relate to the Lands;

(yy)

"Litigation Claims" means those actions described in Schedule "J";

(zz)

"Losses or Liabilities" means in respect of a Party and in relation to a matter, any and all:
(i)

losses, costs, damages, expenses and charges (including all penalties, assessments and
fines) which such Party suffers, sustains, pays or incurs, directly or indirectly, in
connection with such matter and includes reasonable costs of legal counsel (on a full
indemnity basis) and other professional advisors and reasonable costs of investigating
and defending Claims arising from the matter, regardless of whether such Claims are
sustained and includes Taxes payable on any settlement payment or damage award in
respect of such matter; or

(ii)

liabilities and obligations (whether under common law, in equity, under Applicable Law
or otherwise; whether tortious, contractual, vicarious, statutory or otherwise; whether
absolute or contingent; and whether based on fault, strict liability or otherwise) which
such Person incurs as a result of such matter or in connection therewith;

excluding consequential or indirect losses or loss of profits suffered by such Party, but, including
consequential or indirect losses or loss of profits that are paid or payable by such Party as a result
of a Third Party Claim;
(aaa)

"Major Facilities" means the facilities relating to the Lands, including those described m
Schedule "B";

(bbb)

"Material Contracts" means the contracts and agreements which are not terminable on less than
30 days' notice and which are material to the business of the Corporation, including the
Transportation, Processing and Sales Agreements, as set out in Schedule "L".

(ccc)

"McDaniel" means McDaniel & Associates Consultants, independent oil and natural gas reserve
engineers of Calgary, Alberta;

(ddd)

"Miscellaneous Interests" means all right, title, interest and estate of the Corporation in and to
all property, rights and assets, whether contingent or absolute, legal or beneficial, present or
future, vested or not (other than the Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights and the Tangibles), to the
extent pertaining to the Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights, the Lands or lands pooled or unitized
therewith or the Tangibles and to which the Corporation is entitled at the date hereof including
the following property, rights and assets:
(i)
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contracts, agreements, books, records and documents to the extent that they relate to the
Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights, the Tangibles or items listed in items (iii) or (iv) of
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this definition or any rights in relation thereto including the Title and Operating
Documents and any rights of the Corporation in relation thereto;
(ii)

Surface Interests;

(iii)

the Seismic Data and Seismic Data Licences;

(iv)

all production, engineering and other information relating directly to the Petroleum and
Natural Gas Rights, the Lands and the Tangibles which the Corporation either has in its
custody or to which the Corporation has access, excluding any such information that is
subject to confidentiality restrictions or restrictions on transferability;

(v)

permits, licences, approvals and other authorizations, crossing privileges or other rights
pursuant to which the Wells or the Tangibles are accessed, maintained or operated
relating to any Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights or Tangibles, or the use thereof;

(vi)

the Wells;

(vii)

certain records, books, files, reports, data, computers, cell phones, copiers, other office
machines and furniture associated with the Accepting Employees, as selected by the
Vendor, and all documents and information, well files, lease files, agreement files,
previous AFB invoices and production records relating to the Lands and the Petroleum
and Natural Gas Rights; and

(viii)

certain vehicles, phone lines, satellite services, cellular modems, cell phones, computer
hardware, printers, routers, copiers and other office machines together with associated
lease agreements, but only to the extent as may be located at or physically attached to the
field facilities associated with Land and the Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights, including
the Major Facilities.

(eee)

"Municipal Government Property Tax Adjustment" has the meaning specified in Clause 3.1;

(fff)

"Municipal Tax Benchmark" shall mean the gross amount of 2015 municipal government
property taxes in respect of the operated Assets, which, for greater certainty, shall be calculated to
exclude taxes payable with respect to such portion of assets which have been sold or disposed of
on or prior to the date hereof (other than pursuant to the Purchase and Sale Agreement) an
estimate of which is attached hereto as Schedule "R";

(ggg)

"Offer Period" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.l(e);

(hhh)

"Offered Employees" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.l(e);

(iii)

"Office Employees" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.l(a);

(ijj)

"Office Sublease" means the office sublease in the form attached hereto as Schedule "F";

(kkk)

"Operations" means any and all operations on or in respect of the Lands or lands pooled or
unitized therewith or relating to Petroleum Substances produced therefrom or the Tangibles,
including: (i) drilling, completion, testing, recompleting, deepening, plugging back, side tracking,
whipstocking, fracing, stimulating, injecting, equipping, operating and abandoning wells; (ii)
construction, repair, expansion, decommissioning, maintenance and operation of oilfield facilities
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and equipment; (iii) producing, gathering, compressmg, dehydrating, scrubbing, processing,
treating, separating, extracting, collecting, refrigerating, measuring, storing, transporting or
shipping Petroleum Substances (including processing, treatment and storage of sulphur and
transmission, transportation, treatment and disposition of water); (iv) miscible flood and other
enhanced recovery schemes; (v) geological, geophysical and seismic activities; and (vi)
abandonment, reclamation, remediation and restoration operations;
(111)

"Other Party" has the meaning specified in Clause 13.l(b);

(mmm) "Party" means a Person who is bound by this Agreement;
(nnn)

7882429.1

"Permitted Encumbrances" means any of the following:

(i)

liens for taxes, assessments and governmental charges which are not due or delinquent;

(ii)

easements, rights of way, servitudes or other similar rights in land including rights of way
and servitudes for highways or other roads, railways, sewers, drains, gas and oil
pipelines, gas or water mains or electric light, power, telephone, telegraph or cable
television conduits, poles, wires or cables which do not materially impair the use or
enjoyment of the Assets affected thereby;

(iii)

the right reserved to or vested in any Government Authority by the terms of any lease,
license, franchise, grant or permit or by any Applicable Law, to terminate such lease,
license, franchise, grant or permit or to require annual or other periodic payments as a
condition of the continuance thereof;

(iv)

the right reserved to or vested in any Government Authority to levy taxes on Petroleum
Substances or the income or revenue attributable thereto;

(v)

rights reserved to or vested in any Government Authority to control or regulate any of the
Assets in any manner including any requirements relating to production rates in respect
of any Operations;

(vi)

undetermined or inchoate liens incurred or created in the ordinary course of business or a
lien created as security in favour of the Person conducting Operations on or in respect of
the Assets to which such liens relate for the Corporation's or its predecessor's
proportionate share of the costs and expenses of such Operations which are not due or
delinquent;

(vii)

mechanics', builders' or materialman's liens in respect of services rendered or goods
supplied, but only insofar as such liens relate to goods or services for which payment is
not due or delinquent;

(viii)

trust obligations incurred in the ordinary course of business;

(ix)

the terms and conditions of the Title and Operating Documents, (including
Transportation, Processing and Sale Agreements and contracts for the operation of Wells
by contract field operators);

(x)

penalties which are disclosed in the Land Schedule and which have arisen under
operating procedures or similar agreements as a consequence of elections by the
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Corporation or its predecessors not to participate in Operations on the Lands to which the
penalty applies;
(xi)

the reservations, limitations, provisos and conditions in any original grants from the
Crown of any of the Lands or interest therein and statutory exceptions to title;

(xii)

liens granted in the ordinary course of business to a public utility or Government
Authority in connection with Operations;

(xiii)

the burdens, encumbrances, royalties, adverse claims, (including reductions and
conversions) and penalties set forth in the Land Schedule;

(xiv)

any rights of first refusal, pre-emptive purchase rights and similar rights as are set forth in
the Title and Operating Documents (provided such rights do not have application to the
change of control contemplated by this Agreement); and

(xv)

any other circumstance, matter or thing disclosed in any Schedule hereto.

provided that the follo~ng items must be identified in a Schedule to qualify as Permitted
Encumbrances: (1) royalty burdens, net profits interests and similar encumbrances; (2) alterations
of the Corporation's interest because of the right of a Person to convert a royalty, under a right of
a Person to earn or acquire an interest, farmout or similar agreement; (3) any penalty or forfeiture
that applies to the Assets as at the date hereof because of the Corporation's election prior to the
date hereof not to participate in a particular operation; and (4) any other filed lien or adverse
claim affecting the Assets;
(ooo)

"Person" means any individual, body corporate, partnership (limited or general), trust, trustee,
executor or similar official, Government Authority or other entity;

(ppp)

"Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights" means all of the right, title, estate and interest, whether
absolute or contingent, legal or beneficial, present or future, vested or not, and whether or not an
"interest in land", held by the Corporation pursuant to the Title and Operating Documents in or to
any of the following, by whatever name the same are known:
(i)

rights to explore for, drill for, extract, ,vin, produce, take, save or market Petroleum
Substances from the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith;

(ii)

rights to a share of the production of Petroleum Substances from the Lands or lands
pooled or unitized therewith;

(iii)

rights to a share of the proceeds of, or to receive payment calculated by reference to, the
quantity or value of the production of Petroleum Substances from the Lands or lands
pooled or unitized therewith; and

(iv)

the interests set forth in the Land Schedule in and to and in respect of the Leases and the
Lands;

(v)

any other circumstance, matter or thing disclosed in any Schedule,

including all interests and rights in or in respect of the Lands known as working interests,
leasehold interests, royalty interests, overriding royalty interests, gross overriding royalty
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interests, production payments, profits interests, net profits interests, revenue interests, net
revenue interests or economic interests and including fractional or undivided interests in any of
the foregoing;
(qqq)

"Petroleum Substances" means petroleum, natural gas and all related hydrocarbons, including
all liquid hydrocarbons and all other mineral substances, whether liquid, solid or gaseous and
whether hydrocarbons or not (except coal, but including sulphur and hydrogen sulphide),
produced in association with such petroleum, natural gas or related hydrocarbons or found in any
water, or any produced and/or sourced water or disposal wells;

(m)

"POT" means Perpetual Operating Trust;

(sss)

"POT Crown Royalty Amount" has the meaning specified in Clause 3.3(a);

(ttt)

"Pre-Transaction Reorganization" means the sale and transfer of the Assets from POT to the
Corporation and the resignation of the Corporation as trustee of POT;

(uuu)

"Prior Period Taxes" has the meaning specified in Subclause 10. l(a);

(vvv)

"Proposal" has the meaning specified in Subclause 4.4(a);

(www) "Proprietary Seismic" means the seismic data related to or in respect of Corporation's 100%
proprietary seismic data lines and areas set forth and described in the Purchase and Sale
Agreement as defined as "Purchaser Proprietary Seismic Data" and "Vendor Proprietary Seismic
Data" therein;

(xxx)

"Purchase and Sale Agreement" means the purchase and sale agreement between POT and the
Corporation to be entered into immediately prior to the Closing Time pursuant to which the
Assets are to be sold and conveyed to the Corporation, and in the form attached hereto as
Schedule "Q", subject to updates to Schedule "G" of the Purchase and Sale Agreement prior to
the Closing Date made in accordance therewith;

(yyy)

"Purchase Price" means the sum of the Base Price plus any Municipal Government Tax
Adjustments plus or minus any adjustments otherwise expressly provided for in this Agreement;

(zzz)

"Purchase Price Adjustment Amounts" means the amounts set out in Schedule "I" attached
hereto;

(aaaa) "Purchaser's Compensation" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.l(e)(ii);
(bbbb) "Purchaser's Losses" means Losses or Liabilities of the Purchaser and its Related Parties;
(cccc) "Rejecting Employee" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.l(h);
(dddd) "Related Parties" means, in reference to a Party, its Affiliates, successors and assigns and its or
its Affiliates' respective directors, officers, employees and advisors;
(eeee) "Required Approvals" means consents, waivers, approvals, orders and authorizations required
by any Government Authority in respect of the Transaction but excluding Customary PostClosing Consents and any other approvals, consents, waivers, orders and authorizations which, if
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not obtained, would not reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on the
completion of the Transaction;
(ffff)

"Reserves Report" means the independent engineering evaluation of the Vendor's oil and natural
gas reserves prepared by McDaniel effective December 31, 2015;

(gggg) "Retained Interests" has the meaning specified in the Retained Interests Agreement;
(hhhh) "Retained Interests Agreement" means the agreement in the form set forth in Schedule "N";
(iiii)

"Right of First Refusal" means a right of first refusal, pre-emptive right of purchase or similar
right whereby any party, other than the Purchaser has the right to acquire or purchase any Asset
as a consequence of the Vendor having agreed to sell the Shares to the Purchaser;

Gjjj)

"Security Interest" means any pledge, lien, charge, mortgage, assignment by way of security,
conditional sale, title retention arrangement or other security interest;

(kkkk) "Seismic Data" means (i) the Proprietary Seismic and (ii) the Seismic Data Licences;
(1111)

"Seismic Data Licences" means the non-exclusive licences for the geophysical information
available to the Corporation relating to the Assets, including licences relating to the "Third Party
Proprietary Seismic Data" as defined in the Purchase and Sale Agreement;

(mmmrn)

"Service Years" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.l(e)(v)(A);

(nnnn) "Severance Obligations" means all termination notice, pay in lieu of notice of termination of
employment or any combination of the two; any damages for wrongful dismissal, constructive
dismissal or unjust dismissal, including but not limited to damages related to loss of Benefit Plans
entitlements and/or Purchaser's Compensation; and all related costs and Losses and Liabilities,
whether arising in contract, equity or pursuant to Applicable Laws, that arise as a result of the
termination (including constructive dismissal) of the employment of any Offered Employee,
Rejecting Employee or Accepting Employee, as the context requires, pursuant to the terms of this
Agreement, including indemnity for legal fees and for any amounts ordered to be paid by a court
or adjudicator of competent jurisdiction.
(0000)

"Shares" means all of the issued shares in the share capital of the Corporation;

(pppp) "Surface Interests" means all right, title, interest and estate of the Vendor to enter upon, use,
occupy and enjoy the surface of the Lands, any lands with which the same have been pooled or
unitized and any lands upon which the Tangibles are located, in each case, for purposes related to
the use or ownership of the Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights or the Tangibles or Operations,
whether the same are held by right of way, or otherwise;
(qqqq) "Tangibles" means, collectively, all right, title interest and estate of the Corporation, whether
absolute or contingent, legal or beneficial, present or future, vested or not, in and to:
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(i)

the Major Facilities described in Schedule "B";

(ii)

all other equipment, systems, plants and facilities used or useful in producing Petroleum
Substances from the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith or gathering,
compressing, dehydrating, scrubbing, processing, treating, separating, extracting,
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collecting, refrigerating, measuring, storing, transporting or shipping such Petroleum
Substances; and
(iii)

all other tangible property and assets used or intended for use in producing, storing or
injecting Petroleum Substances;

(rrrr)

"Tax Act" means the Income Tax Act (Canada), R.S.C. 1985, c.l (5th Supplement);

(ssss)

"Tax Indemnity" has the meaning specified in Subclause 10.l(b);

(tttt)

"Tax Returns" includes all returns, reports, declarations, elections, notices, filings, forms,
statements and other documents (whether in tangible, electronic or other form) and including any
amendments, schedules, attachments, supplements, appendices and exhibits thereto, made,
prepared, filed or required to be made, prepared or filed by Applicable Law in respect of Truces;

(uuuu) "Taxation Authority" means the Canada Revenue Agency or any other Government Authority
which is entitled to impose Taxes or to administer any Tax legislation;

(vvvv) "Taxes" means all taxes, however denominated (including any interest, penalties, or other
additions thereto) that are imposed by a Taxation Authority, and shall for greater certainty include
but not be limited to, federal and provincial income and capital taxes, payroll and employee
withholding taxes, employment insurance premiums, Canada pension plan contributions, goods
and services true, sales and use taxes, ad valorem taxes, excise taxes, franchise taxes, gross
receipts taxes, business license taxes, occupation taxes, real and personal property taxes, stamp
taxes, environmental taxes, workers' compensation premiums, and all other amounts of the same
or a similar nature to any of the foregoing, whether or not such amounts are described as taxes,
but does not include any royalty payable pursuant to or in respect of a Lease;

(wwww)

"Third Party" means any Person other than the Parties and their Related Parties;

(xxxx) "Third Party Marketing Company" means Mercuria Commodities Canada Corporation;
(yyyy) "Third Party Claim" has the meaning specified in Clause 11.3;
(zzzz)

"Title and Operating Documents" means all agreements, contracts, instruments and other
documents that govern the ownership or use of the Assets or relate to Permitted Encumbrances or
Operations, including: (A) the Leases and other agreements and instruments pursuant to which
the Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights were issued, granted or created; (B) permits, licenses,
approvals and authorizations; (C) operating agreements, unit agreements, pooling agreements,
trust declarations, participation agreements, farmin agreements, farmout agreements and royalty
agreements; (D) agreements that create or relate to Surface Interests; (E) Transportation,
Processing and Sale Agreements; (F) common stream agreements; (G) agreements for the
construction, ownership and/or operation of Tangibles; (H) trust declarations and other
documents and instruments that evidence the Corporation's interests in the Assets; and (I) trust
declarations pursuant to which the Corporation holds interests in the Lands in trust for other
Persons;

(aaaaa) "Transaction" means the entering into of this Agreement and the sale and purchase of the Shares
in accordance with this Agreement;
(bbbbb) "Transition Period" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.2(a);
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(ccccc) "Transition Staff' has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.2(a);
(ddddd) "Transportation, Processing and Sale Agreements" means the contracts for the processing,
compression, treatment, gathering, storage, transportation or sale of Petroleum Substances
produced from the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith;
(eeeee) "Two Week Working Notice" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.2(d);
(fffff)

"Unwind Price" means, at such time the Other Party determines to rescind this Agreement in
accordance with Clause 13.l(b), the amount payable to Vendor or Corporation in order to sell the
"put" arrangement as per the Gas Marketing Contract as quoted by the Third Party Marketing
Company, provided that if the Other Party disputes the amount, it may, within one Business Day
of receipt of such quote, solicit two additional quotes from reputable gas marketers and the
highest of such price, taking into consideration any credit collateral arrangements, received from
the Third Party Marketing Company and the additional gas marketers shall be the "Unwind
Price";

(ggggg) "Vendor's Knowledge" means the actual knowledge of any of Vice President Land Acquisition
and Divestitures or Vice President Production Operations, after reasonable inquiry, but does not
include the knowledge of any other Person or constructive knowledge;
(hhhhh) "Vendor's Losses" means Losses or Liabilities of the Vendor and its Related Parties;
(iiiii)

"Wells" means all producing, suspended, shut in, abandoned (including those abandoned wells
which are reclamation certified or reclamation exempt), water source, disposal, injection or
similar wells as listed in Schedule "H"; and

Gjjjj)

"Work Fee" means the sum of one million dollars ($1,000,000).

1.2

Interpretation

Unless otherwise stated or the context otherwise necessarily requires, in this Agreement:
(a)

the headings of Articles, clauses and subclauses in this Agreement are for convenience of
reference only and shall not affect the construction or interpretation of this Agreement;

(b)

whenever the singular or masculine or neuter is used in this Agreement or in the schedules, each
shall be interpreted as meaning the plural or feminine or body politic or corporate, and vice versa,
as the context requires;

(c)

if there is any conflict or inconsistency between the provisions of this Agreement and those of a
schedule attached hereto, the provisions of this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of the
conflict;

(d)

all documents executed and delivered pursuant to the prov1s10ns of this Agreement are
subordinate to the provisions hereof and the provisions hereof shall govern and prevail in the
event of a conflict;

(e)

"this Agreement", "herein", "hereby", "hereunder", "hereof and similar expressions refer to this
Agreement as a whole (including Schedules) and not to any particular Article, Clause or
Subclause on or other provision hereof and references herein to any agreement or instrument,
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including this Agreement, shall be a reference to the agreement or instrument as varied, amended,
modified, or supplemented or replaced from time to time;
(f)

all references to Articles, Clauses and Subclauses and to Schedules are, unless otherwise stated,
references to Articles, Clauses, Subclauses and Schedules to this Agreement and unless otherwise
stated or the context so requires, a reference in a Clause to a Subclause shall refer to a Subclause
of that Clause;

(g)

"including" means "including without limitation" and "includes" means "includes without
limitation";

(h)

any reference to a statute shall include and shall be deemed to be a reference to such statute and
to the regulations made pursuant thereto, and all amendments made thereto and in force at the
date hereof;

(i)

if Closing does not occur, each provision of this Agreement which presumes that Closing has
occurred shall be construed as having been contingent upon Closing having occurred; and

(i)

the following schedules (the "Schedules") are attached to, form part of and are incorporated in
this Agreement:
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(i)

Schedule "A" -

Land Schedule;

(ii)

Schedule "B"

Major Facilities;

(iii)

Schedule "C" -

Bank Accounts;

(iv)

Schedule "D" -

Form of Vendor's Officer's Certificate;

(v)

Schedule "E" -

Form of Purchaser's Officer's Certificate;

(vi)

Schedule "F" -

Office Sublease;

(vii)

Schedule "G" -

Existing Work Orders;

(viii)

Schedule "H 1"

Wells

(ix)

Schedule "H2" -

Retained Licence Wells;

(x)

Schedule "I" -

Purchase Price Adjustments Amount;

(xi)

Schedule "J" -

Litigation Claims;

(xii)

Schedule "K" -

Litigation Release and Indemnity Agreement;

(xiii)

Schedule "L" -

Material Contracts;

(xiv)

Schedule "M" - General Conveyance;

(xv)

Schedule "N" - Retained Interests Agreement;

(xvi)

Schedule "0" - Gas Marketing Contract;
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(xvii)

Schedule "P" - Existing Work Order Release and Indemnity Agreement;

(xviii) Schedule "Q" - Purchase and Sale Agreement; and
(xix)

Schedule "R" - Estimated Municipal Tax Benchmark.

ARTICLE2
PURCHASE AND SALE
2.1

Agreement of Purchase and Sale

(a)

The Purchaser hereby agrees to purchase the Shares from the Vendor and the Vendor hereby
agrees to sell the Shares to the Purchaser at and for the Purchase Price.

(b)

In determining the Purchase Price, the Parties have taken into account:

2.2

(i)

the Purchaser's assumption of responsibility for Environmental Liabilities and the release
of the Vendor and its Related Parties of all responsibility therefor, other than as it relates
to the Existing Work Orders;

(ii)

the Vendor's assumption of responsibility for and the release and indemnity provided in
favour of the Purchaser over the Existing Work Orders pursuant to the Existing Work
Order Release and Indemnity Agreement attached as Schedule "P" hereto; and

(iii)

the Vendor's assumption of obligations, liabilities, costs, as well as rights, claims, causes
of action and credits relating to the Litigation Claims, the Vendor's release and indemnity
in favour of the Purchaser and the covenants of the Purchaser in favour of the Vendor
with respect to the Litigation Claims pursuant to the Litigation Release and Indemnity
Agreement attached as Schedule "K" hereto.

Payment of Purchase Price

The Purchaser shall pay to the Vendor the Base Price at Closing, as adjusted for the
Purchase Price Adjustment Amounts, by certified cheque or wire transfer.

2.3

Place of Closing

Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Parties, Closing shall take place at the Closing
Time at the offices of Burnet, Duckworth & Palmer LLP at 2400, 525 - 8th Avenue S.W., Calgary,
Alberta.

2.4

Gas Marketing Arrangements

Concurrently with the execution of this Agreement, the Corporation and Third Party
Marketing Company have entered into contractual arrangements as set out in Schedule "0" (the ("Gas
Marketing Contract") providing for the delivery and sale of the Hedged Monthly Production Volume.

2.5

Gas Marketing Contract Covenants

Subject to the terms of this Agreement, the Purchaser shaii have sole discretion with
regard to all matters relating to the operation of the Assets; provided, that the Purchaser shall
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(a)

act in good faith with respect to the operation of the Assets, including, but not limited to, using
commercially reasonable efforts to maintain the production of Petroleum Substances derived
from the Assets; and

(b)

deliver at least the Hedged Monthly Production Volume production to the Third Party Marketing
Company for the period from Closing to October 31, 2018 in accordance with Schedule "O".

2.6

Office Sublease

(a)

On the Closing Date, the Vendor and the Corporation shall have entered into a sublease
agreement (the "Office Sublease") in the form attached hereto as Schedule "F" for the lease of
approximately 15,300 square feet of the office space currently used by the Corporation, for a term
of from the date hereof until March 31, 2018 without basic rent or any additional rent, including
but not limited to any operating costs.

(b)

If the head lease pursuant to which the Office Sublease is granted expires or is terminated, the
Office Sublease shall terminate on the day prior to the expiry or termination of the head lease.

(c)

If the Office Sublease is terminated prior to March 31, 2018 as a result of the termination of the
head lease, which termination is due to the action or inaction of Vendor or its Affiliates, the
Vendor shall pay to Purchaser a one-time payment of $25,000 plus $30,000 for each month or
partial month between the date of such termination and March 31, 2018, and such amounts shall
be for the Purchaser's own account absolutely as liquidated damages and not as a penalty for the
termination of the Office Sublease.

ARTICLE3
POST-CLOSING ADJUSTMENTS
3.1

Municipal Government Property Tax Adjustment

(a)

If the 2016 municipal government property taxes in respect of the Assets (on a gross basis) is less
than 90% of the Municipal Tax Benchmark, the Purchaser agrees to pay the Vendor an additional
cash payment that is equal to 3/12 times the difference between the amount that is 90% of the
Municipal Tax Benchmark and the amount to be paid for municipal government property taxes in
2016 (on a gross basis).

(b)

If the 201 7 municipal government property taxes in respect of the Assets (on a gross basis) is Jess
than 90% of the Municipal Tax Benchmark, the Purchaser agrees to pay the Vendor an additional
cash payment that is equal to the difference between the amount that is 90% of the Municipal Tax
Benchmark and the amount to be paid for municipal government property taxes in 2017 (on a
gross basis).

(c)

Co1lectively, the payments set forth in (a) and (b) above are the "Municipal Government
Property Tax Adjustment".

(d)

The Municipal Government Property Tax Adjustment is to be paid by the Purchaser to the
Vendor on an annual basis within 10 days of the Parties becoming aware of the applicable
municipal government property taxes. The Purchaser shall provide the Vendor and its consultants
with access to, and the right to make copies of, the books and records of the Corporation and its
respective successors and assigns as reasonably required by the Vendor for purposes of
confirming the Municipal Government Property Tax Adjustment.
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Costs

3.2

All costs and expenses associated with
(a)

the Miscellaneous Interests, including but not limited to moving, copying, registration and storage
costs,

(b)

the incidental costs and expenses and reasonable wages related to any assistance requested by the
Purchaser of the personnel of the Vendor who are not Transition Staff, the Field Employees or the
Office Employees, which assistance for certainty will be made available for three (3) months
following Closing, during normal business hours, with at least three Business Days' notice and
shall be subject to availability of such personnel taking into consideration their regular duties and
obligations to the Vendor;
shall be for the account of the Purchaser, and if Vendor is required to pay or incur any such
amounts, Purchaser shall pay over to Vendor such amount prior to the commencement of such
work by Vendor, provided that the Vendor first provides the Purchaser with an itemized cost of
such work and the Purchaser agrees in writing to such work.

3.3

Crown Royalty Deposit

(a)

The Parties acknowledge that the Corporation holds a Crown royalty deposit in an amount equal
to $613,335.48 (the "Crown Royalty Deposit") as of the September 14, 2016 statement of
account from Alberta Energy, of which the Parties agree that $200,000 has been estimated to
relate to the Assets, and $413,225.48 has been estimated to relate to the assets of POT (the "POT
Crown Royalty Amount").

(b)

Following Closing, and within one month of Closing, Purchaser shall, or shall cause the
Corporation to, work cooperatively with the Vendor to request a transfer ("Deposit Transfer") of
the Crown Royalty Deposit, other than as it relates to the Assets, directly from the Corporation's
Crown royalty deposit account to Perpetual Operating Corp. 's Crown royalty deposit account with
Alberta Energy.

(c)

If the Deposit Transfer is approved and the amount transferred exceeds the POT Crown Royalty
A.mount, the Vendor will, witl:ijn three (3) Business Days of such transfer, pay to t.11e Purchaser
the difference between the transferred amount and the POT Crown Royalty Amount.

(d)

In the event that the Deposit Transfer is not approved following two full months of reported
production from the Assets following Closing:
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(i)

the Parties shall retract the application for the Deposit Transfer;

(ii)

the Purchaser shall cause the Corporation to request a recalculation of the Crown Royalty
Deposit in respect of the Assets as soon as commercially possible;

(iii)

the Purchaser shall, or shall cause the Corporation to, pay over to the Vendor or to such
Person as the Vendor may direct, the recalculated amount, up to the POT Crown Royalty
Amount, within 1 Business Day of receipt by the Corporation of such recalculated
amount from the Crown, and if the recalculated amount paid to the Vendor is less than
the POT Crown Royalty Amount, the Purchaser shall, or shall cause the Corporation to,
pay over to the Vendor or to such Person as the Vendor may direct, the sum equal to the
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POT Crown Royalty Amount less the recalculated amount paid to the Vendor within 60
days of the request for recalculation.
Crown Royalty Credit

3.4

(a)

The Parties acknowledge that the Corporation holds a credit ("Crown Royalty Credit") with the
Crown approximately in the amount of $1,627,522.54 ("Credit Value") as of the September 14,
2016 statement of account from Alberta Energy, which amount is attributable to the assets of
POT. For greater certainty, the Credit Value is a dollar amount counter and shall be reduced only
in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement and is not otherwise connected to the Crown
Royalty Credit.

(b)

The Credit Value shall be reduced by the following and in such order or reduction:
(i)

Closing Date Ad;ustment: all amounts of unpaid royalty balances attributable to the assets
of POT prior to the Closing Date, which amounts result in a reduction of the Crown
royalties otherwise payable by the Corporation after the Closing Date which are offset by
the Crown Royalty Credit;

(ii)

Retained Interest Amount: all royalty amounts that would otherwise be payable by the
Corporation and which are offset by the Crown Royalty Credit and which are attributable
to the Retained Interests; and

(iii)

Asset Amount: all royalty amounts owing in respect of periods after the Closing Date, that
would otherwise be payable by the Corporation and which are offset by the Crown
Royalty Credit and which are attributable to the Assets other than the Retained Interests
and which the Vendor shall pay over or cause to be paid over pursuant to Clause 3 .4( d).

(c)

The Corporation covenants and agrees to continue reporting the royalties owing to the Crown
until such time as the Credit Value is depleted to $0 pursuant to Clause 3.4(b).

(d)

Until the Credit Value is depleted pursuant to Clause 3.4(b), each month, within five (5) Business
Days of receipt of the monthly Alberta Energy statement of account, Purchaser shall, or shall
cause the Corporation to:
(i)

deliver a copy of the Alberta Energy statement of account; and

(ii)

pay over to Vendor or to such Person as Vendor may direct, by cheque or wire transfer,
an amount equal to the reduction of the Crown royalties payable by the Corporation
which were offset in such month by the Crown Royalty Credit and which are not
attributable to the Retained Interests in respect of periods after the Closing Date, up to the
balance of the Credit Value.
ARTICLE4
INTERIM PROVISIONS

4.1

Assets to be Maintained in Proper Manner
From the date hereof until the Closing Date:
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(a)

the Vendor shall cause the business of the Corporation to be conducted in accordance with past
practice;

(b)

the Vendor shall or shall cause the Corporation to pay and shall be liable for all costs and
expenses incurred or accruing prior to the Closing Date and relating to the Assets; and

(c)

the Vendor shall or shall cause the Corporation to perform and comply in all material respects
with all material covenants and conditions of the Corporation contained in the Title and Operating
Documents to be performed and complied with by the Corporation prior to Closing.

4.2

Actions Taken During Interim Period

(a)

Effective upon Closing, the Purchaser shall have no Claim against the Vendor or its Related
Parties for any action taken or refrained from being taken (or caused to be taken or refrained from
being taken) pursuant to the terms of this Article 4, with the intention that if Closing occurs, and
subject to Clause 4.l(b), all such actions or omissions shall be at the risk and expense of the
Purchaser.

(b)

If Closing occurs, other than amounts as they may relate to the Purchase Price Adjustment
Amounts or pursuant to the Existing Work Orders and Litigation Claims, the Purchaser shall
indemnify the Vendor and its Related Parties against all of the Vendor's direct losses, costs,
damages, expenses and charges, including all penalties, assessments and fines, but excluding
overhead as a result of maintaining the Assets pursuant to this Article 4, insofar as such losses are
not as a direct result of the gross negligence or wilful misconduct of the Vendor or its Related
Parties. An action or omission of the Vendor or its Related Parties shall not be regarded as gross
negligence or wilful misconduct to the extent it was done or omitted to be done in accordance
with the written instructions or concurrent of the Purchaser or its Related Parties.

(c)

Vendor will promptly notify Purchaser in writing of:

(d)
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(i)

any material Governmental Authority or third party complaints, investigations or
hearings (or communications indicating that the same may be contemplated) in respect of
the Corporation or the Assets;

(ii)

all material 1r,.atters relating to claims, actions, enquiries, applications, suits, demands,
arbitrations, charges, indictments, hearings or other civil, criminal, administrative or
investigative proceedings, or other investigations or examinations pending or, to the
knowledge of Vendor, threatened, against the Corporation or the Assets or related to this
Transaction;

(iii)

any circumstance or development that, to the knowledge of Vendor, without inquiry,
would have a material adverse effect or which might reasonably be expected to impede,
interfere with or delay or prevent the consummation of the Transaction; and

(iv)

any change affecting any representation or warranty provided by Vendor in this
Agreement where such change is or may be of such a nature to render any representation
or warranty misleading or untrue in any material respect.

Except as required by Applicable Laws, from the date hereof until the Closing Date, the Vendor
shall cause the Corporation to:
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(e)

4.3

(i)

duly and on a timely basis file all Tax Returns required to be filed by the Corporation and
all such Tax Returns will be true, complete and correct in all material respects;

(ii)

timely pay all Taxes shown on such Tax Returns and make all required withholdings and
remittances in respect of Taxes;

(iii)

not make or rescind any material express or deemed election relating to Taxes, or file any
amended Tax Returns where the result of such action is inconsistent with past practice;

(iv)

not make a request for a Tax ruling or enter into an agreement with any Governmental
Authority;

(v)

not settle any claim, action, suit litigation, proceeding, arbitration, investigation, audit or
controversy relating to a material amount of Taxes;

(vi)

not make any changes in financial or Tax accounting methods, principles, policies or
practices, except as required by GAAP or under Applicable Laws; and

(vii)

properly reserve (and reflect such reserves in its books and records and financial
statements) in accordance with GAAP, for all Taxes accruing in respect of the
Corporation which are not due or payable.

Except as required by Applicable Laws, from the date hereof until the Closing Date, the Vendor
shall ensure the Corporation does not make any Tax filings outside the ordinary course of
business, including making, amending or rescinding any Tax Return, election or designation.

Restrictions on Conduct of Business

Between the date hereof and the Closing, except pursuant to the Pre-Transaction
Reorganization and the Purchase and Sale Agreement, the Vendor shall cause the Corporation to not
permit or otherwise agree, without the prior written consent of the Purchaser to:
(a)

declare, set aside or pay any dividends, or make any distributions in respect of the Shares, or
repurchase, redeem or otherwise acquire any of the Shares;

(b)

amend its constating documents;

(c)

issue, grant, sell or pledge or agree to issue, grant, sell or pledge any securities of the Corporation
or securities convertible into or exchangeable or exercisable for, or otherwise evidencing a right
to acquire, Shares;

(d)

make any payments to, incur, assume or otherwise become liable for any debts or charges to, the
Vendor, or any Affiliate of the Vendor, other than for bona fide advances or payments made in
the ordinary course of business and consistent with past practice;

(e)

sell, transfer, assign, farmout, surrender, abandon, forfeit, grant an encumbrance (other than a
Permitted Encumbrance) or otherwise dispose of or alienate any of the Assets, save and except
the sale of production of Petroleum Substances produced from the Lands in the ordinary course of
business and the sale of materials and supplies no longer required to exploit the Petroleum and
Natural Gas Rights;
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(f)

other than in the ordinary course of business or as otherwise contemplated herein, amend in any
material respect or terminate any material agreement or instrument relating to the Assets or enter
into any new material agreement or commitment relating to the Assets;

(g)

except for the Gas Marketing Contract, subject to the provisions of Clause 4.1, and Clause 4.4,
enter into any obligations or commitments out of the ordinary course of business with respect to
the Assets of which the Corporation's share is in excess of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) for
any single item or related series of items except as may be reasonably necessary to protect or
ensure life and safety or to preserve the Assets or title to the Assets;

(h)

subject to the provisions of Clause 4.1, and Clause 4.4, propose or initiate the exercise of any
right (including bidding rights at Crown sales) or option relative to or arising as a result of the
ownership of the Assets, or propose or initiate any Operations on the Lands which have not been
commenced or committed to by the Corporation on the date hereof which is in excess of Fifty
Thousand Dollars ($50,000) for any single item or related series of items, except that the
Corporation may propose or initiate any Operations on the Lands for, and propose or initiate the
exercise of any right or option relative to, the preservation of any of the Leases or the Assets;

(i)

make or change any employment contracts or alter any compensation arrangements (including
bonus amounts) for any Office Employee or Field Employee; and

G)

make or change any election, change an annual accounting period or taxation year, adopt or
change any accounting method or practice, file any amended Tax Return, enter into any closing
agreement, settle any Claim or assessment in respect of Taxes relating to the Corporation,
surrender any right to Claim a refund of Taxes, consent to any extension or waiver of the
limitation period applicable to any Claim or assessment in respect of Taxes relating to the
Corporation, or take any other similar action relating to the filing of any Tax Returns or the
payment of any Tax.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, however, the Corporation may assume such obligations or
commitments and propose or initiate such Operations or exercise any such right or option without the
prior written consent of the Purchaser if the Vendor reasonably determines that such expenditures or
actions are necessary for the protection of life, property or the Environment, in which case the Vendor
shall promptly notify the Purchaser of such intention or actions and the Corporation's estimate of the costs
and expenses associated therewith.

4.4
(a)
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Operations Proposals During Interim Period

If, after the date hereof, the Vendor or the Corporation receives any notice of Operations
(including casing point and abandonment elections and notices relating to the exercise of options
to drill wells or conduct exploration or development operations under farmout and similar
agreements) on the Lands or the exercise of any right (including rights of first refusal and rights
under area of mutual interest provisions) or any option relating to the Assets which is in excess of
Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) for any single item or related series of items (each such
Operation or exercise of a right or option being referred to as a "Proposal") from a third party
then, in a timely manner, the Vendor shall give notice, including full particulars of the Proposal,
to the Purchaser and, as soon as is practicable, the Vendor shall give the Purchaser notice of
whether or not the Vendor elects to participate in such Proposal. The notice to the Purchaser shall
contain the length of any period during which the Vendor is required to respond to any notice
received by it in accordance with the applicable Title and Operating Document.
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(b)

If the Purchaser and the Vendor disagree on the response to the Proposal, a meeting shall be
convened immediately to discuss the differences. If consensus is not reached at that meeting, the
Vendor will have the unilateral right to decide the response.
ARTICLE 5
VENDOR'S REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTl[ES

5.1

Regarding the Vendor

The Vendor represents and warrants to the Purchaser that, unless otherwise specified, as
at the date hereof and as at the Closing Date:
(a)

Organization and Standing: the Vendor is a corporation duly organized and validly existing
under the laws of Alberta and duly qualified under the laws of those jurisdictions in which the
Vendor is required to be qualified in order to own the Shares and to carry on its business as
presently conducted;

(b)

Requisite Authority: it has all requisite power and authority to enter into this Agreement and all
other documents to be executed and delivered hereunder and to perform its obligations under this
Agreement;

(c)

No Conflicts or Approvals: the execution and delivery of this Agreement and all other
documents to be executed and delivered hereunder do not and the consummation of the
Transaction and the fulfillment of and compliance with the terms and provisions hereof, do not
and will not:
(i)

conflict with, result in a breach of, constitute a default under, or prohibit the performance
required by, any agreement, instrument, license, permit or authority to which it is a party
or by which it is bound or to which any property of it is subject or result in the creation of
any lien, charge or encumbrance upon the Shares under any such agreement, instrument,
license, permit or authority;

(ii)

violate any Applicable Law applicable to the Vendor, the Shares or the Transaction; or

(iii)

except for the Required Approvals and any Customary Post-Closing Consents, require the
consent of any Government Authority;

(d)

Execution and Enforceability: this Agreement has been duly executed and delivered and all
other documents to be executed or delivered pursuant hereto shall be duly executed and delivered
and this Agreement does, and such documents will, constitute legal and valid binding obligations
enforceable against it in accordance with their respective terms;

(e)

Title to Shares:
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(i)

it is the sole registered and beneficial owner of the Shares;

(ii)

it has the exclusive power and authority to sell, transfer and convey the Shares to the
Purchaser in accordance herewith; and

(iii)

the Shares are free and clear of all Encumbrances and except for this Agreement, there
will not be any contract, option or any other right which may in the future become
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binding upon him to sell, transfer, assign, pledge, charge, mortgage or in any other way
dispose of or encumber any of the Shares;
(f)

Residency: it is not a non-resident of Canada within the meaning of the Tax Act;

(g)

Judgments and Claims: as of the date hereof:
(i)

there are no judgments unsatisfied against it or any consent decrees or injunctions to
which it is subject; and

(ii)

to the Vendor's Knowledge, there are no Claims in existence or threatened against it
which could reasonably be expected to be material;

(h)

Finder's Fee: it has not incurred any obligation or liability, contingent or otherwise, for
brokerage fees, finder's fees, agent's commission or other similar forms of compensation with
respect to the Transaction for which the Purchaser shall have any obligation or liability
whatsoever;

(i)

No Pre-emptive Rights: neither the execution and delivery of this Agreement nor the sale of the
Shares pursuant hereto does or shall trigger any right of first refusal or pre-emptive purchase right
held by any Person to purchase or otherwise acquire any of the Shares or any of the Assets; and

G)

Bankruptcy and Insolvency Matters: no action or proceeding has been commenced or filed by
or against the Vendor or which seeks or may lead to receivership, bankruptcy, a consumer
proposal or any other similar proceeding in respect of the Vendor, the adjustment, compromise or
composition of claims against the Vendor or the appointment of a trustee, receiver, liquidator,
custodian or other similar officer for any portion of its assets. No such action or proceeding is
being considered by the Vendor and no creditor or equity security holder, if applicable, of the
Vendor has threatened to commence or advise that it may commence, any such action or
proceeding.

5.2

Regarding the Corporation

Except that and subject in all instances to the Permitted Encumbrances and any matter
disclosed in any of the Schedules the Vendor represents and warrants to the Purchaser that in respect of
the Corporation in its personal capacity and not as trustee of POT, unless otherwise specified, as at the
date hereof and as at the Closing Date:
(a)

Organization and Standing: the Corporation is a corporation duly organized and validly
existing under the laws of Alberta and duly qualified under the laws of those jurisdictions in
which the Corporation is required to be qualified in order to own the Assets and to carry on its
business as presently conducted;

(b)

Requisite Authority: the Corporation has all requisite power and authority to enter into all
agreements documents to be executed and delivered hereunder, including relating to the PreTransaction Reorganization, and to perform the Corporation's obligations under all such
agreements and documents to be executed and delivered and has authorized and taken all
corporate action necessary to authorize the execution, delivery and performance of all such
agreements and documents to be executed and delivered and the consummation of the PreTransaction Reorganization and the Transaction in accordance with this Agreement;
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(c)

No Conflicts or Approvals: the execution and delivery of all agreements and documents to be
executed and delivered, including pursuant to the Pre-Transaction Reorganization, do not and the
consummation of the Pre-Transaction Reorganization and the Transaction and the fulfillment of
and compliance with the terms and provisions hereof, do not and will not:
(i)

result in the breach of or violate any term or provision of its articles of incorporation or
by-laws;

(ii)

conflict with, result in a breach of, constitute a default under, or prohibit the performance
required by, any agreement, instrument, license, permit or authority to which the
Corporation is a party or by which the Corporation is bound or to which any property of
the Corporation is subject or results in the creation of any lien, charge or Encumbrance
upon the Assets under any such agreement, instrument, license, permit or authority;

(iii)

violate any Applicable Law applicable to the Corporation, the Assets or the Transaction;
or

(iv)

except for the Required Approvals and any Customary Post-Closing Consents, require the
consent of any Government Authority;

(d)

Execution and Enforceability: the agreements and documents to be duly executed and delivered
by it pursuant to the Pre-Transaction Reorganization and the Transaction and all other documents
to be executed or delivered by the Corporation hereunder and thereunder shall be duly executed
and delivered by the Corporation and such agreements and documents do and will constitute legal
and valid binding obligations of the Corporation enforceable against the Corporation in
accordance with their respective terms;

( e)

Share Capital: (i) the authorized capital of the Corporation will consist of an unlimited number
of common shares (ii) the issued and outstanding capital of the Corporation will consist solely of
the Shares all of which will be fully paid and non-assessable and issued to the Vendor and
recorded in the Corporation's books and records in the name of the Vendor; and (iii) no Person
will have any rights, contingent or vested, to acquire any shares, options, securities convertible
into shares of the Corporation or any other rights to acquire any securities of the Corporation;

(f)

No Issuance of Shares: other than this Agreement, there are no contracts, options, or other rights
binding on, or which at any time thereafter may become binding on, the Corporation to: (i)
transfer the Shares; (ii) allot or issue any of the unissued shares or other securities of the
Corporation; or (iii) create any additional class of shares or other securities of the Corporation;

(g)

Minute Book: the minute and record books of the Corporation have been maintained in
accordance with generally accepted business practices and contain complete and true copies of
the Corporation's by-laws and other constating documents (including all amendments thereto),
which will remain in full force and effect, and all resolutions of their shareholders and directors
and the registers of shareholders, share transfers and directors therein are complete and accurate;

(h)

Private Issuer: the Corporation is not a "reporting issuer" under relevant securities legislation or
a "distributing corporation" under relevant corporate legislation;

(i)

Business: the Corporation has never conducted any business except in relation to oil and gas
business in Western Canada and between the date hereof and the Closing Time, the Corporation
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will not conduct any business except in relation to oil and gas exploration and development in
Western Canada;
(j)

Accounts Receivable: subject to the list of defaulting companies provided in the Data Room, the
trade accounts receivable of the Corporation are assessed for collectability on a regular basis and
are discounted or written off on a regular basis, and otherwise are materially good and collectible
at the aggregate recorded amounts, except to the extent of any reserves and allowances for
doubtful accounts provided for such accounts receivable in the books and records, and are not
subject to any defence, counterclaim or set off;

(k)

Conduct of Business: (i) the Corporation has the power and authority to conduct its business and
to own the Assets; (ii) has conducted its business in compliance, in all material respects, with all
Applicable Laws of each jurisdiction in which its business is carried on; and (iii) holds and
maintains in good standing all licences, permits, approvals and authorizations necessary to permit
it to conduct its business or to own, lease or operate its properties and Assets except where the
failure to obtain any licence, permit, approval or authorization would not be material;

(1)

Restrictive Covenants: the Corporation is not a party to or bound or affected by any contract
which would limit the freedom of the Corporation to compete in any line of business or any
geographic area, acquire goods or services from any supplier, establish the prices at which it may
sell any goods or services, sell goods or services to any customer or potential customer, or
transfer or move any of its Assets or operations;

(m)

Absence of Certain Changes:
(i)

since December 31, 2015, there has not been any material adverse change in the financial
condition of the Corporation, taken as a whole, which change arose from developments
specific to the Corporation not generally affecting other companies similarly situated in
the petroleum and natural gas industry in Canada;

(ii)

since December 31, 2015, there has not been any physical damage, destruction or loss to
any of the Assets, not covered by insurance paid to the Corporation, which has had, or
might reasonably be expected to have, a material adverse effect on the financial
condition, value of the Assets or operations of the Corporation; and

(iii)

since December 31, 2015, there has not been any material change by the Corporation in
accounting methods or principles which would be required to be disclosed under GAAP;

(n)

Pre-Transaction Reorganization: to Vendor's Knowledge, the Pre-Transaction Reorganization
has not resulted in any adverse tax consequences for the Corporation;

(o)

Purchase and Sale Agreement Representations: at the Closing Time, the representations and
warranties of the Corporation to POT in the Purchase and Sale Agreement shall be true and
correct in all material respects, except that representations and warranties qualified as to
materiality shall be true and correct in all respects, as at the time they were given;

(p)

Undisclosed Liabilities: to Vendor's Knowledge, other than as disclosed in the Purchase and Sale
Agreement and in Schedule I, the Corporation does not have any Liabilities (whether accrued,
absolute, contingent or otherwise) which would be required to be disclosed on a balance sheet of
the Corporation prepared in accordance with GAAP except current liabilities, deferred taxes and
asset retirement obligations in the aggregate in excess of $50,000;
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(q)

Financial Statements: the Financial Statements fairly present the financial pos1t1on and
operations of the Corporation on its own account and do not include the assets, liabilities or
results of operations of POT, which PEOC directed as trustee of POT, as of the dates thereof and
for the periods indicated therein;

(r)

Lease Operating Statements: the Lease Operating Statements disclosed in the Data Room have
been generated from Vendor's internal accounting system by extracting sales volumes, revenues,
royalties, operating and transportation expenses, land and lease costs and overhead recoveries
directly associated with the Assets on a production month basis for the year ended December 31,
2015 as well as for the six months ended June 30, 2016. The Lease Operating Statements do not
include any expenses related to general and administrative costs, interest, income and capital
taxes or any provisions related to depletion, depreciation, impairment or future site restoration
and abandonment costs as these amounts are based on the consolidated operations of the Vendor
of which the Assets forms only a part. To Vendor's Knowledge, the Lease Operating Statements
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

(s)

Indemnities and Guarantees: the Corporation has not given or agreed to give, nor is a party to
or bound by, any guarantee, surety or indemnity, contingently or otherwise, the obligations or
indebtedness of any Person or any other commitment by which the Corporation is, or is
contingently, responsible for such indebtedness or other obligations, other than in the ordinary
course of the oil and gas business pursuant to the Title and Operating Documents;

(t)

Judgments and Claims: other than the Litigation Claims as set out in Schedule "J", as of the date
hereof:
(i)

there are no judgments unsatisfied against the Corporation or any consent decrees or
injunctions to which the Corporation is subject;

(ii)

to the Vendor's Knowledge, there are no Claims in existence or threatened against the
Corporation or with respect to the Assets which could reasonably be expected to be
material; and

(iii)

to the Vendor's Knowledge, there is no basis upon which a material Claim could
reasonably be expected to be made against the Corporation;

(u)

Subsidiaries: the Corporation does not have any subsidiaries;

(v)

Investments: the Corporation is not a party to any agreements of any nature to acquire any shares
of any corporation or to acquire, capitalize or invest in any business or entity other than any
business or investment that is reasonably incidental to the ownership or operation of the Assets in
the ordinary course of business;

(w)

Non-Arm's Length Debt: no Affiliate, director, former director, officer or employee of the
Corporation or any Person not dealing at "arm's length" (within the meaning of the Tax Act) with
any such Person is indebted to the Corporation at the Closing Time;

(x)

Bank Accounts: the Corporation does not have any bank accounts, term deposits or safety
deposit boxes except those listed in Schedule "C";

(y)

No Shareholder Agreement: there does not exist any shareholder or other agreement which
affects the transferability of the Shares and neither the Corporation nor the Vendor is a party to
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any voting trust agreement, unanimous shareholder agreement, "share pooling agreement", or
other contract, agreement, commitment plan, or understanding restricting or otherwise relating to
voting or dividend rights with respect to the Shares;
(z)

Dividends: there are be no declared but unpaid dividends in respect of the Shares;

(aa)

Taxes: except as set forth in Schedule "I" - Purchase Price Adjustments Amount, the Corporation
has duly and timely (i) made, prepared or filed all Tax Returns required to be made, prepared or
filed by it and such Tax Returns are true, complete and accurate in all material respects (ii) paid
all Taxes (including instalments) due and payable by it, whether or not assessed by the
appropriate Government Authority, and (iii) collected or withheld and remitted to the appropriate
Government Authorities all Taxes required to be collected, withheld or remitted by it (including
Taxes required to be withheld in respect of any amount paid or credited or deemed to be paid or
credited by it to or for the account or benefit of any Person and non-resident Persons) and, to the
Vendor's Knowledge, there are no Claims threatened or pending against the Corporation in
respect of Taxes nor any basis therefor;

(bb)

GST Registrant: the Corporation is a registrant for the purposes of the Excise Tax Act (Canada).
The goods and services tax registration number of the Corporation is 86581 0881 RT000l. All
input tax credits claimed by the Corporation for GST purposes were calculated in accordance
with Applicable Laws;

(cc)

Debt: except as set out in Schedule I, the current and long-term debt of the Corporation is $0;

(dd)

Working Capital: as at the Closing Date the working capital of the Corporation is the amount set
out in Schedule I;

(ee)

Agreements with Tax Authorities:

(i)

Except as otherwise disclosed to the Purchaser prior to the date hereof, the Corporation
has not requested, offered to enter into or entered into any agreement or other
arrangement, or executed any waiver, providing for any extension of time within which
(A) to file any Tax Return covering any Taxes for which the Corporation is or may be
liable; (B) to file any elections, designations or similar filings relating to Taxes for which
the Corporation is or may be liable; (C) the Corporation is required to pay or remit any
Taxes or amounts on account of Taxes; or (D) any Government Authority may assess or
collect Taxes for which the Corporation is or may be liable; and

(ii)

Other than those agreements and arrangements described in (i), the Corporation has not
made, prepared and/or filed any elections, designations or similar filings relating to Taxes
or entered into any agreement or other arrangement in respect of Taxes or Tax Returns
that has effect for any period ending after the Closing Date;

(ff)

Discussions with Tax Authorities: Except as otherwise disclosed to the Purchaser prior to the
date hereof, the Corporation is not engaged in any discussions or negotiations with any taxation
authorities in respect of its Taxes nor is any Person acting on any of their behalves engaged in any
such discussions or negotiations;

(gg)

Tax and Fiscal Years: the Corporation's fiscal and taxation year end is December 31;
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(hh)

(ii)

Tax Assessments:
(i)

to Vendor's Knowledge, all income, sales (including goods and services, harmonized
sales and provincial or territorial sales) and capital tax liabilities of the Corporation have
been filed with the relevant Government Authorities for all taxation years or periods
ending prior to and including the taxation year or period ended December 31, 2015;

(ii)

except pursuant to this Agreement or as specifically disclosed in writing to the Purchaser,
for purposes of the Tax Act or any other applicable Tax statute, except for Vendor, no
Person or group of Persons has ever acquired or had the right to acquire control of the
Corporation;

(iii)

None of sections 67, 78, 79, 80, 80.01, 80.02, 80.03 or 80.04 of the Tax Act, or any
equivalent provision of the Tax legislation of any province or any other jurisdiction, have
applied or will apply to the Corporation at any time up to and including the Closing Date;

(iv)

the Corporation has not acquired property from a non-arm's length Person, within the
meaning of the Tax Act, for consideration, the value of which is less than the fair market
value of the property acquired in circumstances which could subject it to a liability under
section 160 of the Tax Act;

(v)

for all transactions between the Corporation and any non-resident Person with whom the
Corporation was not dealing at arm's length during a taxation year commencing after
1998 and ending on or before the Closing Date, the Corporation has made or obtained
records or documents that meet the requirements of paragraphs 247(4)(a) to (c) of the Tax
Act; and

(vi)

the Purchaser has been provided with copies of all Tax Returns and all communications
to or from any Government Authority relating to the Taxes of the Corporation, to the
extent relating to periods or events in respect of which any Government Authority may
by Law assess or otherwise impose any such Tax on the Corporation;

(vii)

the Corporation has never been required to file any Tax Return with and has never been
liable to pay any Taxes to, any Governmental Authority outside of Canada. No Claim
has ever been made by a Governmental Authority in a jurisdiction where the Corporation
does not file a Tax Return that is or may be subject to the imposition of any Tax by that
jurisdiction; and

(viii)

the Corporation has not claimed any reserves for purposes of the Tax Act (or analogous
provincial or similar provisions) for the most recent taxation year ending prior to the date
hereof.

No Withholding:
To Vendor's knowledge,
(i)
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the data and information in respect of the Corporation and the Assets provided by Vendor
to Purchaser is not inaccurate or incorrect in any material respect as at the respective
dates of such information; and
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(ii)

Vendor has not lmowingly withheld from Purchaser any document in its possession (or a
summary of any document that could not be provided due to confidentiality restrictions)
requested by Purchaser for the purpose of conducting its due diligence investigations in
respect of the Corporation and its assets, liabilities, business and operations, including the
Assets, and the Vendor did not omit to provide any information that would reasonably be
expected to cause any information so provided by the Vendor to be misleading in any
material respect.
Regarding the Assets

5.3

Except that and subject in all instances to the Permitted Encumbrances and any matter
disclosed in any of the Schedules the Vendor represents and warrants to the Purchaser that, unless
otherwise specified, as at the date hereof and as at the Closing Date:
(a)

Title to the Assets: it does not warrant title to the Assets except that it warrants that, other than
Permitted Encumbrances:
(i)

the Assets are free and clear of all liens, adverse claims, charges and encumbrances
created by, through or under the Vendor or the Corporation, or of which it has
Knowledge; and

(ii)

subject to the rents, covenants, conditions and stipulations in the Title and Operating
Documents, after Closing, the Corporation shall be entitled to hold and enjoy the Assets
without any lawful interruption by any Person claiming, by, through or under the Vendor
or its Affiliates;

(b)

Reserves Report. Vendor has made available to McDaniel, prior to the issuance of the Reserves
Report which contains the Asset Report for the purpose of preparing the Reserves Report, all
information requested by McDaniel, which information did not contain any misrepresentation at
the time such information was provided. Except with respect to changes in commodity prices,
Vendor has no lmowledge of a material adverse change in any production, cost, reserves or other
relevant information provided to McDaniel as it relates to the Asset Report since the date that
such information was provided. Vendor believes that the Asset Report reasonably presents the
quantity and pre-tax present worth values of the crude oil, natural gas liquids and natural gas
reserves attributable to the properties evaluated in such report as of the effective date of the report
based upon information available at the time such reserve information was prepared, and Vendor
believes that, at the date of such report, such report did not (and as of the date hereof, except with
respect to changes to commodity prices and as may be attributable to production of the reserves
since the date of such report, such report does not) overstate the aggregate quantity or pre-tax
present worth values of such reserves or the estimated reserves producible therefrom;

(c)

Reduction in Interest: except for the Permitted Encumbrances or as disclosed in the Land
Schedule, the Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights are not subject to reduction by virtue of the
conversion or other alteration of the interest of, any third party claiming by, through or under the
Vendor or the Corporation;

(d)

No Default Notices: the Corporation has not received nor delivered any:
(i)
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written notices of violation or alleged violation of any material provisions of any
Applicable Law in respect of the Assets; or
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(ii)

notices of any material default under any of the Title or Operating Documents or any
other agreement in respect of the Assets;

which have not been cured within the applicable cure period applicable thereto;
(e)

Compliance with Title and Operating Documents: to the Vendor's Knowledge, and subject to
Schedule "G" - Existing Work Orders, the Corporation has performed, observed and satisfied in
accordance with standard oil and gas practices, all of its material duties, liabilities, obligations
and covenants required as at the date hereof to be satisfied, performed and observed by the
Corporation, and has not been provided with notice of default under, or in breach of, any material
provision of any Title and Operating Document;

(f)

No Claims: other than the Litigation Claims, as at the date hereof there are no Claims which have
been served upon the Corporation in respect of, or relating to, the Assets, and, to Vendor's
Knowledge, no claim has been threatened against the Corporation or any third party, which might
result in a material impairment or material loss of the interest of the Corporation in and to the
Assets;

(g)

No Take or Pay Obligations: the Assets are not affected by any take or pay or similar
obligations;

(h)

Material Contracts: except as set out in Schedule "L" - Material Contracts, and contracts which
may be cancelled without penalty on notice of not more than 30 days and, there are no Material
Contracts or Transportation, Processing and Sale Agreements to or by which the Corporation or
any Person acting on its behalf is a party or is bound that is applicable to the production of
Petroleum Substances from the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith, or to which the
Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith have been dedicated by the Corporation, and each
Material Contract is in full force and effect in accordance with the terms thereof and the
Corporation is not in default under any material contract related to the Corporation, there is no
outstanding notice of default, cancellation or termination in connection therewith;

(i)

Contracts Disclosure: the Vendor has disclosed in writing to Purchaser a list of all of the
following contracts, leases, instruments, notes, bonds, debentures, mortgages, agreements,
arrangements or understandings, written or oral, to which such the Corporation is a party or under
which the Corporation is bound, has unfulfilled obligations or contingent liabilities or is owed
unfulfilled obligations or to which any of the Assets is subject ("Contracts"), in effect as of the
date hereof and correct, current and complete copies of which have been made available to
Purchaser: (i) all Contracts containing any rights on the part of any Person, including joint
venture partners or entities, to acquire oil and gas or other property rights from the Corporation
having a value in excess of $500,000, other than any such rights under or pursuant to the title or
operating documents of the Corporation as it relates to the Assets and given in the customary and
ordinary course in the oil and gas business for which no current right of acquisition exists; (ii) all
Contracts containing any rights on the part of Corporation to acquire oil and gas or other property
rights from any Person having a value in excess of $500,000; (iii) any Contract in respect of
which the applicable transaction has not yet been consummated for the acquisition or disposition
of assets or securities or other equity interests of another Person having a value of in excess of
$500,000; (iv) any standstill or similar Contract currently restricting the ability of Corporation to
offer to purchase or purchase the assets or equity securities of another Person; (v) all Contracts
which entitle a party to rights of termination, the terms or conditions of which may or will be
altered, or which entitle a party to any fee, payment, penalty or increased consideration, in each
case as a result of the execution of this Agreement, the consummation of the transactions
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contemplated hereby or a "change in control" of the Corporation, excluding without limitation
any seismic license or similar agreements previously identified and disclosed to the Purchaser;
(vi) except for the Gas Marketing Contract, all Contracts pursuant to which the Corporation will,
or may reasonably be expected to result in a requirement of the Corporation to, expend more than
an aggregate of $500,000 or receive or be entitled to receive revenue of more than an aggregate of
$500,000 million in either case in the next 12 months, including any and all take or pay
agreements; (vii) any Contracts relating directly or indirectly to the guarantee of any liabilities or
obligations or to indebtedness (currently outstanding or which may become outstanding) for
borrowed money; and (viii) any Contract that is otherwise material to the Corporation or that if
terminated or modified or if it ceased to be in effect, would reasonably be expected to have a
material adverse effect on the Corporation;
G)

Operating Practices: all Operations prior to the date hereof and the Closing Date in respect of
which it or its Affiliate was the operator were conducted in all material respects in accordance
with generally accepted oil and gas industry practices in the province where the Assets are
located;

(k)

Payment of Royalties: to Vendor's knowledge, the Corporation has paid or caused to be paid all
relevant Crown royalties, freehold deposits and rentals and freehold and overriding royalties in
respect to the Assets which have become due and payable prior to the date hereof and the Closing
Date which the Corporation is obligated to pay;

(1)

Payment of Taxes and Third Party Payables: to Vendor's Knowledge, excepting out certain
municipal property taxes as adjusted for in Schedule "I", all amounts due and payable to third
parties prior to the date hereof and the Closing Date and pertaining to the Assets have been fully
paid, including without limitation (i) any and all ad valorem and property taxes, (ii) any and all
production, severance and similar taxes, charges and assessments based upon or measured by the
ownership or production of the Leased Substances or any of them or the receipt of proceeds
therefor, and (iii) all amounts due and payable in connection with Permitted Encumbrances;

(m)

Outstanding AFEs: except as set forth in the Data Room or the Purchase and Sale Agreement,
there is no authorization for expenditure or similar approval approved by the Corporation or its
Affiliates pursuant to which there may be expenditures with respect to the Assets, the
Corporation's share of which is reasonably expected to exceed Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000)
and there is no outstanding cash call with respect to the Assets, the Corporation's share of which
exceeds Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000);

(n)

Work Orders, Notices, Directives and Demands: except as set forth in Schedule "G" there are
no, and the Corporation has not received, and to the extent it relates to the Assets, there are no
and the Vendor nor has any of its subsidiaries received, as at the date hereof, any written orders of
a Government Authority requiring work, repairs, construction or capital expenditures with respect
to the Assets, where such orders or directives have not been complied with in all material
respects, including the payment of all amounts owing by the Corporation thereunder (collectively,
the "Existing Work Orders");

(o)

Environmental Matters. Except to the extent that any violations or other matters referred to in
this subparagraph does not, and would not reasonably be expected to, individually or in the
aggregate, have a material adverse effect on the Corporation and the Assets (and in the case of
properties for which neither the Vendor nor its subsidiaries is the operator, to the Vendor's
knowledge):
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(i)

to the lmowledge of the Vendor, the Corporation is not in violation of any applicable
Environmental Laws;

(ii)

to the lmowledge of the Vendor, the Corporation has operated its business ai.-id has
received, handled, used, stored, treated, shipped and disposed of all Hazardous
Substances in compliance with Environmental Laws;

(iii)

to the lmowledge of the Vendor, there have been no undisclosed reportable spills,
releases, deposits or discharges of Hazardous Substances, or wastes into the earth,
subsoil, underground waters, air or into any body of water or any municipal or other
sewer or drain water systems by the Corporation, or on or underneath any location which
is or was currently or formerly owned, leased or otherwise operated by the Corporation;

(iv)

to the lmowledge of the Vendor, the Corporation has not failed to report to the proper
Governmental Authority the occurrence of any event which is required to be so reported
by any Environmental Law; and

(v)

there are no pending or, to the lmowledge of the Vendor, threatened claims, liens or
Encumbrances (other than Permitted Encumbrances) resulting from Environmental Laws
with respect to Assets or any of the properties of the Corporation currently or formerly
owned, leased, operated or otherwise used.

(p)

Hedging Agreements: Except for the Gas Marketing Contract, the Corporation is not a party to,
or bound by, any interest rate swaps, foreign exchange swaps, commodity price hedging contracts
and similar derivative contracts;

(q)

Joint Venture Audits: as of the Closing Date there are no active joint venture audits by a third
party under the Title and Operating Documents or otherwise relating to the Assets;

(r)

Condition of Tangibles: the Tangibles have been constructed, installed, maintained and operated
in accordance with generally accepted engineering practices, and good oil and gas industry
practices, and are in good and operable condition, reasonable wear and tear excepted;

(s)

Facility and Tangible Ownership: none of the Tangibles is leased or rented except may be
cancelled without penalty on notice of not more than 30 days;

(t)

Fees and Charges: except as may be identified in the schedules hereto, the interest of the
Corporation in and to all property, assets, interests and rights comprising the Tangibles is
sufficient such that the Corporation is not subject to any penalty, fee, levy, charge or other
compensation payable to any third party for the use of or access to the Tangibles;

(u)

Regulatory Compliance: the Corporation's Licensee Management Rating, as detennined in
accordance with Alberta Energy Regulatory Directive: 006 Licensee Liability Rating (LLR)
Program and Licence Transfer Process is and will be on the Closing Date equal to or greater than
1.2;

(v)

Production Allowables and Production Penalties: (i) to the knowledge of the Vendor, none of
the wells in which the Corporation holds an interest in, including the Wells, have been produced
in excess of applicable production allowables imposed by any Applicable Laws or any
Governmental Authority and the Vendor has no lmowledge of any impending change in
production allowables imposed by any Applicable Laws or any Governmental Authority that may
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be applicable to any of the wells in which it holds an interest, other than changes of general
application in the jurisdiction in which such wells are situate; and (ii) neither the Vendor nor the
Corporation has received notice of any production penalty or similar production restriction of any
nature imposed or to be imposed by any governmental authority, including gas oil ratio, off target
and overproduction penalties imposed by any Governmental Authority that may be applicable,
and, to its lmowledge, none of the wells, including the Wells, in which the Corporation holds an
interest is subject to any such penalty or restriction; except, in either case, to the extent that such
events would not in the aggregate have a material adverse effect on the Corporation and the
Assets;
(w)

Description of Wells, Facilities and Lands: subject to minor typographical errors, the
Corporation has provided to Purchaser a materially complete and accurate description of all wells,
facilities and lands of the Corporation as at the date hereof and the Closing Date;

(x)

Offset Obligations: except as identified in Schedule A and Schedule J, and to Vendor's
Knowledge, neither Vendor nor the Corporation has received notice of any obligations accrued
pursuant to the Title and Operating Documents that may be satisfied by the drilling of a well, the
payment of compensatory royalty or the surrender of some or all of the interests granted, reserved
or otherwise conferred pursuant to the Title and Operating Documents, other than obligations that
have been satisfied (by means other than by the payment of compensatory royalties) or have been
permanently waived;

(y)

Employees: the Corporation does not have any employees, contractors or Benefit Plans and does
not have any Severance Obligations and no Person has an employment agreement or consulting
agreement with the Corporation;

(z)

Office Employees and Field Employees: to Vendor's Knowledge, unless otherwise disclosed in
writing to the Purchaser, each of the Office Employees and Field Employees are Canadian
citizens;

(aa)

Condition of Wells: in respect of the Wells operated by Vendor or its Affiliate, to Vendor's
Knowledge, each Well whether producing, shut-in, injection, disposal or otherwise, has been
drilled and, if completed, completed and operated in accordance with generally accepted oil and
gas field practices;

(bb)

Production: as at the date hereof and the Closing Date, the running three month average
production from the Assets, for the three months prior to the date hereof, exceeds 34.0
mmcfe/day;

(cc)

Insurance: the Corporation has in place insurance policies that are valid and enforceable and in
full force and effect, are underwritten by unaffiliated and reputable insurers, are sufficient for all
requirements of Applicable Law and provide insurance in such amounts and against such risks as
is customary for corporation engaged in similar businesses to the Corporation and the
Corporation is not in default under any such insurance and has not failed to give any notice or
present any claim within the appropriate time therefor;

(dd)

Operatorship: as at the date hereof, the Corporation is the operator of such of the Assets as set
forth in Schedule A - Land Schedule and Schedule H - Wells, and to Vendor's Knowledge,
during the time it has been the operator of the Assets or any of them, there have been no
challenges to its ability as operator;
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(ee)

Bankruptcy and Insolvency Matters:
(i)

no action or proceeding has been commenced or filed by or against the Corporation or
which seeks or may lead to receivership, bankruptcy, a commercial proposal or similar
proceeding of the Corporation, the adjustment, compromise or composition of claims
against it or the appointment of a trustee, receiver, liquidator, custodian or other similar
officer for the Corporation or any portion of its Assets. No such action or proceeding has
been authorized or is being considered by or on behalf of the Corporation and no creditor
or equity security holder of the Corporation has threatened to commence or advised that it
may commence, any such action or proceeding; and

(ii)

the Corporation has not made, nor is it considering making, an assignment for the benefit
of its creditors, and has not requested, nor is it considering requesting, a meeting of its
creditors to seek a reduction, compromise, composition or other accommodation with
respect to its indebtedness.

(ff)

ROFR: no ROFR is triggered by the Transaction contemplated hereby or by the Pre-Transaction
Reorganization;

(gg)

AMis: there are no active area of mutual interest or area of exclusion provisions in any of the
Title and Operating Documents or other agreements or documents to which the Assets are
subject; and

(hh)

Seismic Ownership: The Corporation has good, valid and merchantable title to a 100% legal and
beneficial interest in and to the Proprietary Seismic, free and clear of all claims, and, to the
Vendor's Knowledge, the Proprietary Seismic has not been licensed or otherwise disclosed to any
third party in the four year period prior to the date hereof.

5.4

No Additional Representations or Warranties by the Vendor

For certainty, each of the foregoing representations and warranties of the Vendor shall be
qualified as at the date hereof and as of the Closing Date (unless otherwise qualified as at a specific date),
as applicable, by excepting therefrom the Permitted Encumbrances, all matters disclosed in the Schedules
and where applicable, the Data Room. Other than as expressly set forth in this Article 5, the Vendor
makes no additional representation or warranty, express or implied, in fact or by law, with respect to:
(a)

its title to the Assets;

(b)

the quality, condition, merchantability, serviceability or suitability or fitness for any particular
purpose of the Assets;

(c)

the quality, quantity or recoverability of the Petroleum Substances within, upon or under the
Lands or any lands pooled or unitized therewith;

(d)

the value of the Assets or the future revenues or cash flows applicable thereto;

(e)

any engineering, geological, production or other information or interpretations thereof, or any
economic evaluations respecting the Assets; or

(f)

the Environmental condition of any of the Lands or Assets or any Environmental Liability.
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The Purchaser acknowledges that with the exception of the representations and warranties in Article 5 and
the performance by the Vendor of its obligations under this Agreement, the Purchaser is relying solely on
its own counsel (including all tax and legal counsel) and its own investigations and due diligence of the
Corporation and the Assets, and that it has made, or has had others make, such evaluation and inspection
of the Corporation and the Assets as it deems appropriate, including all information, data and files in the
Data Room, regardless of what it chose to review, and is not relying on any representation or warranty or
covenant not contained in this Agreement or on any statement by discussions with the Vendor. The
Purchaser shall have no Claim or action against the Vendor in respect of the location, state, condition,
suitability or fitness of the Assets, or any of them, for the Purchaser's intended use or purpose or their
merchantability, other than in the case of a breach of or untruth of any representation or warranty made by
the Vendor in Article 5.
ARTICLE6
PURCHASER'S REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
Purchaser's Representations and Warranties

6.1

The Purchaser represents and warrants to the Vendor that:
(a)

Organization and Standing: it is a corporation duly organized and validly existing under the
laws of Alberta and duly qualified under the laws of those jurisdictions in which it is required to
be qualified in order to own the Shares;

(b)

Requisite Authority: it has all requisite power and authority to enter into this Agreement and all
other documents to be executed and delivered hereunder and to perform its obligations under this
Agreement and all other documents to be executed and delivered hereunder and has authorized
and taken all corporate action necessary to authorize the execution, delivery and perfonnance of
this Agreement and all other documents to be executed and delivered hereunder and the
consummation of the Transaction in accordance with this Agreement;

(c)

No Conflict or Approvals: the execution and delivery of this Agreement and all other documents
to be executed and delivered hereunder do not and the consummation of the Transaction and the
fulfillment of and compliance with the terms and provisions hereof do not and will not:

(d)
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(i)

result in the breach of or violate any term or provision of its articles of incorporation or
by-laws;

(ii)

conflict with, result in a breach of, constitute a default under, or prohibit the performance
required by, any agreement, instrument, license, permit or authority to which it is a party
or by which it is bound or to which any property of it is subject or result in the creation of
any lien, charge or encumbrance upon the Assets under any such agreement, instrument,
license, permit or authority;

(iii)

violate any Applicable Law applicable to the Purchaser or the Assets; or

(iv)

except for the Required Approvals and any Customary Post-Closing Consents, require the
consent of any Government Authority;

Execution and Enforceability: this Agreement has been duly executed and delivered by it and
all other documents to be executed or delivered by it pursuant hereto on the Closing Date or
thereafter shall be duly executed and delivered by it and this Agreement does, and such
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documents will, constitute legal and valid binding obligations of it enforceable against it in
accordance with their respective terms;
(e)

Residency: it is a "Canadian" for the purposes of the Investment Canada Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. 28
(1st Suppl.);

(f)

Finder's Fee: it has not incurred any obligation or liability, contingent or otherwise, for
brokerage fees, finder's fees, agent's commission or other similar forms of compensation with
respect to the Transaction for which the Vendor shall have any obligation or liability whatsoever;
and

(g)

Acquiring as Principal: it is acquiring the Shares as principal and not on behalf of any third
party.

6.2

Survival of Representations and Warranties

Subject to Subclause 10.l(c), the representations and warranties of the Vendor in
Article 5 and of the Purchaser in Clause 6.1 shall survive the Closing and not be merged in any
conveyances or other documents provided pursuant to this Agreement, provided that no Claim may be
made or enforceable by a Party pursuant to or based in any way upon any of these representations and
warranties or any indemnity in respect thereof unless written notice of such Claim with reasonable
particulars shall have been provided by such Party, to the Party against whom such Claim is made, within
twelve (12) months from the Closing Date.

6.3

Purchaser's Covenants

Purchaser covenants, acknowledges and agrees that the Financial Statements, Lease
Operating Statements and the Assets/Liabilities Tables (the "Financial Information") are being provided
by Vendor in accordance with this Agreement and the use and distribution thereof by Purchaser or anyone
acting through Purchaser is limited as set forth in the Financial Information.

ARTICLE 7
CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO CLOSING AND DELIVERIES
7.1

Mutual Conditions Precedent Regarding Required Consents and Approvals

It is a condition precedent to Closing for the mutual benefit of the Vendor and the
Purchaser that, other than consents which are customarily obtained post-Closing, any and all Required
Approvals to permit the Transaction to be completed shall have been obtained or that such approval or
consent requirement shall have been waived in writing by the applicable Government Authority or
otherwise lapsed. If the condition precedent in this Clause 7 .1 shall not be satisfied at or before the
Closing Date, either Party may terminate this Agreement by written notice to the other Party.

7.2

Conditions Precedent for Benefit of the Purchaser

The obligation of the Purchaser to purchase the Shares pursuant hereto is subject to the
satisfaction, at or before the Closing Time, of the following conditions precedent for the exclusive benefit
of the Purchaser and may be waived in whole or in part at the discretion of the Purchaser by written notice
to the Vendor at or before Closing:
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(a)

in all material respects, the Vendor shall have performed or complied with all of the covenants of
this Agreement to be performed or complied with by the Vendor at or prior to the Closing Date;

(b)

the representations and warranties of the Vendor set forth in Article 5 shall be true and correct in
all material respects as of the date hereof and at and as of the Closing Date;

(c)

no suit, action or other proceeding shall, at Closing, be pending against the Vendor or the
Purchaser before any Court or Government Authority seeking to restrain, prohibit, obtain
damages or other relief in connection with the consummation of the Transaction which would
materially and adversely affect the value of the Shares, taken as a whole; and

(d)

the Vendor shall have obtained discharges or delivered a no interest letter with respect to all
Encumbrances relating to the Corporation, the Shares and the Assets.

7.3

Conditions Precedent for Benefit of the Vendor

The obligation of the Vendor to sell the Shares to the Purchaser pursuant hereto is subject
to satisfaction, at or before the Closing Time, of the following conditions precedent for the exclusive
benefit of the Vendor and may be waived in whole or in part by the Vendor by written notice to the
Purchaser at or before Closing:
(a)

in all material respects, the Purchaser shall have performed or complied with all of the covenants
of this Agreement to be performed or complied with by the Purchaser at or prior to the Closing
Date;

(b)

the representations and warranties of the Purchaser set forth in Clause 6.1 shall be true and
correct in all material respects as of the date hereof and at and as of the Closing Date;

(c)

at the Closing Time, the Purchaser shall have tendered or caused to be tendered to the Vendor the
Base Price, as adjusted for the Purchase Price Adjustment Amounts Purchaser Price, in
accordance with Clause 2.2; and

(d)

no suit, action or other proceeding shall, at Closing, be pending against the Vendor or the
Purchaser before any Court or Government Authority seeking to restrain, prohibit, obtain
damages or other relief in connection with the consummation of the Transaction which would
materially and adversely affect the value of the Shares.

7.4

Efforts to Fulfill Conditions Precedent

The Vendor and the Purchaser will each use, and cause their respective Related Parties to
us, reasonable commercial efforts to cause the conditions precedent set forth in clauses 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3, to
be fulfilled and satisfied as soon as practicable. The Parties shall cooperate after Closing in seeking any
approvals and consents not required prior to Closing.
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ARTICLE 8
CLOSING AND DELIVERIES

8.1
(a)

Deliveries of the Vendor
At Closing, if the conditions precedent contained in clauses 7.1 and 7.3 are satisfied or waived by
the Vendor, the Vendor shall deliver or cause to be delivered to and in favour of the Purchaser,
against those deliveries required to be made by the Purchaser, the following:
(i)

the certificates representing the Shares duly endorsed for transfer;

(ii)

a certificate of the Vendor in the form of Schedule 11 D 11 ;

(iii)

a certificate of the Vendor confirming that the conditions precedent set forth in clauses
7.1 and 7.3 have been waived or to the Vendor's Knowledge satisfied;

(iv)

receipt for payment of the Purchase Price;

(v)

the Retained Interests Agreement;

(vi)

the General Conveyance;

(vii)

the Seismic Data Licences;

(viii)

the Office Sublease;

(ix)

the Existing Work Order Release and Indemnity Agreement;

(x)

the Litigation Release and Indemnity Agreement;

(xi)

the Gas Marketing Contract;

(xii)

the Competition Act Approval;

(xiii)

the fully executed Purchase and Sale Agreement;

(xiv)

the Assets/Liabilities Tables;

(xv)

all files, books and records respecting the Assets, or as soon as reasonably possible
following Closing;

(xvi)

a certified copy of a resolution of the board of directors of the Corporation approving the
transfer of all the Shares from the Vendor to the Purchaser;

(xvii)

the minute book, corporate seal (if any) and all other corporate records of the
Corporation;

(xviii) resignations of all directors and officers of the Corporation and a release from such
directors and officers pursuant to which they release all Claims against the Corporation;
(xix)
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copies of all discharges and no interest letters with respect to all Encumbrances relating
to the Corporation and the Shares; and
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(xx)
(b)

All deliveries of the Vendor shall, except as otherwise stated, be in a form acceptable to each of
the Vendor and the Purchaser and their respective solicitors, acting reasonably.

8.2
(a)

(b)
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any and all other documents which are required to be delivered and, if applicable,
executed, by the Vendor to the Purchaser pursuant hereto.

Deliveries of the Purchaser
At Closing, if the conditions precedent set forth in clauses 7.1 and 7.2 are satisfied or waived by
the Purchaser, the Purchaser shall deliver or cause to be delivered to and in favour of the Vendor,
against those deliveries required to be made by the Vendor, the following:
(i)

payment of the Base Price plus or minus, as the case may be, the Purchase Price
Adjustment Amounts, as to the Vendor by the Purchaser;

(ii)

a certificate of an officer of the Purchaser in the form of Schedule "E";

(iii)

the Retained Interests Agreement;

(iv)

the General Conveyance;

(v)

the Seismic Data Licences;

(vi)

the Office Sublease;

(vii)

the Existing Work Order Release and Indemnity Agreement;

(viii)

a certificate of an officer of the Purchaser confirming that the conditions precedent set
forth in clauses 7.1 and 7.2 have been waived or to the Purchaser's knowledge satisfied;

(ix)

the Litigation Release and Indemnity Agreement;

(x)

the Gas Marketing Contract;

(xi)

the Competition Act Approval;

(xii)

articles of amendment, in a form for filing with the Alberta Corporate Registry, of the
Corporation changing the name in accordance with Clause 14.4;

(xiii)

releases signed by the new signing authorities of the Corporation as appointed by the
Purchaser releasing the directors and officers of the Corporation from any Claims related
to such directors and officers acting as a director or officer of the Corporation; and

(xiv)

any and all other documents which are required to be delivered and, if applicable,
executed, by the Purchaser to the Vendor pursuant hereto.

All deliveries of the Purchaser shall, except as othenvise stated, be in a form acceptable to each of
the Vendor and the Purchaser and their respective solicitors, acting reasonably.
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ARTICLE 9
CONFIDENTIALITY

9.1

The Purchaser's Obligation to Maintain Information Confidential

Prior to the Closing Date and thereafter if Closing does not occur, information respecting
the Corporation, the Assets and the Vendor shall be retained in confidence by the Purchaser and its
Related Parties pursuant to the terms of the Confidentiality Agreement and used only for the purposes of
the Transaction. Upon Closing, the Purchaser's rights to use or disclose information respecting the Assets
shall be subject only to the Title and Operating Documents that may apply thereto. Any information
respecting the Vendor, its Related Parties or additional information obtained as a result of such access
which does not relate to the Corporation or the Assets shall continue to be governed by the
Confidentiality Agreement.
ARTICLE 10
TAX MATTERS
10.1

Tax Indemnities

(a)

Subject to Subclause 10.l(c), after Closing the Vendor shall be liable to and indemnify the
Corporation (which in this Clause 10.1 includes its successors and assigns) in respect of all Taxes
payable by the Corporation in respect of taxation periods ending on or before the Closing Date or
where a taxation period ends after the Closing Date, then such portion thereof up to the Closing
Date ("Prior Period Taxes") for a period ending on the day that is 30 days after the expiration of
the last of the limitation periods contained in the Tax Act and any other legislation imposing Tax
on the Corporation subsequent to the expiration of which an assessment, reassessment or other
form of recognized document assessing liability for Tax for the period cannot be issued to the
Corporation.

(b)

The Purchaser shall give prompt written notice to the Vendor whenever it becomes aware that a
Claim has been or may be made for which the Vendor may be liable pursuant to the indemnity
provided for in Clause 11.l (the "Tax Indemnity"). The Vendor shall have the right at its own
expense and employing counsel of its own choice to have full carriage and control of the
contestation of any such Claim, provided that if the Claim does not relate solely to matters to
which the Tax Indemnity may apply, the Purchaser shall, at its own expense and employing
counsel of its own choice, have full carriage and control of the contestation of the portion of the
Claim relating to matters to which the Tax Indemnity does not relate; and further provided that
neither the Purchaser nor the Corporation will agree to any compromise or settlement of any
Claim to which the Tax Indemnity may apply without the consent of the Vendor, which will not
be unreasonably withheld. If the Purchaser does not consent to a settlement (agreed to by the
CRA) of a Claim to which the Tax Indemnity may apply following a request from the Vendor to
do so, the obligation of the Vendor to indemnify the Purchaser for the Claim shall be limited to
the amount that the Vendor would have been required to pay to the Corporation pursuant hereto
in respect of the Claim if the settlement had been accepted and the Vendor shall forthwith transfer
carriage of the contestation of the Claim to the Purchaser or its nominee. The Purchaser and the
Vendor shall cooperate with each other in any defence of any such Claims and shall keep each
other reasonably informed of the conduct thereof.

(c)

Except for matters disclosed to the Purchaser prior to the date hereof, the Tax Indemnity shall
apply in respect of Taxes assessed within the period during which Taxes may be assessed under
Applicable Law on the assumption that no waiver is filed pursuant to subparagraph 152(4)(a)(ii)
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of the Tax Act or similar provisions of provincial income tax legislation unless such waiver is
filed with the written consent of the Vendor, which consent may not be unreasonably withheld.
No Claim shall be made against the Vendor in respect of the Tax Indemnity unless written notice
of the Claim is given to the Vendor by the Purchaser within sixty (60) days following the end of
such period.
(d)

The Purchaser agrees to pay to the Vendor any refund of Prior Period Taxes, together with any
interest received with respect to such refund, received after the Closing Date by the Purchaser or
the Corporation, promptly after receipt of payment of the refund, less any Taxes payable by the
Corporation on any interest received with respect to such refund. Such refunds shall not be
included in the Working Capital. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Purchaser is not required to
pay to the Vendor any refund of Prior Period Taxes which arises as a result of the carryback of
losses of the Corporation which are attributable to any outlay or expenditure incurred by the
Corporation subsequent to the Closing Date.

(e)

The Parties covenant that after Closing they will not request, and the Purchaser covenants that
after Closing the Corporation will not request, an audit by any taxation authority which may
result in an assessment to which the Tax Indemnity may apply.

(f)

The Parties undertake to inform each other of any audit inquiries with respect to issues to which
the Tax Indemnity may apply and to cooperate with each other in making any representations
prior to any assessment to which those indemnities may apply.

10.2

Tax Returns

The Vendor shall cause the Corporation to prepare and file in a timely manner (at its cost
and in consultation with the Vendor) all Tax Returns required to be filed by the Corporation for any
period ending on or before the Closing Date. Neither Party will unreasonably withhold its consent to a
request made by the other Party with respect to such Tax Returns.

ARTICLE 11
LIABILITIES AND INDEMNITIES
The Vendor's Indemnities

11.1

Subject to clauses 6.2, 11.4, Article 10 and Article 12 and except as the Purchaser
otherwise agrees to indemnify the Vendor pursuant to this Agreement or otherwise, after the Closing, the
Vendor shall indemnify, defend and save harmless the Purchaser and its Related Parties from and against
any and all of Purchaser's Losses resulting from:
(a)

any breach of the representations or warranties made by the Vendor in Article 5 or breaches of
covenants or agreements made by the Vendor in this Agreement;

(b)

all Claims, Losses or Liabilities that relate to:
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(i)

the Assets and that arise from or relate to acts, onuss10ns, events or circumstances
occurring before the Closing Date, other than Claims of Environmental Liabilities;

(ii)

to the Litigation Claims as set forth in the Litigation Release and Indemnity Agreement;
and
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(iii)

to such Claims, Losses or Liabilities that related to the Existing Work Orders as set forth
in the Existing Work Order Release and Indemnity Agreement;

including the effects of, and the costs of complying with any order or direction of any Government
Authority having jurisdiction, provided that written notice of such Claim with reasonable particulars shall
have been provided by the Purchaser to the Vendor within twelve (12) months from the Closing Date. In
respect to the matters referenced in Subclause (b) and (c), the Vendor acknowledges that the Vendor and
its Related Parties shall not be entitled to any rights or remedies under the common law or in equity or
under any Applicable Law against the Purchaser or its Related Parties, including the right to name the
Purchaser or any of its Related Parties as a third party to any action commenced by any Person against the
Vendor, except insofar as the Vendor remains entitled to make a Claim against the Purchaser pursuant to
Clause 9.2.

11.2

The Purchaser's Indemnities

Subject to clauses 6.2, 11.4 and except as the Vendor otherwise agrees to indemnify the
Purchaser pursuant to this Agreement, Existing Work Order Release and Indemnity Agreement and the
Litigation Release and Indemnity Agreement or otherwise, after the Closing, the Purchaser shall
indemnify, defend and save harmless the Vendor and its Related Parties, from and against any and all of
the Vendor's Losses resulting from:
(a)

any breach of the representations or warranties made by the Purchaser in Clause 6.1 or breaches
of covenants or agreements made by the Purchaser in this Agreement;

(b)

all Claims, Losses or Liabilities that relate to the Assets that arise from or relate to acts,
omissions, events or circumstances occurring after the Closing Date;

(c)

all Environmental Liabilities, and excluding Claims as they relate to the Existing Work Orders,
whether occurring before, on or after the Closing Date that arise from or relate to, acts, omissions,
events or circumstances, occurring before, on or after the Closing Date;

(d)

all Claims, Losses or Liabilities, including as specifically set out in the Assets/Liabilities Tables;
including the effects of, and the costs of complying with any order or direction of any
Government Authority having jurisdiction. In respect to the matters referenced in Subclause (b ),
(c) and (d), the Purchaser acknowledges that the Purchaser and its Related Parties shall not be
entitled to any rights or remedies under the common law or in equity or under any Applicable
Law against the Vendor or its Related Parties, including the right to name the Vendor or any of its
Related Parties as a third party to any action commenced by any Person against the Purchaser,
except insofar as the Purchaser remains entitled to make a Claim against the Vendor pursuant to
Clause 11.1.

11.3

Indemnification Procedure - Third Party Claims

Subject to Article 10, the following procedures shall be applicable to any Claim (a
"Third Party Claim") received by a Party (the "Indemnified Party") for which it is entitled to
indemnification, pursuant to this Agreement, from the other Party (the "Indemnifying Party") in respect
of a Claim by a Person other than such Indemnified Party, itself, or its Related Parties:
(a)
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upon the Third Party Claim being made against or commenced against the Indemnified Party, the
Indemnified Party shall promptly provide written notice thereof to the Indemnifying Party. The
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notice shall describe the Third Party Claim in reasonable detail and indicate the estimated
amount, if practicable, of the indemnifiable Losses or Liabilities that have been or may be
sustained by the Indemnified Party in respect thereof. If the Indemnified Party does not give
prompt notice to the Indemnifying Party as aforesaid, then such failure shall only lessen or limit
the Indemnified Party's rights to indemnity hereunder to the extent that the lack of prompt notice
prejudices the defence of the Third Party Claim or increases the amount of liability or cost of
defence;
(b)

if the Indemnifying Party acknowledges to the Indemnified Party in writing that the Indemnifying
Party is responsible to indemnify the Indemnified Party in respect of the Third Party Claim
pursuant hereto, the Indemnifying Party shall have the right to do either or both of the following:
(i)

assume carriage of the defence of the Third Party Claim using legal counsel of its choice
and at its sole cost; and/or

(ii)

settle the Third Party Claim provided the Indemnifying Party pays the full monetary
amount of the settlement and the settlement does not impose any unreasonable
restrictions or obligations on the Indemnified Party;

(c)

upon the assumption of control of any Claim by the Indemnifying Party as set out in Clause (b),
the Indemnifying Party shall diligently proceed with the defence, compromise or settlement of the
Claim at its sole expense, including if necessary, employment of counsel and experts reasonably
satisfactory to the Indemnified Party and, in connection therewith, the Indemnified Party shall
cooperate fully, but at the expense of the Indemnifying Party with respect to any out-of-pocket
expenses incurred, to make available to the Indemnifying Party all pertinent information and
witnesses under the Indemnified Party's control, make such assignments and take such other steps
as in the opinion of counsel for the Indemnifying Party are reasonably necessary to enable the
Indemnifying Party to conduct such defence. The Indemnified Party shall also have the right to
participate in the negotiation, settlement or defence of any Claim at its own expense;

(d)

the Indemnified Party shall not enter into any settlement, consent order or other compromise with
respect to the Third Party Claim without the prior written consent of the Indemnifying Party
(which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned) unless the
Indemnified Party waives its rights to indemnification in respect of the Third Party Claim;

(e)

upon payment of the Third Party Claim, the Indemnifying Party shall be subrogated to all claims
the Indemnified Party may have relating thereto. The Indemnified Party shall give such further
assurances and cooperate with the Indemnifying Party to permit the Indemnifying Party to pursue
such subrogated claims as reasonably requested by it; and

(f)

if the Indemnifying Party has paid an amount pursuant to the indemnification obligations herein
and the Indemnified Party shall subsequently be reimbursed from any source in respect of the
Third Party Claim, the Indemnified Party shall promptly pay the amount of the reimbursement
(including interest actually received) to the Indemnifying Party, net of taxes required to be paid
by the Indemnified Party as a result of any such receipt and plus any taxes saved or recovered by
the Indemnified Party as a result of such payment.
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11.4
(a)

Limitations on Liability
Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary:
(i)

the indemnities provided in clauses 11.1 and 11.2 (excepting 11.2(d)) shall not apply to
Losses or Liabilities to the extent
(A)

reimbursed by insurance to, or caused by the negligence, wilful default or
misconduct of, the Party claiming indemnity; or

(B)

any amounts are paid or any actions are taken or not taken pursuant to or under
any liability and indemnity provisions in any other agreement between the Parties
or any of their Affiliates with respect to the same or a similar Loss or Liability;

(ii)

the Vendor shall have no obligation to indemnify the Purchaser in respect of any
Environmental Liabilities pursuant to Clause 11.1 except to the extent resulting from a
breach of the representation and wamu-ity in Clause 5.3(n) and then subject to the
provisions of Clause 6.2 and the other provisions of this Clause 11.4;

(iii)

subject to Subclause 1l.4(c) the sole remedy after Closing for a Party's breach of a
warranty or covenant or incorrectness of a representation shall be the indemnities
provided in Article 11;

(iv)

if an indemnified party's Losses or Liabilities at any time subsequent to the making of an
indemnity payment are reduced by any net tax benefit or recovery, the amount of such
reduction shall promptly be repaid by the indemnified party to the indemnifying party;
and

(v)

the Parties acknowledge and agree that, subject to Subclause 10.l(c), an obligation under
this Agreement to provide written notice of a Claim within twelve (12) months from the
Closing Date and in a manner specified under this Agreement is intended by the Parties
as a limitation of liability that represents a fair and equitable allocation of the risks and
liabilities that each Party has agreed to assume in connection with the subject matter
hereof and is not an agreement within the provision of subsection 7(2) of the Limitations
Act (Alberta), provided that the written notice of Claim in respect of those matters set
forth in Clause 11.2(d) shall not be limited by this Subclause l l .4(a)(v).

(b)

After Closing, the Vendor's total liability for breaches of any representations, warranties,
covenants and indemnities granted hereunder or in any document delivered pursuant hereto, shall
not exceed seven million and five hundred thousand dollars ($7,500,000.00), and each claim of a
breach must exceed one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000), and the aggregate of all such
claims must exceed five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) before a claim can be made. The
limitation of liability under this Subclause 11.4(b) shall not apply to obligations under the
Litigation Release and Indemnity Agreement and the Existing Work Order Release and
Indemnity Agreement.

(c)

The Parties acknowledge and agree that Vendor shall have available to it all legal and equitable
remedies for damages, costs, expenses and other obligations arising, incurred or accrued in
respect of the Gas Marketing Contract, which it suffers or may suffer as a result of Purchaser
failing to consummate the transaction contemplated hereby, and any action in respect thereof
shall not be otherwise limited by the provisions of this Article 11.
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ARTICLE 12
EMPLOYEES
12.1

Employees

(a)

Within two Business Days of the date hereof, the Vendor shall, in accordance with Applicable
Laws, disclose to the Purchaser the existing terms and conditions of employment for not less than
39 office employees (the "Office Employees") and not less than 38 field operators and foremen
(the "Field Employees") who will be made available by Vendor to manage the Assets, including
specifics of the compensation and Benefit Plans to which such employees are entitled and the
tenure of such employees and their employment record details (collectively, the "Employment
Details"). The details of the Corporation's existing arrangements with contract field operators
will also be disclosed to the Purchaser. Within two Business Days of the date hereof, the Vendor
shall also, in accordance with Applicable Laws, disclose to the Purchaser the existing terms and
conditions of all field and office contractors whose work relates to the Assets.

(b)

In consideration for the Field Employees and the Office Employees being made available to
continue to run the Assets following Closing during the Offer Period, Purchaser has paid,
pursuant to Schedule "I", the amount resulting from the following calculation: (the average salary
and benefits of the Office Employees and Field Employees multiplied by 50) divided by 12,
which the Parties agree is $437.500.

(c)

At least two (2) Business Days prior to Closing, the Purchaser will provide the Vendor with a list
of Office Employees, Field Employees and contract field operators the Purchaser intends to
interview and the Purchaser and the Vendor will work collaboratively to schedule interviews by
the Purchaser of the Office Employees, Field Employees and contract field operators.

(d)

Except as otherwise provided herein, the Vendor shall not terminate any of the Office Employees
or Field Employees, without cause and in the event of any such termination for cause the Vendor
shall promptly give notice of such termination to the Purchaser.

(e)

No later than thirty (30) days after Closing (the "Offer Period"), the Purchaser will make no less
than 40 offers of employment with the Corporation to certain Office Employees and Field
Employees (collectively, the "Offered Employees") on terms commensurate with competitive
current market standard salary and benefits as agreed upon by Purchaser and Vendor and on the
following terms and conditions:
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(i)

the Purchaser shall employ each Offered Employee at the same or similar work location,
and with similar duties and responsibilities and reporting structure as each Offered
Employee enjoyed with the Vendor as at the date of the execution of this Agreement by
the Parties;

(ii)

the Purchaser shall compensate each Offered Employee with base salary, wages,
compensation (including overtime eligibility, shift pay and/or allowances), incentive
compensation (including, short-term and long-term incentive compensation) and its own
Benefit Plans' entitlements (collectively referred to as "Purchaser's Compensation")
that are, in the aggregate, equivalent to competitive current market standards for base
salary, wages, compensation (including overtime eligibility, shift pay and/or allowances)
and incentive compensation (including short-term and long-term incentive compensation)
and Benefit Plans' entitlements, in the aggregate;
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(iii)

such written offers of employment shall state that the Purchaser shall recognize the
service years (as currently recognized by Vendor) of the Offered Employees with the
Vendor for the purpose of any future termination of employment by Purchaser following
Closing, other than termination for cause;

(iv)

such written offers of employment shall remain open for acceptance by the Offered
Employee for no longer than 2 Business Days after delivery to the Offered Employee;

(v)

in respect of each Benefit Plan made available by the Purchaser to the Offered
Employees, for the purposes of determining each Offered Employee's eligibility to
participate; vesting status; and, with respect to such Benefit Plan that is a vacation or
severance plan, the Offered Employee's benefit entitlement thereunder, the following
shall apply:
(A)

prior service (as currently recognized by Vendor) with the Vendor and/or its
Affiliates, as applicable, to the extent the Vendor and/or its Affiliates, as
applicable, or their Benefit Plan provide credit for past service ("Service
Years"), shall be treated as service with the Purchaser to the extent reasonably
possible under the Benefit Plan;

(B)

such Service Years shall also apply for purposes of satisfying and extinguishing
any waiting periods, evidence of insurability requirements or the application of
any pre-existing condition, to the extent reasonably possible under the Benefit
Plan; and

(C)

to the extent reasonably possible, each Benefit Plan of Purchaser shall waive any
pre-existing condition limitations to the same extent waived under the applicable
Benefit Plan of the Vendor and/or its Affiliates.

(f)

The Purchaser agrees to provide the Vendor with the proposed form of written offers of
employment to be made to the Offered Employees at least two (2) Business Days prior to the
Purchaser providing such written offers of employment to the Offered Employees, and the
Purchaser agrees to act reasonably in considering any comments relating to evaluating the
compensation therein offered by Vendor with regard to competitive current market standards in
respect of same.

(g)

The Vendor shall not discourage the Offered Employees from accepting the Purchaser's offers of
employment to the Offered Employees.

(h)

Each Offered Employee that accepts the Purchaser's offer of employment is hereinafter referred
to as an "Accepting Employee" while any Offered Employee that rejects the Purchaser's offer of
employment or fails to respond to the same before the expiration of such offer is hereinafter
referred to as a "Rejecting Employee".

(i)

On or after the date of delivery of the Purchaser's offers of employment to the Offered
Employees, the Vendor may give notice to any Offered Employee of the future employment
status of each such Offered Employee, including the effective time for such status, and the
Vendor shall immediately thereafter notify the Purchaser of such notice( s).
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G)

The Purchaser shall notify the Vendor forthwith when any offers made pursuant to Subclause
12.l(e) are made, accepted or rejected. The Vendor will cooperate Vvith Purchaser to effect an
orderly transition of Accepting Employees.

(k)

The Vendor shall bear and discharge, and shall indemnify and hold harmless the Purchaser, and
its respective Related Parties from and against, all obligations, Claims, Losses and Liabilities
accruing or arising prior to the Accepting Employee Effective Date in respect of the Offered
Employees for wages, vacation pay, overtime pay and other employee benefits (including under
the Vendor's Benefit Plans), as well as any other employment related obligations in respect of the
Offered Employees accruing or arising prior to the Accepting Employee Effective Date.

(1)

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Vendor and its Affiliates shall have no liability or obligation
to indemnify the Purchaser or any of its Related Parties from and against any obligations, Claims
or Losses and Liabilities related to or arising from Severance Obligations related to or arising
from the termination of any Accepting Employee by the Purchaser from and after the Accepting
Employee Effective Date.

(m)

The Purchaser shall bear and discharge, and the Purchaser shall indemnify and save harmless the
Vendor and its Related Parties from and against all obligations, Claims, Losses and Liabilities:
(i)

accruing or arising from and after the Accepting Employee Effective Date in respect of
the Accepting Employees for wages, vacation pay, overtime pay and other employee
benefits (including under Purchaser's Benefit Plans), as well as any other employment
related obligations in respect of the Accepting Employees accruing or arising from and
after Closing; and

(ii)

related to or arising from Severance Obligations that are claimed by or owing to any
Accepting Employee as a result of the termination of the employment of any Accepting
Employee by the Purchaser upon or after the Accepting Employee Effective Date.

(n)

With respect to the Purchaser's offers of employment that are not accepted by the Rejecting
Employees, Purchaser will have the option but not the obligation to put forward additional offers
of employment to additional Office Employees and Field Employees and present alternative
offers of employment to the Rejecting Employees up until two (2) days prior to the end of the
Offer Period. Copies of all of such additional offers of employment shall also be provided to the
Vendor.

(o)

For the avoidance of doubt, the Vendor shall be liable for all Severance Obligations relating to
the Rejecting Employees.

12.2

Transition Staff

(a)

At least 2 Business Days prior to the end of the Offer Period, Purchaser will provide Vendor with
a complete list of the Office Employees and Field Employees, including the names and positions
of each person on the list, that have not accepted employment offers made by the Purchaser, to be
specifically designated and agreed to between the Purchaser and the Vendor (the "Transition
Staff'') that Purchaser is going to require to manage the transition of the Corporation to the
Purchaser.

(b)

The Transition Staff will be available to Purchaser for the period between the end of the Offer
Period and such date determined by the Purchaser for each individual Transition Staff, the terms
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of which will be specified with a start and end date, and which end date shall be no later than six
(6) months after Closing, or any extended period for an individual Transition Staff if such
Transition Staff goes on short-term disability or other leave during the initial Transition Period
(the "Transition Period").
(c)

Purchaser will reimburse the Vendor on a semi-monthly and full indemnity basis for all costs and
expenses associated with the Vendor's continued employment of those Transition Staff from the
end of the Offer Period until the end of the applicable Transition Period, including but not limited
to all associated salary, compensation and Benefit Plans costs incurred by the Vendor during the
Transition Period and all associated costs and expenses incurred by the Vendor during the Two
Week Working Notice period defined below.

(d)

If between the end of the Offer Period and the end of the Transition Period the Purchaser
determines that it will require the services of a particular Transition Staff as a permanent
employee of the Corporation, an offer of employment will be made to such Transition Staff in
accordance with Clause 12.1, mutatis mutandis, including the indemnities therein, and upon
acceptance, Vendor shall have no further obligations to Purchaser or such individual Transition
Staff.

(e)

Upon the Purchaser determining that it no longer requires the services of any particular Transition
Staff, in the case of each such individual Transition Staff, Purchaser will provide two weeks
advance written notice to the Vendor of such fact (the "Two Week Working Notice") and
Vendor will accept this Two Week Working Notice as notice of termination of the transition
services provided by that individual Transition Staff. Vendor shall have no responsibility to
provide any transition services to the Purchaser through any such individual Transition Staff
following the expiration of the Two Week Working Notice period in each case.

(f)

Once the two week notice period provided for in the Two Week Working Notice has expired, and
except as otherwise stipulated in this Agreement, the Vendor will retain all future continuing
responsibility for such Transition Staff including any and all costs associated with the termination
of the employment of such Transition Staff.

(g)

Any notice of termination of employment given by the Vendor to any Transition Staff other than
for just cause shall include a provision that if, during either the Transition Period or the severance
period offered by the Vendor in its notice of termination to such Transition Staff, permanent
employment is offered to any such Transition Staff by the Purchaser, which offer must be in
compliance with Clause 12.2(d), he or she must immediately notify the Vendor of such offer of
employment and its terms and, upon that individual's acceptance of such employment offer there
shall be no further or any remaining Severance Obligations owed to such individual by the
Vendor, either at common law, under statute, in equity, or otherwise, and all agreements
respecting the provision of any further pay, severance, or pay in lieu of notice of termination of
employment to such individual by the Vendor shall be automatically voided and nullified.
Further, if acceptance of such employment offer is made by such Transition Staff during the
Transition Period he or she will be automatically deemed to have resigned from his or her
employment with the Vendor effective as of the date of acceptance of such offer.

(h)

Other than during the Transition Period and the Two Week Working Notice period, as described
herein, and unless the Purchaser makes an offer of employment to any Transition Staff during the
Transition Period and such offer is accepted by such Transition Staff during the Transition
Period, the Vendor will retain all future continuing responsibility for all Severance Obligations
related to the Transition Staff.
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(i)

The Purchaser agrees that if it hires, or it cause the Corporation to hire any employees or former
employees of Perpetual within 24 months following Closing Purchaser shall forthwith notify
Vendor of the name of such employee or former employee, solely for the purposes of Vendor's
management of its severance obligations.
ARTICLE 13
TERMINATION

13.1

Termination

(a)

Any termination of this agreement shall be subject to the provisions of this Article 13 and each
Party will bear all costs incurred by it prior to such termination.

(b)

If this agreement is terminated or breached by a Party prior to or at the Closing Time other than
due to a reason beyond the control of both Parties, (the "Defaulting Party"), the other Party (the
"Other Party") shall be entitled to rescind this agreement and the Defaulting Party shall pay to
the Other Party as follows:

(i)

If Purchaser is the breaching party, Purchaser shall pay to Vendor the aggregate of:

(A)

the Work Fee; and

(B)

the difference, if positive, of subtracting the Unwind Price from the Entry Price,

and such amounts shall be for the Vendor's own account absolutely as liquidated damages
and not as a penalty as a result of Closing not occurring, which payment, when made
shall constitute Vendor's sole remedy in such instance, with no right to claim further
damages or other remedies from Purchaser and upon payment thereof and receipt by the
Vendor, Purchaser shall be released and discharged from all obligations hereunder,
except as provided in clauses 7.4 and 19.9.
(ii)

If Vendor is the breaching Party, Vendor shall pay to Purchaser the aggregate of:

(A)

the Work Fee; and

(B)

the difference, if positive, of subtracting the Entry Price from the Unwind Price,

and such amounts shall be for the Purchaser's own account absolutely as liquidated
damages and not as a penalty as a result of Closing not occurring, which payment, when
made shall constitute Purchaser's sole remedy in such instance, with no right to claim
further damages or other remedies from Vendor and upon payment thereof and receipt by
the Purchaser, Vendor shall be released and discharged from all obligations hereunder,
except as provided in clauses 7.4 and 19.9.
ARTICLE 14
INFORMATION, MATERIALS AND CONTINUING REPORTS
14.1

Delivery of the Vendor's Records

Within five (5) Business Days of the Closing, the Vendor shall deliver to the Purchaser
originals of the Title and Operating Documents and all other files, reports and data pertaining to the
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Assets comprised in the Miscellaneous Interests, unless and to the extent that the Purchaser agrees to
allow the Vendor to deliver all or any of such records, files, reports and data at a later date.
14.2

Vendor's Access to Information Post-Closing

After the Closing Date and for period ending the date that is four (4) years from the
Closing Date, the Vendor may, upon reasonable notice to the Purchaser and subject to contractual
restrictions relative to disclosure, have access during normal business hours to the Title and Operating
Documents and the other files, reports and data pertaining to the Assets comprised in the Miscellaneous
Interests and to obtain and copy such information in respect of matters arising or relating to any period of
time through the Closing if copies of such records or if the information derived from such access would
be helpful or beneficial to the Vendor or its Affiliates:
(a)

in connection with audits;

(b)

in connection with the preparation of tax returns;

(c)

in connection with the Vendor's dealings with Government Authorities;

(d)

in connection with any activities of the Vendor prior to the Closing Date;

(e)

to comply with any Applicable Law; or

(f)

in connection with any action, suit or proceeding commenced or threatened by the Vendor, the
Purchaser or any third party against the Vendor or its Related Parties or for which the Vendor or
any of its Related Parties may have any liability.

14.3

Record Retention Period

(a)

The Purchaser agrees that all of the information and materials of the Vendor which relate to or
were created with respect to the Corporation or the Assets arising or relating to the period through
the Closing, shall be retained, maintained in good order and good condition and kept in a
reasonably accessible location by the Purchaser and its Affiliates, for a period of time beginning
on the Closing Date and ending on the expiration of all applicable limitations periods for all tax
periods beginning before the Closing, as such limitations periods are provided for under
applicable statutes or pronouncements of all relevant taxing authorities.

(b)

The Purchaser may destroy or give up possession of any such infonnation or materials if it first
offers the Vendor the opportunity (by delivery of at least sixty (60) days' prior written notice to
the Vendor, which notice shall contain a detailed listing of the information and materials
proposed to be destroyed, at the Vendor's expense (which includes compensation to the Purchaser
of its reasonable expenses), to obtain delivery of or a copy of so much of such information or
materials as the Vendor, in the Vendor's sole discretion, desires.

14.4

(a)
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Name Change
Immediately following Closing, Purchaser shall cause and file articles of amendment of the
Corporation to change the name of the Corporation to remove all references to "Perpetual". As
soon as the name of the Corporation has been changed in the Alberta Corporate Registry,
Purchaser shall, or shall cause the Corporation to prepare and circulate a Notice to Industry of the
change of name no later than seven (7) Business Days following the Closing Date.
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(b)

Subject to Subclause 14.4(c), as soon as reasonably practicable following Closing (but in any
event no later than ten (10) Business Days following the Closing Date), Purchaser shall take all
actions necessary to remove all references to "Perpetual" in conducting the conduct of business,
including, without limitation, to the use of any company name, website, stationery, invoices,
packaging and identifying signs bearing the name "Perpetual" or logos, colours or trademarks of
the Vendor or its Affiliates.

(c)

Purchaser will replace all signage relating to the Assets outside of Calgary, Alberta in accordance
with the requirements of Government Authorities, including without limitation, the name and
contract telephone number, but in any event no later than sixty (60) days after Closing.

14.5

Securities Disclosure

At any time in the three (3) years following Closing, should Purchaser require an audited
operating statement with respect to the Assets pursuant to the Regulations including any securities act
disclosure requirements, for a period during which the Assets were owned by Vendor, Vendor shall
provide access during normal business hours to the records of Vendor relevant to preparation of such an
operating statement during such period. The audit shall be performed by Vendor's auditor, or if such
auditor is unable or unwilling to perform such audit, by a firm of independent auditors selected by
Vendor, and Purchaser shall be responsible for all costs incurred in connection with the audit and the
preparation of any statements or reports. Vendor shall not be required to provide direct access to Vendor's
records to Purchaser or any employees, consultants or other representatives of Purchaser. If the auditor
requires the assistance of Vendor's personnel to find, collect or interpret the necessary information from
Vendor's records, Vendor shall cause such assistance to be provided and Purchaser shall pay reasonable
hourly costs to Vendor as compensation for the time devoted by such personnel. The Vendor consents to
the use of the information solely for the purpose contemplated herein, provided that Vendor hereby
disclaims (and Purchaser agrees that the Vendor shall not have) any liability to Purchaser or any other
Third Party for the accuracy and completeness of any information provided pursuant hereto.

ARTICLE 15
WAIVER

15.1

Waiver Must be in Writing

No waiver by any Party of any breach of any of the terms, conditions, representations or
warranties in this Agreement shall take effect or be binding upon that Party unless the waiver is expressed
in writing under the authority of that Party and any waiver so given shall extend only to the particular
breach so waived and shall not limit or affect any rights with respect to any other or future breach.
ARTICLE 16

ASSIGNMENT
16.1

Assignment

Neither Party may assign its interest in or under this Agreement without the prior written
consent of the other Party.
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ARTICLE 17
NOTICE
17.1

Service of Notice

All notices required or pennitted hereunder or with respect to this Agreement shall be in
writing and shall be deemed to have been properly given and delivered when delivered personally or
transmitted by confirmed facsimile addressed to the Parties, respectively, as follows:
(a)

In the case of the Purchaser:
c/o McCarthy Tetrault LLP
4000, 421 - 7th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 4K9
Attention:
Fax No.:
Email:

(b)

Jim Pasieka
(403) 260-3501
jpasieka@mccarthy.ca

In the case of the Vendor:

3200, 605 - 5th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 3H5
Attention:
Fax No.:
Email:

Vice President, Land, Acquisitions and Divestitures
(403) 269-4444
gary.jackson@perpetualenergyinc.com

With a copy to:
Burnet, Duckworth & Palmer LLP
2400, 525 - 8th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, AB T2P 1G 1

Attention:
Facsimile:
Email:

Carolyn A. Wright
(403) 260-0332
caw@bdplaw.com

Any notice or communication sent by personal service or facsimile shall be deemed received when
delivery is made or reception of the transmission is complete except that, if such delivery or transmission
is sent on a day which is not a Business Day or after 4:00 p.m. then the same shall be deemed received on
the next Business Day.
17.2

Right to Change Address

A Party may change its address for service by notice to the other Party, and such changed
address for service thereafter shall be effective for all purposes of this Agreement.
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ARTICLE 18
PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENTS
18.1

Public Announcements

Purchaser shall not make any public announcement or press release concerning the
Transaction. Vendor is required to, and shall make a public announcement or press release concerning the
Transaction but shall not identify the name of the Purchaser or any director, officer or shareholder
thereof; provided that nothing contained herein shall prevent a Party at any time from furnishing any
information to any Government Authority or to the public if required by Applicable Law or the rules of
the applicable stock exchange. Vendor shall, to the extent reasonably possible, provide Purchaser with a
draft of any public announcement or press release in sufficient time prior to its release to enable Purchaser
to review such draft and advise Vendor of any comments it have with respect thereto, it being understood
that, upon signing this Agreement, the Purchaser will be permitted to immediately issue a press release
announcing the Transaction provided such press release has been reviewed by the Vendor and the
contents of such press release are required to be disclosed by Applicable Law or the rules of the
applicable stock exchange.
ARTICLE 19
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
19.1

Further Assurances

From time to time, as and when reasonably requested by the other Party, a Party shall
execute and deliver or cause to be executed and delivered all such documents and instruments and shall
take or cause to be taken all such further or other actions to implement or give effect to the Transaction,
provided such documents, instruments or actions are consistent with the provisions of this Agreement. All
such further documents, instruments or actions shall be delivered or taken at no additional consideration
other than reimbursement of any expenses reasonably incurred by the Party providing such further
documents or instruments or performing such further acts, by the Party at whose request such documents
or instruments were delivered or acts performed other than overhead and general administrative costs.
19.2

Applicable Law and Attornment

This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the Province of Alberta
and the laws of Canada applicable therein and shall be treated in all respects as an Alberta contract. The
Parties irrevocably submit to the jurisdiction of the courts of the Province of Alberta and the courts of
appeal therefrom. The Parties each hereby attorn to and accept the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts.
19.3

Time

Time shall be of the essence in this Agreement.
19.4

Continuing Agreement

After Closing, the covenants and agreements contained in this Agreement shall continue
in effect until performed and discharged except to the extent the continued effectiveness or enforceability
of any such agreement or covenant is limited in duration as expressly provided herein.
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19.5

Entire Agreement

Subject to Clause 19.9, this Agreement, the Office Sublease, the Existing Work Order
Release and Indemnity Agreement, the Litigation Release and Indemnity Agreement, the Purchase and
Sale Agreement and the Gas Marketing Contract constitute the entire agreement between the Parties with
respect to the subject matter hereof and cancels and supersedes any prior understandings and agreements
between the Parties hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof. No modification of or amendment to
this Agreement shall be valid or binding unless set forth in writing and duly executed by all Parties.
19.6

Enurement

This Agreement shall be binding upon and enure to the benefit of the Parties hereto and
their respective heirs, attorneys, guardians, estate trustees, executors, trustees, successors and permitted
assigns. No Person other than the Parties and their successors and permitted assigns shall be entitled to
any rights or benefits hereunder.
19.7

Severability

If any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, the
invalidity, illegality or unenforceability will not affect any other provision of this Agreement and this
Agreement will be construed as if the invalid, illegal or unenforceable provision had never been contained
herein unless the deletion of the provision would result in such material change to cause the completion of
the Transaction to be unreasonable.
19.8

Counterparts

This Agreement may be executed in counterpart and all executed counterparts together
shall constitute one agreement. Signature pages from separate counterparts may be faxed and may be
combined to form a single counterpart. This Agreement shall not be binding upon any Party unless and
until executed by all Parties.
19.9

Confidentiality

The Confidentiality Agreement shall not merge with the terms hereof. Notwithstanding
any provision herein or any law to the contrary, the Confidentiality Agreement shall survive the execution
of this Agreement and the Closing of the Transaction.

[Balance ofpage intentionally left blank.]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Patties have duty executed this Agreement on the date
first above written.

PERPETUAL ENER~J',~·

,/l

1986114 ALBERTA INC.

Pe,,£J~~

Per:

Name:

'Name:

Title:

Susan L. RlddeH RON-·
Pmsit:J~nt & CEO

~

Title:

This is the execution page to the Share Sale Agreement dated September2fo, 2016 between Perpetual Energy Inc.
as Vendor and l986i i4 Alberta Inc. as Purchaser
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IN WlTNESS WHEREOF the Parties have duly executed this Agreement on the date
lirst above written.

PERPETUAL ENERGY INC.

1986114 ALBERTA INC.

Per:

Per:

Name:
Title:

Name:
Title:

This is 1he exec111io11 page
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the Share Sale Agreement dmed Sep1ember2Jo, 2016 herween Perpetual Energy Inc.
as J'emior and 19861 J./ Alberw Inc. us Purchaser

SCHEDULE "A" LAND SCHEDULE
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE 26 DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
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PERPETUAL ENERGY INC.

Mineral Property Report
Generated by Susan Hargreaves on September 08, 2016 at 3:07:55 pm.
Selection
Admin Company:
Category:
Country:
Province:
Division:
Area(s):
Active/ Inactive:
Status Types:
Lease Types:
Acreage Status:
Expiry Period:
Acreage Category:

cs

I EXPLORER
CS EXPLORER Version: 11.00.01

SCHEDULE "B" MAJOR FACILITIES
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE 26 DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
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Majo,-_Facility List
Name of Gas Plant
ARCHER KILLAM

other Owner Working Interest (Company Name and

location
00/12-23-043-11W4

Registered It
ABGP0001211, ABGP0001599

FACILITY UC#
F0009230

licensee Name
PEOC

Status

ACTIVE

Contact Number)

Perpetual Energy Operating Corp.

Operator

Working Interest
98.02'¼ PEOC

Subtype
Facility Subtype
401 Gas Plant Sweet

1.98% PEOC
88.00% PEOC
93.50% PEOC

401 Gas Plant Sweet
401 Gas Plant Sweet

Penn West Petroleum - Just received an Assignment

ARCHER VIKING
ARCHER BRUCE

4-6

OO/ll-10-047-12W4
00/03-06-047-1SW4

from Penn West to Cleo Energy Corp. eff July 28,
2016
ABGP0001613

ABGP0001175

F0010119
F0010121

P£0C
PEOC

ACTIVE

ACTIVE

Perpetual Energy Operating Coro.

Conocoph!Hlps Cimada (BRC) Partnership

1.14'¼

C.B.Statler

0.02%
0.06%
0.96%
0.19%
4.13%

Coastal Resources
Federated Co-operatives
Rkhdale Resources
EnercanitaEnerirultd.
ECA WILDON 9-29·05S·16W4 - now
c<1Ued \Noslok 09·?9·0SS-15W,l

00/09·29·055-l6W4

A6GP0102810

F0032438

PEOC

CABRE MARTEN HILLS

00/11·20·074·23W4

ABGP0001251

F0015384

PEOC

SUSPENDED· Now active
fodlitywith3rdparty
processlnr,
SUSPENDED • Abnd in ODS·
Oecomm.Site n!lesonly

DEVON MARTEN HltlS

00/14·22·074·24W4

A8GP0001117

F0015388

PEOC

ACTIVE

MartenHills2

00/14·29·074-2SW4

A8GP0001229

F15390

PEOC

Suspended

00/08-36·086·19W4

ABGP0001411, A6GP0001599

F0017086

PEOC

SUSPENDED

00/06·10·087-0lWS
00/05·08·088·18W4

ABGP0001973
ADGP0001682

F0017150
F0017318

PEOC
PEOC

ACTIVE
ACTIVE· Plant

PARAMOUNT SAtESKI

DEVON MUSKWA {TEEPEE O<)
HUSKY SAtESKI 5-8

MainGGS

WestPoo!GGS

EastPoolGGS
Abee Gas Plant

01·32·061·22W4

ABGP0001319

F13717

DirectEnemvMarketi Active

Oil! Bend Gas Plant

13·36·066-27W4

ABGP0001293

F14504

CNRL

Active

l3·36-066·27W4

Darwin Gas Plant

*•Note that there are 2 separate CO&O Ar..reements for thili location and CNR operates both.
16-28·094-lSWS
ABGP0110886
F17600
Baytex

Martin Hills

12·18·076·2SW4

ABGP0001132

F15795

CNRL

Active

14·29-064-0lWS

A8GP0001229 ABCS001412S

Fl5390Fl-4125

PEOC

Sutpended

l3·24·060·26W4

ABGP00012GO

Fl3604

CNRt

Suspended

10-01·048-1SW4

ABGP0001783

F10594

1333002 Alberta Ltd . Suspended

Jarvie Plant
Westlock Gas Plant

Dominion East Bruce

Active

Perpetual Enerov Operating Corp,
Canadian Natural Resources
Penn West
Perpetual Energy Operating Corp.
Canadian Natural Resources
ARC Resources Ltd.
Perpetual Enernv Operating Corp.
Canadian Natural Resources
ARC Resources ltd.
Perpetual Energy Operating Corp.
lGSAJtencv
Rockhill Re-sources
Perpetual Energy Operating Corp,
Perpetual Energy Operating Corp.
Harvest Oil Operntlons
Pro,ressEne"'t"Ltd.
Perpetual Energy Operating Corp.
Harvest Oil Onerations
Progress Energy Ltd.
Perpetual Enerl!V Operating Corp,
Harvest Oil Oncratlons
Progress Energy Ltd.
Perpetual Enert!V Operating Corp.
Harvest Oil Onerations
Progress Enemv Ltd.
Perpetual Enernv Operating Corp.
Canadian Natural Resources
CQ Eneroy Canada Resources
Inland Development
Davliaht Enerov ltd.
Pernetual Enernv Oneratino Corp.
Canadian Natural Resources
Sabre Eneroy Partnershl
Peroetual Enernv Operating Corp.
Canadinn Natural Resources
Sabre Energv Partnership
Perpetual Enemy Operallng Corp.
Baytex Enemv Ltd.
Pavilion Energy Corp. (Niven)
CNR holds larger WI
Perpetual Eneroy Operating Corp.
CQ Encrnv Cnnada Resources
Canadian Natural Resources
IAoache Canada Ltd.
Pernctual Enernv Onemtinn Coro.
1333002 Alberta Ltd. (subsidiary of Perpetu.11 Energy
Inc)

100.00% PEOC

401 Gas Plant Sweet

50.00% PEOC
45.00%
5.00%
60.45% PEOC
12.60¾
26.95%
60.45% PEOC
12.60¾
26,95%
98.77¾ PEOC
0.63%
0.60¼
100.00% PEOC
58.56% PEOC
33.56%
7.89%
58.56%
33.56¾
7.89"/4
67.11%
17.11%
1S.77%
50.00¾
50,00¼

401 Gas Plant Sweet

0.00%
0.50% CQ Enerr.v Canada Resoures
24.27%
69.27%
5.97%
2.45% Sabre
10.00%
16.51%
71.04%
5.17% CNR
58.08%
36.74%
53.33% Baytex
26,67¾

20.00"/4
0.00 % CNRL
43.13% CQ Enerl!V Canada Resoures
56.87%
87.25% CNRL
6.48%
6,27%
100.®', 1333002 Alberta Ltd.

404 GP Acid Gas lnj

401 Gas PfantSweet

404 GP Acid Gas lnj

404 GP Add Gas lnl
404 GP Add Gas lnj

SCHEDULE "C" BANK ACCOUNTS
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE 26 DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016

NIL
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SCHEDULE "D" FORM OF VENDOR'S OFFICER'S CERTIFICATE
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE _.2..6.DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
RE:

Article 5 of the Share Purchase and Sale Agreement ("Agreement") dated the _
day of
September, 2016, between Perpetual Energy Inc., as the Vendor, and 1986114 Alberta Inc. as the
Purchaser.
Unless otherwise stated, the definitions provided for in the Agreement are adopted in this
Certificate.

I, _ _ _ __,,_____ of Perpetual Energy Inc. (the "Vendor") hereby certify in my capacity as an
officer and without any personal liability that:
1.
Each of the covenants, representations and warranties of the Vendor contained in
Article 5 of the Agreement is true and correct in all material respects as of the Closing Date.
2.
I have performed or complied in all material respects with all of the covenants and
obligations required to be performed under the Agreement prior to Closing.
3.
This Certificate is made with full knowledge that the Purchaser is relying on the same for
the Closing of the Transaction.

4.
All Closing conditions for the benefit of the Vendor, pursuant to clauses 7.1 and 7.3 in
the Agreement, have been satisfied or waived.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have executed this Certificate the __ day of _ _ _ _ _ _~

PERPETUAL ENERGY INC.

Name:
Title:
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SCHEDULE "E" FORM OF PURCHASER'S OFFICER'S CERTIFICATE
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE 26 DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016

RE:

Article 6 of the Share Purchase and Sale Agreement ("Agreement") dated the _
day of
September, 2016, between Perpetual Energy Inc., as the Vendor and 1986114 Alberta Inc. as the
Purchaser.
Unless otherwise stated, the definitions provided for in the Agreement are adopted in this
Certificate.

I , - - - - ~ _ _ _ _ _ of 1986114 Alberta Inc. (the "Purchaser") hereby certify in my capacity
as an officer and without personal liability that:
1.
Each of the covenants, representations and warranties of the Purchaser contained in
Article 6 of the Agreement is true and correct in all material respects as of the Closing Date.
2.
The Purchaser has performed or complied in all material respects with all of the
covenants and obligations required to be performed under the Agreement prior to Closing.
3.
This Certificate is made for and on behalf of the Purchaser and is binding upon it, and I
am not incurring and will not incur any personal liability whatsoever with respect to it.
4.
This Certificate is made with full lmowledge that the Vendor is relying on the same for
the Closing of the Transaction.
5.
All Closing conditions for the benefit of the Purchaser, pursuant to clauses 7.1 and 7.2, in
the Agreement, have been satisfied or waived.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have executed this Certificate the _ _ day of _______, _ _.
1986114 ALBERTA INC.

Name:
Title:
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SCHEDULE "F" OFFICE SUBLEASE
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA llNC. DATED
THE 26 DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
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SUBLEASE
THIS SUBLEASE is dated the_ day of October, 2016.
BETWEEN:
PERPETUAL ENERGY INC.
("Perpetual" or the "Sublandlord")
OF THE FIRST PART
- andPERPETUAL ENERGY OPERATING CORP.
(the "Subtenant")
OF THE SECOND PART
RECITALS:
1.

By a lease dated July 13, 2009 as amended (the "Lease") HOOPP Realty Inc./Les Immeubles
HOOPP Inc., the Great-West Life Assurance Company and London Life Insurance Company (the
"Landlord") and Paramount Operating Trust as tenant entered into a lease of certain premises (the
"Premises") in the building municipally described as Fifth & Fifth, municipally located at 605 5
Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberta (the "Building").

2.

A copy of the Lease is attached hereto as Schedule "B".

3.

Prior to June 30, 2010, Paramount Operating Trust was a subsidiary of Paramount Energy Trust
("PET"). Pursuant to a Plan of Arrangement, effective June 30, 2010, and through a series of
transactions PET converted into a corporation, which corporation's name is Perpetual Energy Inc.
Paramount Operating Trust changed its name to Perpetual Operating Trust ("POT"). Perpetual
entered into an assumption of liabilities agreement whereby PET assigned to Perpetual and
Perpetual assumed all of PET's liabilities and obligations.

4.

The Sublandlord and Subtenant have agreed to enter into this Sublease (the "Sublease") on the
terms and conditions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, THIS SUBLEASE WITNESSES that in consideration of the rents,
covenants, and agreements to be paid and observed the Subtenant does sublease the Subpremises (as
hereinafter defined) from the Sublandlord on the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth.

1.

Definitions

1.1

Unless specifically defined in this Sublease, all capitalized terms contained herein shall have the
same meanings ascribed to such terms in the Lease.

2.

Subpremises

2.1

The Sublandlord hereby subleases to the Subtenant those premises containing a Rentable Area of
fifteen thousand two hundred eighty six (15,286) square feet, being the entire twenty ninth
(29 th ) floor of the Building as hatched in black on the floor plans attached hereto as Schedule "A"
to this Sublease (the "Subpremises").

SCHEDULE "G" EXISTING WORK ORDERS
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC.
DATED THE 26 DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
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Work Order Schedule

AER Notice of Noncompliance - Directive 013: Suspension Requirements for Wells dated August 09, 2016

Well

Area

Due Date

Required
Action

Ells

00/13-22-092-14W4/0

15-Nov-16

Downhole Suspension

AER Directive 013: Suspension Requirements for Wells due prior to Sep 01.2016

Well

Area

Due Date

Required
Action

00/06-01-053-16W4

Warwick

I

Sep-16

Downhole Suspension

00/07-35-044-12W4

Viking

I

Sep-16

Downhole Suspension

AER Pipeline Incident Review dated May 16,2016
iPipeline

Due Date

Location

Required
Action

P31429, Line 1

Dec-16

07-03-095-18WS Pipeline coupon

Reported Serious Casing Vent Flows

Well

Due Date

Required
Action

100/08-22-057-16W4

26-0ct-16

Repair SCVF

100/06-27-055-14W4

18-Aug-16

Repair SCVF

AER Notice PNG Mineral Expiry

Well
100/12-09-055-17W4
100/10-09-055-17W4

Due Date
Sep-16
Sep-16

Required
Action
Abandon well
Abandon well

AER Closure Abandonment Orders

Cdn Coyote Wells

Due Date

Required
Action

06-27-041-13W4

Sep 06,2016

Abandon well

9-29-041-13W4

Oct 29,2016

Abandon well

Lexin Well

Due Date

Required
Action

01-01-059-23W4

Oct 10,2016

Abandon well

SCHEDULE "H" WELLS
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE -2.6._ DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
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PEOC Well List
WellUWI
100/08-0l-039-09W4/00

ReQion
SOUTH

Operator
INSIGNIA ENERGY

Well Name
KELES NEW CACHE PROVOST 8-1-39-9

Status
ABAN

Spud Date

RR Date

100/09-28-039-16W4/00

Tvpe
O&G

1/25/1993

1/29/1993

SOUTH

QUATTRO EXPLOR

ACL ET AL REOWILLOW 9-28-39-16

ABND ZN

GAS

100/07-18-040-04W4/00

1/23/1953

2/26/1953

SOUTH

PERPETUAL CORP

PEOC PROVOST 7-18-40-4

ABAN

102/0S-31-040-12W4/00

GAS

SOUTH

6/9/1977

6/13/1977

PERPETUAL CORP

PEOC 102 ALLI 5·31-40-12

ABAN

OIL

102/0S-31-040-12W4/02

10/16/1982 10/20/1982

SOUTH

PERPETUAL CORP

PEOC 102 ALLI 5-31-40-12

ABAN

GAS

10/16/1982 10/20/1982

105/07-16-040-13W4/02

SOUTH

SUNCOR ENERGY

PC HALKIRK EAST7-16·40-13

JNKABAN

O&G

102/09-16-040-13W4/00

SOUTH

SUNCOR ENERGY

PC HALKIRK EAST 7-16-40-13

A&W

9/9/1988

Prod Date

Abnd Date

Field Name
VIKING KINSELLA

Well
License
0155856

KILLAM

0005975

1/28/1993

Surface Location
100/08-0l-039·09W4/00

5/5/1978

1/23/2001

100/09-28-039-16W4/00

N/A
ELRL

2/20/2001

11/20/2007

100/07·18-040-04W4/00

MNVL

12/9/1982

12/21/2014

102/05-31-040·12W4/00

ELRL

1/1/1997

12/21/2014

102/0S-31-040·12W4/02

VKNG

KILLAM

0097881

10/22/1995

100/09-16-040-13W4/00

N/A

KILLAM

0134673

3/16/1993

Prod Zone

VIKING KINSELLA

0064155

KILLAM

0097881

100/06-19-040-16W4/00

OIL

SOUTH

9/9/1988

9/14/1988

12/2/1988

102/09-16-040-13W4/00

ELRL

KILLAM

0134673

QUATTRO EXPLOR

ACL ET AL REO WILLOW 6-19-40-16

SUSP

100/06-20-040-16W4/00

GAS

7/17/1961

SOUTH

7/28/1961

12/17/1971

100/06-19-040-16W4/00

VKNG

KILLAM

0021077

QUATTRO EXPLOR

CGRU REOWILOW 6-20-40-16

ABAN

100/06-31-040-16W4/00

GAS

SOUTH

9/8/1959

9/17/1959

5/6/1978

100/06-20·040·16W4/00

VKNG

KILLAM

0017648

QUATTRO EXPLOR

ACL ET AL REDWILOW 6-31-40-16

100/07-05-040-17W4/00

ABNDZN

GAS

12/7/1961

12/17/1961

5/6/1978

100/06-31-040-16W4/00

SOUTH

0021752

GRIZZLY ET AL HALKIRK 7-5-40-17

100/10·13·040-17W4/00

ABAN

GAS

4/17/1961

4/29/1961

8/10/1972

100/07-05-040-17W4/00

OCDZ
Vl(NG

KILLAM

QUATTRO EXPLOR

SOUTH

KILLAM

0020628

QUATTRO EXPLOR

ACL ET AL RED WILLOW 10-13-40-17

100/10-20·040-17W4/00

SUSP

GAS

SOUTH

8/1/1961

8/9/1961

8/13/1972

100/10-13-040-17W4/00

VKNG

KILLAM

0021109

QUATTRO EXPLOR

ACL ET AL REOWILLOW 10·20-40-17

100/16-23-040-17W4/00

SUSP

GAS

10/22/1967 10/28/1967

SOUTH

8/18/1972

100/10·20-040·17W4/00

VKNG

KILLAM

QUATTRO EXPLOR

ACL ET AL RED WILOW 16-23-40-17

100/07-24-040-17W4/02

SUSP

GAS

8/30/1955

SOUTH

9/8/1955

12/17/1971

100/16-23·040·17W4/00

VKNG

KILLAM

0032929
0010079

QUATTRO EXPLOR

ACL ET AL RED WILOW 7-24-40-17

100/07-24-040-17W4/00

ABAN

O&G

5/20/1959

5/26/1959

1/21/2007

100/07·24-040-17W4/02

VKNG

KILLAM

QUATTRO EXPLOR

ACL ET AL RED WILOW 7-24-40-17

100/l0·27-040-17W4/00

SOUTH
SOUTH

ABNDZN

GAS

KILLAM

0017086
0017086

100/07-34-040-17W4/00

VKNG

QUATTRO EXPLOR

SUSP
ABNDZN

GAS

SOUTH

100/07·24-040-17W4/00
100/10-27-040-17W4/00

VKNG

ACL REDWILOW 10-27-40-17
ACL RED WILLOW 7-34-40-17

5/20/1959 5/26/1959 10/29/1971
12/15/1970 12/23/1970 12/19/1971

1/21/2007

QUATTRO EXPLOR

100/07-34-040-17W4/02

SOUTH

10/25/1971

100/07-34-040-17W4/00

GLCC

KILLAM
KILLAM

0021110

QUATTRO EXPLOR

ACL RED WILLOW 7-34-40-17

100/07-34-040-17W4/03

ABNDZN

100/07-34-040-17W4/02

SOUTH

0021110

QUATTRO EXPLOR

ACL RED WILLOW 7-34-40-17

SUSP

108/12-20-041-04W4TOO

SOUTH

HUSKY OIL OPERA

100/07-35-041·05W4/00

SOUTH

PERPETUAL CORP

RENAISSANCE 12A3 DOLCY 12-20-41-4
PEOC BORDER 7-35-41-S

O&G

7/15/1988
7/13/1990

0039375

8/2/1961

8/12/1961

GAS

8/2/1961

8/12/1961

1/4/1972

8/2/1961

8/12/1961

3/12/1972

100/07-34-040-17W4/03

GLCC
VKNG

KILLAM

GAS

KILLAM

0021110

SUSP

WATSOURCE

10/5/1997

10/8/1997

11/10/1997

108/12-20-041-04W4/00

SPRK

VIKING KINSELLA

0206696

ABAN

6/17/1979

3/2/1972

100/03-18-041-08W4/02

O&G

6/10/1979

100/07-35-041-05W4/00

SOUTH

N/A

VIKING KINSELLA

0076179

PERPETUAL CORP

PEOC PROVOST 3·18·41-8

100/03-18-041-08W4/00

SUSP

GAS

12/27/2003 12/30/2003

2/27/2004

100/03-18-041-08W4/00

GLCC

VIKING KINSELLA

0298273

SOUTH

PERPETUAL CORP

PEOC PROVOST 3-18-41-8

100/11-20-041-08W4/00

DRLCSD

O&G

UNDF

VIKING KINSELLA

0298273

PERPETUAL CORP

PEOC PROVOST 11-20-41-8

100/07-26-041-09W4/00

SUSP

SOUTH

GAS

12/27/2003 12/30/2003
9/8/2003
9/14/2003 2/27/2004

100/03-18-041·08W4/00

SOUTH

100/11·20-041-08W4/00

LDMR

VIKING KINSELLA

0292180

PENN WEST PETRO

100/07-31-041-09W4/03

ABAN

SOUTH

GAS

9/13/1976

9/16/1976

1/18/2000

100/07-26-041-09W4/00

VKNG

VIKING l(INSELLA

0060102

PERPETUAL CORP

PENN WEST CANPAR PROVOST 7-26-41-9
PEOC PROVOST 7-31-41·9

100/07-31-041-09W4/00
100/07-31-041-09W4/02

ABAN

O&G

SOUTH
SOUTH

8/8/1976

8/12/1976

7/22/1993

100/07·31-041-09W4/00

LMNV

VIKING KINSELLA

0059589

PERPETUAL CORP

PEOC PROVOST 7-31-41-9
PEOC PROVOST 7-31-41-9

ABNDZN

GAS

8/8/1976

8/12/1976

12/22/1977 7/22/1993

100/07-31-041-09W4/00

GLCC

VIKING KINSELLA

0059589

100/15-08·041-10W4/00
100/07-26-041-10W4/00

SOUTH
SOUTH

ABND ZN

GAS

PENN WEST PETRO

12/22/1979

100/07·31·041·09W4/00

MNVL

GAS

8/8/1976
6/30/1981

8/12/1976

PENN WEST ET AL PROVOST 15-8-41-10
POST ET AL PROVOST 7-26-41-10

ABAN

PENN WEST PETRO

100/08-27-041·10W4/02

SOUTH

ABAN

GAS

PENN WEST PETRO

6/1/1980

PENN WEST ET AL PROVOST 8-27-41-10

100/08-27-041-10W4/00
100/10-28-041-10W4/00

SOUTH

ABNDZN

GAS

PENN WEST PETRO

PENN WEST ET AL PROVOST 8-27-41-10

SOUTH

ABND ZN

100/04-30-041· 10W4/00

PENN WEST ET AL PROVOST 10-28·41·10
PENN WEST ET AL PROVOST 4-30-41-10

FLOW

GAS
GAS

100/09-34-041-10W4/00

SOUTH
SOUTH

PENN WEST PETRO
PENN WEST PETRO

SUSP

PENN WEST PETRO

PENN WEST ET AL PROVOST9-34-41-10

100/10-35-041-10W4/00

SOUTH

103/10-02-041-11W4/00

SOUTH

PENN WEST PETRO
IHSDATAHUB

PENN WEST ET AL PROVOST 10-35-41-10
410577 PROVO 10-2-41-11

PERPETUAL CORP

5/25/2001

9/8/1982

100/15·08-041·10W4/00

VKNG

VIKING KINSELLA
VIKING l(INSELLA

0059589

6/5/1980

3/1/1982 12/22/2015
11/2/1982 5/6/1999

100/07-26-041·10W4/00

VKNG

VIKING KINSELLA

0083110

1/16/1981

1/20/1981

3/1/1982

100/08-27-041·10W4/02

VKNG

VIKING KINSELLA

0088263

1/16/1981

1/20/1981

3/1/1982

100/08-27-041·10W4/00

SPRK

VIKING KINSELLA

0088263

3/16/2000

3/25/2000

100/10·28-041·10W4/00

GAS

7/22/1980

7/27/1980

12/1/2004
6/1/1985

VKNG
Vl(NG

VIKING KINSELLA
VIKING KINSELLA

0231963
0084335

ORLCSD

O&G

8/19/1982

8/22/1982

VIKING KINSELLA

0097048

FLOW

GAS

1/16/1981

1/18/1981

VIKING KINSELLA

0085862

7/2/1981

7/22/1993

100/04-30-041-10W4/00
100/09-34-041-10W4/00

12/1/1981

100/10-35-041· 10W4/00

N/A
VKNG

5/8/2004

0090961

102/11-08-041-11 W4/00

SOUTH

ENCANA CORP (2)

5/1/2003

5/4/2003

103/10·02-041-11W4/00

VKNG

VIKING KINSELLA

0284614

SOUTH

SUSP
ABAN

GAS

ECA PROVOST 11·8-41-11

102/11·08-041-11 W4/02

ENCANA CORP (2)

GAS

9/17/2007

9/19/2007

12/10/2007 6/28/2010

102/11-08-041• 11 W4/00

CLRD

VIKING KINSELLA

0375484

ECA PROVOST 11-8-41-11

100/ll-08-041-11W4/00
100/10-10-041-11W4/00

SOUTH

CMGLD

GAS

9/17/2007

9/19/2007

12/10/2007 6/28/2010

102/11-08-041-11 W4/02

CLRD

VIKING KINSELLA

0375484

ECA PROVOST 11-8-41-11

SOUTH

ENCANA CORP (2)
HARVEST OP

ABAN

O&G

9/13/1983

9/16/1983

12/9/1997

100/ll-08-041-11W4/00

N/A

VIKING l<INSELLA

0102955

KRANG PROVO 10-10-41-11

100/10-ll-041-11W4/00

SOUTH

ABNDZN

PENN WEST PETRO

GAS

6/17/1978

6/20/1978

4/1/1982

9/13/1997

100/10-10-041-11W4/00

VKNG

VIKING KINSELLA

0070019

100/06-26-041-11 W4/02

PENN WEST PROVOST 10-11-41-11

SOUTH

SUSP

TUSCANY ENERGY

GAS

3/13/1978

3/16/1978

4/1/1982

100/10·11-041-11 W4/00

VKNG

VIKING KINSELLA

0068754

100/06-26-041-11W4/00

TUSCANY ET AL PROVOST 6-26-41-11

SOUTH

ABAN

CANADIAN NATURA

O&G

5/23/2001

5/28/2001

9/13/2013

100/06-26-041-11W4/02

N/A

VIKING KINSELLA

0254959

100/13-03-041-12W4/00

MERLAND HB THOMLK 6-26-41-11

SOUTH

AB&RE

ARSENAL ENERGY

O&G

9/2/1983

9/5/1983

9/20/1995

100/06-26-041-11W4/00

N/A

VIKING KINSELLA

0102880

TIV ET AL BELL 13-3-41-12

100/06-05-041-12W4/02

SOUTH

HUSKY OIL OPERA

ABAN

OIL

9/8/1977

9/11/1977

10/14/1977

7/22/1998

100/13-03-041-12W4/00

ELRL

KILLAM

0065624

100/06-0S-041-12W4/00
103/16-0S-041-12W4/00

RENAISSANCE BELLH LK 6-5-41-12

SOUTH
SOUTH

ABAN

HUSKY OIL OPERA
HARVEST OP

GAS

6/29/1984

7/9/1984

9/22/1995

10/22/2010

100/06-05-041-12W4/02

GLCC

KILLAM

0107616

RENAISSANCE BELLH LK 6-5-41-12
HARVEST ET AL 16D HZ BELL 16-5-41-12

ABNDZN
PUMP

OIL
OIL

6/29/1984

7/9/1984

7/2/1985

10/22/2010

ELRL

6/5/2006

6/18/2006

7/13/2006

100/06-05-041-12W4/00
100/13-05-041-12W4/00

KILLAM
KILLAM

0351371

ELRL

0107616

SCHEDULE "H2" RETAINED INTEREST WELLS
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE __2uDAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016

7882429.1

PEOC Licensee wells but Beneficial Ownership to go with POC

WeUUWI
100/01-16-051-16W5/00
100/08-16-051-16WS/OO
100/13-20-051-16W5/00
l00/04·29-051-16W5/00

Ooerator
Region
Other PERPETUAL CORP
other PERPETUAL CORP
other PERPETUAL CORP
other PERPETUAL CORP

Well Name
PEOC HZ EDSON 1-16-51-16
PEOC HZ EDSON 8·16-51-16
PEOC HZ EDSON 13-20·51-16
PEOC HZ EDSON 4·29-51-16

PEOC Licensee facility but Beneficial ownership to go with POC
Region

WEST CENTRAL

Area
IFaciUty Code
IWEST CEf48325

Surface location
00f01-20·051-16WS

Status

FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW

Tvne
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS

SoudDate
11/21/2014
12/10/2014
10/1/2014
10/26/2014

RR Dato
12/9/2014
l/10/2015
10/25/2014
11/19/2014

Prod Date Abnd Date

l/23/2015
2/3/2015.
7/15/2015
7/6/2015

Prod Zone
Surface Location
l00/01-20-05l-16WS/OO WLRC
100/01-20-051-16W5/00 WLRC
100/01-20-051·16WS/OO WLRC
100/01-20-051·16W5/00 WLRC

Field Name
EAST EDSON JV
EAST EDSON JV
EAST EDSON JV
EAsr EDSON JV

Well License
0471364
0471365
0469537
0469539

SCHEDULE "I" PURCHASE PRICE ADJUSTMENT AMOUNT
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE 26 DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016

7882429.J

SCHEDULE I
Perpetual Energy Operating Corp.
Estimated Working Capital, excluding asset retirement obligations
October 1, 2016
Current Assets

Crown Royalty Deposit

$

Prepaid Expenses
Orphan Well Levy

200,000

47,094

AER 2016 Administration Fee
Mineral Lease Rentals
Surface Lease Rentals
Prepaid property taxes
Prepaid seismic reproduction costs
Prepaid October salaries

199,858
1,088,035
1,963,116
184,950
2,000
437,500

Account s Receivable
Alberta Crown - excess deposit
PEOC BA crown royalty account cred it

413,335
1,627,523

Accounts Rece ivalbe on Closing

134,022

$

6,297,433

Payable to Municipalities on behalf of Perpetual Operating Tru st
(reimbursed through the statement of adjustments under the
purchase and sale agreement dated September 30, 2016)

$

(4,256,585)

Payable to Municipalities on acqu ired assets - 2016 property taxes

$
$

{1,476,116)
(5,732,701)

$

(5,732,701)

$
$

(413,335)
(1,627,523)

Deferred Payment Obligations to Perpetual

$

(2,040,858)

Total Liabilit ies

$

(7,773,559)

Total Current Assets
Current Liabilities

TOTAL PAYABLE TO MUNICIPAL/TIES

Total Current Liabilities
Deferred Payment Obligations to Perpetual

Alberta Crown - excess deposit
PEOC BA account credit

SCHEDULE "J" LITIGATION CLAIMS
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE 26 DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016

7882429.J

Perpetual Fraud, Litigation, and Regulatory Investigation Notification
'

August 10, 2016
1.

Canadian Natural Resources Limited

CNRL (Parlee McLaws) issued a Statement of Claim for $639,000 plus damages for
unpaid offset royalties involving 7 Perpetual operated wells in the Birchwavy East area.
A Statement of Defense has been filed on behalf of Perpetual and it has been agreed
between both parties that no further legal steps will be taken on this matter during
remains in
settlement negotiations between CNRL and Perpetual.
sv~,an
are ongoing.
be
or the, consideration.

SCHEDULE "K" LITIGATION RELEASE AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE 26 DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016

7882429.1

LITIGATION RELEASE AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT
This LITIGATION RELEASE AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT ("Litigation Release and
Indemnity") is made and entered into as of October i, 20i6 (the "Effective Date") by and among
Perpetual Energy Inc., an Alberta corporation ("Vendor") and 1986114 Alberta Inc., an Alberta
corporation ("Purchaser"). Terms used, but not defined, herein shall have the meaning ascribed to such
terms in that certain Share Purchase and Sale Agreement between Vendor and Purchaser dated September
26, 2016 (the "Sale Agreement").
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Sale Agreement, Vendor has sold, and Purchaser has acquired, all of the
issued and outstanding shares of Perpetual Energy Operating Corp. ("PEOC"); and
WHEREAS, it is a condition to the closing of the Transaction that Vender enter into this Litigation
Release and Indemnity;
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration exchanged between the parties hereto, the
receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto agree as follows:
Release and Indemnity

1.

Vendor, on its behalf and on behalf of its Affiliates and its and their respective members,
directors, officers, employees, affiliates, agents and representatives (collectively, the "Vendor
Parties") hereby unconditionally and irrevocably forever RELEASES, DISCHARGES AND
ACQUITS Purchaser, its Affiliates, each of their respective shareholders, constituent partners,
officers, directors, employees, heirs, successors and assigns, attorneys, agents and other
representatives, past and future, and PEOC (collectively, the "Released Parties"), from any and
all claims, causes of action or suits in law or in equity of whatsoever kind or nature, at common
law, statutory or otherwise, whether accrued or unaccrued, whether known or unknown, whether
now existing or that might be asserted hereafter, present or future, suspected or unsuspected,
asserted or unasserted, foreseen or unforeseen, contingent or fixed, liquidated or unliquidated,
including without limitation any claims for contribution and/or indemnity, and for all losses and
damages of any kind, including without limitation claims for prejudgment interest, lost profits,
consequential damages, exemplary damages, attorneys' fees, costs, liens, fines, penalties, and all
other expenses or damages, incurred or to be incurred for, upon, or by reason of any matter, cause
or thing, relating directly or indirectly to any of the Litigation Claims.

2.

Vendor hereby unconditionally and irrevocably agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless
the Released Parties from and against all obligations, losses and costs, including without
limitation, special, exemplary or consequential damages, loss of profit or revenue, interference
with operations, that may arise directly or indirectly from the assertion by any third party
(including any Government Authority) of any claim or demand in law or in equity of whatsoever
kind or nature against the Released Parties relating directly or indirectly to the Litigation Claims.
Vendor also hereby unconditionally and irrevocably agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold
harmless the Purchaser and PEOC for loss of value of the assets that are the subject matter of the
Litigation Claims, that may arise as a direct result of the Litigation Claims. In any claim for
indemnification under this Litigation Release and Indemnity, Vendor Parties shall not be required
to indemnify any Released Parties for special, exemplary or consequential damages, including
loss of profit or revenue claimed or suffered by any Released Parties.
"
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3.

Purchaser, on its behalf and on behalf of the Released Parties, agrees to make the Vendor Parties
aware of any act, omission, state of facts or circumstances that may give rise to losses in respect
of which a right of indemnification is provided for under this Litigation Release and Indemnity by
promptly providing written notice (a "Notice of Claim") to the Vendor Parties. If the Vendor
Parties undertake to compromise or defend any such claim at the cost of the Vendor, the Released
Parties shall cooperate fully with the Vendor Parties and its counsel in the compromise of, or
defense against, any such claim and shall surrender to the Vendor Parties any rights, claims and
causes of action and credits related to the Litigation Claims. Such cooperation shall include: (i)
allowing the Vendor Parties and its representatives to investigate the fact, matter, event or
circumstance alleged to give rise to the claim and using commercially reasonable efforts to make
available to the Vendor Parties its then current officers, directors and employees to act as
witnesses; (ii) furnishing, within a reasonable period of time, all documentary evidence in its
possession or control relating to the claim; (iii) preserving all documentary evidence relating to
the claim; (iv) providing reasonable access to any other relevant party, including any
representatives of the parties as reasonably needed, subject to any privilege concerns the Released
Parties may have; (v) not communicating with any adverse parties or their representatives without
first consulting the Vendor; provided that, in each case, such cooperation shall not unduly
interfere with the operation of the Released Parties' business; and (vi) at Vendor's option,
entering into a common interest privilege agreement regarding the Litigation Claims.

4.

This Litigation Release and Indemnity and the releases and indemnities given hereunder are
freely and voluntarily given and the parties aclmowledge and represent that they have fully
reviewed the terms contained herein, that they are fully informed with respect to the legal effect
of this Litigation Release and Indemnity, and that they have voluntarily chosen to accept the
terms and conditions.

Control of Proceedings
5.

The Vendor may, at its own expense, conduct, control, defend, settle, compromise or discharge
the Litigation Claims or enter into any judgment in respect thereof in its unfettered discretion,
with a view to achieving a settlement or final resolution of the Litigation Claims on as favourable
a basis as reasonably possible to Vendor.

6.

The Vendor shall keep the Purchaser reasonably informed, by fax, mail, email, telephone or in
person meeting, of all material developments relating to the Litigation Claims, and shall provide
the Purchaser with copies of all material correspondence and documentation relating thereto.

7.

The Purchaser shall provide (and shall cause PEOC to provide) the Vendor with all necessary
powers of attorney and other necessary documents and assistance, including securing the
attendance of witnesses, to allow the Vendor to effectively conduct and control the prosecution
and defence of the Litigation Claims and implement any settlement or compromise thereof, and
the Purchaser shall allow the Vendor (if the Vendor so decides in its unfettered discretion) to
retain or replace the existing counsel representing PEOC in connection with the Litigation
Claims.

8.

The Purchaser and PEOC shall have the right to monitor the Litigation Claims proceedings at its
own cost and expense.

9.

The Vendor, and the Purchaser, on its behalf and on behalf of PEOC, hereby agree that all
communications between counsel for PEOC and the Vendor are covered by the broadest
application allowed by law of solicitor-client privilege and litigation privilege.

7889594.1
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10.

Notwithstanding anything else in this Litigation Release and Indemnity, the Purchaser, PEOC,
and the Released Parties, shall, subject to applicable law, act in good faith to assist the Vendor in
prosecuting or defending the Litigation Claims and make such commercially reasonable efforts
not to purposefully, intentionally, or carelessly frustrate the Vendor's efforts in prosecuting or
defending, or settling, the Litigation Claims, or that negatively impacts or harms the Vendor's
ability to prosecute or defend, or settle, the Litigation Claims on terms favourable to Vendor.

General
11.

All notices required or permitted hereunder or with respect to this Litigation Release and
Indemnification shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have been properly given and
delivered when delivered personally or transmitted by confirmed facsimile addressed to the
Parties, respectively, as follows:
if to Vendor:
3200, 605 - 5th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 3H5
Attention:
Facsimile:
Email:

Vice President, Land, Acquisitions and Divestitures
(403) 269-6300
gary.jackson@perpetualenergyinc.com

with a copy to:
Burnet, Duckworth & Palmer LLP
2400, 525 - 8th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 1G 1
Attention:
Facsimile:
Email:

Carolyn A. Wright
(403) 260-0332
caw@bdplaw.com

if to Purchaser:
c/o McCarthy Tetrault LLP
4000, 421- 7 Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta T2P 4K9
Attention:
Facsimile:
Email:

Jim Pasieka
(403) 260-3501
jpasieka@mccarthy.ca

Any notice or communication sent by personal service or facsimile shall be deemed received
when delivery is made or reception of the transmission is complete except that, if such delivery or
transmission is sent on a day which is not a Business Day or after 4:00 p.m. then the same shall
be deemed received on the next Business Day.

[Balance ofpage intentionally left blank.]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Parties have duly executed this Litigation Release and
Indemnity on the date first above written.

PERPETUAL ENERGY INC.

1986114 ALBERTA INC.

Per:

Per:

--------------Name:
Title:

7889594.1

Name: Wentao Yang
Title: Director

SCHEDULE "L" MATERIAL CONTRACTS
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE 26 DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016

7882429.J

Agreement

PEOC File
Number

AGREEMENTS WITH 60 DAYS OR MORE TERM/NAT/ON NOT/FICA TION
Effective

Termination

Im!!
Gas Transportation and Processing

leismer

Cenovus Energy

PEOC

l-Sep-03

Thornbury

Husky Oil Operations

PEOC

l-Dec-01

JS00139

Water Disposal
Gas Processing

Gas Transportation and Processing
Gas Handling

Marten Hills
Marten Hills

Canadian Natural

JS00140
JS00277

l-Mar-05
1-Mar-05

Teepee Creek

PEOC

PEOC
PEOC
TAQA North

JS00285

Common Stream

Teepee Creek

PEOC

TAQA North

JS00340
JS00410

Gas Processing

Figure Lake North

Apache Canada

l·Feb-07
9-Mar-92

Facilities Usage {Processing)

Killam

JS00415

Facilities Usage {Processing)

Haight Mundare

PEOC
PEOC

PEOC
Long Run
Pine Cliff Energy

JS00446
JS004S4

Gas Gathering1 Transmission & Processing

North Mannville

Canadian Natural

PEOC

l-Jun-87

60 Days

Gas Transmission and Processing

North Plain Lake

Canadian Natural

365 Days

Gas Gathering and Processing
Gas Processing

Sunland/Wostok
Mannville

JS00476

Gas Processing

Mannville

PEOC
PEOC
PEOC

PEOC
Monterey Energy

1-Feb-82

JS00467
JS00474

Devon Canada
Husky Oil Operations

l-Jan-04
l-Feb-98
l-Sep-99

60 Days
90 Days
90 Days

JS00480
JS00499
JSOOSOO

Gas Transportation

KIiiam/Beiis hiii
Hastings
Hattie Lake East

PEOC
Bernum Petroleum
Pine Cliff Energy

l-Nov-96
l-Dec-03
l-Mar-03

90 Days
90 Days
60 Days

OMERS Energy

l-Nov-01
l-Sep-95

90 Days
60 Days

l-Jan-83

180 Days

24-Sep-03
l-Mar-98

90 Days
90 Days
60 Days

JS00007
JS00014

JS00502

Gas Transportation
Facilities Usage {Processing)
Gas Gathering and Processing

JS00518
JS00533

Gas Processing and Gathering
Gathering Fee Agreement

JS00537
JSOOSSO

Transportation Letter Agreement
Processing and Gathering

Birch/Mannville
West Lavoy
Mannville

JS00581
JS00671

Gas Transportation
Gas Gathering and Processing

JS00680
JS00719
JS00782
JS00841
JS00971
JS01020
JS01059
JS01281
JS01282
JS01297
JS01298
JS01300

Gas Handling
Water Disposal
Gas Processing
Volume Commitment Pooling
Gas Handling
Gas Transportation
Gas Transportation
Contract Well/Facilities Operating
Gas Gathering and Processing
Gas Handling
Contract Well/Facilities Operating
Water Disposal

Haight Mundare
Hastings Coulee

Canadian Natural

Penn West
PEDC
PEOC
PEOC
Hush.-y Oil Operations
Signalta Resources
Signalta Resources

PEOC
PEOC
PEOC
Repsol Partnership

West Holden
Viking Kinsella

PEOC
PEOC

AltaGas Ltd.

Pine Cliff

PEOC

Hoole/Wabasca
Clyde Lake
Mannville
Wabasca Hoole
Thornbury
Wi!lingdon
Abee
Craigend
Craigend
leismer
Leismer
Leismer

Tidewater
CCS Energy Services
PEOC
Tidewater
AltaGas
Canadian Natural
Canadian Natural
PEOC
PEOC
PEOC
PEOC
PEOC

PEOC
PEOC
lnsic;nia Energy
PEOC
PEOC
PEOC
PEOC
Husky Oil Operations
Husky Oil Operations
Statoil
Statoil
Statoil

l-Mar-07

1-Nov-02
l-May-02

l-Nov-00
3-Jan-02

60 Days
60 Days
90 Days
90 Days
180 Days
60 Days

60 Days
90 Days
60 Days

60 Days

l-Oct-02
l-May-07

90 Days
60 Days

l-Aug-94
l-Oct-02
l-Jan-11
l-May-04
l-Oct-97
l-Aug-05
l-Aug-05
l-Sep-12
1-Sep-12
30-Aug-12

90 Days
90 Days
60 Days
60 Days
60 Days
60 Days
60 Days
60 Days
60 Days
60 Days

Prior to December 31, 2022

Prior to December 31, 2022

OTHER

1

Enmax Retail Services Agreement dated July 7,
2016 between PEI and Enmax
Lease Agreement with Perpetual Energy Inc.
for the Athabasca Office
2005 GasEDI Bas Contract for Sale and
Purchase of Natural Gas dated January 5, 2015
between Perpetual Operating Trust, by its
trustee, Perpetual Energy Operating Corp. and
Mercuria Commodities Canada Corporation
and FTP Transaction Confirm dated
September 26, 2016 between Perpetual
Energy Operating Corp. and Mercuria
Commodities Canada Corporation

l-Aug-16
l-Dec-11

31-Jul-17
Perpetual will be terminating
30-Nov-16 this lease

PEOC File

Agreement

Number

I>ll!

JF00002
JF00003
JF00004
JFO::COS
JF00005

JFOOOlO
JF00011
JF00012

AFE Only for Ownership
Conwuct!on, OwMrship & Operation
Construction, ownership & Operation

Comtru,:tion, Owrrnrship & Op1H'iation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Constructfon, Ownership & Operation

AGRl;_EMENTS WITH 60 DAYS OR MORE TERM/NATION NOT/FICA TION
PEOC
Effective
Operator
Wgr;tlngjnjtM1>t
~
l!ia
Uka!ta 13·23-056-16W4 Comp
Holden Wut Gu Plant
Buff Coulee Gas Plant

OMERS
PEOC
Devon

Duv<m,;iy Gas G:.thcdnc r:.dlitk;;

PCOC

DuvernayGasP!ant

PEOC

Jarrow Ga~ Plant 08-14·4S-.1lW4

Zargon

JarrowGGS

Zargon
PEOC

Killam Gas Plant

JF00013
JF00014

Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation

Kinsella Production Facmtv
Highva!e Compre1;sion Facilities

JF00020

Construction, Ownership & Operation

Sunland GGS & Comp & Transm.

JF00021

Con$truction, ownership & Operation

TherienGGS

JF00022
JF00023

Ownership Confirm
Construction, ownership & Operation

Vlkini::Klnse!laGSandSaleslfne

Questfire

Viking Hattie Gas Plant 11·10-4712W4

PEOC

JF00024

Ownership Confirm

WarwkkGGS

PEOC

JF00025

Construction, Ownership & Operation

Questflre
Long Run
PEOC
CNR

W!l!lncdonGasP!ant

CNR

JF00026

Construction, Ownership & Operation

Buck Creek Compressor 5.5-47.5

JF00029

Construction, OWnershfp & Operation

lflhitfurd GG, Compression

JF0003l

Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation

West Beauva!lon GGS

CNR

JF00032

Pipe Conveyance

Bruce

?EOC
PEOC

JFOOOSO

JF00033

Pipe Conveyance

JF00034
JFOOOSS
JF00036
JF00037
JF00038
JF00040
JFOOOSO

Construction, Ownershlp & Operation
Pipe Conveyance
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Con,truct!on, Ownirshlp & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
construction, Ownenhlp & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Con$truction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, owner$hip & Operation
Construction, ownership & Operation
construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, ownership & Operation
Construction, ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
construction, ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & OpenJtion
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Comtruction, Ownenhip & Operation

JF00056
JF00058
JF00051
JF00109
JF00245
JF00246
JF00247
JF00255
JF00576
JF00577
JF00679
JF0058l
JF00683
JF00684
JF00685
JF006S7
JF006S8
JF00689
JF00690
JF00692
JF00693
JF00695
JF00696
JF00699
JF00700
JF00701
JF00702
JF00703
JF00704
JF00705
JF00706
JF00707
JF00712
JF00713
JF00714
JF00715
JF00716
JF00721
JF00722
JF00723
JF00724
JF00725

Construction, ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, ownership & Operation
Construction, ownership & Operation
Construction, OWnenhip & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction,
construction,
Construction,
Construction,
Con~tructlon,
Construction,
Construction,
Construction,
Construction,

Ownership & Operation
Ownership & Operation
Ownership & Operation
ownership & Operation
Ownership & Operation
Ownenhlp &: Operation
Ownership & Operation
Ownership & Operation
Ownership & Operation

JF00726

Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction. Ownership & Operation

JF00729
JF00731
JF00734
JF00736
JF00747

Construction, Ownership &
Construction, ownership &
Construction, Ownership &
Construction, Ownership &
Pipeline Conveyance

JF00751
JF00753
JF00755
JF00756

Compressor Ownership
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Compressor CN.1utrship
Construction, Ownership & Operation

Operation
Operation
Operation
Operation

t. Transm!ssion Facility

North Saauva!!cn GGS

B,uce
Hairy Hills Wi!lingdon 9-36--055·14W4
Pembina
Jarvie 14·29·64·01 W5 Facility
Chard
Wnt Beauvallon Compreulon Facmty
Haigh! 6-8 Plant and GGS
Abee
Ou:mara!s
North Mitsue
Heart Lake Compression & Dehy
East Clyde Fac1Hty9·23·73·9W4M
Ca!HncLake 09·32·71·20W4 Comp.
Amadcu Ca!Hnc Lake FacJl!tles
Pelican Lake 05-25-78-20W4
S3loskl GGS & P!t
Birch Tar Facilities
Marten HM!s NE GGS
cacheG? &GS
MartenHU!sGas?1ant
Westfock GS & Pipeline
Westlock Gas Plant
West1ock Sour Gas Plan!
Teepee Cruk Gas Plant
Surmont North GGS
Sa!eski ThickwOod Hi!!s
LeisrnerGasPlant
OWlseye Comp. Facility
OwlseyeGGS
?orta1e Comp. Facility
Big BMd Gas Plant
Jean l1keFaclUty
B[g Bend Gu Planl
Big Berni Gas Plant
Pony Creek Compressor
Surmcnt Sales Gas P/l
Surmont Compressor
Surmont South GGS
Surmont West GGS
Pony Creek GGS
Darwin Compressor Fae.
Marten Hills 8ooster04·22
Hollow Lake Gas Plant
Hollow Lake GGS
Portagt Compressor Facility
Pinehurst
Flat lake GGS
cralgend • 16·01-064·13W4
Craigend • 10-01·064·13W4 SWD
Craigend
Rich lake
Radway
Athabasca
Redwa!er
Saddle Lake West Hamlin
Wabasca Hoo!e Pipeline
8-15-46-15W4
Hospital Crook PL 06·16
Woodenhouse 8-13-86-23\.',14
Rock Island GGS

PennWest
CNR

CNR

PEOC
PEOC
PEOC
CNR
CNR
PEOC
ca Energy Can. Res.
PEOC
CNR
CNR
PEOC
PEOC
Husky
Husky
PEOC
Cenovus
CNR
CNR
PEOC
CNR
CNR
CNR
PEOC
ConocoPhillips
PEOC
PEOC
CNR
CNR
Blackpearl
PEOC
CNR
Sabre
CNR
CNR
CNR
CNR
ConocoPh!Uips
ConocoPhillips
CNR
Baytex
PEOC
PEOC
PEOC
Husky
PEOC
CNR
PEOC
PEOC
PEOC
CNR
PEOC
CNR
CNR
PEOC
PEOC
ConocoPhillips
PEOC
PEOC
PEOC

Termination

illl1

Uponabandonment&reciamation
l-Jan-81 Upon abandonment& reclamation
4-Jan-82 Upon abandonment & redamat!on
ss.nscc.:rn 10-Jul-n Upcn .;bandonme:r1t & rediimation
95.580000¾ lO•Jul-78 Upon abandonment & reclamation
23.28620¾
l•Jan-83 Upon abandonment & reclamation
27.82000'/4 19•May.99 Upon abandonment & reda.mation
98.01560% l·May-78 Upon abandonment & reclamation
9.87956% l·Sep-78 Uponabandonment&redamation
12.000%
1-Ju!-90 Uponabandonment&reclamat!on
100.00¾
l-Jan-76 Upon abandonment & reclamation
33.33330% l·Dec-82 Upon abandonment & reclamation
Various l-May-96 Upon abandonment & red2matlon
87.5000% l·Mar-78 Upon abandonment & redamat!on
83,514430¼ 22-0ct-98 Upon abandonment & reclamation
10.00000¾ l-Jan-79 Upon abandonment & reclamation
6,2500¾ l•NOV•95 Upon abandonment & reclamation
45.1300%
1-Jan-SO Upon abandonment & reclamation
0.7055% l·Nov-ao Upon abandonment & reclamation
56.7500",4 1-No.,,.eo Upon abandonment & reclamation
100.00% 1-0ct-09 Upon abandonment & reclamation
100.00% l•Oct•09 Upon abandonment & reclamation
93.75 l·Nov,,74 Upon abandonment & reclamation
6.25 l•NoV-09 Upon abandonment & reclamation
100 l-Nov-09 Upon abandonment & reclamation
33.33333% 1-Mar-08 Upon abandonment & reclamation
1-0ct-86 Upon abandonment & reclamation
22.7219¾
93,055000%
1·Jan·82 Upon abandonment & reclamation
0.49600¾ 1-Nov-76 Upon abandonment & reclamation
50.00% 30-Sep·SS Upon abandonment & reclamation
12.10000¾ l-Aug.89 Upon abandonment & reclamation
l-Apr.83 Upon abandonment & reclamation
60.00%
1-Jul-97
100.00%
Upon abandonment & N!damation
100.00% l·Apr-00 Upon ;:bandonment & reclamation
29.70000¼
1-Jan-09 Upon abandonmt!nt & mdamatfon
27.3211%
l•Jan-02 Upon abandonment & mclamatlon
SS,774¾ W-.iay-88 Upon abandonment & reclamation
19.00% 1·0ct·02 Upon abandonment & reclamation
47.00'/4
Upon abandonment & reclamation
4.67830% 3-Nov-80 Upon abandonment & reclamation
50,00¾
Upon abandonment & reclamation
0.8300% 1..Jun-76 Upon abandonment & reclamation
6.2700% 30-Jun-76 Upon abandonment & reclamation
1-0ct-79 Upon abandonment & reclamation
6.2500%
100.00¾ l•Sep•96 Upon abandonment & reclamation
6.2S890%
1-Apr•93 Upon abandonment & reclamation
58.556705% 17-De<::-85 Upon abandonment & reclamation
50.00%
l-Jan•96 Upon abandonment & reclamat!on
8.0469000%
1·JUn·82 Upon abandonment & reclamation
6.6660000%
1-Jun-82 Upon abandonml!nt & reclamatk,n
a.30% 1-Mar-98 Upon abandonment & reclamation
66.19160% 1-Sep-04 Upon abandonment & reclamation
1-Jan-05 Upon 2band0nment & reclamation
20.S3¾
10,00000¾ 1-Jan-80 Upon abandonment & reclamation
5,17240% 1•Sep·76 Upon abandonment & r@Clamat!on
30.0000000¼
l•Jan-94
Upon abandonment & reclamation
18.0SOOOO*J 1-Apr-91 Upon abandonment & redamatlon
13.56700% l-Nov-90 Upon abandonment & reclamation
39.310000% l-Nov-90 Upon abandonment & reclamation
14.58958% l-Apr-91 Upon abandonment & reclamation
10.60560005' l·Jan-94
Upon abandonment & reclamation
53.3333% l•Nov-95 Upon abandonment & reclamatlon
77.5000'/4 1-Jun-07 Upon abandonment & reclamation
75.00%
Upon ;:bandonment & reclamation
66.75%
Upon abandonment & reclamation
5.0000000% 29-Jul·94 Upon abandonment & reclamation
50.000~/4 12-0eC•S4 Upon abandonment & reclamation
17.010000% l•Apr-91 Upon abandonment & reclamation
100.00¾ l•Apr,83 Upon abandonment & reclamation
l-Jul-03
100.00¼
Upon abandonment & reclamation
100,00% 1.Jun-88 Upon abandonment & reclamation
1-Jan-77 Upon abandonment & reclamation
29.3750%
60.0900%
1-Jul-98 Upon abandonment & reclamation
13.7S% 1-Jan-76 Upon abandonment & reclamation
1-Jul--00 Upon abandonment & reclamation
50.0000%
22.22222% lG•May-00 Upon abandonment& reclamatbn
100¾ 9-Sep•ll Upon abandonment & reclamation
33.33%
1.Jan·13 Upon ab;mdonment &. redamatlon
1-Jan-05 Upon abandonment & reclamation
66.70%
100¾ 2s-0Ct·99 Upon abandonment & reclamation
100% 14-Mar·l4 Upon abandonment & reclamation

~

SO.CO¾
100¾
1.6183%

f¾;io'.sn.purcl-.uo i'rt,mC=

l¾;i•Mlll 1X1n:"4n frcm ~nau

Pi;iv.eMputcnanfwmEl>Cllna
l'.hnm ~ ca Er.o,;y Cz.nse.11 R,n:i,m:u PMr;~

SCHEDULE "M" GENERAL CONVEYANCE
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE 26 DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
GENERAL CONVEYANCJE
THIS AGREEMENT made as of September __, 2016,
BETWEEN:
PERPETUAL ENERGY INC., a corporation incorporated pursuant to
the laws of the Province of Alberta (hereinafter called the "Vendor")
OF THE FIRST PART

- and 1986114 ALBERTA INC., a corporation incorporated pursuant to the
laws of the Province of Alberta (hereinafter called the "Purchaser")
OF THE SECOND PART

WHEREAS:
A.

Vendor and Purchaser entered into that Agreement of Purchase and Sale dated
September_, 2016 (the "Sale Agreement") with respect to the "Shares" (which term, when
used in this Agreement, has the same meaning as in the Sale Agreement);

B.

All of the conditions precedent to the obligations of the parties hereto to close the transactions
contemplated by the Sale Agreement have either been fulfilled or waived in the manner provided
for waiver in the Sale Agreement;

NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the premises hereto and the covenants and agreements
hereinafter set forth and contained, the parties hereto covenant and agree as follows:
1.
Vendor hereby sells, assigns, transfers, conveys and sets over to Purchaser, and Purchaser
hereby purchases from Vendor, all of the right, title, estate and interest of Vendor (whether absolute or
contingent, legal or beneficial) in and to the Shares, to have and to hold the same, together with all benefit
and advantage to be derived therefrom, absolutely, subject to the terms of the Sale Agreement.
2.
The covenants, representations, warranties and indemnities contained in the Sale
Agreement are incorporated herein as fully and effectively as if they were set out herein and there shall
not be any merger of any covenant, representation, warranty or indemnity contained in the Sale
Agreement by virtue of the execution and delivery hereof, any rule of law, equity or statute to the contrary
notwithstanding.
3.
If any term or provision hereof should conflict with any term or provision of the Sale
Agreement, the term and provision of the latter shall prevail and this Agreement shall at all times be read
subject to all terms and conditions of the Sale Agreement.

7882429.l
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4.
The assignment and conveyance effected by this Agreement is made with full right of
substitution of Purchaser in and to all covenants, representations, warranties and indemnities by others
heretofore given or made in respect of the Shares or any part thereof.
5.
This Agreement shall, in all respects, be subject to, interpreted, construed and enforced in
accordance with and under the laws of the Province of Alberta and applicable laws of Canada and shall,
in all respects, be treated as a contract made in the Province of Alberta. The parties hereto irrevocably
attorn and submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of the Province of Alberta and courts of
appeal therefrom in respect of all matters arising out of or in connection with this Agreement.
6.
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall enure to the benefit of each of the parties
hereto and their respective administrators, trustees, receivers, successors and assigns.
7.
This Agreement may be executed in counterpart, no one copy of which need be executed
by Vendor and Purchaser. A valid and binding contract shall arise if and when counterpart execution
pages are executed and delivered by Vendor and Purchaser.
The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Parties have executed this Agreement as of the day and year first above
written.
PERPETUAL ENERGY INC.

1986114 ALBERTA INC.

Per:

Per:
Name:
Title:

7882429.1

Name:
Title:

SCHEDULE "N" RETAINED INTERESTS AGREEMENT
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE ..2.6..DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016

7882429.1

RETAINED INTERESTS AGREEMENT
Between

PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST
and
PERPETUAL ENERGY OPERATING CORP.

October 1, 2016

7889512.1
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RETAINED INTERESTS AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT made as of October 1, 2016,
AMONG:
PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, an unincorporated trust formed
under the laws of the Province of Alberta, by its trustee Perpetual
Operating Corp. ("POT")
- and PERPETUAL ENERGY OPERATING CORP., a corporation
incorporated pursuant to the laws of the Province of Alberta ("PEOC")
WHEREAS Perpetual Energy Inc. and 1986114 Alberta Inc. entered into that Share Purchase and Sale
Agreement dated September 26, 2016 (the "Sale Agreement") for the purchase and sale of all of the
issued and outstanding shares of PEOC;
AND WHEREAS the Parties have agreed that the Retained Interests shall be held in the name of PEOC
while the beneficial ownership is held 100% by POT, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Perpetual Energy
Inc.;
AND WHEREAS POT's trustee is Perpetual Operating Corp. ("POC") and conducts all activities
hereunder by and on behalf of POT as trustee and not in its personal capacity;
AND WHEREAS POT and PEOC wish to provide for the orderly ownership, operation and specific
conveyancing of the Assets, subject to and in accordance with the terms and conditions hereof;
NOW THEREFORE THIS AGREEMENT WITNESSETH THAT in consideration of the premises
and the mutual covenants and agreements hereinafter set forth, and other good and valuable consideration,
the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the Parties have agreed as follows:
ARTICLE 1
INTERPRETATION

1.1

Definitions

In this Agreement, defined terms shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the Sale
Agreement except:
(a)

"Adverse Regulatory Change" means a regulatory change affecting the calculation of LMR or
the requirements relating to the transfer of leases, licenses or permits such that a transfer of the
Retained Interests from PEOC to POT which would have been permitted pursuant to the
regulatory framework as it exists as of the date hereof is no longer permitted, provided however
that a change that relates only to the change in the industry netback number shall not be
rnn<:irlP:rP,/1 l'ln ArlvP:r<:P: R Pgnllitory rhl'lngP.

(b)
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"Closing Date" means the closing date of the Sale Agreement.
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(c)

"Contract Operations" means all operations to be conducted and actions to be taken for the
purposes of maintaining the Retained Interests and Retained Licenses in accordance with the
provisions of this Agreement.

(d)

"Credit Value" has the meaning ascribed to that term in the Sale Agreement.

(e)

"Extension Notice" has the meaning ascribed to that term in Section 6.l(a).

(f)

"Losses" means all actions, causes of action, losses, costs, claims, damages, penalties, fines,
assessments, charges, expenses or other liabilities whatsoever, whether contractual or tortious,
which are suffered, sustained or incurred by a Party, including without limitation reasonable legal
fees on a solicitor and client basis;

(g)

"LMR" means the licensee management rating as calculated monthly by the Alberta Energy
Regulator with respect to each licensee in the Province of Alberta.

(h)

"Party" means a Person who is bound by this Agreement.

(i)

"PEOC Transfer Event" has the meaning ascribed to that term in Section 5.l(a).

(j)

"Person" means any individual, body corporate, partnership (limited or general), trust, trustee,
executor or similar official, government authority or other entity.

(k)

"Received Notices" has the meaning ascribed to that term in Section 3.3(a).

(1)

"Required Regulatory Operations" means all operations to be conducted hereunder by POC
with respect to the Retained Interests or Retained Licenses, for the purpose of complying with
any written notice issued by any regulatory authority having jurisdiction requiring that such
operations be performed in order to comply with a Regulation, or that otherwise specifies that a
specific result is required to be achieved pursuant to applicable Regulations and operations are
required to be performed to achieve such result.

(m)

"Retained Interests" means:
(i)

an undivided 1% legal interest in and to the Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights, to the
extent relating to the Lands upon which the wells set forth and described in Schedule
"H2" of the Sale Agreement are situate; and

(ii)

the right to be the licensee of record for the Retained Licenses.

(n)

"Retained Interests Period" means the period commencing on the date hereof and ending on the
date the transfer of the Retained Interests from PEOC to POT, or to such Person as POT directs,
is completed.

(o)

"Retained Interest Period Extension" means each three (3) calendar month period during which
PEOC continues to hold the Retained Interests following a Retained Interest Transfer
Requirement in accordance with Section 6.l(a).

(p)

"Retained Interests Transfer Requirement" has the meaning ascribed to that term in Section
5.l(c).
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(q)

"Retained Licenses" means the well licenses relating to the wells set forth and described in

Schedule "H2" of the Sale Agreement.
(r)

"Retention Fee" has the meaning ascribed to that term in Section 6. i.

(s)

"Surface Rights" has the meaning ascribed to that term in Section 2.2.

(t)

"Third Party" means any Person other than the Parties and their affiliates.

1.2

Interpretation
For the purposes of this Agreement:

(a)

all references herein to currency are to Canadian currency;

(b)

"Article", "Section" and other references to subdivisions are, unless otherwise specified, to the
designated articles, sections and other subdivisions of this Agreement;

(c)

headings of the articles and sections hereof are inserted for convenience of reference only and
shall not affect the construction or interpretation of this Agreement;

(d)

any reference to a government authority includes any government authority succeeding to its
functions;

(e)

any reference to a statute shall be deemed to include a reference to such statute and to the
regulations made pursuant thereto, with all amendments made thereto and in force from time to
time, and to any statute or regulation that may be passed which has the effect of supplementing or
superseding the statute so referred to or the regulations made pursuant thereto;

(f)

any reference to the singular includes the plural and vice versa and any reference to gender
includes the masculine, feminine and neuter genders; and upon any substitution in accordance
with the foregoing the incidental grammatical and terminological charges shall be construed also
to have been made;

(g)

the words "herein", "hereof' and "hereunder" and other words of similar import refer to this
Agreement as a whole and not, unless otherwise specified, to any particular article, section or
other subdivision. "Including" means "including without limitation"; and

(h)

where the character or amount of any asset or liability or item of income or expense is required to
be determined, or any consolidation or other accounting computation is required to be made, the
same shall be done in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles except where the
application of such principles is inconsistent with, or limited by, the terms of this Agreement.
ARTICLE2
TRUST

2.1

Trust

PEOC hereby agrees to hold the Retained Interests in trust for POT as bare trustee for the
benefit of POT during the Retained Interest Period, and PEOC acknowledges that POT owns 100% of the
beneficial interest in the Retained Interests.
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2.2

Surface Access

(a)

POT hereby grants to PEOC a non-exclusive right of access to the surface rights required to
access the Retained Interests (the "Surface Rights") solely for the purpose of PEOC holding the
Retained Interests during the Retained Interest Period, subject to the terms of this Agreement.
PEOC shall not, and no person acting by virtue of legal authority granted by, through or under
PEOC shall, undertake any activity on or around the Surface Rights without the prior written
consent of POT, provided that if there is an emergency and PEOC has made best but unsuccessful
efforts to contact POT, PEOC shall be permitted temporary access to the Surface Rights solely for
the purpose of performing emergency operations to stabilize the emergency and for no other
purpose.

(b)

In the event PEOC is required by applicable laws to enter upon the Surface Rights, such access
shall only be following the prior written notification of POT, and, where POT fails to respond
within the time frame set out in the notice, in accordance with Section 2.2(a).

(c)

PEOC shall maintain an emergency response plan in accordance with the instructions of POT,
including without limitation, appropriate signage and contact information onsite and a protocol
for concurrent notification to POT of any and all emergencies or incidents requiring notification
in accordance with applicable laws.

2.3

Covenants of PEOC
During the Retained Interest Period, PEOC hereby agrees that:

(a)

it shall not mortgage, sell, transfer, assign or otherwise encumber the Retained Interests, or do
any act in relation to the Retained Interests without the prior written directions of POT and shall
keep such interests free and clear of any liens, encumbrances, adverse claims or demands created
by, through or under PEOC;

(b)

it shall hold as bare trustee for the benefit of POT, all income, revenues and other benefits from
the Retained Interests accruing after the date hereof which are received by it and shall remit the
same to POT as soon as reasonably possible after receipt thereof, or otherwise as directed by
POT;

(c)

it shall forward to POT or to such person as POT may direct from time to time, all notices,
invoices, statements, data and information relating to the Retained Interests received by PEOC as
soon as reasonably possible after receipt thereof by PEOC; and

(d)

it shall do any act requested by POT, from time to time, which is incidental to the legal ownership
of the Retained Interests, which PEOC is reasonably able to do, including, without limitation, the
following:
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(i)

holding the Retained Interests on POT's behalf and representing POT in relation to the
Retained Interests vis-a-vis Third Parties;

(ii)

subject to the provisions of Article 5, transferring title to the Retained Interests to POT or
to such Person as POT directs;

(iii)

making elections, exercising rights and giving notices pursuant to contracts in relation to
the Retained Interests; and
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(iv)

mortgaging or otherwise encumbering the Retained Interests,

provided that PEOC will not be required to do anything contrary to law.

ARTICLE3
CONTRACT OPERATIO NS

3.1

Appointment of POT as Contract Operator

(a)

To the extent of its interest in the Retained Interests, PEOC hereby appoints POT, by its trustee
POC, as the on-site contract operator of the wells associated with the Retained Interests for the
period commencing as of the Effective Date and ending upon the expiry of the Retained Interests
Period for the purpose of conducting the Contract Operations, including any Required Regulatory
Operations, and POT hereby accepts such appointment. Notwithstanding such appointment,
PEOC shall remain the licensee of record for the wells associated with the Retained Interests
during the Retained Interests Period.

(b)

PEOC will cause its Company Master System Administrator for the Alberta Energy Regulator's
Digital Data Submission (DDS) system to assign POT a delegate role, and such delegate shall be
the sole adnrinistrator of the Retained Interests within the DDS system and PEOC agrees that it
shall not, and shall cause its employees and contractors to not conduct any administrative
activities with respect to the Retained Assets on the DDS system without POT's prior written
consent, which may be withheld in POT's sole discretion.

(c)

PEOC acknowledges and agrees that POT will act through its trustee POC, where required and
convenient, in fulfilling its obligations and receiving the benefits under this Agreement.

3.2

Responsibilities of POT
In conducting the Contract Operations POT shall:

(a)

conduct all operations in a safe and competent manner, in accordance with standard oilfield
practices and in material compliance with the Regulations and accepted industry practices;

(b)

supervise and control the work and services of its employees and sub-contractors and ensure that
its personnel are trained and competent to perform their duties hereunder; and

(c)

hold or cause to be held and kept in force with a reputable insurance company, until the expiry of
the Retained Interests Period, insurance as POT deems necessary, acting reasonably, in order to
protect PEOC, to the extent of the indemnities contained herein, and POT from Third Party
claims arising out of or connected with the performance by POT of its obligations under this
Article 2 and shall name PEOC as an additional insured.

3.3

Obligations of PEOC

(a)

PEOC shall, for the Retained Interest Period, forward to POT copies of all authorities for
expenditure, notices; mail ballots, specific information and other correspondence and documents
PEOC receives from Third Parties, including Regulatory authorities, respecting the wells
associated with the Retained Interests (the "Received Notices") within two (2) Business Day of
their receipt. POT shall respond to PEOC within four (4) Business Days of receiving any
Received Notices forwarded to POT from PEOC, and on such earlier timeline as may be
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appropriate in the case of an emergency where it is reasonable to assume that such expenditures
or actions are necessary for the protection of life, property or the environment.
(b)

If, at any time during the Retained Interest Period, PEOC receives notice of any Required
Regulatory Operations applicable to any of the wells associated with the Retained Interests,
PEOC shall immediately notify POT in writing of same and POT shall forthwith comply with
such notice if required.

(c)

To the extent that a title and operating document related to the wells associated with the Retained
Interests contemplates or requires a response from PEOC, PEOC will at POT' s cost provide such
response pursuant to the written instruction of POT.

3.4

Costs of Contract Operations and Required Regulatory Operations

(a)

All costs pertaining to the conduct of Contract Operations and Required Regulatory Operations
shall be for the account of POT.

(b)

In consideration for POT acting as Contract Operator pursuant to this Agreement, PEOC shall not
be entitled to any revenues, nor shall PEOC be responsible for any costs or expenses arising,
incurred or accrued, in respect of the Retained Interests unless otherwise provided for in this
Agreement.

3.5

Consequences of a Failure to Perform

POT agrees and acknowledges that any failure by POC to carry out the Contract Operations or the
Required Regulatory Operations in accordance with the tenns and conditions of this Agreement may
result in harm to PEOC, which hann can be adequately compensated by monetary damages, if any.
Accordingly, POT agrees that PEOC shall not be entitled to interim or permanent injunctive relief,
specific performance or other equitable remedies in respect of any such failure.

ARTICLE4
RESTRICTIONS ON ACQUISITIONS AND DISPOSITIONS
4.1

Restrictions on Dispositions

(a)

Without POT's prior written consent, which may be withheld in POT's sole discretion, acting
reasonably, for the Retained Interests Period, PEOC shall not be entitled to sell or otherwise
dispose of any of the Assets, if the result of such sale would cause PEOC's LMR to fall below 1.0
or such other requirement as the Alberta Energy Regulator may detennine as the minimum LMR
for the transfer of assets without the requirement to post a security deposit.

(b)

Without POT's prior written consent, which may be withheld in its sole discretion, PEOC shall
not be entitled to dispose of the Retained Interests or the Retained Licenses by any means
whatsoever. If POT gives its prior written consent, any purchaser or acquiror of such interest
must first agree in writing to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Agreement with respect
to the Retained Interests and until such agreement in writing is obtained, POT shall be entitled to
look to PEOC for all obligations, covenants and indemnitees hereunder. PEOC agrees and
acknowledges that any failure by PEOC to comply with the terms of this Section 4.1 (b) will result
in irreparable harm to POT, which harm could not be adequately compensated by monetary
damages. Accordingly, PEOC agrees that POT shall be entitled to interim or permanent
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injunctive relief, specific performance or other equitable remedies in addition to any other relief
to which POC may be entitled under the Regulations or otherwise at law.
4.2

Restrictions on Acquisitions

During any Retained Interests Period Extension, without POT's prior written consent,
which may be withheld in its sole discretion, PEOC shall not be entitled to acquire additional assets,
directly or indirectly, if such acquisition would cause PEOC's LMR to fall below 1.1.
ARTICLES
RETAINED INTERESTS

5.1

Retained Interests Transfer Requirement

(a)

Subject to Section 5.l(b), PEOC may, in its sole discretion and at any time after the Closing Date,
transfer the Retained Interests to POT and POT shall promptly accept the transfer and conveyance
of the Retained Interests, subject to any Adverse Regulatory Changes which affect the licence
eligibility requirements such that the transfer of the Retained Interests is not permitted without the
requirement of POT to post security ("PEOC Transfer Event").

(b)

If a PEOC Transfer Event occurs and the Credit Value is greater than $0, then PEOC shall either:

(c)

(i)

transfer the Retained Interests to POT and pay to POT any and all amounts remaining to
be paid pursuant to section 3.4 of the Sale Agreement; or

(ii)

retain the Retained Interests in PEOC, in which case
(A)

if the PEOC Transfer Event takes place before a Retention Fee is payable, then if
the obligation to pay a Retention Fee arises, such obligation shall be delayed for
an amount of time equal to the amount of time that PEOC retains the Retained
Interests required to reduce the Credit Value to $0; or

(B)

if the PEOC Transfer Event takes place while a Retention Fee is currently
payable, the obligation to pay a Retention Fee shall be suspended for the duration
of time required to reduce the Credit Value to $0.

PEOC shall hold the Retained Interests pursuant to this Agreement and, subject to Section 5.l(d)
POT shall be entitled to demand the transfer of the Retained Interests upon the earlier of the
following occurrences (the "Retained Interest Transfer Requirement"):
(i)

October 31, 2018;

(ii)

if PEOC is determined by the Alberta Energy Regulator to be persistently non-compliant
in accordance with Directive 019 of the Alberta Energy Regulator;

(iii)

if PEOC disposes of or acquires assets as described in Article 4 and POT has not
prrmirle>d its mritte>n ('f"\nQe>nt;

(iv)
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if PEOC is in material breach of Article 3 of this Agreement or in breach of Article 4 of
this Agreement;
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(v)

such time that neither Wentao Yang nor Harold Wang is a director or senior executive
officer of PEOC or 1986114 Alberta Inc. (a "Change of Control");

(vi)

upon a sale of PEOC to an arm's length Third Party, unless there is no Change of Control;
and

(vii)

if after one (1) year from the Closing Date, the LMR of PEOC, as calculated by the
Alberta Energy Regulator, determined as if PEOC did not hold the Retained Interests,
would be 1.1 or higher, as at each of the six (6) months prior to such calculation.

(d)

Notwithstanding Section 5.l(c), a Retained Interest Transfer Requirement shall not have occurred
in the event of an Adverse Regulatory Change such that a transfer of the Retained Interests is not
permitted without the requirement of POT to post security and POT determines, in its sole
discretion, to not post such required security.

(e)

Either at PEOC's election pursuant to Section 5.l(a), but subject to Section 5.l(b), or upon the
occurrence of a Retained Interests Transfer Requirement pursuant to Section 5.l(c), PEOC shall
forthwith transfer and convey the Retained Interests to POT.

5.2

PEOCLMR

During the Retained Interest Period, and within two (2) Business Days of the Alberta
Energy Regulator's publication of the monthly LMR run, PEOC shall provide POT with PEOC's LMR,
calculated both with the Retained Licenses and as if PEOC no longer holds the Retained Licenses,
together with the backup detail for such calculations.

ARTICLE6
RETAINED INTEREST PERIOD EXTENSION
6.1

Extension to Retained Interests Period

(a)

If PEOC intends to give notice of a Retained Interest Period Extension following the date set
forth in Section 5.l(c)(i) and to pay a Retention Fee in respect of same, PEOC shall provide, not
less than one (1) Business Day following the Alberta Energy Regulator's publication of the
monthly LMR run for the month prior to the required Retained Interest Period Extension, written
notice to POT of such intention.

(b)

If PEOC fails to initiate the transfer of the Retained Interests within three (3) Business Days
following the occurrence of a Retained Interest Transfer Requirement, PEOC shall pay POT the
applicable fee(s) set forth in Section 6.l(c).

(c)

In the event a fee is due to POT pursuant to Section 6.l(b) (each payment, a "Retention Fee"),
PEOC shall deliver to POT in the following amounts, which fees are payable, by certified cheque,
on the first Business Day of each Retained Interest Period Extension or such time the Retention
Fee becomes payable:
(i)

for the first four (4) Retained Interest Period Extensions:
(A)
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if there has been an Adverse Regulatory Change, a Retention Fee in the amount
of $100,000 for each Retained Interest Period Extension; or
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(B)

(ii)

(iii)

absent an Adverse Regulatory Change, a Retention Fee m the amount of
$250,000 for each Retained Interest Period Extension;

for the sc:cond four (4) Retained Interest Period Extensions,
(A)

if there has been an Adverse Regulatory Change, a Retention Fee in the amount
of $200,000 for each Retained Interest Period Extension;

(B)

absent an Adverse Regulatory Change, a Retention Fee in the amount of
$500,000 for each Retained Interest Period Extension; and

for any subsequent Retained Interest Period Extension,
(A)

if there has been an Adverse Regulatory Change, a Retention Fee in the amount
of $500,000 for each Retained Interest Period Extension;

(B)

absent an Adverse Regulatory Change, a Retention Fee in the amount of
$1,000,000 for each Retained Interest Period Extension.

ARTICLE7
LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY OBLIGATIONS

7.1
(a)

PEOC Obligations
PEOC shall be liable to POT for, and shall, in addition, indemnify POT from and against, all
Losses which arise out of or are attributable to:
(i)

a breach of any obligation, covenant or provision of this Agreement by PEOC; or

(ii)

any and all acts or omissions of PEOC with regards to the Surface Rights, where such
acts or omissions pertain to the performance of any work or activities conducted pursuant
to Section 2.2(a), excluding emergency operations and any work or activities undertaken
by PEOC at the request of POT or POC,

provided however that PEOC shall not be liable to nor be required to indemnify POT in respect of
any Losses suffered, sustained, paid or incurred by POT resulting directly from the gross
negligence or willful misconduct of POT.
(b)

7.2

PEOC agrees and acknowledges that any failure by PEOC to transfer and convey the Retained
Interests to POT as and when required hereunder will result in irreparable harm to POT, which
hann could not be adequately compensated by monetary damages. Accordingly, PEOC agrees
that POT shall be entitled to interim or permanent iajunctive relief, specific performance or other
equitable remedies in addition to any other relief to which POT may be entitled under Applicable
Law.

POT Obligations

POT shall be liable to PEOC for, and shall, in addition, indemnify PEOC from and against, all Losses
which arise out of or are attributable to:
(a)
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any breach of any obligation, covenant or provision of this Agreement by POT;
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(b)

any and all acts or omissions of PEOC with regards to the Surface Rights, where such acts or
omissions pertain to the performance of emergency operations pursuant to Section 2.2;

(c)

any and all acts of PEOC undertaken in strict accordance with Section 2.3(d);

(d)

Contract Operations or Required Regulatory Operations undertaken by POT or POC; or

(e)

any other matter arising out of or in connection with PEOC acting in its capacity as bare trustee in
accordance with this Agreement,

provided however that POT and POC shall not be liable to nor be required to indemnify PEOC in respect
of any Losses suffered, sustained, paid or incurred by PEOC resulting directly from the gross negligence
ofPEOC.
ARTICLES
MISCELLANEOUS
8.1

Term and Termination

This Agreement shall commence as of the date hereof and shall continue in accordance
with its terms until the expiry of the Retained Interest Period.

8.2

Notices

Any notice required or permitted to be given hereunder shall be made in writing and
addressed to the applicable Party as follows:
(a)

In the case of PEOC:
c/o McCarthy Tetrault LLP
4000, 421 - 7th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 4K9
Attention:
Fax No.:
Email:

(b)

Jim Pasieka
(403) 260-3501
jpasieka@mccarthy.ca

In the case of POT:
3200, 605 - 5th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 3H5
Attention:
Fax No.:
Email:

8.3
(a)
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Vice President, Land and Divestitures
(403) 269-4444
Gary.Jackson@perpetualenergyinc.com

Waiver
No waiver of any of the provisions of this Agreement will be deemed to constitute a waiver of
any other provision (whether or not similar), nor will such waiver be binding unless executed in
writing by the Party to be bound by the waiver.
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(b)

8.4

No failure on the part of a Party to exercise, and no delay in exercising any right under this
Agreement will operate as a waiver of such right; nor will any single or partial exercise of any
such right preclude any other or further exercise of such right or the exercise of any other right.

Severability

If any provision of this Agreement is determined by an arbitrator or any court of
competent jurisdiction to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable, that provision will be severed from this
Agreement and the remaining provisions will continue in full force and effect.
8.5

Further Assurances

The Parties will perform and cause to be performed any further and other acts and things
and execute and deliver or cause to be executed and delivered any further and other documents as counsel
to either of them considers necessary or desirable to carry out the terms and intent of this Agreement.

8.6

Date and Time for Action

Time shall be of the essence of this Agreement. If any action is required or allowed to be
taken under this Agreement on or by a date that is not a Business Day that action may be taken on the
next Business Day.

8.7

Amendments

This Agreement shall not be amended or varied otherwise than by an instrument in
writing dated subsequent to the date hereof, executed by duly authorized representatives of the Parties.

8.8

Assignment

(a)

This Agreement shall not be assigned by either Party without the other Party's prior written
consent, which shall not be unreasonably withheld. It shall be a condition of any permitted
assignment that the proposed assignee covenants directly with the other Party to observe and
perform all obligations of the assigning Party under this Agreement.

(b)

In the event POC agrees to sell, assign or transfer any of its interests in and to the Lands
pertaining to the Retained Interests to a Third Party, in conjunction with any such sale,
assignment or transfer, POC shall be required to assign its interests under this Agreement to such
Third Party, and any such assignment shall be subject to the terms and conditions of Section
8.8(a).

(c)

This Agreement shall enure to the benefit of and be binding upon the Parties and their respective
successors and permitted assigns.

8.9

Entire Agreement

This Agreement, together with the Sale Agreement and the documents referred to herein
and therein set forth the entire agreement among the Parties pertaining to the subject-matter hereof and
supersede and replace all prior agreements, understandings, negotiations and discussions of the Parties,
whether oral or written, and there are no warranties, representations, undertakings or other agreements
between the Parties, in connection with the subject-matter hereof and thereof except as specifically set
forth herein and therein.
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8.10

Governing Law

This Agreement will be governed by and interpreted and enforced in accordance with the
laws of the Province of Alberta and the federal laws of Canada applicable therein.
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Counterpart Execution

8.11

This Agreement may be executed by facsimile or other electronic means and counterpart
execution, with each such counterpart taken to be an originai and aii counterparts taken together
constituting due execution by the Parties of this Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Parties have executed and delivered this Agreement as of the date first
above written.

PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, by its
trustee, PERPETUAL OPERATING CORP.

PERPETUAL ENERGY OPERATING CORP.

Per:

Per:
Name: Susan Riddell Rose
Title: President & Chief Executive Officer

Name:
Title:

This is the execution page to the Retained Interests Agreement between Perpetual Operating Trust and
Perpetual Energy Operating Corp. dated October 1, 2016.
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SCHEDULE "0" GAS MARKETING CONTRACT
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE 26 DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016

7882429.1

TRANSACTION CONFIRMATION
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Date: 26 September 2016
Transaction Confirmation #: _ _ _ _ _ __

i

•

This Transaction Confirmation is subject to the GasEDl Base Contract for Sale and Purchase of Natural Gas between Buyer and Seller dated 05
January, 2015 (the "Base Contract"). This Transaction Confirmation shall confirm and effectuate the agreement agreed to between Perpetual
Operating Trust, by its trustee, Perpetual Energy Operating Corp. and Mercuria Commodities Canada Corporation (MCCC) regarding the
transaction for U1e sale of Gas on the following terms (the "Transaction"). The terms of this Transaction Confimiation arc binding unless disputed
in writing by the Confirm Deadline, unless otherwise specified in the Base Contract.
This Transaction Confirmation amends and restates the transaction previously entered into and currently in place between MCCC and
Counterparly dated September 23, 2016 (the "Original Confimmtion"), with effect from and after the dale of the Original
Confirmation. Notwithstanding anything else contained in this Transaction Confirmation or otherwise, it is understood and agreed that this
Transaction Confirmation replaces in its entirety the Original Confimiation and that this Transaction Confirmation shall govern the rights and
obligations of the parties during and wiU1 respect to matters arising under the Original Confirmation both prior to and after the date of this
Transaction Confirmation as if this Transaction Confirmation had been in effect as of and from and for all periods following the date of the
Original Confirmation. For certainty, following the execution of this Transaction Confinnation, the Original Confirmation shall be of no furtl1er
force and effect and all matters relating to the Original Confirmation shall be governed by and in accordance with (and merged into) this
Transaction Confirmation.
BUYER:

Mercuria Commodities Canada Corporation ("MCCC")
Suite 600, 326- l l th Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta T2R 0CS
Attn: Commodity Operations
Phone: 832.209.2495
Fax: 832.209.2421

SELLER:
Perpetual Operating Trust, by its trustee, Perpetual Energy Operating
Corp. ("Counterparty")
Phone:
Fa,:
Base Contract No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Transporter: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Transporter Contract Number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Firm (Fixed Quanlily) Contract Price:

For Delivery Period A Contract Price shall be: ..,,AECO "C" DAILY INDEX
plus the greater of either {a) $0 per GJ or (b) CAD 2.58 per GJ minus the AECO "C" MONTHLY INDEX,
less the greater of eiU1er (a) 0$ per GJ or (b) the AECO "C" MONTHLY INDEX minus CAD 2.8 l per GJ

t-,--

l./"

For Delivery Period B Contract Price shall be: {../"
AECO "C" D/\lL Y INDEX

t,/'

where:/
"AECO "C" DAILY INDEX" means {i) for Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays which arc not statutory holidays, the average price
in Canadian dollars per GJ published on the "AECO Same Day and One Month Fonvard Prices" page, in the table "NGX AB-NIT Same Day
Index" table reported for !he applicable day, and (ii) for Fridays (including statutory holidays), Saturdays and Sundays or a statutory holiday that
falls on a Monday, Ll1e average price in Canadian dollars per GJ published on the "AECO Same Day and One Month Forward Prices" page, in
Ll1e table "NGX AB-NIT Same Day Index" table" on the line identified as "Weekend/I" for the weekend occurring closest to such day, all as
reported in the first edition of the Canadian Gas Price Reporter ("CGPR") published in the month immediately following the month in which
such day falls. Jf a statutory holiday falls on a Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday and is not deemed by CGPR to be in conjunction with a
weekend, the AECO "C" Dail Index Price for such da shall be the rice which is consistent with the rice a lied to such Da b CGPR in

calculating the 5A Arithmetic Avcrngc for !he applicable Month. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if there is any inconsistency between the price
for any Day as determined by the definition above and the price applied to such Day by CGPR in calculating the SA Arithmetic Average for the
applicable Month, the price applied to such Day by CGPR in calculating the SA Arithmetic Average shall be applicable.
"AECO "C" MONTI-IL Y INDEX" means the price under the headings Monthly Canadian and U.S. natural gas price summary: Canadian
Domestic Gas Prices: "NGX AB-NlT Month Ahead Index (7A) C$/GJ" reported for the applicable month.
Firm (Variable Quantity) Contract Price:
AECO "C" DAILY INDEX
Delivery Period A:t-fegin: October I, 2016
Delivery Period B:'13cgin: September 1, 2018

End: August 31, 2018
End: October 31, 20 l 8

Performance Obligation and Contract Quantity:
The Contract Quantity shall consist of both the Firm (Fixed Quantity) and the Firm (V ariablc Quantity) as set forth below:
Firm (Fixed Quantity):
33,611 GJs/day
!--'"'
EFP
Firm (Variable Quantity):
All of Seller's Gas production in excess of the Firm (Fixed Quantity), up to a maximum additional volume of l 0,000 GJ per Day; provided that
Seller shall provide notice to Buyer of the Firm (Variable Quantity) for each delivery Month during the applicable Delivery Period, which notice
shall be delivered by Seller prior to the applicable nomination date for such Month
t..---

Delivery Point(s): At the inlet to NOVA Gas Transmission Ltd. ("NOVA") for the respective Receipt Points and Meter Numbers for NOV A as
set forth in Appendix "A" attached hereto.
,t..,,-On any Day during the Delivery Period for which Seller delivers less than all of the Firm (Fixed Quantity) al the applicable Delivery Point(s),
Seller shall deliver such shortfall to Buyer at NOVA-NIT (which shall constitute the Delivery Point for such shortfall volumes).
<--Special Conditions:
Notwithstanding anything else contained in this Transaction Confirmation or the Base Contract:
a,

Seller shall, at all times during the Delivery Period, be solely responsible for, and shall indemnify, hold harmless and pay or reimburse
Buyer, or otherwise keep Buyer whole, for and against, any and all costs, charges or other expenses of any nature or kind incurred by
Buyer or Seller in respect of, or associated with or attributable to, any and all NOV A or other pipeline or transporter accounts used to
manage the purchase, sale, transport and movement of Gas under this Transaction (including the sale and delivery of such Gas to third
party purchasers) as well as in respect of all balancing requirements relating to this Transaction (whether associated with NOVA, any
other pipeline or transporter, the Common Stream Operator or otherwise), which amounts shall include, without limitation, all NOVA
or other pipeline or transporter transportation costs, tolls and charges, fuel and measurement variances, and any NOVA, other pipeline
or transporter, Conunon Stream Operator or other balancing costs relating to all point-to-point, Firm (Fixed Quantity), Firm (Variable
Quantity) and interruptible purchases and deliveries provided for, contemplated or undertaken as part of this Transaction (including,
without limitation, Gas Balance Adjustments and Prior Period Adjustments, whether calculated or incurred on a Daily or Monthly
basis). For the purposes hereof, "Gas Balance Adjustments" shall mean lhe volumetric difference, calculated on an intra-Day, interDay or Monthly basis, as applicable, between the estimated allocation of Gas at each Delivery Point and the actual allocation of Gas
at the same Delivery Point and "Prior Period Adjustments" shall mean any and all volumetric revisions made by NOV A or any other
pipeline or transporter to Firm (Fixed Quantity) or Firm (Variable Quantity) Gas deliveries during a Delivery Period, with the price
applicable to such Prior Period Adjustment volumes being the AECO "C'' DAlL Y JNDEX as at tJ1e time the volume of Gas is applied
to or removed from MCCC's account.

b.
/

If Seller fails to deliver at least ninety percent (90%) of the Firm (Fixed Quantity) in any Month, in addition to any other claims, rights
or remedies available to Buyer pursuant to the terms of lhc Base Contract (including, without limitation, those rights and remedies
provided for in Section 3.2 of the Base Contract), none of which shall be limited in any way by this Special Condition, Buyer shall be
entitled to demand lhat Seller provide Adequate Assurance of Performance as credit support for this Transaction in the amount of Five
Million Canadian Dollars (CAD$5,000,000) in accordance with Section I 0.1 of the Base Contract.

/

c. /As partial consideration for the entering into of this Transaction, for each Month during the Delivery Period Seller shall pay to Buyer

v

a Monthly fee equal CAD$0.02 per GJ multiplied by the Firm (Fixed Quantity) multiplied by the number of Days in such Month.

l3uyer: i\lercuria Commodities Canada Corporation

Seller: Perpetual Operating Trust, by its trustee, Perpetual Energy
Operating Corp.
•

By:

Loren D Squire

Title: _ _....,T'-'-r..,ad"'eLrSslJUdeP!.b!QldJOrtJ..!.Tgearun!LlLbJe.!JaQ.d_ _ _ __

Date:

September 26. 2016

By:

Title: ----------'~M/iarcello

Date:

Rapioi

-==-=-______::__
Vice President, Marketing

APPENDIX A

NOVA Gas Transmission Ltd. Meter Numbers and Receipt Points

Meter#

Receipt Point

Meter#

Receipt Point

Meter#

Receipt Point

1337
1770
1326
1157
1168
1373
1522
1387
1443
2705
1322
1697
1112
1760
30256
1087
30273
1230
1709
1418
1523

ABEE

1161
1528
1685
30286
30287
1163
1162
1132
1091
1097
1705
1823
30320
1785
1502
6008
1544
1587
1110
1858
1165

HOLDEN

1374
1395
1354
1179
5027
6005
6002
6001
1377
1430
1343
30375
1257
1464
1736
1669
1118
1585
1188
1787
1428

RICH LAKE

ARMSTRONG LAKE
ATHABASCA
BIG BEND
BRUCE
CALLING LAKE
CALLING LAKE EAST
CALLING LAKE SOUTH
CALLING LAKE WEST
CHESTER CREEK
CHOICE
CORRIGAL LAKE
CRAIGEND EAST
DECRENE EAST
FASCHENDALE APN
FIGURE LAKE
HAIGHTAPN
HAIRY HILL
HASTINGS COULEE
HATTIE LAKE NORTH
HELINA

HOOLE
IPIATIK LAKE
IRMABAPN
IRMA NORTH APN
JARROW
KILLAM
LAVOY
MARTEN HILLS
MARTEN HILLS SOUTH
MEADOW CREEK WEST
MOOSE PORTAGE
MUNDARE B APN
MUSKWA RIVER
NEWBROOK
NORTH THORNBURY
OPAL
OVERLEA
PLAIN LAKE
POE
RAN FURLY WEST

SEDGEWICK EAST
SLAWANORTH
STROME-HOLMBERG
THICKWOOD HILLS
THORNBURY EAST
THORNBURY MARIANA
THORNBURY NORTH
THORHILD
THORHILD WEST
TWEEDIE
VIKING FIELD APN
VIKING NORTH
VILNA
WADDELL CREEK WEST
WADDELL CREEK
WARWICK
WEASEL CREEK
WEST VIKING
WHISTWOW
WILLINGDON

lvlFRCURTA
Commodities Carmela Corporation

September 22, 2016

Jason Biever
Managing Director, Sales & Trading
Direct: (403) 532.2021
Fax: (403) 532.2096
Email: jblever@mercuria.com

Perpetual Energy Operating Corporation
Suite 3200, 605 - 5th Avenue SW
Calgary, AB T2P 3HS
Attention:

Marcello Rapini
Vice President, Marketing

Dear Sirs:

Re:

Assignment by Perpetual Energy Operating Col'po.-ation ("PEOC") to Mercuria
Commodities Canada Corporation ("MCCC") of all of PEOC's interest in and to cel'tain
of its NOVA Gas Tl'ansmission Ltd. ("NGTL") gas delivery/receipt accounts

As pa1t of the overall transaction between PEOC and MCCC relating to a physical plantgate purchase/sale
of natural gas produced from certain gas producing prope1ties owned by PEOC (the "Transaction"), PEOC
agrees to assign to MCCC, and MCCC agrees to accept the assignment of, those NGTL accounts (and all
of PEOC's interest in and to such accounts) that are currently in PEOC's name and which relate to the
NGTL gas delivery/receipt points set f01th in Schedule "A" attached hereto and contracts set forth in
Schedule "B" attached hereto (the "Assignment"). Such Assignment shall be completed in accordance with
the procedures ot: and on the documentation required by, NGTL. Each of PEOC and MCCC agree to
execute and deliver all such documents and instruments and do all acts and things as may be reasonably
requested or required to complete the Assignment. All obligations ofMCCC in respect of the Transaction
are expressly subject to the conditions precedent that PEOC obtain the consent and approval of NGTL to
such Assignment and the Assignment be completed on or before the commencement date of the
Transaction.
Notwithstanding the completion of the Assignment, PEOC agrees that it shall remain solely responsible
for, and shall indemnify MCCC against, any and all costs, expenses and balancing adjustments (including,
without limitation, any prior period adjustments) relating to all NGTL accounts that are subject to the
Assignment and which are incurred or accrue prior to the effective date of the Assignment, regardless of
whether such costs, expenses or balancing adjustments are actually implemented, invoiced or become due
and owing before or after the effective date of the Assignment.

In addition, PEOC agrees that, at any time following the completion of the Assignment, it shall accept
reassignment from MCCC of any NGTL account constituting pa1t of the Assignment upon receiving the
written request from MCCC to do so, as determined by MCCC in its sole discretion. In such circumstance,
PEOC agrees to execute all such reassignment documents and unde1take all such commercially reasonable
actions as are necessary to effect such reassignment.
Th is letter shai I be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the Province of Alberta and the
Jaws of Canada applicable therein.

SUITE 600 VfNTAGE TOWERS II, 326-1 fl11 AVENUE SW, CALGARY, ALDERTA, T2R OC5 I '1' +l 403 532 2000, F+I 403 532 2097 I WWW.MERCURIA.COM
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This letter may be executed in counterpaits, each of which will be deemed an original and together shall
constitute one agreement, and each counterpa1t may be delivered by facsimile, e-mail in pdf format or other
electronic means.
If this letter correctly sets forth your understanding of the agreement between MCCC and PEOC in respect
of the matters set f01th above, we would ask that you please acknowledge and confirm your agreement to
the terms of this letter by executing a duplicate copy of this letter in the space provided below and returning
such executed copy to the attention of the undersigned by e-mail (Jbievetfn:rncrcuria.com).

Yours truly,
Mercu ia Comm oditncs Canada COll'f)OB'ation t:

r\

·(j.

.---·)

i --

J

-

1)
--~

Jason Biever
Managing Director, Sales & Trading
ACKNOW LEDGED, ACCEPTED AND AGREED TO as of this d- ~ day of --2.f_JJ.h.li:<..b:

, 2016.

Perpetual E lbergy O perating Coirpoiration

-

<--=-=
_ --~ =

Name: _ _~ --'h,..,,_- ~ - - - - -

Title: _ _?' Marcello Rapini
I .lice Pms,ne11t. Marketing
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SCHEDULE "A"
NGTL lVlETER 'NUMBERS At1\1D GAS DELIVERY/RECEIPT POINTS

Meter#

1337
1770
1326
1157
1168
1373
1522
1387
1443
2705
1322
1697
1112
1760
30256
1087
30273
1230
1709
1418
1523

Receipt Point
ABEE
ARMSTRONG LAKE
ATHABASCA
BIG BEND
BRUCE
CALLING LAKE
CALLING LAKE EAST
CALLING LAKE SOUTH
CALLING LAKE WEST
CHESTER CREEK
CHOICE
CORRIGAL LAKE
CRAIGEND EAST
DECRENE EAST
FASCI-IENDALE APN
FIGURE LAKE
HAIGHTAPN
HAIRY HILL
HASTINGS COULEE
HATTIE LAKE NORTH
BELINA

Meter#

1161
1528
1685
30286
30287
1163
1162
1132
1091
1097
1705
1823
30320
1785
1502
6008
1544
1587
1110
1858
1165

Receipt Point
HOLDEN
HOOLE
IPIATIK LAKE
IRMABAPN
IRMA NORTH APN
JARROW
KILLAM
LAVOY
MARTEN I-IlLLS
MARTEN HILLS SOUTH
MEADOW CREEK WEST
MOOSE PORTAGE
MUNDARE B APN
MUSKWA RIVER
NEWBROOK
NORTH THORNBURY
OPAL
OVERLEA
PLAIN LAKE
POE
RANFURL Y WEST

Meter#

1374
1395
1354
1179
5027
6005
6002
6001
1377
1430
1343
30375
1257
1464
1736
1669
1118
1585
1188
1787
1428

Receipt Point
RICH LAKE
SEDGEWICK EAST
SLAWANORTH
STROME-HOLMBERG
THICKWOOD HILLS
THORNBURY EAST
THORNBURY MARIANA
THORNBURY NORTH
THORHILD
THORHILD WEST
TWEEDIE
VIKING FIELD APN
VIKING NORTH
VILNA
WADDELL CREEK WEST
WADDELL CREEK
WARWICK
WEASEL CREEK
WEST VIKING
WHISTWOW
WILLINGDON

SCHEDULE ''B"
NGTL ACCOUNT CONTRACTS

NOVA Gas Transmission Ltd. - Contracis Billable
Report Genernted:
Asof Date:

201~eP-20 08:11:46 AM
2016-0ct-01
Multiple
Blllab!e
All
All
All
All
All

Scr'\l'ice Requesb:lr.

Status:

Sorvico Typo:

Location:
Segment
Project Aroa:
Delivery Design Area:

Service Requester
Contract Number Version Service Type
Perpelual Energy Oparating eor (POT)
2005193007
11
CO2
Perpetual Energy Operating eor {POT)
2007258937
10
CO2
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
2006234670
10
CO2
Perpetual Energy Operating eo, (POT)
2010418654
7
CO2
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
2006225765
11
CO2
Perpetual Energy Operating COr (P01)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)

2003071111
2003071123

2

Perpetual Energy FT-P 10PT (10PT)

201s1025n
20,s102sn
20157025TT
2015702577
201s1025n
20157025n
2015702sn
20157025n
20157025TT
20157025n
20157025n
20157025n
2015701691

,,,
,,

Perpetual Energy FT-P 10PT (10PT)

Perpetual Energy FT-P 10PT (10PT)
Porpotual Enel"gy FT-P 10PT (10PT)

Perpetual Energy FT-P 10PT (10PT)
Perpetual Energy FT-P 10PT {10PT)

Perpeluat Energy FT-P 10PT (10P1)
Perpetual Energy FT-P 10PT (10PT)
Perpetual Energy FT-P 10PT (10Plj
Perpetual Energy FT-P 10PT (10PT)

Perpetual Energy FT-P 10PT (10Plj
Perpetual Energy FT-P 10PT (10Plj
(P01)
Perpetual Energy Operating

co,

Perpetual Energy FT-P 81PT {81PT)
Perpetual Energy FT-P 81PT (81PT)
Perpetual Energy FT·P 81PT (81Plj
Perpetual Energy FT-P 81PT (81PT)
Perpetual Energy FT-P 81PT (81PT)
Perpetual Energy FT·P 81PT (81P1)
Perpetual Energy FT-P 81PT (81Plj
Perpelual Energy FT-P 81PT (81PT)
Perpetual Energy FT-P 81PT (81PT)
Perpetual Energy FT·P 81PT (81PT)
Perpetual Energy Operating eor (POT)

2015707051
2015707051
2015707051
2015707051
2015707051
2015707051
2015707051
2015707051
2015707051
2015707051
2015704854

Perpetual Energy FT-P 82PT (82P1)
Perpetual Energy FT-P 82PT (82Plj
Perpetual Energy FT-P 82PT (82PT)
Perpetual Energy FT-P B2PT (82PT)
Perpetual Energy FT·P 82PT (82P1)
Perpetual Energy FT-P 82PT (82P1)
Perpetual Enetgy Operating Cor (POT)

2016744453
2016744453
2016744453
2016744453
2016744453
2016744453
2016743823

Porperuat Energy FT-P 83PT (83P1)

2016749764

location Number Location Name
1708
CHELSEA CREEK
2705
CHESTER CREEK
1091
MARTEN HILLS
1336
ROCHESTER
1787
WHISTWOW

Quantity
(10'm'/d)
0.2000
3,7800

CHARD SALES
KETil.E RIVER NORTH SALES TA

FT-P
FT-P
FT-P
FT-P
FT-P
FT-P
FT-P
FT-P
FT·P
FT·P
FT-P
FT-P
FT-D2{TA)

1337
,no
1157
1112
1067
1230
1502
1545
31060
13TT
1430
1585
31060

ABEE
ARMSTRONG LAKE
BIG BEND
CRAIGEND EAST
FIGURE LAKE
HAIRY HILL
NEWBROOI<
OPAL
PETROCAN REFINERY SALES AP
Tl-lORH!LD
Tl-lORHILO WEST
WEASEL CREEK
PETROCAN REFINERY SALES AP

2.0
5.0
3,0
55.0
8.0
66.0
2.0
5.0
160.0
3.0
2.0
9.0

1689
6003
3150
1705
6008
6005
6002
6001

1
2

FT-P
FT-P
FT·P
FT-P
FT-P
FT-P
FT-P
FT-P
FT-P
FT-P
FT-D2{TA)

1736
3150

DROPOFF CREEK
HANGINGSTONE
KETTLE RIVER NORTI-1 #2 SALES
MEADOW CREEK WEST
NORTH THORNBURY
THORNBURY EAST
THORNBURY MARIANA
THORNBURY NORTH
WADDELL CREEK
WADDELL CREEK WEST
KETTLE RIVER NORTH #2 SALES

0.0
0.0
140.0
73.0
2.0
0,0
17.0
38.0
9,0
1.0

1
1
1
1
1
1
2

FT-P
FT-P
FT-P
FT·P
FT-P
FT-P
FT-D2{TA)

2289
1528
3930
1785
5027
1787
3930

DARLING CREEK
HOOLE
MOOSA EXCHANGE
MUSKWA RIVER
THICKWOOD HILLS
WHISTWOW
MOOSA EXCHANGE

20.0
106.0
280.0
2.0
75.0
n.o

1

FT-P

1373

CALLING LAl<E

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

,

1669

2017-Mar-31
2018-Mar-31
2018-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2018-Mar-31

UEG
MRTN
MRTN
REDL
LIEG

Project Area
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE

2020-0ci-31
2020-0ct-31

KIRB
KJRB

NE
NE

2018-0ct-31
2016-0ct-31
2016-0ci-31
2016-0ct-31
2016-0ct-31
2016-0ct-31
2016-0ct-31
2011!;-0ct-31
2016-0cl-31
2016-0et-31
2011!;-0ct-31
2016-0ct-31
2016-0ct-31

REDL
REOL
REDL
REOL
SMHI
SMHI
REDL
REDL
EDM
REDL
REDL
REDL

NE
NE
NE

2016-0cl-31
2016-0ct-31
2011!;-0ct-31
2018-0ct-31
2016-0ct-31
2016-0ct-31
2016-0cl-31
2016-0ct-31
2016-0ct-31
2011!;-0ct-31
2011!;-0ct-31

LIEG
LIEG
KIRB
KIRB
LIEG
LIEG
LIEG
LIEG
KJRB
KJRB
KIRB

NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE

X

2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30

MRTN
MRTN
LIEG
MRTN
LIEG
LIEG
LIEG

NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE

C

2017-Apr-30

SMHI

NE

0,2000
2.1500

3638
7042

1

Price
Contract End
Pomtrrerm
Dare
segment

0.3000

FT-A
FT-A

2

Quantity
(GJ/d)

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C

C
0

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
0

X
C
C
C
C
C
C

0
32.0

X
C
C

EDM

Delivery Design Area Sub-Group

NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
UNDEFINED
NE
NE
NE
UNDEFINED

Edmonton and A,ca

Rec:::/Del

Distance

Point

1422
1422
142.2
142.2
142.2
142.2
1422
1422
1422
142.2
142.2
1422

Receipt
Receipt

Receipt
Receipt

Recalpt
Receipt

Receipt
Reco,ipt
Oolivery
Receipt
Receipt
Receipt

Edmonton and Area
93.8
NE ALBERTA AREA

NE
NE
NE
NE
NE

F1PM""

Receipt

93,8

Receipt

93.8
93.8
93,8
93.8
93.8
93.8
93.8
93,8

Delivery

Receipt
Recolpt

Receipt

Receipt
Receipt

Receipt
Rocaipt

NE ALBERTA AREA

NE ALBERTA AREA

189,5
189.5
189.5
189.5
189,5
189.5

Receipt

Receipt
Dolive(Y
Receipt
Receipt
Receipt

NE ALBERTA AREA

184.0

Roceip1,

Service Rcquostcr
Contract Number Vorsion Servico Type
P•'l'•lunl Ene'llY FT-P 83PT (83PT)
2018749i64
1
FT-P
Perpetual Energy FT-P 83PT (83PT)
2016749764
1
FT-P
Perpetual Enorgy FT-P 63PT (63PT)
2016749764
1
FT·P
Porpotual Energy FT-P 63PT (63PT)
2016749764
1
FT-P
Perpetual Energy FT-P 63PT (83PT)
2016749764
1
FT·P
Perpetual Energy FT-P 83PT (83PT)
2016749764
1
FT-P
Perpetual Enorgy FT-P 83PT (83PT)
2016749764
1
FT-P
Perpetual Energy FT·P 83PT (83PT)
2016749764
1
FT-P
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
2016749300
3
FT-02[rA)
Perpetual Energy Operating COr (POT)
2016749299
2
FT-D2(1"A)

Porpotual
Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpetual

Energy Operating COr (POT)
Energy Operating Cor (POI)
Energy Operating COr (POT)
Energy Operating cor (POT)
Energy Operating COr (POT)

Porpotual Energy Oporaling Cor (P01)

Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpetuol
Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpetual

Energy Operating COr (POI)
Energy Operating Cor (POI)
Energy Operating COr (POI)
Energy Operating Cor (P01)
Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Energy Operating COr (POT)

Porpotu.1J Energy Oper=ling Cor (POi)
Porpctual Energy Oporating Cor (POl)
Perpetual En,crgy Operating Cor (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Perpetual Energy Oporating Cor (POl)

Perpetual Energy OperaUng Cor (POI)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (P01)

Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POi)
Perpetunl Energy OpernUng COr (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (P01)

Perpelu.Jl Energy Operating Cor (P01)
Porpelunl Energy Operating Cor (POl)
Perpetual Energy Opcra1ing Cor (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Perpetual Energy OperaUng Cor (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating COr (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating COr (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POI)
Perpetual Energy Operating Car (POi)
Perpetual Energy Operating COr (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating cor (POl)
Perpetual Energy Operating cor (POT)
Perpetual Energy Opernting Cor (P01)

Perpe11Jal
Perpetual
Porpelual
Pcrpelual

Energy OperaUng Cor (POT)
Energy OporaUng COr (POT)
Energy Opera ling Cor (POT)
Energy OpcraUng Cor (POT)

Perpetual Energy Operating- Cor (P01)

2015676170
2016724395
2016760222
2016782748
2016782747
2016782749
2016782751
2016784395
2016784398
2016784393
2016754397
2016784394
2015715415
2016759305
2016TT4449
2015715416
2016728313
2016728310
2016739354
2016751243
2016751241
2016782756
2016764383
20167843B6
2016784387
20167811384

2016784385
2016728336
2016751250
2013597087
20156TT023
2016728338
2016731450
2016767814
2016767817
2016TT4518
2016788576
2016788STT
2015681142
2015697481
2015697482
2015699188
2015699187
2015699186
2016784399

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
4
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT•R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT·R
FT·R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT·R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT•R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT·R
FT·R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT·R
FT·R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT·R
FT-R
FT-R

Location Number Location Namo
1522
1697
1760
30286
1097
1395
31071
1343
31071
31071

CALLING LAKE EAST
CORRIGAL LAKE
OECRENE EAST
IRMABAPN
MARTEN HILLS SOUTH
SEDGEWICK EAST
SHELL SCOTFORD SALES APN
TWEEDIE
SHELL SCOTFORD SALES APN
SHELL SCOTFORD SALES APN

116B
1168
1168
1168
1168
1168
1168
1168
1168
116B
1168
1168
1443
1443
1443
2705
2705
2705
2705
2705
2705
2705
1760
1760
1760

BRUCE
BRUCE
BRUCE
BRUCE
BRUCE
BRUCE
BRUCE
BRUCE
BRUCE
BRUCE
BRUCE
BRUCE
CALLING LAKE WEST
CALLING LAl(E WEST
CALLING LAKE WEST
CHESTER CREEK
CHESTER CREEK
CHESTER CREEK
CHESTER CREEK
CHESTER CREEK
CHESTER CREEK
CHESTER CREEK
DECRENE EAST
DECRENE EAST
DECRENE EAST
DECRENE EAST
DECRENE EAST
FASHENDALE APN
FASHENDALE APN
HAIGHTAPN
HAIGHTAPN
HAIGHTAPN
HAIGHTAPN
HAIGHTAPN
HAIGHTAPN
HAIGHTAPN
HAIGHTAPN
HAIGHTAPN
HAIGHTAPN
HAIGHTAPN
HAIGHTAPN
HAIGHTAPN
HAIGHTAPN
HAIGHTAPN
HAIRY HILL

1760
1760
30256
30256
30273
30273
30273
30273
30273
30273
30273
30273
30273
30273
30273
30273
30273
30273
30273
1230

Quantity
(10'm'ld)

Quantity

Price

Contr.ac!End

(GJ/d)

PointfTonn

Date

2.0

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

34.0
40.0
2.0
40.0
12.0
165.0
3.0
0
0

20.0
7.8
0.1
0.5
13.4
7.8
20.0
3.0
25.0
0.5
0.4
2.0
0.4
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.1
7.0
0.2

4.9
3.7
1.0
5.0
5.0
9.0
0.4
0.5
0.2
0.2
1.7
0.2
3.9
0.7
0.2
2.0
O.B
1.0
4.1
0.1
6.0

o.s

1.6
0.4
2.7

X

X
B
C

B
8

C
B
B
B
B
B

e
8
B
C
C
B
C
B
B
B

C
B
C
C
C
C

C
B
C
C
B
B
B

8
B
C
B
B
B

e
B
B

e
B

C

FTP Max

Segment
2017-Apr-30
SMHI
2017-Apr-30
SMHI
2017-Apr-30
MRTN
2017-Apr-30
ELAT
2017-Apr-30
MRTN
2017-Apr-30
ELAT
2017-Apr-30
EDM
2017-Apr-30
REOL
2017-Apr-30
EDM
2017-Apr-30
EDM
2017-Mar-31
2017-May-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30
2017-May-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-May-31
2017-May-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-May-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mar-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-May-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-May-31
2017-May-31
2017-May-31
2017-May-31
2017-May-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-May-31
2017-May-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-May-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mar-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mnr-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-May-31

NLAT
NLAT
NLAT
NLAT
NLAT
NLAT
NLAT
'NLAT
NLAT
NLAT
NLAT
NLAT
SMHI
SMHI
SMHI
MRTN
MRTN
MRTN
MRTN
MRTN
MRTN
MRTN
MRTN
MRTN
MRTN
MRTN
MRTN
ELAT
ELAT
EDM
EDM
EDM
EDM
EDM
EDM
EDM
EOM
EDM
EDM
EDM
EDM
EDM

Project Areo
NE

Ocllvery Design Area Sub-Group

NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
UNDEFINED

Edmonton and Arna

NE
UNDEFINED
UNDEFINED
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE

NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE

NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE

EDM

NE

EDM
SMHI

NE
NE

Edmonton and Area

Edmonton and Area

Roe/Doi

C1istance

Point

184.0
184.0
184.0
184.0
184.0
164.0
154.0

Receipt

Receipt
Receipt
Delivery

164.0

Receipt

Rcceipl

Receipt
Receipt

Service- Requester

Cont:r.Jct Number Version Service Type

Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POl)

Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POi)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (P01)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cer (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cer (PO1)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (P01)

Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)

Parpotual Energy Operating Cor (POi)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor {POT)
Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpetual

Energy Operating
Energy Operating
Energy Operating
Energy Operating
Energy Operating

Cer (POT)
Cer (PO1)
Cer (PO])
Cer (PO1)
Cor (POT)

Perpetual Energy Operating Cor {POl)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (PO1)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Porpetual Energy Operating Cer (PO1)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (P01)
Perpetual Enorgy Operating Cer (PO1)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cer (PO1)

Perpetual Energy Ope:rating Cor (POT)
Energy Operating Cor (PO1)

Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpetual

Energy Operating Cor (PO])
Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Energy Operating Cer (P01)
Parpatval Energy Opemting Cor (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor {PO1)

2016784401
2016784403
2016784400
2015699123
2016728322
2016751252
2016751251
2015686452
2015686453
2016731312
2016759298
2015706697
2016774469
2016774467
2016774471
2016774466
2016774463

201Gn4472
2016774464
2016774468
2016774461
2016774462
2016782758
2016782760
2016782759
201672B339
2016774510
2016788578
2016767600
2016788443
201678BM2
2016759296
2016759297

Perpetual Energy Opcroling Cor (POT)

2015707510

Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpetual

2014622005
2016759336
2016743635
2016767595
2016767606
2016771183
2016771161
2016771186
2016771166
2016771184
2016771167
2016771169
2016771170
2016771153
2016771160
2016771172
2016771173
2016771177
2016771155
2016TT1175
2016771164
2016771182

Energy Operating Cor (PO1)
Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Energy Operating Cor (POT)

Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POi)
Perpetual Energy OperatJng Cor {POT}
Perpetual
Perpelual
Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpelual
Perpelual
Perpetual
Perpetual

Energy Operating COr (PO])
Energy Operating Cor {POT)
Energy Operating Cer (POT)
Energy Operating Cer (POT)
Energy Operating Cer (PO])
Energy Operating Cor (PO1)
Energy Operating Cor (P01)
Energy Operating Cor (PO1)
Energy Operating Cor (POT)

?orpotual Energy Operating Cor {P01)
Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpetual

Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Energy Operating Cer (POT)
Energy Operating COr (POT)
Energy Operating Cor (?01)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (?01)

1
1
1
1
2

2
1
1
2
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

,

2
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT·R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R

FT·R
FT-R

FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R

FT·R
FT-R
FT•R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT·R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT·R
FT·R
FT•R
FT·R
FT-R
FT·R
FT-R
FT·R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT·R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R
FT·R
FT-R
FT·R
FT-R

Location Number Location Name
1230
1230
1230
1161
1161
1161
1161
1685
1685
1685
1132
1705
1705
1705
1705
1705
1705
1705
1705
1705
1705
1705
1705
1705
1705
30320
30320
30320
1587
1587
1587
1858
1858
1354
1179
1179
5027
5027
5027
5027
5027
5027
5027
5027
5027
5027
5027
5027
5027
5027
5027
5027
5027
5027
5027
5027

HAIRY HILL
HAIRY HILL
HAIRY HILL
HOLDEN
HOLDEN
HOLDEN
HOLDEN
IPIATIK LAKE
IPIATIK LAKE
IPIATIK LAKE
LAVOY
MEADOW CREEK WEST
MEADOW CREEK WEST
MEADOW CREEK WEST
MEADOW CREEK WEST
MEADOW CREEK WEST
MEADOW CREEK WEST
MEADOW CREEK WEST
MEADOW CREEK WEST
MEADOW CREEK WEST
MEADOW CREEK WEST
MEADOW CREEK WEST
MEADOW CREEK WEST
MEADOW CREEK WEST
MEADOW CREEi( WEST
MUNDARE B APN
MUNDARE B APN
MUN DARE B APN
OVERLEA
OVERLEA
OVERLEA
POE
POE
SLAWANORTH
STROME-HOLMBERG
STROME-HOLMBERG
THICKWOOD HILLS
THICKWOOD HILLS
THICKWOOD HILI.S
THICKWOOD HILI.S
THICKWOOD HILLS
THICKWOOD HILLS
THICKWOOD HILLS
THICKWOOD HILLS
THICKWOOD HILLS
THICKWOOD HILLS
THICKWOOD HILLS
THICKWOOD HILLS
THICKWOOD HILLS
THICKWOOD HILLS
THICKWOOD HILLS
THICKWOOD HILLS
THICKWOOD HILI.S
THICKWOOD HILLS
THICl(WOOD HILLS
THICKWOOO HILLS

Quantity

Quantity

Price

(10'm'ld)
1.0

(GJ/d)

Point/Term
C

4.0

B

1.8
5.5
0.3
0.2
0.8
0.1

C

0.4

B

B
C
C

B
B

1.0
0.3
0.1
DA
0.6
0.5
0.1
0.3
1.5
0.1
1.5
2.0
0.2
2.5

C
C

0.1

B
B
B

5.0
0.1

0.4
2.1
0.4
0.1
2.0
0.4
0.1
0.6
0.4
0.5
3.0
1.0
1.0
1.4
2.0

0.9
0.3
0.3
2.2
0.9
1.0
0.3
0.1
2.0
0.8
0.2
0.8

0.2
3.9
0.1

8
B

B
B
B
B
C

8
B
B
8
B

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

a
B
C
C
8

B
B
C

B
B

B
C

B
C

B
B
B
B
C
C

B

B

Contract End
Segment
D•tn
2017-May-31
SMHI
2017-Mar-<!1
SMHI
2017-May-31
SMHI
2017-Mar-31
NLAT
NLAT
2016-0ct-01
2016-0ct-01
NLAT
2017-May-31
NLAT
2017-Apr-30
KIRB
2017-Mar-31
KIRB
2017-May-31
l<IRB
2017-May-31
ELAT
2017-Mar-31
KIRB
2017-Apr-30
KIRB
2017-Mar-31
KlRB
2017-Mar-31
KIRB
2017-Mar-31
KIRB
2017-Mar-31
IORB
2017-May-31
KIRB
2017-Apr-30
KlRB
2017-Mar-31
KIRB
2017-Apr-GO
KIRB
2017-Apr-30
KIRB
l(IRB
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mar-31
ICRB
2017-Apr-30
KIRB
2017•Apr·30
EDM
2017-Mar-31
EDM
2017-Apr-30
EDM
2017-Mar-31
MRTN
2017-Mar-31
MRTN
2017-Mar-31
MRTN
NLAT
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mar-31
NLAT
2017-Apr-30
COLD
2017-Mar-31
NLAT
2017-Mar-31
NLAT
2017-May-31
LIEG
2017-May-31
LIEG
2017~ar--31
LIEG
2017-Mar~31
LIEG
2017-Mar-31
LIEG
LIEG
2017-May-31
2017-Apr-30
LIEG
2017-Mar-31
LIEG
2017-Mar-'31
LIEG
2017-May-31
LIEG
2017-Mar•31
LIEG
2017-May-31
LIEG
UEG
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mar-31
LIEG
2017-Mar-31
UEG
2017-Apr-30
UEG
2017-May-31
LIEG
2017-May-31
LIED
2017-Mar-31
LIEG
2017•Apr-30
LIEG

Project Aron
NE
NE

NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE

NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE

NE
NE
NE

NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE

NE
NE
NE

Daliwry Design A!"'Oa Sub-Group

FTP Max

Rec/Del

Dlsl.lnca

Point

Service Requester
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)

Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Opernling
Perpetual Energy Opernling
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating

Cor (POl)
Cer (POl)
Cor (POl)
Cor (POl)
Cor (POl)
Cor (POl)
Cor (POl)
Cor (PO7)

Cor (POl)

Perpotual Energy Operating Cor (POT)

Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpe1ual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpotual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating
Porpctuat Energy Operating

Cor (POl)
Cor (POl)
Cor (POl)
Cor (POl)
Cor (P01)
Cor (POT)

Cor (POl)
Cer (POl)
Cor (POl)
Cor (POl)
Cor (P01)
Perpetual Energy Oporating Cor (POi)
Perpe1ual Energy Operating Cor (POl)
Porpo1ual Energy Operating Cor {P01)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)

Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpetual
Perpetual

Energy Operating
Energy Operating
Energy Operating
Energy Operating

Cor (POl)
Cor (POT)
Cor (POl)
Cor (POT)

Porpetu2l Energy Opor.ilting Cor (POT)

Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Opernling
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating
Perpetual Energy Operating

Cor (POT)
Cor (POl)
Cor (POT)
Cor (POl)
Cor (POl)
Cor (POl)
Cor (POl)
Cor (POl)
Cor (POl)
Cor (POT)
Cor (POl)

Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (PO1)

Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POl)
Perpetual Encngy Opcrnling Cor (POl)
Perpetual Enengy Operating Cor {POl)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)

Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POi)
Perpetual Energy Operaung Cor (POT)
Porpelual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Perpetual En orgy Operating Cor (POl)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)

Perpetual Energy Opernling Ccr (POl)
Perpetual Energy Opera1if1ll Cor (POl)
Perpotual Energy Operating Cor (POT)

Contract Number Version Service Type
201sn11s2
1
FT-R
2016771158
1
FT·R
2016779690
1
FT·R
2016779691
1
FT-R
2016779684
1
FT-R
2016779685
1
FT-R
2016779681
1
FT·R
2016779687
1
FT-R
2016779683
1
FT-R
2016764388
FT-R
2016764390
1
FT-R
2016784391
1
FT-R
2016704392
1
FT-R
2016704389
1
FT-R
2016771174
2
FT·R
2016771176
3
FT-R
2016767'135
4
FT-R
2016771179
5
FT-R
2016771151
6
FT-R
2016739419
2
FT-R
2016739422
1
FT-R
2016739420
1
FT-R
2016739418
1
FT-R
2016724404
2
FT-R
2016728320
1
FT-R
2016743650
1
FT-R
2016743651
1
FT-R
2016743654
1
FT-R
2016749304
1
FT-R
2016760226
I
FT•R
2016770870
3
FT·R
2016770869
1
FT-R
2016751254
1
FT-R
2016751256
1
FT-R
2016751253
1
FT-R
2016751255
1
FT·R
2016751257
I
FT-R
2016758883
1
FT-R
2015706694
1
FT-R
2015706656
1
FT-R
2016743640
1
FT·R
2016743643
1
FT-R
2016743641
1
FT-R
2016771132
1
FT-R
2016771134
1
FT-R
2016771131
1
FT-R
2016771130
1
FT-R
2016788446
1
FT·R
2016786445
1
FT-R
2016786447
1
FT-R
2016788455
I
FT-R
2016786456
1
FT-R
2016788458
1
FT-R
2016788444
1
FT-R
2016780457
1
FT-R
2016780454
1
FT-R

,

Location Number Location Name
5027
THICKWOOD HILLS
5027
THICKWOOD Hn.LS
5027
THICKWOOD HILLS
5027
THICKWOOD HILLS
5027
THICKWOOD HIUS
5027
THICKWOOD HILLS
5027
THICKWOOO HILLS
5027
THICKWOOD HILLS
5D27
THICKWOOD HILLS
5027
THICKWOOO HILLS
5027
THICKWOOO HILLS
5027
THICKWOOO HILLS
5027
THICKWOOO HILLS
5027
THICKWOOO HILLS
5027
THICKWOOO HILLS
5027
THICKWOOO HILLS
5027
THICKWOOD HILLS
5027
THICKWOOO HILLS
5027
THICl<WOOO HILLS
30375
VIKING FIELD APN
30375
VIKING FIELD APN
30375
VIKING FIELD APN
30375
VIKING FIELD APN
1464
VILNA
1464
VILNA
1464
VILNA
1464
VILNA
1464
VILNA
1464
VILNA
1464
VILNA
1118
WARWICK
1118
WARWICK
1188
WEST VIKING
1188
WEST VIKING
1188
WEST VIKING
1188
WESTVIKJNG
1188
WEST VIKING
1188
WEST VIKING
1428
WILLINGOON
1428
WILLINGOON
14213
WILLINGOON
1428
WILLINGOON
1428
WILUNGOON
1428
WILLINGDON
1428
WIWNGOON
1428
WILUNGOON
1428
WILLINGDON
1428
WILLINGOON
1428
WlLLINGOON
1428
WIWNGOON
1428
WILLINGOON
1428
WILLINGDON
1428
WILLINGDON
1428
WILUNGDON
1428
WILLINGDON
1426
WILLINGDON

Quantjty

Quantity

Prico

(10'm'/dj
0,2
3,0
6,0
8,5
0,1
2.0
3,8
5.7
0.2
1.0
7.4
18.2
3.4
10.0
1.0
0.1
5,0
0,8
3,0
2.0
0,8
0.4
1.3
0,2
0.1
0,1
0.1
0.1
9.7
0.9
7.0
0.1
0,7
1.6
0,1
0.7
0.9
0.1
15,0
2.8
2.3
0.1

(GJ/dj

Point/Tenn

2.3
2.0
0.1
3.0
3.5
1.4
0.9
1.2
1.6
0.1
4,0
3.0
0.2
0,3

8

B
B

Contract End
Date
Segment
2017-Ap(-30
UEG
2017-Ap(-30
UEG
2017-Mar-31
LIEG

B

2017-Mar-31

LIEG

C

2017-May-31

B

2017-Mar-31

B

2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31

LIEG
LIEG
LIEG
LIEG
LIEG
LIEG
UEG
LIEG
UEG
UEG
LIEG
LIEG
LIEG
LIEG
LIEG
ELAT
ELAT
ELAT
ELAT
REDL
REDL
REDL
REDL
REDL
REDL
REDL
SMHI
SMHI
ELAT
ELAT
ELAT
ELAT
ELAT
ELAT
SMHI
SMHI
SMHI
SMHI
SMHI
SMHI
SMHI
SMHI
SMHI
SMHI
SMHI
SMHI
SMHI
SMHI
SMHI
SMHI
SMHI
SMtil

B
B
B

B
B
C

B
B

2017-Apr-30

2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-May-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31

B

2017-Mar-31

C

2017-Mar-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mny-31

8
B
B
C

B

20,r~Mar-31

C

2017-Mny-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-May-31
2017·Al"'30
2017-A1"'30
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mny-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mar-31

B
C

B
8
B

B
C

B
B
B
B

B
B
B
C

B
B
B
B
B
B
B

B
C
C

B
B
8
B
B
B
B
B

2017~Mar,.31

2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-IAay-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-May-31
2017-May-31
2017-AP<-30
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mar-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017--Mar--31

Project Aroa
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE

Delivery Design Arca Sub-Orcup

FlPMa,c;

Rec/Oct

Disf.anco

Point

Service Requester
Contract Number Version Service Type
Perpetual Enorgy Operating Cor (POT)
2016788453
FT-R
1
FT-R
Perpetual En"'lJY Operating Cor (POT)
2016788450
1
FT-R
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
2016788451
1
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
2016788452
1
FT-R
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
2016788459
1
FT-R
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor {POT)
2016788460
1
FT-R

Locntion Number Location Namo
1428
14W
1428
1428
1428
1428

WILLINGDON
WILLINGDDN
WILLINGDON
WILUNGDDN
WILLINGDON
WILLINGDDN

Quantity
(10'm'/d)
0.8
0.5
1.0
2.G

0.7
11.5

FTP Max

Quantity

Price

Conlr.lct End

(GJ/d)

PointfTann

Date

Segment

Projoct Arna

B

2017-Ap~30
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar.;)1
2017-May.;)1
2017-Mar.;)1
2017-May-31

SMHI
SMlil
SMHI
SMHI
SMHI
SMHI

NE

B

B
C

B
C

NE
NE
NE

NE
NE

Delivery Oocign ~ Sub--Group

Distance?

Roe/Doi
Point

SCHEDULE "P" EXISTING WORK ORDER RELEASE AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BET\VEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. Ai"-,;1D 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE 26 DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016

7882429.1

EXISTING WORK ORDER ASSUMPTION, RELEASE AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT
This EXISTING WORK ORDER ASSUMPTION, RELEASE AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT
("Assumption Agreement") is made and entered into as of October 1, 2016 (the "Effective Date") by and
among Perpetual Energy Inc., an Alberta corporation ("Vendor") and 1986114 Alberta Inc., an Alberta
corporation ("Purchaser"). Terms used, but not defined, herein shall have the meaning ascribed to such
terms in that certain Share Purchase and Sale Agreement between Vendor and Purchaser dated September
26, 2016 (the "Sale Agreement").
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Sale Agreement, Vendor has sold, and Purchaser has acquired, all of the
issued and outstanding shares of Perpetual Energy Operating Corp. ("PEOC"); and
WHEREAS, it is a condition to the closing of the Transaction that Vender enter into this Assumption
Agreement in respect of the Existing Work Orders set out in Schedule "G" to the Sale Agreement (the
"Required Work");
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration exchanged between the parties hereto, the
receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the Parties hereto hereby agree as follows:
Assumption of Obligations
l.

Vendor absolutely and unconditionally assumes all responsibility for: (a) costs and expenses
related to the Required Work; and (b) shall comply with all duties and obligations of PEOC under
the Required Work.

2.

Vendor covenants in favour of Purchaser and PEOC that Vendor shall complete or cause to be
completed all work required under the Required Work on or prior to the required dates set forth in
Schedule "G" of the Sale Agreement and in accordance with good and prudent oil and gas
industry practices in Canada and all Applicable Laws.

Release and Indemnity
3.

7889564.1

Vendor, on its behalf and on behalf of its Affiliates and its and their respective members,
directors, officers, employees, affiliates, agents and representatives (collectively, the "Vendor
Parties") hereby unconditionally and irrevocably forever RELEASES, DISCHARGES AND
ACQUITS Purchaser, its Affiliates, each of their respective shareholders, constituent partners,
officers, directors, employees, heirs, successors and assigns, attorneys, agents and other
representatives, past and future, and PEOC (collectively, the "Released Parties"), from any and
all responsibilities, liabilities or costs, claims, causes of action or suits in law or in equity of
whatsoever kind or nature, at common law, statutory or otherwise, whether accrued or unaccrued,
whether known or unknown, whether now existing or that might be asserted hereafter, present or
future, suspected or unsuspected, asserted or unasserted, foreseen or unforeseen, contingent or
fixed, liquidated or unliquidated, including without limitation any claims for contribution and/or
indemnity, and for all losses and damages of any kind, including without limitation claims for
prejudgment interest, lost profits, consequential damages, exemplary damages, attorneys' fees,
costs, liens, fines, penalties, and all other expenses or damages, incurred or to be incurred for,
upon, or by reason of any matter, cause or thing, relating directly or indirectly to any of the
Required Work.

2

4.

Vendor, on its behalf and on behalf of the Vendor Parties, hereby unconditionally and irrevocably
agrees to indew.nify, defend, and hold ha11I1Jess the Released Parties from a..'1d against all
obligations, losses and costs, including, without limitation, special, exemplary or consequential
damages, loss of profit or revenue, any multiple of reduced cash flow, interference wiih
operations, or loss of tenants, lenders, investors or buyers, that may arise directly or indirectly
from the assertion by any third party (including any Government Authority) of any claim or
demand in law or in equity of whatsoever kind or nature against the Released Parties relating
directly or indirectly to the Required Work or failure to complete the Required Work m
accordance with this agreement.

5.

This Assumption Agreement and the releases and indemnities given hereunder are freely and
voluntarily given and the Parties acknowledge and represent that they have fully reviewed the
terms contained herein, that they are fully informed with respect to the legal effect of this
Assumption Agreement, and that they have voluntarily chosen to accept the terms and conditions.

Surface Access and Notifications
6.

PEOC hereby grants to Vendor and the Vendor Parties an irrevocable, non-exclusive right of
access, without any associated fees whatsoever, to the surface rights required to access the
locations relating to the Required Work (the 11 Surface Rights"), solely for the purpose of
facilitating Required Work. Vendor shall provide PEOC with 2 Business Days advance written
notice of planned operations in respect of the Required Work, provided however that PEOC may
deny such access if PEOC determines it its sole discretion, acting reasonably, that: (a) there are
health, safety and environmental concerns applicable to the operations conducted by Vendor or
the Vendor Parties; or (b) there are regulatory or environmental restrictions pursuant to
Applicable Laws that affect the ability to conduct the Required Work.

7.

Vendor hereby agrees that Vendor and the Vendor Parties will conduct all of the Required Work
in a manner which would limit interference with PEOC's operations on the applicable lands,
provided however that in no event shall Vendor or the Vendor Parties be prevented or prohibited
from conducting the Required Work if PEOC has reasonable means of mitigating or preventing
any material adverse impact on the applicable lands.

8.

Purchaser agrees that it shall forward to Vendor or to such person as Vendor may direct from
time to time, all notice and correspondence relating to the Required Work as soon as reasonably
possible after receipt thereof by PEOC or Purchaser.

General
9.

In the event that there are delays for reasons beyond the control of Vendor, such as, but not
limited to: force majeure, third party surface landowners, adverse weather, Government Authority
or PEOC, then PEOC shall allow an extension date for the Required Work to be completed
provided that such extension date is reasonable in all circumstances.

10.

All notices required or permitted hereunder or with respect to this Assumption Agreement shall
be in writing and shall be deemed to have been properly given and delivered when delivered
personaliy or transmitted by confirmed facsimile addressed to the Parties, respectively, as
follows:
if to Vendor:

7889564.1

3
3200, 605- 5th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 3H5
Attention:
Facsimile:
Email:

Vice President, Land, Acquisitions and Divestitures
(403) 269-4444
gary.jackson@perpetualenergyinc.com

with a copy to:
Burnet, Duckworth & Palmer LLP
2400, 525 - 8th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P lGl
Attention:
Facsimile:
Email:

Carolyn A. Wright
(403) 260-0332
caw@bdplaw.com

if to Purchaser or PEOC:
c/o McCarthy Tetrault LLP
4000, 421-7 Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta T2P 4K9
Attention:
Facsimile:
Email:

JimPasieka
(403) 260-3501
jpasieka@mccarthy.ca

Any notice or communication sent by personal service or facsimile shall be deemed received
when delivery is made or reception of the transmission is complete except that, if such delivery or
transmission is sent on a day which is not a Business Day or after 4:00 p.m. then the same shall
be deemed received on the next Business Day.

[Balance ofpage intentionally left blank.]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Parties have duly executed this Assumption Agreement on
the date first above written.

PERPETUAL ENERGY INC.

1986114 ALBERTA INC.

Per:

Per:
Name:
Title:

PERPETUAL ENERGY OPERATING CORP.
Name:
Title:

7889564.1

Name: W entao Yang
Title: Director

SCHEDULE "Q" PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE 26 DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016

7882429.1

SCHEDULE "R" ESTIMATED MUNICIPAL TAX BENCHMARK
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BET\VEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. Ai~D 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE 26 DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016

7882429.1

PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUSl
ANNUAL PROPERTY TAX COMPLETENESS VERIFICATION CHECKLIST
2015 PEOC Cost Cente~s
OPERATED WELLS ONLY (A2015, P2015\

Gross to
Net%

BA Name

BA#

Received

Athabasca

23068

6/4/2015

$46,399 July 31,2015

Beaver

18081

5/25/2015

583,394 Oct31,2015

Bonnyville, M.D.

7989

5/29/2015

Camrose County

21287

5/26/2015

Clearwater County

51600

5/21/2015

Flagstaff

39299

6/4/2015

328,879 Oct 15,2015

261,889

255,083

97.40%

Lac La Biche County

11282

5/26/2015

690,865 June 30,2015

691,747

675,867

97.70%

Lamont

21671

5/28/2015

972,831 June 30,2015

895,490

851,450

95.08%

Lesser Slave River

17576

5/5/2015

437,350 June 30,2015

353,842

261,656

73.95%

Minburn

24266

5/15/2015

165,791

152,033

91 .70%

Northern Sunrise

23067

5/5/2015

135,914 June 30,2015

68,041

65,126

95.72%

Opportunity, R.M.

8267

6/4/2015

1,864,078 June 30,2015

1,344,948

1,296,079

96.37%

Provost

28999

7/7/2015

381 Oct 31,2015

Smoky Lake County

24100

6/2/2015

257,612 Oct 31,2015

St. Paul

22224

5/21/2015

Sturgeon County

47210

Thorhild

Amount

Gross($)

Due Date

Net($)
35,679

90.19%

678,323

618,268

91.15%

1,073 Sept 15,2015

771

521

67.60%

221,891 July 31 ,2015

141,094

118,345

83.88%

$

39,562

$

-

457 Sept 15,2015

1,972,045 Oct31,2015

-

-

-

0.00%

0.00%

197,605

192,089

97.21%

9,761 June 30,2015

262

262

100.00%

5/28/2015

11,857 June 30,2015

11,062

11,062

100.00%

23281

5/25/2015

218,570 June 30,2015

101,379

94,615

93.33%

Town of Redwater

47207

5/21/2015

178 June 30,2015

515

515

100.00%

Two Hills, County

24267

7/7/2015

1,022,680 Oct 31,2015

930,830

884,452

95.02%

Two Hills, Town of

50238

7/15/2015

2,339 July 31,2015

-

-

Vermilion River

45166

6/24/2015

7,454 Sept 30,2015

1,196

1,196

100.00%

Wainwright

28590

7/7/2015

23,801 Nov 15,2015

13,942

13,068

93.73%

Westlock

11997

6/4/2015

89,961 June 30,2015

118,561

83,696

70.59%

Wood Buffalo

2292

6/4/2015

594,585 June 30,2015

569,167

518,082

91.02%

Totals

$9,494,357

$

6,586,016

$

6,129,145

0.00%

THIS IS EXHIBIT "I"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In and for the Province of Alberta

TP,ANSAOTIONX:b~~FiRMAti ON
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Date: 26 Sep(emoer 2016
Transactiph Confiimatiorr#: _______

£.

J,lijs 'I'.fansadion Confjnnalion is subject to the GasgD1B115e C:ontmct for Sale andPui<:haseofNaturalyas between Buyer and Seiler daled OS
January, 2015 (the ''Base Contract").. This. Transaction Conflrmation.shail :confirm and effectuate the agreement agreed to oetween Perpetual
Operating Trust by its trustee, Perpetmii Energy Operating Corp..and Mercuria Commodities Canada Corporatio11{MCCC) regarding me
transactiolifottl1<l'Saleuf Gas 011 the following terms (the:'Trruisaction"). The terms ofthi.s Trans.action Cortfinnatioiiru:e binding unless disputi.;d
in Writing liy the Confirm DeadlinJ:., Unless otherwise specificq in llieJ3ase.Conii:act

This 1:n111sactipn .Confirniation amends ll!1d i:estates the transactiori previo.u9!y ent~red into and currently in place l;ielween MCCC and
founterparty d!)ted September. 43,. Z(lif (the «Original Confinnatton;'), with effect from and after the, date of the. Original
Confinnntion. Notwithstanding 11nything e!Qe contained in this Transaction :Confirmation or otherwise, it is understood and agreed that this
Trans?ctlon Conflf!liation .re1,taces 1h its entirety tlie Ori girl al Confinilation and that this 'fransactklh Confirmation ·shall govern the rights and
Obligations of the parties during and with respect to nJatterii ·arising under the Original Confirmation both prior to and nfter the date of this·
Transaction Conflrmatio!].l!S if-this 1/ansacti011 Cgnfinnatio!l had lreen in effect as of and from and for alLperiods following the date of the
Q~igin~I Confi,rmation,...Fon:crtai111y, µ)Jlowing;the execution of this Transaction Confirmatiou, lheOrigfoat Confirmation shall be ofno further
force an·d. effect and afl matters rclnti'ng to· the OriginaJ·.Confirmation shall be governed by and in accordance with (and merged into).this
Transaction Confirtnafioil,
BUYER:
1yiercuria Commodities Canada Corporation (''MCCC'')
Suite 600,.326 - lJ'h Avenue'S W
Calgary, Alberta T2R OC5
.Aull: Coinni6dity .Operations
Phone:.8:32:209.2495
Fa,,;.:

&:32.209:2421 .

SEI,LER:

Perpetual Operating Trust, by"its trustee; fierpetual Energy Operating
Corp. {"Counterpartf')
£,'hone:

Fax:

Base Contract No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Transporter:
Tra11§p6rter'C=-o-.n-tni-·ct-N-um-b-er_:__________

l<irm (Fixed Quant\ty) ConfracfPfke_:
FofDeHveiy Period A Contract PriC!l'Shall be: _,,,,,,.
AECO"C"DAILYINDEX
plus :the,greater of either{a)$0 per GJ Or•(b) CAD 2:58 per GJ minus the AECO "C» MONTHLY INDEX,

(,.;,-

iess the greater of either (a) 0$ pet GJ or (b) the AECD "C" MONTHL¥INDEX minus CAD 2.~ I pefGJ '--"
For Delivery Period B Contract Price shall be: V'
AEGO "C" DAILY INDEX

V'

\Vhe:r.e: /
"AECO "C" DAILY INDEX" means (i) for Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays andThursdayswhich are notstatutoryllolidays, the aveingcpricc
in Canadian dollars perGJ published on the flAECO Same Day and Qhe Month Forward Prices" page,.ii;i tile iablc "NOX AB-NIT Same Day
Index" table reported for iheapplicable day, and (ii) for Fridays (inc!udingshitutory holidays), Saturdays and Sundays or a statutory holiday tlmt
fulls on a Monday, the avernge price i:; Canadian dollnrs pj!r OJ pQblished on the "AECO Same Day am:!One Month Forward Prices page, in

0

the tabJe "NGX AB-NIT Same Day Index" table " on the line idendfied as "Weekend#" for U1e weekend occurring closest.to such day>ali as
reported in the first edition of the Canailian Gas Price Reporter {"CGPR") published ln the mon!h immedialcly following the month ih which
such day falls. If a statutory ho1iday falls ort a Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday and is not deemed by CGPR to be ill conjunction with a
weekend, the AECO "C" Dail Index Price for such da shall be the rice which is consistent with the rice np lied to such Da l, CGPR in

calclllating theS.AAfi1J1memr~verage:forthe·applict1bleM01'!h; N9tv,iithstanding tlleforegoing;lfthere·JS'lllfY incbl)sistellCy.bet:weentheptice

.f'or tu1y.gay,as:determin~4 byJjje:tleffnitlon abofeand lheprice applted !i'.fslichDaYby.CQPR•fo ca!culatifigtlie5A A±ithmetic Ayeriige {Qr ti\e- ·
applicilble Month, t1ie 'price ~plied ro such Day by GGPR in calcu1atihg !he~5A AtitJinjetic,Ave):age,sha!I be 1!Pi>li~a)?le.

"AEGO "C"MO"NTIIDY.lli!DE;C'irie!IIµ tlie p1Jce1Jn.cter l1ie heaqiqgs,.'fyfqn.t'!Jy :Ca11~~ian. anfl u . ~ .. natural g!lS;pri~ .~umf!liµ-y, Canadian
Do!!J~tic µal: l>ncef 1INGX: A.13-1:'llT Mori(h}Jiead1.ncle)( (7A) G/01" repotte,H'orilw applielible month.
Firm (Varlr,Jjle.Qmmtity).Cont:ractPrl.ce:
AECO ''C''DAfLY 1NOEX

~

Deiivery-Per!odA:~gin:October l,20i6
Delivery Period B:~i1n:September l, 2018

End: August31,.2018
End: October:3l,-20l8

P~iJllrmarice (}blig~t)on and CoJ1fi:!\¢t Qtililttl.ty:
'TJ1c Cpn,tj-act Quartll}y'~!i,il) con,si~tq{\J,ciih thef.irm {Fixed Quantity) aru1 \µe Firm (Variable Quantlty) as,seHort!i below:

Firlli {f'ixed Quanticy):

·ss;6n GJs/i!ay

m

.

l---"

Firm:(Variab!e Qtrnntity):
All of Seller':S {}aspr9ductitjn,in ID{ces$9f(h~_Fiq'l1 (Fixed.Qll.iuitily), u_p tcNi.iiiaxi~um.~~dfiipril!I v9li,111(} oHo;Q.OQJH per:))ay;_provided tha\
Seller ihlll!'j:>rpvide ri91ice to':!3uyet oJine Finn (Varlatile Q1,umfity) ;fpr~cb sleliveryMoritb during.the applicableDelivery'Perlot( \Yliich noti.ce
ihalfbc delivered byScllw pr;or.io the app)jcable,noJilln!(tion datc for such Month
.
i..-- .
DeiivecyJ:'oint(€): ,At theiriletto NOVA Gas Transmission Ltd. ("NOVA7') for the.respective Receipt Points and Meter:Nurribersfor l'{QYk!i$
-seLfotth :ili Aj:ipenclix "A" attached hereto.
t.,-- .
0

Oil aniDay dµrjng t,lie Delivei;y Peiiotl for which Seller de!.iyerSJeef~:tMn 1;1lj qfJ.l1c Firm (Flxe4 Q!lllil!iLy) at.the applfoable Delivery.£4inf(s),
Seller shall .deliver :such shortfilllto Buyer atNOVA,NIT (which shall constitute the Deliverv Point fur such sho..rtfall volumes).
c._.;;.
·
Special Conditions:

Not:vlithstanding anything else contairtedin.tliisTransa:ction Confimiatiofior !he Base Contract:
a.

v

Seller'.sliall, at,all tiines during the Delivery Period, oe solclyrespoilsllile for; and shall indemiiify, holtfharmless and pay or reimburse
.13uyer, cir otherwise keep Buyer whole, for -and against, any arid all costs, charges or other expenses of any nature or kind incurred by
:Buyer orSeller in respect ol: or associated with or attributable to, any and all NOVA or other pipeline or transporter accounts used to
manage the. purchase, sale, transport and movement of Gas under this Transaction (including the.sale and delivery of such Gas to third
party purchasers) as weil as hi respect of all balancing requirements relating to this Transaction (whether associated with NOVA, any
other pipeline or transporter; the Common Stream Operator or otherwise), whi.ch amounts shall include, without li[1Jjtation, all NOVA
'pr other pipeline or transporter transportation cosis, tolls and charges, fuel and measurement variances, and ru:iy NOVA, other pipeline
or.transporter, CommonStremn Operator or other balancing costs relating to aHpoint-to-point, Firm (Fixed Quantity), Firm (Variable
;Quantity) and interruptible purchases and deliveries proviaed for, contemplated or undertaken as part of this Transaction (including,
without limitation, Gas Balance Adjustments and Prior Period Adjustments, whether calculated or incurred on a Daily or Monthly
basis). For the purposes hereof, "Gas-Balance Adjustments" shall mean the vo.Jumetric difference, calculated on an intra-Day, inti:;rDay or M,ontl1lybasis, as applicable, between the estimated allocation of Gas at each Delivery Point and the actual allocation of Gas
llt;tlle.saineDelivcry Point and "Prior,Period Adjustments'' shall m~ any and all vQJumetric revisions made by NOVA or any other
plpeline:,or1ransporter to Firm (Fixed Quantity) or Firm (Variable Quantity) Gas deliveries duringa Delivery Period, with the price
applicable to such Prior.Period Adjustmentvolimiesbeing the . AECO"C" DAIL YlNDEXa~_at the·1ime the volume of Gas i~ jippJie,:!
·1o or'iemovea from MCCC's account

b. If Seller Jails to deliv!l! apeast ninety,percent (90%) of tjle Firm (Fixed Quantity) in any Montl1, in additfontoany other claims, ,jghts
1,/":or re1w;<l1.es av:ailable 'lo Buyer pursuant-to the terms of the !3ase.Corttract (jnchid1ng, without limitation; those rights and reri1edies
provided for inSectioi13.2 of the Base Contract), none ofwbichshall be limited in miy way by this Special Cpndition, Buye:rshalLJJe
·entitled 10 demaridthatSellerprovide A4ecjuate Assurruwe of Per(oriniuwe as credit-support for this Transaction in the amountoffive
M1Uion Canaclian Dg!lais ({;:AD$5,000,QOQ) in accordance with Section HU .oftheBase. Contract.
c. /As pJJrtial consideration forlhe enter1n_gintq o{ this Trans~ctitm.,__f?r each 1.':l??th dur!11~1he Delivery Pe~foff Seller, shall paytoJ3uyer
v aMonilily fee equal CAD$0.02per GJ multiphcd by tl1e Firm (I•1xetl Quant1fy)mult1phed byJhe number ofDays.111.sllc(l Montl1.
Bllyer: Mercurin Commod!liey Canada Corp9ratlon

Seller: Perpetual Operating Trl!~t, by 'its tru,sree, Perp~hml Energy
·
Oocratin2 Coro.

By:

LorenD Squire

Tille: _ __.T.,_,ra!!ede~r_!!S~u1wJP!!l6.uit..!TS!!eamn1J1L~ea;maL__ _ __

Tit!~ -----l~~~arceJlo

Date:

Date,

September 26; 2.016

Rapini

Vlce President, Marketing

-----------

APPENDIX A

NOYA Gas Transmission Ltd. Meter Numbers and Receipt Point5

Meter# Receipt Point
1337
ABEE
1770
ARMSTRONG LAKE
132!3
ATHABASCA
BIG BEND
1157
1168
BRUCE
1373
CALLING LAKE
15'.?2
CALLING LAKE EAS.T
CALLING LAKE SOUTH
1381
1443
CALJ•.ING LAKE WEST
CHESTER CREEK
2705
t322
CHOIC.E
1697
CORRIGAL LAKE
1112
CRAIGEND EAST
1760
DECRENE EAST

1087

FASCHEND.11.LEAPN
FiGURELAKE

30273
1230
1709

HAIGHTAPN
HAIRY HILL
HASTINGS COULEE

1418

HATTIE LAKE NORTH
HEUNA

30256

1523

Meter#

Receipt Point

Meter#

Receipt Point

11$1

HOLDEN

1374

RICH LAKE

1528
1685

HOOLE

1395

SEDGE\/\IICK EAST

IPJATIK LAKE
IRMABAPN

13P4
1179
5Q27
6005
6002
6001
1377

SLAWA.NORTH
STROME-HOLMBERG

30286
3Q287
1163
1162
1132
1091

IRM,A NORTH APN
JARROW
K,lLLAM
LAVOY

1097

MARTEN HILLS
MARtEN HILLS SOUTH

1705
1823

MEADOW CREEK WEST
MOOSE PORTAGE

1430
1343

THICK.WOOD HILLS
THORNBURY EAST
THORNl3Ul'W MARIANA
THORNBURY NORTH
THORHILD
THORHILD WEST
TWEEDIE
VIKING FIELD APN

3032{)

MUNDARE B APN

30375
1257

1785
1502

MUSKwA RIVER

1464

NEWBRCiQK
NORTH THORNBURY
OPAL
OVERLEA

1736
1669

WADDELL CREEK Vi/EST

1118.

1585

\/\IARWlCK
WEASEL CREEK

1188

WESTVlK!NG

1787
14:28

WHISTWOW

6008

1544

1587
1110
1858
11j35

PIJ,\IN LAl<E
POE
RANFURL Y WEST

VIKING NORTH
VILNA
WADDELL CREEK

WllUNGDON

•--:,.

M FRC. trny··
LJ),..,.,.t

<

VJ'"'

A

[\

Commodities Canada Corporation

September22, 2016

Jason Biever
Managlng·.otrei;tor,Sales.&Jraglng
Direct (403).532.2021

. R~x; {403)532.,20~15

Em?ll! Jbfevar@n:iercu~a'.roin

PerpetualEnetgy Operating"Corporation
Suite 3200, ..605 ..:.. 5th Avenue SW

Calgary, AB T2P jH5
Marcello Rapini
Vice President, Marketing

Dear Sirs:
Re:

Assignment ~y Perpetual Energy Operating Corporation (''PEOC'') to 3":ercu.rja
Cpmmoditi~ Canada Cm·poi'ation.("MCCC") ofall ofPEOC's interest in and fa ce11ain
9fits NOVA Gas. Transmission Ltd. (~~NGTL") g~s delivery/receipt accounts

Aspait ofthe,overafftransaction betweenPEOC andMCCC relating'to aphysical plantgate purchase/sale
ofnatural gas produced frqm,.ce1tai11 gas producing properties owned by PEOC (the "Transaction"), PEOC
ag1·ees w assign toMCCC, and MCCC agrees to accept the assigmnent of, those NGTL accounts (and aH
of:PEOC's interest in andtb such accounts) that are currently in PEOC's name and which relate to the
NGTL ·gas delivery/receipt points set forth in Schedule ''A" attached hereto and contracts set forth
Schedule "B" attached hereto (the "Assignment''). Such Assignment shall be completed in accordance with
tbe pr99e,dures of, and 911 the documentation required by, NGTL, Bach of PEOC and MCCC agree to
execute.and deliver all such documents and instruments and do all acts and things as may be reasonably
requested or required to complete the Assignment. AU obligations of MCCC in respect of the Transaction
are expressly subject to the conditions precedent that PEOC obtain the consent and approval of NGTL to
s,uch Assigpme11t and, the A:§sign~eJ1t he completed on or before the commencement date of the
Transaction.

in

Notwfthstanding the completion of'tlw Assignment, PEOC agrees that it shall remain soloi:y r~spon:sih1e
!,pr. imd shall inde11J11ifyMCCCagainst,.a.11y and aU c,osts, ~penses and b~lancing adjustments (including,
without IimitaticH1, My prior period adjustments) relating to all NGTL accounts that are subject to the
Assignmeritand which are incurred or accrue prior to the effective. date of the Assignment; regiµ;dJess qf
whethersuch:cost$,expenses or balancingadjustm~nts ~acMtlly implemem;et;l, invojcedor b~com·edue
and owfogc-before,or after the effective date <>f thifAssigprn~nt.
In addition, £EOG agrees that, at.. an:y time. following the completion of the· Assignment; it sball 11!::cept
reassignment.from MCCC of any NGTL account constituting :part of the A$Signmefit IJP/'.>h. rece1yfug the
written requ~t :from)VJ:C¢Gto do so,~$ determined byMCGC.in its$olediscretion. :fu<such cifcuinstance,
PEOG agrees to execi.ltE3 ail,such i:eassignment doclfirients and undertake all such commercia1Iy reasonable
actiohs as are 11ecessaiy to effect such teassignnient.
··
This 1etter shall be gc:rv~i-ned by and co11strued iII accoi'd?n.ce with the lay,;s of the..]?rQvince of Alberta.and the
Jaws of Canada applicable,therein.

SUITE~0o VJNTAGIFTOWERS Jl,326-lfiit AVENUE sw.. C/\L<1AlW, .Al;BERTA,,.T2ROCS IT +l 403 532 2000; l'+l.403 532 2097 l WWW:MERCURf,(C-OM

f(t'\

\IL,''

This letter may be executed in counterparts, each of which will be dce1ned an origh1al a11d together shall
constitut(7one agreement) and each counterpartmay be delivered by facsimile, e-malUn pdf format or other
electron_ic means,
ff this letter correctly sets forth yout understanding of the agreement betwee:h_MCCC ®.d PEQC.:fn, respect
ofthematters- setforth above; we would ask that you please acknowledge and confirm your agreernerilto
the terms:ofthisletter byexecuti:ngaduplicate copy of this letterfn the space provided.below andretuming
su¢h ex¢ci.ited copytothe attention ofthe upde.rslgn.ed"oy e-mail {lbiever@mercuria.QQm).

Yom:struly,
Mercnria Co~!)liodities• C~nada -Co)t:poration f;- ~

JasQn :Biever

Managing Director, Sales &Tradi11g
ACKNOWLEDGED9 ACCEPTIW AND AGREED TO as ofthis ;}:1 day of

Name;

Title:_-_-_-_-"",i"...,·*',,:-:rv:ip""._r,-c_:e:1':_!o~=R-=-a--cp:i,...n=.,..'~-~~~=
t vice ~.(. :,:r<"lent, Matketfng

4,ep}®'h:f. , 2016,.

SCHEDULE ''A"
NGTLiMETERNUMBERS AND GAS DELIVERY/RECEIPT POINTS
Nleter,#

Receipt Point

Meter#
1161
1528

f337

ABEE

1770

1326
ll.57

ARMSTRONG LAKE
AJ.RABMJCA
-~IOBEN,O

ll68

13RIJQ:&

30287

1:373
1522
1387

1163
1r62

1697
1Jl2

GALLING;LAKE
C:ALLINGLAKBEAST
CALL1NGLAKE SOUTH
CALLING LAKE WEST
CHESTER CREEK
CHOICE
CORRfGA+, LAK.f:
CRAIGEND EAST

l'Ui9

DECftENEEAST

1443

27.05
l.?22__

·3,0256
1087

302.73

FASCfIENDALEAPN
FIGURE LAKE
HAIGHTAPN

1230

BAIRYHILE

170~

HASTINGS.COULEE
I{AT.r03 LAfS_E N"QRTH
HELIN_A

14lf!,

15.23

1685
3028(i

1132

1091

1097
1705
1823

$b32Q
1185
1:502:
6008
1544
1587
11)0-

Receipt Poiilt
HOLPEN
HOOLE
IPTATlK_l,1,\I<E
fRl'4A B.APN
IRMA NO:RTHAPN
JARROW
KILLAM
LAVOY
MARTEN HILLS
MARTEN HILLS S,OU'J:li
MEADOW CREEK1/¥St
MOOSE PQRTA,GE
MUNDARE B APN
M:trsKWA RIVER
NEWBROOK

Meter#

'Receipt Point

1?74

RIC.H J,A~

1J9,5
J354

.SEDGEWIGK:.&AST
SLAWA,NORTH
..
SJ.ROME-HOLMBERG
THICKWOODHILLS
THORNBURY EAST
THORNBURY MARIANA
THORNBURYNORTH
THORHILD
TI-IORHIL1' WE~T
TWEEDIE
VIKING FIELD AJ;){
VTK1NG NOR-TH
VILNA
WADDELL C:REEKWEST
WADDEL;L CREEK
WARWIC:((:
'?v'EASEI, CRE~WES:t VIJ{INQ
W.f!ISTWOW
\V.lll,IN'GDON

1179

5027
6005
6002
6001
13'.77

1430
l343
3037$
1257
1464
1736

NORTH THOi{NB1JRY

J669

OPAL
OVERLEA
PLAINL;\J{E

1118
1585

1858

POE

.11&8
Flf!.7

1165

RA1'l_Fl]RLY WEST

1428

$CliEDULE. "B"

NG1'LACOOUNT ,OONiRAC'lS

NOVA Gas Tr.ansinlssionl..trl •• Comra~ts Slllable.

R•iiolt:Ge~emhl¢

2016-$c~oi!:11:4SAM

As of.Oalei:

2016-0<:t-01
Mlll!lpl~

~iv& F{eqLl~r.
Sla\tts;.

Blllnbla

~~~

All

DeliwryDasfgi, Aroli:

l\u

Segment:
ProjocfAtoa:

All
All

AU

Si?Ni<e~1JeSb!'t'
CQottaot.N11ml)o(.Ntm1ion Sor;vica.T:11'8 Locali<ll\Num~r ~on.Nam~
('t)rpetyaJ EnorgyOp~~ CO( (P01')
20051~3007'.
11
~
170a .
Cf'.JELSEl\;;~EEl)c
~tu.al~ Operallf!!J'C\,f.(P01')
200~7
10
CO2·
;27\)5'
Ci:\ESTgR,~EEK
l¾rpetu•l !=M,tgy ,Opilratin1t(lor'(l'01')
2~4f!7q
10
P:,,:Z:
1.001
f.lAIID\iN HILLS
Perpetu11illnergy Opcra,nij.CoF'(P01)
20tll418654
.1'
CO2.
1-3&
F\QC!jESTER
Poij,0MIIEil"!9YOp~Cor(POT)
2005225765
11
CO2
1787
\!VlilSTWRVV
~ .EOCl!IY Operat!nli cor"CPOll
Pe~tual EneroYOperiltingCor(l'01')·

Perr,el!Jal En.•!)ll',FT,P~Ol"T (10PT)

pc,pobial S\1"'9l' FT,J> 1P~ (10!'1')

l'en>a\u1'l Ene(II)' Irr·\" 1.0~ (jOPT)
l'<lq:,otuel.Ene.l!Y.FT,P.tOPT (10P1')
Peq,c.bllil EnertJiFT'i> 10PT,(WPT)
l'efll'l!Ui'I ErieinY.fT•f'~QPT J.10PT).

P•~ ~q,;•;bf'TJ10.PT)

Perpetual ~.fT:p 10?J:(10P1')
PeQ>elual~ Ff'P'101>1:(10?i)
·P•lj1i>l!Jot ElJeigy l'T•l'JOPT;(10P1')
,~1'11'11(1l!J ~.FT·P 10?1:()0P,TJ
f'Ol]>fflllll li1ne!gy'l;T,l" 1.0<'1'. (10?,T)
Peqietual Energy OpcraUtl!I Cor(f'01').
P,>rpotual Erto,\Ji, FT,.P .O)PT(81PT)

P0¢oluli!Enl>llJYFT..P81PT'(ll1PT)
Pe1POwa! Eneie\' i'Td>.81f>1;~8iPT)
Perpo!ual l!netgii FT;l> tl1Pi (81PT)
~-~Yl"T•P.8.1PTJ81.J:Tl
,Pll.rpell~l,i':M)ttY.FT,P.~l.fi:{~1,PT)
'Perpe!,Ull!En~FT·P.81PT(81PT)
fie~Ene1J!YFT:1"81PT(81f!T)

200307,11.11
2003071123
2015702577

2

·t

2015702577
2015701691

7042

ABEE

5,0

1
1.

FT·f.'

1112'

ljS,o

1

FT-P

1;aao

O!VuGEND e,,sr
FIGURE 1,1\KE

1

Ff.P

1•

FH?·

1545,

1
1
1
1.

Ff..P

31050

·FT•l'

1377'

ficP

fl.P

'.FT•P

1oa7

1502

1~3Q,

2

FT;Cl2(1'A)

1S!l5,
31060

2015707051
;aQ15707QSt

·1

FT-P.·

1s89,

20157D70&1

t·

i

!'J;P

~5707051.

i
1:

~;~i:{
:21115707061

·1

2015707051
2015707051

1

:ZOj5707051

J'erpellial; Energy F,T,I> 82PT,(&;!PT)

:Z015i'.4445$
201674\1453
2011l,#153

2015704\\64

,
}

Fr.P

f:i:.P
fT'.P

FT-:!"

H,P

FT..P

F1':.f>

fT,P

$003.
.~15(),

1705
6000
·~

S001

1!ie9
1,as;

H/>JRY t,ILL ..

N~ROOK
0\"Al
P,ETf{OCAN REFINERY J>ALEl>AP
iHORHILIJ
TttORHlt.DWEST
WeAlleCcREEJ<,
PfflOCI\N R!:fl~~V SALES AP
QROPQl'l'.CREEK
HAN!li~TONE
!(!;TTLSRril!iRNORTI-111!2.SAI.ES
MEADOW OREEKWEST

~~~~~~r

THORNBURY MAAIANA
TllORNBURV Noiml
11\'~0DEIJ. CREEK
\!VADOl!ll. CREEK WEST
KSTTl.E RM:R NORTH ;1\2 BALES

2,9.

C

~.o

2.0

1~0,0
9.0

0

NE
NE

7.3.0
2.0.·

C

c

<016,0et.31
2016-0<#1

NE

K.IR!l
Llf.!G

p

201a:.o.i-:s1
2016-0~1

.cC'

0.0
17.Q

.~a,o
s,ii

0

1,0

C.

2.P

51~:

q

Cl\!.,UN.GlAKE

.32,0

3930·

Perpel!Jil! Enon.I)' FT-P ~3F'T.(tl:IPT),

2016749784

1

FT,?

137.~

0

20,0
10S.Q

2so,o:

~018-0cl:31

2016-0<:!'31

X

201~1

C
C

2017-AP,~

C

0.

201'6-01$31

x
C

2017-Ap~O

t::i

LlE;il
KIRB
,K!RS
KIRB
MRTN

MRThl

:it~::g
MRTN.
201t;11~ ueo
LIEC\
'UEG

1422
142.2

142.2
l:drnonton ~nd Aroa

142.2

142.2

NE

UtJQEFINED

LIEG

75.0
77.i)

Ff•D2{TA)

EtJ!,1

UEG

~~~Rll(l;R

2'

R~Dl.

KlRB

1785

.:1:;1s~

?.Ote-cfut.31
201fi.9<1~1
2011;-0cfi.31

cC

il027·

Rf;;Ot

201~1
2016-0ewJ1

c·

~NGpf;IEEK

1i01

.EOl,I)
Rl;!ll,.

2016.Qch',1

c;

HODI.E

FT,P

~i1={

C

1~
a93Q

rr:P

142.2
142.2
142.2

14<.2.

NE

0.0

µru;,

FT,P.

Recolpt
fl,OQO!pl
Receipt

ReDl.

ITT.P

t

NE
NE
NE
l,JNDEFiNEO
NE
NE

201.l!-°'*31

Ff.p

1
1.

Receipt

142.2

:::11
REOL

l

t,\OOSA El«*IANGE

142.2

Ja01~1
201fl-Oc}31
2018-0cl'3\

·f:

FT.P

NE
NEa
NE
NE!

0

Meo

1

NE
.NE
NE

140.0

o;o

·Point

NE

REOl
REOL.
REO!.
RE!tlL

2016-0d,-31

C
1(

Re</Dol

io16-<lct-S1

.C

c

a.9

f:rl'Mox
Oi,,t:,nco

NE
NE

?,.Q1o-oet-31

C.
C

3.J)

D<!livery Dt)S!gn Area Sub.Group

KlfiB

,!01Gp<:i-$1

C
C

tto·

NE

KIRB

C

c

8.0,

6is;o

ProJ<,'111\n:a

;2020-0'*31
2020-0e!'31

i::

FT;D2(fA)

P"'l)ll!!.lal Eilllrgy:FT·P.~P((O.P1')
;Pe,pehml l;n"!ll)' Ff~:a'ZP'r /0.?i)
PelJl"\lllil l:iiei,Iy·Ff.p O.PT: (82PT)
Perplllllal EnOlflY FT,P s:!f!T ($2PT)
Perpiiltial'Energy Opo/a!ino·cor CP01')

21)167~
20167<!4453

KETTLE RIVER NOR1'H SAi'.£:'$ Tr<

~~~:JjNGlAKE

1779

p...., C:.mmotEnd
QuontilY
.(<aJ/d) Polnlff•rni
c»iie
Segment
zq11:i.!ai:.a1
UEG
ZOl~o/'31 ful~
201~1 MRTN
2tl1?~41 Rl;Dl
ue,i
2018-M~1

ci«Ro.!:W.r;s.

1337

2015702577
2015702577
:Z015702577
.W15702577
20157Q.2$17

201571!2577

:3638

0,2000

Z,1SQQ

111?1

t·

:W1S)'Q2577

FT-A'

o.~ooo

FT,f'

1

2c01$102577

20j5?02!i77

FM·

0:2\l(l(l'

PllOO

F(.:P
Fl'.iP

2015700577

Peiilotu'!!J:ri•l!lY FT•P61PT(811:T)
.·r.~.~fT•P81);'r:(81j:IT)'
Perpotui!I.Enli(II)' OP'11""Un9 Cor (POT)·

~J:ntiiDY:ft-f 821>.T(~

2

Quaolily
{1Q'~(d}

NE

Edqu,ntcn at)d /1,rea

N5Al8ERTAAREA

93;8
93.8

93.8

NE

$3.8

NEALBERTAAR!,!A

NE
NE

Ne

NE
NE

NE

~Cl17,AP.i>;l0
2011-Apr.:So

~IEG

NE

l!Ojl,Apl',30

SMHI

NE

93.$
93.8

53,8
93.6

s~.a

Ne
NF.
NE
NE
NE.
!,IE

i42;a

sis

189,5

NE AI..BERTA AREA

189.5·
189.S
189,5

NE.ALSERTA AREA

189.5
189.S
184.0

Receipt.

Receipt

Receipt
R~ipt

Oa!iv,uy
Reccipl
Reeeipt
Roceipl
Recolpt
Receipl

O.wo,y
R~il>\
Rt\CSlpt

R°""lpl.

Re<:!!iPt
Reoelp\
R!'C'ir>r
Rooelpt
Re<olpt
Receipt
Delive,y

=:
Rec<iipt

r?eceipt

'Service Rnquosior
Por;u,tual l:rnugy FT·P 83PT (B3P1)

Perpetual Ene,gy FT·P 83PT (83PT)
Per,,elual ctlCfllY FT.P 83PT (83PT)
f?orpstuaJ er.orgy FT.P 83PT (B3PT)
Perpetual Eootgy FT.P 83PT (83PT)
Per,,etual Eneigy FT-P 83PT (83P1)
Pcrpo!Ual Energy FT·P 83PT (83P1)
Perputual Ene,gy FT•P 83PT (83FT)
Perpetual EJ>e,ny OporaUng Cor (POT)
Perpeltial Energy Operating Cor (P01)
Perpotual Energy Operating cor {POT)
Perpotu.al En"'9Y Opeta!ing COr (POT)
Perpc1uul Enc,gy Operavng Cor (POl) '
l'cl])elual Energy OporaUng Ccr (P01)
Petpotual Enc,gy Opera!lno ccr (POT)
Perporual Eomgy Operating Cor (POT)
Perpetual Eno19Y Opcruling Cor (POl)
Perpetual EnCl!JY Opeta!ing Cor (Pel)
Perporual Energy Opcnning Ccr (POT)
Perpe:uaJ Enc'll)' Operating Cor (POi)
Perpstual Erergy Opera1ino Car (POT)
Pcrpe1uul Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Perpetual Erlll!lY Dpcraling Cor (POl)
Porpe'1Jal Energy Operating Cor (POl)
Perpetual E'nelJlY Op<1rating Cor (POT)
'Perpetual Energy Opcrafing Cor(POi)
perpetual Energy Opcrilfing Ccr (POT)
f>e,petual Enoigy Oporatlng Cor (POT)
Perpotual Energy Operating Cot (POT)
:Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POi)
Perpetual Eneigy Operating Cor (POT)
Perputual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Porpotual E'nDll)Y Operaling Cor (POi)
Pe,p,ru,al Energy Oparating Cor (POi),
,P,,rpelual E'n•llll' OperaUng Cor (POT)
f'orpelunl Er orgy Opera11ng Cor (POT)
'PorpetUnl Enorgy oponn;ng Cot (P01)
perpetual Enorgy Oporatiog Cor (P01)
Porpatunl Energy Oporaling Car (POT);
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Peq:clual Enell)Y OpcraUng Cot (POT)
Pe,putu;al En111gy Operating Cor (P01)
Perpetual Enoroy Operating Cor (POT)
Pcrpatu.al Energy OporaUng Cor (POT)
Porpelwll E'Ml!lY Operating Cor (POT)
'Pu-I Energy Operating Cor (POT)
Perpe1Ual En•l!ll' Opemting Cor (F01)
PerporuaJ En•'lJY Operating Ccr (POT)
.Perpetual En•'lJY Opemtlng Cor (POT)
PorpolUaJ Energy Opemllng Cor (POT)
Pcrpslual Energy Operating Cor (Pel)
Pctp-01ual Energy Oporatlng Cor {P01)
PcJP<'{Ual Energy Opomtino Cor (POT)
Perpetual Energy Operating Cor (POT)'.
Perpellml Energy. Ope"'11nQ Cot' {POT)'

Quantity

Conlr:iot Number Version Sehiico TYi"' Locaaon Number
2016749764
1
,FT·P
1522
3016749764
1
FT.P
1697
'1700
2016749764
Fr•P
1
301674~,
20167497$4
2016749764
2016749764
2016749764
?.016749300
:!016749299
1015676170
2016724395
2016760222
2016762740
2016782747
;!016782749
2016782751
2016784395
2016764396
201"7134393
2016784397
20167114394
2015715415
2016759305
2015n,4449
2015715416
2,016728313
2016728310
2016739354
:!01675124'3
2016751241'

2018782.756
2016784383
2016784306
2016784367

1
1

1
1
1

3
2,
1
1,
1

1

1
1

fT.p

FT·P
Fl'.•f'
FT-P

l;T.P
FT•02(TA)
F1"·D2CTAl
FT'.R;
FT-R
FT•R
FT-R,

FT-R

,1

FT-R
FT'R
FT-R

1

FT·R

1

'30286,
1097

1395
.31071
134.3
,31011
31071
1168
'1168
1168
1168'
1168
1168,
1168

1168

1

Fl'•R
FT-R
FT•R
FT-R
FT•R

1168
1160
'1160
1168
1443
1443

1

FT-R

t443

FT-R,

1

f:T·ij,

'2705,
2705
2705
2705
2705
2705
2705
1760
1760
1760
1760
1760

-~

,1,
11

2

a
1

2
1
'1
2

fT-R

FT-R
.FT.fl,
FT-R

FT-R

1

FT-R

1

FT•R

,1

FT,R

2,010704364

1

2016764385

1

'Fi'-R'

::?01Gn8336

1
'2'
4

,FT-R

1
·1

FT·R'

30273

1

FT-R

FT-R
~T-R

30273
30273
30273

fT,R

30273

FT-l't

30273
30273

201675125tl
201351l70B7
201S677023
2016728338
2016731450
2016767814
2016767817
2016774518
2016788576
20167ll8577
2015681142
2015597481
2015597482
2015699188
301559916,7
20155!l91tis
20167114~99

,,1,
1

1

FT-R
FT-R

FT-R

,1
1

FT~
.FT~

j

FT·R,
FT-R
FT-R
FT-R'

'1
'.1
1'

t
;,

,

Fl'-R'

30256
30256

30273

30273
30273

;!0273
30273
3027~

FT-R

3027,3
30213

FT·R

123a

Loca~on Namo
CAWNG LAl<E EAST

(10'm'ld)

CORRIGAL LAKE

;34.0

OECRENE EAST

,IQ.a

IRMABAPN
MARTEN 1-!IU.S SOUTl:I
SEOGEWICKEAST
SHEU. SCOTFORD SALES APN
TWEeDIE
SHELL SCOTFORD SALES APN
SHELL SCOTF08D SALES APN
l38UCE
BRUCE
BRUCE
BRUCE
BRUCI/:
BRUCE
BRUCE
BRUCE
BRUCE,
BRUCE:
BRUCE
BRUCE
ClAWNG LAKE \/\/EST
CAU.ING LAKE WEST
CALLING LAKE WEs."T
CHESTER CREEK
CHESTER CREB<
CHESTER OREEK
CHESTER CREEK
CHESTER OREE<
CHESTERCREB<
CHESTER OREEK
OECRENE EAST
DECRENE! EAST
DECRENE EAST
DECRENE EAST
DECRENE EAST
FASHf:NDALE APN
FASHENDALE APN
I-IAJGHTAPN
HAIGHTAPN
HAIGHTAPN
HAIGHTAPN

HAIGfffAPN
HAIGHTAPN
1-!AIGHTAF>N
HAIGHTAPN
HAIGl-!TAPlf
HAIGHT AP.~.
HAIGHTAPN
HAIGHTAPN
fWGttTAPN:
HAIGHTAP.N
HAIGHTAPN
HA!RYHl~L

Ollilnlity
(GJldj

2.0

C

c

40.0

0

12.0
165.0

9
0
0

3,0

i,:s

c

'C

2.0

20.0
7,S
0,1

Price

Potnt#Tcrm

0

X

0

X
B

C

a.

a:

13.4
'7,8
20.0
3.0

C
8

25.0

.B

0.5

M

;2,Q'
0.4,

02
0.3
0.2
0.4
0:1,
7.0

o.a

4.9
3.7

1'.0
5.0
5.0

9,0

M

o.s
Q,2.

B

a:

a.

B
B'

B

C
C
B

q
e.

a
a
C'

El
C
C
C'

C

c
B

0,2'

C:
C

0,2

8
8

3,9

B

1.i

o:r

0,2

2.0

illl
1.0

4,1
0:1
6.0
0.5,

f'.6

OA
.2-7

a
ll

C

ll.

a
ll

B

B
B

a
B

c,

qontract End

Datu

Segment

Projoct Aro•

2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30
2017•Apr,3a
2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30

81/IHI

NE

SMHI

'NE

MRTN
ELAT
MRTN

'NI;:

ELAT

Na

ECM

UNOl;f'!NED
NE
UI\IDEFINED
UNDEFINED

2017--Mar--31
2017-Mny,3i
2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30
2017-May-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Apl'30
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-May-31
,2017-Ma)'-31

2017-Mar-31
2017-MlJ;,'31
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mar41
2017-Apr-30
2017-May-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mey-31
2017-May-31
2017-May-31
2011-May-31
2017-1.!ay-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-May-31
,2017-May-31
2017-Apr-30
2017-Apr-30
2017-Mar-31
20t7-l.lar.:l1
2017-Mar-31
2017-May-31

2017-APf-3()
2017-Mar-31

REOL
EDM

EDM
,NLAT
NLAT
NLAT
NLAT
NLAT
NLAT
NLAT
'NLAT'
NLAT
NLAT
NLAT
NLAT

SMHI
SI/IHI
SI/IHI
MRTN

MRTN
MRTN
MRTN.
MRTN
MRTN
MRTN
MRTN°
MRTN
MRTN
MRTN
MRlN
ELAT
ELAT

NE
NE

NE
NE
NE

NE!
NE

NE!
NE
NE
NE!
NE
NE
NE

NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE

Ne

NE
NE
NE

EOM

NE
NE
Ne

Ne;

EDM

NE
NE
'NE

EDI/I

NE

,!;OM

NE
NI;
NE

2017-Apr-3()
2017~1
2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31
2017-Ma!'31
2017-Apr-3Q

.EDM
EO\'A

2017-~1

EOM

fl!E

EOM
l:Clll.t'

NS

!!OM'

NE

SMfil

Nia

NE

RoeiD•I

:'.Pai~t
Roceipt

184.0

NE

,NE

FIPM>X'

OiGfan&tl
184.0

NE

,EOM
EOM

EDM
EDM
EOM

Oclivcry Oesfgn A.rct.1 Sub-Group

Edmonton and Area

:,=:~,=~~~~:

184.0
154:0
184.0
184.0
164,0

164.0

Rci:i:lp!
ReCuipt
Receipt
R"!")lpl
Roeeipt
Ouliv~ry
Receipt

Quantity

Sarvk:o Requester

P<iipeluafeoo,i;yop;,raUpueor<PQT)

Contract Number Vcn:iQCJ Sarvica TVPa

Pen,irtutiH,ne1wOl)el\lllngCOcr(P.On

20.·1ste4101
201678'.1403

F'e(pi!lual ~'Pptmltinl)

?,(l11il7~

eor:won

PeipetualE0<!!9Ybtie1alln9Cor(POn
Pllt!'ofU;li.~Pl'<:"'llt!9 Oor(PQT)
Poipolital_Energi'~,ali(lg,Ci,W<m
PefJ)'1lilii(Enetgy9PeralingCor(POT)
Perpefual)::ilergy0pera11i,g_Cor(f'O'!)
PeipetliafEooigy,o¢r.itlngcor·(f'QT)
p~rj,etual erioiljj,_qpaiirtingcor(J::OTJ
P<irpoiual.S'lofl!Y.Op•riltit\o:Cof(PO'I)
Po1polilild eMfl!YOpl>ro~lll/OQr{PO'l)
Pcirpoltlal ~ Operating OQr{P()T).
~rpotui,t l;<)orgy,Oj,o;.\Un;i Cot (!'qr)
Pe~.~Opeialin~Ciirll;():r)
Pe,pe1uai Enetgy,Ope_ratlnp Gor(POl)
Perp~M!IS'lersJi9Per,\tiil8Coi'.(l'OJl
Pl/ri>eful\l EnGtgybp,,("fing Ciir (PClll
Pi!r{>e!ua!EMig)"Op«nt,!)9'0<>,(f:()1)
Perpetual,Energy:~-otirJPOT)
Perpe!lllll ~:~(cor.!f'O'l)
Pel'Jl•lil!'\,S'l!'iw:~llngGor{PO:r)
P<ll'poill<l!EiJo/Qyl;)poraling COf(P01)

Perpetual line!IJY,:o~u;<::or{PO.'l')

Pcn,otuol'Eitcl!ll'Opero!i,ig Cor{P01)
P ~ Et)tiiliy OperaUitg :cor_(Pdl};
Porpofualll!ii!rgy~ng'.c:o((PQ1)
l'iJipcli.lolen.(gyOpmllii~Cor(PQ'f)

Porpewal l:nclln'QP')t.llllll!lOoi'JPOJ)
Porptl\llllEl1/>roY_Oper,,:llnuCor(POT),
Perpetual Enei'ml: Oi,i,tatlno Cot (!'CIT),
Porp"1Uill Enl!l'gy:OP•tiiUn,1:{Oqr.(!'01)'
Pi,;pebi<i(EneiJJY'Opera5ng bor (P()'T)
Perpetulll Ene'llYOP"~.COr(PCfl)
Perpe!Ulll !:ne'9Y,Op11rallng Cor. (POT)
P~l~'Oper;lilniJ'.C<)f(POT}
Pilrp!llUlll s,iu'gy'~Cor(PO'J}c
Petpll!Un!Ei1orgy'.Ol")llllinl1cilr(pj:)1)
PGJpelunlEn•!lJl"PP•!"llno'Cor(PCfl)
p ~ Eti<iiiJy OiioriitliiaPo>'{POT}'
Pe~EW,,rgyOperaiinr{c»i(P01)
Porp!!lusl en.rgy· bpeialing Cor(P01)
P•rpc!Wl\En<ltw°!?"~Cor{PQTi

t=:~,g=~~~
Perpl,limll:ncll;)'O~QC¢t(P01)

Porpetual Eni>i!w•0p;,r1>fui9 Cqr_(F'OT)
l'<!rpi;!lulil lln<iroYOpe(llilno Coi (POT}'
'Pa~EMlgy~~gOQt(~'.
PorpeltlaJEriergy,OperaUqgCor'(Pq;)'
r->.<>,i,cluiif J:n,!JlY o ~ oor (P01)'
f'ari,olii!,I Enjl,rgy~ralin9,cor (f'Q'f)
Pe,poiw,li:nergyOpe1111!rigCor(POT):
Perpotulil~O~ciii(POT)'
Perfll)IUlll El\ergy'Operol!nge\,r(POT)
P•:lieltlal En<iflli>Opel>lUrig,~f'(PO'l)

2015699123
.Z01672S322

J.91Gl5~25Z.
2Q1675'125f

2015555452
l!0156004~
2015731312·
2016759298
201670669,:
20isr7.44G9

W1)/77Mll1

2016714471
2016774465
20JG7744G3
~01$'/1'-147,!'

2ti{$'.17,!4S4

20l67744!l8
201(1774461
20jfl714451
20,1t;75275ll

~ois101no

2016782159
2016728339
201GH4ll10
201G7~ll
201ers-zeqo
M16761J4<13
201_6788442
:101$75~96
2,016759297
20157075.io
'201462l1005'
,:!018~93:ll'i
:2016743&35
:!016767595
::l:0167'67608

,io1en11sa

:io1~1111e1:
201sn:11S!i
2li1S711166

1 ·
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
5
1

1
1
1

rr:n

FT,·K

Fr-R:

f'T-1<:

l?J-~.
FT·f,l;
Fi-I~

Ff.R
FT-~

Fl'.-1'!.

ITT·R·
FT:R·

l'T-R

i")'.,R,
ff~

Locati<?9 Number'. .L~tion ~ffi!!

1230
1230
1230
.11$1
j161
11Gl
1161

~685
1,685

1ells
11:t'i!

.170$
1705

)70~
1705

FT•R
FT-R.

'17(15

1

l'T-R

17(15

1
.1
1
1

Fr:!\
Fi~R

ET•/'s'

'\705
1705
1705
171),5

1

FT,r,t

j705

J

1

ff·R

1'1'.,fl.

1705

1195

1

FT-R'

1705

1
~

ITT''.R

~0320

fT·Ff
fT•R,

30320
30$20

fl',R'
ITT'·R·
FT-R
fU<
fT·ff
FT,R·
ET•R
FT.fl
lTTr.Ri

1sa7
1Sll7
1587
1858
1858
1354
1179

.ftiR·

.5027

fT·.R>

5!127.

1

-~
1
1
'I
1
1
3,
1
1
1
,1
1
1
1

FT,lf
ITT,R.
rr;i.
Ff·R,
fl:·R

1':179

5QZ7

ll027

5!127·
5027·
5027

l'.!AIRYfilu,

W\IRYHILL
HI\IIW 1-!ILL
HOJ..OE!-1
l;-IOLDE!-1
HQ/.OEN
HO_lDEN

IPI/\TIK I.AKE
IPIATIK,l;/\KE;
IF'IATIK,I.AKI:;
LAVOY
ME:ADOWCREEKWE$T
Mi:ADOW Of!eEK,\l',IEST
ME'AOoW,CREEK WE~
MS!\OOWCRcEK,wesr
MEADOW C!!EEK WEST
MEADOWOREEK,Wt;ST
MEADOW CREEK WEST
M!!AOOWORE5KWG$T
Ml!ADOWCRE:EKWEST
MEADOW ORcel( WEpT'
MEADOWCREEKWEST
MEAQOWCREEKWlW,:

MEADOW cRJ:EK\1\/Es,

MeAl)OW CREEK WEST
MUNOAl'lG f.l A!'N
MUNDAREllAPN
ll'l~NDAREBAPN
01/GRu;;\,
0\/ERl,.EA
OVERU=A
POE'
PQiz
SLAWA NORTH
STROMl:•HOLMSERG
$TROMJ:..HOLM8ERG
Tt•IICK\IVOOD Hit.LS
THICKWOODHILl.6
THIOl<WOOD!ill..l..S
T!ilOKWOOO HILLS
THICKWQODHll,LS
TiilCKWOOO HILLS
T!:IJCKW000111l.LS
THlCl<WOODlilLLS

FTrR

= ~:=g~g~~

fT,fl,

·$027

,\"r:R

_:;q1sm1n

1
1

\_

F:l'•.R'

5027
5027
.0027

20167711,V

1
1
1
·1
1

FT--R':

iiD.27

.F:r,,R::

)ID27
5027

fl':R
lrr•R

S027

20167711!!4

:~:~I;t

:l:01817'.I 170
·:!011S771J~
:?01~111\0

:1:q1an11r2

21)16nl155
ZQ11S771i75
201GTl11~.
201&n11SZ

t
1

~1
'i

\;+t
FT"Fl

f'l'.-R:;

5027

5027

5027.

T\'iK;K'iVOOD Hll.lS
THleKWOOD HILLS
Tl;IICKWQODHltLS
THIOKWOODHILLS
'l1'1lCKWOOD.Hll.l.S
TrJICKWOOD r!l~t.S
TH~9_0DHILLS
TI;ICKINOOOHILLS
TH_ICKWOODHILI.S
Ti,!iCl(WOOD HILLS

(10'rii'ld}
1,0

,4.0
1,8
5,6

o,;,
,0,2

Quantity
(GJ/d)

Price

Po!nilrenn

C
B

Cc
B
13
Q.

o.a

C

0;1

8

o:ci
1.0

O;~

0,1

s

C

q

B

COntrnotEr.~
Date
Segment
2017-Mny-~1
$MHI
.:2011-Mlir.s1 sMHI
20ji-Mily-ai
81.lljl
2017-Mar-31 NI.AT
20j6-00I-Q1
NI..I\T

+01l\,9;<:l-Oj

'2017~1

2017:1\j>r-30

2017-Mai--3·1
2017cMa\"31

2011~1

M

El

0,1

s

201?,Mar-31
2017'-Apr-30
2017-Mar,s\1
2017-Mar.:Si
2017-1.lar-31

B

201t-1liar-111

o,e
0,5
0:3
1;,;
O:l

{,5

2.0

02.

B
8

C

Ei

s

a

~017~1
2017~-30
2Q17,Mar.:l,1
2017-Ap,-$0

6

2og-Apt:-30

Q,1

8
8

5,0

El

201~:'A/lr-30
201'j'.-Milr-31
2017-'Ai>.~SO
2017-~20
2017-Mar-31
2017-~0

2.5

0,1

~.,

0.4

8

6

~

Q.4

B

0,1
?,O

201:i::i,lar41

a

B

2017,MaNlj
:.017,Mt!r--31

B
B

2011:Jlpr.ao
?017-l,lnr•31
2017•1\pr-1!0
2017:r.inr--3.1
2g17-Mar--31
201Hla;r,0i
2017~1
;ao1r-Mnr,;;1
2017,',lµr.3c1

0.4
Q,1
0.6·

0-4
0.5
3;q

to
1.0

1:4
2,0

0.90.3
0:3

;l.2
0,9

1,0
0.3.

oJ

2:0

o:a

oi

a:
El

6•
C
C
Er
13

13
C

s

il

a

c.

s

C·

f>,'

a

13

l;l.

o:a·

,C;

0~

c;

s.s
0.1

8
fil

:g;tj{
2011-Apr:so
2017-M,i(,31
2017-Mar;ii1
2017~1
2017'Mw-31

2011-Ma~1

~~4
!(!RB
!<JRB
KIRB
SAT

IORB

!<JRB-

l9R$

KIRB
)(iRB'KlRB
KIREI

i<JRa.
KJREi

Projecl:Ama
NE

NE

NE
NE
NE

.NE
NE

·we
NE

NE

NE
NE
NE
NE

Ne

NE

Ne

N!=

1'!RB

NE
NE
Ne
NE
·Ne

\<IRB

NE

K!RB

NE

Klf\B
!<Jl'lf.l

£:OM
EDM
E:DM
MRTN
MRT\'I
MRTN
l',ILAT
NLAT
COLD
NLAi
NLAT
UeG,
l,IEG
LIEG,

Lil:G,

IJEG:
LIEG
LIEG
LIEG
LIEG
UEG
LIEG

I.JEG.

~:

lllrl7:i\/lf4(l
201H!ar-31
2Q17-1..iar-31
2017-Apr~
,2017-M<l)'-31

·UEG

Ji01'7-Mli)'-3'1

UEG

2017-Mllr-31
2017-P,pr,~o

WE:G
lJEG

NE

NE
NE
NE:
NE
NE

NE
NE
NE
NE
NE

r;e

NE
NE
NE
NE
NE

NE

NE
NE
NE
NE

NI\

NE

tsE

Ne

llEG.

NE

LIE(,

Ne

NE
r~e

Ne

Da!ivery Doslgn Area Sub-Group

FfPM.ax

RecJOel

Distanca

Po1nt

Quantity

Setyic.o_ Requomer·
·Peiplitunl Ennr¢I Op orating Cor (POT)

Pe~ Energy_Opemting Ci?t(POTl
Perpetual e't!O'l)Y Operating.Car (P01J,
Perpetual on•l'll,'. Operotin_g Cor (P01)

P•!P"fu~ ~eroYOp•"'f!nn ~f (~T)
pe!pjl!I, . 'DY pPC,lll\inn r ( .· 1)
Perpofual GMl}lY Opomtlng Cor (flq1)
Parpal\lal_ Energy: Of'"raijng Car (P01)

P•ti>•tual Enai!)y.Oparallf.lQ Col' (P01)
Pefl)~lual Ene,ny Pr>,raling_ Col' (POT)
perp•w•I Energy opol'llting eor {eo11
P•rpoiua1 ·l:n<lrgy 0perntln9 eor (POT)
Perpel\Ull Enl!rgy Operatu;,g Cor (POT)
PerpetunJ Enetu\l Op;,ra1lol!.Cor CP01J
Perp~tuaU,nergyOperailng tor (P01)
Pe<1><1tual Energy, Oper.iting Cot (POT)
Perpetual Energy.Opera1lng Cor{P01)
Pei\,elual ~ Otl•roting ,Cot (POT)
Po,pettml E'nOl\lY Operating Cor (?01)
Perpetllal mi.rgy operating Cor (P01)
PerpeluolEO<ffllY01l"f'11it1ll bor(PO'f)
Poipetua! ~orgy Operating .car (PDT)
P•rpotun1:,Eni,rgy Operating CO, (POl).
Perpotual en<llll\' Opnroling <::or (P01)

:::::~.:g~:::g:ro~

Perpo\ual Enlirgy Opitmting 'col- (P01)
P•rpotual Energy OpoiaUng ·eor (f:91)
'f>orpelual Energy o;,;,rating COr (POT)
Pl!IP"lual l:J101'llY op,.ratioo COr (PD1)
P•tP<iiualEno/gy Oi>c{llling 0.-r (P.01)
P<l~!tinl ~toio,,"""1inj! CCf,(POT)
Porpelual Energy Operating eor (?01)
·f'orpetunl En•l'!I\' Operating Cor (POT)
Perpetual EnemY Operotlng Cor (POT)
Pe,pl!\tial En•rol', OpciraMg Cor (P01)
Perpetual EMl'll,'. OpetatinQ Cor (POT)
P•rpcitunl e,ww,OpMUing eor (POT)
Porpehitll Enol'll,'. Op;,raflno Car (POT)
Potpotuai EricriJY.OJ,Ml«~il ,Co,: (f'O'J)
Porpcl\Jal Eciergy Ope(llting ·Cot (P01)
Perpetu11fe,jcrgyOperaUng C6r (POT)'
P•IP"iual En•l'!I\' Opemng ~ (POT)
Porpetuet En!lrgy. Op-n~ Cor (PO'!/
'porpolual,eiiergy Optirnting 'car. (P01)
Pcrpefual EnnfllYOJlorotioµCor (PO'f)'
Pcl'fl"-luol Enn,w Pr>,raling Cor (POT)
PCf!"!ttial i:ooror9J,orating <,or (POT)

Pcrpetutll EntiroYOi>eraUng Cor((:'01')
Pe,PetUal Eno/iJyOpomtinll ti,i {P01)'
Peq,eluol Energy Operating Cor.(P01}
,Petpeti,ol_ J:nergy Operating Cor (P01)'
Pcrpc!Ual Energy Operating Co, (P01)
Perpetual l:norgyOporating C<ir. (POT}
Pnrpolllaf Enoil)y Operating Cor (POT)
Porpo1ua1 eilOfllYOperatlrlg C<>r (1'>01)

Comtacf Number Vortiion Setvica J)'Pa,' lo®tion NUmber
'FT-R
:a~1,;771152
1
FT,R
5027
201_8771158
1
pr;R
:5027
2016Tl$6$0
1
'5027
2016Tla691
1
FT·R
1
FT'f<
5027
sOW7796l!4
1
2016~5
l'T•R
5~7
1
FT-R
5027
~016779681
2016779687
1
FT·R
5027
2016779683'
-1
5027
,q107ll43ll8
1
FT-R
'502T
1
2016784399
FT•F\
5027
FT,R
'.20jG7114S91
1
·S027
2016784392
·1
5027
FT·R
2016784389
.5027
FT·R
1
5()27
2ofom11<1
2
FT•R
2016771176
3
5027
Fl'•R
2016767/iaS
4
FT·F\
5027
2016:171179•
5027
5
Fl'-R
.(;
201677.J15j
5027
FT-R
2
FT-R
303752016739419
1
FT~R
3(1376
.201673!1422'
1
'.20JG73$fi~o
FT-~
~75
20W738418
1
;!037,5
FT·R
FT-R
1464
20.1il7244Q4
2
2010720520
1
Ft•R
1464
',
2016743&1iO
FT-R
1464
:2016743651
Fl':R
14114
1•
1
1464
20167~
FT•R
2.01674$304
1
FT-R
1464
FT,R
1
20167.60226
1464
2016770370.
a
FT:R
1110
2016n<)IJ69
1
FT·R
111~
l'T,R
20187$1254
1
1.188
2016751266
1'
FT.fl
1188
2016751)!53
1
FT:R
1188
1
20167~125.5
l'T:R
1188
201&751257
1
11§8
FT•R
2018750083
1
FT-R
1188
2015706694,
·1
l'T-R
142a
WjSJ0565G
1
FT-R
1"211

so:ir

Fi:'R

!(016?4~0

i

2016743643

1
1

201~7~641

FT~

FT-R
FT-R

2016'1"711,32
2016771134

1

FT•R

1

2016771131

1

FT-R
FT·R

20)671'.1.130

1
1,

FT-R

1
t

FT-F\
FT,R

1

Fi'-R

1,

Fl'-1'

~~~i=

;?018788447
2016788455 ·
2016758451)

2016788458.

1

fTT,R

·Ft-R.

14211

1428
1428
14211
142~
1425

1428

14:18
1421)

142$

1428
1428

1428

l!016788#1

:1

'l'T,R

1428

1

FT~

·1426

2016i81Wi4

1

FT-~

1428

ioie100457

l.c.x?l~P t-,ame

(1Q'm'/d)
0.2

il[~ggg~lli

3.0
B,O

Qµantity
(GJ/d)

Prie&

Contract End

Poinlfrel'll'I

l;l;lla

Segment

ll

2017-Api-30

I,

2017-M,,SO

UEG
UEG
LIEG

B
B

2017~'1!at-a1
2017-Mnr-:;1

n-/1ci~ooo flit.Ls

a:s

THlCKW,000 Hlll.,S
THIC~ooo Hll,I.S
TJilCKWOOb HII..I.S.
'1'1110KW000 Hnis
THICKWOOP Hus
TJ-!ICKWCOP !ilLl:S
TfllCl<WOO'O fl!l;I..S·
Ti-!JCl<WOODHlLLS
THJCKWOOD HILLS

0,1
2.0

C

2017-May.~1

B

2017-Mar-:;1

3.6

B

5.7
0.2
1.0
7.4
1~.2

M

~i~=~~~
THIC:l(WQC>D tillLS

3.0
2.0
0,6

o.~

Vll<ING .FJaoAPN

0,4
1.3
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0,1

\lit.NA

VILNA
Vil.NA

9.7

voo

0,9
7.0
0.f
0.7
1,G

WARWICK

.WARWICK
WE6i,IIIKING
WESJ: .VllllNG
WES'l'.V!KING
wmv1i<JNG
WESTVIK!JIIG

d.1
0.7
0.9
0.1

livE,T,VIK!~

a

0.1
5.0

1.0

i/JKING FIELD APN
VILNA
VJLNA
VILNA

B
C
B
8
B
C

10.0

THICKVVOOP. Hit.LS
THICK\IVOOO Hilt.S
TlilCKWOOD Jill,I.S
\/IIIING FIS.O Af'H
VJl(IJll\i, Fjl;LO A~N

a

B
B

2017'/ipr'.:lo

B

20i7·Ma~1

2017-Maf'.'31
20J7:-JJ~1

·B

2017,M"'f-31
2017-f>lni-a1
2~17-Ml!)'-31
2017-Apr,:30
2011.:Apf.ao
2017-'Apr-ao
·2017-Mllr-31
2011'.•May,31
;1.011-Apr-ao
2017-Apr..31>
2017-Mai-a1
2017-Mal'31
2011-Mar-a1
2017-M..-.31
2011-Mar-a·1
2017-May-31
2017-Mai-aj
2!)17~1
2017-Mlll'-31
2.017-Apr.;30
2017•AP.!';30
2017:,M,1"31

C
B
B

8

a

C
8

a

B

a
8

!)

8
C

~.B
2.3
0,1

B
B
8

2.0

WlLl:JNGOON

0,1

B
B

VillWNGOON
WIWNGDON
WIL!JNGDON
Wll.LINGOON
1JliilJJNGDciN
WIUJNGDON
WIUJNGDON
WiLl.l.NGDO!-f
Wll.fJ"!GOON
WILLINGOON
WILUJIIGPON

3.0
3,5

,:;i

1,6

0,1
4.0

3.0

0.2
0~

t

~-

-

•

,.

p

2Q1T,Mnr-31

c;

.8

·a

0.9

2017-Mar-31
2017-Mar-31

B

15;0

1.4

20lNAar'.:l1

B
C

WIUJNGOON
WJL.UNGOON
11\/ll.LINGDON
WILUNGDOJII
\NILWNGDOJII
WILUNGOON

2:~

2!)17•11.ar;31
2017-Mar-31
2011:Apr.:SO
2017:Mar'.:!1
2017-Mar-$1
2011-Mar-a1
,i011-May.31
2017-Mai-31

s

B
C
C
B
B

B
8
8

a
a

B

2DfT>Mar~1
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT

Area: Eastern Shallow Gas Alberta
THIS AGREEMENT made the 1st day of October, 2016
BETWEEN:
PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, a trust registered to carry on
business in the Province of Alberta and having an office in the City
of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta ("Vendor")
- and PERPETUAL ENERGY OPERATING CORP., a body corporate
registered to carry on business in the Province of Alberta and
having an office in the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta
(hereinafter referred to as "Purchaser")
WHEREAS Vendor has agreed to sell the Assets to Purchaser and Purchaser has agreed to
purchase the Assets from Vendor on the terms and conditions set forth herein;
AND WHEREAS the Purchaser has agreed to provide a licensed copy of the Purchaser
Proprietary Seismic Data (as defined herein) to the Vendor and the Vendor has agreed to
provide or cause to be provided a licensed copy of the Third Party Proprietary Seismic Data (as
defined herein) to the Purchaser, each upon the terms set forth in this Agreement;
NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the premises and the mutual covenants and warranties
herein contained, the parties agree as follows:
ARTICLE I - INTERPRETATION
1.01
Definitions. In this Agreement, including the recitals and the Schedules, the
following terms have the following meanings:
(a)
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"Abandonment and Reclamation Obligations" means all past, present and future
obligations to:
(i)

abandon wells and close, decommission, dismantle and remove
structures, foundations, buildings, pipelines, equipment and other facilities
located on the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith or used or
previously used in respect of Hydrocarbon Substances produced or
previously produced from the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith;
and/or

(ii)

restore, remediate and reclaim the surface and subsurface locations
thereof and lands used to gain access thereto, including such obligations
relating to wells, pipelines and facilities which were abandoned or
decommissioned prior to the Closing Date that were located on the Lands
or lands pooled or unitized therewith or that were located on other lands
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and used in respect of Hydrocarbon Substances produced or previously
produced from the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith;
all in accordance with generally accepted oil and gas industry practices in the
province where the Assets are located and in compliance with Applicable Law;
(b)

"AER Administration Fee" means the fees payable to the AER on account of the
2016 administration fees to support the AER's operations;

(c)

"AER" means The Alberta Energy Regulator and any predecessor or successor
thereof;

(d)

"AFEs" means authorities for expenditure, mail ballots, cash calls or other similar
approvals issued pursuant to the Title and Operating Documents as identified on
Schedule "G";

(e)

"Affiliate" of a Party means a corporation, trust or partnership that controls the
Party, is controlled by the Party or is controlled by the same person, corporation,
trust or partnership that controls the Party and for which purpose a corporation
shall be deemed to be controlled by those persons, corporations, trusts or
partnerships who own or effectively control, other than by way of security only,
sufficient voting shares of the corporation (whether directly through the
ownership of shares of the corporation or indirectly through the ownership of
shares of another corporation which directly or indirectly owns shares of the
corporation) to elect the majority of its board of directors and a partnership or
trust shall be deemed to be controlled by those persons, corporations, trusts or
partnerships that are able to determine policies or material decisions of that
partnership or trust, provided that a partnership which is composed solely of
corporations which are Affiliates, as described above, shall be deemed to be an
Affiliate of each such corporation and its other Affiliates;

(f)

"Applicable Law" means, in relation to any Person, property or circumstance:
(i)

statutes (including regulations enacted thereunder);

(ii)

judgments and orders of courts of competent jurisdiction;

(iii)

regulations, orders and directives issued by Government Authorities; and

(iv)

the terms and conditions of all permits, licences, approvals and
authorizations;

which are applicable to such Person, property or circumstance;
(g)

"Assets" means the Vendor's interest in the Hydrocarbon Interests, Tangibles
and Misce!!aneous Interests

(h)
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"Business Day" means a day other than Saturday or Sunday or a statutory
holiday in Calgary, Alberta;
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(i)

"Certificate" means a written certification of a matter or matters of fact which, if
required from a corporation, shall be made by an officer of the corporation, on
behalf of the corporation and not in any personal capacity;

(j)

"Closing" means the conveyance of the Assets, the payment by Purchaser of the
Purchase Price and the delivery of all documents required hereby;

(k)

"Closing Time" means 12:01 am (Calgary time) October 1, 2016; or such other
time and date as may be agreed upon in writing by Vendor and Purchaser;

(I)

"Closing Statement" has the meaning ascribed to that term in Subclause
11.01 (h);

(m)

"Consequential Losses" means any consequential, incidental, punitive, special,
exemplary or indirect damages, cost or deferred profits or revenues, loss of
business opportunity, losses based on loss of use or other business interruption
losses and damages;

(n)

"Crown" means the Crown in right of the Province of Alberta, and any ministry of
the Crown, including Alberta Energy;

(o)

"Environmental Liability" means any Losses and Liabilities pertaining to the
Assets in respect of the environment, whether or not caused by a breach of the
Regulations and whether or not resulting from operations conducted with respect
to the Assets, including Losses and Liabilities in respect of the Assets related to:
(i)

the transportation, storage, use or disposal of toxic or hazardous
substances or hazardous, dangerous or non-dangerous oilfield
substances or waste;

(ii)

the release, spill, escape or emission of toxic or hazardous substances;

(iii)

any other pollution or contamination of the surface, substrata, soil, air,
ground water, surface water or marine environments;

(iv)

Losses and Liabilities suffered by Third Parties as a result of the
occurrences in Paragraphs (i), (ii) and (iii) of this Subclause; and

(v)

any obligations imposed by the Regulations to protect the environment or
to rectify environmental problems;

(p)

"Facilities" means the facility or facilities, if any, identified to Purchaser by Vendor
and set out in Schedule "B";

(q)

"Field Contracts" means all contracts in the field for items such as copiers, cell
phones, phones, internet services and truck leases;

(r)

"Final Statement of Adjustments" has the meaning ascribed to that term in
Subclause 11.01 (i);
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(s)

"GAAP" or "Generally Accepted Accounting Principles" means genernlly
accepted accounting principles set forth in the CICA Handbook published by the
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants or any successor institute;

(t)

"Governmental Authority" means any domestic government, whether federal,
provincial, state, territorial, local, regional, municipal, or other political jurisdiction,
and any agency, authority, instrumentality, court, tribunal, board, commission,
bureau, arbitrator, arbitration tribunal or other tribunal, or any quasi-governmental
or other entity, insofar as it exercises a legislative, judicial, regulatory,
administrative, expropriation or taxing power or function of or pertaining to
government having jurisdiction over the Assets, the Parties or the Transaction;

(u)

"GST" means the goods and services tax provided for under the Excise Tax Act
(Canada), as amended, and the regulations thereunder, or any successor or
parallel federal or provincial legislation that imposes a tax on the recipient of
goods and services;

(v)

"Hydrocarbon Interests" means the interests of Vendor set out in Schedule "A" in
the Leases to the extent that they apply to the Lands and includes any of the
following rights and interests to the extent derived from such Leases or the
ownership of the Hydrocarbon Substances:
(i)

the interest and right of Vendor in any lands or leases with which the
Hydrocarbon Substances granted by the Leases have been pooled or
unitized;

(ii)

any existing contractual right to earn an interest under a farmin or similar
arrangement; and

(iii)

any overriding royalty, net profits interest or other encumbrance accruing
to Vendor however specifically excluding receipt of royalties associated
with any gross royalty trust certificates;

(w)

"Hydrocarbon Substances" means petroleum, natural gas and related
hydrocarbons and all other substances (whether hydrocarbon or not), including
sulphur, capable of being produced in association with any of them and produced
and/or sourced water or disposal water wells;

(x)

"Lands" means the existing lands and Leases, formations and associated Leased
Substances set out in Schedule "A" ;

(y)

"Leased Substances" means all Hydrocarbon Substances, rights to or in respect
of which are granted, reserved or otherwise conferred by or under the Leases;

(z)

"Leases" means, collectively, the various leases, licences, permits, reservations,
certificates of title and other documents of title and agreements by virtue of which
Vendor is entitled to explore for, recover, remove or dispose of Hydrocarbon
Substances within, upon or under the Lands or lands with which the Lands are
pooled set out in Schedule "A" and includes, if applicable, all renewals and
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extensions of those documents and all documents issued in substitution
therefore;
(aa)

"Losses and Liabilities" means all claims, liabilities, actions, proceedings,
demands, losses, costs, penalties, fines, damages and expenses which may be
sustained or incurred by any of a Party, its directors, officers, agents and
employees, including reasonable legal fees and disbursements on a solicitor and
its own client basis;

(bb)

"Material Contracts" means those agreements which are set forth in Schedule
"D" hereto and, to the extent directly related to the Assets, any of following
agreements which are not terminable on thirty-one (31) days' notice or less
without early termination penalty or cost:

(cc)

(i)

agreements for the sale of Hydrocarbon Substances;

(ii)

gas balancing or similar agreements;

(iii)

agreements for the transportation, processing, or disposal of the
Hydrocarbon Substances;

(iv)

agreements for the injection or subsurface disposal of substances;

(v)

construction, ownership and operation agreements relating to any of the
Tangibles; and

(vi)

agreements for the use of wellbores or for the operation of any Wells or
Tangibles by a Third Party;

"Miscellaneous Interests" means the interest of Vendor in all property, including
real property, assets and rights (other than the Hydrocarbon Interests and the
Tangibles) to the extent they pertain directly to the Hydrocarbon Interests or the
Tangibles, including:
(i)

the Title and Operating Documents;

(ii)

Field Contracts;

(iii)

the Surface Rights;

(iv)

the Wells, including the well bores and casing for the Wells; and

(v)

the Vendor Proprietary Seismic Data; and

(vi)

all non-interpretative production and engineering information, Facility and
other records, files, reports, data, correspondence and documents that, in
Vendor's reasonable judgement, relate directly to the Assets;

Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the parties, however, the Miscellaneous
Interests shall not include agreements, documents or data to the extent that:

7880987.1
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(A)

they pertain to Vendor's proprietary technology,
economic evaluations;

interpretations or

(B)

they are owned or licensed by third parties with restrictions on their
deliverability or disclosure by Vendor to any assignee which is not an
affiliate of Vendor; or

(C)

they are referred to specifically as exclusions in Schedule "A";

(dd)

"Orphan Well Levy" means the annual levy paid to the AER which represents a
licensee's proportionate share of sector liability as determined by the Licensee
Liability Rating (LLR) program and the Oilfield Waste Liability (OWL) programs of
the AER;

(ee)

"Party" means a party to this Agreement;

(ff)

"Permitted Encumbrances" means:
(i)

liens for taxes, assessments and governmental charges which are not
due or delinquent at the Closing Time;

(ii)

mechanics', builders', materialmen's or similar liens for services rendered
or goods supplied for which payment is not then due;

(iii)

easements, rights of way, servitudes and other similar rights in lands
which in total do not materially impair the use of the Assets as being used
at the Closing Time;

(iv)

the royalties, other encumbrances and reductions in interest described in
Schedule "A";

(v)

the terms and conditions of the Title and Operating documents provided
that all royalties, net profit interests, reductions in interest and other
burdens and encumbrances must be disclosed in Schedule "A" to qualify
as a Permitted Encumbrance pursuant to this Subclause 1.01 (ff)(v);

(vi)

the express or implied reservations or exceptions in any grants or
transfers of mineral rights from the Crown;

(vii)

legally binding requirements imposed by statutes or governmental
boards, tribunals or authorities concerning rates of production from
operations on any of the Lands or otherwise affecting recoverability of
Hydrocarbon Substances from the Lands and which are generally
applicable to the oil and gas industry in Alberta;

(viii)

provisions for penalties and forfeitures under operating procedures or
similar agreements which will arise if Vendor elects, after the relevant
time, and in accordance with Clause 6.02, not to participate in operations
on the Lands to which the penalty or forfeiture will apply; and
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{ix)
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any defects or deficiencies in title to the Assets disclosed in this
Agreement;

(gg)

"Person" means any individual (or group of individuals), corporation, limited or
unlimited liability company, joint venture, partnership (limited or general), trust,
trustee, executor or similar official, Governmental Authority or other legal entity;

(hh)

"Pipelines" means the pipelines identified in Schedule "C";

(ii)

"Place of Closing" means the office of Vendor's lawyers located at 2400, 525 8th
Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberta or such other place as Vendor and Purchaser may
agree;

Uj)

"Prime Rate" means the per annum rate designated as the prime rate for
Canadian dollar commercial loans by the main Calgary branch of the Bank of
Montreal, with any change to that rate being effective under this Agreement on
the same day as it is made effective by that bank;

(kk)

"Purchase Price" means Ten Dollars ($10.00), as adjusted in accordance with
Subclause 11.01 (i);

(II)

"Purchaser Proprietary Seismic Data" means the proprietary geophysical
information of Purchaser identified by the lines set forth in the Schedule "H"
hereto, including:
i.

existing related support documentation, raw field data, observer's
notes, surveyor's field notes and any subsequent calculations or
displays which have been calculated from the field measurement;

ii.

geophysical survey maps, chainers' notes, drillers' notes, survey
audit notes, SEGP1 location data, shot point location maps;

iii.

CDP stack section digital data, CDP stack section prints, 3D bin
maps, digital data in workstation loadable format, section prints, or
any other forms or geophysical maps, including scanned or
digitized data;

(mm)

"Purchaser Seismic License Agreement" means the agreement to be issued to
Vendor by Purchaser in respect of the Purchaser Proprietary Seismic Data,
substantially in the form attached as Schedule "F";

(nn)

"Regulations" means all statutes, laws, rules, orders, directives and regulations in
effect from time to time and made by Governmental Authority;

(oo)

"Representatives" means in respect of a Party:
(i)

its Affiliates; and

(ii)

the respective directors, officers, agents, advisors, consultants and
employees of such Party and its Affiliates;
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(pp)

"Right of First Refusal" means a right of first refusal, pre-emptive right of
purchase or similar right whereby a Third Party has the right to acquire or
purchase a portion of the Assets as a consequence of Vendor having agreed to
sell the Assets to Purchaser in accordance with the terms of this Agreement;

(qq)

"Security Interests" means any assignment, security, mortgage, charge, pledge,
negative pledge, lien or other security interest whatsoever or howsoever created
or arising whether absolute or contingent, fixed or floating, perfected or not,
which encumbers the title of Vendor or its Affiliates or any predecessor in title in
and to the Assets or any part or portion thereof or the proceeds to be received
hereunder;

(rr)

"Specific Conveyances" means all conveyances, assignments, transfers,
novations and other documents or instruments that are reasonably required or
desirable, in accordance with normal oil and gas industry practices, to convey,
assign and transfer the Assets to Purchaser and to novate Purchaser into the
Title and Operating Documents in the place and stead of Vendor with respect to
the Assets, effective as of the Closing Time;

(ss)

"Surface Rights" means all rights to use the surface of land in connection with the
Assets, including the right to enter upon and occupy the surface of land on which
the Tangibles and the Wells are located and rights to cross or otherwise use the
surface of land for access to the Assets, excluding any such rights that pertain
only to a well or wells other than the Wells;

(tt)

"Tangibles" means Vendor's interests in the Facilities and all tangible depreciable
property and assets used or intended to be used solely in connection with
production,
gathering,
treatment,
storage,
compression,
processing,
transportation, injection, removal or other operations relating to the Hydrocarbon
Interests and situated within or upon the Lands or lands with which they have
been pooled, including the Pipelines, tangible equipment, if any, relating to the
Wells and downhole equipment;

(uu)

"Third Party" means any individual or entity other than Vendor and Purchaser, or
an Affiliate thereof, including any partnership, corporation, trust, unincorporated
organization, union, government and any department or agency thereof and any
heir, executor, administrator or other legal representative of an individual;

(vv)

"Third Party Proprietary Seismic Data" means the proprietary geophysical
information of Third Parties identified by the lines set forth in the Schedule "H"
hereto, including:
iv.

existing related support documentation, raw field data, observer's
notes, surveyor's field notes and any subsequent calculations or
displays which have been calculated from the field measurement;

v.

geophysical survey maps, chainers' notes, drillers' notes, survey
audit notes, SEGP1 location data, shot point location maps;
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vi.

(ww)

"Third Party Seismic License Agreement" means the agreement to be issued to
Purchaser by PrairieSky Royalty Ltd. in respect of the Third Party Proprietary
Seismic Data, substantially in the form attached as Schedule "F";

(xx)

"Thirteenth Month Adjustment" means the accounting procedure performed
annually by an operator of particular Tangibles for the purpose of redistributing
certain revenues and expenses, including operating expenses, processing fee
revenues, excess capacity utilization fees and recoveries, royalties and gas cost
allowances (or similar cost allowances);

(yy)

"Title and Operating Documents" means, to the extent directly related to the
Hydrocarbon Interests and the Tangibles, or either of them, all agreements and
documents that relate to the ownership, operation or exploitation of the
Hydrocarbon Interests or the Tangibles, including:

(zz)

7880987.1

CDP stack section digital data, CDP stack section prints, 3D bin
maps, digital data in workstation loadable format, section prints, or
any other forms or geophysical maps, including scanned or
digitized data;

(i)

the Leases;

(ii)

the Material Contracts;

(iii)

operating agreements, royalty agreements, farmout or farmin
agreements, option agreements, participation agreements, pooling
agreements, sale and purchase agreements and asset exchange
agreements;

(iv)

agreements pertaining to the Surface Rights;

(v)

agreements for the construction, ownership and operation of gas plants,
gas gathering systems and other Tangibles;

(vi)

agreements for the sale of Hydrocarbon Substances, transportation
agreements, treating agreements, processing agreements, injection or
subsurface disposal of substance agreements, use of wellbore
agreements and agreements for the operation of any Wells of Tangibles
by a Third Party that are terminable on thirty-one (31) days' notice or less
without an early termination penalty or other cost; and

(vii)

any approvals, authorizations or licences required under the Regulations
for the conduct of operations with respect to the Assets, including Well
and pipeline licences;

"Transaction" means the entering into of this Agreement and the sale of the
Assets by Vendor to Purchaser pursuant to this Agreement;
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(aaa)

(bbb)

1.02

"Vendor Proprietary Seismic Data" means the 100% proprietary geophysical
information of Vendor as it pertains to the Lands, including as set forth in
Schedule "I" hereto, and including:
(i)

existing related support documentation, raw field data, observer's notes,
surveyor's field notes and any subsequent calculations or displays which
have been calculated from the field measurement;

(ii)

geophysical survey maps, chainers' notes, drillers' notes, survey audit
notes, SEGP1 location data, shot point location maps;

(iii)

CDP stack section digital data, CDP stack section prints, 3D bin maps,
digital data in workstation loadable format, section prints, or any other
forms or geophysical maps, including scanned or digitized data; and

"Wells" means all producing, suspended, shut-in, abandoned, water source,
disposal or injection wells located in, upon or bottoming under the Lands or any
lands pooled or unitized therewith, including but not limited to those wells listed in
Schedule "B".

Schedules The following are the Schedules attached to and forming part of this

Agreement:
"A"

Lands, Leases and Hydrocarbon Interests

"B 1"

Well list

"B 2"

PEOC licence but not Beneficial list

"B 3"

Facility List

"B 4"

Major Facility List

"C"

Pipelines

"D"

Material Contracts

"E 1"

Equipment List

"E 2"

Heavy Equipment

"F"

Seismic License Agreements

"G"

AFEs

"H"

Purchaser and Third Party Proprietary Seismic Data

"I"

Vendor Proprietary Seismic Data

References and Interpretation
1.03
otherwise requires:
(a)

7880987.1

Unless otherwise stated or the context

words importing the singular number include the plural and vice versa and words
importing the masculine gender include the feminine and neuter genders;
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(b)

the division of this Agreement into sections and clauses and the insertion of
headings are for convenience of reference only and do not affect the construction
or interpretation of this Agreement;

(c)

the references "hereunder", "herein, and "hereof' refer to the provisions of this
Agreement,
and
references
to
"Article",
"Clause",
"Subclause",
"Paragraph" or "Subparagraph" herein refer to the specified Article, Clause,
Subclause, Paragraph or Subparagraph of this Agreement;

(d)

a capitalized derivative of a defined term will have a corresponding meaning;

(e)

whenever there occurs a word of general application or of a general class which
is stated to "include" a word or an enumerated list of words with a particular or
specific meaning, such particular or specific word or enumerated list of words of
particular or specific meaning shall not be interpreted so as to be an exhaustive
list of those matters or things falling within the word or general application or of a
general class;

(f)

all references herein to currency are references to currency of Canada; and

(g)

any reference to days refers to calendar days unless the reference is to Business
Days. If the time for doing any act expires on a day that is not a Business Day,
the time for doing that act will be extended to the next Business Day.

1.04
Interpretation If Closing Does Not Occur In the event that Closing does not
occur, each provision of this Agreement which presumes that Purchaser has acquired the
Assets shall be construed as having been contingent upon Closing having occurred.

1.05
Conflicts If there is any conflict or inconsistency between a provision of the
body of this Agreement and that of a Schedule or a conveyance document, the provision of the
body of this Agreement shall prevail.
1.06
Vendor's Knowledge The knowledge or awareness of Vendor herein consists
of the actual knowledge or awareness of its current officers who are primarily responsible for the
matter in question in the course of their normal duties, after reasonable inquiry of Vendor's
applicable files and records. For these purposes, knowledge and awareness do not include the
knowledge of any Third Party or constructive knowledge. Vendor does not have any obligation
to make inquiry of Third Parties or the files and records of any Third Party or public authority in
connection with representations and warranties that are made to its knowledge or awareness.
ARTICLE 11 - SALE OF ASSETS AND RELATED MATTERS
2.01
Sale of Assets Upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this Agreement,
Vendor hereby sells, assigns, transfers, conveys and sets over to Purchaser, and Purchaser
purchases from Vendor, at the Closing Time, all of the right, title and interest of Vendor in the
Assets.
Payment of Purchase Price Purchaser hereby pays to Vendor the Purchase
2.02
Price, as adjusted for adjustments.

7880987.1
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2.03

Allocation The Purchase Price will be allocated as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)

to the Hydrocarbon Interests:
to the Tangibles:
to the Miscellaneous Interests:
TOTAL

$8.00
$1.90
$.10
$10.00

2.04

GST and Taxes The Purchase Price does not include GST. Purchaser hereby
pays to Vendor an amount equal to five (5%) percent of the portion of the Purchase Price
allocated to Tangibles and Miscellaneous Interests pursuant to Clause 2.03. Vendor shall remit
such amount to the appropriate taxation authorities in accordance with the Excise Tax Act
(Canada). Each Party represents that it holds a valid GST registration account number at the
date of Closing and that its registration number for GST purposes is:
Vendor:

86196 5861 RT0001

Purchaser:

86581 0881 RT0001

Purchaser shall also be solely liable for any and all sales and similar taxes imposed by
provincial or federal legislation in respect of the purchase of the Assets pursuant hereto. If
Vendor, as agent for the Crown, is required to collect such taxes, Purchaser shall pay the
aggregate amount of such taxes to Vendor at Closing. Vendor shall remit such amount to the
appropriate authorities in accordance with applicable legislation.
2.05
After Closing Purchaser shall be responsible for, and shall indemnify and save
Vendor harmless in respect of any amounts of GST and sales and similar taxes (including
interest and penalties) in respect of the purchase and sale of the Assets pursuant hereto which
are in excess of the amounts collected by Vendor from Purchaser at Closing

Purchase Price Certainty For the avoidance of doubt, the Parties acknowledge

2.06
that:
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(a)

the amount and the scope of the Abandonment and Reclamation Obligations and
the Environmental Liabilities associated with the Assets are not capable of being
quantified at the time of Closing and depend upon numerous unknowable factors
that are not within the control of the Parties;

(b)

under Applicable Law, the Abandonment and Reclamation Obligations and the
Environmental Liabilities associated with the Assets are inextricably linked with
such Assets so that Purchaser will be liable for Abandonment and Reclamation
Obligations and Environmental Liabilities associated with the Assets in the
absence of the specific assumption of such obligations by Purchaser in this
Agreement or otherwise;

(c)

the Parties have taken the fact that the Assets and any associated Abandonment
and Reclamation Obligations and Environmental Liabilities are inextricably linked
into account in reaching this Agreement and in establishing the Purchase Price
for the Assets;
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( d)

neither the existence nor the amount of any accounting reserves for site
reclamation costs or similar matters associated with the Assets in the financial
statements or accounting records of either Party has been of any relevance to
either Party in determining any matter under this Agreement, including the
Purchase Price for the Assets; and

(e)

as a result of the foregoing, the Parties agree to attribute no value to the
assumption of the Abandonment and Reclamation Obligations and the
Environmental Liabilities, nor the indemnities provided for in ARTICLE X,
associated with the Assets.
ARTICLE Ill - CLOSING

Deliveries at Closing. Vendor hereby tables the following:

3.01

(b)

(i)

all available Specific Conveyances duly executed by Vendor;

(ii)

registerable discharges of, or no interest letters in respect of, any Security
Interests affecting Vendor's interests in the Assets that are requested by
Purchaser a reasonable period of time prior to Closing;

(iii)

the Seismic Licence Agreement issued by Purchaser to Vendor in respect
of the Purchaser Proprietary Seismic Data, duly executed by Vendor;

(iv)

the Seismic License Agreement issued by PrairieSky to Purchaser in
respect of the Third Party Proprietary Seismic Data, duly executed by
PrairieSky Royalty Ltd.; and

(v)

such other items as may be specifically required hereunder.

At the Closing Time, Purchaser shall table the following:
(i)

the amounts payable at Closing on account of the Purchase Price, as
adjusted, and GST in accordance with this Agreement;

(ii)

the Seismic License Agreement issued by PrairieSky Royalty Ltd. to
Purchaser in respect of the Third Party Proprietary Seismic Data, duly
executed by Purchaser;

(iii)

the Seismic License Agreement issued by Purchaser to Vendor in respect
of the Purchaser Proprietary Seismic Data, duly executed by Purchaser;

(iv)

such other items as may be specifically required hereunder.

In addition, Purchaser will duly execute the Specific Conveyances tabled by Vendor.
3.02
Delivery of Documents To the extent that Vendor is not reasonably able to
deliver the Title and Operating Documents to Purchaser at Closing, Vendor shall within fifteen
(15) days of Closing, deliver to Purchaser the copies of the Title and Operating Documents
which it has in its possession, provided that if Vendor retains any interest in any property to

7880987.1
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which any of the Title and Operating Documents relate, Vendor may retain the original copy of
such Title and Operating Document and provide a photocopy of it to Purchaser.
Access to Records Vendor may, at its sole expense, after Closing gain access
3.03
to, during regular business hours, and obtain from Purchaser copies or photocopies of any Title
and Operating Documents which were delivered to Purchaser at Closing and which Vendor
requires for audits or claims by Third Parties.

3.04

Specific Conveyances It shall not be necessary for assignment and novation
agreements to have been executed prior to or at Closing by parties thereto other
than Vendor and Purchaser. After Closing, Vendor shall co-operate with
Purchaser in its procurement of the execution of such documents and any
substitutions, amendments or replacements thereof by the parties thereto other
than Vendor and Purchaser. After Closing, Purchaser shall use all reasonable
efforts to become, as soon as reasonably practicable, the recognized and
beneficial holder of the Assets in the place and stead of Vendor and shall
promptly register all Specific Conveyances; provided however, in furtherance
thereof, Vendor may elect to register on behalf of Purchaser all transfers of well
licences, pipeline permits and similar documents. Vendor, where Purchaser is
the registering Party, and Purchaser, where Vendor is the registering Party, shall
promptly take whatever steps are necessary to verify such registrations.
Purchaser shall be solely responsible for all notifications resulting from surface
assignments to the surface landowners and affected third parties. The Vendor
shall be copied on all notifications. Vendor shall prepare all Specific
Conveyances. None of the Specific Conveyances shall confer or impose upon a
Party any greater right or obligation than contemplated in this Agreement. The
Parties shall use reasonable commercial efforts to provide such Specific
Conveyances for execution and delivery by the Parties at Closing.

(b) . Forthwith after execution and delivery of the Specific Conveyances, with the
cooperation of Vendor, Purchaser shall circulate and register, as the case may
be, all Specific Conveyances that by their nature may be circulated or registered.
All costs of registration of the Specific Conveyances, including without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, all transfers of caveats, all Well, Facility and Pipeline
licence transfers, and assignments of dispositions any associated security
deposits shall be for Purchaser shall bear all costs, fees and deposits of every
nature and kind Purchaser's account.
(c)
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Purchaser shall bear all costs, fees and deposits of every nature and kind
incurred (whether by Vendor or Purchaser) in registering any Specific
Conveyances and registering any further assurances required to convey the
Assets to Purchaser; and Vendor, acting reasonably, may include an amount in
respect thereof in the Closing Statement contemplated by ARTICLE XI.
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ARTICLE IV - REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

4.01
Representations and Warranties of Vendor Vendor makes the following
representations and warranties to Purchaser with respect to itself and the Assets as of the
Closing:

7880987.1

(a)

Standing. Vendor is duly organized, valid and subsisting, registered to carry on
business in the Province of Alberta and registered to carry on business in the
jurisdiction(s) where the Assets are located;

(b)

Requisite Authority. Vendor has the requisite capacity, power and authority to
execute this Agreement and to perform the obligations to which it thereby
becomes subject;

(c)

No Conflict. The execution and delivery of this Agreement and the completion
of the sale of the Assets in accordance with the terms of this Agreement are not
and will not be in violation or breach of, or be in conflict with:
(i)

any term or provision of the articles, bylaws or other governing
documents of Vendor,

(ii)

any agreement, instrument, permit or authority to which Vendor is a party
or by which Vendor is bound, or

(iii)

any law, statute, rule or regulation or any judicial order, award, judgment
or decree applicable to Vendor or the Assets;

(d)

Execution And Enforceability. Vendor has taken all actions necessary to
authorize the execution and delivery of this Agreement, and, as of the Closing
Time, Vendor shall have taken all actions necessary to authorize and complete
the sale of the Assets in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement. This
Agreement has been validly executed and delivered by Vendor, and this
Agreement does and all other documents executed and delivered on behalf of
Vendor hereunder shall constitute valid and binding obligations of Vendor
enforceable in accordance with their respective terms and conditions;

(e)

Title to Assets. Vendor does not warrant title to the Assets, but does warrant
that its interest in the Assets is free and clear of any and all liens, mortgages,
pledges, claims, options, encumbrances, overriding royalties, net profits interests
or other burdens for which Purchaser will be responsible that were created by,
through or under Vendor or of which Vendor has knowledge, except for the
Permitted Encumbrances and the Rights of First Refusal;

(f)

Quiet Enioyment. Subject to Vendor's other representations and warranties
made pursuant to this Clause, the Permitted Encumbrances, the rents,
covenants, conditions and stipulations in the Leases on the lessee's or holder's
part thereunder to be paid, performed and observed, Purchaser, from and after
the Closing Time, may, for the remainder of the term of the Leases, take
possession of and use the Assets for its own use and benefit without any
interruption by Vendor or any person claiming by, through or under Vendor;
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(g)

No Default Notices. Vendor has not received any notice of default under the
Regulations or the Title and Operating Documents or any notice alleging its
default thereunder, which default remains outstanding or unsatisfied at the
Closing Time;

(h)

Compliance with Leases and Agreements. To the Vendor's knowledge, there
has been no act or omission whereby it is in default under the Regulations or any
of the Title and Operating Documents, which default would reasonably be
expected to have a material adverse effect on the aggregate value of the Assets;

(i)

Taxes and Royalties Paid. To Vendor's knowledge, othei than the municlpal
property taxes disclosed in the Closing Statement, all royalties and all ad
valorem, property, production, severance and similar taxes and assessments
based on or measured by the ownership of property or the production of
Hydrocarbon Substances, or the receipt of proceeds therefrom, payable in
respect of the Assets prior to the Closing Time have been fully paid and
discharged, or will be paid by Vendor upon coming due;

U)

Residency. Vendor is not a non-resident of Canada within the meaning of the
Income Tax Act (Canada};

(k)

Finders' Fees. Vendor has not incurred any obligation or liability, contingent or
otherwise, for brokers' or finders' fees in respect of the sale of the Assets for
which Purchaser will have any obligation or liability;

(I}

Claims. As it pertains to the Assets only, no suit, action or other proceeding
before any court or governmental agency has been commenced against Vendor,
or to the knowledge of Vendor, has been threatened against Vendor or any Third
Party, which might result in impairment or loss of the interest of Vendor in and to
any of the Assets or which might otherwise adversely affect the Assets other than
has been previously disclosed;

(m)

Prepaid Obligations. Other than as set forth in Schedule "F", Vendor is not
obligated by virtue of a prepayment, gas balancing, or other arrangement under
any contract to make any production payment or to deliver Hydrocarbon
Substances produced from the Assets to any Third Party at some future time
without receiving in due course (and being entitled to retain) full payment therefor
at current market prices or contract prices other than has been previously
disclosed;

(n)

Reduction of Interests. Except as otherwise disclosed on Schedule "A",
Vendor's interest in the Hydrocarbon Interests is not subject to reduction by
reference to payout of or production penalty on any Well or otherwise through
any right or interest granted by, through or under it or of which Vendor has
knowledge;

(o}

Rights of First Refusal. To Vendor's knowledge, there are no Rights of First
Refusal applicable to the sale contemplated by this Agreement.
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(p)

Receipt of Revenues. To Vendor's knowledge, it has been receiving the share
of the net proceeds of production from the Assets attributable to its interests as
shown in the schedules hereto, and no person is currently claiming that it is not
entitled to such amounts, with the possible exception of claims of accounting
errors which do not challenge the percentage share of revenues to which it is
entitled and which are not material;

(q)

Financial Commitments. In respect of the Assets, except in connection with the
AFEs set forth in Schedule "G", and in connection with municipal property taxes
as detailed on the Closing Statement, there are no financial commitments of
Vendor which are in excess of $50,000 and which are due as of the date hereof
or which may become due by virtue of matters occurring or arising prior to the
date hereof, other than usual operating expenses incurred in the normal conduct
of operations;

(r)

Environmental Notices. Vendor is not aware of:
(i)

and has not received any orders or directives under any statute, law, rule,
order or Regulation which relates to environmental matters and which
require any work, repairs, construction or capital expenditures with
respect to the Assets, where such orders or directives have not been
complied with in all material respects;

(ii)

and has not received any demand or notice issued under any statute, law,
rule, order or Regulation with respect to the breach of any environmental,
health or safety law applicable to the Assets, including any statute, law,
rule, order or regulation respecting the use, storage, treatment,
transportation or disposition of environmental contaminants, which
demand or notice remains outstanding at the date hereof;

except as have been specifically disclosed by Vendor by written notice to
Purchaser prior to the date hereof;
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(s)

Licenses and Permits. In respect of the Assets that are operated by Vendor, if
any, Vendor holds all valid licences, permits and similar rights and privileges that
are required and necessary under applicable law to operate the Assets as
presently operated;

(t)

ODerations. Any and all operations of Vendor on or in respect of the Assets,
have been conducted in accordance with normal oil and gas industry practices;

(u)

No Outstanding Obligations. No obligations have accrued pursuant to the
Leases or other agreements pertaining to the Lands that may be satisfied by the
drilling of a well, the payment of compensatory royalty or the surrender of some
or all of the interests granted, reserved or otherwise conferred pursuant to such
documents, other than obligations that have been satisfied (by means other than
by the payment of compensatory royalties) or have been permanently waived;

(v)

Production Penalties. Excepting production limits of general application in the
oil and gas Industry, none of the Wells is subject to production or other penalties
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imposed by the Leases or other agreements pertaining to the Lands or the
Assets, or by any other agreements and documents to which the Assets are
subject, or by any regulations or statutes governing the Assets; and
(w)

Material Contracts. Other as set forth on Schedule "D", there are no i) gas
balancing or similar agreements pertaining to the Hydrocarbon Substances or
any of them; ii) agreements for the sale, dedication, transportation, processing or
disposal of the Hydrocarbon Substances or any of them or substances produced
in connection with the Hydrocarbon Substances or any of them; or iii)
agreements for the contract operation by a third party of the Assets or any of
them.

Representations and Warranties of Purchaser Purchaser makes the following
4.02
representations and warranties to Vendor:
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(a)

Standing. Purchaser is, and at the Closing Time shall continue to be, duly
organized, valid and subsisting, registered to carry on business in the Province of
Alberta and registered to carry on business in the jurisdiction(s) where the Assets
are located;

(b)

Requisite Authority. Purchaser has the requisite capacity, power and authority
to execute this Agreement and to perform the obligations to which it thereby
becomes subject;

(c)

No Conflict. The execution and delivery of this Agreement and the completion
of the sale of the Assets in accordance with the terms of this Agreement are not
and will not be in violation or breach of, or be in conflict with:
(i)

any term or provision of the articles, bylaws or other governing
documents of Purchaser,

(ii)

any agreement, instrument, permit or authority to which Purchaser is a
party or by which Purchaser is bound, or

(iii)

any law, statute, rule or regulation or any judicial order, award, judgment
or decree applicable to Purchaser or the Assets;

(d)

Execution And Enforceability. Purchaser has taken all actions necessary to
authorize the execution and delivery of this Agreement, and, as of the Closing
Time, Purchaser shall have taken all actions necessary to authorize and
complete the purchase of the Assets in accordance with the provisions of this
Agreement.
This Agreement has been validly executed and delivered by
Purchaser, and this Agreement does and all other documents executed and
delivered on behalf of Purchaser hereunder shall constitute valid and binding
obligations of Purchaser enforceable in accordance with their respective terms
and conditions;

(e)

Investigation of Title.
Purchaser is relying upon its own investigation
concerning the title to and fitness of the Assets and is not relying upon any
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representation, warranty or statement of Vendor except as contained in this
Agreement;
(f)

Finders' Fee. Purchaser has not incurred any obligation or liability, contingent or
otherwise, for broker's or finder's fees in respect of its purchase hereunder for
which Vendor will have any obligation or liability;

(g)

Investment Canada Act. Purchaser is not a "non-Canadian" person within the
meaning of the Investment Canada Act; and

(h)

Qualification. Purchaser meets all qualification requirements of Third Parties to
purchase and take a transfer of the Assets and shall accede to, comply with and
perform the requirements of such Third Parties.

ARTICLE V - SURVIVAL OF REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
5.01
Survival of Representations and Warranties
The representations and
warranties set forth in Article IV shall continue in full force and effect and shall survive the
Closing Time for the benefit of the Party for which such representations and warranties were
made. In the absence of fraud, however, no claim or action shall be commenced with respect to
a breach of any such representation or warranty or indemnification under Article XIV in respect
thereof, unless, within twelve (12) months of the Closing Time, written notice specifying such
breach in reasonable detail has been provided to the Party which made such representation or
warranty and each Party waives any rights it may have at law or otherwise to commence a claim
or action for breach of representation or warranty or indemnification under Article XIV in respect
thereof after that period. Nothing in this Agreement will preclude a Party that made such a
representation or warranty from offering as a possible defence that the other Party did not, in
fact, rely to its detriment on the representation or warranty alleged by it to have been breached.
5.02
No Merger The representations and warranties in ARTICLE IV shall be deemed
to apply to all assignments, conveyances, transfers and other documents conveying any of the
Assets from Vendor to Purchaser. There shall not be any merger of any such representations
or warranties in such assignments, conveyances, transfers or other documents, notwithstanding
any rule of law, equity or statute to the contrary, and all such rules are hereby waived.
5.03
No Additional Representations or Warranties by Vendor Vendor makes no
representations or warranties to Purchaser in addition to those expressly enumerated in
ARTICLE IV. Except and to the extent provided in ARTICLE IV, Vendor does not warrant title
to the Assets or make representations or warranties with respect to: (a) the quantity, quality or
recoverability of Hydrocarbon Substances; (b) any estimates of the value of the Assets or the
revenues applicable to future production therefrom; (c) any engineering, geological or other
interpretations or economic evaluations respecting the Assets; (d) the rates of production of
Hydrocarbon Substances from the Assets; or (e) the quality, condition or serviceability of the
Assets or the suitability of their use for any purpose.

ARTICLE VI - MAINTENANCE OF BUSINESS
6.01
Post-Closing Maintenance of Assets For a period of ninety (90) days following
the Closing Time, and to the extent that Purchaser must be recognized by Third Parties under
the Title and Operating Documents or otherwise recognized as the owner of the Assets, Vendor
7880987.1
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shall forward to Purchaser all AFEs, notices, mail ballots, specific information and other
documents Vendor receives respecting the Assets. To the extent that a Title and Operating
Document contemplates or requires a response from Vendor, Vendor will provide such
response pursuant to the written instruction of Purchaser, provided that such instruction is
provided by Purchaser to Vendor in a timely manner.
Vendor Deemed Agent Insofar as Vendor maintains the Assets and takes
6.02
actions on behalf of Purchaser in compliance with the obligations under this Article:

(a)

Vendor shall be deemed to be an agent of Purchaser hereunder and Purchaser
ratifies and confirms all actions taken, or refrained from being taken, by Vendor
under this ARTICLE VI, with the intention that all of those actions will be deemed
to be those of Purchaser, except to the extent that Vendor's actions constitute
gross negligence or wilful misconduct; and

(b)

Purchaser shall be liable for and shall in addition indemnify Vendor its directors,
officers, servants, agents and employees from and against all Losses and
Liabilities as a result of maintaining the Assets or exercising any other rights as
Purchaser's agent hereunder, insofar as those Losses and Liabilities are not a
direct result of the gross negligence or wilful misconduct of Vendor or any of its
directors, officers, servants, agents and employees. An act or omission will not
be regarded as gross negligence or wilful misconduct under this Article to the
extent that it was done or omitted to be done in accordance with Purchaser's
written instructions or written concurrence.
ARTICLE VII - DUE DILIGENCE

7.01

Title and Environmental Due Diligence.

Purchaser acknowledges that it has, prior to the execution hereof, been given an opportunity
to:
(a)

review Vendor's title to the Assets; and

(b)

conduct an environmental review of the Assets;

and that it has satisfied itself in regard to both Vendor's title to the Assets and all
environmental matters relating to the Assets, including any past, present or future
Environmental Liabilities. Purchaser expressly waives all defects relating either to Vendor's title
to the Assets or to environmental matters relating to the Assets, whether disclosed by
Purchaser's review or otherwise. However, nothing in this Clause shall be a waiver by
Purchaser of any matters in respect of which it is entitled to indemnification pursuant to Clause
10.01.
ARTICLE Viii - DISPUTE RESOLUTION

8.01
Arbitration Proceedings. The Parties will attempt to resolve any dispute arising
hereunder through consultation and negotiation in good faith. If those attempts fail, a Party
may, by notice to the other Party at any time during those negotiations, refer the dispute to
binding arbitration for final resolution if the dispute pertains to adjustments under ARTICLE XI.
7880987.1
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Any such arbitration, and any other arbitration the parties may agree to conduct hereunder, will
be conducted under the Arbitration Rules of the ADR Institute of Canada, Inc.
ARTICLE IX - PROJECTIONS
9.01
Proiections If any information and materials pertaining to the Assets delivered
or made available by Vendor to Purchaser pursuant to this Agreement includes any evaluations,
projections, reports or interpretive or non-factual materials prepared by or for or received by
Vendor, Purchaser hereby releases and discharges Vendor from any claim and all liability to
Purchaser and Purchaser's assigns and successors as a result of use or reliance upon them.
Purchaser agrees that it will rely solely on its own appraisal and estimates as to the quantum or
value of the Assets and will rely solely on its own geological and engineering interpretation
analysis related thereto.
ARTICLE X - INDEMNITY

Indemnity by Vendor

10.01

Subject to Clauses 5.01 and 10.07, and provided that Closing has occurred, Vendor shall:
(a)

be liable to Purchaser for all Losses and Liabilities; and

(b)

indemnify and save Purchaser and its Representatives harmless from and
against all Losses and Liabilities,

as a direct result of any matter or thing arising out of, resulting from, attributable to or connected
with:
(c)

a breach of the representations and warranties of Vendor in ARTICLE IV; and

(d)

a breach by Vendor of its covenants contained herein,

except any Losses and Liabilities to the extent that the same either are reimbursed (or
reimbursable) by insurance maintained by Purchaser or are caused by the gross negligence or
wilful misconduct of Purchaser or its Representatives. In the absence of fraud, no claim or
action may be commenced by the Purchaser under this Clause, unless within twelve (12)
months following the Closing Time, written notice describing the claim in reasonable detail has
been provided to the Vendor, and the Purchaser hereby waives any right it may have at law or
otherwise to commence such a claim of action after that period.

Indemnity by Purchaser Provided that Closing has occurred, Purchaser shall:

10.02
(a)

be liable to Vendor for all Losses and Liabilities; and

(b)

indemnify and save Vendor and its Representatives harmless from and against
all Losses and Liabilities,

as a result of any matter or thing arising out of, resulting from, attributable to or in any way
connected with the Assets (occurring or arising from and after the Closing Time) including, but
not limited to post-Closing transfer registrations and occurring subsequent to the Closing Time,
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except to the extent that any Losses and Liabilities are reimbursed (or reimbursable) by
insurance maintained by Vendor, are caused by the gross negligence or wilful misconduct of
Vendor or its Representatives or are matters or things for which Purchaser is entitled to
indemnification under Clause 10.01.
10.03
Limitations on Indemnities Nothing in Clause 10.01 shall be construed so as
to require Vendor to be liable for or to indemnify Purchaser or any of the Purchaser's
Representatives in connection with any Consequential Losses or any Losses and Liabilities or
any claims to the extent arising as a consequence of the gross negligence or wilful misconduct
of Purchaser or any of the Purchaser's Representatives.
(a)

Nothing in Clause 10.02 shall be construed so as to require Purchaser to be
liable for or to indemnify Vendor or any of Vendor's Representatives in
connection with any Consequential Losses or any Losses and Liabilities or any
claims to the extent arising as a consequence of the gross negligence or wilful
misconduct of Vendor or any of the Vendor's Representatives.

10.04
Assets Acquired On "As Is" Basis By Closing, and notwithstanding the
foregoing provisions of this Article, Purchaser acknowledges that it is acquiring the Assets on an
"as is" basis. Purchaser acknowledges that it is familiar with the condition of the Assets,
including the past and present use of the Lands and the Tangibles, that Vendor has provided
Purchaser with a reasonable opportunity to inspect the Assets and the Title and Operating
Documents at the sole cost, risk and expense of Purchaser (insofar as Vendor could reasonably
provide such access) and that Purchaser is not entitled to rely upon any representation or
warranty of Vendor as to the condition, environmental or otherwise, of the Assets, except as is
specifically made pursuant to ARTICLE IV. Subject to the foregoing, Purchaser further agrees
that it shall:
(a)

be solely liable to Vendor for any and all Losses and Liabilities; and

(b)

indemnify and save Vendor and its Representatives harmless from any and all
Losses and Liabilities,

as a result of any matter or thing arising out of, resulting from, attributable to or connected with
any Environmental Liabilities and Abandonment and Reclamation Obligations, whether
occurring or accruing before or after the Closing Time, except to the extent that any such
Losses and Liabilities are matters or things for which Purchaser is entitled to indemnification
under Clause 10.01. Subject to the foregoing, once Closing has occurred, Purchaser shall be
solely responsible for all Environmental Liabilities and all Abandonment and Reclamation
Obligations as between Vendor and Purchaser. In addition, Purchaser hereby releases Vendor
from any claims Purchaser may have against Vendor with respect to all Environmental Liabilities
and Abandonment and Reclamation Obligations under the Regulations, at common law or
otherwise, including the right to name Vendor as a third party under any action commenced or
enforcement proceeding against Purchaser. In addition Vendor will also retain those other rights
and remedies available to it under the Regulations, under the common law or otherwise with
respect to any claim it may have against Purchaser under this ARTICLE X.
10.05
No Merger The indemnities set forth in Clauses 10.01, 10.02 and 10.04 will be
deemed to apply to, and will not merge in, any assignment, transfer, conveyance, novation or
other document conveying the Assets to Purchaser. Each Party will have full right of
7880987.1
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substitution and subrogation as to all covenants and warranties by others previously given or
made in respect of the Assets or any part thereof.
10.06
Carriage of Litigation If a claim is made under this ARTICLE X involving a
claim by a Third Party, the Party with greater exposure under this Agreement in respect of the
claim will have carriage of the Third Party litigation. It will consult with the other Party, which will
be entitled to retain its own counsel and participate in the litigation at its own expense.
10.07
Limit on Party's Responsibility Notwithstanding any other provision of this
Agreement no claim shall be made against a Party by the other Party for a breach of a
representation or warranty contained herein, or an indemnification in respect thereof unless
each claim of a breach exceeds One Hundred Thousand ($100,000 ) and the aggregate of all
such claims exceeds Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000). In no event shall the total of
the Losses and Liabilities of Vendor or Purchaser under this Agreement, including any claims
relating to its covenants, representations and warranties, or indemnification in respect thereof,
exceed Seven Million Five Hundred Thousand dollars ($7,500,000.00), except in the event of
fraud. This Clause shall not apply to the extent that any matter or thing is the proper subject of
an operating adjustment under ARTICLE XI.
10.08
Assumption Purchaser hereby assumes all obligations and liabilities of Vendor
in respect of the Assets, including Vendor's obligations under the Title and Operating
Documents.
ARTICLE XI - ADJUSTMENTS
11.01
Adjustments Except as otherwise provided in this ARTICLE XI and subject to
all other provisions of this Agreement, the Parties will adjust and apportion expenditures and
revenues of every kind and nature incurred, payable or paid in respect of the operation of the
Assets including operating, maintenance, development and capital costs, proceeds from the
sale of Hydrocarbon Substances, royalties, property taxes, prepayments and deposits, duties,
taxes and assessments, as at the Closing Time on an accrual basis including, but not limited to
the Vendor's share of the Orphan Well Levy and the AER Administration Fee attributable to the
Assets, and the following:
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(a)

Where natural gas is not dedicated to specific sales contracts or other
arrangements, any adjustment in favour of Purchaser in respect of the proceeds
from the sale of such gas shall be based on the weighted average price received
by Vendor for gas sold in the province in which such gas is sold.

(b)

Vendor is entitled to the revenues and benefits from the ownership and operation
of the Assets incurred or accrued prior to the Closing Time and is responsible for
and will pay for the expenditures pertaining to the ownership, operation and
development of the Assets incurred or accrued prior to the Closing Time.

(c)

Purchaser is entitled to the revenues and benefits from the ownership and
operation of the Assets accrued from and after the Closing Time and is
responsible for and will pay for the expenditures pertaining to the ownership,
operation and development of the Assets incurred or accrued from and after the
Closing Time.
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(d)

Vendor's share of all Hydrocarbon Substances beyond the wellhead at the
Closing Time do not comprise part of the Assets and Vendor shall remove same
immediately after the Closing Time or the parties shall agree upon an adjustment
in respect of same.

(e)

There will be no adjustments for royalty tax credits or similar incentives that
accrue to a Party because of financial or organizational attributes specific to it,
other than gas cost allowances (or similar cost allowances).

(f)

Vendor shall be responsible for and pay for all physical work conducted on the
AFEs on or prior to the Closing Date, regardless of when invoices are received
by Vendor and all physical work conducted after the Closing Date shall be for the
account of the Purchaser.

(g)

All statements prepared under this Clause
11.01 will be prepared as
contemplated herein and in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles applying the accrual method according to the GAAP Rules.

(h)

Vendor shall have delivered to Purchaser, by not less than two (2) Business
Days prior to the Closing Time, a written closing statement of adjustments (the
"Closing Statement") under this Agreement and Vendor will have made available
to representatives of Purchaser all information necessary for Purchaser to
confirm the calculations in the statement. The Parties will co-operate in settling
the adjustments and payment to be made on an interim basis and the amount so
agreed will be employed for the purposes of the Closing as an adjustment to the
Purchase Price and completion of the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement. For the purposes of the Closing Statement of Adjustments only,
there shall be an accrual of net operating revenue.

(i)

Purchaser and Vendor, in accordance with this Agreement, will make monthly
payments for the adjustments and will do a final statement of all adjustments (the
"Final Statement of Adjustments") within 180 days of Closing, except for Crown
royalty adjustments or audits which adjustments shall continue for 2 years
following Closing. Upon agreement as to all adjustments and payments to be
made, the net amount will be remitted by the Party who in the net result is
obliged to make payment.

U)

Notwithstanding the preceding Subclause, each Party will have the right, within
the later of six (6) months following the distribution of the Final Statement of
Adjustments by Vendor under Subclause 11.01 (i) or twenty four (24) months
following the Closing Time, to examine, copy and audit the records of the other
relative to the Assets for the purpose of effecting or verifying adjustments
required under this Article. The auditing Party will, upon reasonable notice,
conduct that audit at its sole expense during normal business hours at the offices
of the audited Party or at such other premises where those records are
maintained. Any ciaims of discrepancies disclosed by that audit will be made in
writing to the audited Party within two (2) months following the completion of that
audit. That Party will respond in writing to any such claims within six (6) months
of the receipt of notice of those claims. The Parties will resolve any outstanding
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claims of discrepancies under the arbitration provisions as set forth in ARTICLE
VIII if they are unresolved within two (2) months of that response.
(k)

Notwithstanding Subclause 11.01 U), further adjustments on the basis consistent
with this Article will be made as and when those items arise if notice requesting
that adjustment, including reasonable particulars thereof, has been given by a
Party to the other Party within thirty (30) days following receipt of a Thirteenth
Month Adjustment or a completed and agreed to audit or other report and the
need for that adjustment arises from:
(i)

a Thirteenth Month Adjustment, operator error adjustments or errors
established by joint venture audits within thirty-six (36) months after the
Closing Time; or

(ii)

errors established by an audit or other review of lessor royalty payments
that is conducted under the Regulations or Leases within sixty (60)
months after the Closing Time or such later time as may be prescribed by
the Regulations.

(I)

Subject to Subclause 11.01 (n) below, all payments made after the Closing Time
are to be paid within thirty (30) days after the amount is determined and, if not
paid within the thirty (30) days, will thereafter bear interest until paid at a rate of
interest equal to the Prime Rate plus one (1 %) percent compounded annually.

(m)

All freehold mineral taxes, surface and mineral lease rentals and any similar
payments made by Vendor to preserve any of the Lease or any Surface Rights
shall be apportioned between Vendor and Purchaser on a per diem basis at the
Closing Time.

(n)

Notwithstanding the foregoing, as an adjustment in favour of Purchaser, Vendor
will pre-pay its share of any amounts relating to 2016 municipal property taxes for
the period prior to the Closing Time. Following the Closing Time, Purchaser will
be responsible for the payment of all amounts owing for municipal property taxes
for 2016 regardless of when the invoice is or was issued.
ARTICLE XII MISCELLANEOUS

12.01
Partial Invalidity If any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid, illegal
or unenforceable, the invalidity, illegality or unenforceability will not affect any other provision of
this Agreement and this Agreement will be construed as if the invalid, illegal or unenforceable
provision had never been contained herein unless the deletion of the provision would result in
such material change to cause the completion of the transactions contemplated herein to be
unreasonable.
12.02
Counterparts This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts,
each of which will be deemed an original instrument, and all counterparts together will constitute
one agreement.
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12.03
Notice All notices, consents and other instruments which are required or may be
given pursuant to this Agreement must be given in writing and delivered personally or by
facsimile as follows:
If to Vendor:

To:

PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST
3200, 605 5th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta
T2P 3H5

Attention: Land Manager
If to Purchaser:

To:

PERPETUAL ENERGY OPERATING CORP.
3200, 605 5th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta
T2P 3H5

Attention: Land Manager
or in accordance with the latest unrevoked instructions delivered by one Party to the other. All
notices will be deemed to have been duly given at the time of delivery or, in the case of
facsimile, on the first business day after faxing.
12.04
Further Assurances After the Closing Time, at Purchaser's request, without
further consideration, Vendor will execute and deliver or cause to be executed and delivered
such other instruments of conveyance and transfer as Purchaser reasonably may request to
more effectively vest the Assets in Purchaser.
Amendments and Waivers No supplement, modification, waiver or termination
12.05
of this Agreement will be binding unless executed in writing by the Party to be bound thereby.
No waiver of any provision of this Agreement will be deemed or will constitute a waiver of any
other provision hereof (whether or not similar) nor will a waiver constitute a continuing waiver
unless otherwise expressly provided.
Expenses All expenses incurred by Vendor in connection with or related to the
12.06
authorization, preparation and execution of this Agreement and all other matters related to the
Closing of the transaction contemplated hereby, including all fees and expenses of counsel,
accountants and financial advisors employed by Vendor, will be borne solely and entirely by
Vendor; and all such expenses incurred by Purchaser will be borne solely and entirely by
Purchaser.
Transfer Taxes Purchaser will bear all sales, use, property, land transfer,
12.07
business transfer, commodity and other taxes (other than income taxes imposed on Vendor)
and duties, levies and other governmental charges incurred with respect to the transfer of the
Assets and the transactions undertaken pursuant to ARTICLE II.

12.08
Assignment Neither Party may assign this Agreement or any part thereof prior
to Closing. Except as otherwise provided herein, this Agreement will be binding upon and enure
to the benefit of the parties and their successors and assigns.
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12.09
Publicity Except as may be required by law, neither Party will make any press
release or other public disclosure of this Agreement or the transactions contemplated herein
without the prior consent of the other, not to be unreasonably withheld. The parties will consult
with each other on public disclosure with a view to joint disclosure where practicable.
12.10
Entire Agreement The provisions contained in any and all documents and
agreements collateral hereto shall at all times be read subject to the provisions of this
Agreement and, in the event of conflict, the provisions of this Agreement shall prevail. No
amendments shall be made to this Agreement unless in writing, executed by the Parties. This
Agreement supersedes all other agreements, documents, writings and verbal understandings
except the Confidentiality Agreement among the Parties relating to the subject matter hereof
and expresses the entire agreement of the Parties with respect to the subject matter hereof.
12.11
Subrogation The assignment and conveyance to be effected by this Agreement
is made with full right of substitution and subrogation of Purchaser in and to all covenants,
representations, warranties and indemnities previously given or made by others in respect of the
Assets or any part or portion thereof.
12.12
Governing Law This Agreement shall, in all respects, be subject to, interpreted,
construed and enforced in accordance with and under the laws of the Province of Alberta and
applicable laws of Canada and shall, in all respects, be treated as a contract made in the
Province of Alberta. The Parties irrevocably attorn and submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the
courts of the Province of Alberta and courts of appeal therefrom in respect of all matters arising
out of or in connection with this Agreement.
12.13

Time is of Essence Time shall be of the essence in this Agreement.

12.14
Remedies Cumulative No reference to or exercise of any specific right or
remedy by a Party hereunder shall prejudice or preclude such Party from exercising or invoking
any other remedy in respect thereof, whether allowed at law or in equity or expressly provided
for herein. No such remedy shall be exclusive or dependent upon any other such remedy but
each Party may exercise any one or more of such remedies independently or in combination.
12.15
Signs and Notifications After Closing, Purchaser shall remove any signs which
indicate Vendor's ownership or operation of the Assets. It shall be the responsibility of
Purchaser, where necessary, to erect or install any signs that may be required by governmental
agencies indicating Purchaser to be the operator of the Assets and to notify other working
interest owners, gas purchasers, suppliers, contractors, governmental agencies and any other
person of Purchaser's interest in the Assets.
12.16

Limitations Act.

Subject to any limitation period specifically prescribed in this Agreement, the Parties expressly
agree, a is permitted by the Limitations Act, RSA 2000, Ch. L-12, to extend the two year time
period provided for under subclause 3(i)(a) thereof, to a period of four years.
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!N WITNESS WHEREOF this Agreement has been duly executed by each Party as of the date
first above written.

PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST
By its trustee,
PERPETUAL ENERGY OPERATING CORP.

PERPETUAL ENERGY OPERATING CORP.

Per ~j~
PerL~a

Gary J a c k s ~ - - Vice
President,
Land,

Acquisitions

Divestitures~

sGsan Riddell Rose,
President and CEO
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SCHEDULE "A"
Attached to and forming part of a Purchase and Sale Agreement dated the 1st day of October,
2016 between PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, as Vendor, and PERPETUAL ENERGY
OPERATING CORP. as Purchaser
LANDS, LEASES, AND HYDROCARBON INTERESTS
NORTHERN SHALLOW GAS ASSETS
See property report dated September 8, 2016
Attached hereto consisting of 2161 pages

SOUTHERN SHALLOW GAS ASSETS
See property report dated September 1, 2016
Attached hereto consisting of 4902 pages
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PERPETUAL ENERGY INC.

Mineral Property Report
Generated by Susan Hargreaves on September 08, 2016 at 3:07:55 pm.
Selection
Admin Company:
Category:
Country:
Province:
Division:
Area(s):
Active / Inactive:
Status Types:
Lease Types:
Acreage Status:
Expiry Period:
Acreage Category:

cs

/J?Z-1 EXPLORER
CS EXPLORER Version: 11.00.01

SCHEDULE "B"
Attached to and forming part of a Purchase and Sale Agreement dated the 1st day of October,
2016 between PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, as Vendor, and PERPETUAL ENERGY
OPERATING CORP. as Purchaser
WELLS

FACILITIES
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PEOG Well List

1
2
3
4

s
6
7
B
9
10
11
12
13
14
lS
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

so
51
S2
S3
54

ss
S6
S7
SB

S9
60
61
62
63
64
6S
66

WellUWI
100/08·01-039-09W4/00
!00/09·28-039-16W4/00
100/07-1S-040-04W4/00
102/0S·31·040-12W4/00
10l/05-31·040·12W4/02
105/07-16·040·13W4/02
107/09-16·040-13W4/00
l00/06·19·040·16W4/00
l00/06·20-040-16W4/00
100/06·31-040-16W4/00
100/07-0S-040-17W4/00
100/10· l3·040· 17W4/00
100/10-20-040-17W4/00
100/l6·23·040·17W4/00
I00/07-24-040-17W4/02
l00/07-24-040-17W4/00
100/10-27·040·17W4/00
100/07-34-040-17W4/00
l00/07-34-040· l 7W4/02
100/07-34-040-l7W4/03
108/12-20-041·04W4/00
100/07-35·041-05W4/00
100/03-18-041·0BW4/02
100/03-18-041-0BW4/00
100/11·20·041-0BW4/00
100/07·26·041-09W4/00
100/07-31-041-09W4/03
100/07-31-041-09W4/00
100/07·31·041·09W4/02
100/1S·08·041·10W4/00
100/07-26-041-10W4/00
l00/08·27-041·10W4/02
100/08-27-041·10W4/00
100/10-28·041-10W4/00
I00/04-30-041-10W4/00
100/09·3·1·041-10W4/00
100/10·3S-041-10W4/00
103/10·02-04l-11W4/00
102/ll·OS-04l·l!W4/00
102/11-08-041-11W4/02
100/ll-08-041-11W4/00
100/10-10-041-11W4/00
l00/10-ll-041-11W4/00
100/06·26-041·11W4/02
100/06·26-041·11W4/00
I00/13-03-041-12W4/00
100/06-05-041-12W4/02
100/06-0S-041·12W4/00
103/16-0S·041-12W4/00
102/08-06-041-12W4/00
102/09-06-041·12W4/00
100/08-07-041-12W4/00
107/01-08-041·12W4/00
103/01-08·041-l2W4/00
l02/01·03-041·12W4/00
104/0l ·03-041-12W4/00
100/0l-08-041-l2W4/00
l06/0l-08-041·12W4/02
l06/0l-08-041·12W4/03
105/0l-08-041·12W4/00
106/0l-08-041·12W4/00
1D0/02-08·041·12W4/00
100/03·03·041·12W4/00
105/03·08-041·12W4/00
103/03-08-041·12W4/00
102/03-08-041-12W4/00

Region
SOUTH
SOUTH
SOUTH
SOUTH
SOUTH
SCJUTH
SOUTH
SCJUTH
SOUTH
SOUTH
SOUTH
SOUTH
SCIUTH
SOUTH

Operator
INSIGNIA ENERGY
QUATTRO EXPLOR
PERPETUAL CORP
PERPETUAL CORP
PERPETUAL CORP
SUNCOR ENERGY
SUNCOR ENERGY
QUATTRO EXPLOR
QUATTRO EXPLOR
QUATTRO EXPLOR
QUATTRO EXPLOR
QUATTRO EXPLOR
QUATTRO EXPLOR
QUATTRO EXPLOR
SOUTH QUATTRO EXPLOR
SOUTH QUATTRO EXPLOR
SOUTH QUATTRO EXPLOR
SOUTH QUATTRO EXPlOR
SOUTH QUATTRO EXPLOR
SOUTH QUATTRO EXPLOR
SOUTH HUSKY OIL OPERA
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PENN WEST PETRO
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PENN WEST PETRO
SOUTH PENN WEST PETRO
SOUTH PENN WEST PETRO
SOUTH PENN WEST PETRO
SOUTH PENN WEST PETRO
SOUTH PENN WEST PETRO
SOUTH PENN WEST PETRO
SOUTH PENN WEST PETRO
SOUTH IHSOATAHUB
SOUTH ENCANA CORP (2)
SOUTH ENCANA CORP (2)
SOUTH ENCANA CORP (2)
SOUTH HARVE5TOP
SOUTH PENN WEST PETRO
SOUTH TUSCANY ENERGY
SOUTH CANADIAN NATURA
SOUTH ARSENAL ENERGY
SOUTH HUSKY OIL OPERA
SOUTH HUSKY OIL OPERA
SOUTH HARVEST OP
SOUTH HARVEST OP
SOUTH HARVEST OP
SOUTH HARVEST OP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP
SOUTH PERPETUAL CORP

Well Name
KELES NEW CACHE PROVOST 8-1-39-9

Status
ABAN

Type
O&G

Spud Date
1/25/1993

1/29/1993

ACL ET Al REDWILLOW 9·28·39-16
PEOC PROVOST 7-18-40-4
PEOC l02Alll S-31-40-12
PEOC 102 Alli 5·31·40-12
PC HALKIRK EAST 7-16-40-13
PC HALKIRK EAST7-16-40·13
ACL ET AL RED WILLOW 6-19-40-16
CGRU REOWILOW 6·20-40-16
ACl ET Al REDWILOW 6·31-40-16
GRIZZLY ET Al HALKIRK 7-5-40-17
ACl ET Al RED WILLOW 10·13-40-17
ACl ET Al REDWlllOW 10·20·40·17
ACl ET Al RED WILOW 16-23·40·17
ACl ET AL RED WILOW 7-24-40-17
ACl ET Al RED WILOW 7-24-40·17
ACl REOWILOW 10-27-40·17
ACL RED WILLOW 7-34-40-17
ACl RED WILLOW 7-34-40-17
ACl RED WILLOW 7-34-40-17
RENAISSANCE llA3 OOLCY 12-20-41·4
PEOC BORDER 7-35·41-S
PEOC PROVOST 3-18-41-8
PEOC PROVOST 3-18-41-8
PEOC PROVOST 11-20-41·8
PENN WEST CANPAR PROVOST 7-26-41-9
PEOC PROVOST 7•31·41·9
PEOC PROVOST 7·31·41-9
PEOC PROVOST 7·31-41·9
PENN WEST ET AL PROVOST 15·8·41·10
POST ET AL PROVOST 7-26-41-10
PENN WEST ET Al PROVOST 8-27-41-10
PENN WEST ET Al PROVOST 8·27·41-10
PENN WEST ET Al PROVOST 10-28·41 •10
PENN WEST ET Al PROVOST 4-30-41-10
PENN WEST ET Al PROVOST 9-34-41-10
PENN WEST ET Al PROVOST 10-35-41-10
410S77 PROVO 10·2·41-11
ECA PROVOST 11-8-41-11
ECA PROVOST 11·8·41-11
ECA PROVOST 11·8·41-11
KRANG PROVO 10·10-41-11
PENN WEST PROVOST 10·11-41-11
TUSCANY ET Al PROVOST 6·26-41·11
MERLANO HB THOMlK 6-26-41-11
TIV ET AL BELL 13-3-41-12
RENAISSANCE BEllH lK 6-S-41-12
RENAISSANCE BEllH lK 6-S-41-12
HARVEST ET Al 160 HZ BELL 16-5-41~12
COYOTE BEll 8-6-41-12
COYOTE BEll 9·6·41-12
COYOTE BEll8-7-41-12
PEOC 1A4 BELL 1·841·12
PEOC HZllA2 BEll 1·8-41-12
PEOC HZl lC BELL 1·8·41-12
PEOC HZl 1C2 BELL 1-8-41-12
PEOC HZl lA BEll 1-8-41-12
PEOC HZ 10 BELL 1-8-41-12
PEOC HZ 1D BEll 1-8-41-12
PEOC HZL 1A3 BELL 1·841·12
PEOC HZ 1D BELL 1·8·•11-12
PEOC BELL 2·8·41·12
PEOC BEll 3-8-41-12
PEOC HZl 4B3 BELL 3-8-41-12
PEOC HZL 3C BELL .3-8-41·12
PEOC BELL 3·8·41• 12

ABNOZN
ABAN
ABAN
ABAN
JNKABAN
A&W
SUSP
ABAN
ABNOZN
ABAN
SUSP
SUSP
SUSP
ADAN
ABN02N
SUSP
ABNDZN
ABNOZN
SUSP
SUSP
ABAN
SUSP
DRLCSO
SUSP
ABAN
ABAN
ABNDZN
ABNOZN
ABAN
ABAN
ABNDZN
ABN02N
FLOW
SUSP
DRLCSO
FLOW
SUSP
ABAN
CMGlD
ABAN
ABNOZN
SUSP
ABAN
AB&RE
ABAN
ABAN
AONO ZN
PUMP
PUMP
PUMP
SUSP
ABAN
ABAN
ABAN
ABAN
ABAN
ABAN
ABNDZN
ADAN
ABANDRNZN
ABAN
ABAN
ABAN
ABAN
ABAN

GAS
GAS
Oil
GAS
O&G
Oil
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS
O&G
GAS
GAS
O&G
GAS
GAS
WATSOURCE
O&G
GAS
O&G
GAS
GAS
O&G
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS
O&G
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS
O&G
GAS
GAS
O&G
O&G
Oil
GAS
Oil
Oil
Oil
Oil
WATOISPOSA
Oil
Oil
Oil
Oil
Oil
O&G
Oil
Oil
O&G
WATDISPOSA
WATDISPOSA
Oil
Oil
OIL

1/23/1953
6/9/1977
10/16/1982
10/16/1982
9/9/1988
9/9/1988
7/17/1961
9/8/1959
12/7/1961
4/17/1961
8/1/1961
10/22/1967
8/30/1955
5/20/19S9
5/20/19S9
12/15/1970
8/2/1961
8/2/1961
8/2/1961
10/5/1997
6/10/1979
12/27/2003
12/27/2003
9/8/2003
9/13/1976
8/8/1976
8/8/1976
8/8/1976
6/30/1981
6/1/1980
1/16/1981
1/16/1981
3/16/2000
7/22/1980
8/19/1982
1/16/1981
S/1/2003
9/17/2007
9/17/2007
9/13/1983
6/17/1978
3/13/1978
S/23/2001
9/2/1983
9/8/1977
6/29/1984
6/29/1984
6/5/2006
S/15/1996
3/28/1996
6/23/1983
10/6/1997
8/21/1994
S/23/1994
9/7/1994
5/4/1994
5/28/1995
5/28/1995
2/25/1995
5/28/1995
7/17/1983
S/31/1984
3/10/199S
S/31/1994
S/14/1994

2/26/1953
6/13/1977
10/20/1982
10/20/1982
3/16/1993
9/14/1988
7/28/1961
9/17/1959
12/17/1961
4/29/1961
8/9/1961
10/28/1967
9/8/1955
5/26/1959
S/26/19S9
12/23/1970
8/12/1961
8/12/1961
8/12/1961
10/8/1997
6/17/1979
12/30/2003
12/30/2003
9/14/2003
9/16/1976
8/12/1976
8/12/1976
B/12/1976
7/2/1981
6/S/1980
1/20/1981
1/20/1981
3/25/2000
7/27/1980
8/22/1982
l/18/1981
5/4/2003
9/19/2007
9/19/2007
9/16/1983
6/20/1978
3/16/1978
S/28/2001
9/S/1983
9/11/1977
7/9/1984
7/9/1984
6/18/2006
S/22/1996
4/9/1996
6/27/1983
10/13/1997
8/29/1994
S/31/1994
9/14/1994
5/13/1994
6/7/1995
6/7/1995
3/8/1995
6/7/199S
7/14/1983
6/5/1984
3/19/1995
6/8/1994
S/22/1994

RR Date

Prod Date

Abnd Date
1/28/1993

5/5/1978 1/23/2001
2/20/2001 11/20/2007
12/9/1982 12/21/20H
1/1/1997 12/21/2014
10/22/1995
12/2/1988
12/17/1971
5/6/1978 7/lS/1988
5/6/1978
8/10/1972 7/13/1990
8/13/1972
8/18/1972
12/17/1971
1/21/2007
10/29/1971 1/21/2007
12/19/1971
10/2S/1971
1/4/1972
3/2/1972
3/12/1972
11/10/1997
5/25/2001
7/27/2004

Surface Location
100/08-0l-039-09W4/00

100/09·28-039-16W4/00
100/07-18-040-04W4/00
l02/0S-31·040·12W4/00
102/05-31·040-12W4/02
100/09-16·040·13W4/00
102/09-16-040-13W4/00
100/06-19·040·16W4/00
100/06-20-040-16W4/00
100/06-31 ·040· 16W4/00
100/07-0S-040-17W4/00
100/10·13·040-17W4/00
100/10-20-040·17W4/00
100/16-23-040-17W4/00
100/07-24-040-17W4/02
100/07-24·040·17W4/00
100/10-27·040·17W4/00
100/07·34-040-17W4/00
l00/07-34-040-17W4/02
100/07·34·040·17W4/03
10B/12·20-041-04W4/00
100/07-35·041·0SW4/00
100/03-18-041--0BW4/00
100/03·18·041·08W4/00
I00/11·20·041-08W4/00
2/27/2004
9/8/1982 1/18/2000 100/07-26·041·09W4/00
7/22/1993 100/07-31-041·09W4/00
12/22/1977 7/22/1993 100/07·31·041·09W4/00
12/22/1979 7/22/1993 100/07-31-041·09W4/00
3/1/1982 17/22/2015 100/15-08·041-10W4/00
100/07-26-04l-10W4/00
11/2/1982 5/6/1999
100/0B-27·041·10W4/02
3/1/1982
100/08-27·041-10W4/00
3/1/1982
100/10-28-041-10W4/00
12/1/2004
I00/04-30-041-10W4/00
6/1/1985
100/09·34·041·10W4/00
100/10·3S·041·10W4/00
12/1/1981
103/10·02·041·11W4/00
S/8/2004
12/10/2007 6/28/2010 102/ll-OB-041-11W4/00
12/10/2007 6/28/2010 102/ll.()8-041·11W4/02
12/9/1997 100/11-0B·041-11W4/00
4/1/1982 9/13/1997 100/l0-10-041·11W4/00
100/10-11-041-11W4/00
4/1/1982
9/13/2013 100/06-26·041-11W4/02
9/20/199S 100/06·26-041·11W4/00
10/14/1977 7/22/1998 100/13-03·041·12W4/00
9/22/199S 10/22/2010 100/06·05·041-12W4/02
7/2/19BS 10/22/2010 100/06·0S-041·12W4/00
100/13-0S-041-12W4/00
7/13/2006
100/16-31·040-12W4/00
7/7/1996
100/16-31·040·12W4/00
7/9/1996
100/08-07·041·12W4/00
8/30/1983
10/22/1997 3/24/2009 100/0B-08-041·12W4/00
9/7/1994 7/24/2013 100/03-08-041·12W4/00
100/03·08·041-12W4/00
6/9/1994
4/8/2009
9/23/1994 7/28/2013 100/03-08-041-12W4/00
100/03-0B·041·12W4/00
5/20/1994 4/8/2009
6/7/1995 3/27/2009 100/03-0B·041-12W4/00
6/24/199S 3/27/2009 100/03-08·041·12W4/00
3/16/1995 7/28/2013 100/03-08·041-12W4/00
6/7/1995 3/27/2009 100/03·08-041-12W4/00
8/7/1983 7/24/2013 100/02-08-041·12W4/00
7/1/1984 7/24/2013 100/03·08·041-12W4/00
3/31/1995 3/26/2009 100/02-0B-041-12W4/00
6/17/1994 3/25/2009 100/02-0B-041-12W4/00
S/31/1994 3/26/2009 100/02·08·041·12W4/00

Prod Zone
N/A
ELRL
MNVL

ElRl
Vl<NG
N/A
ELRl
Vl<NG
VKNG
OC02
VKNG
VKNG
VKNG
VKNG
VKNG
VKNG
VKNG
GlCC
GlCC
VKNG
SPRK
N/A
GLCC
UNDF

lOMR
VKNG
lMNV
GlCC
MNVL
VKNG
VKNG
VKNG
SPRK
VKNG
VKNG
N/A
VKNG
VKNG
ClRD
ClRO
N/A
VKNG
VKNG
N/A
N/A
ElRl
GlCC
ElRl
ElRl
ElRl
ElRl
ElRl
ELRl
ElRl
ElRl
ElRL
ElRl
UNDF
ElRL
ELRL
N/A
ElRL
ElRL
ElRL
ELRL
ELRL

Ace
Code
Wl9001

Wl9548
Wl2279
Wl257B
Wl4943
Wl2645
W12656
Wl2016
Wl2017
W12018
W12020
Wl2021
Wl2022
Wl2023
W01037
Wl2024
Wl202S
Wl7987
Wl2026
Wl2027
W13413
Wl2294
W16701
Wl6620
Wl6S72
Wl0817
WlS602
WlSGOO
W15601
W11570
Wl0818
Wl0944
W10943
Wlt1858
Wl3440
Wl0976
Wll240
Wl7323
W19069
W19070
W1129S
W11038
Wl1046
W15146
Wl0581
W11470
W12S18
Wl2519
Wl7280
Wl3058
Wl304S
Wl2538
Wl3329
Wl2BOO
Wl2S07
Wl29SO
Wl2508
W91233
Wl3204
W13202
W13203
W90267
WlS440
W12931
Wl2S10
W12509

Field Name
VIKING KINSELIA
KILIAM
VIKING KINSELIA
KILIAM
KlllAM
KlllAM
KlllAM
KlllAM
KlllAM
KlllAM
KILLAM
KILIAM
KlllAM
KILIAM
KILLAM
KlllAM
KlllAM
KlllAM
KlllAM
KILIAM
VIKING KINSELIA
VIKING KINSELIA
VIKING KINSELLA

VIKING KINSELLA
VIKING KINSELIA
VIKING KINSELLA
VIKING KINSELIA
VIKING KINSELLA
VIKING KINSEllA
VIKING KINSELLA
VIKING KINSELIA
VIKING KINSELIA
VIKING KINSELIA
VIKING KINSELLA
VIKING KINSELLA
VIKING KINSELIA
VIKING KINSEllA
VIKING KINSELIA
VIKING KINSELIA
VIKING KINSEllA
VIKING KINSELIA
VIKING KINSELIA
VIKING KINSEllA
VIKING KINSELIA
VIKING l(INSEllA
KILLAM
KILLAM
KILLAM
KlllAM
KlllAM
KlllAM
KlllAM
KILLAM
KlllAM
KlllAM
KlllAM
KlllAM
KlllAM
KlllAM
Kill.AM
KILLAM
KILLAM
KlllAM
KlllAM
KILLAM
KILLAM

Well
License
0155856
0005975
0064155
0097881
0097881
0134673
0134673
0021077
0017648
0021752
0020628
0021109
0032929
0010079
0017086
0017086
0039375
0021110
0021110
0021110
0206696
0076179
0298273
0298273
0292180
0060102
0059589
0059589
0059589
0090961
0083110
0088263
0088263
0231963
0084335
0097048
OOBS862
0284614
0375484
0375484
010295S
0070019
0068754
02S49S9
0102880
0065624
0107616
0107616
0351371
0187S78
0186116
01018S9
0206275
016922S
0167159
0169771
0166083
017812S
0178125
017314S
0178125
0102179
0107378
0173141
0167291
0166256

1 of 103

PEOC Licensee wells but Beneficial Ownership to go with POC

WellUWI
100/01-16-051-16W5/00
100/08-16-05l-16W5/00
100/13-20-051-16W5/00
l00/04-29-051-16WS/OO

Reaion
Other
Other
Other
Other

Operator
PERPETUAL CORP
PERPETUAL CORP
PERPETUAL CORP
PERPETUAL CORP

Well Name
PEOC HZ EDSON 1-16-51-16
PEOC HZ EDSON 8-16-51-16
PEOC HZ EDSON 13-20-51-16
PEOC HZ EDSON 4-29-51-16

PEOC Licensee facility but Beneficial Ownershi_!)_ to go with POC
Region
Area
IFacility Code
Surface Location
WEST CENTRAL

WEST Ci:148325

OO/Ol-20-051-16W5

Status
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW

Type
GAS
GAS
GAS
GAS

Spud Date
11/21/2014
12/10/2014
10/1/2014
10/26/2014

RR Date
12/9/2014
1/10/2015
10/25/2014
11/19/2014

Prod Date Abnd Date
1/23/2015
2/3/2015
7/15/2015
7/6/2015

Surface Location
Prod Zone
100/01-20-051-16W5/00 WLRC
100/01-20-051-16W5/00 WLRC
100/01-20-051-lGWS/OO WLRC
100/01-20-051-16WS/OO WLRC

Field Name
EAST EDSON JV
EAST EDSON JV
EAST EDSON JV
EAST EDSON JV

Well License
0471364
0471365
0469537
0469539

Facility List
Region

Area

Facility Code

Surface Location

SOUTH

BIRCHWJWY EAST

10106

00/01-08-047-10W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

10114

00/08-31-047-10W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

10115

00/14-11-047-11W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

10586

00/12-08-048-10W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

12372

00/02-26-054-10W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

12373

00/10-33-054-10W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

12659

00/14-14-055-15W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

12662

00/09-23-055-15W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

13193

00/06-30-057-16W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

20433

00/08-25-057-17W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

23720

00/04-18-044-06W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

23796

00/09-36-055-14W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

27488

00/08-34-055-14W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

30201

00/15-05-056-12W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

30762

00/07-35-057-16W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

31663

00/12-19-044-06W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

31729

00/14-24-055-17W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

31797

00/01-29-057-15W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

32092

00/10-31-041-04W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

32161

00/13-26-055-13W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

32332

00/14-06-056-13W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

32438

00/09-29-055-16W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

33270

00/14-10-056-16W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

33980

00/16-09-055-11 W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

33986

00/04-24-054-11W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

34084

00/07-23-056-13W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

34157

00/05-12-055-13W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

34223

00/01-18-056-13W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

34548

00/12-10-053-11 W 4
00/13-35-055-15W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

34854

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

34913

00/16-34-055-15W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

34995

00/06-08-057-15W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

35294

00/11-11-055-12W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

35933

00/05-14-055-14W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

35941

00/16-10-055-14W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

36141

00/09-08-056-16W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

36751

00/01-18-056-15W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

36825

00/15-07-056-13W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

36954

00/05-25-056-15W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

37328

00/01-27-058-16W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

37505

00/02-27-054-11W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

37533

00/08-15-054-11 W 4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

37834

00/10-08-055-11 W4

SOUTH

BIRCH\NAVY EAST

37867

00/07-16-056-13Vv'4

Facility List
Region

Area

Facility Code

Surface Location

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

37882

00/05-08-056-13W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

38049

00/10-05-056-14W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

38432

00/15-14-055-14W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

39691

00/02-01-056-13W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

39780

00/12-20-056-13W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

39814

02/14-06-056-13W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

39839

00/09-24-057-17W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

40052

00/08-14-054-11 W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

40811

00/16-25-056-16W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

42711

00/14-32-047-10W4

SOUTH

BIRCHWAVY EAST

49044

00/15-04-055-12W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

10121

00/03-06-047-15W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

10122

00/10-12-047-15W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

10593

00/08-08-048-14W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

10594

00/10-01-048-15W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

21738

02/10-11-04 7-16W 4

SOUTH

BRUCE

23719

00/04-35-048-18W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

25687

00/07-02-046-17W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

25814

00/11-07-048-14W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

27384

00/02-25-047-15W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

31030

00/06-22-049-18W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

32285

00/01-16-047-14W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

32714

00/07-24-047-19W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

35017

00/11-17-047-15W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

37469

00/07-04-046-16W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

37491

00/12-31-046-14W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

37510

00/09-04-046-17W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

38004

00/10-02-047-16W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

38031

00/09-35-046-17W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

40248

00/16-11-049-18W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

40613

00/16-14-047-14W4

SOUTH

BRUCE

9842

00/10-35-046-18W4

SOUTH

KILLAM

10117

00/08-10-047-12W4

SOUTH

KILLAM

10119

00/11-10-047-12W4

SOUTH

KILLAM

10590

00/10-22-048-11W4

SOUTH

KILLAM

30082

00/03-07-043-13W4

SOUTH

KILLAM

33765

00/08-16-044-12W4

SOUTH

KILLAM

33767

02/08-16-044-12W4

SOUTH

KILLAM

33977

00/09-30-046-12W4

SOUTH

KILLAM

34324

00/10-08-043-11 W4

SOUTH

KILLAM

34812

00/16-22-042-15W4

SOUTH

KILLAM

39629

00/04-08-043-15W4

SOUTH

KILLAM

41169

02/08-28-041-13W4

SOUTH

KILLAM

8485

00/03-08-041-12W4

Facility List
Region

Area

Facility Code

Surface Location

SOUTH

KILLAM

8486

00i03-08-041-12W4

SOUTH

KILLAM

9230

00/12-23-043-11W4

SOUTH

MANNVILLE

36811

00/05-15-054-09W4

SOUTH

MANNVILLE

40845

00/15-19-054-10W4

SOUTH

MANNVILLE

41539

00/14-06-054-10W4

SOUTH

WARWICK

12375

00/10-08-054-16W4

SOUTH

WARWICK

23649

00/06-08-053-16W4

SOUTH

WARWICK

29489

00/10-13-051-17W4

SOUTH

WARWICK

30454

00/07-19-052-15W4

SOUTH

WARWICK

31376

00/04-30-052-15W4

SOUTH

WARWICK

32240

00/01-28-053-16W4

SOUTH

WARWICK

37133

00/14-32-052-15W4

SOUTH

WARWICK

37168

00/09-06-052-16W4

SOUTH

WARWICK

37357

00/05-04-052-16W4

SOUTH

WARWICK

38086

00/16-29-053-16W4

SOUTH

WARWICK

39809

00/07-03-052-15W4

SOUTH

WARWICK

41486

00/04-14-052-17W4

NORTH

CALLING LAKE

15033

00/09-32-071-20W4

NORTH

CALLING LAKE

23446

00/15-29-072-18W4

NORTH

CALLING LAKE

26921

00/14-13-072-21W4

NORTH

CRAIGEND

20676

00/01-27-065-11W4

NORTH

CRAIGEND

20719

00/09-08-066-l0W4

NORTH

CRAIGEND

22394

00/09-25-064-14W4

NORTH

CRAIGEND

22395

00/03-28-064-12W4

NORTH

CRAIGEND

28764

00/16-01-064-13W4

NORTH

CRAIGEND

32237

00/07-15-064-12W4

NORTH

CRAIGEND

36976

00/11-30-064-11W4

NORTH

CRAIGEND

39973

00/10-22-064-11 W4

NORTH

CRAIGEND

39974

00/07-23-064-13W4

NORTH

CRAIGEND

40463

00/05-30-064-10W4

NORTH

DARWIN PANNY

25645

00/04-02-095-18W5

NORTH

DARWIN PANNY

26619

00/10-28-095-12W5

NORTH

DARWIN PANNY

26666

00/09-08-094-18W5

NORTH

DARWIN PANNY

26751

00/15-35-094-18W5

NORTH

DARWIN PANNY

28109

00/08-13-100-01 W5

NORTH

DARWIN PAN NY

39101

00/09-25-093-18W5

NORTH

EAST SIDE

15954

00/03-20-077-10W4

NORTH

EAST SIDE

16303

02/12-16-079-09W4

NORTH

EAST SIDE

16304

00/06-23-079-10W4

NORTH

EAST SIDE

16623

00/10-16-081-07W4

NORTH

EAST SIDE

25293

00/12-32-078-08W4

NORTH

EAST SIDE

25320

00/12-16-079-09W4

NORTH

EAST SIDE

27297

00/11-16-079-09W4

NORTH

EAST SIDE

32647

00/11-11-076-10W4

Facility list
Region

Area

Facility Code

Surface Location

NORTH

EAST SIDE

39355

00/10-21-078-08W4

NORTH

MARTEN HILLS

15245

00/07-12-073-25W4

NORTH

MARTEN HILLS

15247

00/07-20-073-02W5

NORTH

MARTEN HILLS

15384

00/11-20-074-23W4

NORTH

MARTEN HILLS

15385

02/11-20-07 4-23W4

NORTH

MARTEN HILLS

15386

00/13-21-074-23W4

NORTH

MARTEN HILLS

15388

00/14-22-074-24W4

NORTH

MARTEN HILLS

15390

00/14-29-074-25W4

NORTH

MARTEN HILLS

15529

00/06-33-075-26W4

NORTH

MARTEN HILLS

15798

00/04-30-076-25W4

NORTH

MARTEN HILLS

15963

00/04-22-077-24W4

NORTH

MARTEN HILLS

20129

00/06-03-075-23W4

NORTH

MARTEN HILLS

23362

00/13-14-072-01 W5

NORTH

MARTEN HILLS

25245

00/11-05-074-25W4

NORTH

MARTEN HILLS

25321

02/11-05-074-25W4

NORTH

MARTEN HILLS

30783

00/13-08-072-26W4

NORTH

WABASCA

16507

00/14-15-080-26W4

NORTH

WABASCA

22595

00/15-13-080-26W4

NORTH

WABASCA

34209

00/10-06-081-24W4

NORTH

WEST SIDE

15242

00/09-23-073-09W4

NORTH

WEST SIDE

17086

00/08-36-086-19W4

NORTH

WEST SIDE

17150

00/06-10-087-01 W5

NORTH

WEST SIDE

17318

00/05-08-088-18W4

NORTH

WEST SIDE

22598

00/13-27-077-02W5

NORTH

WEST SIDE

25319

02/09-23-073-09W4

NORTH

WESTSIDE

25377

00/06-06-084-01 W5

NORTH

WEST SIDE

26786

00/03-22-088-01 W5

NORTH

WEST SIDE

26808

00/09-03-088-25W4

NORTH

WESTSIDE

27834

00/03-31-093-14W4

NORTH

WEST SIDE

28057

00/05-20-092-14W4

NORTH

WEST SIDE

30652

00/07-12-083-26W4

NORTH

WEST SIDE

30816

00/12-30-084-21 W4

NORTH

WEST SIDE

30926

00/05-17-085-22W4

NORTH

WEST SIDE

33219

00/06-16-087-18W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

13602

00/11-06-060-19W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

13603

00/11-06-060-19W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

14125

00/14-29-064-01 W5

NORTH

WESTLOCK

14340

00/02-16-065-18W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

14734

00/10-16-068-26W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

20716

00/08-12-066-19W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

20931

00/07-21-068-26W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

21700

00/16-11-058-13W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

23667

00/10-22-061-20W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

30427

00/14-25-061-23W4

Facility List
Region

Area

Facility Code

Surface Location

NORTH

WESTLOCK

33837

02/02-16-065-18W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

36772

00/08-36-059-20W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

36952

00/09-10-062-18W 4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

36988

00/15-07-062-18W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

37329

02/02-17-063-17W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

37401

00/02-32-062-18W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

37708

00/02-14-062-18W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

37791

00/10-27-059-20W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

37875

00/11-26-067-25W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

38561

00/11-16-068-26W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

38991

00/08-22-060-17W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

38992

00/02-28-058-13W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

39426

00/02-07-062-22W 4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

39606

00/06-15-060-17W 4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

39668

00/11-17-062-18W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

39699

02/09-10-062-18W 4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

40521

00/02-27-058-13W4

NORTH

WESTLOCK

40693

00/15-33-060-18W4

NORTH

WOODEN HOUSE

17038

00/10-20-085-22W4

NORTH

WOODEN HOUSE

17088

00/08-13-086-23W4

NORTH

WOODEN HOUSE

20913

00/07-04-087-25W4

NORTH

WOODEN HOUSE

25243

00/11-23-087-24W4

NORTH

WOODEN HOUSE

25244

00/09-27-084-22W4

NORTH

WOODEN HOUSE

25265

00/13-08-084-01 W5

NORTH

WOODEN HOUSE

25310

00/12-18-084-01 W5

NORTH

WOODENHOUSE

26810

00/09-24-087-01 W5

NORTH

WOODEN HOUSE

28453

00/09-07-084-01 W5

NORTH

WOODEN HOUSE

30815

00/09-01-086-23W4

NORTH

WOODEN HOUSE

30818

00/11-16-085-22W4

NORTH

WOODEN HOUSE

35774

02/14-14-084-22W4

Major Facility List
Other Owner Working Interest {Company Name and
Name of Gas Plant

ARCHER KILLAM

location
00/12·23·043·11W4

Registered#
ABGl'0001211, ABGP0001599

FACILITY UC#
F0009230

licensee Name
PEOC

Status

ACTIVE

Contact Number}

Perpetual Energy Operating Corp.

Working Interest

Operator

Subtype

Facllitv Subtype

98,02% PEOC

401 Gas Plant Sweet

1.98% PEOC
88,00% PEOC
93.50% PEOC

,01 Gas Plant Sweet
401 Gas Plant Sweet

Penn West Petroleum - Just reccived an Assignment
from Penn West to Cleo Energy Corp. eff July 28,

2016

ARCHER VIKING
ARCHER BRUCE

4·6

00/11·10·047-12W4

ABGP0001613

00/03·06-047·1SW4

A6GP0001175

F0010119
F0010121

PEOC
PEOC

ACTNE
ACTIVE

ECA WILDON 9·29·0SS·16W4 · now
called Wostok 09-29·055·16W4

00/09·29·0SS-16W4

ABGP0l02810

F0032438

PEOC

CABRE MARTEN HILLS

00/11-20-074·23W4

ABGP000125l

F0015384

PEOC

SUSPENDED - Now active
focHity with 3rd party
processing
SUSPENDED· Abnd in DDS Decomm. Site piles only

DEVON MARTEN HILLS

OO/l4-22·074-24W4

ABGP0001117

F001538S

PEOC

ACTIVE

MartenHi!1s2

00/14-29-074-2SW4

ABGP0001229

Fl5390

PEOC

Suspended

PARAMOUNT SALESKI

00/08-36·086·19W4

ABGP0001411,ABGP0001599

F00170BG

PEOC

SUSPENDED

DEVON MUSKWA ffEEPEE CK)
HUSKY SALESl<I 5-8

00/06-10-087-0lWS
OO/OS·D8·088· 1SW4

AOGP0001973
ABGP0001682

F0017150
F0017318

PEOC
PEOC

ACTIVE
ACTIVE-Plant

MafnGGS

West Pool GGS

East Pool GGS
Abee Gas Plant

01-32·061-22W4

ABGP0001319

F13717

Direct Energy Market! Active

Big Bend Gas Plant

13-36-066-27W4

ABGP0001293

F14504

CNRL

Active

13·36·066·27W4

Darwin Gas Plant

Martin Hills

•*Note that there are 2 se a rate CO&O Ae-reements for this location and CNR operates both.
16-28·094-18WS
ABGP0110886
F17600
Baytex

Active

12-18·076-2SW4

ABGP0001132

fl5795

CNRL

Active

JaiviePlant

14·29-064·01WS

ABGP0001229 ABCSD014125

F15390 F14125

PEOC

Su1pended

Westlock Gas Plant

13·24-060·26W4

AOGP0001260

F13604

CNRl

Suspended

Dominion East Bruce

1D·D1-048-1SW4

ABGP0001783

F10594

1333002 Alberta ltd. Susrrended

Perpetual Energy Operating Corp.
ConocophiHips Canada (BRC) Partner.;hlp
C.8.Statler
Coastlll Resources
Federated Co-operatives
Rlchdale Rei.oun:es
Enen:apit.1 Energy Ltd.

Perpetual Energy Operalln Corp.
Canadian Natural Resources
Penn West
Perpetual Energy Opernti~Corp.
Cam1dl:im Natural Resources
ARC Resources Ltd.
Perpetual Energy Operating Corp.
Canadian Natural Resources
ARC Resources ltd.
Perpetual Energy Operating Corp.
lGSAr:ency
Rockhill Resources
PeflJetual Energy Operating Corp.
Perpetual EnerKV Operating Corp,
Haivest Oil Operations
Progress Energy Ltd,
Perpetual EnerKV Operating Corp.
Haivest Oil Operations
Progress Energy ltd.
Perpetual Energy Operatl!!( Corp.
Haivest Oil Operations
Progress Energy ltd,
Perpetual Energy Opetatirig Corp.
Haivest Oil O erations
Prot!:ress Energy Ltd.
Perpetual Energy Operating Corp.
Canadian Natural Re:rources
CO Energy Canada Resources
Inland Development
Daytight Energy ltd.
Perpetual Enernv OpcrnUng Corp.
Canadian Natural Resources
Sabre Energy Partnership
Perpetual Energy Operating Corp.
Canadian Natural Resources
Sabre Energy Parlnersh.!E_

1.14%
O.o2¾
0.06%

0.96%
0.19¾
4.13%

100.00% PEOC

401 Gas Plant Sweet

50.00% PEOC
45.00%
5.00¾
60.45% PEOC
12,60¼
26.95%
60.45% PEOC
12.60%
26.95'¼
98.77% PEOC
0.63%
0.60%
100.00¾ PEOC
58.56% PEOC
33,56¾
7.89%
58.56'¾
33.56%
7.89%
67.11%
17.11'¾
1S.77%
50.00%
50.00¾
0.00¾
0.50% CQ Energy Canadi'I Resoures
24.27%
69.27%
5.97%
245% Sabre
10.00%
16.51%
71.04%
5.17% CNR
58.08%
36.74%

401 Gas Plant Sweet

Perpetual Enerov Operating Corp.
BaytcxEnergyttd.
Pavilion Energy Corp. (Niven)
CNR holds larr.er WI

53.33¾ Baytex
26.67%

Perpetual Energy Operating Corp.
CQ Energy Canada Resources
Canadian Natural Re1ourcl!!$
!Apache Canada Ltd.
Perpetual Energy Operating Corp.
1333002 Alberta Ltd. {subsi<liuy of Perpetual Energy
Inc)

43.13% CQ Enemv Canada Resoures
56.87%
87.25 % CNRl
6.48%
6.27%

20.00%
0.00¼ CNRL

100.00¼ 1333002Albertaltd.

404 GP Acid Gas lnj

401 Gas Plant Sweet

404 GP Add Gas In}

404 GP Acid Gas lnj
404 GP /\ckl Gas In'

SCHEDULE "C"

Attached to and forming part of a Purchase and Sale Agreement dated the 1st day of October,
2016 between PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, as Vendor, and PERPETUAL ENERGY
OPERATING CORP. as Purchaser

PIPELINES

2

7880987.1

Schedule C • Pi_e_elines
FR
FtELD
0
0
0

0
0

LIC#
28160
29765
34655
30029

LINE#

12
17
16
14

APPROVAL DATE
19/07/2001
6"/2004
3f/Oet2010

14J02/2006
22J02/2005

.

FR SEC

FRlWI'

RGE

3
7
6

24
12
16
26

66

10

11

100
92
73
57

45733

32

0

49351

0

50032

0

52012
52012
20047
20047
20047
40400

I
5
2
3
1
2

"""""'"'
2'1<Wl997

7
I
8
2
14
10
8

4

29/01/2004

14

25

1
I
I
2
1
7
I
25
40
2
2
3
1
2
4
5
I
I
1

25"'5/2004

16101/2006
""'2006
13/06/1933
15112/1995

7
4
8
I
2
9
16
10
13

6
2
18
7
7
10
20
12
25

5
11

21l
12

"'

\6/fYSl20(fl

4

Z7

54

16/00/1909

I

21/00/2000

2
5
10
6
3
10
6
5
6

2<I
26

54
54

15
21

54
54
55
55

0
ABEE

ABEE

ABEE
ABEE

ABEE
ABEE
ABEE

ABEE
AMAOOU
AMAOOU
ASTOTIN
ASTOTIN

42200
50339
50339
503$7
34039
39755

43710
43710
19374

ATHABASCA EAST
BEAUVALLON
BEAUVALLON
BEAUVALLON

23579
23679

BEAUVALLON

32348

BEAU VALLON

35175
36175
45811
48128

SEAUVALLON
BEAUVALLON
BEAUVALLOt~
BEAUVALLON
BEAUVALLON
BEAUVALLON
BEAVERHILL LAKE
BEAVERHILL LAKE
BEAVERHILL LAKE
BEAVERHILL LAKE
BEAVERHlLL LAKE
BEAVERH1LL LAKE

SEAVERHILL I.AKE
BEAVERHlll LAKE
BEAVERHILL LAKE

BEAVERHILL LAKE
BEAVERHILL LAKE
BEAVERHILL lAKE

BEAVERHILL LAKE
BEAVERHILL LAKE

BEAVER Hill LAKE
BEAVERH!Ll LAKE
BEAVERHILL LAKE

BEAVERHILL LAKE

32348

48259
49925
49925

28lll5l2006
4/312010

22/02/2005

21!07/2000
13103/2009
5ro/200I
26/01/2004

25/07/2007

25/07/2007
31107/2005
l!l18120!J7

7
6

12
31
32

25
26

''

17031

12

2S/11/t982

4

1
2
2
I
2
3
1
3
1
4
5
6
6
22
25
26

28/01/1994
22/0111982
10/1'1935

4

17

4
5

35

22013

22509
30100

36936
49917
49917

49917
49917

1Ch'9/'1980

4

4
17

16

11/311937

16
16
2
6
3
7
7
6
16
4

25/02J1900

23/02/1993
8/2/2002
113/1992
1/JJ1952

23/09/2009
113/1982
17/05/1996

BEAVERHILL LAKE
BEAVERHILL lAKE
BEAVERHILL LAKE
BEAVERHILL LAKE
BEAVERHILL LAl<E
BEAVERHILL LAKE
BEAVERHILL LAKE
BEAVERHILL LAKE
BEAVERHILL LAKE
BEAVERHILL LAKE
BEAVERHILL LAKE
BEAVERHILL LAKE
BEAVERHILL LAKE
BELUS
BELLIS
BELLIS
BELLIS
BELLIS
BELLIS
BELLIS
BELLSHILL LAKE
BELLSHILL LAKE
BELLSHILL LAKE
BELLSHILL LAKE
BELLSHILL lAKE
BELLSHILL LAKE
BELLSHILL LAKE
BELLSHILL LAKE
BELLSHILL LAKE
BELLSHILL LAKE

49917
49917
'9917
49917
49917
40017
49917
49917
49917
<19917
40017
49917
50443
47275
47275

25633
25'l33
2S!J33
25833

21
22
23

14/0W1995
14/09/1005

24

BELLSHILL LAKE
BELLSHILL LAKE
BELLSHILL LAKE
BELLSHILL IAl<E
BELLSHILL LAKE
BELLSHILL LAKE

25633

20

2flfl9!}6
7f0/1995

48402

-·

49464
49464

50792
25833
25833
25833

25833
25833

25833

26
29
30
37
36
39
41

49
50
I
5
6
1
1
3
1
I
15
16
17
18
19
20

28J05/1984

4

23/09/2009

15
16

7ll/1900
616/1006

14
15/0J/20IM

18

23IOlll2009
5/8/2004
23I09/201l9

12
13
6
14
16
2
2
6
I
11
6
12
13
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
2
3
3

19/11/2009
19/11/2009
22/11/2004

22J02/2007
22/02/2007
S/10/2007
6112/2007

23110/2008
24/11/2008

2/3/2805

219/1994
21911994

14/09/1995

14/09!1995

lffi/2003

25933

31

2/111995

25'l33

34
1

2009/1995

29616
25617
2'618

18

1

29,'04/1W7

1

29!04lt997

3
6
3
3
3

62

4

62
82
73

22
22
22
20

73
55

20
18

55

18
22

52
52

18

5

25/02/1006

.,

52

11

•

23

4

8

10/9}1980

23

22
23

53
53

17167
18875
21147
22013
22013

17031

15

23

53

17031

17031

25/0311901
tG/12/1996

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

15

12

5/4/1994
28/09/2007

4

13

24

18

13

12

14
20

26

GO

31

158
3
6
8
10

17031

FRWOF FRFAC TO LSD TO SEC TOlWP TORGE TOWOF TOFAC
4
4
4
4

79
79
GI
61
61
62

54

52
52
52
48

10
10
10
10
9
9
10
10
9
10
10

16
18

18
18
18

4

BE
BE

13

22

92

16

10

I
29
I
20
32
35

73

BE
WE
WE
WE
DE
BE
BE
WE
WE
DE

25
25

•
•

61
61
62
00
62
02
62

21

73

8

17

4

,0

55
55
'57

•

Pl
WE
WE
WE
WE
BE
BE
WE
WE
DE
BE
WE
WE
WE
WE
BE
WE
WE
WE
BE
BE
BE
WE

4
4
4

4
4

4
4
4

'

4
4
4
4

4

'

18

4
4
4

18

4

PL

cs

51

19

40

18

24

49
49
49
51
49

18
18
17
10
17

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

15
IS
11
3

49

16

4

PL

49
49

18
18

WE

41)

16

14

49
49
49

18
16

24
,0

5

31

12
2
13
34
35

50
48

48

4

49

10

41)

33

48

22

49

12
11

"

16

I
6
27
15

15
15
5
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
0
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

49

19

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

18

4

18
18
18

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

16

18
18

16

60
60
60

18
19
18
17
16
17
17
16

60

15

41

12
12

51
58
58
58

41
41

41
41

12
12

12

41

12

41

12
12

41

41
41
41
41

41
41

41

41

12
12
12
12
12

12
12
12

4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

00
66

WE

4

4

13
17
13

3
7

'

4
4
4

6

Pl

,.
5

INTI.

sm

SUBSTANCE

H2S

00

WT

MAT

TYPE

GRADE

MOP

JOINTS

COAT

LEVEL

0
0.6
0.03
0
0
0

82.6
114.3
127

3.6
32
14

A

6003

2245.1

0
0

H

s
G

FPLP

T!B
2601
301

4000

M

0
0
0

114.3
114.3
ff/

32
12.7

s

2245.1

3592

1970

w

p

3400

13ll0

B

G

FPLP

0

M

0

114.3
114.3

10
3.2
4
4
3.2
32

0
756

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

2245.1

3502

4980

2245.1
2245.1

3592
3592
2901
2901
2001
2601
2901
2001
2501

4140
0
0
0
4000
5000
0

w
w
w
w
w
w

u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

FR

LSD

PL
OE
WE

PL
WE

Pl
WE

PL
WE
WE
WE
WE
BE
WE
OE
WE
WE
WE
WE
WE
WE

Pl
WE
WE
WE
WE
WE
BE
BE
BE
BE
OE
BE
OE
BE
OE
OE
BE
BE
OE
BE
BE
BE
BE
OE

2

10
3
6
10
14
8
5
1
8
1
10

15

5
10
2
2
2
5
16
3
3
10
3
6
4
4
6
4
8
4
2
6
16

35
7
7
11

18
II
27

,.,.
15
16
4

II
11
13

11

54
54
54
54
54

6

52

52
52
53

"

25

5
24

54

48
51
40
49
49
49

51
49

25
25
14

4
4
4
4

21
13
18
15
15

4

23

4

23
23
22

4
4
4

23

4

22

4
4
4
4

22

22
20
20
17

17

22
10
10
10
10
9
9
10
10
9
10

4
4

4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4

4
4

4

'

17
17
19

4
4
4

16

4
4

35
2
15
2
2
26

48

18
18
18
16
18
19

4
4
4

18
16

4
4

16
18
18

4

18

4
4

"

49
49

48

34
3
4
4
15
12

48

11
18

"'

6
32

58
57
58
60
60
60
60
41

26
26
15
15

4

3

8
8
8
8
5
5
8

49
49

49
49
41)

18

'

4
4

4
4

41

16
16
19
17
17
16
17
17
16
15
12
12

41

12

41
41
41
41

12
12

12

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

12

4

41

12

"
41

12

4
4

12

4

12

4

12

4
4
4
4
4

51

41
41
41
41
41
41

NG

0

1.03

0
0

NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
tlG
NG
NG
NG
NG

12

12
12
12

4

4
4
4
4
4
4

4

1.13

R
D
D
D

1.3
154

0,17
0.64

N
D
N
R

D

PL
PL
PL
PL
PL

0.64
0.55
1.3

0

1.3!)

0

3.47

0

BE
OE

2.04

PL
PL

1.2

A
A
0
0
A
A

BE
BE

PL
PL
PL
PL
OE

BE
OE
BE

4
4

N

N

I

4

18
18

2.93
1.7
3.42
2.27
3.84

2.56

18
18
18

4
4
4
4
4

D

BE

cs

4

3.36
1.17

0
0

PL
PL

4

4

49

0

BE
BE
BE

10

17

49

D

0.19
1.57
0.85
3.00

PL
PL
PL

PL
PL

49
40

"'

2.65

PL
PL
PL

BE

1.3

STATUS
A

6E

PL
PL
PL

4
4

IB
16
17
19

LGTH

NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG

BE
BE

to

15
11

8
6
8
6
8
8
8
8
8

3
3
II
11
3

54

17
8

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

73

53
53
52
52

19
19
10
31

3

79
GI

5
12
12
17
17

10
10
2
8
7
6
4

15

00
79

4

24

13
15
16
16
16
1
18
8
6
4
6
3
8

56

55
55

18

12
1

100

10

PL
PL
PL
PL

MS

9.72

0.913
0.58

0.0!1
02

0
N

8.3
0.58
2.78
0.9
1.57
1.32

0

1.97

A

PL
PL
PL
Pl

0.65
0.65
22
0.01
8.51
0.24
0.8
3.44
1.49
2
1.02
1.22
1.63
0.1
214

MS

PL
PL
PL
PL
PL
BE
SE
SE
6E
BE
6E
BE
OE
BE
OE
OE
BE
BE
BE
6E
BE
6E
BE

0
A

A
0

4.16

PL
PL
PL
PL
PL
PL

0

21

0.1
2.16

BE

0
A
0

0.19
1,57
15.00
13.3
0.39

cs

PL

N

1.13

PL
PL
PL

BE

0

2.14

0
0
0

A

0

0
0
0

0
0

0
D

0
A

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

1.4
4.32
0.24
0.32
2.42
0.04
0.25

0

OJS

A

0.35
0.00
0.28
0.23

A

0.23
0.22

A

0.3

A
A

0.03
~23
0.85
0.8
0.6
0.19

0
0
D
D
A
A

A
A
A
A

NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
OE
OE
OE
OE
OE
OE
OE
OE
OE

0
0
0
0
0
0
8
0.4
0.4
0.4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

!JO
60
60

60
60
60
60
llO
60

114.3
114.3

114.3
80.9
00.9
86.9

114.3
114.3
114.3

114.3
114.3
114.3
114.3

3.18

114.3
80.9
8"9
114.3

114.3
88.9

...,
88.11
114.3

114.3
114.3

114.3

3.2
3.2
3.18
3.16
3.18
3.18

3.18

114.3
114.3
168.3
114.3

3,18

114.3
IM.3

3.18

114.3
6B9
114.3
60.3

114.3
168.3
168.3
114.3

11"3
t14.3
60.3
114.3
114.3
114.3
114.3
114.3
114.3
114.3

124
124
114.3
114.3
114.3
114.3
114.3
114.3
88.9
114.3
00.0
60.8
60.6
00.8
00.8
80.8
60.8
80.8
00.8
60.B
80.6

80.8

A

co

A

SG
SW

8
50
0

88.9
117.4

A

32

86.0

114.3

llO

60
00

32
2.8
2.8

88.9

114.3

60

A

3.18

4.8
16.14
32
4
3.18
32
32
3.12
3.2
32
32
32
32

OE
OE
OE
OE

A

3,16

00.8
1002

3.18
3.18

32
32
3.18

3.18
2.8
2.77

3.16
3.16
2.77
3.18
3.18
5.54
3.18
3.18
3.16
3.2
32
3.2
3.2
12.5
12.5
3.2

3.2
3.2
32
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
254
2.54
2.54
254
2.54
2.54
2.54

2.54
2.54

2.54
254
2.54
2.54
3.55
3.2
3.93

p

s

2245.1

2245.1
Z245.I
Z245.1
2245.1
2245.1
2245.1
224'5.1
2245.1
3400
2245.1

s

Z245.1

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

5LX
2245.1

2245.1
2245.1
2245.1
2245.1
Z245.1
2245.1

2245.1
5LX
2245.1

2245.1
22453
Z2453
5l)(

5tX
2245.3
2245.3
2245.3

Z245.3
2245.3
2245.1

2245.3
2245.1

2502
2001
8.3

3502
3502

X42
2001
2001
2'01
2501
2601
2601
2601
3592

X42
2901
2001
2501
2601

X42
X42
2601
2601
3501
2601
2901
2001
,00\
2901

SL

X42

A

6063

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

22450

TIB
2901

s
G
G

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
F
F
F

F
F
F
F

F
F
F
F
F

F
F

s
F

Z245.3
2245.3
2245.3
Z245.3
2245.3
A\05
Z245,1
2245.1
Z245.1

Z245.1
2245.1
2245.1
Z245.1
FPLP
FPLP
2245.1
Z245.1
2245.1

2245.1

2901
2001
2001
290!
2601

8
2601
2601
2001
2601
2901
2001
2001
301
301
3591

3502
3502

2245.1

3592
2301

2245.1
2245.1

3582
3502

2245,1

3592

4140

--

w

w
w

5100

w
w
w
w

1020

B

0
0

w
w
w

-"''°
4350
0
0

4SSO

0
4350
4900
4970
0
0
0
4970

0000

4280

w
w
w

w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w

0
4970
4970
0
4200
4960

w
w
w

4650

w
w
w
w
w
w

4960
491)0
41lll0
4960
4'60
7650
0

----0

4960

4260

w
w
H

w
w
w
w

w
w

w
w
w

w
w

CENT
CEN
CENT
CENT
2245.1
STAR

860
860
608

0
0
0
0
0
0

T
T
T
T

800

31

0

Z7
62
35

'5
45
35

31
31
17
0

31
0
31

0
0
21
25

w

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

w
T

31

25
25
31

25

u
u

0
0

u
u
u
u
u
u

0

u

u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

cc

31
83
27
0
31
31

31

T

2000

24
24
0
0
0
0

u
u
u
u
u
u
u

w
w

cc

24
19
0

M

0

2901

31
31

u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

cc

0
0

u

800

800

0
0

31
31

u

u

cc

25

M

CENT

800

u

21
39

31

800
860
860

860

u

31

u

CENT
CENT
CENT
CENT
CENT
CENT
CENT
CENT
CENT

800
600

u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

cc

50
0
25
16
16
0
0
0
24
26
0
35

u
u

w
w

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

860

u

10

EM/

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

cc

SCHEDULE "D"

Attached to and forming part of a Purchase and Sale Agreement dated the 1st day of October,
2016 between PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, as Vendor, and PERPETUAL ENERGY
OPERATING CORP. as Purchaser

MATERIAL CONTRACTS

7880987.1

AGREEMENTS WITH 60 DAYS OR MORE TERMINATION NOTIFICATION
PEOC File

Agreement

~

~

JS00007
JS00014
JS00139
JS00140
JS00277
JS00285
JS00340
JS00410
JS00415
JS00446
JS00454
JS00467
JS00474
JS00476
JS00480
JS00499
JSO0S00
JS00502
JS00518
JS00533
JS00537
JS00SS0
JS00581
JS00671
JS00680
JS00719
JS00782
JS00841
JS00971
JS01020
JS01059
1501281
JS01282
JS01297
JS01298
JS01300

Propertv

Producer

60 Days
90 Days
60 Days

Gas Transportation
Gas Gathering and Processing

Klllam/Bellshlll
Hastings
Hattie Lake East
Haight Mundare
Hastings Coulee
Birch/Mannville
West Lavoy
Mannville
West Holden
Viking Kinsella

canadian Natural
Canadian Natural
PEOC
PEOC
PEOC
Penn West
PEOC
PEOC
PEOC
Husky Oil Operations
Signalta Resources
Signalta Resources
PEOC
PEOC
Pine Cliff

9-Mar-92
1-Nov-02
1-May-02
1-Jun-87
1-Feb-82
1-Jan-04
1-Feb-98
1-Sep-99
1-Nov-96
l-Dec-03
l-Mar-03
1-Nov-01
1-Sep-95
1-Jan-83
24-Sep-03
1-Mar-98
1-Nov-00
3-Jan-02

60 Days
365 Days
60 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
60 Days
90 Days
60 Days
180 Days
90 Days
90 Days
60 Days
60 Days

Gas Handling
Water Disposal
Gas Processing
Volume Commitment Pooling
Gas Handling
Gas Transportation
Gas Transportation
Contract Well/Facilities Operating
Gas Gathering and Processing
Gas Handllng
Contract Well/Facilities Operating
Water Disposal

Hoole/Wabasca
Clyde Lake
Mannville
Wabasca Hoo!e
Thornbury
Willingdon
Abee
Craigend
Craigend
Leismer
Leismer
Leismer

Tidewater
CCS Energy Services
PEOC
Tidewater
AltaGas
Canadian Natural
Canadian Natural
PEOC
PEOC
PEOC
PEOC
PEOC

PEOC
PEOC
Insignia Energy
PEOC
PEOC
PEOC
PEOC
Husky Oil Operations
Husky Oil Operations
Statoil
Statoil
Statoil

1-Oct-02
1-May-07
1-Aug-94
1-Oct-02
1-Jan-11
1-May-04
1-Oct-97
l-Aug-05
1-Aug-05
1-Sep-12
1-Sep-12
30-Aug-12

90 Days
60 Days
90 Days
90 Days
60 Days
60 Days
60 Days
60 Days
60 Days
60 Days
60 Days
60 Days

Common Stream

Gas Processing
Facilities Usage (Processing)
Facilities Usage (Processing)

Gas Gathering, Transmission & Processing
Gas Transmission and Processing
Gas Gathering and Processing
Gas Processing

Gas Processine
Gas Transportation
Gas Transportation
Facilities Usage (Processing}
Gas Gathering and Processing
Gas Processing and Gathering

Gathering Fee Agreement
Transportation Letter Agreement
Processing and Gathering

Apache Canada
PEOC
PEOC

I!r.m.

PEOC
Long Run
Pine Cliff Energy
PEOC
PEOC
Monterey Energy
Devon Canada
Husky Oil Operations
PEOC
Barnum Petroleum
Pine Cliff Energy
OMERS Energy
PEOC
PEOC
PEOC
Repsol Partnership
AltaGas Ltd.
PEOC

Gas Transportation and Processing
Gas Handling

PEOC
PEOC
PEOC
PEOC
TAQA North
TAQA North

Termination

QJ!.\i

60 Days
60 Days
90 Days
90 Days
180 Days
60 Days

Gas Processing

Cenovus Energy
Husky Oil Operations
Ganadian Natural
Canadian Natural
PEOC
PEOC

Effective

1-Sep-03
1-Dec-01
1-Mar-05
1-Mar-05
1-Mar-07
1-Feb-07

Gas Transportation and Processing

Water Disposal

Leismer
Thornbury
Marten Hills
Marten Hills
Teepee Creek
Teepee Creek
Figure Lake North
KIiiam
Haight Mundare
North Mannville
North Plain Lake
Sunland/Wostok
Mannville
Mannville

Operator

Prior to December 31, 2022

Prior to December 31, 2022

OTHER
Enmax Retail Services Agreement dated July 7,
2016 between PEI and Enmax
Lease Agreement with Perpetual Energy Inc.
for the Athabasca Office
2005 GasEDI Bas Contract for Sale and
Purchase of Natural Gas dated January 5, 2015
between Perpetual Operating Trust, by its
trustee, Perpetual Energy Operating Corp. and
Mercuria Commodities Canada Corporation
and FTP Transaction Confirm dated
September 26, 2016 between Perpetual
Energy Operating Corp. and Mercuria
Commodities Canada Corporation

1-Aug-16
1-Dec-11

31-Jul-17
Perpetual will be terminating
30-Nov-16 this lease

PEOC FIie

Agreement

lli!ml1.!r

:r....,

.iFOOO-J2.
JF00003
JF00004

JF00005
JF00006
JFOOOlO
JFD901l
Jf00012

-

AGRF;_EMENTS WITH 60 QA YS OR MORE TERM/NA TJON NOT/FICA TIO/i
PEOC
EffccUw

Uka!n 13·23-056-15W4 Comp

AFE Oniy for own1mhip
Constructlon, ownership & Operation
Constructron, Ownership & Operation
Construction, ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownershlp & Operation

DuvemayGasP!ant
Jarrow Gas Plant 08-14·45•11 W4

Construction, Ownership & Oper:ition

JarrowGGS

Construction, ownership & Operation

Ho!denWestGasPlant

Buff Coulee Gas Plant
Ouvernav Gas Gathering Fad!lties

Kl!!amGasPlant

09!r§f01"

OMERS
PEOC

W9Qilng Interest

ll.,l!

Tcnnlnatlon

!!rm

l·Jan-81
4-Jan-82

Upon abandonment & rec!amatlon

1.6183¾
55,735000¾

10-Juf-78

Upon abandonment & redam.ition

95.580000¼

10.Ju!-78

Zarion

23.28620"/4

1-Jan-83

Upon abandonment & redamatlon
Upon abandonme:nt & redam;tion

Zargon

27.82000¾ 19-May-99 Upon ab1mdonment & redam:ition

PEOC

Devon

PEOC
PEOC

100%

Upon abandonment & redamatton

98.01550%

Hllay-78

JF00013

Construction, Ownership & Operation

Kinsel!aProductionfaclHty

Quertflrl!

9.87955%

1-Sep-78

Upon abandonml!nt & reclamation

JF00014

Comtruction, ownership & Operation

Hig:hva!e Comprenion Facitttlos

Long Run

12.000¼

1-Ju}.£0

Upon abandonment & reclamation

JF00020

100.00%

l-Jan-76

& Transm.

Construction, Owneuhip & Operation

Sunland GGS & Comp

JF00021

Construction, ownershfp & Operation

TherienGGS

C~JR

1F00022

Ownership Confirm

Vikinc Kinsella GS and Sales line

QuHtfirn

Jf00023

Con~truction, Ownl!rship& Operation

Viking Hattie Gu Plant 11·10•4712W4

Jf00024

ownership Confirm

Jf00025

Construction, ownership & Operation

JF00026

PEOC

Commnnb

Upon abandonment & redamztion

50.00¼

Uponabandonment&reclamation

Uponabandonment&.reclamation

33.33330%

l·Dec-82

Upon abandonment & roelamat!on

Various

l·May-96

Upon abandonment & rl!damation

PEOC

87.500:)%

l·Mar-78

Upon abandonment & reclamation

WarwftkGGS

PEOC

83.514430%

22-0ct-98

Upon abandonment & reclamation

WilltngdonGasPlant

CNR

Constructk)n, ownership & Operation

Buck Creek Compressor 5.5.47-5

Penn wen

JF00029

Construction, ownership & Opuatlon

V\'hltfofd GG, Com~tfon & Transminlon Fru:::mty

CNR

JF00030

Construction, own1mh!p & Operation

North BoauvaHon GGS

Upon abandonment & redamation

10.00000¼

l-Jan-79

6.25~A

l·Nov-95

Upon abandonment & redamation

45.1300%

l•Jan-90

Upon abandonment & rec!amat!on

CNR

0.7055%

1-Nov•SO

Upon abandonment & rec:lamatlon
Upon abandonment & reclamation

JF00031

Construction, ownership & Ope-ration

Wost SeauvaHon GGS

CNR

56.7500U

1-Nov-eo

JF00032

Pipe Conveyan«

Bruce

PEOC

100.00%

1-0ct-09

Upon abandonment & reclamation

P~p-Jr¢4u,fr=Corr.,:o

JF00033

Pipe Ccnveyanee

Bnr-A

PEOC

100.00%

1-0ct-09

Upon abandonment & reclamation

P,;:i,Lrn,p1m:t--.:.Hfr1>ffl~r4,,11

JF00034
Jf00035

Construction, ownership & Operation
Pl pe Conveyance

Hairy Hills: 1/\Mlingdon 8•36-055•14W4
Pembina

93.75
6.25

1-Nov-74
1-Nov-09

Upon abandonment & nicfamatlon
Upon abandonment & reclamation

JF00036

Constru:::tron, Ownership & Operation
Construction, ownership & Operation

Jarvie 14·29-64-01 WS Fac!Hty

PEOC
PEOC
PEOC

100

1-Nov-09

Chard

CNR

33.33333%

Upon abandonment & reclamation
Upon abandonment & redamation

Construction, ownership & Operation

West Seauva!lon Compression Facility
Haight 6-8 Plant and GGS

22.7219¾

1-Mar-OS
1-0ct-86

93.055000%
0.496W/4

1-Nov--76

Upon abandonment & reclamation
Upon abandonml!nt & reclamation

30·Sep·95
l·AUg-89

Upon abandonment & re:::h:mation

l·Apr-a3
1-Ju!-97

Upon abandonment & reclamation
Upon abandonment&. reclilmation

1-Apr-00

Upon abandonment & reclamation

JF00037
JF0003S
JF00040
JF00050

Construction, ownen.hlp & Operation
Construction, ownership & Operation

Jf00056
JFOOOSS

Construction, ownership & Operation

JF00061

Abo•

CNR
PEOC
CO Enl!1'Q'Y Can. Ros,

Desmarais
North Mitsue

CNR

Heart Lake Compression &. Oehy

CNR

Jf00109

Comtruction, ownership & Operation
Construction, ownerih!p & Operation

East Clyd'e fadl!ty9·23•73·9W4M

PEOC

Jf0024S

Com:tructlon, ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Opuatlon

call!nclake 09·32-71-20W4 Comp.
Amad0u camng Lake Facll!tl.!!$

PEOC

JF00246
JF00247
JF00255

Construction, ownership & Operatlon

Constructfon, ownership & Operation
Construction, Ownen.hlp & Operation

Pe!ican Lake 05--25•78•20W4

S~o::kl GGS & Pit

PEOC

Husky
Husky
PEOC
CenOVU$

Construction, Ownership & Operation

BlrchTarFatNities

Construction, ownership & Operation
Construction, ownership & Operation

Marten HIils NE GGS
cache GP& GS

CNR

JF00579
JF006Bl
JF00683

Construction, ownership & Operation
Construction, ownership & Operation

MartenHHlsGasP!ant

PEOC

JFOOOB4

Construction, ownership & Op!!ration

Wa::Uoek GS & Pipeline
Wer.tloek Ga; Plant

JF00685

Construction, ownership & Operation

JF00687

Construction, Ownership & Operation

We::tlock Sour Gas Plmnt
Teepee Crnk Gaj Plant

CNR
CNR
CNR

JF00588
JF00688

Construction, Ownl!fship & Operation
Construction, Ownership & Operation

Surmont North GGS
Salor.kl Thiekwood Hll!s

ConocoPhf!!ips
PEOC

Jf00590
JFOOS92

Construction, ownership & Operation
Construction, ownership & Operation

lelstmrGasPlant
ow!seye Comp. Fadlity

PEOC

JF00593

OwlseyeGGS

JF00695

Construction, ownership & Operation
Conrtruction, ownership & Operation

Portage Comp. Faci!lty

Blatkpcarl

JF00596

Construction, Own!!rshlp & Operation

Blg Bend Gas Plant

PEOC

JF00699
JFl'.)0700

Construction, ownership & Operation

Jean LekeFacllltv

Construction, ownership & Operation

Big Bend Gas Plant

JF00701

Construction, ownership& Operation

JF00702

Construction, OwMnhlp & Operation
Construction, ownership & Operation

Big Bend Ga:.Ptant
Pony Creek Compressor

JF00676
JF00577

CNR

PEOC

50,00%
12.10000%
60.00%
100.00¾
100,0CFA
29.70000'/4
27.3211%
98,774¾
19.00-;;;
47.00¾
4.67830¾
50.00%
0.8300%
6.2700%
6.2500¾

100.00%
6.25890",{,
58.556705%

l-Apr-93 Upon abandonment & reclamation
17-0ee~S Upon abandonment & reclamation

Upon abandonment & rtdamatlon

l•Jan•OS
1-Jan-BO

Upon abandonment & redamation

CNR

5.17240%

CNR
CNR
CNR

30.0000000"/4

1·Sep·76
l~Jan-94

39.310000%
14.58955%

Construction, ownership & Operation

Pony Creek GGS

CNR

Marten HUis Boostl!r 04-22

Constructbn, ownership & Operation

Upon abandonment & reclamation

Upon abandonment & reclamation

20.83%
10.00000%

CNR

ConocoPhillips

Construction, ownershfp &. Operation

Upon abandonment & reclamation

1-Sep-96

s.,,,..
ConocoPhillips

JF00716

Upon abandonment & reclamation
Upon abandonment & reclamation

Upon abandonment & reclamation
Upon abandonment & reclamation

surmont West GGS

JF00715

1.Jun-76
:Ul-Jun-76
1-0ct-79

1-Scp-04

Surmont South GGS

Oarvlin Compressor Fae.

Upon abandonment & reclamatfon
Upon abandonment & reclamation
Upon abandonment & reclamation

l•Mar-98

Construction, ownership & Operation

Construction, ownership & Operation
construction, ownership & Opuation

l·Oct-02
3-Nov-80

8.30-/4
66.19160%

Construction, ownership & Operation

Construction, Dwnershfp & Operation

Upon abandonment&. reclamation

Upon abandonment & reclamation
Upon abandonment & redamation

Constructbn, ownership & Operation

JF00713

Upon abandonment & reclamation
Upon abandonment & reclamation

1-May-88

l-Jun-82

JF00706
JF00707
JF007l2

l•Jan..02

l-Jan-09

1·Jan·96
1-Jun-82

JF00705

JF00714

Upon abandonment & reclamatbn

6.6650000%

Surmont Sates Gas P/l
Surmont Compressor

JF00703
JF00704

Upon abandonment & recl!:mation

8.046SOOO¾

CNR
CNR

SO.CO¾

l-Jan-82

Bavtex
PEOC

18.0SOOOO¾
13.56700¾

l•Apr-91
1-Nov·SO
1-Nov-90

10.6056000¾

l·Apr-91
1-Jan-94

53.3333¾

1-Nov-96

77.5000--'
75.00%

l·Jun-07

HcilO"M Lake Gas Plant
Hollow Lake GGS

PEOC
PEOC

68.75%

Hu~y

5.0000000";;;

JF00721

Construction, ownership & Operation

Portai:e Compressor Facility
Pinehurst

PEOC

50.0000000¼

JF00722

Construction, ownership & Operation

Flat Lake GGS

CNR

17.010000'/4

cra!gend -16-01-0S4·13W4

Uponabandonment&reelamatlon
Upon abandonment & reclamation
Upon abandonment & reclamation
Upon abandonment & redamatlon
Upon abandonment & reclamation
Upon abandonment & reclamation
Upon abandonment & ~clamation
Upon abandonm11nt & reclamation
Upon abandonment & redamatlon
Upon abandonment & reclamation
Upon abandonment & reclamation
Upon abandonment & reclamat!on

29-Jut·94
12-0ec-94
l·Apr-91
l·Apr-83

Upon abandonment & reclamation
Upon abandonml!nt & reclamation
Upon abandonment & reclamation

JF00724

Construction, ownership & Operation
Construction, ownership & Operation

Craigend • 10-01-054-13W4 SWD

PEOC
PEOC

100.00%

1-Jul-03

Upon abandonment & reclamation
Upon abandonment & reclamation

JF00725

Construction, ownership &. Operation

Craigend

PEOC

100.00¾

1-Jun-SB
1-Jan-77

Upon abandonment & redamat!on
Upon abandonment & reclamation

JF00723

100.00%

Construction, ownership & Operation

Rich Lake

CNR

29.3750¾

JF00729

Construction, ownership & Operation

Ra:dwtiy

PEOC

60.0000%

1-Jul--98

Upon abandonment & reclamation

Jf00731
JF00734

Construction, Ownership & Operation

Athabasca

CNR

13.75%

l·Jan-76

Uponabandonment&redamat!on

Construction, ownership & Operation

Redwater

CNR

50.0000%

\•Jul.00

Upon abandonment & rtclamation

JF00736

Construction, ownership & Operation

Saddle Lake West Hamlin

JF00747

Pipeline Conveyance

Wabuea Hook! Pipeline

PEOC
PEOC

Compressor Ownerthip

S-15-46-15W4

JF00726

JF00751
JF00753

Construction, ownership &. Operation

Hosplb! Creek PL 08•16

JF00755

Compressor ownership

JF00756

Construction, ownership & Operation

Woodenhottse 8-13-86-23W4
Rock Island GGS

22.22222% 16-May-OO Upon abandonment & reclamation
100% 9-Sep-11 Upon abandonment & reclamation
1.Jan-13

66.70¾

1•Jan-05

Upon abandonment & reclamation
Uponabandonment&reclamation

PEOC

100¾

28-0ct-99

Uponabandonment&redamation

PEOC

100%

14-Mar-14 Upon ab;mdonment & reclamation

ConocoPhillips
PEOC

33.33%

Pflll>Lrn,l'U«:!U.tcfrtmEnCll'lll
Ciacit:>CO E~C.,,.~RC:ll\/feet Prt.·,r,ti::,

SCHEDULE "E"
Attached to and forming part of a Purchase and Sale Agreement dated the 1st day of October,
2016 between PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, as Vendor, and PERPETUAL ENERGY
OPERATING CORP. as Purchaser

HEAVY EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

7880987.1
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SUrflce Loeat!an

SUitus

Act!,.

BT!O$-Sl-071-20W4/00

YdrBunt

,,.,

,.,,
"'''
2002

2002
2002

2001

1980

,...
,..,
19&1

1991

2000
1979

,..,.
,
,"'"

......
,...

1995
2001

2001
2000

,,.,
,,..

',"..."'
""'
'"''
ldk

211011

100/1'2-27-073-21vµ,/tYJ
lOQ/15-18-07!-21

00

100J11-1S-07J-.2l.W'l<XI

2007

,,.,

100/15--1S-073-21W4/00

,ooa

,...
fdla-

A..,,,
.....

'""''

"'"

2

,ooa
2008
2001

200<
2001
1997

2001
2001

2001
2001

...'"''

"""
8T/09,.S2-071•20W-.4/JO

8T/()9.!2-071-20W,/OO

'""'
,.,,

1'97

,,.,

1997

'"'

idle

ow

Mtlvt

Jdle
Id~

""'
·""·

200G
200G
2DOll
200G
2007
2007
,007

Actlvt

Idle

1 oflO

'19/lOlfi-6:0AM

Goodyear .. W4 Equlpmant List - Pratlminruy ~ June 2, 2016 - OM

Field

Dcvmholcloc:ation

Equipment 1\Jpe

Stttu:.

Yc-0r8uID:

100/03-21-0S9•15W4JOO

AittA'BASCA

10000L

,.,,

100/09-10-0S2-1SW4}00

A1HAMSCA

~-Seputtor-15"Dla,

Id~

2004

Skkh•

Aa!vc
Actlv:t

2005

A'11'<

200$

Acth:o

200S
2007

ntor-1&"Db.

2005

2005

""""'

:zoo,
"""'

A'1luc

"'""

A<tl,c

ldl,

2007
:,007

..."'",

2007
2005
2007

ldlc
cruMTi!:CK Inv. 723155,

AAIVc

--

200S

Acllw

2005
1llt7
1597
1997
1981

A<tlv,

ll!l13

A<l!vc

.

·-

Acti'Jt:

...

100/l0-2S..OS&-UW4/00

,.

100/05·14·0SS-13W4/00

A'lliA&ASCA

EASTCEtffiW.

Sk!i:b•Sep:rator-6''-S"Dl•.

A'1Nc

191!5

100/02·14·0SS-13W4/00

ATHAWCA

EAST C!NTIW.

S!cld$·5C'plrttct·:1G-"Db.

Act!~

1979

100JO$-lZ..OSS-13W4/00

ATHMASCA

l!ASTCEmllAL

Skk:11.- Saiwctor 15" Cit.

ATHA9ASCA

EAS1CENTRAl

Sl:ltll·~tor-6"-S"0b.

00/10.17-0SS-UW'IOO
100/07-08-0S&-13\W/OO

ATHASASCA
ATHMASCA

l!ASTWl!lV\l

Skldl•S
Sktm-s

101./l0-10.0S8-1$W4/00

ATHABASCA

--·.

1997

100/03-17-0SS-15W4/0l

EAST CENrnAL

Ac"J\.~

0

...,,,.

ator-16"0!3.
ni.tcr-1.G~oio.

1978
1976
1979

Actlvc

191!5

Idle

19

-

.

, ,

'""
'"''
"'"
Idle

Idle
S~·lrrt.cr'Mt
Su OS•lntem11i

Iv,

'"'
,.,,
Idle

Aclvo
Active

Idle
ldl,
hit,
Id!•

A1HAOASCA
ATHA!WCA

'"''

200,
2007
2007
2007
2003

JOOS

""'

19'4

..

:zoos

,,. ,
200$

"'""

2003

200$

2003

ATHA!ASCA

ldlc

102/ll•20.0SS-13W4/00

ATHABASCA

Active

2003

100/02•27-CISS-U,W-4/00

A1'HABASCA

Active

,000

EASTCENmA1.

Sl:lcb-Separator-16"01a.

l00/l~OSB-1.3W4/00

A11iAWCA

EAS'iCENTML

Skid~- Sc;:ar11tor • 15"' Die.

100/02-27-05$-13W4/00

ATHASASCA

l!ASTCOOMl.

Sid«• Stp;rator • lS" Db.

l00/02•2N>S&-1SW4/00

ATHAaASCA

EAST CENTRAL

lOOOBL

10l/11•20.0S8-1SW4/00

ATiiA!lASCA

EASTCOOl!At

Skkls- Scparatcr -16" Ob.

PKG1SS7

Active

-·
.
·-·"""''

10l/11•20-0S8--1SW4/00

200S

2003

,oo,
200

"''""

,cos

"'""

200I

..,,.
'""''
Idle

200I
:,003

200$
2004

AC:!~

"""

Aeivc

2002

A<t)Vo
Active,

'"'•
1<11,
ldl•
,.,,
Idle

"'""

2002

:zoos

....

,,.

,001

1"18

A,t1v,

Ac:tv•

-·

A'11vc

"'"'

1997
1971

"""'

A::tlvo

Adlw,
A<tl,

"'"'•
Aetlvr
At:tlvc

ktlve

"

PKG00:14
PKGOOl-4

19'7
2000

2cf20

6/9/2016 • 6;4!1 AM
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Cownhole Loca:1Ion

Su,r«e location

Aru

Reid

Equlpmc:1t Type

Field Tue:

Detcriptkm

Status

YcrarBulft

COM/1S-0S.081V.I.W4/00

ATHABASCA

WA&A>CA/HOOI.!

ccm;:rcuors•Alf

A:tlw

,0,2

Y0~20-0!1•24W4/tXI

ATHABASDI

VIA!ASCA/HOOl!"

$lids•Camp'es:10t

Surplu:-lnta:rna-1

2000

Surpl1:i 0 lntwn1I

"'""

,,......
''""""

5Uf ut•lnternal
ClJ,00

·-.

•lrrtm-rz:I

SU

-~·
-·...
AdM

1991

1SU
l)IS,

,,,,
,..,

5
•JntcrMI
Idle
F-otkb

--.....,,,

--

•tnbl:rruil

'""

ATHAl!ASCA

WMASCA/HOOlE

SkldS•Mctcr

100/0J:w17-oal-24W4/00

ATHABASCA

WMASCA./H001.E

stddi•Meter

100/()4-1?-0S1•24W4/00

AlffAWCA

WAIIASCA/HO<ll.E

Skldt•Mear

0

10Q/la-20-0S1-2.r.Y4/00

A1HAIIASCA

WAaASCA/HOOt!:

Skl:ts~Mcmr

100/04-!1-081-24\1'/.&/00

ATHA9ASC'A

WAaASWHOOLE

Sl::kb•Mr.er

l00/02-!G-081-2S.YM/OO

A'!HA!WCA

WADASO./HOOU:

SW1•M:tct

......

100/10,s5-0SI-2,w•Joo

ATHABASCA

WADASCA/HOOLE

100/07-02-0Sl·2S'W4/\JO

ATHAGASCA

WM

l/JOh1--ol-OSl-2SW'/OO

ATHABASCA

WABASCA/HOOU:

001£

2003

,.,,

'""'1'5'

··- ·-·---· ...
'""'

'""''

2000

Adv•

2003

Ac:fvt

'"'"

,

SkfdS•Mtw

,.,.

tcr•24"•l!"Ola.

,,..

Sldds•M:mr

Vi)/OS-l~1-24W4/00

ATHABASCA

WABASC.VHOotE

SWs•Ma:ler

YD/Oi-20-0!l-24W4/00

ATHABASCA

WMASCA/H001.£

Skfds•Mttet

Sw?U$•1nta'n~

100/07-10-CS2-2SW4/00

ATHABASCA

WAWCA/HOOLE

9:lds-Mlter

100/15-22-o79•15W-4/o0

ATHABASCA

WAaASCA,/HOOLE

Si:ld$•S$,r,tor•6.,.a''D/a.

""""

100/14-17-oa1"2-4W4/00

ATHABASCA

WABASCA}KOOI.E

5:lm•Ccmpr=icrs-<lDlHP

100/14"1i-081•l4W4/00

ATHA8ASCA

WAl!ASC\IHO<ll£

l00/07-U.CSl-2SW4/00

100/07•11-0Sl-lSW

ATHABASCA

WABASCAMoole

........

BT/1S-1J-OB0,26W,4/00

BT/1S-13.()!0.l6W4/00

ATHAIIASCA

WA!A.SCA/HOOLf

200m

Sutpus.lz,tam:11!

,"""'
...

,aa,

..

,0,1

,,
, .,.

...

rator•l4''·28"Dl:i.

ACM

,

·ldl•

nnah21J-UO

AdS,

,m
•lntvnal

W-"11.0C!<

Drfvcs-Enctnes-Gts

97,43

!1743

AlliABASCA

W!mDC!<

SJ;lds-Compn:,iars-<100Hf'

ATHA.8A$CA

W!Sl'lOCK
W!Sl'lOCK
OCK'

lOOBSl

ATHABASCA
ATHABASCA

.5{~~·:/l(/;3:

,...

Id~

1001!8L

100/07-1~4w,

A'niAGASCA

WttltOO(

ruin:-O~tcr

100/09-31-059-?0W.4/03

ATHA&~

wsn.ooc

Skldi•S

COM/10-15..o58-2GV/4

AWABASCA

W£m00(

OtMus•t,islncs-Gu

Cot..1/10.15·05S-:Z6W4

ATHABASCA

wmtOO:

nlef•CefflPt'awrs--e100H?

fonk

rat.or-16"01t.

Pl:D1390

,,..
'""'

Rtnt,IEq!.llpmtnt•

Emma!
~~

,co ....

. ,,

2aa,

2010

,...

Drivcrs-£nalncs•Gas

Uk

ATHABASCA

.

"""

- -

...,
100/0&-08-0Sl 24W4/00

,,,,
,.,.
,,..
,,
'"""

Id!~

Skkfs•Compreucr1•<100HP

...

,,,..
,,..
,,..
,,..

,o,,

'""
,""'"
...

WAIASCA/'rr:J0t£

.
,..

,,.,
•lntfi'nll[

ATHABASCA

2002

....

Adlv,

COM/1S..os.oa1°2"W4/00

,.,,
,.

19'1

,...
-.
..,,.,,
'"'"'
.......
""'"'
,,.,.

ratcr-6"-lf'O!L

-

Active

,.,,

,,..
'"'
," ,

.

A..-Uve
Adive
Ai;t!ve

""""''

PKG0190

PKG0?92

3 Ctf20_

~

Pt~~E})~Al

Idle
Idle

'"'

Id~

1!186
1995

6/9/2016•6:43.AM
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Status

Detrl:ptw.1

lnl'onmtlonntlhfstlmconcomi,,.

1975
1975

,'"''...

1575
19"4

,""'"'

2005

·-·-...

,cos

"'''

2005

'"''
""'"'

2007
2007

_,.

"'"'
"""'
.,,,

,oos
,..,
,..

·---·
·-·.

,,,.,

..

...

Active

. ,.

Year Built
1BM

""'
'"''
'"'
'"''

,

Active

3305Tubro

"'"
""

2001
2001
2001
2001
1"81
2004

Active:

...

,
,..,
'''"

""'"'
""'"

"""'
.,,,,

""

;!000

...

2001

,2001
,_

A<ti""
Active

lffl
2002

"""

.,,.
...

,001

W!IUH204

,

.

''"''

,,.,
,,.,

2002

..,,.
·"'"'

·-...

Sut1l!UJ•1nurrm1
Surpl\n ~ Internal

,""'

....""'

lffl
2004

'"°'

-

2006

"

.....

-·

Active
Attl've:

·1&''01..

""
""'"'
""'"
"""'
,""...
Actll/~

Adlv•

100DBL
100S1ll.

1ooeot

4of20

Ad.Ive:
Adlv•
Active:

1970
2008

"'""

2001
,001

"""

2001
2031

6/9/2.0J.G ~ 6:43 AM

Goodyear- W4 Equipment List .. Prellmlnary. June 2, 2016 • DM

Surface Location

Status

YcrBull-t

Idle

Idle
Atfa't!
Idle

:!00!

,,,.

ld'It

""'

.-....
Idle
Ide

157G

,001

...,,
...,..
ldl<

2001

Ide

2005
1557

,...

·,,_
---·

''""

2001

""'"
""'"
,.,.

-

""'"'

,

ldJe
Idle

2"'6

2001

"'"

-...
---

Idle

eterrun:

,ooo

,,..

""'
""'
,,_
""'
,._

"""

·---·-·-·-----·
...
·---·
·-·--·
.-·- -·
2001
2llOS

Adm

"""
"'"'

2004

Idle

A<tl,o

2Dll<

Acti\'t

2005

Attt'.le

"""
"""
"""
'""'
200!

...,,.

2005

"""
"""
"""
"""
"""

Idle
Id!,

,.,.

2007

,

2007

Idle

'""'
2007

"""
"""

Actkt

2007
20011
2006

Idle

Idle

2005
2005

200&

"""'

2005

,.,.,,.

2007

Idle
ldla
ktlw

20llS

"""

200<

...,,

"""''
"""'

"""'

Junk

""'

'"'"'

1.. ,

Adhlt

ActfVt
ActN«

"""'

Sur

""'"

""""
""""
,"""
...
A<tlv,
~

·--·
Actlvt

Acth:r'

:t02/l4•0$-0SS-13W4/JO

50120

2007

in-lr.ternt1

.

2<108

,,

,001

-~

"""'
2005

"""
,oos
2005

,cos

"""''

,oos

Active

200,

/d!t

,ooa

&/9/2016•6:43A-'1
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Surface Lctatfori

field

D::scriptlon

St=tus

DtMRNAY

100""-

100 G-02-0SS-16W4/00

BIRCHWAV'fEMT

DUVenNAY

100 llll1.

100;1G-02·0-»-1GW4/00

alRCHWAV'fEAST

DU'VERNAY

S!;la-Se;:::atcr•lG"Ob.

-

Vc;rauru:
2003

'"'

B!RCHWAV'f EAST

2008

"""''

2ooa

Ae:ivt

100/13-28-0S4-10W4/00

--1--------1=

SU

u:.-!ntttnal

1997
197'
2005

,..,_

...

""""
'"''"'

,

AdJye

""'

-·'"."

,
S

:s-ln

1997
2004

,..,
2000

200,
2005

200!!

200!!

'""

'"'

"""

2000

·-......
Su

US• ln:enuJ

19S7
1997

.

,'""',
,.,,
""

.

1557

,,
,,.,
,.,,

1S!l7

1994 •

,.,.
,.,.
,

...

1975
1577

1916
1575
1""4

1557

..,,.

...,.
.....,,

......
,...
....
,.,....
2

1997

,
,

·-··-.-...
·Art~~
Acthte
A<tm

2004

Active

2004

Acll"

....,,

,.,,
....,,

19!14

.

,,
,.,.

.

, .,

""'
,,.,

Mm

Ao!lvo

Aalv,

.,,.
"'"'
Idle

""·
"'•

""'

Aalv,
Idle:

·AC!lw
Adl,o

,...

Active

A

6of20

""

2000

""''

.(--Ji.

n.~!'}'.t;l!hL

5/9/2015•Gc-45AM
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oownholl toeatlcn

Status

Ye-,rBuffl:

,...
,,...
Idle

Artlv•

·--......
...
...
·-......
·-·......-·-,
,

Idle

,...
,
,,.,.
,
""'
I de

idle

1"'1

idle

""''"'

#FVH7-4,StN6626,

,.,.
'""
,,......
,"'"...

llfft

Idle

,....

""'

2005
1..
1198

2001

.....

2004

,ooo

-'"''

2009

m•
2
2007

1,n
1976

2008

:roes

......
,...

,...
,...

I•

-·
Aalw

...

,

l005

200$
2006
2006
2005
2006
2006
200$

fdl•

-.....
,...
,"..."

2004
2004

!di~

"'"""

BIRCHWAvYWEST

SRUCE

100/0Ul4-04G-17W4/(;IJ

amCHWAvYWEST

BAUCE

$k.lds•Sq1r1tar •l.S~ 01._

COM/02•25-o47·1SW4

SIRCHWAWWUT

MUCE

~lc!s-Ccmprmon;•<lOOHP

2008

2001

,....
""'

"""

COM/02°2S-047•lSW4

81RotWAV'IW£ST
81ROiWAV'I WEST

""""'

0rh1m En,tnts-Gu

100/14-12-046--l7WA/OO

BRUCE

kldt•Seinr•lOt•l&"Ola.

2000

100/1S.U•04'•1CW-4/00

DIRCHWAVYWE.ST

BRUCE

Sfdds• Se;anto-r-Ui"Ola.

2008

0

•lG"Dla.
200

100/l4•12.o4S-llNl4/00

BIRCHWAVYWEST

BRUct

Skldt-Sepa,rit«·ll5"D!a.

l00/1S..l1~S-la\V4 02

SIRCH'.VAWWEST

GIHJCE

tOOBSL

?of:20

2001
008

,6.
1'!.~l'f:~AL

6/3/.!0l5•6:4SAM
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DoWnhole Lo<atlon

surface 1.c:utlon

Ar••

Equipment Type

Flold

flcldTag

Status

Nu her

l00/.1S--11-049-lllW4/02

GIRCHVJAVYWEST

CRUCE

Slll:!Z•S:;11ratcr-16"Dfa.

100/lS-14-04&.1SW4/00

fflRCHWAVfW"~

BRtlct

100D!ll.

l00/15-l4-04&-l5W4/00

6/RCHWAVYWtsT

""""

Skldl•Sepllr:tor•16"Da.

Idle-

l02/Q!•l0-04S-l4W4/00

BI.RCHWAVf W£ST

6"UCE

100Blll.

Jdll:!

l02J0l•10-04S-14W4/00

BlROiWAVfwtSr

BRUC,

SkldS•Sep:r:tor• lG"Cla.

'"'

~G-:ISW4/00

B!ROWJAVYWEST'

anutt:

,OOOlll

100~G-l'i1Jl4/00

etRCttWAVI' WEST

BRUCE

Skfds-Sttpantcr•l6"Dln.

l00/;!0-03-04G-17W4/00

81RCHWAVYWfST

Bill/ct

Slddl-Se:rarztor-6"..S"Ol:i.

2008

"""
"'"'
2008

1C0/15-34-04S-l7W4/00

61R01WA.VYWEST

"""

St!dl•Stpcrator•G"-8"0!:I.

V0/10-o1-04t-lSW4/00

BIRCHWA\JV VJEST

6"UCE

S,.idt;•Se;,u:aor· G''·S" Ola.

100/13•l9-047•1GW4/00

DlRCHWAVYWEST

nnua;:

ArtH!d=IUft·PumP!adi:

WRCHWAvYVF..sT

8Ruct

ArtIDdclUft-Pum

smCHWAVYWEST

BRUC!

Artllh:!31 Uft•.Pumpjtd:

BlACWNAVVV-lESi

llRUCE

Art!fiddUft•PumpJttk

"'"'

200,

ll"x47" Port=bl~ TeztSc;ar.::itet>U/Wt, Swst, Vttt.Thb unit movu uoundfrom
iltcta !lt:i • Slttina m~va,dJt.:1v2011>
unltmcvesarcur.dftomt!tetoslte•Sltt 1.ne,u:a tdJ 2010

M • Geed ccnd.

'"'

'""
2004

2000

.

,,

,..,·
,.,.
19!J7

,.,.
m
,.,,,
1994

...

,

,.,.

2000

"'
,..,

,.,.

1991

,.
,,.,

,,..
'""

2000
2000
1959

200()

,.,.
"''
mo

A:tlvt
A"1vo

Skkfa•S4-Par11tor·16" Ob.
Skids•
2008Bt

8cf20

...
'''"
1998

:r11tor-16"D1,1,.

6/9/2016•6:4.:IAM
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Oovmhaie UJtatfon

sumc:e Loeatlon

Ar..

Fleld

St:tuc

ou:riJrtk,n

£qulpm:ntT~

Yc:arSullt

Artm

100/;16-04-049-lBW.f/OO

Id'..

""''
"""
Id~
Idle

.....
·-·
Idle

1i1 Valtt? sss.ooa.oo .EMT 2oosso

AdJv,
A<t!v•

.·--.,,.
·--·..,.,.
~

Idle

--

-·A

tanl:

"'"'
~

Idle

"""'

.

,.""'

2001
2llOl
2001

'
'""'
,,.,
""'
'""
""'
""'
""'

,oco

:,003

2001
2003
2003

...

,

"""
,.,,,
,.,.
,"""
...

2001

lCOl
2001
2003
2003

~

Idle

"""·
.......,.
._

·-.........
·Id!<

200S

'""'

1582
2003

""'

,oas
"""
2005
2003

2003

Idle
Id..

--·--·---·
-·-.....Idle
Idle

......
l di.

....

ldi•
Idle

Adlv•

......
......

·-·-.....
·~
......
·-.-·-....
·-Idle

Actlvt

200S

"'"'

2005
200S
2005
2005

200
005

,...

2005

2005

2005
2005
2
200
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005

Idle

Idle

Idle
Idle
ldl,

5-9>ARATOR

·-""'"
Idle

'"'"'

Adi"

·-·""'·
Ide

'""'
Idle

'"'•

Idle

Active
A<ti'"

,~.

Idle
Aetlv

Aetlve

'""
9of2D

.6..

rni;r,c~AL

--.
,oos

,oos

,.,oos

,oos
,.,,,
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Sur!acel.acatlon

Stotu:s

Dcmiptkm

-·
--·
·--·

Year Built

A<tw,

'""".,,,

·SEPARATOR

2003
2003
2005

Act...
Adi,~

1977

ldlo

2006
2005
2005
2005

""'
Active
"""'
Idle

--·
--·
""""

A dlvo

"''"'
,"'""'
...
.""',.,.,.

2007

Acthu,

"""
2005

2005

200t
2005

...

""

1"96

SurPUl• lnt:tma!

2007

Idle

wlthc:mcnt~
191!2

1989

2001

1981

,...

Idle

,...
,'"."'.
,. .
,...

--·...

2001

,,......

,
.,,.,.
,...

Actr/1:

2001
1999
2005

1977
1.978

,...

,..,
2000
2005

·--·
...
.···,,......

,'""''

1994
2005
2005
2005

200t
2005

2005
2004
2004

....,,

Idle

Ari/tidal Uft· PumpJadl

S.d:h-Se Dr'-tor-16"0la.
Stkb-t-Jder

Sltfds, Meter
Skids-~!«

Skids-Se rltor-6"-&''0!.,.

• i:HP on location a; Jdle

""'

Acti@

"''·

2000

19111

Actlvt:

Idle

Active

BlftCHWA\IV WEST
efflCHWAVYWEST

1ocr20

SAUCE
BRUCE

T1nk-T~
B

•Build/

DIRCHWAVYWEST

&flUCf

Skids- Dehydmor

SfRCHWAVVWEST

BRUCE

7S08St.>

Active

Active

Adlvc

6/9/2016, 6:.;!IAM

Goodyear~ W4 Equipment List .. Preliminary .. June 2, 2016 • DM

Ocwnhole Location

Surfae.e Loe:tton

Am
BIRCHWA.VVWEST

IF/08-0$,048-:U,W.(
BT/04•35-04l.l•l8W4

81R0f\"/AVYWEST

Reid

Equ1;nnent Type

••ua
•=

_,,
.....
,.,.
...,._,

Status

Ve:r8t.1Ut

Adi"'

6T/G4•H-GIS-lr.N4

A"'-'

0.70
N/A
NO

ND

HO
NO

OGY

.'""

19Sl

,.,.,
.,,,,.

-"""'

"'"

"'"
'""
,.,.

""'

Active

00/04..0$-00•lSW-4/00

ooJ04-0S-D,4MSW-4/00

,...

·-,...
,.,.

102/06·2&-0C+l3W4/oo

100~1,wc/OO

l:IUAM

100/05-29-04+.UW.C/OJ

l(JUAM

S:k!ds:-~r-16''0b.

GP/1MQ.04?•l2W4

IOUAM

Si:kh•SC;:,r:tar•lG"Ol1.

100/1.6-(Jl-04,..17W4/00

l(JUAM

10091.

FJCG196l

...'""

lCOll

200a

l00/l6-02,(),t7-12W4/00

-......... .
,,.,.

,

,....

,.,.
'""
"
2007

""''

21105

--"""

2005
200S
21105
21105

200S

""''

·-.....
""'

A<!M

""'
,...
Idle

Active

AdVfl

Idle

5klds-Se.c1fltCJ'·16"Dl1,

llof20

!die

,ooa

"'"'

,COS
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GoodYear • W4 Equipment Ust • Preliminary ·June 2, 2016 • OM
FieldT~

Field
100/trM:1.QS2.15W4/00

SIRCHWAVY war

Number

WARVJICK

D~rlptkm

-·
··--·
--·-·

St:ltuz

Aa,,o

l00/07•21+052·1SW4/00

A<tlV•

""'"
""'
A-

"''
'""

'"''
''""""
'""

Actl\,--:

'""'

1971
200S
2005
2005

-...

2 00ll
200$

,

2007

'""

'"''

!d!e

-'""
,.,
'"'
""'
'"''
ldlf

'"''

"""

2007

2007

2000

2005

.

005

,,
2000

2004
2001
1970

...'""

Idle
Idle.

-·--·-·,.,,
"'"

A<Uvo

,.,,

---· -:zoos

'"'"'

2004

""
"''

2 009

2005

200S

2001

A:tlv,

,"''...

2001

2005

"""

,""""
.,,

007
2005

·~""'

mo

!do

2<><11

.......

'""''

,..,,

"""
,.,,
Actlv,

-·-·

Active

Actlvti

""'"

12of20

.6.,.
rr~,E)}h't

2007
2001
2005

2005
2005
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Downhofe Location

0...-.

Surface locati;:n

Stctu,

Ynr&unt

"'"

• WATER, DW,NOTINSULOR COATED

'""'
'""'

"'"
,oos
2005

"'"
'""

20CM

--

'""
"'"'
'""'
""'

-"2005
""

2005

2005

2005

'""'
""'
"""
'""'

20CM
2004

2003

""'

2005
2005

,..,
"""
,'""
..,
,..,

--...
2007
2007

''""

,
,

...

2000

2000

"'"'

2005

2007
2005
2005

.

,.

2007
2005
2005

'""'
BIRCHWAVYWEST

WARW/0!

skids· kj»f1tor• Hi" OIi.

8!RCHWAVVW"c.ST
NORTH£AST

WA.RWICK
Q.VOE

200B!IL
·Exeh1 en-Ga/Gas

co~:23m3-0WJ.t

NORTHEAST

CLVtJE

100 7-3i·07J--03W.4/00

NORTHEAST

Cl.YOE

13 oflO

Sklds·Mettr

PKG2S98

.

16")CS0"SWEETVERT.SEPAAATOR

PKG253!

200 eat 11'.NKSTm. CAT, FR!JO. WATER, COATEO OEVCE 253, r:or INSUL

'"'°'

GAS/GAS EXCHANGER

2005

GAS/GJ.S EXCHANGER

.

''""''

Old StlM Is: In Servlcie and rltw stlM b: Cul Of Smiet, 26551!.1. Nov 15/09
FUELGASSCRl.la8ER

ldl~

.

,,
6/3/2016-G:-4.!IAM
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M

st.:.tu,

,...
'"''...
,,.,
"''

en<

US•lntemcl

'"'
'"''

COMJ09-23-073.0SVl4

.

199$

c:o,u.,.

'"''
'""''
,...

Skfds•Mf't!'r

Active

1956

COJIM!A

Sldth•Mirte-r

CO!INS!

Sk.lds-Mdm'

'"''

iffl

NORTH!A.ST

CO!lNS\

100/12•1:l-0!2-10W4/00

NORTI-IEAST

COftNfR

100 0-25-0S2-10W4/00

100J07·10-0S2-10W4/00

""'
"' "' ;T
NORTHEAST

CO!lNfl\

100/03•30-0SMOY,M/OO

NOl\ntfAST

100/12-12•0S2-11W4/00

NamtEAST

~Ids-Me-Ur

1981

Skkh•Mdet

100Jl0--2S.OOHOW4/00

-·-

l00/lO-:l1-031-lOW4/00

NOOTHEAST

CORNEA

Sklds•Mctet

NOftiH&;ST

CORNER

S:l:h•Meter

"'GOl"'

100/07-22-031·10Vl4/00

NOA'i\lEAST

CORN£R

.S:Ws•Mr.t'I'

l<GOl,S

l00/09-20-0S1-10W4/00

N0{'lTHEAST

CO!INER

9:ldl-Mdu

M<G01'7

100/12•28-0B1-lOW4/00

NORTHEAST

CO!trt'ER

~-Meter

PKG0148

100/11.32.QS0.10\V-4/00

NORTHEAST

CO!INE!t

Skk!s-Me-ttT

PXG0149

100/0!J-33-0S0-10W4~

NOIITttEAST

CO!INS\

Skkh•Mt-t:r

PKGOl,O

100111.:14.oao-1ow4/00

NORTHEAST

CO!INEll

Sk!dl,_Mm=r

"'G01S1

100/00-1S-OSO-lOVl-t/OO

NOATHfASf

51;.J:b·~r

PKGOlSl

l00/07-14-0»lOW4/00

NORTW..AST

100Jl0,.l3-000-10W4/00

co-

,.

,,,.

,,,,1

Actbn

100/08-04-0Si•:IOW4/00

Mrn:RRUN
Merell'lf.~

MfflRRUN
M«11tlnf. NcfM!cd
METER RUN
Mora Inf. Nud«I
METER RUN
Mere Inf, Nuded
METER RUN
elm'.Nuded
MmllRUN

MOrt! Inf. t-lM.d4d
Mml\RUN

COl!N<A

Slddl•MC!:er

MITTRAt.lN
"'GOl"' "'°"''Inf."" Heeded

Nc»lTHEAST

CORNER

Skkb•l'MW

Pl<GOlS<

l00/0&--25-000-lO'W4/00

NORTHEAST

CORNEA

Skids·Mcw

PKGO!SS

100/0S.31•000-0!W4/00

NomHEAST

CORNER

Sklds·M=tcr

Pl<00155

100/10-55-0aO-lOV/4/00

NOATH<AST

CORNER

Sklds•M:ttu

?KGolS7 ·

100/0S-3S-OS0.10W4/00

NoantEAST

coor¾ER

5ktds·Mfflr

PXGot!S

100/1:HB-OS.MOW-4/00

2
2001
2002
1997
1997

s

Y=irtwllt

More

Mm!IRUN
Morelnf.N
Em!RUN

.

Id~

1953

'"''
'"''

199'

A<llvo

""

1"4

'""''

1994

,..,

Idle

,..,

'"'

.

ldl~

lffi

,.

'"'

'""

i99G

'"'

1995

Idle

199'

A<tlvo

1993

,..,

'"'
Idle

1993

'""'
,.,,

1997

1938

'""

Aat,,,

'"'

'""'

51.!fpfui•IMerMI

1976

,.,,
,

...

COM/03-2B-054•UW4/00

1999
1999

COM/03·2S-OS.4•12W.C/OO

1•as

·--

•lnt#rrull

,.,,

•28-0i4-12W4/00

200S
2005
1 ...

19'7
2001
2001
1985

:zoo,

""'"

,..,.

'""''

1975

...

klrSalt

1975

..

'""'

,""""

003

5t:r us,lntun:1

Aetfv

Aet:lvit

""'

1998

1!181

t4of20
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Oownholc tototfon

Sumtce loa:tlon

100~12W4/00
100/H.Q4.064.12W.C/OO

,.,..

NORTliEAST
NOITTltEAST

5T/16-u"l•Oi4--13W4

~eld
CAAIGENO
CRAIGENO

Field Ta:

Equipment Type

KG1411
PKG1419

k!I<
'Adt.~

CRAIGE.ND

Sklds•Stp:irator·!0"-3fi"c»a.

PKG1.C21

l" 100# sCHSOM,tuRun
Old suiuu I:: lnS11rv'.e!! end Nt:wstltm. It:: out OfS11rvlee. PKG1422, Feb 24./10

NORTHEAST

cRAIGEND

stldl•Mtt=r

PKG1422

YO

•l4V/4/00

YD/09•25-054-1,CW-4/oo

NORT'HfAST

CRAfGENO

Si:Ids•Metu

KG142S

Y0/09-25.0U-14W4/00

Y0/0,.2S-0G4•14W4/00

NORTHEAST

CAAIGENO

Skld,-Mmr

PKG1424

YD/09-25-0$4.UW4/00

Y0/09·2S•004·14W4/00

NORTHEAST

cAA!G!ND

Sddi•Mct..'"f'

PKG1425

Y0/0J•25-0S.H4W4/oo

'ttl)09-2S.os4•14W4/00

No«rnEAST

cRAIGENO

Skldl•Mi:Mr

PKG14:ZEi

YD/09-25-0S4-14W-'/OO

Y0/®-2S-064-14W4:/00

NORiltEAST

WlGi«o

51:fds•Mctw

PKG1"'27

Y0/09·25-064-UW4/00

Y0/0,..25-0&4·14W-4/00

NOlmf<.AST

CMIG£NO

Skhb•M:ter

P}CGU28

ND~..ASi

dlAtGENO

s

2" 30G# sCHSOt-.tettrRun
CldStaM Is: lnSUYi= end New st=-tus fa: out Of Setvk.e. PICG1424, Feb 24/10

$utp!tis•lr.tern.il

FSVHASSE£NAEMOVEO

2" 300# SOU:OMele~n
Did SUM t:: lnSUV'.es :md tlew rt:t'.': b: :eutcr Servi.=. PUGl4-27, ;:d, 2.:./10
l" JOG.'# SOilOMeterl'tun

O¼dSi=tlnls:ln S¢rvl= and New statu; 1$: Cut Of Scvl::c. PKG142l!, Fcb24/l0

2" SOO# SCH kl Mtt!r Run

Sl::ld!•Met=r

Stut:n J; !lnSUvl::c Md New ,utus Ii ~out Of Sctvb:i. PICG1429, Feb 24/10

,.,.
2000

Sur~us.-lntfrnal

2".sootSCHSO

2" WJ# 5CHSOM,terRun
DkfSuM 1s: lnServt:eendNewWtusb :Ot.<t OfSttvlct-. PKG142S
2" 300# SCH CO Meter RWt

YearBuUt

1987

NORTHEAST

Y0/09•25-a54·14W4JOO

Y0/03-2~14W4/00

Status

"x,Ca" 720

.\nJetScp.
04 from com0~6-lOW.C £tct(!d at dte· No Flnanti:lTrantftt !MtformG at SUfil(u;•Jntcr/\31
mrdMT-Storedlrtifteonl nd'ftcekedu

Y0,!09-2>Q6.t.14W4/00

YD/09-25-054--14W.C/OO

Dcserlptlon

Num"

Sklds•S@antcr•6"-B" t:%.
Sl::lds·S rztcr • fi"•S'' Dia.

tb•lnt::mzl

Surplus--lnmn=I
5!,,•r;::h~-lntfflnl

Surp!~-1/IRn,;I

Str.f!W·lntil:l'M!

Sut;4US•tntUMI

.-·

Sutplus•fntrrml

-- -- ...
.. . ...
·-·-·---·-...
·-·-1991

...,.
,_

"'"'
2003
mo

2007

US•ft'Ul"1!3!

""""

I lkfldRDS-6

,.,..,

,.,.
'

1900
1'90

""""

,

For5idr

1977

'"',

1977

ForSlb

"'"
,,.,.

....

SUfp\11-lr.tem:t

St1rpl:w-1ntttn,1

,oas

""""
Su,

·lntlfllll

s

•fntmuil

,.......

wth:rm:tcrf"lcdri;,·

A am

,

1985
1978

2001

·-·...~·
·-...
.,

,

ldlt!:
Id/~

1"5

Z004

1915

fdlr

.,,.,,

.,,.,.

H-!100

,,..
""'

Active

"""'
.....

EUS

rus
EUS
G3412TAlE Frldl. WSH2SlS

EUS

"""'

Adh.~

2001

'""'

ACM!

EU5

,~.

102/l1•:Z"°92·UW-4/00

NORTHEAST

ELLS

Sk!dt•Mrtu

10l/11·2S-0,:.-l4W4/0C

NCRTICAST

EUS

1
Sfihft•Met~

100/l6·1g.093-l4W4./00

NORTHEAST

rus

Skldi•MetM

PKG0273

100/03-32-093-14W4/00

NORTHE'AST

ELLS

Slt!d~· PMW

FKG0274

...,,
ldl•

10'J/OS-32•093·14W.C/OO

NORTHEASi

EUS

S!:Jds•Mcur

?KG0215

102/J.0.35-0:Sl·:1SW4/00

NORTHEAST

EUS

Si:ld,-Mtt«

Pl«S0276

,,.,

'"'

Activt

Acthte

i~

1Sof20
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F!tldTq

Surface Loe:tfon

Status

Number

,u.s

Sklds•IV.:t=l'

ViPtBulh

"'"'"
Aa!v,

·'""·
Aalve

"""'

-·
Active

l02/l2·19-03l•14W4/00

A<th>•

100j03-17-0il-l4W4/00

,,.,

""'"

W4

w,
w,

,..,

1'97

"""'
""""
"'""'

Active

4

rlorMW-o4

W4

Aelvo

10Q:J05-21·092•14W4/00

·-·-'""
Aetivc

Attfvc

-.....
-·-

.

'""''
"""''

,.,coo

Adlv,

1994

......
,...

,,

......
A dlv,

"""'

2004

A:tlve

·""'·
Idle
Id!•
Id!•

'"''
Idle

2002
2002

Id!<
Idle
Id!<
I...

''"'
""'

...

,
160\/UlO

Id!<

"""

,,.,

I

Artlvo

s

~-Intern=!

Idle

Id!<
Adlvo
Adivo

- wffl 500 1L math. tank

·-·
Id!,
Id!,

Adlv•
A<tiv,

..

,.,,

...

,

1994
1'94
1994

Id!,

""'

Active
idle
Idle

1::11•
Id!,

""'
""'

,.,.
2001

...

1999

,

19t4

ldl11

X192.. 2SOPSf
L7042GSt, Frick TOSH?ISSXl.013:tXL

·-......-·
·Ad:lvlt

1994
2
1959

...

Adlvo

,1999

Idle
Id!,

1994
1994

'"""
1997

k,Jv,

Active

ldlo

""
,..

Id!<
Adlvo
Active
Act!vll

·'""'

ktivc
klrS1~
Fer Sak
A<tlv

16cf20

1989

1999
1957
1997
,CIOS
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c~erlptlon

-·

Status

·~

1596
2000

.
,.. ,
....
,. ,

'""'
,.1m

""'
""'

2'!00
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PEOC equipment
1) 41 trucks in fleet(payments average about $1200/month/vehicle):
-11 have no money owing
-9 have about $5000 owing.
-17 have about $20,000 owing.
-4 have about $35,000 owing.
2) We have 36 ATV's in the fleet, all have no money owing.
3) We have 12 sled's in the fleet, all have no money owing.
4) Our Maintenance/ARO equipment has no moneys owing:
-3 services trucks
-3 dump trailers
~2 dozers
-2 backhoes(one with tracks)
-1 skid steer
-3 small JD tractors with wide variety of implements.
-16105JD tractor with snow blade and mower.

SCHEDULE "F"
Attached to and forming part of a Purchase and Sale Agreement dated the 1st day of October,
2016 between PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, as Vendor, and PERPETUAL ENERGY
OPERATING CORP. as Purchaser

FORM OF SEISMIC LICENSE AGREEMENT
There will be two agreements, one with PrairieSky Royalty Ltd. as the Licensor
And the second with Purchaser as the Licensor

7880987.1

NON-EXCLUSIVE SEISMIC DATA LICENSE AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT made as of the 1st day of October, 2016.
BETWEEN:

PRAIRIESKY ROY AlTY LTD., a body corporate having an office
at the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta,
("Licensor")
- and-

SEQUOIA RESOURCES CORP., a body corporate having offices
at the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta,

("Licensee")
WITNESSES THAT:
WHEREAS Licensor exclusively owns the proprietary interest in the Seismic Data;

AND WHEREAS, pursuant to a certain Seismic Data Transfer Agreement dated the 17th day of
August, 2016 (the "Effective Date"), made between Licensor and Perpetual Energy Operating
Corp. (the "Seismic Data Transfer Agreement"), the Licensor agreed to grant to Licensee the
use of the Seismic Data solely for the limited purposes set out herein.

NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the respective covenants and agreements herein
contained and further consideration provided for under the Seismic Data Transfer Agreement, the
sufficiency of which is agreed, the Parties agree as follows:
1.

Definitions
For the purposes of this Agreement capitalized terms shall have the following meaning or
the meaning set out above:
(a)

"Acquirer(s)" means Third Parties that acquire, either directly or indirectly,

Ownership or Control of Licensee, whether accomplished by statutory merger,
asset sale or purchase, stock sale or purchase, bankruptcy reorganization, plan of
arrangement or any other transaction;
(b)

"Additional lndemnitees" means, with respect to any Person to which an
indemnity is granted pursuant to this Agreement, its Affiliates and the respective
directors, officers, servants, agents, employees, advisors and consultants of that
Person and its Affiliates;

(c)

"Affiliate" means, in relation to any Party, any Person which: (a) is Controlled by

that Party; (b) Controls that Party; or (c) is Controlled by any Person that also
Controls that Party;

SDL Oct 2016 (003)

SCHEDULE "G"
Attached to and forming part of a Purchase and Sale Agreement dated the 1st day of October,
2016 between PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, as Vendor, and PERPETUAL ENERGY
OPERATING CORP. as Purchaser
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SCHEDULE "H"
Attached to and forming part of a Purchase and Sale Agreement dated the 1st day of October,
2016 between PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, as Vendor, and PERPETUAL ENERGY
OPERATING CORP. as Purchaser
Purchaser and Third Party Proprietary Seismic Data

7880987.1

Line_Number Date_Shot
Ownership_Type First_SP Last_SP Line_Length %Ownership ...
PROPRIETARY
101
WAB-06-04
4/1/2006
443
3.44
100
WAB-06-03
PROPRIETARY
4/1/2006
101
4.11
509
100
WAB-06-02
PROPRIETARY
3/27/2006
101
485
3.87
100
PROPRIETARY
WAB-06-01
3/17/2006
113
431
3.23
100
VEG06-12
PROPRIETARY
11/1/2006
101
213
2.21
100
VEG06-11
PROPRIETARY
11/1/2006
93
201
2.14
100
VEG06-10
PROPRIETARY
11/1/2006
101
205
2.07
100
PROPRIETARY
VEG06-09
11/1/2006
101
201
1.99
100
THO-2006-103
PROPRIETARY
2/1/2007
101
476
3.78
100
THO-2006-102
PROPRIETARY
2/1/2007
101
666
5.69
100
THO-2006-101
PROPRIETARY
2/1/2007
106
546
4.42
100
T-07-04
PROPRIETARY
101
3/1/2008
526
4.31
100
T-07-03
PROPRIETARY
3/1/2008
101
451
3.51
100
T-07-02
PROPRIETARY
3/1/2008
101
636
5.37
100
T-07-01
PROPRIETARY
3/1/2008
101
706
6.07
100
SL-07-04
PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007
101
771
6.72
100
PROPRIETARY
SL-07-03
3/1/2007
101
821
7.22
100
PROPRIETARY
SL-07-02
3/1/2007
101
911
8.15
100
PROPRIETARY
SL-07-01
3/1/2007
101
551
4.52
100
PROPRIETARY
SKl-2005-109
1/1/2006
101
1821
17.18
100
SKl-2005-108
PROPRIETARY
1/1/2006
101
9.88
1091
100
PROPRIETARY
SKl-2005-107
1/1/2006
101
1501
13.94
100
SKl-2005-106
PROPRIETARY
1/1/2006
101
1071
9.65
100
SKl-2005-105
PROPRIETARY
1/1/2006
101
19.43
2056
100
PROPRIETARY
SKl-2005-104
1/1/2006
101
1316
12.13
100
SKl-2005-103
PROPRIETARY
3/18/2006
101
9.27
1031
100
PET-07-002
PROPRIETARY
2/1/2007
101
995
8.94
100
PROPRIETARY
PET-07-001
2/1/2007
101
491
3.9
100
PROPRIETARY
NEW-242
6/1/2005
107
171
1.28
100
PROPRIETARY
NEW-222
6/1/2005
106
215
2.18
100
PROPRIETARY
NEW-221
6/1/2005
103
200
1.94
100
PROPRIETARY
NEW-220
106
6/1/2005
200
1.88
100
NEW-219
PROPRIETARY
6/1/2005
106
2.72
242
100
NEW-217
PROPRIETARY
6/1/2005
106
2.59
236
100
PROPRIETARY
NEW-214
106
6/1/2005
201
1.91
100
NEW-209
PROPRIETARY
6/1/2005
107
241
2.67
100
PROPRIETARY
NEW-208
107
6/1/2005
201
1.88
100
PROPRIETARY
NEW-207
107
6/1/2005
245
2.76
100
MH-09-037
PROPRIETARY
1/1/2009
101
683
5.75
100
PROPRIETARY
425
MH-09-036
1/1/2009
101
3.21
100
PROPRIETARY
MH-08-034
1/1/2008
101
419
3.17
100
PROPRIETARY
MH-08-029
1/1/2008
101
293
1.89
100
MH-08-028
MH-08-025
MH-08-024
MH-08-021

1/1/2008
1/1/2008
1/1/2008
1/1/2008

PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY

101
101
101
101

875
431
401
389

7.65
3.29
3.01
2.86

100
100
100
100

MH-07-016
MH-07-015
MH-07-014
MH-07-013
MH-07-012
MH-07-011
MH-07-010
MH-07-009
MH-07-008
MH-07-007
MH-07-006
MH-07-005
MH-07-004
MH-07-003
MH-07-002
MH-07-001
MH-06-10
MH-06-09
MH-06-08
MH-05-12
MH-05-11
MH-05-10
MH-05-09
MH-05-08
MH-05-07
MH-05-06
MH-05-05
MH-05-04
MH-05-03
MH-05-02
MCA-2006-104
MCA-2006-103
MCA-2006-102
MCA-2006-101
LUC-07-11
LUC-07-10
LUC-07-09
LUC-07-08
LUC-07-07
LUC-07-06
LUC-07-05
LUC-07-04
LUC-07-03
LUC-07-02
LSN-2006-101
LSM-2006-202
LSM-2006-201

2/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
2/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
2/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
2/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
5/1/2006 PROPRIETARY
5/1/2006 PROPRIETARY
5/1/2006 PROPRIETARY
12/1/2005 PROPRIETARY
12/1/2005 PROPRIETARY
12/1/2005 PROPRIETARY
2/8/2006 PROPRIETARY
12/1/2005 PROPRIETARY
2/8/2005 PROPRIETARY
2/8/2005 PROPRIETARY
2/8/2005 PROPRIETARY
2/8/2005 PROPRIETARY
2/8/2005 PROPRIETARY
2/8/2005 PROPRIETARY
2/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
2/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
2/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
2/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
4/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
4/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY
3/1/2007 PROPRIETARY

101
101
101
101
101
101
83
101
101
83
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
91
101

599
365
479
521
809
737
965
1337
647
905
437
977
597
395
851
833

824
617
881
665
707
497
479
491
521
833
732
1199
695
725
576
531
836
846
456
461
266
276
331
231
356
331
261
221
496
921
921

4.94
2.62
3.74
4.14
7.05
6.33
8.65
12.3
5.38
8.15
3.29
8.66
5.89
2.92
7.52
7.29
7.4
5.22
7.97
5.58
6.03
3.94
3.75
3.89
4.19
7.32
6.3
11.01
5.94
6.24
4.76
4.32
7.36
7.51
5.37
5.43
2.48
2.65
3.47
1.95
3.84
3.46
2.4
1.83
3.91
8.25
8.12

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

LSM-2004-102
LSM-2004-101
LEl-2005-205
LEl-2005-204
LEl-2005-203
LEl-2005-202
LEl-2005-201
L-07-01
KRQ-2004-105
KRQ-2004-104
KRQ-2004-103
KRQ-2004-102
KRQ-2004-101
KET-2005-106
KET-2005-105
KET-2005-104
KET-2005-103
KET-2005-102
KET-2005-101
FIG-09-10
FIG-09-09
FIG-09-08
FIG-09-07
FIG-09-06
FIG-09-05
FIG-09-04
FIG-09-03
FIG-09-02
FIG-09-01
FIG-07-02
FIG-07-01
ELLS2005-104
ELLS2005-103
ELLS2005-102
ELLS2005-101
ELL-2004-102
ELL-2004-101
EDW-08-10
EDW-08-09
EDW-08-08
DUN-06-04
DUN-06-03
DUN-06-02
DUN-06-01
CRG-101

CRG-08-02
CRG-08-01

2/1/2005
3/5/2000
1/1/2006
1/1/2006
1/1/2006
1/1/2006
1/1/2006
3/3/2008
3/1/2005
3/1/2005
3/1/2005
3/1/2005
3/1/2005
1/24/2006
1/24/2006
1/24/2006
1/24/2006
1/24/2006
1/24/2006
2/1/2009
2/1/2009
2/1/2009
2/1/2009
2/1/2009
2/1/2009
2/1/2009
2/1/2009
2/1/2009
2/1/2009
11/1/2007
11/1/2007
3/1/2006
3/1/2006
3/1/2006
3/1/2006
2/1/2005
2/1/2005
1/1/2009
1/1/2009
1/1/2009
4/1/2006
4/1/2006
4/1/2006
4/1/2006
9/1/2005
8/1/2008
9/1/2008

PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY

101
101
66
102
101
101
101
101
101
101
421
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
103
101
111
101
2101
1101
101
101
101
101
2101
1101
101
101
101
101
101
107
5
101
101
131

1796
1591
1251
591
591
701
726
706
1466
891
921
1276
1596
341
1001
596
1151
1231
631
361
245
245
277
349
325
217
297
293
337
2281
1231
801
606
596
911
2732
1691
405
349
329
671
629
737
905
388
401
371

16.91
14.95
11.84
4.89
4.98
5.96
6.24
6.1
13.63
7.9
5.16
11.71
14.89
2.38
8.97
4.92
10.43
11.2
5.3
5.1
2.82
2.86
3.5
4.94
4.39
2.26
3.9
3.6
4.64
2.7
1.94
6.99
5.05
4.95
8.17
6.28
5.9
6.04
4.91
4.54
5.75
5.3
6.35
9.06
3.59
2.99
2.39

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

CRAIG-06-02
CRAIG-06-01
COR-2005-103
COR-2005-102
COR-2005-101
COR-2004-102
COR-2004-101
ClYDE-10-03
ClYDE-10-02
ClYDE-10-01

Cl-09-016
CL-09-015
CL-09-014
CL-09-013
CL-06-011
CL-06-010
CL-06-009
CL-06-008
Cl-06-007
CL-06-006
CL-06-005
CL-06-004
CL-06-003
CL-06-002
Cl-06-001
C-07-05
C-07-04
C-07-03
C-07-02
C-07-01
BUFF-347

BUFF-346
BUFF-345
BUFF-321
BUFF-320
BUFF-319
BUFF-318
BUFF-3170
BUFF-317
BUFF-311
BUFF-310
BUFF-309
BUFF-308
BUFF-307
BUFF-304
BUFF-303
BUFF-302

6/1/2006
6/1/2006
2/14/2006
2/14/2006
2/14/2006
2/1/2005
2/1/2005
1/1/2011
1/1/2011
1/1/2011
1/1/2009
1/1/2009
1/1/2009
1/1/2009
7/1/2006
7/1/2006
7/1/2006
7/1/2006
7/1/2006
7/1/2006
7/1/2006
7/1/2006
7/1/2006
7/1/2006
7/1/2006
2/1/2008
2/1/2008
3/1/2008
3/1/2008
3/1/2008
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006

PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY

101
101
101
101
101
2100
1761
1001
1001
1001
95
71
83
95
125
125
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
113
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101

575
821
466
1116
676
2631
1101
1322
1514
1366
1025
917
683
701
593
887
599
641
551
347
415
629
563
671
701
425
353
491
575
797
191
203
200
305
314
143
209
203
242
197
197
209
326
270
202
196
284

4.77
7.22
3.64
10.12
5.73
5.32
6.62
3.24
5.19
3.68
9.23
8.4
5.95
6.03
4.76
7.63
5.05
5.49
4.6
2.48
3.17
5.36
4.65
5.71
6.1
3.25
2.53
3.93
4.64
6.99
1.8
2.04
1.97
4.08
4.27
0.85
2.16
2.04
2.82
1.93
1.92
2.17
4.51
3.38
2.03
1.9
3.7

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

BUFF-301
BUFF-296
BUFF-295
BUFF-294
BUFF-293
BUFF-292
BUFF-291
10-THO-04
10-THO-03
10-THO-02
10-THO-01
09-THO-08
09-THO-07
09-THO-06
09-THO-0S
09-THO-04
09-THO-03
09-THO-02
09-THO-01
JAR-02
JAR-03
JAR-04
JAR-07-001
AM-98-04
EA-13
EA-14

2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2006
2/1/2010
2/1/2010
2/1/2010
2/1/2010
2/2/2009
2/2/2009
2/2/2009
2/2/2009
2/2/2009
2/2/2009
2/2/2009
2/2/2009
8/1/2006
8/1/2006
8/1/2006
1/1/2008
6/1/1998
6/1/1993
6/1/1993

PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY

101
101
101
101
101
95
107
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
109
125
101

283
220
212
263
237
200
221
1156
1006
1301
746
1104
881
959
1004
577
641
620
771
317
349
277
361
413
303
263

3.65
2.38
2.23
3.23
2.72
2.1
2.28
10.57
9.07
12.04
6.46
10.05
7.82
8.6
9.05
4.79
5.42
5.22
6.74
3.24
3.72
2.64
3.92
4.55
3.56
3.23
1144.14

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

line_Number

line_ld

ROCH-06-3O_6156 ROCHESTER 3D

Date_Shot Ownership_Type 3D_Area %Ownership ...
PROPRIETARY
5.73
100
1/1/2006

SCHEDULE "I"

Attached to and forming part of a Purchase and Sale Agreement dated the 1st day of October,
2016 between PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, as Vendor, and PERPETUAL ENERGY
OPERATING CORP. as Purchaser
Vendor Proprietary Seismic Data

NIL.

7880987.1

THIS IS EXHIBIT "K"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria'Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In and for the Province of Alberta

SCHEDULE I
Perpetual Energy Operating Corp.
Estimated Working Capital, excluding asset retirement obligations
October 1, 2016
Current Assets
Crown Royalty Deposit

$

200,000

Prepaid Expenses
Orphan Well Levy
AER 2016 Administration Fee
Mineral Lease Rentals
Surface Lease Rentals
Prepaid property taxes
Prepaid seismic reproduction costs
Prepaid October salaries

47,094
199,858
1,088,035
1,963,116
184,950
2,000
437,500

Accounts Receivable
Alberta Crown - excess deposit
PEOC BA crown royalty account credit

413,335
1,627,523

Accounts Receivalbe on Closing

134,022

$

6,297,433

Payable to Municipalities on behalf of Perpetual Operating Trust
(reimbursed through the statement of adjustments under the
purchase and sale agreement dated September 30, 2016)

$

(4,256,585)

Payable to Municipalities on acquired assets - 2016 property taxes
TOTAL PAYABLE TO MUNICIPALITIES

$
$

(1,476,116)
(5,732,701)

$

(5,732,701)

$

$

(413,335)
{1,627,523)

Deferred Payment Obligations to Perpetual

$

(2,040,858)

Total Liabilities

$

(7,773,559)

Total Current Assets
Current Liabilities

Total Current Liabilities
Deferred Payment Obligations to Perpetual
Alberta Crown - excess deposit
PEOC BA

account credit

STATEMENT OF ADJUSTMENTS· GOODYEAR

VENDOR: PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST
PURCHASER: PERPETUAL ENERGY OPERATING CORP.
EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 1, 2016
CLOSING DATE: OCTOBER 1, 2016
ESTIMATE • SUBJECT TO FINAL STATEMENT OF ADJUSTMENTS

DESCRIPTION

SCHEDULE

OR DUE VENDOR
(CR) DUE PURCHASER
$

BASE PURCHASE PRICE

10
184,950

PROPERTY TAX • INVOICED; PAID
PROPERTY TAX • INVOICED: Payment deferred to extended payment deadlines (Perpetual)

(188,283)

PROPERTY TAX· INVOICED: Payment deferred to extended payment deadlines (Partners)

(149,366)
(2,137,104)

PROPERTY TAX - INVOICED: Payment deferred to extended payment deadlines (PEOC)

(53,879)

PROPERTY TAX • INVOICED: NOT DUE (Perpetual)

(1,727,953)

PROPERTY TAX· INVOICED: NOT DUE (PEOC)
ORPHAN WELL LEVY

2

47,094

AER ADMINISTRATION FEES

3

199,858

OCTOBER 2016 KAILAS SALARY COMMITMENT

4

437,500

MINERAL LEASE RENTALS

5

1,088,035

SURFACE LEASE RENTALS

6

1,963,116

CROWN DEPOSIT PAYMENT (September 12th, 2016 statement)

7

200,000

SEISMIC DATA REPRODUCTION

8

2,000

PURCHASE PRICE AFTER ADJUSTMENTS

$

(134,022)

s

(134,022)

GST ON TANGIBLE ASSETS
DEPOSIT
TOTAL DUE TO VENDOR (PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST)

PREPARED B : JAMES HOUNSOME

~--: =i=c~·-=···===::---~
APPROVED BY: BILL HAHN

THIS IS EXHIBIT "L"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
,tudent at Law

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In and for the Province of Alberta

RECEIPT

TO:

Perpetual Operating Trust ("POT")

FROM:

Perpetual Energy Operating Corp. ("PEOC")

AND
FROM:

McCarthy Tetrault LLP ("McCarthy")

RE:

Purchase and Sale Agreement dated October l, 2016 at 12:01 am between POT, as vendor
and PEOC, as purchaser (the "P&S")

RECEIPT IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED by McCarthy, in trust, of $134,022 Canadian
dollars, being the amount payable by POT to PEOC on account of the Purchase Price, in accordance with
the P&S. Payment of the Purchase P.Jice to McCarthy in trust constitutes full satisfaction of the amounts
owing by POT to PEOC at Closing:
CAPITALIZED words used in this receipt have the meaning ascribed to them in the Agreement.
DATED this 1st day of October, 2016.

Per:
Name: Susan Riddell Rose
Title: President & Chief Executive Officer

MCCARTHYTETRAULTLLP
Per:
Name:
Title:

78874452

J: M · PA5(E°~A
f A tt.,tJE"R.

THIS IS EXHIBIT "M"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commis,sioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In cind ror the Province of Alberta

Fa e Maguire
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Eugene Doherty <Eugene.Doherty@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Thursday, May 26, 2016 7:40 AM
Harold Wang; Lorie Howland; Derry MacFarlane; Susan Hargreaves; Josh Lambden
yang@kailas-capital.com
RE: Perpetual/Kailas - Presentation

Harof d, please see response in re d befow . We are stiil w o1-king on a few t hings wh ich should come short ly.
Eugene Doherty

From: Harold Wang [mailto:haro.wang@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 10:32 AM
To: Lorie Howland
Cc: yang@kailas-capital.com; Eugene Doherty

Subject: Re: Perpetual/Kailas - Presentation
Lorie,
Upon preliminary survey of what's in the dataroom, here are additional information which we would require:
1. For LOS, huge portion of opex is operating expenses and operating expenses accrual. Can you please send
the breakdown and any associated contracts which better explains how they incur? Currently working on a
detailed breakdown of costs. WRT the operating expenses accrual, Perpetual accures each month for bills we do
not believe have come in as yet. It usually takes about 6 months for these accruals to go to zero. If you look at
the 2015 operating statements you will notice that these accruals have been cleared from September and there is
very little in October. We also accrue on a monthly basis for property taxes.
2 . Please provide all related marketing, processing, take-or-pay, interruptable contracts associated with these
production. Please also provide if these production in these regions are sour/liquid-rich/dry, associated gas
content, etc Working with marketing to get these contracts. As discussed in the presentation, we have point to
point contracts with the bitumen owners in the north part of Alberta which roughly saves us $0.08 - $0.17/mcf
in transportation costs. The gas is dry sweet
3. Please provide individual maps on a regional basis relating to pipeline connections and location of facilities
(gas plant, compressors, etc) We wi11 populate the dataroom with our asset plans (which are slightly out of date.
Please don ' t reference the compliance numbers as these have been dealt with). This should be in the dataroom
today.
4. Please provide any outstanding legal issues and disputes and related status and correspondence over the past
three years If this has not already been done, this should be in the dataroom. There is hardly any litigation issues
and non that we would consider serious.
5. Please provide all historical correspondence with AER relating to IWCP over the past three years relating to
the package, detailed information on work done to remedy the enviromnental issues, detailed information on
abandonment and reclamation over the past three years, etc Generally covered in the presentation that was
given. It is a constant work in progress.
6. Detailed LLR information and calculations associated (monthly over the past 6 months) We will provide our
current LLR. The person who does this is on holidays this week. Should have it early next week.
7. Piease prov ide AFE information over the past three years Should be in the dataroom today. Just received
from accounting late yesterday and I need to review before putting in the dataroom.
8. For suspended wells and shut-in wells, need to have its production history, last production date, most recent
well-head pressure, etc Most of this can be gotten from public data such as Accumap or Geoscout.
1

9. For Land Mineral Report, please generate an excel spreadsheet if possible If this has not already been done, it
should be in the dataroom today.
10. Elaboration on all capex items over the past three years part of the AFE's which I'm working on
11. Any seismic data which Perpetual owns We have significant seisrnic, but because of past deals, our partner
Prairie Sky has a ROFR if we are to sell it or provide a copy in any process going fonvard (please note I'm
confinning with contracts as to the exact wording of the deal terms with Prairie Sky).
12. Personnel information (employees and contractors) relating to these assets, and their compensation details
Can be provided ifwe get further down the road. 1 will provide the number of employees though.

I am sure your side is already diligently preparing some of the the requested information, and we sincerely
appreciate your help.
Best Regards,
Harold
On Wed, May 18, 2016 at 4:40 PM, Harold Wang <haro.wang(ci;gmail.com > wrote:
No worries Lorie!
On Wed, May 18, 2016 at 4:36 PM, Lorie Howland <Lorie.Howland(ciiperpetualener gvinc .com> wrote:
S-o r-ry Harn Id - for· so rn e reason

I

tho ught you guvs wee o ut of towr,

P!e ase com e to our office. at 3-200 _
, 605 - S Ave SVI/ and as k tor Euge ne .
f

w il! change th e invite. . My ap o logies.

Lorre.

!From : Harold Wang [mailto:haro. wang @gmail.com]
Senft: Wednesday, May 18, 2016 4:35 PM
ire : Lorie Howland
Cc: yang@kailas-capital.com ; Eugene Doherty
Subj ect: Re: Perpetual/Kailas - Presentation

Lorie - I am a little confused. We are both in Calgary (in fact one block away from the Perpetual office), are we
doing a conference call or face to face management presentation?

Thanks,
Harold

On Wed, May 18, 2016 at 3:51 PM, Lorie Howland <Lo1ie.Howland@perpetualenergyinc.com> wrote:

2

H i Harold ,
We can offer yo u a pre sentatio n via a conference caif on the fo llowing t ime s:
Wednesdav, May 25 t h at 9 :00a m or 11:00am MST

Thursday, May 26'h betwe en 8:30am and 10:30am MST or 2:00pm MST

The presentation is appro x. 30 m inutes and we will aHow ti me for questions.
Please adv1se as soon as possib le which date and time works best for you .

Th x,
Lorre

From: Harold Wang [mailto: haro.wang@amail.com ]
Sent : Tuesday, May 17, 2016 7:10 PM
To: Lorie Howland
Cc: yang@kailas-caoita l.com ; Eugene Doherty
SIUlbject: Re: Perpetual/Kailas - Access & Log In Information - Project Goodyear

Lorie,

We have been told by Macquarie that there will be a management presentation on this asset. Can you confirm
the timing? We would like it to be Wednesday or Thursday this week, otherwise early next week is fine.

Best,
Harold

On Tue, May 17, 2016 at 5:44 PM, Lorie Howland <Lorie.Howland@perpetualenergvinc.com> wrote:

Perfect. Let me know if you have any questions for our team as you evaluate the data.
Sent from my iPhone

On May 17, 2016, at 4:37 PM, Harold Wang <haro.wang@gmail.com> wrote:
3

Lorie,

Many thanks for the instruction. We are able to download the files .

Best Regards,
Harold

On Tue, May 17, 2016 at 3:56 PM, Lorie Howland <Lorie.Hov-iland@pe1petualenernyinc .com>
wrote:
Hi all,

Ple2se note t h at this p :rocess is M.gMy confidential within mur oiffice and q uestiom a:re 11:o foe
dli:rected thr u myself.

For this process, we are calling our Eastern Alberta Shallow Gas Assets ( excluding Mannville
Oil & Gas) Goodyear and will use this name going forward.

We have set up an FTP site as a virtual data room (VDR). You will need a SFTP (Secure FTP)
application in order to access this. Our IT department recommends FileZilla which is available
free on the web. Your IT department may have their own which would work just fine. If you
use FileZilla, attadJ1.ed you wm fnnd a me to impo:rt mto JFileZilla (.xnn.1) as well as a me
gi.ving information on h ow ti{]) con:fngu:re File.Zilla (.docx) wi.th th e imp ort file. Your IT
department will be able to assist.

Once installed, you will be able to share this information with your team giving them the
following access information:

Goodlyea:r:
4

U/N: Kailas

PW: bhfxlFqI
IP: sftD.oeroetualenernvinc.com port 22

This information is preliminary and we may add or update the information periodically. I will
send you a note to that effect.

If you have any questions or require further information, please do not hesitate to let me know.
Thx,

Lorie

<image002.png>

!Lorie Howland
Perpetual Energy Inc.
Technician/Executive Assistant
Land, Acquisitions & Divestitures
Lorie.Howland (ili p erp etua Ien ergvinc.com
Ph: 40 3 269.6341
Fax: .J.03.2 09 .63 00

This email comrnuni ca tion and z.ny fiies transmitted with it m ay contain confidential and 0 1· prnprielary inform ation and is provided fo r
the use of the intended recipient only. Any review, retra nsmission or dissemina tion of this infocm atior, by anyone oth er than the
intended recipient is prohibi(ed if yo u recei ve this email in en-or please contact the sender and deiete th is communication and any
cop ies immedia tel y. Tha nk yo u .
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TIDS IS EXHIBIT "N"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of Oetober, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

Marja Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for ihe Province of Alberta

Faye Maguire
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

ii

k

Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Monday, July 25, 2016 9:13 AM
Harold Wang; Marcello Rapini
Gary Jackson (garyjackson3232@gmail.com); Eugene Doherty
RE: FW: Project Goodyear - SPA·

Perfect .. see you then. Sue
From: Harold Wang [mailto:haro.wang@gmail.com]

Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 9:10 AM
To: Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Cc: Eugene Doherty <Eugene.Doherty@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Gary Jackson
<Gary.Jackson@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Wentao <yang@kailas-capital.com>; sandy.edmonstone@macquarie.com;
Susan Hargreaves <Susan.Hargreaves@perpetualen.ergyinc.com>; Carolyn A. Wright <caw@bdplaw.com>
(caw@bdplaw.com) <caw@bdplaw.com>; Jin, Xiaodi <xjin@mccarthy.ca>; Pasieka, Jim <JPASIEKA@mccarthy.ca>;
Marcello Rapini <Marcello.Rapini@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Subject: Re: FW: Project Goodyear - SPA

Sure Sue. See you at 12.30pm today in your office.
On Mon, Jul 25, 2016 at 9:06 AM, Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com> wrote:
Hi Harold, we essentially have these ideas incorporated so we'll send it over this morning. I think it helps to ensure we
are on the same page following the discussions last week.

Did you want to meet with Marcello and I just to work through hedging.mechanics we have worked through with
Mercuria and discuss the market? If so I think we could make that conversation work at 12:30 pm today if that suits
you?

Thanks Sue

From: Harold Wang [mailto:haro.wang@gmail.com)
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 8:55 AM
To: Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Cc: Eugene Doherty <Eugene.Doherty@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Gary Jackson
<Gary.Jackson@perpetuaienergyinc.com>; Wentao <yang@kailas-capital.com>; sandy.edmonstone@macquarie.com;
Susan Hargreaves <Susan.Hargreaves@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Carolyn A. Wright <caw@bdplaw.com>
(caw@bdplaw.com) <caw@bdplaw.com>; Jin, Xiaodi <xiin@mccarthy.ca>; Pasieka, Jim <JPASIEKA@mccarthy.ca>;
Marcello Rapini <Marceilo.Rapini@perpetualenergyinc.com>

Subject: Re: FW: Project Goodyear - SPA
1

½

Sue,

Thanks for the update.

Gary and Eugene spoke to me on the signing and closing alignment on Thursday but I have not confirmed our
agreement to it, especially without knowing on where we are on the timing, the mechanics, and the uncertainty
with respect to the hedging/marketing component. I suggest not to make further amendments to the PSA until
we have face-to-face meeting to clarify on these key issues and where we stand.

I am available from 11-2pm today and from 5pm onwards or the entire tomorrow morning.

Harold

On Mon, Jul 25, 2016 at 8:41 AM, Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com> wrote:
Good Morning Harold, I am pleased you had a productive day on Friday in the field. We have recrafted the PSA to
reflect the conversation Gary, Eugene and yourself had late last week where the closing and signing would be aligned,
thereby altering the employee and transition sections. We are doing a page flip of that internally this.morning and will
provide this to you later today.

Also, we have worked through details with Mercuria for the structuring of the hedging contracts and will be ensuring
this is incorporated adequately in the PSA as well.

Would it then be appropriate to meet later tomorrow to review the agreements in detaii? Please let me know your
thoughts. Thanks Sue

From: Harold Wang [mailto:haro.wang@gmail.com1
Sent: Sunday, July 24, 2016 5:10 PM
To: Eugene Doherty <Eugene.Doherty@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Gary Jackson
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<Gary.Jackson@oerpetualenergyinc.com>; Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Cc: Wentao <vang@kailas-capital.com>; sandy.edmonstone@macguarie.com; Susan Hargreaves
<Susan.Hargreaves@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Carolyn A. Wright <caw@bdplaw.com> (caw@bdplaw.com)
<caw@bdolaw.com>; Jin, Xlaodi <xiin@mccarthy.ca>; Pasieka, Jim <JPASIEKA@mccarthy.ca>
Subject: Re: FW: Project Goodyear - SPA

Dear Perpetual team,

Under Vicki's company we have just completed the site visit and we are satisfied with what we saw.

We have received the draft of SPA from Perpetual on July 19 with our feedback provided on July 21. From
our perspective, a page turn tomorrow (July 25) is not going to be useful, as 90% of the discrepancies in the
SP A relate to two overha..11.ging commercial poin(s: 1) marketing/upside sharing, which we don't know where
we stand, how far apart we are in terms of hedging cost, and which marketer we will be using and the terms
associated; and 2) employee issues, which are again subject to changes on alternative signing/closing
mechanics suggested by Gary and Eugene on Thursday.

In our original meeting dated July 6 we have agreed to leave it till the end of July for Perpetual to select a
opportunity to hedge. Both sides have been working hard but like it or not we are just one week away. I
am proposing a meeting with Sue on Monday (ifpossible, at 5pm, or other time of Sue's convenience) to
reconvene on the commercial points, during which we either resolve the outstanding commercial points to
close or drop it for good. From our end, we are nimble and are prepared to move fast and to accommodate on
the timing if, and only ifwe see certainty on steps to closing.

Yours Faithfully,
Harold

On Fri, Jul 22, 2016 at 12:53 AM, Harold Wang <haro.wang(a),gmail.com> wrote:
Eugene,

As promised, here are some of our high level comments on the draft of the SPA and structuri1!g matters are as follows.
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Gary.and yourself mentioned the possibility of having signing and closing together, which we are still thinking through carefully.
Knowing that our biggest stumbling block is still relating to third party hedges and upside request from PET, nevertheless we have
outli11ed some of our concerns below on the latest draft.

We hope to get together on Monday late afternoon to do a page tum and possibly discuss the latest view on hedging discussions and
signing/closing mechanics.

1. TIMING CONSIDERATIONS AND RE-ORG MATTERS
On the question of whether we can do a sign and close. We don't object to this ask or structure but believe that there will be
logistical issues relating to the internal reorg that has to take place and obtaining third party approvals that will prevent this from
being possible. On this closing logistics front, we have a number of questions which we believe will alter how the agreement is
currently set out:
a. Whafoonsents/discharges/waivers are required from the bank, how long will it take to.get all the releases? What
other security releases are required and how long will it take to complete those?
b. What is the structure of the re-org to put all the correct assets in PEOC and taking any assets out of PEOC? Will
this be a whitemap PSA? Will it only be the case that assets are taken out or will assets be injected fi:om PEI? What is
the timing to do this and will these steps be taken prior to execution or only after execution? If assets are being moved
in to PEOC from PEI, have we considered ROFR timelines, potential losses in operatorship, the time that it will take
the AER to process the license/lease transfers? If moved out, how are we dealing with production accounting?
c. We would like our counsel to review all of the re-org paper.
d. How are the tax pools being moved out of PEOC?
e. How are the contracts relating to the assets being moved.in or out of PEOC? What delays and consents are going to
be required?

f.

How is the seismic being moved into PEOC and what are the COC fees on everything we need?

g. Can you tell us about the insurance that is in place at the PEOC level? We cannot take carriage until we have
insurance in place, but we cannot pay and source this until we have the signed deal. We are checking in on this on our
side now but anticipate that there will be a lag here.
h. We have assumed no significant other consents are required and that given the structure of the transaction, no
shareholder approval is required.

2. INDEMNITY
a. The indemnity limit should be much higher (and not $1). The tax indemnity period should be four years rather
than one year.

3. THE HEDGES
a. We believe the hedges should both be physical rather than financial hedges and with third pai""ty marketing
company. We will need to review the template hedge agreements. We believe this template (or actual agreement)
should be tabled in the agreement or in a disclosure letter.
b. We don't believe a covenant to make efforts to increase production is appropriate.
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4. EMPLOYEES
a. Our view is that we will offer competitive market levels of compensation for employees rather than be tied to the
current level (or specified discount from) of compensation for such employees. We do not have any visibility on the
LTIP, STIP, pension or other value. We would be against the idea of having the proposed employment contract
reviewed by PET before offering to any targeted employee.
b. Our understanding is that our offer to the initial 30 employees resolves your severance issue (less any delta
between market and PEI compensation if any) for such employees and whether or not such employees accept does not
affect their. entitlement to severance from PEI. We do not believe that a shortfall liability exists nor that it would be
fair for us to be responsible for this. However, we are willing to assist by making such further offers to reach 30
employees but believe these further offers will be us providing further value to PEI, thus we would like to tie these
further offers we are providing to an option on the sublease described below.
c. For logistical reasons, we will require all hardware currently used by Accepting Employees to go with their
acceptance and be transferred without adjustments.
d. On transition staff, as discussed, we would like to only pay for the hours utilized by transition staff, which for some
of the functions the level of utilization may decrease over time.
5. OFFICE SUBLEASE

a. We did not agree to an obligation to office sublease. As part of the transaction and in consideration of the
additional offers of employment, we would like PEOC to be provided with a rent and op cost free period for 3 months
in the sublease space while we determine whether or not to proceed with extending the sublease at market rates.
6. MUNICIPAL TAX

a. We would like to make this one year end .adjustment rather than quarterly, and 2016 Municipal tax would be
subject to 1) a prorata adjustment based on the number of months of ownership by the buyer, and 2) difference
between 2015 actual and 2016 actual accounting for the 10% allowance, free of dispute from a third party.

7. OTHER
a. Can we have carveout financials?

On Tue, Jul 19, 2016 at 11 :38 AM, Eugene Doherty <Eugene.Doherty@perpetualenergyinc.com> wrote:
Good moming Harold. As promised please find attached the next version of the SP A. We have worked
diligently to try and capture ,vhat we believe to be the conversations to date between Perpetual and Kailas in
paiiicular sections 2 and 12. The other sections are still a bit of a work in progress, but we wanted to get
something over to you so that you could start your review. Please take most of the other sections with a
grain of salt.

WRT due diligence, we are working hard at gathering that infonnation and you will probably see piece
meal parts as the data is gathered. We are still awaiting when you wish to do a field visit. We would like to
move the field visit along as soon as possible due to staff taking summer holidays:
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We were wondering ifwe should also be forwarding the SPA documents to your legal counsel for review.
Please let us know if that is acceptable.

Regards,

Eugene Doherty
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Sue· Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetua.lenergyinc.com>
Wednesday, August 03, 2016 3:55 PM
Harold Wang
Gary Jackson; Marcello Rapini; Vicki Benoit; Linda McKean; Lorie Howland; Carolyn A.
Wright;,Sandy L.Edmonstone(sandy.edmonstone@macquarie.com);
JPASIEKA@mccarthy.ca; Eugene Doherty; Wentao
RE: Goodyear - Commitments & Due Diligence Meeting Request

Hi Harold and Wentao, sorry for the delay ... l am back to you now after having to look after a few other things last night
and today.
OK Harold .... you win. We'U go back to where we agreed to be in early July. We will purchase a put for you at $2.75/Mcf
and we'll have the call at $3.00/Mcf on 31,500 Mcf/d ... term would be Nov 2016 through Aug 2018. Then for the first
two months, we'll keep you whole at the $2.75/Mcf fixed price for Sept and Oct 2016. Mercuria is providing those
confirms for you to review later today. I will make the modest adjustment to the P&S to incorporate the $2.58 fixed
price in Sept and Oct 2016.
Looking forward to your comments on the rest of the agreement tomorrow as discussed.
Thanks a lot. Sue
From: Harold Wang [mailto:haro.wang@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 6:55 PM
To: Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Cc: Marcello Rapini <Marcello.Rapini@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Subject: Re: Goodyear- Commitments & Due Diligence Meeting Request

Sue - I may be a verbose Chinese but allow me to reiterate - we have already been compromising from what
originally seems to be an impossible structure to execute to the current form by 1) allow put/call only on winter
but not summer; 2) accommodating from 100% put/call in summer to 50% put/call in summer of 17 and 18 to
having a flat price swap, ap.d 3) giving up upside from $2.75/mcfto $3/mcf in Sep and Oct-7016. This shows
our sincerely commitment in moving closer and getting a deal done with Perpetual. If you want any of that
reversed, please let me know and we are_happy to do that. But some times we can only do as much and we are
not moving from where stand, and I hope you can appreciate.
On Tue, Aug 2, 2016 at 6:42 PM, Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com> wrote:
We would prefer to take this risk if the market moves down and potential reduction in our costs if the market moves
up. This is consistent with your concern about the downside to summer pricing and locking in your break even of
$2. 75/Mcf across the board. Sue

From: Harold Wang [mailto:haro.wang@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 6:40 PM

To: Sue RiddeII Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
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Cc: Marcello Rapini <Marcello.Rapini@perpetu81energyinc.com>
Subject: Re: Goodyear - Commitl'nents & Due Diligence Meeting Request

Sue - ifby closing the forward market moves up then great for us and if they don't then we suck up and hedge
at a lower price than $2. 75/mcf, but we are agreeing on this today. Perpetual is already talcing a lot of market
risk exposure and we are happy learning from you and taking some burden off your shoulder.

On Tue, Aug 2, 2016 at 6:34 PM, Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com> wrote:
But we don't know where this will be when we close and that is when the transactions will be put on.

From: Harold Wang [mailto:haro.wang@gmail.com]

Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 6:34 PM
To: Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergvinc.com>
C«:: Marcello Rapini <Marcello.Rapini@perpetualenergyinc.com>

Sllll.bject: Re: Goodyear - Commitments & Due Diligence Meeting Request

Sue - i feel sorry that I am making you feel this way, but I feel that we are very consistent. Summer 18 is
$2.589/GJ today as Marcello has sent out the latest. Summer 17 is $2.634/G). Both are marginally higher than
$2.58/GJ. Ifwe insist on a put at $2.58/GJ, that will cost Perpetual a fortune and break the deal. We have been
sincerely trying to make this work, but this is the least we will accept.

Harold

On Tue, Aug 2, 2016 at 6:25 PM, Sue Riddell Rose <S.ue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com> wrote:
Come on Harold ... you are exhausting me ... we have completely backed away from any summer upside altogether. Our
proposal is a huge step forward to get this deal done. Please work with us on this. Sue

From: Harold Wang [mailto:haro.wang@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 6:23 PM

To: Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Cc: Gary Jackson <Gary.Jackson@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Marcello Rapini
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<Marcello.Rapini@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Vicki Benoit <Vicki.Benoit@perpetualenergyinc.com>;
Linda McKean <Linda.McKean@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Lorie Howland
<Lorie.Howland@_perpetualenergyinc.com>; Carolyn A. Wright <caw@bdplaw.com>; Sandy L.
Edmonstone (sandy.edmonstone@macquarie.com) <sandy.edmonstone@macquarie.com>;
JPASIEKA@mccarthy.ca; Eugene Doherty <Eugene.Doherty@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Wentao
<yang@kailas-capital.com>
Subject: Re: Goodyear - Commitments & Due Diligence Meeting Request

Sue - it doesn't work for us. For Sep - Oct 16 you are giving up $650k to make whole at $2.75/mcfbut you
are gaining $2.4m in the winter month put/call options and gaining another $1.2m for backing out from 50%
of summer put/call options in 2017 and 2018. Yes Marcello - market has moved around over the past two
days but as long as we don't close we are exposed to such risks, and I believe there is mutual trust that we
will not back out once. the structure is being agreed.

On Tue, Aug 2, 2016 at 6:03 PM, Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetuaienergyinc.com> wrote:
Hi Harold, our intent was to use the summer 17 and 18 periods to blend across the Sept-Oct 16 pricing to get to a
$2.75/Mcf floor. Sue

From: Harold Wang [mailto:haro.wang@gmail.com]

Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 6:01 PM

To: Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Cc: Gary Jackson <Gary.Jackson@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Marcello Rapini
<Marcello.Rapin.i@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Vicki Benoit <Vicki.Benoit@pemetualenergyinc.com>;
Linda McKean <Linda.McKean@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Lorie Howland
<Lorie.Howland@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Carolyn A. Wright <caw@bdplaw.com>; Sandy L.
Edmonstone (sandy.edmonstone@macquarie.com) <sandy.edmonstone@macquarie.com>;
JP ASIEKA@mccarthy.ca; Eugene Doherty <Eugene.Doherty@pemetualenergyinc.com>; Wentao
<yang@kailas-capital.com>
Subject: Re: Goodyear - Commitments & Due Diligence Meeting Request
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Sue - to be sure fhat we are on the same page, we will do our own summer 17 and 18 swap at closing on
prevailing market conditions. Assuming closing on Sep 1, from Sep l to Oct 31 we still do have fixed
$2.75/mcf swap. Please let me know if you agree.

On Tue, Aug 2, 2016 at 5:58 PM, Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com> wrote:
Sure, and in that case you would handle your fixed price hedge for remainder of summer 16; summer 17 and April
to August 18. Sue

From: Harold Wang [mailto:haro.wang@gmail.com1
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 5:54 PM
To: Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>

Cc: Gary Jackson <Gary.Jackson@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Marcello Rapini
<Marcelio.Rapini@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Vicki Benoit <Vicki.Benoit@perpetualenergyinc.com>;
Linda McKean <Linda.McKean@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Lorie Howland
<Lorie.Howland@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Carolyn A. Wright <caw@bdplaw.com>; Sandy L.
Edmonstone (sandy.edmonstone@macquarie.com) ..<sandy.edmonstone@macguarie.com>;
JP ASIEKA@mccarthy.ca; Eugene Doherty <Eugene.Doherty@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Wentao
<yang@kailas-capital.com>
Subject: Re: Goodyear - Commitments & Due Diligence Meeting Request

Sue - if you are indifferent, which 1 believe in Marcello's previous email.indicated.that Perpetual is, we are
happy doing our own swap hedging at closing rather than letting Perpetual agree on a fixed price for us
today. This is already a significant loss on our part from the put/call structure as we have lost$ l .2m to
switch from 50% put call structure to a flat swap structure using July 28 pricing.

On Tue, Aug 2, 2016 at 5:41 PM, Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com> wrote:
Harold, you mentioned you need $2. 75/Mcf floor and we are providing that. The preset fixed price at $2. 75/Mcf
may or may not help us meet the price shortfall for Sept and Oct 2016 but we shall see how the market plays out
over the next couple weeks. I think we have moved well past what would be viewed as symmetrical from the
position we both took in July to get this deal done.

You still have floor price protection at $2.75/Mcf on 23 Bcf over 2 years and upside to $3.00/Mcf in winter when
you want it on 9.5 Bcf.
We reduced our upside over $3/Mcf from 23 Bcf to 9.5 Bcf, but again we kept the upside exposure only in winter
when we want it.
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Thanks Sue

From: Harold Wang [mailto:haro.wang@gmail.com l
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 5:24 PM

To: Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@,perpetualenergyinc.com>

Cc: Gary Jackson <Gary.Jackson@perpetuale11ergyinc.com>; Marcello Rapini
<Marce11o.Rapini@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Vicki Benoit <Vicki.Benoit@perpetualenergyinc.com>;
Linda McKean <Linda.McKean@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Lorie Howland
<Lorie.Howland@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Carolyn A. Wright <caw@bdplaw.com>; Sandy L.
Edmonstone (sandy.edmonstone@macquarie.com) <sandy.edmonstone@macguarie.com>;
JPASIEKA@mccarthy.ca; Eugene Doherty <Eugene.Doherty@_perpetualenergyinc.com>; W entao
<yang@kailas-capital.com>
Subject: Re: Goodyear - Commitments & Due Diligence Meeting Request

Sue,

In summer months either we do hedge ourselves at prevailing swap prices (which is expected to be higher
than $2. 75/mcfand subject to market), or we do a put and call structure. This is already a compromise on
our part as we are letting Seller having call and put for winter months where calls are more likely to be in
the money and swaps are trading higher. No way we are doing $2. 75/mcf flat in the summer time when
swap market is higher.

We are fine with either Aug 16 or Sep 1 close. Given hedging for a particular month needs to be done in
advance, and assuming that signing and closing takes place on the same day, we need to be comfortable
and assured that the outcome of this transaction is not subject to market conditions over the next 15 or 30
days and Perpetual will be in a position to transact despite volatile market movement up to closing.

Harold

On Tue, Aug 2, 2016 at 5:09 PM, Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetua1energyinc.com> wrote:
Hi Harold, Sorry for the run on sentence. Our proposal addressed your issue to absolutely get price downside
certainty on 90% of the volumes in the summer and as a result we will be giving up all price upside for this
5

period. There would only be fixed price at $2.75/Mcf in the summer with no price upside for either party except
yourself for volumes above 31,500 Mcf/d(about 10% of the forecast production). We would assume we will dose
Sept 1st_

Basically we are where you wanted to be when we left things in early July with two exceptions:
1. We wi!I have walked away from all upside on the 31,500 Mcf/d over $3.00/Mcf in summer periods for next
two years
2. You will have moved to fixed price at $2.75/Mcf on the 31,500 Mcf/d in summers versus downside
protection at $2.75/Mcf and upside to $3/Mcf

To summarize in the format you presented below your positions would be as follows:

1) Sep/Oct 2016: 31,500 Mc:ud (90% ofMcD average 2P of 35,000 Mcf/d) fixed at $2.75/Mcf; 10%
unhedged or you could hedge at market)
2) Apr - Oct 2017 and Apr - Aug 2018: 31,500 Mc:ud (90%) fixed at $2.75/Mcf; 10% unhedged or you
could hedge at market; 0% long $2.75/mcf put and short $3/mcf call;
3) Nov 2016 - Mar 2017, and Nov 2017 - Mar 2018: 31,500 Mcf/d (90% of McD average 2P of 35,000
Mc:ud) long $2.75/Mcfput and.short $3/Mcf call; 10% unhedged.or you could hedge at market; (PMT
long $3/Mcf call on 31,500 Mc:vd).

Hope this is acceptable Harold. It covers your concern about having all the volumes covered in the summer and
moves us to a deal we can both get to execute in the near term.

Thanks Sue

From: Harold Wang [mailto:haro.wang@gmaii.com j
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 3:47 PM
To: Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Cc: Gary Jackson <Gary.Jackson@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Marcello Rapini
<Marcello.Rapini@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Vicki Benoit <Vicki.Benoit@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Linda
McKean <Linda.McKean@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Lorie Howland <Lorie.Howland@perpetualenergyinc.com>;
Carolyn A. Wright <caw@bdplaw,com>; Sandy L. Edmonstone (sandy.edmonstone@macquarie.com)
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<sandy.edmonstone@macquarie.com>; JPASIEKA@mccarthy.ca: Eugene Doherty
<Eugene.Doherty@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Wentao <vang@kai!as-capital.com>

Subject: Re: Goodyear - Commitments & Due Diligence Meeting Request

Sue,

To avoid misinterpretation on the run-on sentences in a paragraph, may we structurally present where we
ieft off is: Buyer

1) Sep/Oct 2016: 100%@ fixed at $2.75/mcf; if starting earlier than Sep 1, 2016 then make up the
difference between spot and $2.75/mcf
2) Apr - Oct 2017 and Apr-Aug 2018: 50% @prevailing fixed price swap, 50% @long $2.75/mcfput
and short $3/mcf call
3) Nov 2016 - Mar 20 I 7, and Nov 20 I 7 - Mar 2018: 100% @ long $2. 75/mcf put and short $3/mcf call

Best,
Harold

On Tue, Aug 2, 2016 at 3:20 PM, Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com> wrote:
Hi Harold and Wentao, we are just working with Mercuria to provide the paperwork for the confirms for the
following arrangements: fixed price at $2.75/Mcf in Sept/Oct 2016; April-Oct 2017 and April to Aug 2018 for
31,500 Mcf/d and a floor price of $2.75/Mcf and a call to Perpetual at $3.00/Mcf for 31,500 Mcf/d for the two
winter periods winter in Nov.16 through March 2017 and Nov 2017 through March 2018. I trust this meets with
your approval based on our discussion on Thursday. We will plan to work to sign a definitive agreement and
close as soon as possible, targeting on or before September 1st_

Thanks for providing a mark-up on the document you currently have. Carolyn will provide the adjustment
clauses probably tomorrow as per our discussion. We should also be able to get you draft marketing paperwork
from Mercuria later today as well, or early tomorrow morning.

Thanks Harold and Wentao ... Sue
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From: Harold Wang [mailto:haro.wang@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 1:54 PM
To: Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetuaienergyinc.com>; Gary Jackson
<Gary.Jackson@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Cc: Vicki Benoit <Vicki.Benoit@peroetualenergyinc.com>; Linda McKean
<Linda.McKean@oerpetualenergyinc.com>; Lorie Howland <lorie.Howland@perpetualenergvinc.com>; Carolyn
A. Wright <caw@bdplaw.com>; Sandy L.Edmonstone(sandy.edmonstone@macguarie.com)
<sandy.edmonstone@macguarie.com>; JPASIEKA@mccarthy.ca; Eugene Doherty
<Eugene.Doherty@perpetualenergyinc.com>; Wentao <yang@kailas-capital.com>
Subject: Re: Goodyear - Commitments & Due Diligence Meeting Request

Sue/Gary,

Many thanks for the kind email. Hope you have had a great weekend.

I have asked McCarthy to provide a revised mark-up. From McCarthy's perspective, their questions on
the process of the re-org is still not answered, and with the number of issues outstanding it is probably
not going to be productive to generate a marked-up version at this point, but I insisted anyway. They
said that it will talce more than Wednesday to get back with a revised draft, so Thursday or Friday is
more likely.

We have just been notified that we are in the driving seat for another transaction which McCarthy is
also acting as our legal counsel. We can transact on both but, If, as we have discussed, the
transactability of Project Goodyear is highly price-contingent and most likely going to be a
October/November deal, can we perhaps hold off on both sides after this page turn and revisit after
September? Project Goodyear has been our priority thus far but unfortunately we don't have as much
internal resources as Perpetual so it's inevitable that we have to re-prioritize on deals with certainty of
closing. I appreciate your kind understanding, and please feel free to let us know otherwise.

Best Regards,
Harold

On Tue, Aug 2, 2016 at 10:48 AM, Gary Jackson <Gary.Jackson@perpetualenergyinc.com> wrote:
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Harold,
Just as a follow up to our meeting on Thursday, I have advised Carolyn to finalize and send you a copy
of the adjustments clause to the draft SPA. You should receive it tomorrow or the next day; We look
forward to receiving backline comments to the most recent version of the draft SPA from Jim at
McCarthy on Wednesday, so that we can continue to progress the document in a timely manner:
Vicki mentioned to me this morning that you have some additional technical Due Diligence questions
to be answered. I'll have Lorie set up a time to review these with you, Eugene, Linda and Vicki. I'm
going to suggest any time after 3:30 today or Wednesday afternoon should work for us. Please advise
which times work best for you and Lorie will send out a meeting notice.
Thank you Harold and look forward to resolving the final outstanding business matters in the next few
<;lays, as we work in tandem on the documents and answering any additional questions you have.
Regards, Gary
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From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subjed:

A-n:tachme~ts:

Lorie Howland < Lorie.Howland@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Monday, August 15, 2016 8:15 AM
Jeff Green; Harold Wang; Josh Lambden
Eugene Doherty; Vicki Benoit; Gary Jackson; yang@kailas-capital.com; Linda McKean
RE: Goodyear - additional info to FTP site
AER Lexin Resources August 10, 2016.pdf

Haro ld, tht s ha s 110w been added t o t he FTP sit e under Aband o nment l\!ot ices
Th x1
Lorre

from: Jeff Green
Sent: Friday, August 12, 2016 8:46 AM

To : Harold Wang; Josh Lambden
Cc: Eugene Doherty; Vicki Benoit; Gary Jackson; yang@kailas-capital.com; Lorie Howland; Linda McKean
Sl!Jlbject: RE: Goodyear - additional info to FTP site
Haro [d ,

We r eceived one oth er aban do nment clo sure order from the AER late veste1-day t hat wasn 1 t indud ed ln j osh 's
e m a il yesterd ay aft e rnoon, p!e ase fi nd it att ached. lt vvill be added to the data ro om .
1 abandonm e nt that PEOC has to aban don at 0 l-0 1-059-- 2.3W4. W e are. double chec:k! ng t he w orkin g
f nte rest. [f t here are any chan ges w e w tl i let you know
j eff Green P. Eng.
VP Corpo ra t e and Engi nee1·ing Se rvices
Pe r pet:uai Energy !nc

(403) 718-7 564

!From: Harold Wang [ mailto ~haro. wang(rugmail.com ]
Se111t: Thursday, August 11, 2016 11:56 PM
To: Josh Lambden
Cc: Eugene Doherty; Vicki Benoit; Gary Jackson; yang@kailas-capital.com ; Lorie Howland; Jeff Green; Linda McKean
Subject: Re: Goodyear - additional info to FTP site

Josh,
Many thanks for the prompt response.
I believe that the principal all along is that the producing wells go together with the liabilities on a region by
region basis, and I can see that guidance being followed very well except for 1) certain wells cannot be
transferred due to the reason you mentioned above; 2) Liege, where it has been stated all along since June that it
is an excluded asset together with Mannville Oil and Gas. It 1s been stated all along that it is an area affected by
gas over oil sand and perpetual has been on the receiving end of payments, and therefore the entire region has
been excluded.
1

Mannville Oil and Gas is probably not properly defined until yesterday where you have put together a boundary
of township 49 to 52 and range 7W4 to Range 11 W 4, and we shall agree to the majority but we strongly believe
you should take the four heavy oil wells and the two facilities as well, which are just falling outside of the box
you drew and are clearly a part of the Mannville heavy oil development program.
100/03-20-045-07W4/00
100/04-04-056-08W4/00
102/09-20-045-07W4/00
102/14-3 2-05 5-08W4/00
00/04-04-056-08W4
00/09-20-045-07W4
There have been a few which has been labelled as "sold", and I wonder if they are still on the list?
100/12-14-077-03W5
100/12-28-099-14W4
100/15-16- 100-13W4
100/15-16-100-13 W 4
Best,
Harold
On Thu, Aug 11, 2016 at 5:14 PM, Josh Lambden <Josh.Lambden(c1.perpetualenergyinc.corn> wrote:
Haro ld,
I have gone th rough all of t he \Meii list issues and m ade rn v c:orn :-r1ents bei ow . The re is stil l son,e w ork outstand ing t o get
yo u the detail on the new wel!s t hat have been add ed to the list. The short answer· is some w i[I st ay and so rne ne ed t o
come off.

We have also addressed you r abandonm ent not ice questions be:!ow.

Cheers,

Jos 1 La1nhden, P.Eng.
Senior Evaluat ions Engineer
Ac.quisitiQns & Divestih ires

J?]ERlP]E1f'UAL ENERG'i'

!From : Harold Wang [mailto: haro.wang@gmail.com ]

Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2016 4:27 AM
To : Eugene Doherty; Vicki Benoit; Gary Jackson
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Cc: yano@kai!as-capfta l. com ; Josh Lambden; Lorie Howland

Subject: Re: Goodyear - additional info to FfP site

Vicki/Gary/Eugene,

We are going through the latest uploaded documents and have the following questions:

Abandonment notices:
- Has referenced wells/pipelines/facilities in the Canadian Coyote Energy and Terra being abandoned?
Terra . . .

102/07-24-056-17W4/00 -we have 0% WI so no issue
100/07-36-056-l 7W4
1 00/09-31-0 55-16W 4
100/16-24-056-17W4

AFEd but not done
CNRL operated - not in our control
Reclamation after Sept 1

Canadian Coyote ...
100/06-27-041-13W4
100/09-29-041-13W4
100/ 14-24-042-13W4
100/ 13-16-054-14W4

sept 6
Oct 31
No working interest - may execute on CC behalf
Still producing
Cup and Capped. Single Zone.

102/ 10-17-054-14W4

- Has the two wells 00/ 10-09-055-17W4/0 and 00/12-09-055-l 7W4/0 being abandoned as instructed? They
have a deadline of Sep 18, 2016.
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[Josh Lam bden l - Ou r understa nding is t hese wiH be done bet ween Septem ber 1 and Septem ber 18t h • If t hat
is post d ose tt w ttl be at vour expensE:.

- Are they the only abandonment notices outstanding?
fle sh La m bden} -All O'l: the abandonment notices t hat we are aw are of ans in the FTP. lf we become aware of
any others w e w ill add t hem .

- Are we reasonably expecting LLR to be below 1 when Sep LLR is published in the first week of September?
Would like a proforma if possible
!Josh Lam bde nl - W e are reasona bly expecting th e LLR to be above 1 when t hey are published i n
September. We are find ing It difficult to come up wtth a suftable m ethod of performfng a proforma.

W e.llJ\-list:
1) We performed a well-by-well comparison and found that over 50 wells which were included in the original
June well list disappeared (not including those Abandoned status) and over 130 new wells added to the list.
Would appreciate if you can kindly advise why there have been so much changes.
[Josh Larn bden1 - We have m ade many ad~ustments t o t he weH list between the last Hst you recetved. (June 8, 2016}

and now a nd t here mav be more to come befo re the documents are fi nali zed, but t he overa rching pri t'ld pie has been
the sa rne. You are to receiv e all of the assets in the M ap, except fo r the exduded assets, and we are t o rnake sure
th at the LLR wHl be above 1.. tt is stm our lnte11t!on to stick to the ortg'ir1al principles of the deal with as few exceptions
as possible. I w ill expl ain as many or the adiustments and exceptions as i can in res ponce to your It ems here and we
are happy t o sit down and go through any remaining details or outstanding guestions.

Y\lh§.~1 I compare the last list to the one vou recei,tlv recei\md I come up wrth 2.16 well events t:hat you wou ld have
r.oted as missi ng. 58 of these are wetls relating to Gas Royalty trust Certificates (stmtlar to owr'llng fee title), We
actu~lly don't own a Wr in these Wt~Hs .. 7 of the well events were actually sold wells that should have been made
inactive in our system. 133 of them have LLR assodated with tl)em, but we are _g_m_pfy waiting on a reclamation
_certificate. They were moved to he~p get the LLR above 1, but really represent a group of wells t hat ca 11_go either wa v
depending on what's required on an LLR basis . 14 wells in a F!eld Name He-rcuies am iust on the outside of the box on
the map so they were moved. These are all actuallv sho~,ving up as Royalty Interest and there is not much prod uctior1
at that. There is really no value or liabHitv to be concerned about either wav. One well is a cancelled location which
was not cancelled properly on our system . And the final well ts associated w1th an oil sands lease so was moved out

for that reason. We only have 20% in that well and it has not had any production or activity as far as I can tell since it
was drilled in 2008. I have summarized these and some of your other questions in the attached spreadsheet.

\/Vit:h regard s to th e new we lls or. the list. 15 events (6 w ells} are on inactive land but have a status of suspe nded and
the AER will not allow these to be transferred. Some wells were originally filtered out because they are related to a
prior deal and should still be excluded. Many of thern are related to units where we are only a Royalty Interest owner
and were left off the !ist for that reason. It really shouldn't matter if we include or exclude these from the w ell list. I
w ill be going th rough these in detaH and adding them to the summary on Monday.
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2) At the same time, we believe that all wells and facilities in Mannville Heavy Oil and Gas, Liege and Panny
(discussed below) should all be moved (as part of excluded assets).

posh la mbdenJ - There are 13 FacHlty Codes that match the issue you are t af krng a bout. As a matter of conven 1ence !
p uHed t he fte fd name for the faci lit ies from the accounting system, which unfortunatety doesn't m atch up perfectly
with the actual fi e lds. "Da rwin Panny" fie td rn the accounting system contains several misceffan eous fields as we!!. t
have doub!e checked these and they are associated w ith wells and lands going to you. As for Mannvme and Heavy OH
w e reaHy made our split by exd ud1ng assets tn t he box define d by township 49 to 52 and range 7W4 t o Range
11W4. There are a few weHs a nd fadHt!es fabefled as eithe r Ma nnvifle or Heavy OH t hat fall outside t his bo)(.

3) What confuses me is whether Panny is included in the sale. If it is, then you you add all the producing Panny
wells (some are shut-in as of Dec 2015) into the well list, but currently it is not done that way. There are
100/06-31-094-06W5/0
100/02-29-094-07W5/0
100/08-33-094-07W5/0
100/02-34-094-07W5/0
100/04-34-094-07W 5/0
102/10-01-095-05W5/0
100/09-07-095-05W 5/0
100/1 1-32-095-05W5/0
100/04-06-095-06W5/0
100/ 15-02-095-07W5/0
100/12-03-095-07W5/0
100/10-05-095-07W5/0
100/06-08-095-07W5/0
100/16-05-096-05W5/0
100/05-09-096-05W5/0
100/1 5-36-096-07W5/0
100/07-02-097-06W 5/0
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100/12-23-097-06W5/0
100/04-24-097-06W 5/0
100/1 1-25-097-06W5/0
100/15-26-097-06W5/0

If Panny is not included, then please take out all liabilities associated with Panny and Ryan (which belongs to
Panny). I believe the reserve reports Perpetual have previously sent to me excluded Panny all along - please
correct if my understanding is correct, otherwise please re-run the reserve report including Panny.
Uosh Lam bdenl - As discussed t he- " D-ar.rJ~rt Panny,, area conta[ns some m iscellaneous ftems, We have double
checked that we are o n!y fnd w:Hng it em s t hat fa ll with [n the geog!'aphlcal area given to vou at t he st ali :, p,;mnv was
spedfically exduded in t hat tnap, but the rest a re t o be induded. So rry fo r a ny confusion th ts has caused.

4) There are six producing wells in Warwick which you have not included in the August list:
100/10-14-053-14W4/0
100/15-17-053-14W4/2
102/04-18-053-14W4/2
102/04-18-053-14W4/3
100/09-28-053-14W4/2
100/01-13-053-15W4/3
Posh Lamb-den} - As di&cuss;ed fn ouf rneeti:ng, the,se have been sold to WGS! and that sho,uld be reflected in Ac:cumap
fil2_0 n"'_

5) There are two heavy oil batteries 00/04-04-056-08W4 and 00/09-20-045-07W4 which are meant for
Mannville Heavy Oil assets and should not be included. They record no deemed liabilities and should not affect
any calculations.
[Josh Lambdenl -As discussed in point 2 we made our split based on a geographical box and these fal l outside of that.

6) There are a lot of non-producing wells added in Craigend and Inactive Radway in the August well list which
wasn't present in June's well list. Would like to understand why.
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7) For the revised LLR spreadsheet, can you please add the working interest of PEOC in each of the wells and
facilities?
[Josh lambderd - I can certainly puf l this over from ou r AR.O spreadsheets. However, please understand t hat w hHe
these W!s should be most ly correct t he definit !ve lnterests ca n only come frorn the land schedule.

8) Also, not sure why non-op producing wells such as 100/06-23-059-26W4/00 and 100/10-01-048-08W4/00,
100/10-26-061-20W4/02 went out of the list, so does many unit interests at Hercules, while the neighbouring
suspended non-ops remained.
[J osh Lamhde nl - 6-23 and 10-01 are both GRTC w ells. 10-26 is a soic! we!L It looks [i ke t he /2 eve nt was on you r first
fist, but not the /0.

9) For some of the facilities, it doesnt show abandoned status but Liabilities went from substantial in May to
zero in August. Would appreciate some guidance as to the rationale.
Posh LambdenI - As discussed

en the meet ing Vickf po1nted out to the AER that they were doubfe dipping on the

Ha brtitles on certai n faci!ities and weHs. They made t hEs correction.

Best Regards,
Harold

On Tue, Aug 9, 2016 at 12:49 PM, Lorie Howland <Lorie.Howland@perpetualenergvinc.com> wrote:
Hi Harold ,

In r·ev iewing the data th at w e placed on the FTP site, ! have noticed that t he fil es listed on t he email below that w ere to

go on th e site o n July 25 t h w ere set up but not transferred to th e site. My since re apologies for not not icfng th is soone r.

Envrronmenta! Corresp ondence
7

Income Taxes (CRA correspond en ce 1·eq uest )
Propert y Tax Assessm ent Co mpla1 nt

Tl le Reports H i:le Defects

f

have c:dded and co nfi r med th at these fli es are now on t he stte fo 1· vo u to access

I have tagged t hem with todav's date .

in additio11 t o these flies, ! have also add ed t he fo llow ing fo lde rs.
HR - Co,ntract W eil/Factfrt ies Ope,rati 11g Agreement s ·- redacted & Lease /"-.greement - redacted
Property Tax. W ood Buffaio ·- Payrnent Schedu le

\.Ve a1·e in the pro cess of updati ng th e fin alized lists to t his site as vvell.

Please. advise if- vo u are wai t ir!g on anyt hing ei se fron, m e.

Thx,
Lo ne

IFrnm: Lorie Howland
Senl!:: Monday, July 25, 2016 2:53 PM
To: haro. wanmmgmail.com; yang@kailas-capital.com
Cc: Eugene Doherty
S11.nll>ject: Goodyear: Additional requests on due diligence
Emport:ance: High

Hi Haroid ,
Furth er· to your request for due diligence flies on Ju ly 18t h and Euge ne' s com m ent s below, i have ad ded the fo ilO\,ving
files to the FTP site for your review :
Environmental Correspondence
Income Taxes (CRA correspondence request)
Property Tax Assessment Complaint
8

Title Reports Title Defects - Not e from Euge ne on t his fi le : incl ud ed o n t he FTP sit e is a ti tle review for assets t hat
Pe rp etu al purch ase d from Devon in 200 5. As you are probably awa re, using such data information wrt t itle on Land ca n
be dangerous as it will have changed since t he review w as do ne, but w e are fo rwa rdfng on at your request. We are
curre nt ly se ar chi ng for other su ch docume nt s and w ill send if /whe n we iocate them .

Pl ease let m e know if you have prob lem s viewi ng t hese fi les on t he FTP site or if yo u have f urther requests t ha t we are
not already w orking on.

Thx,
Lori e

Lorie Howland

~L

l' [ RP l~TU/\ l

Perpetuai Energy Inc.
Technician /Executive Assistant
Land, Acquisitions & Divest itures
Lo r ie.H o wla nd (cilperpetu a lene rgyin c. com

Ph: 40 3.269.634-1
Fax: 403 .269.6300

This emai! communication and any fil es transmitted with it may contain confidentia l and or proprietary information and is provided for the; use of ihe
intended recipi ent on!y. Any review, retransmission or dissem ination of this information by anyon e other than lhe intended recipient is prol1/bited. If you
receive this email in error , pl ease contact the sendsr and delete this ,:;ornmunication and any co pi es imm ediately, Th ank you .

From: Harold Wang [mailto:haro.wang@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 10:32 AM
To: Eugene Doherty; Lorie Howland
Cc: Wentao
Subject: Additional requests on due diligence

Eugene,

While we are working on the SPA, we would like to obtain the following as part of our due diligence,
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- the existing org chart of the PEOC entity (under which all assets are housed presumably), job description of
the 95 (field+ office), base salary and start date. We are fine if names are removed for now - To be sent in
separate e-mail. Harold, did you receive the field chari from Vicki? This is an example of why l need to control
the infom1ation flow.
- All past environmental correspondence with AER concerning the assets under PEOC
Pla,c.ed on FTP sit e l 60725

Sen.t in earlier e rnatl-

- Breakdown of ARO, clear description of the work plan involved and how $87m can be achieved by year end
2016 - Currently working on this. Hopefully start of Week of July 25 th as this has changed from an asset deal to
a corporate deal to accommodate the new LMR restrictions placed recently by the AER. Corporate deal also
helps in that we don't have to issue approx . 250 ROFR ' ::-.
- Description of that's included in the entity (we presume seismic, internal heavy equipment, etc are all
included) - Heavy equipment is included. Working with our Partner on the Seismic. PEOC only holds 25% in
our seismic and the partner the other 75% with a ROFR. Detennining how to handle this .
- CRA correspondence on PEOC and items relating to audits and reassessments for the past 10 years - Sent in
earlier e mail Placed on FTP site 160725
- Due diligence/valuation and environmental reports that they may have on the properties for the last 5 years
ss1ne- as above eDvironmenta.l correspondenc.e req1.1 est -Pl aced on FTP site:, 160?2 5

- Any title report previously completed and any title defect summary In progress · Pla.cx·,d en FTP site 16072.5

- Material security on the assets other than normal course liens -· BMO has the PPR registrations.
- Confirm off-balance sheet items, if any - No oft:.balance items
- Material insurance claims and correspondence relating to properties There have been no claims against the
assets
- Any other significant gov't regulatory office correspondence

Many thanks,
Harold
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Alberta

RIECIEIVED

Energy

Regulator

AUG 11 2016
August IO, 2016
By Cornier, Registered Mail and E-mail

Calgary Head Office
Suite 1000, 250 - 5 Street SW
Calgary, Alberta T2P 0R4
Canada

To: Lexin Resources Ltd. (0CW8) and enclosed list of addressees.
Closure/Abandonment Order No. AD 2016-22
Petroleum and Natural Gas Mineral Rights Expiry
24 Wells

Dear Sir/Madam:
The Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) has issued the enclosed Closure/Abandonment Order No. AD 201622 (the Order), ordering the suspension, closure and abandonment of Lexin Resources Ltd. 's (Lexin )
wells (the Licensed Properties) outlined in the Order.
The Order is issued as a result ofLexin Resources Ltd.'s (Lexin) failure to prove to the satisfaction of the
AER that it has a valid entitlement to the right to produce the wells subject to the Order pursuant to
section 16 of the Oil and Gas Conservation Act (OGCA). No operations will be pe1111itted at this site until,
and unless, the AER approves that operation in writing.
The Global Refer status will remain in place against Lexin until compliance has been achieved.

In

accordance with section 27 of the Oil and Gas ConseJ7lation Act, Lexin, and the Working Interest
Participants (the \VIPs) identified in the Order are responsible for the abandonment of the Licensed
Properties in which they have a working interest.
The Licensed Properties must be abandoned by the dates outlined in the Order. 1 After which, if any of
the Licensed Properties remain unabandoned, the AER ,vill talce other actions. Reasonable extension
requests may be considered by the AER depending on the circumstances.
Please be advised:
o

Failure to comply with the Order will result in Global Refer being imposed against the WIPs
under section 22 of the OGCA.

o

lfthe Order is amended, only those parties impacted by the amendment will be notified.

If prior to the deadline set out in the order, the licensee has completed one or more of tbe followi1ig, it
may request that the order be rescinded:
o

the mineral rights have been reacquired, or reinstated;

1
Licences that have WIPs other than Lex in have been given 60 days to be abandoned. Licences with no other WlPs
than Lexin must be abandoned sooner due to the risks posed by the circumstances.

"

the well(s) have been approved by Alberta Energy and the AER for water disposal or
injection; or

"

the well licence(s) have been transfen-ed to a viable licensee, and the wellbore is linked to
an active mineral agreement.

The Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act requires Lexin and the WIPs to reclaim these sites
and obtain a reclamation certificate. The AER requests written confinnation from the WIPs that they
understand their obligations and will advise when they will commence the remediation and reclamation
work.
Questions regarding the enclosed Closure/Abandonment Order or enforcement actions outlined in this
letter may be directed to the undersigned at jolene.mckendrick@aer.ca or 403-297-5377.

Sincerely,

Jolene McKendrick, Compliance Officer
Liability Management, Closure & Liability
Enclosure {AD 2016-22)
cc:

AER Midnapore and Edmonton Field Centre and associated Manager and Regional Coordinator,
Enviromnent & Operational Perfonnance, AER, (Email)
Enforcement@aer.ca,
WelIOperations@aer.ca,
Enforcement. Dashboard@aer.ca
Orphan Program Specialist, AER (Email)

PROVINCE OF ALBERT A
ALBERT A ENERGY REGULATOR
OIL AND GAS CONSERVATION ACT
ORDER NO. AD 2016-22
AN ORDER RESPECTING THE CLOSURE AND ABA..l\1DONMENT OF WELLS LICENSED
TO
LE::\'IN RESOURCES LTD.

WHEREAS Lexin Resources Ltd. (Licensee) is the licensee of the wells outlined in Clause 2;
WHEREAS the Licensee failed to prove to the satisfaction of the Albe1ta Energy Regulator (AER) that it
has a valid entitlement to the right to produce the subject wells pursuant to section 16 of the Oil and Gas
Consel1'ation Act (OGCA);

WHEREAS the AER believes the wells noted in Clause 2 should be abandoned;
WHEREAS Perpetual Trust and Interwest Petroleums Ltd. (the Working Interest Participants) are
working interest participants in various wells as identified in the table under Clause 2;
THEREFORE, the AER pursuant to section 27 of the Oil and Gas Conse1wttio11 Act and section 23 of the
Pipeline Act, RSA 2000, c. 0-6, hereby orders as follows:

I.

The subject well licenses are suspended effective immediately.

2.

The Licensee and the Working Interest Participants shall abandon the following wells for which they
are identified as being associated, by the dates identified, in accordance with the requirements of the
AER:

Licence No.

Surface
Location

Working Interest Participant(s)

W0354562
W0326988
W03 I0837
W0304582
W0365054

15-20-014-24W4
09-23-017-22W4
01-08-018-21 W4
07-14-0l 8-24W4
07-04-019-29W4

Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.

\1/0322307

0l-0l-059-23W4

W0239339

i0-24-0i 6-30W4

W0270664

13-17-017-22W4
0 i-24,.016-30\\74

W0278472
\1/0300634
W0303260
W0311092
\1/0327156
\1/0327450

01-18-017-28\1/4
I4-32-015-23W4
14-l 7-0l7-22W4
11-24-019-0lWS
01-04-0l 8-28W4

Lexin Resources Ltd.
Perpetual Trust
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.

Percent
Interest

Deadline

100
JOO
100
100
100
50
50

September 10, 2016
September 10, 2016
September 10, 2016
September 10, 2016
September 10, 2016

100

September 10, 2016

JOO

September 10, 2016
Sepiember 10, 2016

JOO

100

100
100
100
100

October 10, 2016

September 10, 2016
September IO, 2016
September 10, 2016
September IO, 2016
September l 0, 2016

Delivered by Registered Mail:
President
Lex.in Resources Ltd. (0CW8)
300, 1207 - 11 Ave SW
Calgary AB T3C OMS
President
Interwest Petroleums Ltd.
Suite 1209 - 409 Granville Street
Vancouver BC V6C 1T2
Delivered by Courier:
President

Perpetual Trust
c/o Perpetual Energy Inc. (A5KH)
3200, 605 - 5 Ave SW
Calgary, AB TIP 3H5
Delivered by Email:
Lexin Resources Ltd. {0CW8)
E-mail: GWilde@lexin.ca

08-29-008-01 \V5
16-25-017-22W4
12-11-019-01 W5
ll-10-018-28W4

W0327562
\1/0331292
W0334332
W0334924
\1/0335773
W0338234
W0340742
W0364251
W0395645

07-14-019-01W5
02-03-018-28\V4
03-34-0l 7-28W4
05-18-016-23W4
02-l 2-016-23W4

W0J 87801

06-20-023-28W4

Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Lexin Resources Ltd.
Interwest Petroleums Ltd.

100
100
JOO
]00
JOO
100
100
100
100
97.50%
2.50%

September 10, 2016
September 10, 2016
September 10, 2016
September 10, 2016
September 10, 2016
September 10,2016
September 10, 2016
September 10, 2016
September 10, 2016
October 10, 2016

3. The Licensee and the Working Interest Participants shall submit all applicable documentation
confin11ing completion of abandonment operations, including confirmation of surfaee abandonment
and removal of surface equipment, cement pads, debris, and produced liquids associated with the
wells by the dates specified in Clause 2.
4. Under section I 01 of the OGCA, for the purposes of can-ying out the activities contemplated in
Clause 2, the Licensee and the Working Interest Pa1iicipants are entitled to have access to and may
enter on the land and any structures on the land concerned.
5. The AER may amend this Order on any term or condition it may specify.

MADE at the City of Calga1y, in the Province of Alberta, th.is 10 th day of August 20 I 6.

~I

ALBERTA ENERGY REGULATOR

TIDS IS EXHIBIT "Q"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta
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2d~ Etoile Rooney
~tudent at Law

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
\n and for the Province of Alberta

uire
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Josh Lambden <Josh.Lambden@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Monday, August 22, 2016 3:17 PM
Harold Wang; Eugene Doherty; Vicki Benoit; Gary Jackson
yang@kailas-capital.com; Lorie Howland; Jeff Green; Linda McKean; Shannon Massie
Well List and LLR for Perpetual North and South Gas Assets
Well List and LLR for Perpetual North and South Gas Assets - 20160822.xlsx; PEOC Well
List Answers - 201608122.xlsx

Harold ,
We have now finalized the well list fo r this transaction and I have attached it here for your reference . This file gives you
the details behin d our August 2016 LLR calculation. It w ill also be used to create the schedules for th e Purchase and Sale
agreement and the Share Purchase Agreement. I have included a co lumn that co nt ains t he w orking interest from our
ARO spreadsheet. In most cases this will be the same as our W I in the mineral land report, but in t he case of
d iscrepancies the mineral [and report should be co nsidered more accu rate. I have also kept a record of t he changes
that have been made bot h by highlighting them in blue on the main sheet and by copying the changed well entities to a
separate tab. if you have any remaining questio ns please fee l free to let us know.

! have also compl eted my answers from t he last time as to why so many wells have shown up on the list since t he fi rst
version you saw. I have attached a file detailing the reasons on the t ab title d "New Wells" . As stated pre viously the re
have been 15 well events th at were ad ded because we believe the AER will not transfer them to POC due to a
suspended status and the land not being active . A la rge portion of t hem were not on the first list as they are not
attached to active land and that is how the fi rst list was created . Th is time around w e made sure to include all active
wells in our system inside the transaction area . The re were 35 w ells over our oilsands leases that were not included in
the first list. These have now been included as they cl early belong with t he gas asset and represent a greater asset th an
lia bil ity as it pertains to the LLR calculation. 41 of the well eve nts relate to wells t hat do not fall on our la nds but are
part of a unit we have a w orkin g interest and/ or royaity interest in. 32 are related to a dispositio n we did earlier this
year, but we retained a royalty interest so t hey are included for that re aso n. 7 were recently surrendered to CNRL as
part of our ARO reducti on strategy. And there are anot he r group that have a specific comment from m ineral land eith er
detailing ou r exact interest or flagging them for follow up . In most of these cases our LLR an d ARO appears to be O or
m i nimal. Als o of note is we have held back a group of 237 well entities that are close to receiving reclamation
status. This is strictly to improve the LLR of PEOC fo r you r benefit.
Chee rs,

,Josh La1nbc en, P.Eng.
Senior Evaluations Engineer
Acquisitions & Divestitures
P ERPETUAJL ENERGY
From: Josh Lambden

Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2016 5:14 PM
To: 'Harold Wang'; Eugene Doherty; Vicki Benoit; Gary Jackson
Cc: yang@kailas-capital.com; Lorie Howland; Jeff Green; Linda McKean
Subject: RE: Goodyear - additional info to FfP site
Ha ro ld,
I have gone t hrou gh all of the w ell list issues an d ma de my comm ents be low. There is sti ll some wo rk outstanding t o get
yo u the detail on t he new we lls th at ha ve been added t o t he list. The short an sw er is some wil l stay and so me need to
co m e off.
1

We have also add ressed your aband onme nt not ice qu estions below

Chee 1·s1

l o sh L,

11 1bde 11., P.Eng.
Seni.or Eva.luat:ions Engineer
A{~qnisitions & Divestitures

IP'lERJ?E'Jr'UAlL ENERGY
From : Harold Wang [ mailto:haro.wang@qmail.com]

Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2016 4:27 AM
To: Eugene Doherty; Vicki Benoit; Gary Jackson
Cc: yang@kailas-capital.com; Josh Lambden; Lorie Howland
S11.11bjed: Re: Goodyear - additional info to FTP site

Vicki/Gary/Eugene,
We are going through the latest uploaded documents and have the following questions:
Abal!ll doirnment 1motices:

- Has referenced wells/pipelines/facilities in the Canadian Coyote Energy and Terra being abandoned?
Teri-a ...

100/407Mo5 ..(i)5!t-1]w4
100/ 12~28~056--17VV4

CA 16000068. '
C/l,1 6000057

C ,,. ,
-~ l' SC,VF rer:>alr. . tut .ahd cap comolete.

II!"

!'fj

Ready fo1" Cut and Cap. SCVP repaired ,

,

CA 1600005_6 ,
Aoc!ndon Osfracod
1Q0/07-30-056'-1t7w4
..SCV.F· repait. Cut and cap complete.
' CA 160@:00~65
100107-3_Q-0!56::;~7w4
CA
160
-000'55
SC'v'F repair. Ct.rt and cap complete.
1oo/oG-32-os0-11vJ4;102/07-24-056-17W4/00 -we have 0% WI so no issue
AFEd but not done
100/07-36-056- l 7W4
100/09-31-055-16W 4
100/16-24-056-17W4

C ana a·ian Coyo t e .. .
100/06-27-041-13W4
100/09-29-041-13W4
100/14-24-042-13 W 4
100/ 13-l 6-054-l 4W4

.

Recla111ation work after ~
'

C ut .and c~p i11 August
Reclam 9tio n worl< after ~
~eclamatio[l lf,(pr.k after ~
ReClainati0n work after ~

CNRL operated - not in our control
Reclamation after Sept 1

sept 6
Oct 31
No working interest - may execute on CC behalf
Still producing
Cup and Capped. Single Zone .

102/10-17-054-14W4
- Has the two wells 00/10-09-055-l 7W4/0 and 00/12-09-055-17W4/0 being abandoned as instructed? They
have a deadline of Sep 18, 2016.
[Josh Lambden1 - Our understapding is these will be done between Septe,rnber 1 and Seotember 18 th • If that
ts post dose it will be at your expense.

- Are they the only abandonment notices outstanding?
[Josh Lambden]-A!i of the abandonment notices that we are aware of ar-e ln the FTP, If we become aware of
any qthersc we will add them,

- Are we reasonably expecting LLR to be below 1 when Sep LLR is published in the first week of September?
Would like a proforma if possible
2

-

[Josh LarnbdenJ - W e are reason ab ty expecting the LLR to be above 1 w hen they are published in
? eptem ber. We are fi nding !t d ifficult t o come up w ith a suitable met hod of perforrni ng a proforma.

Well-list:
1) We performed a well-by-well comparison and found that over 50 wells which were included in the original
June well list disappeared (not including those Abandoned status) and over 130 new wells added to the list.
Would appreciate if you can kindly advise why there have been so much changes.
[_Jo sh Lambdenl - We have made many adjustments to the well list between t he last list you received (June 8, 2016}
a n d now and there may be more to come before the documents are fo1a lized, but t he overarching principle has been
th e same. You are t o receive all of t he assets in the Map, except for the e>cclu ded assets, and we are to make sure
that t he LLR will be above 1. It is still our intention to stick to t he original principles of t he deal with as few e,cceptions
as possible. I wiH explain as many of the adjustments and exceptions as I can in response t o your items here and we
ar e happy to sit down and go through any remaining details or outstanding questions.
VVhen I compare the last list t o the one you recently received I come up with 216 w ell events that you would have
n o ted as m issing. 58 of these are wells relating to Gas Royalty Trust Certificates {similar t o owning fee title}. We
actually don' t own a WI in these wells. 7 of the well events were actually sold wel ls that should have been made
inactive in our system. 133 of them have LLR associated with them, but we are simply waiting on a reclamation
certificate. They were moved to help get the LLR above 1, but rea lly represent a group of wells that can go either way
depending on what's 1·eguired on an LLR basis. 14 wells in a Field Name Hercules are iust on the outside of the box on
the map so they were moved. These are all actually showing up as Royalty Interest and there is not much production
at that. There is really no value or liability t o be concerned about eit her way. One w ell is a canceHed location which
was not cancelled properly on our system. And the final well is associated with an oil sands lease so was moved out
for t hat reason. We only have 20% in that well and it has not had any production or activity as far as ! can tell since it
w as drilled in 2008. ! have summarized these and some of your other questions in the attached spreadsheet .

With regard s to the new wells o n the list . 15 events (6 wells ) are on inact ive land but have a status of suspended and
th e AER w ifl not allow these to be t ransferred. Some wells were originally f ilt ered out because t hey are related t o a
prior dea l and shou ld still be excluded. Many of them are related to units where we are only a Royalty Interest owner
and were left off t he 11st for that reason. It rea!!y shouldn't matter if w e include or exclude these from t he well fist .
will be going t hrough these in detail and adding them t o the summary on M onday.

2) At the same time, we believe that all wells and facilities in Mannville Heavy Oil and Gas, Liege and Panny
(discussed below) should all be moved (as part of excluded assets).
[Josh Lambd enl - There are 13 Facility Codes t hat match the issue you are t al king about. As a matter of convenience I
puf led t he fi eld name fo r t he faci!iti es from the accounting system, which unfortunately doesn't mat ch up perf ectly
with t he actual fields. "Darw in Panny" field fn the accounting system contains seve ra l miscellaneous fields as w efl. I
have double checked these and they are associated with wells and lands going to you. As for M annviHe and Heavy OH
we rea lly made our split by exdudlng assets in the box defined by township 49 to 52 and range 7W4 to Range
11 W 4. There are a few wells and facilities la belled as either Ma nnville or Heavy Oil that fafloutside t his box.

3) Vi/hat confuses me is whet.lier Panny is i.."1.cluded in the sale. If it is, then you you add all the producing Panny
wells (some are shut-in as of Dec 2015) into the well list, but currently it is not done that way. There are
100/06-31-094-06W5/0
100/02-29-094-0?W5/0
100/08-33-094-07W5/0
100/02-34-094-07W5/0
100/04-34-094-07W5/0
102/10-01-095-05W5/0
100/09-07-095-0SW5/0
100/11-32-095-05W5/0
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100/04-06-095-06W5/0
100/15-02-095-07W5/0
100/12-03-095-07W5/0
100/10-05-095-07W5/0
100/06-08-095-07W5/0
100/16-05-096-05W5/0
100/05-09-096-05W5/0
100/l 5-36-096-07W5/0
100/07-02-097-06W5/0
100/12-23-097-06W5/0
100/04-24-097-06W5/0
100/11-25-097-06W5/0
100/15-26-097-06W5/0
If Panny is not included, then please take out all liabilities associated with Panny and Ryan (which belongs to
Panny). I believe the reserve reports Perpetual have previously sent to me excluded Panny all along - please
correct ifmy understanding is correct, otherwise please re-run the reserve report including Panny.
[Josh La mbdenl - As discussed t he "Darwin Pan ny" area cont ains some miscella neous items. We have d oubl e
checked that we are only including items that faH withi n the geograph ical area given to you at the start. Pannv was
spedfical!y excluded in t hat ma p, but t he rest are to be incl uded. Sorry for a ny confusion t his has caused .

4) There are six producing wells in Warwick which you have not included in the August list:
100/10-14-053-14W4/0
100/15-17-053-14W4/2
102/04-18-053-14W4/2
102/04-18-053-14W4/3
100/09-28-053-14W4/2
100/01-13-053-lSW4/3
Posh L3rnbdenl - As discussed in our meeting, these have been sold to WGSl and that should be reflected in Accumap
soon .

5) There are two heavy oil batteries 00/04-04-056-08W4 and 00/09-20-045-07W4 which are meant for
Mannville Heavy Oil assets and should not be included. They record no deemed liabilities and should not affect
any calculations.
[Josh Lambde nl- As discussed fn point 2 we made our split based on a geographical box and these fall outside of that.

6) There are a lot of non-producing wells added in Craigend and Inactive Radway in the August well list which
wasn't present in June's well list. Would like to understand why.
7) For the revised LLR spreadsheet, can you please add the working interest of PEOC in each of the wells and
facilities?
!Josh Larnbdenl ·- l can certainly pull this over from our ARO spreadsheets. However, please understand that while
these Wis should be mostly correct the definitive interests can only come from the !and schedule.

8) Also, not sure why non-op producing wells such as 100/06-23-059-26W4/00 and 100/10-01-048-08W4/00,
100/10-26-061-20W4/02 went out of the list, so does many unit interests at Hercules, while the neighbouring
suspended non-ops remained.
fJosh Lambdenl - 6-23 and 10~01 are both GRTC wells. 10-26 !s a sold welL It looks like the /2 event was on your first
list, but not the /0.
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9) For some of the facilities, it doesnt show abandoned status but Liabilities went from substantial in May to
zero in August. Would appreciate some guidance as to the rationale.
U osh Lambdenl - As discussed in the meeting Vicki poin~ed out to the AER that they w ere double diRging on the
liabilities on certain facilities and wens. They made this correction.

Best Regards,
Harold

On Tue, Aug 9, 2016 at 12:49 PM, Lorie Howland < Lorie.Howland(ci), perpetualenergyinc.com> wrote:
Hl Harol d;

!n reviewing the d2t a that we placed on the FTP site, i have noticed that the files listed on the em ail below th at vvere to
go on t he site on .!uly 25th we re set up but not transferred to the site . My sincere apo!ogies for not noticing thi s sooner.

Environmental Correspondence
income Taxes (CRt . co rre spond e nce request)
Property TaK Assessment Comp!aint
Title Reports Title Defects

! have ad ded and confirmed that these file s are now on the site for you t o access. i have t agged them with tod ay's date.

in addftion t o t hese fi!es, I have al so added t he fo iiowing fo iders:
HR - Contract Wef!/Fad Ht1es Operating .l\gree rnents - redacted & Lease Agree ment - red.acted

Property Tax Wocci Buffalo - Payment Schedule

We are tn t l1e process of updati ng the finalized iists to t his site as we l!.

Please advise rf you are waittng on anything eise from me
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Thx,
Lo ri e

!From: Lorie Howland
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 2:53 PM
To: haro.wang@gmail.com; yanq@kailas-capital.com

Cc: Eugene Doherty
Subject: Goodyear: Additional requests on due diligence
Xmporta n<:e: High

Hi Harold ,
Furt her t o your requ est tor due diligence fil es on July 18tl1 and Eugene's comm ent s beiow, I have added the following
fi les to the FTP site fo1· your review:
Emriron mentaf Correspondence
tncome Taxes (CRA correspon dence request)
Property Tax Assessm ent Compl aint

Title Reports Trtle Defects - Note from Euge ne o n this fi le: includ ed on t he FTP site is a t it le review fo r assets that
Perpetua l purchased from Devon in 2005. As yo u are pro bab iy aware, using such data information w rt t itle on Land can
be dangerous as it w ill have chang ed since the review was done , but we are forwardlng on at your request . We are
currentl y searching for other such document s and w ill send if/when we iocate them.

Plea se let me know if you have problems viewing t hese files on the FTP site or if you have f urthe r requests th at we are
not ai ready wo rking on.
Thx,

Lo rie

Lorie Howland
Perpetual Energy Inc.
~

PEFtP ETlJA l

Technician/ Execu tive Ass ista nt
Land, Acquisitions & Divestitures

Lorie.Howl a nd@perpetua lenergyinc.com
Ph: 403 .269.6341
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Fax: 4 03.269.6300

This em a il communication a.nd any files tra nsm itted with it may contain confidential and or proprietary information and is provided for the use of the
intended r·ecipient only. Any review, retransmiss ion or dissem ination of this information by anyone other than the intended recip ient is prohibited. lf you
receive ti, is ema il in error. please contact the sender and delete this communication and any copies immediately. Thank you.

From: Harold Wang [ mailto:haro.wanq @gmail.com]

Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 10:32 AM
To: Eugene Doherty; Lorie Howland
Cc: Wentao
Subject : Additional requests on due diligence

Eugene,

While we are working on the SPA, we would like to obtain the following as part of our due diligence,

- the existing org chart of the PEOC entity (under which all assets are housed presumably), job description of
the 95 (field + office), base salary and start date. We are fine if names are removed for now - To be sent in
separate e-mail. Harold, did you receive the field chart from Vicki? This is an example of why I need to control
the information flow.
- All past environmental correspondence with AER concerning the assets under PEOC - Sent in earlier e mail
Placed on FTP site 160725
- Breakdown of ARO, clear description of the work plan involved and how $87m can be achieved by year end
2016 - Currently working on this. Hopefully start of Week of July 25 th as this has changed from an asset deal to
a corporate deal to accommodate the new LMR restrictions placed recently by the AER. Corporate deal also
helps in that we don't have to issue approx. 250 ROFR's.
- Description of that's included in the entity (we presume seismic, internal heavy equipment, etc are all
included) - Heavy equipment is included. Working with our Partner on the Seismic. PEOC only holds 25% in
our seismic and the partner the other 75% with a ROFR. Determining how to handle this.
- CRA correspondence on PEOC and items relating to audits and reassessments for the past 10 years - £ent in
earlier e mail Placed on FTP site l 60725
7

- Due diligence/valuation and environmental reports that they may have on the properties for the last 5 years
same as above environmental coffespondence request -Placed on FTP site 160725

- Any title report previously completed and any title defect summary In progress - Placed on FTP site 160725

- Material security on the assets other than normal course liens - BMO has the PPR registrations.
- Confirm off-balance sheet items, if any - No off-balance items
- Material insurance claims and correspondence relating to properties There have been no claims against the
assets
- Any other significant gov't regulatory office correspondence

Many thanks,
Harold
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THIS IS EXHIBIT "R"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

Maria Etoile Rooney
.A Co~missioner for Oaths/Notary Public
\n and for the Province of Alberta

uire
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Lorie Howland <Lorie.Howland@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Monday, September 19, 2016 3:57 PM
haro.wang@gmail.com; yang@kailas-capital.com; xjin@mccarthy.ca;
JPASIEKA@mccarthy.ca
Gary Jackson; Eugene Doherty; Vicki Benoit; Linda McKean; Josh Lambden; Susan
Hargreaves; Randy Fleming; Jackie Cugnet; James Hounsome; Carolyn A. Wright; Jeff
Green
Goodyear - Updates & Additions to FTP Site

Hi Harold,
Please note that we have updated the FTP site with the following information:
•

Lease Ops- Goodyear Hl 2016 & 2015 Lease Ops- Bottoms Up Preparation (2016 09 19) as per discussions Friday
and updated with Transportation error Sept 19

e

Schedule J - Litigation Claims (date corrected to 2016) - replaced in FINAL. ... Schedules SPA (PEOC) folder

e

Mineral and Surface Per Diem Files, and PEOC Crown Statement -Aug 2016 - adding to FINAL. ... Schedules SPA
(PEOC) - Schedule I - SOA Backup after Sept 6 folder
Note: once Jackie has finalized the summaries as per discussions with Harold, these will be placed on the FTP
site

e

AFE CA160001540 Rejection Letter to Encana - added to AFE Notices Received Sept 8 2016 to Closing folder (as per
our commitment to advise of any AFEs and correspondence received from Sept 8 2016 to Close)

e

Schedule G - Work Order Schedule Updated Sept 19 2016 - replaced in FINAL. ... Schedules SPA (PEOC) folder

e

2015 Property Tax by Municipality of PEOC CC (Based on CC List 09_15_2016 (2) - added to Municipal Taxes folder
(same as handed out at Sept 16 meeting)

Thx,
Lorie

Lorie Howland
Perpetual Energy Inc.
Technician/Executive Assistant
Land, Acquisitions & Divestitures
Lorie.Howland@perpetualenergyinc.com
Ph: 403.269.6341
Fax: 403.269.6300

This email communication and any files transmitted with it may contain confidential and or proprietary information and is provided for the use of the
intended recipient only. Any review, retransmission or dissemination of this information by anyone other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you
receive this email in error, please contact the sender and delete this communication and any copies immediately. Thank you.
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TIDS IS EXHIBIT "S"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In and for the Province of Alberta

i§i if

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Jin, Xiaodi <xjin@mccarthy.ca>
Friday, September 23, 2016 12:25 AM
Carolyn A. Wright; Pasieka, James
Colbcirne, Melissa; Wentao Yang (yang@kailas-capital.com); Harold Wang; Haines,
Kristen
RE: Project Goodyear - SPA and Retained Interests Agreement
DOCS-#15924974-vl-Puppy_-_MT_ Comments_on_P&S.DOCX; DOCS-#15924974-vdocxPuppy_-_MT_ Comments_on_P&S.pdf

Hi Carolyn,
Our comments on the P&S are attached.
A few questions:
It seems that the proprietary seismic concept was not build into this version. Is there a new version?
If we are dealing with the Crown Royalty Credit and Deposit in the SPA level, is there a reason it is also in here?
We did not see the AFE matter agreement in either agreement so we have inserted the term here in the
adjustments provision

It could be that this version is already stale dated.
In terms of timing, if we are going to sign tomorrow, I think we will have to have everything finalized by 1:00 p.m. and I
am guessing Per.petual's marketing team can get quotes on the trade confirm during the day and if we can tell them we
are ready at 1:00 p.m. they can execute the trade and we can go ahead after markets. !'II get signature pages ready and
delivered to you in trust, and modify those trust conditions once all of the documents are in settled form to be
releasable after markets.
I think that the seismic license agreements may need to be something that we agree to leave somewhat unsettled until
closing given the timing.

Conceptually we are fine with all of the edits in the other ancillary agreements, being the litigation release (we believe
consequential damages are the norm here but will not push the issue given we are trying to sign tomorrow}, the work
order-release, and the retained interest agreement (subject to the conforming of the definition to the new
definition). I'll do a closer read in the morning and provide final signoff.
Best,
Xiaodi

Xiaodi Jin
T- 403-260-3627
C: 403-796-4652

from: carolyn A. Wright [mailto:caw@bdplaw.com]

Sent: Monday, September 19, 2016 5:46 PM
1

To: Jin, Xtaodi; Pasieka, James
Cc: Colborne, Melissa; Wentao Yang (yang@kailas-capital.com); Harold Wang; Haines, Kristen
Subject: RE: Project Goodyear - SPA and Retained Interests Agreement

Xiaodi,
Sorry for the delay. I needed the clean version to provide a blackline. Attached is the revised clean (Word) and blackline
(PDF) of the P&S.

Carolyn Wright
Partner
~
1

0

_.;L:.., LLP

Phone: 403-260-5721
From: Jin, Xiaodi [mailto:xjin@mccarthy.ca]

Sent: Monday, September 19, 2016 5:29 PM
To: Carolyn A. Wright; Pasieka, James
Cc: Colborne, Melissa; Wentao Yang (yang@kailas-capital.com); HaroldWang; Haines, Kristen
Subject: RE: Project Goodyear - SPA and Retained Interests Agreement
Carolyn, we 1ve located the P&S (dated Friday} in the data room and will take it that this is the near final version.
We'll review and incorporate our comments. If you are able to get a Word version of this, it would help facilitate
commenting.
Thank you,
Xiaodi
Xiaodi Jin
T- 403-260-3627

C: 403°796-4652

From: Jin, Xiaodi

Sent: Monday, September 19, 2016 4:45 PM
To: 'Carolyn A. Wright'; Pasieka, James
Cc: Colborne, Melissa; Wentao Yang (yang@kailas-capital.com); 'Harold Wang'
Subject: RE: Project Goodyear - SPA and Retained Interests Agreement

Hi Carolyn,
Attached are our comments on the SPA, which we believe reflect the discussions we've had over the past few days and
the commercial determinations between the parties.
·
We understand that there are additional changes with respect to certain AFEs and the timing of the credit for crown
royalties and prepayments which are reflected in the internal P&S. We would like to review this document as well to
ensure thos.e commercial points are captured.
On our end, we still owe you the work order indemnity, this will be forthcoming.
Please let us know if there is anything els.e you are expecting from us.
Thanks,
Xiaodi
2

Xiaodi Jin
T' 403-260-3527
c·: 40,3-796-4652

From: Carolyn A. Wright [mailto:caw@bdplaw.com]
sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2016 5:32 PM

To: Pasieka, James; Jin, Xiaodi
Cc: Susan Hargreaves; Sue Riddell Rose; Gary Jackson; Eugene Doherty; Josh Lambden; 'Randy Fleming'; Jackie Cugnet;
Linda McKean; Vicki Benoit; 'Lorie Howland'; 'Jeff Green'; 'Marcello Rapini'
Subject: Project Goodyear - SPA and Retained Interests Agreement
Jim and Xiaodi,
Please find attached revised drafts, together with blacklines to the last version circulated by you, of the SPA and the
Retained Interests Agreement. There are some NTDs in the draft but we are making some good progress on the
agreements.
My understanding is that there are ongoing discussions relating to the (1} the ISOA being generated and the Lease Ops
and Financial Statements which will be derived from that document and (2) the marketing arrangements for the month
of October. Pending the resolution of those matters, there may need to be some additional changes.
Please let me know if you would like to discuss or would like any clarification. Although the revisions have been
discussed with Perpetual, they have not seen these drafts and as such oth documents must remain subject to their
further comment.
Regards,

Carolyn Wright
Partner
BURNET, DUCKWORTH & PALMER LLP Law Firm
Telephone 403.260.5721 Fax 403.260.0332 Web BDPL-\W.COrvf Address Suhe 2400, 525-Sth Ave SW Calgary, A.B T2P 1G1
The information transmitted is intended only for the addressee and may contain confidential, proprietary and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review,
distribution or other use of or the taking of any action in reliance upon this information is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and
delete or destroy this message and any copies.

This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure. No waiver
whatsoever is intended by sending this e-mail which is intended only for the named recipient(s). Unauthorized
use, dissemination or copying is prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please notify the sender and
destroy all copies of this e-mail. Our privacy policy is available at www.mccarthy.ca.
Click here to unsubscribe from commercial electronic messages. Please note that you will continue to receive
non-conunercial electronic messages, such as accoun.t statements, invoices, client communications, and other
similar factual electronic communications.
Suite 5300, TD Bank Tower, Box 48, 66 Wellington Street West, Toronto, ON MSK 1E6
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(b)

"AER Administration Fee" means the fees payable to the AER on account of th~
2016 administration fees to support the AER's operations;

(c)

"AER" means The Alberta Energy Regulator and any predecessor or successor
thereof;

(d)

"AFEs" means authorities for expenditure, mail ballots, cash calls or other similar
approvals issued pursuant to the Title and Operating Documents as identified on
Schedule "G";

(e)

"Affiliate" of a Party means a corporation, trust or partnership that controls the
Party, is controlled by the Party or is controlled by the same person, corporation,
trust or partnership that controls the Party and for which purpose a corporation
shall be deemed to be controlled by those persons, corporations, trusts or
partnerships who own or effectively c9ntrol, other than by way of security only,
sufficient voting shares of the corporation (whether directly through the ownership
of shares of the corporation or indirectly through the ownership of shares of
another corporation which directly or indirectly owns shares of the corporation) to
elect the majority of its board of directors and a partnership or trust shall be
deemed to be controlled by those persons, corporations, trusts or partnerships that
are able to determine policies or material decisions of that partnership or trust,
provided that a partnership which is composed solely of corporations which are
Affiliates, as described above, shall be deemed to be an Affiliate of each such
corporation and its other Affiliates;

(f)

"Applicable Law" means, in relation to any Person, property or circumstance:
(i)

statutes (including regulations enacted thereunder);

(ii)

judgments and orders of courts of competent jurisdiction;

(iii)

regulations, orders and directives issued by Government Authorities; and

(iv)

the terms and conditions of all permits, licences, approvals and
authorizations;

which are applicable to such Person, property or circumstance;
(g)

"Assets" means the Vendor's interest in the Hydrocarbon Interests, Tangibles and
Miscellaneous Interests

(h)

"Business Day" means a day other than Saturday or Sunday or a statutory holiday
in Calgary, Alberta;

(i)

"Certificate" means a written certification of a matter or matters of fact which, if
required from a corporation, shall be made by an officer of the corporation, on
behalf of the corporation and not in any personal capacity;

0)

"Closing" means the conveyance of the Assets, the payment by Purchaser of the
Purchase Price and the delivery of all documents required hereby;

•8:::9'-".!.'.::-DOCS 1<924974v l
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(s)

"Field Contracts" means all contracts in the field for items such as copiers, cell
phones, phones, internet services and truck leases;

(t)

"Final Statement of Adjustments" has the meaning ascribed to that term in
Subclause 11.01 (~i);

(u)

"GAAP.:.~ or "Generally Accepted Accounting Principles" means generally accepted
accounting principles set forth in the CICA Handbook published by the Canadian
Institute of Chartered Accountants or any successor institute;

(v)

"Governmental Authority" means any domestic government, whether federal,
provincial, state, territorial, local, regional, municipal, or other political jurisdiction,
and any agency, authority, instrumentality, court, tribunal, board, commission·,
bureau, arbitrator, arbitration tribunal or other tribunal, or any quasi-governmental
or other entity, insofar as it exercises a legislative, judicial, regulatory,
administrative, expropriation or taxing power or function of or pertaining to
government having jurisdiction over the Assets, the Parties or the Transaction;

(w)

"GST" means the goods and services tax provided for under the Excise Tax Act
(Canada), as amended, and the regulations thereunder, or any successor or
parallel federal or provincial legislation that imposes a tax on the recipient of goods
and services;

(x)

"Hydrocarbon Interests" means the interests of Vendor set out in Schedule "A" in
the Leases to the extent that they apply to the Lands and includes any of the
following rights and interests to the extent derived from such Leases or the
ownership of the Hydrocarbon Substances:
(i)

the interest and right of Vendor in any lands or leases with which the
Hydrocarbon Substances granted by the Leases have been pooled or
unitized;

(i i)

any existing contractual right to earn an interest under a farmin or similar
arrangement; and

(iii)

any overriding royalty, net profits interest or other encumbrance accruing to
Vendor however specifically excluding receipt of royalties associated with
any gross royalty trust certificates;

(y)

"Hydrocarbon Substances" means petroleum, natural gas and related
hydrocarbons and all other substances (whether hydrocarbon or not), including
sulphu r, capable of being produced in association with any of them and produced
and/or sourced water or disposal water wells;

(z)

"Lands" means the existing lands and Leases, formations and associated Leased
Substances set out in Schedule "A" ;

(aa)

"Leased Substances" means all Hydrocarbon Substances, rights to or in respect of
which are granted, reserved or otherwise conferred by or under the Leases;
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(vi)

all non-interpretative production and engineering information, Facility and
other records, files, reports, data, correspondence and documents that, in
Vendor's reasonable judgement, relate directly to the Assets;

Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the parties, however, the Miscellaneous
Interests shall not include agreements, documents or data to the·extent that:
(A)

they pertain to Vendor's proprietary technology,
economic evaluations;

interpretations or

(B)

they are owned or licensed by third parties with restrictions on their
deliverability or disclosure by Vendor to any assignee which is not an
affiliate of Vendor; or

(C)

they are referred to specifically as exclusions in Schedule "A";

(ff)

"Orphan Well Levy" means the annual levy paid to the AER which represents a
licensee's proportionate share of sector liability as determined by the Licensee
Liability Rating (LLR) program and the Oilfield Waste Liability (OWL) programs of
the AER;

(gg)

"Party" means a party to this Agreement;

(hh)

"Permitted Encumbrances" means:
(i)

liens for taxes, assessments and governmental charges which are not due
or delinquent at the Closing Time;

(ii)

mechanics', builders', materialmen's or similar liens for services rendered
or goods supplied for which payment is not then due;

(iii)

easements, rights of way, servitudes and other similar rights in lands which
in total do not materially impair the use of the Assets as being used at the
Closing Time;

(iv)

the royalties, other encumbrances and reductions in interest described in
Schedule "A";

(v)

the terms and conditions of the Title and Operating documents provided
that all royalties, net profit interests, reductions in interest and other
burdens and encumbrances must be disclosed in Schedule "A" to qualify
as a Permitted Encumbrance pursuantto this Subclause 1.01 (hh)(v);

(vi)

the express or implied reservations or exceptions in any grants or transfers
of mineral rights from the Crown;

(vii)

legally binding requirements imposed by statutes or governmental boards,
tribunals or authorities concerning rates of production from operations on
any of the Lands or otherwise affectin.g recoverability of Hydrocarbon

'873999.~-DOf'S ) ')9 1 4974\1 I
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(i)

its Affiliates; and

(ii)

the respective directors, officers, agents, advisors, consultants and
employees of such Party and its Affiliates;

(qq)

"Right of First Refusal" means a right offirst refusal, pre-emptive right of purchase
or similar right whereby a Third Party has the right to acquire or purchase a portion
of the Assets as a consequence of Vendor having agreed to sell the Assets to
Purchaser in accordance with the terms of this Agreement;

(rr)

"Security Interests" means any assignment, security, mortgage, charge, pledge,
negative pledge, lien or other security interest whatsoever or howsoever created
or arising whether absolute or contingent, fixed or floating, perfected or not, which
encumbers the title of Vendor or its Affiliates or any predecessor in title in and to
the Assets or any part or portion thereof or the proceeds to be received hereunder;
[-F*fNTO: _Ven.d..Qr checki~1g to see if this qualifies ais a 01 ass ignment to an
affiliate the rrefrorn no banking ieUell's req uired!]

(ss)

"Seismic Data" means the geophysical information identified by the lines set forth
in the attached as Schedule A 1 or A2 to the Seismic License Agreement,
including:
iv.

existing related support documentation, raw field data, observer's
notes, surveyor's field notes and any subsequent calculations or
displays which have been calculated from the field measurement;

v.

geophysical survey maps, chainers' notes, drillers' notes, survey
audit notes, SEGP1 location data, shot point location maps;

vi.

CDP stack section digital data, CDP stack section prints, 3D bin
maps, digital data in workstation loadable format, section prints, or
any other forms or geophysical maps, including scanned or
digitized data; and

(tt)

"Seismic License Agreement" means the agreement to be issued to Purchaser or
Vendor, as the case may be, in respect of the Seismic Data, substantially in the
form attached as Schedule "F";

(uu)

"Specific Conveyances" means all conveyances, assignments, transfers,
novations and other documents or instruments that are reasonably required or
desirable, in accordance with normal oil and gas industry practices, to convey,
assign and transfer the Assets to Purchaser and to novate Purchaser into the Title
and Operating Documents in the place and stead of Vendor with respect to the
Assets, effective as of the Closing Time;

(w)

"Surface Rights" means all rights to use the surface of land in connection with the
Assets, including the right to enter upon and occupy the surface of land on which
the Tangibles and the Wells are located and rights to cross or otherwise use the
surface of land for access to the Assets , excluding any such rights that pertain only
to a well or wells other than the Wells;

~-oors
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(bbb) "Wells" means all producing, suspended, shut-in, abandoned, water source,
disposal or injection wells located in, upon or bottoming under the Lands or any
lands pooled or unitized therewith, including but not limited to those wells listed in
Schedule "B".
1.02
Agreement:

"A"

Scheolu~es The following are the Schedules attached to and forming part of this

Lands, Leases and Hydrocarbon Interests

"B 1" Well list
"B 2"

PEOC licence but not Beneficial list

"B 3"

Facility List

"B 4"

Major Facility List

"C"

Pipelines

"D"

Material Contracts

"E 1"

Equipment List

"E 2"

Heavy Equipment

"F"

Form of Seismic License Agreement

"G"

AFEs

1.03
requires:

lR.efe11eD1lces and Interpretation. Unless otherwise stated or the context otherwise

(a)

words importing the singular number include the plural and .vice versa and words
importing the masculine gender include the f~minine and neuter genders;

(b)

the division of this Agreement into sections and clauses and the insertion of
headings are for convenience of reference only and do not affect the construction
or interpretation of this Agreement;

(c)

the references "hereunder", "herein, and "hereof' refer to the provisions of this
Agreement,
and
references
to
"Article",
"Clause",
"Subclause",
"Paragraph" or "Subparagraph" herein refer to the specified Article, Clause,
Subclause, Paragraph or Subparagraph of this Agreement;

(d)

a capitalized derivative of a defined term will have a corresponding meaning;

(e)

(f)

whenever there occurs a word of general application or of a general class which is
· stated to "include" a word or an enumerated list of words with a particular or
specific meaning, such particular or specific word or enumerated list of words _
of
particular or specific meaning shall not be interpreted so as to be an exhaustive list
of those matters or things falling within the word or general application or of a
general class;
all references herein to currency are references to currency of Canada; and

7?.'.'~99~' ::-DOCS i "924974v I
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Purchaser shall also be solely liable for any and all sales and similar taxes imposed by provincial
or federal legislation in respect of the purchase of the Assets pursuant hereto. If Vendor, as agent
for the Crown, is required to collect such taxes, Purchaser shall pay the aggregate amount of such
taxes to Vendor at Closing. Vendor shall remit such amount to the appropriate authorities in
accordance with applicable legislation.
2.05
After Closing Purchaser shall be responsible for, and shall indemnify and save
Vendor harmless in respect of any amounts of GST and sales and similar taxes (including interest
and penalties) in respect of the purchase and -sale of the Assets pursuant hereto which are in
excess of the amounts collected by Vendor from Purchaser at Closing
G o-v-e-r-nmoo-tal--&-eG-Yff.t:Y:f)ep o sits In the event, prior to or after the Cl osing Time .
a governmental authority or regulatory agency requires as a pre requ isite to or a condition of the
transfer of an y Ucenoe , perrna or approval pertaining to the Assets , a security depos it or any l<ind
of monetary payment , such amount shall be paid by Pu rchaser as and vvhen due.
2.06

2.06
2-,.G+--Purchase Price Certaintv
acknowledge that:

For the avoidance of doubt, the Parties

(a)

the amount and the scope of the Abandonment and Reclamation Obligations and
the Environmental Liabilities associated with the Assets are not capable of being
quantified at the time of Closing and depend upon numerous unknowable factors
that are not within the control of the Parties;

· (b)

under Applicable Law, the Abandonment and Reclamation Obligations and the
Environmental Liabilities associated with the Assets are inextricably linked with
such Assets so that Purchaser will be liable for Abandonment and Reclamation
Obligations and Environmental Liabilities associated with the Assets in the
absence of the specific assumption of such obligations by Purchaser in this
Agreement or otherwise;

(c)

the Parties have taken the fact that the Assets and any associated Abandonment
and Reclamation Obligations and Environmental Liabilities are inextricably linked
into ac;count in reaching this Agreement and in establishing th~ Purchase Price for
the Assets;

(d)

neither the existence nor the amount of any accounting reserves for site
reclamation costs or similar matters associated with the Assets in the financial
statements or accounting records of either Party has been of any relevance to
either Party in determining any matter under this Agreement, including the
Purchase Price for the Assets; and

(e)

as a result of the foregoing, the Parties agree to attribute no value to the
assumption of the A_bandonment and Reclamation Obligations and the
Environmental Liabilities, nor the indemnities provided for in ARTICLE X,
associated with the Assets.

"8 " '"iQ0 _J-DOCS ) W)4974\I I
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Vendor may elect to register on behalf of Purchaser ail transfers of well licences,
pipeline permits and similar documents. Vendor, where Purchaser is the
registering Party, and Purchaser, where Vendor is the registering Party, shall
promptly take whatever steps are necessary to verify such registrations.
Purchaser shall be solely responsible for all notifications resultirig from surface
assignments to the surface landowners and affected third parties. The Vendor
shall be copied on all notifications. Vendor shall prepare all Specific Conveyances.
None of the Specific Conveyances shall confer or impose upon .a Party any greater
right or obligation than contemplated in this Agreement. The Parties shall use
reasonable commercial efforts to provide such Specific Conveyances for
execution and delivery by the Parties at Closing.
(b)

Forthwith after execution and delivery of the Specific Conveyances, with the
cooperation of Vendor, Purchaser shall circulate and register, as the case may be,
all Specific Conveyances that by their nature may be circulated or registered. All
costs of registration of the Specific Conveyances, including without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, all transfers of caveats, all Well, Facility and Pipeline
licence transfers, and assignments of dispositions any associated security
deposits shall be for Purchaser shall bear all costs, fees and deposits of every
nature and kind Purchaser's account.

(c)

Purchaser shall bear all costs, fees and deposits of every nature and kind incurred
(whether by Vendor or Purchaser) in registering any Specific Conveyances and
registering any further assurances required to convey the Assets to Purchaser;
and Vendor, acting reasonably, may include an amount in re~pect thereof in the
Closing Statement contemplated by ARTICLE XI.
ARTiClE IV - IREPRIESENTATIONS AMO WARRANTIES

4.01
Represe11tatio1n1s all1ld Vifallrramties of Vell1ldlor Vendor makes the following
representations and warranties to Purchaser with respect to itself and the Assets:
(a)

Staill1ldln1n1g. Vendor is duly organized, valid and subsisting, registered to carry on
business in the Province of Alberta and registered to carry on business -in the
jurisdiction(s) where the Assets are located;

(b)

Req11.uisite Authority. Vendor has the requisite capacity, power and authority to
execute this Agreement and to perform the obligations to which it thereby
becomes subject;

(c)

No Cornflict The execution and delivery of this.Agreement and the completion of
the sale of the Assets iri accordance with the terms of this Agreement are not and
will not be in violation or breach of, or be in conflict with:
(i)

any term or provision of the articles, bylaws or other governing documents
of Vendor,

(ii)

any agreement, instrument, permit or authority to which Vendor is a party
or by which Vendor is bound, or

c;CS'99.2-DOCS 15924974v l
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short $' s to zern out t he clos ing s tatement of adjus tm ents w e co~ id indude
a p ortion of Mac quarie fees. We m ay als o wa nt to al!ocaite oegai feesJ

(I)

Claims. As it pertains to the Assets only, no suit, action or other proceeding before
any court or governmental agency has been commenced against Vendor, or to the
knowledge of Vendor, has been threatened against Vendor or any Third Party,
which might result in impairment or loss of the interest of Vendor in and to any of
the Assets or which might otherwise adversely affect the Assets other than has
been previously disclosed;

(m)

Prepaid Obligations. Other than as set forth in Schedule "F", Vendor is not
obligated by virtue of a prepayment, gas balancing, or other arrangement under
any contract to make any production payment or to deliver Hydrocarbon
Substances produced from the Assets to any Third Party at some future time
without receiving in due course (and being entitled to retain) full payment therefor
at current market prices or contract prices other than has been previously
disclosed;

(n)

Reduction of Interests, Except as otherwise disclosed on Schedule "A",
Vendor's interest in the Hydrocarbon Interests is not subject to reduction by
reference to payout of or production penalty on any Well or otherwise through any
right or interest granted by, through or under it or of which Vendor has knowledge;

(o)

IR.igihts of First Refusal. To Vendor's knowledge, there are no Rights of First
Refusal applicable to the sale contemplated by this Agreement.

(p)

Receipt of Revenues . To Vendor's knowledge, it has been receiving the share of
the net proceeds of production from the Assets attributable to its interests as
shown in the schedules hereto, and no person is currently claiming that it is not
entitled to such amounts, with the possible exception of claims of accounting
errors which do not challenge the percentage share of revenues to which it is
entitled and which are not material;

M

Financial Commitments. In resoect of the Assets. except in connection with the
AFEs set forth in Schedule "G". and in connection with municipal propedv taxes as
detailed on the Closing Statement. there are no financial commitments of Vendor.
which are.in excess of $50. ooo and which are due as of the date hereof or which
mav become due bv virtue of matters occurring or arising prior to the date hereof
other than usual operating expenses incurred in the normal conduct of operations:
[NTD: Marold to confirm AFE schedule is correct,]

.(d

t€ft-Environmental Notices. Vendor is not aware of:
(i)

:& 7:999.:::-poq 1~924274v I

and has not received any orders or directives under any statute, law, rule,
order or Regulation which relates to environmental matters and which
require any work, repairs, construction or capital expenditures with respect
to the Assets , where such orders or directives have not been complied with
in all material respects;
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{c)

No Conflict The execution and delivery of this Agreement and the completion of
the sale of the Assets in accordance with the terms of this Agreement are not and
will not be in violation or breach of, or be in conflict with:
(i)

any term or provision of the articles, bylaws or other governing documents
of Purchaser,

(ii)

any agreement, instrument, permit ·or authority to which Purchaser is a
party or by which Purchaser is bound, or

(iii)

any law, statute, rule or regulation or any judicial order, award, judgment or
decree .applicable to Purchaser or the Assets;

(d)

Ex.ec u~io n A n d Enforceai foiiitv . Purchaser has taken all actions necessary to
authorize the execution and delivery of this Agreement, and, as of the Closing
Time, Purchaser shall have taken all actions necessary to authorize and complete
the purchase of the Assets in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement.
This Agreement has been validly executed and delivered by Purchaser, and this
Agreement does and all other documents executed and delivered on behalf of
Purchaser hereunder shall constitute valid and binding obligations of Purchaser
enforceable in accordance with their respective terms and conditions;

(e)

lnvesti91atio111 o f Tme. Purchaser is relying upon its own investigation concerning
the title to and fitness of the Assets and is not relying upon any representation,
warranty or statement of Vendor except as contained in this Agreement;

(f)

Finders' Fee. Purchaser has not incurred any obligation or liability, contingent or
otherwise, for broker's or finder's fees in respect of its purchase hereunder for
which Vendor will have any obligation or liability;

-t-t
(QttJ-

--1~-:r~ ™ ms . ln rospeot of tho Assets, oxoopt iR oonneotion with tho
AFE-s set forth fn Sohedu.f.e "G': and in oonnootion 11.<ith municlpaf property taxos-a-s
dotah'od on tho Ctosing Statement, there are no financial commitments of Vendor
which are iR O*Cess of $50, 000 and which are due as of tho date hereof or which
may become duo by •Artuo of mattoFs occuffing or arfsiRg prior to the date hereof,
other than l:ISUa! operating &penses iRcurrod iR tho norma! conduct of operations;
fl=ltinvestment Canada Act Pu_rchaser is not a "non-Canadian" person within the
meaning of the Investment Canada Act; and

!bl

fi-t-Oualifncation. Purchaser meets all qualification requirements of Third Parties
to purchase and take a transfer of the Assets and shall accede to, comply with and
perform the requirements of such Third Parties.

ARTICLE V-SU RVIVAl Of REPRESENTATmNS AND W/.i RRAl\!T!IES
5.01
Survivai of Representations and Warranties
The representations and
warranties set forth in Article IV shall continue in full force and effect and shall survive the Closing
Time for the benefit of the Party for which such representations and warranties were made. In the
absence of fraud, however, no claim or action shall be commenced with respect to a breach of

7873999 .2- DOCS 15914974v I
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directors, officers, servants, agents and employees. An act or omission will not be
regarded as gross negligence or wilful misconduct under this Article to the extent
that it was done or omitted to be done in accordance with Purchaser's written
instructions or written concurrence.
ARTICLE Vu! - DUE DiUGE1'!CE

Title and Environmenta~ Due Diligence.

7.01

Purchaser acknowledges that it has, prior to the execution hereof, been gjven an opportunity to:
(a)

r~view Vendor's title to the Assets; and

(b)

conduct an environmental review of the Assets;

and that it has satisfied itself in regard ~o- both Vendor's title to the Assets and all environmental
matters relating to the Assets, including any past, present or future Environmental Liabilities.
Purchaser expressly waives all defects relating either to Vendorrs title to the Assets or to
environmental matters relating to the Assets, whether disclosed by Purchaser's review or
otherwise. However, nothing in this Clause shall be a waiver by Purchaser of any matters in
respect of which it is entitled to indemnification pursuant to Clause 10.01.
ARTICLE vm - rnsPUTE RESOLUTION

Arbitration Proceedings. The Parties will attempt to resolve any dispute arising
8.01
hereunder through consultation and negotiation in good faith. If those attempts fail, a Party may,
by notice to the other Party at any time during those negotiations, refer the dispute to binding
arbitration for final resolution if the dispute pertains to adjustments under ARTICLE XI. Any such
arbitration, and any other arbitration the parties may agree to conduct hereunder, will be
conducted under the Arbitration Rules of the ADR Institute of Canada, Inc.
ARTICLE IX - PROJECTIONS
9.01
Projections If any information and materials pertaining to the Assets delivered or
made available by Vendor to Purchaser pursuant to this Agreement includes any evaluations,
projections, reports or interpretive or non-factual materials- prepared by or for or received by
Vendor, Purchaser hereby releases and discharges Vendor from any claim and all liability to
Purchaser and Purchaser's assigns and successors as a result of use or reliance upon them.
Purchaser agrees that it will rely solely on its own appraisal and estimates as to the quantum or
value of the Assets and will rely solely on its own geological and engineering interpretation
analysis related thereto.
ARTICLE X - INDEMNITY

Indemnity by Vendor

10.01

Subject to Clauses 5.01 and 10.07, and provided that Closing has occurred, Vendor shall:
(a)

be liable to Purchaser for all Losses and Liabilities; and

7873999.2-QQCS I .;;924q74v 1
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with a reasonable opportunity to inspect the Assets and the Title and Operating Documents at the
sole cost, risk and expense of Purchaser (insofar as Vendor could reasonably provide such
access) and that Purchaser is not entitled to rely upon any representation or warranty of Vendor
as to the condition, environmental or otherwise, of the Assets, except as is specifically made
pursuant to ARTICLE IV. Subject to the foregoing, Purchaser further ~grees that it shall:
(a)

be solely liable to Vendor for any and all Losses and Liabilities; and

(b)

indemnify and. save Vendor and its Representatives harmless from any and all
Losses and Liabilities,

as a result of any matter or thing arising out of, resulting from, attributable to or connected with
any Environmental Liabilities and Abandonment and Reclamation Obligations, whether occurring
or accruing before or after the Closing Time, except to the extent that any such Losses and
Liabilities are matters or things for which Purchaser is entitled to indemnification under Clause
10.01. Subject to the foregoing, once Closing has occurred, Purchaser shall be solely
responsible for all Environmental Liabilities and all Abandonment and Reclamation Obligations as
between Vendor and Purchaser. In addition, Purchaser hereby releases Vendor from any claims
Purchaser may have against Vendor with respect to all Environmental Liabili'ties and
Abandonment and Reclamation Obligations under the Regulations, at common law or otherwise,
including the right to name Vendor as a third party under any action commenced or enforcement
proceeding against Purchaser. In addition Vendor will also retain those other rights and remedies
available to it. under the Regulations, under the common law or otherwise with respect to any
claim it may have against Purchaser under this ARTICLE X.
10.05
l\!o iilleir~e~ The indemnities set forth in Clauses 10.01, 10.02 and 10.04 will be
deemed to apply to, and will not merge in, any assignment, transfer, conveyance, novation or
other document conveying the Assets to Purchaser. Each Party will have full right of substitution
and subrogation as to all covenants and warranties by others previously given or made in respect
of the Assets or any part· thereof
10.06
C~uiria9.1e of Uth:.uation If a claim is made under this ARTICLE X involving a claim
by a Third Party, the Party with greater exposure under this Agreement in respect ofthe claim will
have carriage of the Third Party litigation. It will .consult with the other Party, which will be entitled
to retain its own counsel and participate in the litigation at its own expense.
limit 0111 Pa[!v's ReslQ\cmsifomty Notwithstanding any other provision of this
10.07
Agreement no claim shall be made against a Party by the other Party for a breach of a
representation or warranty contained herein, or an indemnification in respect thereof unless each
claim of a breach exceeds One Hundred Thousand ($100,000 ) and the aggregate of all such
claims exceeds Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000). In no event shall the total of the
Losses and Liabilities of Vendor or Purchaser under this Agreement, including any claims relating
to its covenants, representations and warranties, or indemnification in respect thereof, exceed
Seven Million Five Hundred Thousand dollars ($7,500,000.00), except in the event of fraud. This
Clause shall not apply to the extent that any matter or thing is the proper subject of an operating
adjustment under ARTICLE XI.
10.08
Assum[Qition Purchaser hereby assumes all obligations and liabilities of Vendor in
respect of the Assets, including Vendor's obligations under the Title and Operating Documents.
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Purchase Price and completion of the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement. For the purposes of the Closing Statement of Adjustments only, there
shall be an accrual of net operating revenue.

ill

B:B-Purchaser and Vendor, in accordance with this Agreement, will make monthly
payments for the adjustments and will do a final statement of all adjustments (the
"Final Statement of Adjustments") within 180 days of Closing, except for Crown
royalty adjustments or audits which adjustments shall continue for 2 years
following Closing. Upon agreement as to all adjustments and payments to be
made, the net amount will be remitted by the Party who in the net result is obliged
to make payment.

ill

fi-1--Notwithstanding the preceding Subclause, each Party will have the right, within
the later of six (6) months following the distribution of the Final Statement of
Adjustments by Vendor under Subclause 11.01 (!=ti) or twenty four (24) months
following the Closing Time, to examine, copy and audit the records of the other
relative to the Assets for the purpose of effecting or verifying adjustments required
under this Article. The auditing Party will, upon reasonable notice; conduct that
audit at its sole expense during normal business hours at the offices of the audited
Party or at such other premises where those records are maintained. Any claims
of discrepancies disclosed by that audit will be made in writing to the audited Party
within two (2) months following the completion of that audit. That Party will
respond in writing to any such claims within six (6) months of the receipt of notice
of those claims. The Parties will resolve any outstanding claims of discrepancies
under the arbitration provisions as set forth in ARTICLE VIII if they are unresolved
within two (2) months of that response.
ffi---Notwithstanding Subclause
11.01 (ii), further adjustments on the basis
consistent with this Article will be made as and when those items arise if notice
requesting that adjustment, including reasonable particulars thereof, has been
given by a Party to the other Party within thirty (30) days following receipt of a
Thirteenth Month Adjustment or a completed and agreed to audit or other report
and the need for that adjustmerit arises from:
(i)

a Thirteenth Month Adjustment, operator error adjustments or errors
established by joint venture audits within thirty-six (36) months after the
Closing Time; or

(ii)

errors established by an audit or other review of lessor royalty payments
that is conducted under the Regulations or Leases within sixty (60) months
after the Closing Time or such later time as may be prescribed by the
Regulations.

ill

~
ubject to Subclause 11.01 (-m1J) below, all payments made after the Closing
Time are to be paid within thirty (30) days after the amount is determined and, if not
paid within the thirty (30) days, will thereafter bear interest until paid at a rate of
interest equal to the Prime Rate plus one (1 %) percent compounded annually.

Lm2

flt-All freehold mineral taxes, surface and mineral lease rentals and any similar
payments made by Vendor to preserve any of the Lease or any Surface Rights
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12.04
Fm1:her Ass urances After the Closing Time, at Purchaser's request, without
further consideration, Vendor will execute and deliver or cause to be executed and delivered such
other instruments of conveyance and transfer as Purchaser reasonably may request to more
effectively vest the Assets in Purchaser.
12.05
Am endments and Wanvers No supplement, modification, waiver or termination
of this Agreement will be binding unless executed in writing by the Party to be bound thereby. No
waiver of any provision of this Agreement will be deemed or will constitute a waiver of any other
provision hereof (whether or not similar) nor will a waiver constitute a continuing waiver unless
otherwise expressly provided.
IE>qg,enses All expenses incurred by Vendor in connection with or related to the
12.06
authorization, pre·paration and execution of this Agreement and all other matters related to the
Closing of the transaction contemplated hereby, including all fees and expenses of counsel,
accountants and financial advisors employed by Vendor, will be borne solely and entirely by
Vendor; and all such expenses incurred by Purchaser will be borne solely and entirely by
Purchaser.
Transfeir Taixes Purchaser will bear all sales, use, property, land transfer,
12.07
business transfer, commodity and other taxes (other than income taxes imposed on Vendor) and.
duties, levies and other governmental charges incurred with respect to the transfer of the Assets
and the transactions undertaken pursuant to ARTICLE II.
12.08
Assignment Neither Party may assign this Agreement or any part thereof prior to
Closing. Except as otherwise provided herein, this Agreement will be binding upon and enure to
the benefit of the parties and their successors and assigns.

Pub~icity Except as may be required by law, neither Party will make any press
12.09
release or other public disclosure of this Agreement or the transactions contemplated herein
without the prior consent of the other, not to be unreasonably withheld. The parties will consult
with each other on public disclosure with a view to joint disclosure where practicable.

Entol1'e Agreeme1111t The provisions contained in any and all documents and
12.10
agreements collateral hereto shall at all times be read subject to the provisions of this Agreement
and, in the event of conflict, the provisions of this Agreement shall prevail. No amendments shall
be made to this Agreement unless in writing, executed by the Parties. This Agreement
supersedes all other agreements, documents, writings and verbal understandings except the
Confidentiality Agreement among the Parties relating to the subject matter hereof and expresses
the entire agreement of the Parties with respect to the subject matter hereof.
Subrogation The assignment and conveyance to be effected by this Agreement
12.11
is made with full right of substitution and subrogation of Purchaser in and to all covenants,
representations, warranties and indemnities previously given or made by others in respect of the
Assets or any part or portion thereof.
Governing law This Agreement shall, in all respects, be subj~ct to, interpreted,
12.12
construed and enforced in accordance with and under the laws of the Province of Alberta and
applicable laws of Canada and shall, in all respects, be treated as a contract made ln the Province
of Alberta. The Parties irrevocably attorn and submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of
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SCHEDULE "A"
Attached to and forming part of a Purchase and Sale Agreement dqted the 30th day of
September, 2016 between PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, as Vendor, and PERPETUAL
Ef\lJEIRGY OPERATING CORP. as Purchaser

LANDS, LEASES, AND HYDROCARBON U\!TER.ESTS
NORTHERN SHAlLOVif GAS ASSETS

See prnperty' report dated! September 8, 201 S
Attached hereto consisting of 2161 pages

SOUTHERN SHALL GAS ASSETS

See prnperty report dated September 1, 201 a
Attached hereto consisting of 4902 pages
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SCIHlEDUlE "C"
Attached to and forming part of a Purchase and Sale Agreement dated the 30th day of
September, 2016 between PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, as Vendor, and PERPETUAL
ENERGY OPEP...AT~i\lG CORP. as Purchaser

P'IPEUMES

SCHEDULE "E"

Attached to and forming part of a Purchase and Sale Agreement dated .the 30th day of
September, 2016 between PIERPETUAl OPEF'.AT~NG TRUST, as Vendor,. and PERPETUfa,l
ENERGY Ol?Ef?,Jis,T~NG CORP. as Purchaser

HEAVY EQUIPMENT

EQrnPMENT
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Wfft\l ESSES THAT:

WIHIEREAS Licensor owns an interest in certain proprietary geophysical data associated with the
2D and 3D seismic surveys described in Schedule "A" _attached hereto and Licensor has agreed
to grant to Licensee the use of such geophysical data solely for the limited purposes set out
herein;
NOW Tt'iERIEFORE in consideration of the respective covenants and agreements herein
contained and further consideration provided for under the Share Purchase Agreement dated
September 1, 2016, the sufficiency of which is agreed, the Parties agree ~s follows:

1.

De1finitio111s -

For the purposes of this Agreement capitalized terms shall have the following meaning or
the meaning set out above:
(a)

"Acquirer(s)" means Third Parties that acquire, either directly or indirectly,
Ownership or Control of Licensee, whether accomplished by statutory merger,
asset sale or purchase; stock sale or purchase, bankruptcy reorganization, plan of
arrangement or any other transaction;

(b)

"Adldi11:ionai !01olem01itees" means, with respect to any Person to which an
indemnity is granted pursuant to this Agreement, its Affiliates and the respective
directors, officers, servants, agents, employees, advisors and consultants of that
Person and its Affiliates;

(c)

"Afffmate" means, in relation to any Party, any Person which: (a) is Controlled by
that Party; (b) Controls that Party; or (c) is Controlled by any Person that also
Controls that Party;

(d)

"Agreement" means this. Non-Exclusive Seismic Data License Agreement and
any Schedules attached hereto, as may be amended from time to time;

(e)

"Consu~tant" means a Third Party engaged by Licensee to interpret, reprocess or
make other technical studies of the Data;

(f)

"Contrn.~". means the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and
policies of the other Person, whether directly or indirectly, through one or more
intermediaries or otherwise, and whether by virtue of the ownership of shares or
other equity interests, the holding of voting rights or contractual rights, or
partnership interests or otherwise;

(g)

"Data" means the geophysical information provided to Licensee by Licensor within
the geographical area as is further set forth and described in Schedule "A",
regardless of the form or medium on or in which it is displayed, including: (i)
Seismic .Data obtained from a physical experiment where energy is propagated
through the earth and recorded at or near the surface; (ii) the geophysical
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(p)

"Prospective Acquirer" means any Third Party with whom Licensee is, or shall be
conducting bona fide negotiations in an effort to become an Acquirer of Licensee,
but for certainty excludes a Third Party negotiating to acquire a leasehold interest
or similar interest in and to oil and gas a$sets owned or leased by Licensee;

(q)

"Prospective Joint Venture Partner" means any Third Party with whom Licensee
is, or shall be, conducting bona fide negotiatfons in an effort to conclude a Joint
Venture Transaction;

(r)

"Prospective Purchaser" means a Third Party with whom Ucensee is, or shall be
conducting bona fide negotiations in an effort to sell oil and gas assets to such
Third P~rty but for certainty excludes a Third Party negotiating to acq·uire a
leasehold interest or similar interest in and to oil and gas assets owned or leased
by Licensee;

(s)

"Purclhaserr" means a Third Party that acquires oil and gas assets of Licensee,
other than by virtue of acquiring a leasehold interest or similar interest in those oil
and gas assets of ·Licensee that does not result in a change of Ownership or
Control of Licensee;

(t)

"Regu~ations" means all statutes, laws, rules, orders, regulations and directions of
governmental authorities in effect from time to time and made by any
governmental authority having jurisdiction over the Parties or the transactions
contemplated in this Agreement;

(u)

"Related Entity" means, with respect to the relationship between Persons, that
one of them is Controlled, directly or indirectly, by the other or that both of them are
Controlled, directly or indirectly, by the same Person;

(v)

"Reprocessed Data" means any Data obtained by Licensee from the
reprocessing or merging of the Licensor's Seismic Data and measurement taken
from that reprocessed Seismic Data;

(w)

"Seismnc Data" means the [2D and 3D] seismic surveys shown in Schedule "A"
attached hereto, including:
(i)

related support documentation, raw field data, observer's notes, surveyor's
field notes and any subsequent calculations or displays which have been
calculated from the field measurements;

(ii)

geophysical survey maps, chainers' notes, drillers' notes, survey audit
notes, SEGP1 location data, shot point location maps;

(iii)

CDP stack data, CDP stack sections, 3D bin maps, stack and digital data in
workstation loadable format, or any other forms of geophysical maps,
including scanned or digitized data; and

(iv)

microseismic and related surveys,. final reports and final presentations;

10

(h)

reference to any Person includes such Person's permitted successors and
assigns;

(i)

reference to any Person in a particular capacity is and is deemed·to be a reference
to that Person in that' capacity and not in any other capacity;

G)

reference to any other contract, agreement, document or instrument is a reference
to such contract, agreement, document or instrument in effect at the applicable
time as amended, supplemented, replaced or otherwise varied or modified, in
whole. or in part, from time to time;

(k)

reference to any law, statute or any other requirement of law, including
Regulations, rules, enactments, by-laws or other ancillary legislation promulgated
thereunder, or any reference to a section or provision thereof or to any government
consent, approval, permit or other authorization, means such as is in effect at the
applicable time as amended, supplemented, codified, replaced, restated,
re-enacted or otherwise varied or modified, in whole or in part, from time to time;

(I)

terms and expressions that are not specifically defined in this Agreement,
which have generally accepted meanings in the custom and usage of
petroleum and natural gas industry in Western Canada as of the date of
Agreement, shall have such_ generally accepted meanings when used in
Agreement unless the contrary is specified or provided for elsewhere in
Agreement;

(m)

unless otherwise indicated, reference to a particular time refers to Mountain
Standard Time or Mountain Daylight Savings Time during the respective periods in
which each is in force in Alberta and reference to a date means that day occurring
during such same time zone as is in force in Alberta;

(n)

unless otherwise specified herein, or as the context may require, computation of
any period of time referred to in this Agreement shall exclude the first day and
include the .last day of such period;

(o)

reference to "dollars", or the use of the symbol "$", means the lawful currency of
Canada unless the contrary is specified or provided for elsewhere in this
Agreement;

(p)

where any payment is to be calculated or made, or an action is to be taken or
notice is to be given on or as of a day that is not a Business Day, then unless
otherwise provided herein, such payment is to be made or calculated, or that
action is to be taken or the notice is to be given, as applicable, on or as of the next
following Business Day; and

(q)

the rule of contractual interpretation known as "contra proferentem" shall not apply
to the interpretation or construction of this Agreement, such that it shall be
irrelevant which . Party drafted any particular provision hereof and any
interpretation of the terms of this Agreement shall not be construed against the

but
the
this
this
this
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within thirty (30) days of provision thereof by Licensor or an applicable Third Party
seismic processor.
(c)

7.

Licensee is exclusively liable for and shall pay before delinquency all taxes
including GST, duties, assessments, charges or other impositions imposed' or
levied on Licensee or Licensor in respect of the licensing of Data by Licensor
hereunder, and Licensee shall, as a separate and independent covenant,
indemnify and hold harmless Licensor and it's Additional lndemnitees against all
claims incurred due to Licensee's failure to do so.

Term and Termination
(a)

Th~ term of this Agreement shall be for an .initial period of twenty-five (25) years
(the "lnitia! Teirm") and provided Licensee is not in default of any terms or
conditions contained in this Agreement at the date of expiration of the Initial Term,
then this Agreement shall be renewed automatically and the term extended for a
further period of twenty-five (25) years, unless either Party gives the other Party
thirty (30) days prior written notice of its intention not to renew prior to such expiry
date, subject to any earlier termination pursuant to Clause 7(b) or 7(c).

(b)

In the event that Licensee or a Third Party·for which the Licensee is responsible,
breaches any term or condition contemplated by Clauses 5 (as to the
consideration), 11, 13 or 14, this Agreement at the option of the Licensor, shall
immediately terminate upon written notice to Licensee. In the event Licensee or
. any Third Party for which Licensee is responsible, breaches any other provision in
this Agreement, including fail~re to make payment as called for herein, and
subsequently fail to remedy su~h breach within thirty (30) days following notice of
such breach from Licensor, this Agreement, at the option of Licensor, may be
terminated at any time thereafter by Licensor upon written notice to Licensee.

(c).

In the event Licensee: (1) makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors; (2)
admits in writing its inability to pay debts as they become due; (3) becomes or is
likely to become insolvent; (4) institutes or is the subject of any proceedings under
any law for relief of debtors, insolvency, receivership, bankruptcy, winding-up,
dissolution, or the Companies: Creditors Arrangement Act (Canada) (or similar
legislation, each amended); (5) appoints a receiver, trustee, monitor or liquidator
over any assets of Licensee; or (6) ceases to carry on business, this Agreement
shall immediately terminate.

(d)

Upon expiration or termination of this Agreement for any reason whatsoever,
Licensee shall, within Thirty (30) days from such expiration or termination,. return or
destroy all Data and Derivatives licensed hereunder and provide Licensor with
written certification that:
(i)

~,.g-;-:'.)•;•s-, 2-12.Q.CS I 59?4974v J

all copies of the Data and Derivatives have been returned to Licensor or
destroyed; ·
·
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(c)

(i)

owned by Licensor; and

(ii)

used by Licensee pursuant to the terms and conditions hereof (including
specifically the provisions relating to confidentiality, Disclosure, and
Transfer).

Provided for clarity, Reprocessed Data shall be used by the Licensee pursuant to
the terms and conditions hereof (including specifically the provisions relating ·to
confidentiality, Disclosure, and Transfer) and such terms and conditions and
restrictions shall survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement.

Licensor represents and warrants that it has the right to grant the license to Licensee
hereunder. Licensor shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless Licensee, its Related
Entities and the qfficers, directors, employees, agents and consultants of Licensee
Related Entities, from and against any and all claims, losses, expenses, damages, costs,
penalties, suits and liabilities of every kind whatsoever arising out of or relating to any
breach of this representation and warranty.
If an action is brought against Licensee or its Related Entities as a result of breach of this
Section 10, Licensee will promptly give written notice to Licensor of such action. Upon
receiving such notice, Licensor will defehd the indemnified party at Licensor's own cost
and expense, it being understood that Licensor will have entire control of the defence.
Licensee agrees to cooperate, and to cause any of its Related Entities to cooperate, in any
such defence as reasonably requested by Licensor and at Licensor's expense.

(a)

Licensee acknowledges and agrees that the Data is confidential, valuable and
material to the interests, business and affairs of Licensor. Except as provided in
this Agreement, Licensee shall maintain the Data strictly confidential and shall not
use, Disclose, Transfer or otherwise dispose of the Data, directly or indirectly, to
any Third Party, nor shall Licensee permit any Third Party to have access, use or
actual or constructive possession of the Data for any purpose other than the limited
purposes set out in this Agreement.

(b)

Licensee shall at its own cost and expense:
(i)

establi.sh and maintain effective security measures to safeguard the Data
from access or use not authorized under this Agreement with at least the
same degree of care to avoid unauthorized use, reproduction, disclosure,
dissemination or publication of Licensor's Data as Licensee employs with
respect to its own most-valuable confidential or proprietary information,
provided that such degre~ of care shall in all cases be no less than
reasonable care;
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For the purposes of this Section 11 (c), Data which is specific shall not be
determined to be within the foregoing exceptions (a) through (f) inclusive, merely
because it is embraced by general information in the public knowledge or in the
possession of Licensee or Persons permitted to receive Data as provided for
herein. Any combination of data which comprises part of the Data shall not be
determined to be within the foregoing exceptions (a) through (f) inclusive, merely·
because the individual parts of that Data are in the public knowledge or in the prior
possession of Licensee or Persons permitted to receive Data as provided for
herein unless the combination itself is in the public knowledge or in the prior
possession of Licensee or Persons permitted to .receive Data as provided for
herein.

12.

Copying and Reprocessing of Data and Derivatives

(a)

Licensee may make copies of any Data or Derivatives for the sole purpose of using
such copies pursuant to the rights granted herein, provided that Licensee shall
incorporate internal controls to identify the Data as exclusive and perpetual
licensed right granted to Licensor and ensure the confidential treatment of .the
Data and Derivatives. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, all data
rooms and marketing presentations shall bear the following notice:
"NOTICE

This data is proprietary to and a trade secret of Perpetual Operating Trust.
The use of .this data is restricted to companies holding a valid use license
from Perpetual Operating Tnust., and is subject to the confidentiality terms
and conditions of that license. The data may be disclosed or transferred
only as expressly authorized in the license. Unauthorized disclosure, use,
reproduction, processing, reprocessing or transfer of this data to or by a
third parly is strictly prohibited."

0

(b)

Such notice shall not be removed, obliterated, concealed or otherwise obscured by
Licensee or those to whom the Data or Derivatives is Disclosed or Transferred, as
permitted in this Agreement.

(c)

Should Licensee reprocess any of the PSK's seismic data during the period
Licensee is permitted to view same, any such reprocessing shall be at the sole
cost and expense of Licensee. Upon such request, PSK shall provide and make
available all necessary field tapes and raw data, if available, to a Third Party
seismic proce$sor of Licensee's choice. PSK shall receive a copy of such
reprocessed seismic data, at no cost to PSK. Should such reprocessing occur,
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Derivatives displaying only Data or Derivatives relevant to those
geographical areas which are the subject of negotiations between
Licensee and such Prospective Acquirer, Prospective Joint Venture
Partner or Prospective Purchaser;
(ii)

the Prospective Acquirer, Prospective Joint Venture Partner or Prospective
Purchaser shall not utilize the Data or Derivatives to make any regional
geophysical interpretation or evaluation of the lands covered by such Data,
or Derivatives;

(iii)

such Disclosure shall be made to Prospective Acquirers, Prospective Joint
Venture Partners or Prospective Purchasers for no longer than the time
reasonably required to evaluate the prospective transaction on the
premises of Licensee, in a secure environment whereby said Prospective
Acquirer or Prospective Joint Venture Partner or Prospective Purchaser is
unable to make or remove copies, transcriptions or reproductions
(including tracings) of the Data or Derivatives or use any electronic
equipment to photocopy or transmit from such premises electronically or by
other means;

(iv)

each Prospective Acquirer, Prospective Joint Venture Partner or
Prospective Purchaser, prior to being given access to the Data or
Derivatives, shall agree to maintain the Data or Derivatives in confidence;
and

(v)

in the event that any Prospective Acquirer, Prospective Joint Venture
Partner or Prospective Purchaser becomes an Acquirer, Joint Venture
Partner or Purchaser, as the case may be and wishes to use the Data or
Derivatives for any purpose, such Third Party will be required to negotiate
its own license to the Data with Licensor if such Third Party wishes to
continue to view and use theData and Derivatives.

(e)

Government Agencies: The Data or Derivatives may be Disclosed by Licensee to
government agencies only to the extent that such disclosure is specifically
required by law in effect from time to time. Licensee agrees to immediately inform
Licensor upon the receipt of any request or demand for disclosure made upon
Licensee by a government agency. Licensor shall have the right to dispute with the
government agency, such government agency's right to access the Data or
Derivatives at its sole expense and Licensee shall provide Licensor with all
information pertaining to the government request.

(f)

Storage Contractors: The Data or Derivatives may be delivered to the custody of
bona fide Storage Contractor, provided that such contractors are not, directly or
indirectly through an entity related to them, in the business of exploring for or
producing hydrocarbons and that the Storage Contractor agrees in writing to
maintain the Data or Derivatives in confidence on terms and conditions at least as
strict as provided herein and to make such Data or Derivatives available only to
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Indemnities for all losses, costs, damages and expenses whatsoever (including
legal fees on a solicitor and own client basis) which Licensor may suffer, sustain,
pay or incur as a result of any breach of the terms or conditions of this Agreement
by Licensee or Third Parties who have been Disclosed, Transferred or provided
Data hereunder.

16.

EnlUlrement
This Agreement shall enure- to the benefit of and be binding upon the Parties hereto and
their respective successors and permitted assigns.

17.

Jurisdiction
This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with and governed by the laws of the
Province of Alberta and the Parties acknowledge and agree that all matters in dispute
hereunder shall be dealt with exclusively in the Courts of the Province of Alberta.

18.

IEntore /l,greement
This Agreement supersedes and replaces any and all of the written or oral
communications made between the Parties with respect to the Data, and constitutes the
entire agreement between the Parties with respect to the specific subject matter hereof.
No variation, alteration or modification of this Agreement shall be accepted unless
reduced to writing and agreed to by both Parties.

19.

Waiver
It is further understood and agreed that no failure or delay by Licensor in exercising any
right, power or privilege under this Agreement shall operate as a waiver thereof nor shall
any single or partial exercise thereof preclude any other or future exercise of any right,
power or privilege hereunder.

20.

Time of tlhle Essence
Time shall be of the essence of this Agreement.

21.

Further Assurances
Each Party hereto shall perform such further acts and execute and deliver such further
documents necessary to give effect to the provisions hereof.
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construed to create a joint venture association, partnership, or other business
organization or agency arrangement between the Parties.

2$.

Counterparts
This Agreement may be executed and delivered by facsimile or in electronic formats, in as
many separate counterparts as the Parties consider necessary, each of which, when a
counterpart has been executed by each Party, shall be considered to be an original and all
of which taken together shall constitute one and the same instrument. A facsimile of a
counterpart executed by a Party shall be acceptable evidence of the execution by the
Party of that counterpart.

IN WffNIESS W HIERIEOF duly authorized representatives of the Parties hereto have executed
this Agreement as of the day and year first above written.

PERIPETUA l OPERA Til\lG TR.UST

Per:

------------

Per: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title:

------------

Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

This is the counterpart execution page to that Se!smic Data licence dated
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RE: Project Goodyear - P&S
RE: Project Goodyear - Seismic License (PEOC to POT); DOCS-#15939718-vlPuppy_-_MT _Comments_on_P&S_(Sept_23).DOCX; DOCS-#15939718-vdocxPuppy_-_MT_ Comments_on_P&S_(Sept_23).DOCX; SDL_PEOC_Licensor(proprietary)_
2016 09 21.docx; DOCS-#15939718-vdocx-Puppy_-_MT_Comments_on_P&S_(Sept_
23).pdf

Hi Carolyn,
Attached are our comments on the P&S. Almost all of our comments relate to the clarification of the seismic items as
outlined in the previous emails (attached for reference).
Further to that line of inquiry, can you also confirm that the seismic going from Purchaser to Vendor does not include
the less than 100% prop seismic co-owned with PSK? If not, would you also need PSK to be a party to that agreement or
to have a third agreenient drafted?
As. well, here is where we believe we stand in terms of the schedules:
Schedule A - Lands
Schedule B1-B4 - Wells, Facilities, etc.

We note the versions in the data room. Can Vendor confirm final on
their end and we will do final review and confirm final on our end?

Schedule C - Pipelines
Schedule D - Material Contracts
Schedule E - Equipment
Schedule F - Seismic License Agreements

Subject to the responses to be provided with respect to seismic and
the conforming of the agreements to the parties, we are signed off on
the content of the agreements. Last version circulated by Carolyn
attached as indicative final version.

Schedule G - AFEs

Harold to confirm current form is acceptable and we acknowledge that
this item is subject to update.

Schedule H - Purchaser and PSK Seismic

Can this be uploaded into data room and we will then review and
confirm as final.

Schedule I - Vendor Seismic

Can this be uploaded into data room and we will then review and
confirm as final.

Happy to discuss.
Xiaodi
Xiaodi Jin
T 403-260-3627
C: 403-796-4652

From: Carolyn A. Wright [mailto:caw@bdplaw.com]

Sent: Friday, September 23, 2016
To: Jin, Xiaodi; Pasieka, James

6:50 PM
1

C::c: Sue Riddell Rose; 'Gary Jackson'; 'Susan Hargreaves'; Jackie Cugnet; 'Jeff Green'; Vicki Benoit; Linda McKean; Randy
Fleming; 'Bill Hahn'; 'Lorie Howland'; Eugene Doherty; 'Josh Lambden'
Subject: Project Goodyear - P&S
Xioadi,
Further to our discussions today, please find attached a revised P&S reflecting some nits and some clarifying revisions to
the Seismic Data License.
If you have any further questions please do not hesitate to contact me.

Carolyn Wright
Partner

]3JD&:P

BURNET, DUCKWORTH & PALMER LLP Law Finn

Telephone 403.260.5721

Fax 403.260.0332 Web BDPLAW.CQM Address S\Jite 2400, 525-Sth ~-\ve SW Calgary, AB T2P 1G1

The information transmitted is intended only for the addressee and may contain confidential, proprietary and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review,
distribution or other use of or the taking of any action in reliance upon this information is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and
delete or destroy this message and any copies.

This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure. No waiver
whatsoever is intended by sending this e-mail which is intended only for the named recipient(s). Unauthorized
use, dissemination or copying is prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please notify the sender and
destroy all copies of this e-mail. Our privacy policy is available at www.mccarthy.ca.
Click here to unsubscribe from commercial electronic messages. Please note that you will continue to receive
non-commercial electronic messages, such as account statements, invoices, client communications, and other
similar factual electronic communications.
Suite 5300, TD Bank Tower, Box 48, 66 Wellington Street West, Toronto, ON M5K 1E6
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Jin, Xiaodi <xjin@mccarthy.ca>
Sunday, September 25, 2016 1:21 PM
Carolyn A. Wright; Pasieka, James
Harold Wang; Wentao Yang (yang@kailas-capital.com); Colborne, Melissa; Haines,
Kristen
RE: Project Goodyear - Seismic License (PEOC to Pon

Hi Carolyn, a further follow up:
Given that PEOC holds all of the prop seismic for the PMT entities, how and when does the proprietary seismic held by
PEOC that does not relate to the shallow gas assets get conveyed over from PEOC to POT? Is there a separate
agreement for that item?
Thank you in advance,
Xiaodi
Xiaodi Jin
T: 403-260-3627
C: 403-796-4652

From: Jin, Xiaodi

Sent: Sunday, September 25; 2016 12:57 PM
To: 'Carolyn A. Wright'; Pasieka, James
Cc: 'Harold Wang'; Wentao Yang (yang@kailas-capital.com); Colborne, Melissa; Haines, Kristen
Subject: RE: Project Goodyear - Seismic License (PEOC to POT)
Hi Carolyn,
Is it possible to provide us with 20 and 3D plats showing these lines?
Also, can we see the form of Prairiesky agreement?
Our understanding is that there are three categories of seismic here (relating to the Lands):
1. Prop seismic as described fn those excel sheets which are legally and beneficially held by PEOC, which PEOC will
be providing a licensed copy to POT
2. Jointly held seismic by XX and Prairiesky which PEOC will be provided a licensed copy of pursuant to the
Prairiesky agreement (can we see the plats and excel breakdown for this as well?)
3. Other trade seismic which is not held by PEOC is not transferrable and which will not form part of these
agreements.
Can you confirm that this is the case, and specifically that PEOC has no trade seismic as well as let us know which PEI
entity holds the other working interest in the Prairiesky seismic?
Thankyouinadvanc~
Xiaodi
Xiaodi Jin
T- 403-260-3627

C: 403-796-4652
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From: C~rolyn A. Wright [mailto:caw@bdplaw.com]

Sent: Friday, September 23, 2016 7:15 PM
To: ·jin, Xiaodi; Pasieka, James
Cc: Eugene Doherty; Randy Fleming; Jackie Cugnet; Sue Riddell Rose; Linda McKean; Vicki Benoit; James Hounsome;
Lorie Howland; Josh Lambden; Jeff Green; Bill Hahn; Gary Jackson; Jackie Cugnet
Subject: Project Goodyear - Seismic License (PEOC to POT)
Good evening Xiaodi,
Attached is the stand alone Seismic License from PEOC to POT.

Carolyn Wright
Partner
BURNET, DUCKWORTH & PALMER LLP Law Firm
Telephone 403.260.5721 Fax 403.260.0332 Web BDPLAW.COI'vf Address Suite 2400, 525-Sth .Ave SW Calgary, AB T2P 1G1
The information transmitted is intended only for the addressee and may contain confidential, proprietary and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review,
distribution or other use of or the taking of any action in reliance upon this information is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and
delete or destroy this message and any copies.
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NON-EXCLUSIVE SEISMIC DATA LICENSE AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT made as of the __ day of _ _ _ _ , 2016.
BETWEEN:
PERPETUAL ENERGY OPERATING CORP., a trust having an
office at the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta,
("Licensor" or 'PEOC")

- and -

PERPETUAL OPERATING CORP., a body corporate having
offices at the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta,
("Licensee" or "POC")

WITNESSES THAT:
WHEREAS Licensor owns an interest in certain proprietary geophysical data associated with
the 2D and 3D se·ismic surveys described in Schedule "A" attached hereto and Licensor has
agreed to grant to Licensee the use of such geophysical data solely for the limited purposes set
out herein;
NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the respective covenants and agreements herein
contained and further consideration provided for under the Share Purchase Agreement dated
October 1, 2016, (the "Sale Agreement") the sufficiency of which is agreed, the Parties agree as
follows:
1.

Definitions

For the purposes of this Agreement capitalized terms shall have the following meaning
or the meaning set out above:
(a)

"Acquirer(s)" means Third Parties that acquire, either directly or indirectly,
Ownership or Control of Licensee, whether accomplished by statutory merger,
asset sale or purchase, stock sale or purchase, bankruptcy reorganization, plan
of arrangement or any other transaction;

(b)

"Additional lndemnitees" means, with respect to any Person to which an
indemnity is granted pursuant to this Agreement, its Affiliates and the respective
directors, officers, servants, agents, employees, advisors and consultants of that
Person and its Affiliates;

SDL_PEOC_Licensor(proprietary)_2016 09 21 .docx

(c)

"Affiliate" means, in relation to any Party, any Person which: (a) is Controlled by
that Party; (b) Controls that Party; or (c) is Controlled by any Person that also
Controls that Party;

(d)

"Agreement" means this Non-Exclusive Seismic Data License Agreement and
any Schedules attached hereto, as may be amended from time to time;

(e)

"Consultant" means a Third Party engaged by Licensee to interpret, reprocess
or make other technical studies of the Data;

(f)

"Control" means the power to direct or cause the direction of the management
and policies of the other Person, whether directly or indirectly, through one or
more intermediaries or otherwise, and whether by virtue of the ownership of
shares or other equity interests, the holding of voting rights or contractual rights,
or partnership interests or otherwise;
·

(g)

"Data" means the geophysical information provided to Licensee by Licensor
within the geographical area as is further set forth and described in Schedule "A",
regardless of the form or medium on or in which it is displayed, including: (i)
Seismic Data obtained from a physical experiment where energy is propagated
through the earth and recorded at or near the surface; (ii) the geophysical
information that comes from the spatially defined time series and any
mathematical transformation of Seismic Data, including processing of that time
series in digital or analog form, together with descriptions of the experimental
parameters and apparatus and (iii) any portion of the foregoing comprising the
Reprocessed Data;

(h)

"Derivative(s)" means reprocessed geophysical Data and measurements taken
from the processed or reprocessed geophysical Data and any product or
information derived by Licensee or any of its representatives from the
geophysical Data or from making use of the geophysical Data or reprocessed
geophysical Data, including, isochron maps, amplitude information, velocity
information, time and depth structure maps, inversions, analyses. For greater
certainty, any maps or displays which include any element of geophysical data
shall be deemed to be Derivative(s). Even though the manner in which these
measurements are made may or may not have required human intervention and
choice, the measurement of Data shall be deemed to be Derivative(s);

(i)

"Disclose" or "Disclosure" means, subject to Clause 13,

0)

"GST" means the goods and services tax provided for under the Excise Tax Act
(Canada), and Regulations or any successor, harmonized or parallel federal or
provincial legislation that imposes a tax on the recipient of goods and services;

(k)

"Joint Venture Partner" means any Third Party who enters into a Joint Venture
Transaction with Licensee; ,

to display or
otherwise show the Data or Derivatives in marketing presentations and data
rooms for short periods of time, in environments whereby others are not able to
make or remove copies, transcriptions, summaries or reproductions of the Data
of any type, or otherwise acquire knowledge or information from the Data
comparable to having a copy of the Data;

C:\Users\jsheppard\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet
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(I)

"Joint Venture Transaction" means a farm-out, joint operating agreement,
acreage trade, or similar business transaction for the joint exploration,
development or production of a particular geographical area;

(m)

"Ownership" means, in the case of a corporation or other entity that issues
voting securities, greater than 50% of the outstanding common stock or other
voting securities and, in the case of a partnership, trust or other entity, greater
than 50% of the interest in the profits thereof;

(n)

"Party" means the Licensor or the Licensee, as the context requires, and
"Parties" means the Licensor and the Licensee;

(o)

"Person" means any individual, partnership, limited partnership, joint venture,
syndicate, sole proprietorship, company or corporation with or without share
capital, unincorporated association, trust, trustees, executors, administrators or
other legal representatives, regulatory body or agency, government or
government authority, authority or entity however designated or constituted;

(p)

"Prospective Acquirer" means any Third Party with whom Licensee is, or shall
be conducting bona fide negotiations in an effort to become an Acquirer of
Licensee, but for certainty excludes a Third Party negotiating to acquire a
leasehold interest or similar interest in and to oil and gas assets owned or leased
by Licensee;

(q)

"Prospective Joint Venture Partner" means any Third Party with whom
Licensee is, or shall be, conducting bona fide negotiations in an effort to
conclude a Joint Venture Transaction;

(r)

"Prospective Purchaser" means a Third Party with whom Licensee is, or shall
be conducting bona fide negotiations in an effort to sell oil and gas assets to such
Third Party but for certainty excludes a Third Party negotiating to acquire a
leasehold interest or similar interest in and to oil and gas assets owned or leased
by Licensee;

(s)

"Purchaser" means a Third Party that acquires oil and gas assets of Licensee,
other than by virtue of acquiring a leasehold interest or similar interest in those oil
and gas assets of Licensee that does not result in a change of Ownership or
Control of Licensee;

(t)

"Regulations" means all statutes, laws, rules, orders, regulations and directions
of governmental authorities in effect from time to time and made by any
governmental authority having jurisdiction over the Parties or the transactions
contemplated in this Agreement;

(u)

"Related Entity" means, with respect to the relationship between Persons, that
one of them is Controlled, directly or indirectly, by the other or that both of them
are Controlled, directly or indirectly, by the same Person;

(v)

"Reprocessed Data" means any Data obtained by Licensee from the
reprocessing or merging of the Licensor's Seismic Data and measurement taken
from that reprocessed Seismic Data;

C:\Users\jsheppard\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet
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(w)

2.

"Seismic Data" means the [2D and 3D] seismic surveys shown in Schedule "A"
attached hereto, including:
(i)

related support documentation, raw field data, observer's notes,
surveyor's field notes and any subsequent calculations or displays which
have been calculated from the field measurements;

(ii)

geophysical survey maps, chainers' notes, drillers' notes, survey audit
notes, SEGP1 location data, shot point location maps;

(iii)

CDP stack data, CDP stack sections, 3D bin maps, stack and digital data
in workstation loadable format, or any other forms of geophysical maps,
including scanned or digitized data; and

(iv)

microseismic and related surveys, final reports and final presentations;

(x)

"Storage Contractors" means contractors which are in the business of providing
central storage facilities and retrieval services, as well as electronic data bases ·
for geophysical Data;

(y)

"Third Party" means any Person other than the Parties to the extent of their
roles in this Agreement as Licensor and Licensee; and

(z)

"Transfer" means the sale, assignment, transfer, exchange, trade, provision or
other disposition of the Data or Derivatives.

Interpretation of Agreement
Unless otherwise stated or the context otherwise requires, in this Agreement:
(a)

the terms "in writing" or "written" include hand or type written, electronically
printed or transmitted by email or fax;

(b)

when the context reasonably permits, words importing the singular shall be
construed to suggest the plural and vice versa, and words importing gender or
gender neutrality shall be construed to suggest the masculine, feminine and
neutral genders;

(c)

if a term is defined in this Agreement, a derivative of that term used in this
Agreement shall have a corresponding meaning;

(d)

the terms "herein", "hereby", "hereof', "hereunder", "hereto" and similar
expressions mean or refer to this Agreement and not to any particular provision
of this Agreement;

(e)

"including" and "includes" or similar words when followed by any general
statement, term or matter, shall mean "including without limitation" and "includes
without limitation" and such particular listed words that follow shall not be
interpreted so as to be an exhaustive list but rather such references shall be
construed to refer to all items that could reasonably fall within the broadest
possible scope of such general statement, term or matter;
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(f)

the division of this Agreement into articles, sections, subsections, clauses,
subclauses, paragraphs or other sub-divisions and the insertion of headings for
any of the foregoing or the use of a table of contents, as applicable, are sol~ly for
convenience of reference and are not intended to be full or accurate descriptions
of the contents hereof and shall not affect the construction or interpretation of this
Agreement;

(g)

reference to an article, section, subsection, clause, subclause, paragraph,
schedule or appendix, whether or not capitalized or followed by a number or
letter or combination thereof, refers to the applicable article, section, subsection,
clause, subclause, paragraph, schedule or appendix of or to this Agreement,
unless otherwise specifically stated;

(h)

reference to any Person includes such Person's permitted successors and
assigns;

(i)

reference to any Person in a particular capacity is and is deemed to be a
reference to that Person in that capacity and not in any other capacity;

U)

reference to any other contract, agreement, document or instrument is a
reference to such contract, agreement, document or instrument in effect at the
applicable time as amended, supplemented, replaced or otherwise varied or
modified, in whole or in part, from time to time;

(k)

reference to any law, statute or any other requirement of law, including
Regulations, rules, enactments, by-laws or other ancillary legislation promulgated
thereunder, or any reference to a section or provision thereof or to any
government consent, approval, permit or other authorization, means such as is in
effect at the applicable time as amended, supplemented, codified, replaced,
restated, re-enacted or otherwise varied or modified, in whole or in part, from
time to time;

(I)

terms and expressions that are not specifically defined in this Agreement,
which have generally accepted meanings in the custom and usage of
petroleum and natural gas industry in Western Canada as of the date of
Agreement, shall have such generally accepted meanings when used in
Agreement unless the contrary is specified or provided for elsewhere in
Agreement;

(m)

unless otherwise indicated, reference to a particular time refers to Mountain
Standard Time or Mountain Daylight Savings Time during the respective periods
in which each is in force in Alberta and reference to a date means that day
occurring during such same time zone as is in force in Alberta;

(n)

unless otherwise specified herein, or as the context may require, computation of
any period of time referred to in this Agreement shall exclude the first day and
include the last day of such period;

(o)

reference to "dollars", or the use of the symbol "$", means the lawful currency of
Canada unless the contrary is specified or provided for elsewhere in this
Agreement;
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3.

(p)

where any payment is to be calculated or made, or an action is to be taken or
notice is to be given on or as of a day that is not a Business Day, then unless
otherwise provided herein, such payment is to be made or calculated, or that
action is to be taken or the notice is to be given, as applicable, on or as of the
next following Business Day; and

(q)

the rule of contractual interpretation known as "contra proferentem" shall not
apply to the interpretation or construction of this Agreement, such that it shall be
irrelevant which Party drafted any particular provision hereof and any
interpretation of the terms of this Agreement shall not be construed against the
Party who reduced to writing the terms of this Agreement arrived at jointly by the
Parties.

Schedules

The following Schedules, as may be amended from time to time, are attached to this
Agreement and made a part hereof:
Schedule "A" - Seismic Data Listing
If there is any conflict or inconsistency between a provIsIon of the body of this
Agreement and that of any Schedule, the provision of the body of this Agreement shall
prevail to the extent of the inconsistency. The Schedules may contain other terms and
conditions which shall be incorporated into this Agreement.
4.

Grant of License

Licensor hereby grants to Licensee a non-exclusive, non-transferable license to use the
Data subject to the terms and conditions hereof.

5.

Consideration

Concurrently with the execution of this Agreement, the Parties have entered into the
Share Purchase Agreement dated October 1, 2016 as consideration for the license of
the Data by Licensor to Licensee. In addition, Licensee shall be solely responsible for all
applicable copying, processing/reprocessing, handling, reproduction and splicing
charges, shipping and insurance costs, any and all applicable taxes including GST, and
Licensor's reasonable internal costs relating to the preparation of the Data for delivery.

6.

Delivery of Data and Payment of Charges and Taxes
(a)

Licensor shall commence delivery of Data to Licensee, Storage Contractor or
Consultant, as applicable, upon the completion of the sale as per the Sale
Agreement. As per Section ·5 and 6 hereof, costs associated therewith shall be at
the sole expense of Licensor. Licensee shall have a period of six (6) months
from the date of this Agreement, to provide written notice to Licensor of any
missing Data and/or discrepancies in any Data received. It is understood
between the Parties, that in the absence of said six (6) months written notice,
Licensor shall not be responsible for providing any further Data related to
copying. With respect to cropped/partial 3D's only, nothing herein is intended to
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deny Licensee from making reprocessing requests during the term of this
Agreement, which shall be at the sole expense of Licensee.

7.

(b)

Within a reasonable time period from delivery of a copy of the Data to Licensee,
Licensor or an applicable Third Party seismic processor, as the case may be,
shall deliver to Licensee an invoice detailing all associated charges and taxes, as
more fully outlined in Section 5, applicable to the preparation, processing,
handling, splicing, shipping, insurance, copying and or reprocessing and delivery
of the Data. Licensee shall pay in full the amount set out on the invoice(s)
provided, within thirty (30) days of provision thereof by Licensor or an applicable
Third Party seismic processor.

(c)

Licensee is exclusively liable for and shall pay before delinquency all taxes
including GST, duties, assessments, charges or other impositions imposed or
levied on Licensee or Lic~nsor in respect of the licensing of Data by Licensor
hereunder, and Licensee shall, as a separate and independent covenant,
indemnify and hold harmless Licensor and it's Additional lndemnitees against all
claims incurred due to Licensee's failure to do so.

Term and Termination

(a)

The term of this Agreement shall be fqr an initial period of twenty-five (25) years
(the "Initial Term") and provided Licensee is not in default of any terms or
conditions contained in this Agreement at the date of expiration of the Initial
Term, then this Agreement shall be renewed automatically and the term
extended for a further period of twenty-five (25) years, unless either Party gives
the other Party thirty (30) days prior written notice of its intention not to renew
prior to such expiry date, subject to any earlier termination pursuant to Clause
7(b) or ?(c).

(b)

In the event that Licensee or a Third Party for which the Licensee is responsible,
breaches any term or condition contemplated by Clauses 5 (as to the
consideration), 11, 13 or 14, this Agreement at the option of the Licensor, shall
immediately terminate upon written notice to Licensee. In the event Licensee or
any Third Party for which Licensee is responsible, breaches any other provision
in this Agreement, including failure to make payment as called for herein, and
subsequently fail to remedy such breach within thirty (30) days following notice of
such breach from Licensor, this Agreement, at the option of Licensor, may be
terminated at any time thereafter by Licensor upon written notice to Licensee.

(c)

In the event Licensee: (1) makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors; (2)
admits in writing its inability to pay debts as they become due; (3) becomes or is
likely to become insolvent; (4) institutes or is the subject of any proceedings
under any law for relief of debtors, insolvency, receivership, bankruptcy, windingup, dissolution, or the Companies' Creditors Arrangement Act (Canada) (or
similar legislation, each amended); (5) appoints a receiver, trustee, monitor or
liquidator over any assets of Licensee; or (6) ceases to carry on business, this
Agreement shall immediately terminate.

(d)

Upon expiration or termination of this Agreement for any reason whatsoever,
Licensee shall, within Thirty (30) days from such expiration or termination, return
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or destroy all Data and Derivatives licensed hereunder and provide Licensor with
written certification that:
(i)

all copies of the Data and Derivatives have been returned to Licensor or
destroyed;

(ii)

all Data and Derivatives have been removed from Licensee's storage and
archival systems, workstations and prospect files; and

(iii)

neither Licensee nor any Third Parties provided Data or Derivatives
hereunder have retained any copies of the Data and/or Derivatives.

Notwithstanding the terms of this Section 7(e), if Licensee's computer system
automatically backs up information, Licensee is not obliged to remove the Data
from its backed up records provided that it does not access the backed up Data.
The terms of this Agreement will apply to the backed up Data until it is deleted in
the normal course of business.
(e)

8.

9.

Provided for clarity, Reprocessed Data shall be used by the Licensee pursuant to
the terms and conditions hereof (including specifically the provisions relating to
confidentiality, Disclosure, and Transfer) and such terms and conditions and
restrictions shall survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement.

No Warranty Regarding Accuracy, Quality or Timing of Delivery of Data
(a)

Licensor does not warrant in any way the accuracy or quality of the Data supplied
by it or any Third Party hereunder and Licensee acknowledges that it is
accepting the Data "as is". Any action taken or expenditure made by Licensee or
any other Person as a result of the use or review of the Data shall be at
Licensee's sole risk, cost and expense and Licensor shall not be liable in any
way for any error or inaccuracy in the Data, which error or inaccuracy might have
induced the making of such expenditure. In the event that Licensee's copy of
Data is to be provided to Licensee by a Third Party data processor, Licensor
does not warrant the timing of the delivery of the Data from the Third Party data
processor to Licensee. Any expenditure, commitment or development plans
made by Licensee or any other Person, in anticipation of Data delivery by such
Third Party data processor shall be at Licensee's sole cost, risk and expense and
Licensor shall not be liable in any way for any delays or other unsuitable delivery
timing occasioned by the Third Party data processor or for any losses, damages
or claims whether direct or consequential arising therefrom.

(b)

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, other than for
breaches of confidentiality, in no event shall either Party be liable for punitive,
indirect, incidental or consequential damages resulting from or arising out of this
Agreement, including, without limitation, loss of profit or business interruption,
however same may be caused.

Ownership of the Data
(a)

Licensor reserves all rights in and to the Data and Licensor shall be entitled,
without the generality of the foregoing, to grant further licenses or viewing rights
in respect of the Data, to any Person, in Licensor's sole unfettered discretion.
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(b)

(c)

10.

All Derivatives shall be:
(i)

owned by Licensor; and

(ii)

used by Licensee pursuant to the terms and conditions hereof (including
specifically the provisions relating to confidentiality, Disclosure, and
Transfer).

Provided for clarity, Reprocessed Data shall be used by the Licensee pursuant to
the terms and conditions hereof (including specifically the provisions relating to
confidentiality, Disclosure, and Transfer) and such terms and conditions and
restrictions shall survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement.

Warranty Regarding Ownership
Licensor represents and warrants that it has the right to grant the license to Licensee
hereunder. Licensor shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless Licensee, its Related
Entities and the officers, directors, employees, agents and consultants of Licensee
Related Entities, from and against any and all claims, losses, expenses, damages,
costs, penalties, suits and liabilities of every kind whatsoever arising out of or relating to
any breach of this representation and warranty.
If an action is brought against Licensee or its Related Entities as a result of breach of
this Section 10, Licensee will promptly give written notice to Licensor of such action.
Upon receiving such notice, Licensor will defend the indemnified party at Licensor's own
cost arid expense, it being understood that Licensor will have entire control of the
defence. Licensee agrees to cooperate, and to cause any of its Related Entities to
cooperate, in any such defence as reasonably requested by Licensor and at Licensor's
expense.

11.

Confidential Treatment of Data
(a)

Licensee acknowledges and agrees that the Data is confidential, valuable and
material to the interests, business and affairs of Licensor. Except as provided in
this Agreement, Licensee shall maintain the Data strictly confidential and shall
not use, Disclose, Transfer or otherwise dispose of the Data, directly or indirectly,
to any Third Party, nor shall LiGensee permit any Third Party to have access, use
or actual or constructive possession of the Data for any purposl3 other than the
limited purposes set out in this Agreement.

(b)

Licensee shall at its own cost and expense:
(i)

establish and maintain effective security measures to safeguard the Data
from access or use not authorized under this Agreement with at least the
same degree of care to avoid unauthorized use, reproduction, disclosure,
dissemination or publication of Licensor's Data as Licensee employs with
respect to its own most-valuable confidential or proprietary information,
provided that such degree of care shall in all cases be no less than
reasonable care;
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(c)

(ii)

ensure that each Person, including all Persons to whom Disclosure or
Transfer is permitted herein, to whom the Licensor's Data has been
disclosed hereunder complies with the level of confidentiality
contemplated by this Agreement at all times and each _such Person has
executed a written confidentiality agreement in respect of Licensor's Data
incorporating the terms and conditions respecting confidentiality of this
Agreement prior to receiving any Data; and

(iii)

notify Licensor promptly if Licensee becomes aware of a suspected or
actual breach of this Agreement, and shall promptly take all reasonable
steps to prevent or stop such suspected or actual breach.

Exceptions to Obligations of Confidentiality:
The confidentiality obligations of Licensee and any Person permitted to receive
Data from Licensee as provided for herein as set forth in this Section 11 shall not
apply to the extent that the Data is:
(i)

information which was already in the possession of Licensee prior to the
date of this Agreement and which was not obtained (whether directly or
indirectly) from Licensor or a Third Party on behalf of Licensor under a
duty of confidence (all as evidenced in writing);

(ii)

information which is subsequently developed independently by Licensee
without any reference to or use of the Data as proven by documentary
evidence of Licensee;

(iii)

information which is publicly available at the date of this Agreement or
subsequently becomes publicly available otherwise than by breach of this
Agreement or of any other obligation of confidentiality owed to Licensor
by Licensee, or any permitted Person that Licensee has provided Data to;

(iv)

information which is subsequently disclosed to Licensee by a Third party
which Third party did not obtain such information (whether directly or
indirectly) from Licensor or a Third Party on behalf of Licensor under a
duty of confidence;

(v)

information which may be required to be disclosed by the Regulations,
including any order of a court, regulatory body, administrative tribunal or
other governmental agency, or recognized stock exchange, having lawful
authority to order or compel such disclosure, provided that, if reasonably
possible to do so, Licensee first gives timely written notice to Licensor to
permit Licensor an opportunity to oppose such disclosure or otherwise
take steps to restrict such disclosure or protect Licensor's Data (and
Licensee shall provide reasonable assistance to Licensor in so doing); or

(vi)

information which is approved for release in writing by Licensor prior to
any release thereof by Licensee.

For the purposes of this Section 11 (c), Data which is specific shall not be
determined to be within the foregoing exceptions (a) through (f) inclusive, merely
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because it is embraced by general information in the public knowledge or in the
possession of Licensee or Persons permitted to receive Data as provided for
herein. Any combination of data which comprises part of the Data shall not be
determined "to be within the foregoing exceptions (a) through (f) inclusive, merely
because the individual parts of that Data are in the public knowledge or in the
prior possession of Licensee or Persons permitted to receive Data as provided
for herein unless the combination itself is in the public knowledge or in the prior
possession of Licensee or Persons permitted to receive Data as provided for
herein.

12.

Copying and Reprocessing of Data and Derivatives
(a)

Licensee may make copies of any Data or Derivatives for the sole purpose of
using such copies pursuant to the rights granted herein, provided that Licensee
shall incorporate internal controls to identify the Data as exclusive and perpetual
licensed right granted to Licensor and ensure the confidential treatment of the
Data and Derivatives. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, all data
rooms and marketing presentations shall bear the following notice:
"NOTICE
This data is proprietary to and a trade secret of Perpetual Energy
Operating Corp. The use of this data is restricted to companies holding a
valid use license from Perpetual Energy Operating Corp., and is subject to
the confidentiality terms and conditions of that license. The data may be
disclosed or transferred only as expressly authorized in the license.
Unauthorized disclosure, use, reproduction, processing, reprocessing or
transfer of this data to or by a third party is strictly prohibited."

13.

(b)

Such notice shall not be removed, obliterated, concealed or otherwise obscured
by Licensee or those to whom the Data or Derivatives is Disclosed or
Transferred, as permitted in this Agreement.

(c)

Should Licensee reprocess any of the PEOC's seismic data during the period
Licensee is permitted to view same, any such reprocessing shall be at the sole
cost and expense of Licensee. Upon such request, PEOC shall provide and
make available all necessary field tapes and raw data, if available, to a Third
Party seismic processor of Licensee's choice. PEOC shall receive a copy of such
reprocessed seismic data, at no cost to PEOC. Should such reprocessing occur,
Licensee shall be entitled, at Licensee sole cost, risk and expense, to a licensed
copy of the PEOC's seismic data that Licensee ·elected to be reprocessed.

Permitted Disclosure of Data and Derivatives
(a)

Related Entities: Licensee may Disclose or Transfer the Data or Derivatives to a
Related Entity with no additional license fee payable to Licensor provided,
however, that the Related Entity shall agree in writing to be bound by the terms
and conditions of this Agreement to the same extent as is the Licensee, and any
such Disclosure or Transfer of the Data or Derivatives shall not, in any way,
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relieve or diminish the obligations owed by Licensee to Licensor pursuant to this
Agreement. In the event that any Person to whom Data or Derivatives was
Transferred to by Licensee ceases to be a Related Entity of Licensee, all rights of
usage of that Person shall then· immediately cease and any copies of the Data or
Derivatives then in the possession of such Person shall immediately be returned
to Licensee and be subject to the provisions on return set out in Section 7(d).
(b)

Employees. Agents. Officers and Directors: Licensee may Disclose and make
available, but may not Transfer, the Data or Derivatives to any of its employees,
agents, officers and directors; provided that Licensee shall ensure that all such
Persons are aware of its and their confidentiality obligations under the provisions
of this Agreement before Disclosing any of the Data or Derivatives to such
Persons and Licensee shall take all such other steps as are necessary to ensure
that such Persons comply with the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
Licensee shall be directly responsible to Licensor for the compliance of Persons
Disclosed the Data by Licensee as permitted herein and shall be liable to
Licensor and shall as a separate and independent covenant, indemnify Licensor
and its Additional lndemnitees in accordance with this Agreement for damages
caused to Licensor as a result of the breach of any· of the terms or conditions
hereof by such Persons.

(c)

Consultants: Licensee may Disclose and make available, but may not transfer,
the Data or Derivatives to a Consultant retained by Licensee to reprocess and/or
interpret the Data or Derivatives, provided that the Consultant shall agree, in
writing (a copy of which, upon request, will be provided to Licensor), that the
reprocessing and/or interpretation of the Data or Derivatives performed by the
Consultant shall be for the sole benefit of Licensee (but at Licensee's cost) and
that the Consultant shall not retain any copies of the Data or Derivatives or the
results of the reprocessing and/or interpretation thereof and, upon completion of
same, shall deliver all copies thereof to Licensee.

(d)

Prospective Partners/Acquirers/Purchasers: Licensee may Disclose as provided
herein, but may not Transfer, the Data or Derivatives to: (i) Prospective Joint
Venture Partners and (ii) ·Prospective Acquirers, and (iii) Prospective Purchasers
provided that all Third Parties to whom disclosure is to be made hereunder shall
first agree, in writing, to all of the following:
(i)

any Disclosure to a Prospective Acquirer, Prospective Joint Venture
Partner or Prospective Purchaser shall be limited to portions of the Data
or Derivatives displaying only Data or Derivatives relevant to those
geographical areas which are the subject of negotiations between
. Licensee and such Prospective Acquirer, Prospective Joint Venture
Partner or Prospective Purchaser; .

(ii)

the Prospective Acquirer, Prospective Joint Venture Partner or
Prospective Purchaser shall not utilize the Data or Derivatives to make
any regional geophysical interpretation or evaluation of the lands covered
by such Data, or Derivatives;

(iii)

such Disclosure shall be made to Prospective Acquirers, Prospective
Joint Venture Partners or Prospective Purchasers for no longer than the
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time reasonably required to evaluate the prospective transaction on the
premises of Licensee, in a secure environment whereby said Prospective
Acquirer or Prospective Joint Venture Partner or Prospective Purchaser is
unable to make or remove copies, transcriptions or reproductions
(including tracings) of the Data or Derivatives or use any electronic
equipment to photocopy or transmit from such premises electronically or
by other means;
(iv)

each Prospective Acquirer, Prospective Joint Venture Partner or
Prospective Purchaser, prior to being given access to the Data or
Derivatives, shall agree to maintain the Data or Derivatives in confidence;
and

(v)

in the event that any Prospective Acquirer, Prospective Joint Venture
Partner or Prospective Purchaser becomes an Acquirer, Joint Venture
Partner or Purchaser, as the case may be and wishes to use the Data or
Derivatives for any purpose, such Third Party will be required to negotiate
its own license to the Data with Licensor .if such Third Party wishes to
continue to view and use the Data and Derivatives.

(e)

Government Agencies: The Data or Derivatives may be Disclosed by Licensee
to government agencies only to the extent that such disclosure is specifically
required by law in effect from time to time. Licensee agrees to immediately
inform Licensor upon the receipt of any request or demand for disclosure made
upon Licensee by a government agency. Licensor shall have the right to dispute
with the government agency, such government agency's right to access the Data
or Derivatives at its sole expense and Licensee shall provide Licensor with all
information pertaining to the government request.

(f)

Storage Contractors: The Data or Derivatives may be delivered to the custody of
bona fide Storage Contractor, provided that such contractors are not, directly or
indirectly through an entity related to them, in the business of exploring for or
producing hydrocarbons and that the Storage Contractor agrees in writing to
maintain the Data or Derivatives in confidence on terms and conditions at least
as strict as provided herein and to make such Data or Derivatives available only
to Licensee or-those authorized by Licensee as provided herein prior to receiving
any Data or Derivatives.

(g)

Liability for Third Parties: Licensee shall cause all Third Parties to whom it
Discloses, Transfers or otherwise provides access, use or possession of the
Data or Derivatives to comply with all terms and conditions herein contained as if
such Third Parties were a signatory hereto. Licensee, on its own behalf and on
behalf of the Persons permitted to receive Data or Derivatives hereunder, shall
be liable for and shall as a separate and independent covenant indemnify and
hold harmless Licensor and its Additional Indemnities for all losses, costs,
damages, expenses and liabilities whatsoever (including those on a solicitor
client basis) which Licensor may suffer, sustain, pay or incur from any use or
disclosure of the Data or Derivatives by the Licensee and/or any of the Persons
permitted to receive Data or Derivatives hereunder, or· any of their respective
Representatives, which is not in compliance with the obligations imposed upon
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Licensee on its own behalf and on behalf of the of the Persons permitted to
receive Data or Derivatives hereunder pursuant to this Agreement.
Licensee, for and on behalf of the of the Persons permitted to receive Data or
Derivatives hereunder, agrees that Licensor or its Additional lndemnitees shall
have no liability to all or any of the Persons permitted to receive Data or
Derivatives hereunder, or any of them, as a result of the use or Disclosure of the
Data or Derivatives by or to the Persons permitted to receive Data or Derivatives
or for errors or omissions therein and, as a separate and independent covenant,
Licensee shall indemnify and hold harmless Licensor and its Additional
lndemnitees against any claim by any or all of the Persons permitted to receive
Data or Derivatives hereunder arising from use of or reliance on same.
14.

Assignment

Except as expressly authorized herein, Licensee may not assign or transfer all or any
portion of this Agreement without prior written consent of Licensor, which consent may
be withheld in Licensor's sole discretion. A change of Control of Licensee shall be
deemed an assignment of this Agreement.
15.

16.

Remedies for Breach
(a)

Licensee agrees that Licensor and Additional lndemnitees will be irreparably
injured by any breach of this Agreement by Licensee or Third Parties who have
been Disclosed, Transferred or provided Data hereunder or under any other
agreement permitted hereunder and that monetary damages may not be an
adequate remedy for such breach. Accordingly, Licensor shall be entitled to
seek injunctive relief to prevent breaches of this Agreement, and to specifically
enforce the terms and conditions hereof, in addition to any other remedy to which
Licensor may be entitled, whether hereunder, at law or in equity.

(b)

In addition, Licensee shall be liable to Licensor and its Additional lndemnitees
and shall, as a separate independent covenant indemnify Licensor and its
Additional Indemnities for all losses, costs, damages and expenses whatsoever
(including legal fees on a solicitor and own client basis) which Licensor may
suffer, sustain, pay or incur as a result of any breach of the terms or conditions of
this Agreement by Licensee or Third Parties who have been Disclosed,
Transferred or provided Data hereunder.

Enurement

This Agreement shall enure to the benefit of and be binding upon the Parties hereto and
their respective successors and permitted assigns.

17.

Jurisdiction

This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with and governed by the laws of the
Province of Alberta and the Parties acknowledge and agree that all matters in dispute
hereunder shall be dealt with exclusively in the Courts of the Province of Alberta.
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18.

Entire Agreement
This Agreement supersedes and replaces any and all of the written or oral
communications made between the Parties with respect to the Data, and constitutes the
entire agreement between the Parties with respect to the specific subject matter hereof.
No variation, alteration or modification of this Agreement shall be accepted unless
reduced to writing and agreed to by both Parties.
·

19.

Waiver
It is further understood and agreed that no failure or delay by Licensor in exercising any
right, power or privilege under this Agreement shall operate as a waiver thereof nor shall
any single or partial exercise thereof preclude any other or future exercise of any right,
power or privilege hereunder.

20.

Time of the Essence
Time shall be of the essence of this Agreement.

21.

Further Assurances
Each Party hereto shall perform such further acts and execute and deliver such further
documents necessary to give effect to the provisions hereof.

22.

Notices
All notices, consents and other instruments which are required or may be given pursuant
to this Agreement must be given in writing and delivered personally or by facsimile as
follows:

Per etual Ener
2900, 605 5th Avenue S.W.
Calgary AB
T2P3H5

3200, 605 5th Avenue S.W.
Calgary AB
T2P 3H5

Attention:

Attention: Brad Rowsell

or in accordance with the latest unrevoked instructions delivered by one Party to the
other. All notices will be deemed to have been duly given at the time of delivery or, in
the case of facsimile, on the first business day after faxing.

23.

Survivability
The respective rights and obligations of the Parties contained vvithin Clauses 7(e), 9, 11,
12, 13, 15 and 21 shall survive termination or expiry of this Agreement, for any cause.
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24.

Provisions Severable

Each provision of this Agreement is intended to be severable. If, in any jurisdiction, any
provision of this Agreement, or the application of such provision to any Person or
circumstance, is restricted or prohibited or is held to be illegal or invalid or
unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement, or the application of such provision to
any Person or circumstance other than those to which it held to be illegal, invalid or
unenforceable, shall not be affected thereby.

25.

No Joint Venture or Other Relationship

This Agreement is intended only to facilitate the licensing, Disclosure and Transfer of
Data, and deliverables between the Parties and is not intended to be, and shall not
construed to create a joint venture association, partnership, or other business
organization or agency arrangement between the Parties.

26.

Counterparts

This Agreement may be executed and delivered by facsimile or in electronic formats, in
as many separate counterparts as the Parties consider necessary, each of which, when
a counterpart has been executed by each Party, shall be considered to be an original
and all of which taken together shall constitute one and the same instrument. A
facsimile of a counterpart executed by a Party shall be acceptable evidence of the
execution by the Party of that counterpart.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF duly authorized representatives of the Parties hereto have executed
this Agreement as of the day and year first above written.
PERPETUAL ENERGY OPERATING CORP.
Per: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PERPETUAL OPERATING CORP.
Per:

-----------Title:
------------
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SCHEDULE "A"
to a Non-Exclusive Seismic Data License Agreement
dated the __day of _ _ _ 20_,
[2D and 3D Data]
as Described on Attached Listings
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PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST
(Vendor)

- and PERPETUAL ENERGY OPERATING CORP.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT

Eastern Shallow Gas Alberta

DATE: October 1, 2016
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PURCHASE AN D SA LE AG lR.EEMIENT

Area: Eastern Shallow Gas Alberta
THIS AGREEMENT made the 1st day of October, 2016
BETWEEN:

PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, a trust registered to carry on
business in the Province of Alberta and having an office in the City
of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta ("Vendor'')
- and -

PIElR.PIElUA l IENIERGY OPERATING CORP., a body corporate
registered to carry on business in the Province of Alberta and having
an office in the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta
(hereinafter referred to as "Purchaser")
WHEREAS Vendor has agreed to sell the Assets to Purchaser and Purchaser has agreed to
purchase the Assets from Vendor on the terms and condHions set forth herein;
AND WHEREAS the Purchaser has agreed - to provide a licensed copy of the Purchaser
Proprietary Seismic Data <as defined herein} to the Vendor and the Vendor has agreed to provide
or cause to be provided a licensed copy of the Third Party Proprietary Seismic Data <as defined
herein} to the Purchaser each upon the term~ set forth in this Agreement'
NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the premises and the mutual covenants and warranties
herein contained, the parties agree as follows:
ART!CllE ! - !NTIERPRETA 7i!ON
1.01
DefiD11 iUons. In this Agreement, including the recitals and the Schedules, the
following terms have the following meanings:
(a)

.fc}(.)CE i 5921971\ 1
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"Abandonment and Reclamation Obligations" means all past, present and future
obligations to:
(i)

abandon wells and close, decommission, dismantle and remove
structures, foundations, buildings, pipelines, equipment and other facilities
located on the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith or used or
previously used in respect of Hydrocarbon Substances produced or
previously produced from the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith;
and/or

(i i)

restore, remediate and reclaim the surface and subsurface locations
thereof and lands used to gain access thereto; including such obligations
relating to wells, pipelines and facilities which were abandoned or
decommissioned prior to the Closing Date that were located on the Lands
or lands pooled or unitized therewith or that were located on other lands

2

and used in respect of Hydrocarbon Substances produced or previously
produced from the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith;
all in accordance with generally accepted oil and gas industry practices in the
province where the Assets are located and in compliance with Applicable Law;
(b)

"AER Administration Fee" means the fees payable to the AER on account of the
2016 administration fees to support the AER's operations;

(c)

"AER" means The Alberta Energy Regulator and any predecessor or successor
· thereof;

(d)

"AFEs" means authorities for expenditure, mail ballots, cash calls or other similar
approvals issued pursuant to the Title and Operating Documents as identified on
Schedule "G";

(e)

"Affiliate" of a Party means a corporation, trust or partnership that controls the
Party, is controlled by the Party or is controlled by the same person, corporation,
trust or partnership that controls the Party and for which purpose a corporation
shall be deemed to be controlled by those persons, corporations, trusts or
partnerships who own or effectively control, other than by way of security only,
sufficient voting shares of the corporation (whether directly through the ownership
of shares of the corporation or indirectly through the ownership of shares of
another corporation which directly or indirectly owns shares of the corporation) to
elect the majority of its board of directors and a partnership or trust shall be
deemed to be controlled by those persons, corporations, trusts or partnerships that
are able to determine policies or material decisions of that partnership or trust,
provided that a partnership which is composed solely of corporations which are
Affiliates, as described above, shall be deemed to be an Affiliate of each such
corporation and its other Affiliates;

(f)

"Applicable Law" means, in relation to any Person, property or circumstance:
(i)

statutes (including regulations enacted thereunder);

(ii)

judgments and orders of courts of competent jurisdiction;

(iii)

regulations, orders and directives issued by Government Authorities; and ·

(iv)

the terms and conditions of all permits, licences, approvals and
authorizations;

which are applicable to such Person, property or circumstance;

7880987.1

(g)

"Assets" means the Vendor's interest in the Hydrocarbon Interests, Tangibles and
Miscellaneous Interests

{h)

"Business Day" means a day other than Saturday or Sunday or a statutory holiday
in Calgary, Alberta;

3
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(i)

"Certificate" means a written certification of a matter or matters of fact which, if
required from a corporation, shall be made by an officer of the corporation, on
behalf of the corporation and not in any personal capacity;

U)

"Closing" means the conveyance of the Assets, the payment by Purchaser of the
Purchase Price and the delivery of all documents required hereby;

(k)

"Closing Time" means 12:01am (Calgary time) October 1, 2016; or such other time
and date as may be agreed upon in writing by Vendor and Purchaser;

(I)

"Closing Statement" has the meaning ascribed to that term in Subclause 11.01 (h);

(m)

"Consequential Losses" means any consequential, incidental, punitive, special,
exemplary or indirect damages, cost or deferred profits or revenues, loss of
business opportunity, losses based on loss of use or other business interruption
losses and damages;

(n)

"Crown" means the Crown in right of the Province of Alberta, and any ministry of
the Crown, including Alberta Energy;

(o)

"Environmental Liability" means any Losses and Liabilities pertaining to the Assets
in respect of the environment, whether or not. caused by a breach of the
Regulations and whether or not resulting from operations conducted with respect
to the Assets, including Losses and Liabilities in respect of the Assets related to:
(i)

the transportation, storage, use or disposal of toxic or hazardous
substances or hazardous, dangerous or non-dangerous oilfield substances
or waste;

(ii)

the release, spill, escape or emission of toxic or hazardous substances;

(iii)

any other pollution or contamination of the surface, substrata, soil, air,
ground water, surface water or marine environments;

(iv)

Losses and Liabilities suffered by Third Parties as a result of the
occurrences in Paragraphs (i), (ii) and (iii) of this Subclause; and

(v)

any obligations imposed by the Regulations to protect the environment or
to rectify environmental problems;

(p)

"Facilities" means the facility or facilities, if any, identified to Purchaser by Vendor
and set out in Schedule "B";

(q)

"Field Contracts" means all contracts in the field for items such as copiers, cell
phones, phones, internet services and truck leases;

(r)

"Final Statement of Adjustments" has the meaning ascribed to that term in
Subclause 11.01 (i);

4
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(s)

"GAAP" or ''Generally Accepted Accounting Principles" means generally accepted
accounting principles set forth in the GICA Handbook published by the Canadian
Institute of Chartered Accountants or any successor institute;

(t)

"Governmental Authority" means any domestic government, whether federal,
provin~ial, state, territorial, local, regional, municipal, or other political jurisdiction,
and any agency, authority, instrumentality, court, tribunal, board, commission,
bureau, arbitrator, arbitration tribunal or other tribunal, or any quasi-governmental
or other entity, insofar as it exercises a legislative, judicial, regulatory,
administrative, expropriation or taxing power or function of or pertaining to
government having jurisdiction over the Assets, the Parties or the Transaction;

(u)

"GST" means the goods and services tax provided for under the Excise Tax Act
(Canada), as amended, and the regulations thereunder, or any successor or
parallel federal or provincial legislation that imposes a tax on the recipient of goods
and services;

(v)

"Hydrocarbon Interests" means the interests of Vendor set out in Schedule "A" in
the Leases to the extent that they apply to the Lands and includes any of the
following rights and interests to the extent derived from such Leases or the
ownership of the Hydrocarbon Substances:
(i)

the interest and right of Vendor in any lands or leases with which the
Hydrocarbon Substances granted by the Leases have been pooled or
unitized;

(ii)

any existing contractual right to earn an interest under a farmin or similar
arrangement; and

(iii)

any overriding royalty, net profits interest or other encumbrance accruing to
Vendor however specifically excluding receipt of royalties associated with
any gross royalty trust certificates;

(w)

"Hydrocarbon Substances" means petroleum, natural gas and related
hydrocarbons and all other substances (whether hydrocarbon or not), including
sulphur, capable of being produced in association with any of them and produced
and/or sourced water or disposal water wells;

(x)

"Lands" means the existing lands and Leases, formations and associated Leased
Substances set out in Schedule "A" ;

(y)

"Leased Substances" means all Hydrocarbon Substances, rights to or in respect of
which are granted, reserved or otherwise conferred by or under the Leases;

(z)

"Leases" means, collectively, the various leases, licences, permits, reservations,
certificates of title and other documents of title and agreements by virtue of which
Vendor is entitled to explore for,. recover, remove or dispose of Hydrocarbon
Substances within, upon or under the Lands or lands with which the Lands are
pooled set out in Schedule "A" and includes, if applicable, all renewals and
extensions of those documents and all documents issued in substitution therefore;
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(aa)

"Losses and Liabilities" means all claims, liabilities, actions, proceedings,
demands, losses, costs, penalties, fines, damages and expenses which may be
sustained or incurred by any of a Party, its directors, officers, agents and
employees, including reasonable legal fees and disbursements on a solicitor and
its own client basis;

(bb)

"Material Contracts" means those agreements which are set forth in Schedule "D"
hereto and, to the extent directly related to the Assets, any of following agreements
which are not terminable on thirty-one (31) days' notice or less without early
termination penalty or cost:

(cc)

(i)

agreements for the sale of Hydrocarbon Substances;

(ii)

gas balancing or similar agreements;

(iii)

agreements for the transportation,
Hydrocarbon Substances;

(iv)

agreements for the injection or subsurface disposal of substances;

(v)

construction, ownership and operation agreements relating to any of the
Tangibles; and

(vi)

agreements for the use of wellbores or for the operation of any Wells or
Tangibles by a Third Party;

processing, or disposal of the

"Miscellaneous lnter~sts" means the interest of Vendor in all property , assets and
rights (other than the Hydrocarbon Interests and the Tangibles) to the extent they
pertain directly to the Hydrocarbon Interests or the Tangibles, including:
(i)

the Title and Operating Documents;

(ii)

Field Contracts;

(iii)

the Surface Rights;

(iv)

the Wells, including the well bores and casing for the Wells; and

(v)

the Vendor Proprietary Seismic Data; and

(vi)

all non-interpretative production and engineering information, Facility and
other records, files, reports, data, correspondence and documents that, in
Vendor's reasonable judgement, relate directly to the Assets;

Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the parties, however, the Miscellaneous
Interests shall not include agreements, documents or data to the extent that:
(A)

7880987.1

they pertain to Vendor's proprietary technology,
economic evaluations;

interpretations or
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(B)

they are owned or licensed by third parties with restrictions on thefr
deliverability or disclosure by Vendor to any assignee which is not an
affiliate of Vendor; or

(C)

they are referred to specifically as exclusions in Schedule "A";

(dd)

"Orp~an Well Levy" means the annual levy paid to the AER which represents a
licensee's proportionate share of sector liability as determined by the Licensee
Liability Rating (LLR) program and the Oilfield Waste Liability (OWL) programs of
the AER;

(ee)

"Party" means a party to this Agreement;

(ff)

"Permitted Encumbrances" means:
(i)

liens for taxes, assessments and governmental charges which are not due
or delinquent at the Closing Time;

(ii)

mechanics', builders', materialmen's or similar liens for services rendered
or goods supplied for which payment is not then due;

(iii)

easements, rights of way, servitudes and other similar rights in lands which
in total do not materially impair the use of the Assets as being used at the
Closing Time;

(iv)

the royalties, other encumbrances and reductions in interest described in
Schedule "A";

(v)

the terms and conditions of the Title and Operating documents provided
that all royalties, net profit interests, reductions in interest and other
burdens and encumbrances must be disclosed in Schedule "A" to qualify
as a Permitted Encumbrance pursuant to this Subclause 1.01 (hh)(v);

(vi)

the express or implied reservations or exceptions in any grants or transfers
of mineral rights from the Crown;

(vii)

legally binding requirements imposed by statutes or governmental boards,
tribunals or authorities concerning rates of production from operations on
any of the Lands or otherwise affecting recoverability of Hydrocarbon
Substances from the Lands and which are generally applicable to the oil
and gas industry in Alberta;

(viii)

provisions for penalties and forfeitures under operating procedures or
similar agreements which will arise if Vendor elects, after the relevant time,
and in accordance with Clause 6.02, not to participate in operations on the
Lands to which the penalty or forfeiture will apply; and

(ix)

any defects or deficiencies in title to the Assets disclosed in this
Agreement;

7
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(gg)

"Person" means any individual (or group of individuals), corporation, limited or
unlimited liability company, joint venture, · partnership (limited or general), trust,
trustee, executor or similar official, Governmental Authority or other legal entity;

(hh)

"Pipelines" means the pipelines identified in Schedule "C";

(ii)

"Place of Closing" means the office of Vendor's lawyers located at 2400, 525 8th
Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberta or such other place as Vendor and Purchaser may
agree;

OD

"Prime Rate" means the per annum rate designated as the prime rate for Canadian
dollar commercial loans by the main Calgary branch of the Bank of Montreal, with
any change to that rate being effective under this Agreement on the same day as it
is made effective by that bank;

ilihl

"Purchase Price" means Ten Dollars ($10.00J as adiusted in accordance
Subclause 11 .01

!lli

fk-k:t-"Purchaser Proprietary Seismic Data" means the proprietary geophysical
information of Purchaser identified by the lines set forth in the attached as
Schedule A2 to the Seismic License Agreement"H" hereto, including:

rn-

with

i.

existing related support documentation, raw field data, observer's
notes, surveyor's field notes and any subsequent calculations or
displays which have been calculated from the field measurement;

11.

geophysical survey maps, chainers' notes, drillers' notes, survey
audit notes, SEGP1 location data, shot point location maps;

iii.

CDP stack section digital data, CDP stack section prints, 3D bin
maps, digital data in workstation loadable format, section prints, or
any other forms or geophysical maps, including scanned or
digitized data~

(mm)

(II) "Purchase Prioe" R=Joans Ton Do/tars ($10.00), as adjusted jn aooordanoo with
Subcl-auso 11 .01 (i);"Purchaser Seismic License Agreement" means the
agreement to be issued to Vendor by Purchaser in respect of the Purchaser
Proprietary Seismic Data substantially in the form attached as Schedule "F"·

~

(mm) "Regulations" means all statutes, laws, rules , orders, directives and
regulations in effect from time to time and made by Governmental Authority;

~

tRf17-"Representatives" means in respect of a Party:
(i)

its Affiliates; and

(ii)

the respective directors, officers, agents, advisors, consultants and
employees of such Party and its Affiliates;
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~

-~
"Right of First Refusal" means a right of first refusal, pre-emptive right of
purchase or similar right whereby a Third Party has the right to acquire or purchase
a portion of the Assets as a consequence of Vendor having agreed to sell the
Assets to Purchaser in accordance with the terms of this Agreement;

Lgru

~
"Security Interests" means any assignment, security, mortgage, charge,
pledge, negative pledge, lien or other security interest whatsoever or howsoever
created or arising whether absolute or contingent, fixed or floating, perfected or
not, which encumbers the title of Vendor or its Affiliates or any predecessor rn title
in and to the Assets or any part or portion thereof or the proceeds to be received
hereunder;

(qq)

"Seism ic Data" means the geophysical information identified by tho lines sot forth
in tho attac_
hed as Schedule i\1 or A2 to the Seismic License Agreement,
fncf.uding:
iv. existjng ret-0ted support documentation, ra\r1 #ol-d data, obsoru<or's

notes, surle;'-Or's field notes and any subsequent caloul-ations or
displ-ays whioh ha•,ie been cal-oulated from tho field measurement;
v. geophysical surfe;1 maps, chajRors' notes, drifters' notes, surv-e;,
audit notes, SEG.01 1-ocation data, shot point location maps;

vi . CDP stack section digital data, GD.0 stack section prints, 30 bin
maps, digital data in v10rkstation loadabf.o format, section prints, or
an;' other forms or geophysioal maps, ino!-uding scanned or
digitf:zod data; and
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(rr)

·'Seismic License Agreement" means the agreement to be issued to Purchaser or
Vendor, as the case may be, in respect of the Seismic Data, substantially in the
form attached as Schedule "F ':

Lill

fsst-"Specific Conveyances" means all conveyances, assignments, transfers,
novations and other documents or instruments that are reasonably required or
desirable, in accordance with normal oil and gas industry practices, to convey,
assign and transfer the Assets to Purchaser and to novate Purchaser into the Title
and Operating Documents in the place and stead of Vendor with respect to the
Assets, effective as of the Closing Time;

~

fttt"Surface Rights" means all rights to use the surface of land in connection with
the Assets, including the right to enter upon and occupy the surface of land on
which the Tangibles and the Wells are located and rights fo cross or otherwise use
the surface of land for access to the Assets, excluding any such rights that pertain
only to a well or wells other than the Wells;

!ID

~
"Tangibles" means Vendor's interests in the Facilities and all tangible
depreciable property and assets used or intended to be used solely in connection
with production, gathering, treatment, storage, compression, processing,
transportation, injection, removal or other operations relating to the Hydrocarbon
Interests and situated within or upon the Lands or lands with which they have been
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pooled, including the Pipelines, tangible equipment, if any, relating to the Wells
and downhole equipment;
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illW

f\P.+"Third Party" means any individual or entity other than Vendor and Purchaser,
or an Affiliate thereof, including any partnership, corporation, trust, unincorporated
organization, union, government and any department or agency thereof and any
heir, executor, administrator or other legal representative of an individual;

(vv)

"Third Party Proprietary Seismic Data" means the proprietary geophysical
information of Third Parties identified by the lines set forth in the Schedule ''H"
hereto including:
iv.

existing related support documentation. raw field data. observer's
notes. surveyor's field notes and any subsequent calculations or
displays which have been calculated from the field measurement:

v.

geophysical survey maps. chainers' notes. drillers' notes. survey
audit notes. SEGP1 location data. shot point location maps:

vi.

CDP stack section digital data. CDP stack section prints. 3P bin
maps. digital data in workstation loadable format. section prints or
any other forms or geophysical maps including scanned or
digitized data·

(ww}

"Third Party Seismic License Agreement" means the agreement to be issued to
Purchaser by PrairieSky Royalty Ltd. in respect of the Third Party Proprietary
Seismic Data substantially in the form attached as Schedule "F"·

(xx)

~
"Thirteenth Month Adjustment" means the accounting procedure performed
annually by an operator of particular Tangibles for the purpose of redistributing
certain revenues and expenses, including operating expenses, processing fee
revenues, excess capacity utilization fees and recoveries, royalties and. gas cost
allowances (or similar cost allowances);

~

~ "Title and Operating Documents" means, to the extent directly related to the
Hydrocarbon Interests and the Tangibles, or either of them, all agreements and
documents that relate to the ownership, operation or exploitation of the
Hydrocarbon Interests or the Tangibles, including:
(i)

the Leases;

(ii)

the Material Contracts;

(iii)

operating agreements, royalty agreements, farmout or farmin agreements,
option agreements, participation agreements, pooling agreements, sale
and purchase agreements and asset exchange agreements;

(iv)

agreements pertaining to the Surface Rights;
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(v)

agreements for the con~truction , ownership and operation of gas plants,
gas gathering systems and other Tangibles;

(vi)

agreements for the sale of Hydrocarbon Substances, transportation
agreements, treating agreements, processing agreements, injection or
subsurface disposal of substance agreements, use of wellbore
agreements and agreements for the operation of any Wells of Tangibles by
a Third Party that are terminable on thirty-one (31) days' notice or less
without an early termination penalty or other cost; and

(vii)

any approvals, authorizations or licences required under the Regulations
for the conduct of operations with respect to the Assets; including Well and
pipeline licences;

(zz)

fyy-j-"Transaction" means the entering into of this Agreement and the sale of the
Assets by Vendor to Purchaser pursuant to this Agreement;

~

' Venggr Prg12riet@rx §sii§mic Ds3t13J) me 9n§ the 100% prggriet9ry gegphysic91
inform@tion qf Vend9r as it pe[tains to the Lands 1 inclugin2 §!§ s@t forth in Schedule

"II! heretg, gnd including:

ill

existing related support documentation. raw field data. observer's notes.
surveyor's field notes and any subsequent calculations or displays which
have been calculated from the field measurementgeophysical survey maps. chainers' notes. drillers' notes. survey audit
notes. SEGP1 location data. shot point location maps:
CDP stack section digital data. CDP stack section prints. 30 bin maps.
digital data in workstation loadable format section prints. or any other
forms or geophysical maps. including scanned or digitized data: and

(bbb)

1.02
Agreement:
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fat-"Wells" means all producing, suspended, shut-in, abandoned, water source,
disposal or injection wells located in, upon or bottoming .under the Lands or any
lands pooled or unitiz~d therewith, including but not limited to those wells listed in
Schedule "B".

Schedules The following are the Schedules attached to and forming part of this

"A"

Lands, Leases and Hydrocarbon lnteres.ts

"B 1"

Well list

"B 2"

PEOC licence but not Beneficial list

"B 3"

Facility List

"B 4"

Major Facility List

"C"

Pipelines

"D"

Material Contracts
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"E 1"

Equipment List

"E 2"

Heavy Equipment

"F"

Form of Seismic License AgreementAgreements

"G"

AFEs

"H"

Purchaser and Third Party Proprietary Seismic Data

''I"

Vendor Proprietary Seismic Data [NTP :

we understand that this is nil, pllease

confirm.]
1.03
requires:

References and Interpretation Unless otherwise stated or the context otherwise

(a)

words importing the singular number include the plural and vice versa and words
importing the masculine gender include the feminine and neuter genders;

(b)

the division of this Agreement into sections and clauses and the insertion of
headings are for convenience of reference only and do not affect the construction
or interpretation of this Agreement;

(c)

the references "hereunder", "herein, and "hereof' refer to the provisions of this
Agreement,
and
references
to
"Article",
"Clause",
"Subclause",
"Paragraph" or "Subparagraph" herein refer to the specified Article, Clause,
Subclause, Paragraph or Subparagraph of this Agreement;

(d)

a capitalized derivative of a defined term will have a corresponding meaning;

(e)

whenever there occurs a word of general application or of a general class which is
stated to "include" a word or an enumerated list of words with a particular or
specific meaning, such particular or specific word or enumerated list of words of
particular or specific meaning shall not be interpreted so as to be an exhaustive list
of those matters or things falling within the word or general application or of a
general class;

(f)

all references herein to currency are references to currency of Canada; and

(g)

any reference to days refers to calendar days unless the reference is to Business
Days. If the time for doing any act expires on a day that is not a Business Day, the
time for doing that act will be extended to the next Business Day.

1.04
interpretation ~f Closing Does Not Occu r In the event that Closing does not
occur, each provision of this Agreement which presumes that Purchaser has acquired the Assets
shall be construed as having been contingent upon Closing having occurred.
1.05
Conflicts If there is any conflict or inconsistency between a provision of the body
of this Agreement and that of a Schedule or a conveyance document, the provision of the body of
this Agreement shall prevail.
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1.06
Vendor's Knowledge The knowledge or awareness of Vendor herein consists of
the actual knowledge or awareness of its current officers who are primarily responsible for the
matter in question in the course of their normal duties, after reasonable inquiry of Vendor's
applicable files and records. For these purposes, knowledge and awareness do not include the
knowledge of any Third Party or constructive knowledge. Vendor does not have any obligation to
make inquiry of Third Parties or the files and records of any Third Party or public authority in
connection with representations and warranties that are made to its knowledge or awareness.
ARTICLE II -SALE OF ASSETS AND RELATED MATTERS

2.01
Sale of Assets Upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this Agreement,
Vendor hereby sells, assigns, transfers, conveys and sets over to Purchaser, and Purchaser
purchases from Vendor, at the Closing Time, all of the right, title and interest of Vendor in the
Assets.
Payment of Purchase Price Purchaser hereby pays to Vendor the Purchase
2.02
Price, as adjusted for adjustments.
Allocation The Purchase Price will be allocated as follows:

2.03
(a)
(b)
(c)

to the Hydrocarbon Interests:
to the Tangibles:
to the Miscellaneous Interests:

$8.00
$1.90
$.10
$10.00

TOTAL

2.04
GST and Taxes The Purchase Price does not include GST. Purchaser hereby
pays to Vendor an amount equal to five (5%) percent of the portion of the Purchase Price
allocated to Tangibles and Miscellaneous Interests pursuant to Clause 2.03. Vendor shall remit
such amount to the appropriate taxation authorities in accordance with the Excise Tax Act
(Canada). Each Party represents that it holds a valid GST registration account number at the
date of Closing and that its registration number for GST purposes is:
Vendor:

86196 5861 RT0001

Purchaser:

86581 0881 RT0001

Purchaser shall also be solely liable for any and all sales and similar taxes imposed by provincial
or federal legislation in respect of the purchase of the Assets pursuant hereto. If Vendor, as agent
for the Crown, is required to collect such taxes, Purchaser shall pay the aggregate amount of such
taxes to Vendor at Closing. Vendor shall remit such amount to the appropriate authorities in
accordance with applicable legislation.
2.05
After Closing Purchaser shall be responsible for, and shall indemnify and save
Vendor harmless in respect of any amounts of GST and sales and similar taxes (including interest
and penalties) in respect of the purchase and sale of the Assets pursuant hereto which are in
excess of the amounts collected by Vendor from Purchaser at Closing
2.06
that:
7880987.1

Purchase Price Certainty For the avoidance of doubt, the Parties acknowledge
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(a)

the amount and the scope of the Abandonment and Reclamation Obligations and.
the Environmental Liabilities associated with the Assets are not capable of being
quantified at the time of Closing and depend upon numerous unknowable factors
that are not within the control of the Parties;

(b)

under Applicable Law, the Abandonment and Reclamation Obligations and the
Environmental Liabilities associated with the Assets are inextricably linked with
such Assets so that Purchaser will be liable for Abandonment and Reclamation
Obligations and Environmental Liabilities associated with the Assets in the
absence of the specific assumption of such obligations by Purchaser in this
Agreement or otherwise;

(c)

the Parties have taken the fact that the Assets and any associated Abandonment
and Reclamation Obligations and Environmental Liabilities are inextricably linked
into account in reaching this Agreement and in establishing the Purchase Price for
the Assets;

(d)

neither the existence nor the amount of any accounting reserves for site
reclamation costs or similar matters associated w ith the Assets in the financial
statements or accounting records of either Party has been of any relevance to
either Party in determining any matter under this Agreement, including the
Purchase Price for the Assets; and

(e)

as a result of the foregoing, the Parties agree to attribute no value to the
assumption of the Abandonment and Reclamation Obligations and the
Environmental Liabilities, nor the indemnities provided for in ARTICLE X,
associated with the Assets.

ART~CL E m"""' CLOSING
Deiiveries at C~osing. Vendor hereby tables the following:

3.01

(i)

all available Specific Conveyances duly executed by Vendor;

(ii)

registerable discharges of, or no interest .letters in respect of, any Security
Interests affecting Vendor's interests in the Assets that are requested by
Purchaser a reasonable period of time prior to Closing;

(iii)

the Seismic Licence Agreement issued by Purchaser to Vendor in respect
of the Purchaser Proprietary Seismic Data set forth in Sohedule A2,"' duly
executed by Vendor;

~

the Seismic License Agreement issued by PrairieSky to Purchaser in
respect of the Third Party Proprietary Seismic Data duly executed by
.PrairieSky Royalty Ltd .; and

oo
(b)

7880987.1

t+'4-such other items as may be specifically required hereunder.

At the Closing Time, Purchaser shall table the following :
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(i)

the amounts payable at Closing on account of the Purchase Price, as
adjusted, and GST in accordance with this Agreement;

(ii)

the Seismic License Agreement issued by PrairieSky Royalty Ltd. to
Purchaser in respect of the Third Party Proprietary Seismic Data Set forth
in Schedule A1 ,,, duly executed by Purchaser;

(iii)

the Seismic License Agreement issued by Purchaser to Vendor in respect
of the Purchaser Proprietary Seismic Data set forth in Schedule A2 ,,, duly
executed by VendorPurchaser;

(iv)

such other items as may be specifically required hereunder.

In addition, Purchaser will duly execute the Specific Conveyances tabled by Vendor.
3.02
Delivery of Documents To the extent that Vendor is not reasonably able to
deliver the Title and Operating Documents to Purchaser at Closing, Vendor shall within fifteen
(15) days of Closing, deliver to Purchaser the copies of the Title and Operating Documents which
it has in its possession, provided that if Vendor retains any interest in any property to which any of
the Title and Operating Documents relate, Vendor may retain the original copy of such Title and
Operating Document and provide a photocopy of it to Purchaser.
3.03
Access to Records Vendor may, at its sole expense, after Closing gain access
to, during regular business hours, and obtain from Purchaser copies or photocopies of any Title
and Operating Documents which were delivered to Purchaser at Closing and which Vendor
requires for audits or claims by Third Parties.
Specific Conveyances It shall not be necessary for assignment and novation
agreements to have been executed prior to or at Closing by parties thereto other
than Vendor and Purchaser. After Closing, Vendor shall co-operate with
Purchaser in its procurement of the execution of such documents .and any
substitutions, amendments or replacements thereof by the parties thereto other
than Vendor and Purchaser. After Closing, Purchaser shall use all reasonable
efforts to become, as soon as reasonably practicable, the recognized and
beneficial holder of the Assets in the place and stead of Vendor and shall promptly
register all Specific Conveyances; provided however, in furtherance thereof,
Vendor may elect to register on behalf of Purchaser all transfers of well licences,
pipeline permits and similar documents. Vendor, where Purchaser is the
registering Party, and Purchaser, where Vendor is the registering Party, shall
promptly take whatever steps are necessary to verify such registrations.
Purchaser shall be solely responsible for all notifications resulting from surface
assignments to the surface landowners and affected third parties. The Vendor
shall be copied on all notifications. Vendor shall prepare all Specific Conveyances.
None of the Specific Conveyances shall confer or impose upon a Party any greater
right or obligation than contemplated in this Agreement. The Parties shall use
reasonable commercial efforts to provide such Specific Conveyances for
execution and delivery by the Parties at Closing.

3.04

(b)
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Forthwith after execution and delivery of the Specific Conveyances, with the
cooperation of Vendor, Purchaser shall circulate and register, as the case may be,
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all Specific Conveyances that by their nature may be circulated or registered. Ail
costs of registration of the Specific Conveyances, including without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, all transfers of caveats, all Well, Facility and Pipeline
licence transfers, and assignments of dispositions any associated security
deposits shall be for Purchaser shall bear all costs, fees and deposits of every
nature and kind Purchaser's account.
(c)

Purchaser shall bear all costs, fees and deposits of every nature and kind incurred
(whether by Vendor or Purchaser) in registering any Specific Conveyances and
registering any further assurances required to convey the As.sets to Purchaser;
and Vendor, acting reasonably, may include an amount in respect thereof in the
Closing Statement contemplated by ARTICLE XI.
ARTICLE IV - REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

4.01
Representations and Warranties of Vendor Vendor makes the following
representations and warranties to Purchaser with respect to itself and the Assets as of the
Closing:
(a)

Standing. Vendor is duly organized, valid and subsisting, registered to carry on
business in the Province of Alberta and registered to carry on business in the
jurisdiction(s) where the Assets are located;

(b)

Requisite Authority. Vendor has the requisite capacity, power and authority to
execute this Agreement and to perform the obligations to which it thereby
becomes subject;

(c)

No Conflict. The execution and delivery of.this Agreement and the completion of
the sale of the Assets in accordance with the terms of this Agreement are not and
will not be in violation or breach of, or be in conflict with:

(d)
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(i)

any term or provision of the articles, bylaws or other governing documents
of Vendor,

(ii)

any agreement, instrument, permit or authority to which Vendor is a party
or by which Vendor is bound, or

(iii)

any law, statute, rule or regulation or any judicial order, award, judgment or
decree applicable to Vendor or the Assets;

Execution And Enforceability. Vendor has taken all actions necessary to
authorize the execution and delivery of this Agreement, and, as of the Closing
Time, Vendor shall have taken all actions necessary to authorize and complete the
sale of the Assets in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement. This
Agreement has been validly executed and delivered by Vendor, and this
Agreement does and all other documents executed and delivered on behalf of
Vendor hereunder shall constitute valid and binding obligations of Vendor
enforceable in accordance with their respective terms and conditions;
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(e)

Title to Assets. Vendor does not warrant title to the Assets, but does warrant that
its interest in the Assets is free and clear of any and all liens, mortgages, pledges,
claims, options, encumbrances, overriding royalties, net profits interests or other
burdens for which Purchaser will be responsible that were created by, through or
under Vendor or of which Vendor has knowledge, except for the Permitted
Encumbrances and the Rights of First Refusal;

(f)

Quiet Enioyment. Subject to Vendor's other representations and warranties
made pursuant to this Clause, the Permitted Encumbrances, the rents, covenants,
conditions and stipulations in the Leases on the lessee's or holder's part
thereunder to be paid, performed and observed, Purchaser, from and after the
Closing Time, may, for the remainder of the term of the Leases, take possession of
and use the Assets for its own use and benefit without any interruption by Vendor
or any person claiming by, through or under Vendor;

(g)

No Default Notices. Vendor has not received any notice of default under the
Regulations or the Title and Operating Documents or any notice alleging its default
thereunder, which default remains outstanding or unsatisfied ·at the Closing Time;.

(h)

Compliance with Leases and Agreements. To the Vendor's knowledge, there
has been no act or omission whereby it is in default under the Regulations or any of
the Title and Operating Documents, which default would reasonably be expected
to have a material adverse effect on the aggregate value of the Assets;

(i)

Truces and Royalties Paid. To Vendor's knowledge, other than the municipal
property taxes disclosed in the Closing Statement, all royalties and all ad valorem,
property, production, severance and similar taxes and assessments based on or
measured by the ownership of property or the production .of Hydrocarbon
Substances, or the receipt of proceeds therefrom, payable in respect of the Assets
prior to the Closing Time have been fully paid and discharged, or will be paid by
Vendor upon coming due;

U)

Residency. Vendor is not a non-resident of Canada within the meaning of the
Income Tax Act (Canada);

(k)

Finders' Fees. Vendor has not incurred any obligation or liability, contingent or
otherwise, for brokers' or finders' fees in respect of the sale of the Assets for which
Purchaser will have any obligation or liability;

(I)

Claims. As it pertains to the Assets only, no suit, action or other proceeding before
any court or governmental agency has been commenced against Vendor, or to the
knowledge of Vendor, has been threatened against Vendor or any Third Party,
which might result in impairment or loss of the interest of Vendor in and to any of
the Assets or which might otherwise adversely affect the Assets other than has
been previously disclosed;

(m)

Prepaid Obligations. Other than as set forth in Schedule "F", Vendor is not
obligated by virtue of a prepayment, gas balancing, or other arrangement under
any contract to make any production payment or to deliver Hydrocarbon
Substances produced from the Assets to any Third Party at some future time
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without receiving in due course (and being entitled to retain) full payment therefor
at current market prices or contract prices other than has been previously
disclosed;
(n)

Red uction of Interests. Except as otherwise disclosed on Schedule ''A",
Vendor's interest in the Hydrocarbon Interests is not subject to reduction by
reference to payout of or production penalty on any Well or otherwise through any
right or interest granted by, through or under it or of which Vendor has knowledge;

(o)

Rights of First Refusal. To Vendor's knowledge, there are no Rights of First
Refusal applicable to the sale contemplated by this Agreement.

(p)

Recei pt of Revenues. To Vendor's knowledge, it has been receiving the share of
the net proceeds of production from the Assets attributable to its interests as
shown in the schedules hereto, and no person is currently claiming that it is not
entitled to such amounts, with the possible exception of claims of accounting
errors which do not challenge the percentage share of revenues to which it is
entitled and which are not material;

(q)

Fi nancial Commitments. In.respect of the Assets, except in connection with the
AFEs set forth in Schedule "G", and in connection with municipal property taxes as
detailed on the Closing Statement, there are no financial commitments of Vendor
which are in excess of $50,000 and which are due as of the date h~reof or which
may become due by virtue of matters occurring or arising prior to the date hereof,
other than usual operating expenses incurred in the normal conduct of operations;
[NTD : Harold to confirm AFE schedule js correct.]

(r)

!Environmental Notices. Vendor is not aware of:
(i)

and has not received any orders or directives under any statute, law, rule,
order or Regulation which relates to environmental matters and which
require any work, repairs, construction or capital expenditures with respect
to the Assets, Where such orders or directives have not been complied with
in all material respects;

(ii)

and has not received any demand or notice issued under any statute, law,
rule , order or Regulation with respect to the breach of any environmental,
health or safety law applicable to the Assets, including any statute, law,
rule, order or regulation respecting the use, ·storage, treatment,
transportation or disposition of environmental contaminants, which
demand or notice remains outstanding at the date hereof;

except as have been specifically disclosed by Vendor by written notice to
Purchaser prior to the date hereof;
(s)
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Licenses and Permits. In respect of the Assets that are operated by Vendor, if
any, Vendor holds all valid licences, permits and similar rights and privileges that
are required and necessary under applicable law to operate the Assets as
presently operated;
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(t)

Operations. Any and all operations of Vendor on or in respect of the Assets, have
been conducted in accordance with normal oil and gas industry practices;

(u)

No Outstanding Obligations. No obligations have accrued pursuant to the
Leases or other agreements pertaining to the Lands that may be satisfied by the
drilling of a well, the payment of compensatory royalty or the surrender of some or
all of the interests granted, reserved or otherwise conferred pursuant to such
documents, other than obligations that have been satisfied (by means other than
by the payment of compensatory royalties) or have. been permanently waiveq;

(v)

Production Penalties. Excepting production limits of general application in the oil
and gas Industry, none of the Wells is subject to production or other penalties
imposed by the Leases or other agreements pertaining to the Lands· or the Assets,
or by any other agreements and documents to which the Assets are subject, or by
any regulations or statutes governing the Assets; and

(w)

Material Contracts. Other as set forth on Schedule "D", there are no i) gas
balancing or similar agreements pertaining to the Hydrocarbon Substances or any
of them; ii) agreements for the sale, dedication, transportation, processing or
disposal of the Hydrocarbon Substances or any of them or substances produced in
connection with the Hydrocarbon Substances or any of them; or iii) agreements for
the contract operation by a third party of the Assets or any of them.

Representations and Warranties of Purchaser Purchaser makes the following
4.02
representations and warranties to Vendor:

(a)

Standing. Purchaser is, and at the Closing Time shall continue to be, duly
organized, valid and subsisting, registered to carry on business in the Province of
Alberta and registered to carry on busfness in the jurisdiction(s) where the Assets
are located;

(b)

Requisite Authority. Purchaser has the requisite capacity, power and authority
to execute this Agreement and to perform the obligations to which it thereby
becomes subject;

(c)

No Conflict. The execution and delivery of this Agreement and the completion of
the sale of the Assets in accordance with the terms of this Agreement are not and
will not be in violation or breach of, or be in conflict with:

(d)
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(i)

any term or provision of the articles, bylaws or other governing documents
of Purchaser,

(ii)

any agreement, instrument, permit or authority to which Purcha$er is a
party or by which Purchaser is bound, or

(iii)

any law, statute, rule or regulation or any judicial order, award, judgment or
decree applicable to Purchaser or the Assets;

Execution And Enforceability. Purchaser has taken all actions necessary to
authorize the execution and delivery of this Agreement, and, as of the Closing
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Time, Purchaser shall have taken all actions necessary to authorize and complete
the purchase of the Assets in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement.
This Agreement has been validly executed and delivered by Purchaser, and this
Agreement does and all other documents executed and delivered on behalf of
Purchaser hereunder shall constitute valid and binding obligations of Purchaser
enforceable in accordance with their respective terms and conditions;
(e)

Investigation of Title. Purchaser is relying upon its own investigation concerning
the title to and fitness of the Assets and is not relying upon any representation,
warranty or statement of Vendor except as contained in this Agreement;

(f)

Finders' Fee. Purchaser has not incurred any obligation or liability, contingent or
otherwise, for broker's or finder's fees in respect of its purchase hereunder for
which Vendor will have any obligation or liability;

(g)

Investment Canada Act. Purchaser is not a "non-Canadian" person within the
meaning of the Investment Canada Act; and

(h)

Qualification. Purchaser meets all qualification requirements of Third Parties to
purchase and take a transfer of the Assets and shall accede to, comply with and
perform the requirements of such Third Parties.
ARTICLE V - SURVIVAL OF REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

5.01
Survival of Representations and Warranties
The representations and
warranties set forth in Article IV shall continue in full force and effect and shall survive the Closing
Time for the benefit of the Party for which such representations and warranties were made. In the
absence of fraud, however, no claim or action shall be commenced with respect to a breach of
any such representation or warranty or indemnification under Article XIV in respect thereof,
unless, within twelve (12) months of the Closing Time, written notice specifying such breach in
reasonable detail has been provided to the Party which made such representation or warranty
and each Party waives any rights it may have at law or otherwise to commence a claim or action
for breach of representation or warranty or indemnification under Article XIV in respect thereof
after that period. Nothing in this Agreement will preclude a Party that made such a representation
or warranty from offering as a possible defence that the other Party did not, in fact, rely to its
detriment on the representation or warranty alleged by it to have been breached.
5.02
No Merger The representations and warranties in ARTICLE IV shall be deemed
to apply to all assignments, conveyances, transfers and other documents conveying any of the
Assets from Vendor to Purchaser. There shall not be any merger of any such representations or
warranties in such assignments, conveyances, transfers or other documents, notwithstanding any
rule of law, equity or statute to the contrary, and all such rules are hereby waived.
5.03
No Additional Representations or Warranties by Vendor Vendor makes no
representations or warranties to Purchaser in addition to those expressly enumerated in
ARTICLE IV. Except and to the extent provided in ARTICLE IV, Vendor does not warrant title to
the Assets or make representations or warranties with respect to: (a) the quantity, quality or
recoverability of Hydrocarbon Substances; (b) any estimates of the value of the Assets or the
revenues applicable to future production therefrom; (c) any engineering, geological or other
interpretations or economic evaluations respecting the Assets; (d) the rates of production of
7880987.1
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Hydrocarbon Substances from the Assets; or (e) the quality, condition or serviceability of the
Assets or the suitability of their use for any purpose.
ARTICLE VI - MAINTENANCE OF BUSINESS
6.01
Post-Closing Maintenance of Assets For a period of ninety (90) days following
the Closing Time, and to the extent that Purchaser must be recognized by Third Parties under the
Title and Operating Documents or otherwise recognized as the owner of the Assets, Vendor shall
forw~rd to Purchaser all AFEs, notices, mail ballots, specific information and other documents
Vendor receives respecting the Assets. To the extent that a Title and Operating Document
contemplates or requires a response from Vendor, Vendor will provide such response pursuant to
the written instruction of Purchaser, provided that such instruction is provided by Purchaser to
Vendor in a timely manner.
6.02
Vendor Deemed Agent Insofar as Vendor maintains the Assets and takes
actions on behalf of Purchaser in compliance with the obligations under this Article:
(a)

Vendor shall be deemed to be an agent of Purchaser hereunder and Purchaser
ratifies and confirms all actions taken, or refrained from being taken, by Vendor
under this ARTICLE VI, with the intention that all of those actions will be deemed
to be those of Purchaser, except to the extent that Vendor's actions constitute
gross negligence or wilful misconduct; and

(b)

Purchaser shall be liable for and shall in addition indemnify Vendor its directors,
officers, servants, agents and employees from and against all Losses and
Liabilities as a result of maintaining the Assets or exercising any other rights as
Purchaser's agent hereunder, insofar as those Losses and Liabilities are not a
direct result of the gross negligence or wilful misconduct of Vendor or any of its
directors, officers, servants, agents and employees. An act or omission will not be
regarded as gross negligence or wilful misconduct under this Article to the extent
that it was done or omitted to be done in accordance with Purchaser's written
instructions or written concurrence.
ARTICLE VII - DUE DILIGENCE

Title and Environmental Due Diligence.

7.01

Purchaser acknowledges that it has, prior to the execution hereof, been given an opportunity to:
(a)

review Vendor's title to the Assets; and

(b)

conduct an environmental review of the Assets;

and that it has satisfied itself in regard to both Vendor's title to the Assets and all environmental
matters relating to the Assets, including any past, present or future Environmental Liabilities.
Purchaser expressly waives all defects relating either to Vendor's title to the Assets or to
environmental matters relating to the Assets, whether disclosed by Purchaser's review or
otherwise. However, nothing in this Clause shall be a waiver by Purchaser of any matters in
respect of which it is entitled to indemnification pursuant to Clause 10.01.

7880987.1
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ARTICLE

8.01

vm -

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Arbitration Proceedings. The Parties will attempt to resolve any dispute arising

hereunder through consultation and negotiation in good faith. If those attempts fail, a Party may,
by notice to the other Party at any time during those negotiations, refer the dispute to binding
arbitration for final resolution if the dispute pertains to adjustments under ARTICLE XI. Any such
arbitration, and any other arbitration the parties may agree to conduct hereunder, will be
conducted under the Arbitration Rules of the ADR Institute of Canada, Inc.
ARTICLE IX - PROJECTIONS

9.01

Proiections If any information and materials pertaining to the Assets delivered or

made available by Vendor to Purchaser pursuant to this Agreement includes any evaluations,
projections, reports or interpretive or non-factual materials prepared by or for or received by
Vendor, Purchaser hereby releases and discharges Vendor from any claim and all liability to
Purchaser and Purchaser's assigns and successors as a result of use or reliance upon them.
Purchaser agrees that it will rely solely on its own appraisal and estimates as to the quantum or
value of the Assets and will rely solely on its own geological and engineering interpretation
analysis related thereto.
ARTICLE X - INDEMNITY

Indemnity by Vendor

10.01

Subject to Clauses 5.01 and 10.07, and provided that Closing has occurred, Vendor shall:
(a)

be liable to Purchaser for all Losses and Liabilities; and

(b)

indemnify and save Purchaser and its Representatives harmless from and against
all Losses and Liabilities,

as a direct result of any matter or thing arising out of, resulting from, attributable to or connected
with:
(c)

a breach of the representations and warranties of Vendor in ARTICLE IV; and

(d)

a breach by Vendor of its covenants contained herein,

except any Losses and Liabilities to the extent that the same either are reimbursed (or
reimbursable) by insurance maintained by Purchaser or are caused by the gross negligence or
wilful misconduct of Purchaser or its Representatives. In the absence of fraud, no claim or action
may be commenced by the Purchaser under this Clause, unless within twelve (12) months
following the Closing Time, written notice describing the claim in reasonable detail has been
provided to the Vendor, and the Purchaser hereby waives any right it may have at law or
otherwise to commence such a claim of action after that period.
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10.02

Indemnity by Purchaser Provided that Closing has occurred, Purchaser shall:
(a)

be liable to Vendor for all Losses and Liabilities; and

(b)

indemnify and save Vendor and its Representatives harmless from and against all
Losses and Liabilities,

as a result of any matter or thing arising out of, resulting from, attributable to or in any way
connected with the Assets (occurring or arising from and after the Closing Time) including, but not
limited to post-Closing transfer registrations and occurring subsequent to the Closing Time,
except to the extent that any Losses and Liabilities are reimbursed (or reimbursable) by insurance
maintained by Vendor, are caused by the gross negligence or wilful misconduct of Vendor or its
Representatives or are matters or things for which Purchas.er is entitled to indemnification under
Clause 10.01.
limitations on Indemnities Nothing in Clause 10.01 shall be construed so as to
10.03
require Vendor to be liable for or to indemnify Purchaser or any of the Purchaser's
Representatives in connection with any Consequential Losses or any Losses and Liabilities or
any claims to the extent arising as a consequence of the gross negligence or wilful misconduct of
Purchaser or any of the Purchaser's Representatives.

(a)

Nothing in Clause 10.02 shall be construed so as to require Purchaser to be liable
for or to indemnify Vendor or any of Vendor's Representatives in connection with
any Consequential Losses or any Losses and Liabilities or any claims to the extent
arising as a consequence of the gross negligence or wilful misconduct of Vendor
or any of the Vendor's Representatives.

Assets Acquired On "As Is" Basis By Closing, and notwithstanding the
10.04
foregoing provisions of this Article, Purchaser acknowledges that it is acquiring the Assets on an
"as is" basis. Purchaser acknowledges that it is familiar with the condition of the Assets, including
the past and present use of the Lands and the Tangibles, that Vendor has provided Purchaser
with a reasonable opportunity to inspect the Assets and the Title and Operating Documents at the
sole cost, risk and expense of Purchaser (insofar as Vendor could reasonably provide such
access) and that Purchaser is not entitled to rely upon any representation or warranty of Vendor
as to the condition, environmental or otherwise, of the Assets, except as is specifically made
pursuant to ARTICLE IV. Subject to the foregoing, Purchaser further agrees that it shall:

(a)

be solely liable to Vendor for any and all Losses and Liabilities; and

(b)

indemnify and save Vendor and its Representatives harmless from any and all
Losses and Liabilities,

as a result of any matter or thing arising out of, resulting from, attributable to or connected with
any Environmental Liabilities and Abandonment and Reclamation Obligations, whether occurring
or accruing before or after the Closing Time, except to the extent that any such Losses and
Liabilities are matters or things for which Purchaser is entitled to indemnification under Clause
10.01. Subject to the foregoing, once Closing has occurred, Purchaser shall be solely
responsible for all Environmental Liabilities and all Abandonment and Reclamation Obligations as
between Vendor and Purchaser. In addition, Purchaser hereby releases Vendor from any claims
Purchaser may have against Vendor with respect to all Environmental Liabilities and
7880987.1
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Abandonment and Reclamation Obligations under the Regulations, at common law or otherwise,
including the right to name Vendor as a third party under any action commenced or enforcement
proceeding against Purchaser. In addition Vendor will also retain those other rights and remedies
available to it under the Regulations, under the common law or otherwise with respect to any
claim it may have against Purchaser under this ARTICLE X.
10.05
No Merger The indemnities set forth in Clauses 10.01, 10.02 and 10.04 will be
deemed to apply to, and will not merge in, any assignment, transfer, conveyance, novation or
other document conveying the Assets to Purchaser. Each Party will have full right of substitution
and subrogation as to all covenants and warranties by others previously given or made in respect
of the Assets or any part thereof.
·
10.06
Carriage of Litigation If a claim is made under this ARTICLE X involving a claim
by a Third Party, the Party with greater exposure under this Agreement in respect of the claim will
have carriage of the Third Party litigation. it will consult with the other Party, which will be entitled
to retain its own counsel and participate in the litigation at its own expense.
10.07
Limit on Party's Responsibility Notwithstanding any other provision of this
Agreement no claim shall be made against a Party by the other Party for a breach of a
representation or warranty contained herein, or an indemnification in respect thereof unless each
claim of a breach exceeds One Hundred Thousand ($100,000) and the aggregate of all such
claims exceeds Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000). In no event shall the total of the
Losses and Liabilities of Vendor or Purchaser under this Agreement, including any claims relating
to its covenants, representations and warranties, or indemnification in respect thereof, exceed
Seven Million Five Hundred Thousand dollars ($7,500,000.00), except in the event of fraud. This
Clause shall not apply to the extent that any matter or thing is the proper subject of an operating
adjustment under ARTICLE XI.
10.08
Assumption Purchaser hereby assumes all obligations and liabilities of Vendor in
respect of the Assets, including Vendor's obligations under the Title and Operating Documents.
ARTICLE XI - ADJUSTMENTS
11.01
Adiustments Except as otherwise provided in this ARTICLE XI and subject to all
other provisions of this Agreement, the Parties will adjust and apportion expenditures and
revenues of every kind and nature incurred, payable or paid in respect of the operation of the
Assets including operating, maintenance, development and capital costs, proceeds from the sale
of Hydrocarbon Substances, royalties, property taxes, prepayments and deposits, duties, taxes
and assessments, as at the Closing Time on an accrual basis including, but not limited to the
Vendor's share of the Orphan Well Levy and the AER Administration Fee attributable to the
Assets, and the following:
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(a)

Where natural gas is not dedicated to specific sales contracts or other
arrangements, any adjustment in favour of Purchaser in respect of the proceeds
from the sale of such gas shall be based on the weighted average price received
by Vendor for ,.gas sold in the province in which such gas is sold.

(b)

Vendor is entitled to the revenues and benefits from the ownership and operation
of the Assets incurred or accrued prior to the Closing Time and is responsible for
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and will pay for the expenditures pertaining to the ownership, operation and
development of the Assets incurred or accrued prior to the Closing Time.
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(c)

Purchaser is entitled to the revenues and benefits from the ownership and
operation of the Assets accrued from and after the Closing Time and is responsible
for and will pay for the expenditures pertaining to the ownership, operation and
development of the Assets incurred or accrued from and after the Closing Time.

(d)

Vendor's share of all Hydrocarbon Substances beyond the wellhead at the Closing
Time do not comprise part of the Assets and Vendor shall remove same
immediately after the Closing Time or the partie_s shall agree upon an adjustment
in respect of same.

(e)

There will be no adjustments for royalty tax credits or similar incentives that accrue
to a Party because of financial or organizational attributes specific to it, other than
gas cost allowances (or similar cost allowances).

(f)

Vendor shall be responsible for and pay for all physical work conducted on the
AFEs on or prior to the Closing Date, regardless of when invoices are received by
Vendor and all physical work conducted after the Closing Date shall be for the
account of the Purchaser.

(g)

All statements prepared under this Clause 11.01 will be prepared as contemplated
herein and in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles applying
the accrual method according to the GAAP Rules.

(h)

Vendor shall have delivered to Purchaser, by not less than two (2) Business Days
prior to the Closing Time, a written closing statement of adjustments (the "Closing
Statement") under this Agreement and Vendor will have made available to
representatives of Purchaser all information necessary for Purchaser to confirm
the calculations in the statement. The Parties will co-operate in settling the
adjustments and payment to be made on an interim basis and the amount so
agreed will be employed for the purposes of the Closing as an adjustment to the
Purchase Price and completion of the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement. For the purposes of the Closing Statement of Adjustments only, there
shall be an accrual of net operating revenue.

(i)

Purchaser and Vendor, in accordance with this Agreement, will make monthly
payments for the adjustments and will do a final statement of all adjustments (the
"Final Statement of Adjustments") within 180 days of Closing, except for Crown
royalty adjustments or audits which adjustments shall continue for 2 years
following Closing. Upon agreement as to all adjustments and payments to be
made, the net amount will be remitted by the Party who in the net result is obliged
to make payment.

U)

Notwithstanding the preceding Subclause, each Party will have the right, within the
later of six (6) months following the distribution of the Final Statement of
Adjustments by Vendor under Subclause 11.01 (i) or twenty four (24) months
following the Closing Time, to examine, copy and audit the records of the other
relative to the Assets for the purpose of effecting or verifying adjustments required
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under this Article. The auditing Party will, upon reasonable notice, conduct that
audit at its sole expense during normal business hours at the offices of the audited
Party or at such other premises where those records are maintained. Any claims
of discrepancies disclosed by that audit will be made in writing to the audited Party
within two (2) months following the completion of that audit. That Party will
respond in writing to any such claims within six (6) months of the receipt of notice
of those claims. The Parties will resolve any outstanding claims of discrepancies
under the arbitration provisions as set forth in ARTICLE VIII if they are unresolved
within two (2) months of that response.
(k)

Notwithstanding Subclause 11.01 U), further adjustments on the basis consistent
with this Article will be made as and when those items arise if notice requesting
that adjustment, including reasonable particulars thereof, has been given by a
Party to the other Party within thirty (30) days following receipt of a Thirteenth
Month Adjustment or a completed and agreed to audit or other report and the need
for that adjustment arises from:
(i)

a Thirteenth Month Adjustment, operator error adjustments or errors
established by joint venture audits within thirty-six (36) months after the
Closing Time; or

(ii)

errors established by an audit or other review of lessor royalty payments
that is conducted under the Regulations or Leases within sixty (60) months
after the Closing Time or such later time as may be prescribed by the
Regulations.

(I)

Subject to Subc!ause 11.01 (n) below, all payments made after the Closing Time
are to be paid within thirty (30) days after the amount is determined and; if not paid
within the thirty (30) days, will thereafter bear interest until paid at a rate of interest
equal to the Prime Rate plus one (1 %) percent compounded annually.

(m)

All freehold mineral taxes, surface and mineral lease rentals and any similar
payments made by Vendor to preserve any of the Lease or any Surface Rights
shall be apportioned between Vendor and Purchaser on a per diem basis at the
Closing Time.

(n)

Notwithstanding the foregoing, as an adjustment in favour of Purchaser, Vendor
will pre-pay its share of any amounts relating to 2016 municipal property taxes for
the period prior to the Closing Time. Following the Closing Time, Purchaser will be
responsible for the payment of all amounts owing for municipal property taxes for
2016 regardless of when th.e invoice is or was issued.
ARTICLE XII MISCELLANEOUS

12.01
Partial Invalidity If any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid, illegal or
unenforceable, the invalidity, illegality or unenforceability will not affect any other provision of this
Agreement and this Agreement will be construed as if the invalid, illegal or unenforceable
provision had never been contained herein unless the deletion of the provision would result in
such material change to cause the completion of the transactions contemplated herein to be
unreasonable.
7880987.1
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12,02
Counterparts This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts,
each of which will be deemed an original instrument, and all counterparts together will constitute
one agreement.
12.03
Notice All notices, consents and other instruments which are required or may be
given pursuant to this Agreement must be given in writing and delivered personally or by facsimile
as follows:
If to Vendor:

To:

PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST
3200, 605 5th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta
T2P 3H5

Attention: Land Manager
If to Purchaser:

To:

PERPETUAL ENERGY OPERATING CORP.
3200, 605 5th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta
T2P 3H5

Attention: Land Manager
or in accordance with the latest unrevoked instructions delivered by one Party to the other. All
notices will be deemed to have been duly given at the time of delivery or, in the case of facsimile,
on the first business day after faxing.
Further Assurances After the Closing Time, at Purchaser's request, without
12.04
further consideration, Vendor will execute and deliver or cause to be executed and delivered such
other instruments of conveyance and transfer as Purchaser reasonably may request to more
effectively vest the Assets in Purchaser.
Amendments and Waivers No supplement, modification, waiver or termination
12.05
of this Agreement will be binding unless executed in writing by the Party to be bound thereby. No
waiver of any provision of this Agreement will be deemed or will constitute a waiver of any other
provision hereof (whether or not similar) nor will a waiver constitute a continuing waiver unless
otherwise expressly provided.

12.06
Expenses All expenses incurred by Vendor in connection with or related to the
authorization, preparation and execution of this Agreement and all other matters related to the
Closing of the transaction contemplated hereby, including all fees and expenses of counsel,
accountants and financial advisors employed by Vendor, will be borne solely and entirely by
Vendor; and all such expenses incurred by Purchaser will be borne solely and entirely by
Purchaser.
Transfer Taxes Purchaser will bear all sales, use, property, land transfer,
12.07
business transfer, commodity and other taxes (other than income taxes imposed on Vendor) and
duties, levies and other governmental charges incurred with respect to the transfer of the Assets
and the transactions undertaken pursuant to ARTICLE II.
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12.08
Assignment Neither Party may assign this Agreement or any part thereof prior to
Closing. Except as otherwise provided herein, this Agreement will be binding upon and enure to
the benefit of the parties and their successors and assigns.
12.09
Publicity Except as may be required by law, neither Party will make any press
release or other public. disclosure of this Agreement or the transactions contemplated herein
without the prior consent of the other, not to be unreasonably withheld. The parties will consult
with each other on public disclosure with a view to Joint disclosure where practicable.
12.10
Entire Agreement The provisions contained in any and all documents and
agreements collateral hereto shall at an times be read subject to the pre>visions of this Agreement
and, in the event of conflict, the provisions of this Agreement shall prevail. No amendments shall
be made to this Agreement unless in writing, executed by the Parties. This Agreement
supersedes all other agreements, documents, writings and verbal understandings except the
Confidentiality Agreement among the Parties relating to the subject matter hereof and expresses
the entire agreement of the Parties with respect to the subJect matter hereof.
12.11
Subrogation The assignment and conveyance to be effected by this Agreement
is made with full right of substitution and subrogation of Purchaser in and to all covenants,
representations, warranties and indemnities previously given or made by others in respect of the
Assets or any part or portion thereof.
12.12
Governing Law This Agreement shall·, in all respects, be subject to, interpreted,
construed and enforced in accordance with and under the laws of the Province of Alberta and
applicable laws of Canada and shall, in all respects, be treated as a contract made in the Province
of Alberta. The Parties irrevocably attorn and submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of
the Province of Alberta and courts of appeal therefrom in respect of all matters arising out of or in
connection with this Agreement.
12.13

Time is of Essence Time shall be of the essence in this Agreement.

12.14
Remedies Cumulative No reference to or exercise of any specific right or remedy
by a Party hereunder shall prejudice or preclude such Party from exercising or invoking any other
remedy in respect thereof, whether allowed at law or in equity or expressly provided for herein.
No such remedy shall be exclusive or dependent upon any other such remedy but each Party may
exercise any one or more of such remedies independently or in combination.
12.15
Signs and Notifications After Closing, Purchaser shall remove any signs which
indicate Vendor's ownership or operation of the Assets. It shall be the responsibility of Purchaser,
where necessary, to erect or install any signs that may be required by governmental agencies
indicating Purchaser to be the operator of the Assets and to notify other working interest owners,
gas purchasers, suppliers, contractors, governmental agencies and any other person of
Purchaser's interest in the Assets.
12.16

Limitations Act.

Subject to any limitation period specifically prescribed in this Agreement, the Parties expressly
agree, a is permitted by the Limitations Act, RSA 2000, Ch. L-12, to extend the two year time
period provided for under subclause 3(i)(a) thereof, to a period of four years.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF this Agreement has been duly executed by each Party as of the date
first above written.

PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST
By its trustee,
PERPETUAL ENERGY OPERATING CORP.

PERPETUAL ENERGY OPERATING CORP.

Per:
Gary Jackson
Vice President, Land, Acquisitions &
Divestitures

Per:
Gary Jackson
Vice
President,
Divestitures

Per:
Susan Riddell Rose,
President and CEO

Per:

7880987:1

--------------

Susan Riddell Rose,
President and CEO

Land,

Acquisitions

&

SCH IEDUllE " A"
Attached to and forming part of a Purchase and Sale Agreement dated the 1st day of October,
2016 between PEIRPIETUA L OPERATING TRUST, as Vendor, and PElRPIETUAl ENERGY
OPERATI NG CORP. as Purchaser

LAN DS, LEASES, AN D !iiYDlROCARBON !NTIEIRIESTS
NORTHE RN SHALLOW GAS ASS ETS

See property report dlated September 8, 201 6
Attached hereto consisting of 2161 pages

SOUTHERN SHALLSHALLOW GAS ASSETS

See properfty report daiied September 1, 201 15
Attached lhereio consisting of 4902 pages

OOGS 1592'19'7 '1'.'l
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SCHEDULE "B"
Attached to and forming part of a Purchase and Sale Agreement dated the 1st day of October,
2016 between PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, as Vendor, and PERPETUAL ENERGY
OPERATING CORP. as Purchaser
WELLS

FACILITIES

DOCS 15921971vl
7880987.1

SCHEDULE "C"
Attached to and forming part of a Purchase and Sale Agreement dated the 1st day of October,
2016 between PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, as Vendor, and PERPETUAL ENERGY
OPERATING CORP. as Purchaser
PIPELINES

0OC8 15924974,'12
7880987.l

SCHEDULE "D"
Attached to and forming part of a Purchase and Sale Agreement dated the 1st day of October,
-2016 between PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, as Vendor, and PERPETUAL ENERGY
OPERATING CORP. as Purchaser

MATERIAL CONTRACTS

DOCS 15924974·;1
7880987.1

SCHEDULE "E"
Attached to and forming part of a Purchase and Sale Agreement dated the 1st day of October,
2016 between PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST, as Vendor, and PERPETUAL ENERGY
OPERATING CORP. as Purchaser

HEAVY EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

DOCS 159249-+4-v+
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SCH EDULE "F"

Attached to and forming part of a Purchase and Sale Agreement dated the 1st day of October,
2016 between PERPE TUAL OP ERATING TRUST, as Vendor, and PERPETU AL ENERGY
OP E RATING CORP. as Purchaser

FORM OF SEISMIC LICENSE AGREEMENT

There will be two agreements, one with PrairieskyPrairieSky Royalty Ltd. as the Licensor
And the second with Perpetual Energy Operating Corp. Purchaser as the Licensor
NON EXCLUSIVE SEISMIC DATA LICENSE AGREEMeN+

THIS AGREEMENT made as of the __ day of

, 2016.

BET'."JEEN:

(COMPANY NAME] , a body corporate having offices at the City of
Calgary, in the Province of Alberta .
("Lioensor")

and

(COMPANY NAME], a body corporate having offices at the City of
Calgary, in the Province of Alberta ,

("Licensee")

DOCS !592<1971Yl
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VVITNESS-e-S THAT:

WHEREAS Licensor O'lJRS an interest in certain proprietary geophysical data associated with the
2D and 3D seismic surveys described in Schedule "/\" attached hereto an_d Licensor has agreed
to grant to Licensee the use of such geophysical data_solely for the limited purposes set out
herein:
NQ\JV THEREFORE in consideration of the respective covenants and agreements herein
contained and further consideration provided for under the Share Purchase Agreement dated
September 1. 2016 , the sufficiency of 'Nhich is agreed , the Parties agree as fo i1 01.vs

1.

Definitions

For the purposes of th is Agreement capitalized terms shaB hav e the tollovt'ing mean ing or
the meaning set out above ·
(a)

"Acquiror(s)" means Third Parties that acquire . either directly or ind irectly ,
0 1.vnership or Control of Licensee , whether accompl ished by statutory merger,
asset sale or purchase , stock sale or purchase, ban kruptcy reorganization, plan of
arrangement or any other transaction ;

(b )

"Additional lrn:Jemnitees " means, with respect to any Person to which an
indemnity is granted pursuant to this Agreement. its ,AJfiliates and the respective
directors, officers , servants, agents , employees, advisors and consultants of that
Person and its Affiliates:

(C)

"Affiliate" means , in relation to any Party . any Person i.vh1oh (a) is Contro lled by
that Party: (b) Contro!s that Party; or (c) is Controlled by any Person that also
Controls that Party;

(d )

"Agreement" means this Non Exclusive Seismic Data License Agre ement and
any Schedules attached hereto , as may be amended from tim e to time:

(e)

"C onsultant" means a Third Party engaged by Licensee to interpret, reprooess or
make other technical studies of the Data;

(f)

"C ontrol" means the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and
policies of the other Person . 1Nhether directly or indirectly, through one or more
intermediaries or othe,wise , and y,rhether by virtue of the ownership of sha re&-ef
other equity interests, the holding of voting rights or contractu al rights, or
partnership interests or otherv.·ise ;

(g)

"Data" means the geophysical information provided to Licensee by Licensor within
the geog rap hical are a as is fu rther set forth and described in Sched ule "A",
regardless of the form or medium on or in 1.vhich it is displayed , including: (i)

DOCS- 1592 1' '7 -1vl 7880987.l
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Seismic Data obtained from a physical experiment v,here energy is propagated
through the earth and recorded at or near the surface ; (ii) the geophysical
information that comes from the spatially defined time series and any
mathematical transformation of Seismic Data, including processing of that time
series in digital or analog form , together 'A1ith descriptions of the experimental
parameters and apparatus and (iii) any portion of the foregoing comprising the
Reprocessed Data;
(h)

"Dorivativo(s)" means reprocessed geophysical Data and measurements taken
from the processed or reprocessed geophysical Data and any product or
information derived by Licensee or any of its representatives from the geophysical
Data or from making use of the geophysical Data or reprocessed geophysical
Data , including, isochron maps , amplitude information , •.ielocity information, time
and depth structure maps, inversions, an_alyses. For greater certainty , any maps
or displays ',•.ihich include any element of geophysical data shall be deemed to be
Derivati 11e(s). Even though the manner in which these measurements are made
may or may not have required human intervention and choice , the measurement of
Data shall be deemed to be Derivative(s);

(i)

"Disslose " or "Disclosure" means, subject to Clause 13, to display or other.\1ise
show the Data or Deri 1, 1atives in marketing presentations and data rooms for short
periods of time , in environments whereby others· are not able to make or remo 1.ie
copies, transcriptions , summaries or reproductions of the Data of any type, or
otherwise acquire knowledge or information from the Data comparable to having a
copy of the Data;

U)

"GST" means the goods and services tax pro 1.iided for under the Exoise Tax Aot
(Canada) , and Regulations or any successor, harmonized or parallel federal or
provincial legislation that imposes a tax on the recipient of goods and services ;

(k)

''.J oint Venture Partner" means any Third Party ',¥ho enters into a Joint Venture
Transaction with Licensee;

(I)

"Joint Ve ntu re Transaction" means a farm out, joint operating agreement.
acreage trade , or similar business transaction for the joint exploration .
de 1,elopment or production of a particular geographical area ;

(m)

"O•,unership" means, 1n the case of a co;poration or othe; entity that issues ·,oting
securities , greater than 50% of the outstanding common stock or other voting
securities and , in the case of a partnership , trust or other entity , greater than 50%
of the interest in the profits thereof;

(n)

"Party" means the Licensor or the Licensee , as the context requires , and "Parties"
means the Licensor and the Licensee;

(o)

"Pers on'' means any individual , partnership , limited partnersh ip, joint venture ,
syndicate , sole proprietorship, company or corporation 'Nith or 'Nithout share
capital , unincorporated association , trust, trustees , executors , administrators or

DOCS 15921971v ! 7880987.l
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other legal representatives , regulatory body or agency , government or government
authority, authority or entity hovvever designated or constituted
(p)

"Prospective Acquirer" means any Third Party 1.vith •.vhom Licensee 1s, or shal-1--ee
conducting bona fide negotiations in an effort to become an Acquirer of Licensee,
but for certainty excludes a Third Party negotiating to acquire a leasehold interest
or similar interest in and to oil and gas assets ovmed or leased by Licensee:

(q)

"Prospective Joint Venture Partne r" means any Third Party 1.vith whom Licensee
is, or shall be, conducting bona fide negotiations in an effort to conclude a Joint
Venture Transaction;

(r)

"Prospecti'lo Pu rchaser" means a Third Party with \Nham Licensee is. or shall be
conducting bona fide negotiations in an effort to sell oil and gas assets to such
Third Party but for certainty excludes a Third Party negotiating to acquire a
leasehold interest or similar interest in and to oil and gas assets owned or leased
by Licensee:

(s)

"Purchaser" means a Third Party that acquires oil and gas assets of Licensee,
other than by virtue of acquiring a leasehold interest or similar interest in those oil
and gas assets of Licensee that does not result in a change of Ownership or
Control of Licensee:

(t)

"Regulations" means all statutes. la>,o,'s, rules, orders. regulations and directions of
governmental authorities in effect from time to time and made by any
goverflmental authority having jurisdiction over the Parties or the transactions
contemplated in this Agreement;

(u)

"Re lated Entity" means , with respect to the relationship between Persons, that
one of them is Controlled, directly.or indirectly, by the other or that both of them are
Controllecl. directly or indirectly, by the same Person:

M-

"Reprocessed Data' means any Data obtained by Licensee from the
reprocessing or merging of the Licensor's Seismic Data and measurement taken
from that reprocessed Seismic Data;

('A')

"Seism ic Data" means the [2D and 3D] seismic surveys sho.,.m ln Schedule "A"
attached hereto, including:

related support dooumentation, n1w field data, obsen,,er's notes, sur1oyeF-5
field notes and any subsequent oaf.ol:lf.ations or dispf.ay-s Vlhioh have been
oaloul-ated from tho field measurements;

(ii)

geophy-sioa! sur1oy maps, ohainers' notes, drillers' notes, surv-ey audit
notes, SEGP1 !ooation data, shot point looat.ion maps;

(iii)

CDP staok data, CDP stack sections, 3D bin maps, staok and digital data in
workstation loadable format, or any other forms of geophy-sica! maps,
including scanned or digitl:zed data; and

DOC~ l 5921971\'l 7880987. I
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(iv)

2.

microseismic and related surveys, final reports and final presentations:

(X)

"Storage Contractors" means contractors which are in the business of providing
central storage facilities and retrieval services, as well as electron ic data bases for
geophysical Data ;

(y)

"Third Party" means any Person other than the Parties to the extent of their roles
in this Agreement as Licensor and Licensee; and

(z)

"Transfer" means the sale. assignment, transfer, exchange , trade , provision or
other disposition of the Data or Derivatives.

Interpretation of Agreement
Unless other.vise stated or the context otherwise requires , in this Agreement:
(a)

the terms "in 1•1,riting" or '\witten" include hand or type 1/.<ritten, electronically printed
or transmitted by email or fax;

(b)

when the context reasonably permits, words importing the singular shall be
construed to suggest the plural and vice versa , and words importing gender or
gender neutrality shall be construed to suggest the masculine . feminine and
neutral genders ;

(c)

if a term is defined in this Agreement, a derii.iative of that term used in this
Agreement shall ha1.ie a corresponding meaning;

(d)

the terms "herein''. "hereby", "hereof'. "hereunder". "hereto" and similar
expressions mean or refer to this Agreement and not to any particular provision of
this Agreement;

(e)

"including" and "includes" or similar words when followed by any general
statement, term or matter, shall mean "including without limitation" and "includes
1Nithout
limitation" and such particular listed words that follmv shall not be
interpreted so as to be an exhaustii.ie list but rather such references shall be
construed to refer to all items that could reasonably fall within the broadest
possible scope of such general statement, term or matter;

(f)

the division of this Agreement into articles, sections, subsections, clauses.
subclauses, paragraphs or other sub divisions and the insertion of headings for
any of the foregoing or the use of a table of contents , as applicable, are solely for
con¥enience of reference and are not intended to be full or accurate descriptions
of the contents hereof and shall not affect the construction or interpretation of this
Agreement;

(g)

reference to an article, section , subsection, clause , subcla use, pa ragraph ,
schedule or appendix, whether or not capitalized or followed by a number or letter
or combination thereof, refers to the applicable article, section , subsection . clause ,
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subclause , paragraph . schedule or appendix of or to this Agreement unless
otherwise specifically stated:
(h)

reference to any Person includes such Person 's permitted successors and
assigns ;

(i)

reference to any Person in a particular capacity is and is deemed to be a reference
to that Person in that capacity and not in any other c a ~

(j)

reference to any other contract, agreement, document or instrument is a reference
to such contract, agreement, document or instrument in effect at the applicable
ti me as amended , supplemented , replaced or otheF\'vise varied or modified , in
,.-.,hole or in part, from time to time ;

(k)

reference to any la-.\'. statute or any othe~ requirement of lm~.r. including
Regulations , rules , enactments . by la 1ns or other ancillary legislation promulgated
thereunder. or any reference to a section or provision thereof or to any government
consent approvai , permit or other authorization , means such as is in effect at the
applicable time as amended , supplemented , codified, replaced , restated ,
re enacted or otherv,1se varied or modified , in whole or 1n part, from time to time ;

(I)

terms and expressions that are. not specifically defined in this Agreement,
which have generally aceepted meanings in the custom and usage of
petroleum and natural gas industry IA Western Canada as of the date of
Agreement, shall have _such generally accepted meanings when used in
Agreement unless the contrary is specified or provided for elsewhere in
Agreement;

(m)

unless otherwise indicated , reference to a particular time refers to Mountain
Standard Time or Mountain Daylight Sa 1,ings Time dunng the respective periods in
which each is in force in i\lberta and reference to a date means that day occurring
during such same time zone as is in force in Alberta ;

(n)

unless othervtise specified herein , or as the eontext may require , computation of
any period of time referred to in this Agreement shall exclude the first day and
include the last day of such period;

(o)

reference to "dollars" , or the use of the symbol "$" , means the la-.vful currency of
Canada unless the .contrary is specified or provided for elsewhere in this
Agreement;

(p)

where any payment is to be calculated or made, or an action is to be tal,en or
notice is to be given on or as of a day that is not a Business Day . then unless
othew.iise provided herein , such payment is to be made or calculated, or that
action is to be tal,en or the notice is to be given, as applicable , on or as of the next
following Business Day; and
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(q)

3.

the rule of contractual interpretation knovm as "contra proferentem" shall not apply
to the . interpretation or construction of this Agreement, such that it shall be
irrelevant which Party drafted any particular provision hereof and any
interpretation of the terms of this Agreement shall not be construed against the
Party who reduced to 1,witirig the terms of this ,A.greement arrived at jointly by the
Parties.

Schedules
The fol10 1Ning Schedules, as may be amended from time to time , are attached to this
,A,greement and made a part hereof:
Schedule "A"

Seismic Data Listing

If there is any confliqt or inconsistency bet\\•een a provision of the body of this Agreement
and that of any Schedule, the provision of the body of this Agreement shall prevail to the
extent of the inconsistency. The Schedules may contain other terms and conditions 'Nhich
shall be incorporated into this Agreement.

4.

Grant of License
Licensor hereby grants to Licensee a non e><clusive , non transferable license to use the
Data subject to the terms and conditions hereof.

6.

Consideration
Concurrently with the e><ecution of this Agreement, the Parties hav:_
e entered into the
Share Purchase Agreement dated September 1, 2016 as consideration for the license of
the Data by Licensor to Licensee. In addition , Licensee shall be solely responsible for all
applicable copying , processing/reprocessing , handling , reproduction and splicing
charges , shipping and insurance costs , any and all applicable ta><es including GST. and
Licensor's reasonable .internal costs relating to the preparation of the Data for delivery.

6.

Oelivery of Data and Payment of Charges and Taxes

(a)

Licensor shall commence delivery of Data to Licensee , Storage Contractor or
Consultant, as applicable, in the order outlined in Schedule "B". />,s per Section 5
and 6 hereof, costs associated there\1Jith shall be at the sole e:><pense of Licensee .
Licensee shall ha 1,e a period of si* (6) months from the date of this Agreement. to
provide written notice to Licensor of any missing Data and/or discrepancies in any
Data received. It is understood between the Parties , that in the absence of said si*
(6) months written notice, Licensor shall not be responsible for providing any
further Data related to copying. With respect to cropped/partial 3D's only , nothing
herein is intended to deny Licensee from making reprocessing requests during the
term of this Agreement, which shall be at the sole e><pense of Licensee.

(b)

VVithin a reasonable time period from delivery of a copy of the Data to Licensee ,
Licensor or an applicable Third Party seismic processor, as the case may be , shall
deliver to Licensee an invoice detailing all as.sociated charges and ta><es , as more
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fully outlined 1n Section 5, applicable to the preparation , processing , handling .
splicing, shipping , insurance , copying and or reprocessing and delivery of the
Data. Licensee shall pay in full the amount set out on the 1nvoice(s) provided,
1.vithin thirty (30) days of provision thereof by Licensor or an applicable Third Party
seismic processor.
(c)

7.

Licensee Is exclusively liable for and shall pay before delinquency all taxes
including GST. duties, assessments. charges or other impositions imposed or
levied on Licensee or Licensor 1n respect of the licensing of Data by Licensor
hereunder, and Licensee shall. as ·a separate and independent covenant
indemnify and hold harmless Licensor and it's Additional lndemnitees against all
claims mcurred due to Licensee 's failure to do so.

T erm and Terminat.o-A

(a;

The term of this Agreement shall be for an initial period of twenty five (25) years
(the "Initial Te-,em") and provided Licensee is not in default of any terms or
conditions contained in this Agreement at the date of expiration of the Initial Term ,
then this Agreement shall be renev,1ed automatically and the term extended for a
further period of tv,enty five (25) years, unless either Party gives the other Party
thirty (30) days prior 1Nritten notice of its intention not to renew prior to such expiry
date , subject to any earlier termination pursuant to Clause 7(b) or 7(c) .

(b)

In the event that Licensee or a Third Party for 1.vhich the Licensee is responsible
breaches any term or condition contemplated by Clauses 5 (as to the
consideration) , 11, 13 or 14 , this Agreement at the option of the Licensor , shall
immediately termmate upon 'Nritten notice to Licensee. in the event Licensee or
any Third Party for which Licensee is responsible, breaches any other provision in
this Agreement, including failure to make payment as called for herein . and
subsequently fail to remedy such breach within tt,irty (30) days following notice of
such breach from Licensor, this Agreement , at the option of Licensor, may be
terminated at any time thereafter by Licensor upon written notice to Licensee.
'·

(c)

In the event Licensee: (1) makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors; (2)
admits in 1,vriting its inability to pay debts as they become due; (3) becomes or is
likely to become insolvent; (4) institutes or is the subject of any proceedings under
any la1N for relief of debtors, insolvency, receivership, bankruptcy, •.vinding up,
dissolution, or the Companies' Creditors Arrangement Act (Canada) (or similar
legislation, each amended); (5) appoints a receiver , trustee. monitor or liquidator
over any assets of License.e; or (6) ceases to carry on business, this Agreement
shall immediatelyterminate.

(d)

Upon expiration or termination of this Agreement for any reason whatsoever.
Licensee shall , within Thirty (30) days from such expiration or termination, return or
destroy all Data and Derivatives licensed hereunder and provide Licensor 1Nith
written certification that:
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(i)

all copies of the Data and Derivatives have been returned to Licensor or
destroyed;

(ii)

all Data and Derivatives have been removed from Licensee 's storage and
archival systems . 'A'orkstations and prospect files: and

(iii)

neither Licensee nor any Third Parties provided Data or Derivatives
hereunder have retained any copies of the Data and/or Derivatives .

Notwithstanding the terms of this Section 7(·e) , if Licensee's computer system
automatically backs up information , Licensee is not obliged to remove the Data
from its backed up records provided that it does not access the backed up Data.
The terms of this Agreement will apply to the backed up Data until it is deleted in
the normal course of business.

(e)

8.

9.

Provided for clarity , Reprocessed Data shall be used by the Licensee pursuant to
the terms and conditions hereof (including specifically the provisions relating to
confidentiality. Disclosure . and Transfer) and such terms and conditions and
restrictions shall survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement.

No 'J.'Jarranty Regarding Accuracy, Quality or Timing of Delivery of Data
(a)

Licensor does not 'Narrant in any way the accuracy or quality of the Data supplied
by it or any Third Party hereunder and Licensee ackno'A'ledges that it is accepting
the Data "as is". Any action taken or expenditure made by Licensee or any other
Person as a result of the use or review of the Data shall be at Licensee 's sole risk ,
cost and expense and Licensor shall not be liable in any 'Nay for any error or
inaccuracy in the Data , ',11hich error or inaccuracy might ha 11e induced the making
of such expenditure . In the event that Licensee's copy of Data is to be provided to
Licensee by a Third Party data processor, Licensor does not warrant the timing of
the delivery of the Data from the Third Party data processor to Licensee. Any
expenditure . commitment or development plans made by Licensee or any other
Person , in anticipation of Data delivery by such Third Party data processor shall be
at Licensee 's sole cost, risk and expense and Licensor shall not be liable in any
1,e.,ay for any delays or other unsuitable delivery timing occasioned by the Third
Party data processor or for any losses. damages or claims whether direct or
consequential arising therefrom.

(b)

Notvt'ithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein , other than for breaohes
of confidentiality , in no ei.ient shall. either Party be liable for punitive , indirect.
inoidental or oonsequential damages resulting from or arising out of this
Agreement , including , without limitation, loss of profit or business interruption ,
howe 1,er same may be caused.

Ownership of the Data
(a)

Licensor reserves ali rights in and to the Data and Licensor shail be entitled .
without the generality of the foregoing, to grant further licenses or viewing rights in
respect of the Data , to any Person. in Licensor's sole unfettered disoretion.
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(b)

(c)

10.

All Derivatives shall-be-,.
(i)

owned by Licensor; and

(ii)

used_by Licensee pu~s~ant to the terms and conditions hereof (including
speo1f1oally the prov1s1ons relating to confidentiality . Disclosure , and
Transfer).

Provided for clarity , ~eprocessed Data shall be used by the Licensee pursuant to
the term~ and cond1t1ons hereof (including specifically the provisions relating to
conf1_d~nt1al1ty, Disclosure, and Transfer) and such terms and conditions and
restnot1ons shall survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement.

Warranty Regarding Ownership
Licensor represents and warrants that it has the right to grant the license to Licensee
hereunder. Licensor shall indemnify. defend and hold harmless Licensee . its Related
Ent1t1es and _the officers, directors. employees . agents and consultants ·of Licensee
Related Ent1t:es , fro_m_ a~d _against any and all claims , losses, expenses , damages, costs ,
penalties, suits ana liab11tt1es of every k1nd 1Nhatsoever arising out of or relating to any
breach of this representation and warranty.
If an_ action is brought against Licensee or its Related Entities as a result of breach of this
Sect_
1o_n 10, Licensee w1_II promptl~ give ·.witten notice to Licensor of such action . Upon
reoe1v1ng suoh _not1oe. Licensor will defend the indemnified party at Lioensor's O'Nn oost
and expense , 1t being understood that Lioensor 1Nill have entire oontrol of the defence.
L1oensee agrees to oooperate , and to oause ~ny of its Related Entities to oooperate , in any
suoh defenoe as reasonably requested by L1oensor and at Licensor's expense .

11.

Confidential Treatment of Data
(a)

Lioensee aokn~wledges and agrees that the Data is oonfidential , valuable and
material to the interests, bus1ness ·and affairs of Lioensor. Except as provided in
this Ag_reement, L1oensee shall maintain the Data strictly confidential and shaU not
us~. D1_s~lose , :rransfer or otherwise dispose of the Data, directly or indireotly , to
any Th1ra Party , nor shall L1oensee permit any Third Party to have aooess, use or
a-et-ual or oonstruot1ve possession of the Data for any purpose other than the limited
purposes set out in this Agreement.

(b)

Lioensee shall at its O'Nn cost and expense:
(i)
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establish and maintain effeotive seourity measures to safeguard the Data
from aooess or use not authorized under this Agreement ·11ith at least the
s~me d_egree 'Of care to avoid unauthorized use , reproduction. disclosure
d1ssem1nation or publication of Licensor's Data as Licensee e'm ploys with
respect to its own most valuable confidential or proprietary information
provided that such degree of care shall ,in all cases be no less tha~
reasonable oare;
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(c)

(ii)

ensure that each Person , including all Persons to whom Disclosure or
Transfer is permitted herein , to whom the Licensor's Data has been
disclosed hereunder complies with the level of confidentiality contemplated
by this Agreement at all times and each such Person has executed a
¥t'ritten confidentiality agreement in respect of Licensor's Data
incorporating the terms and conditions respecting confidentiality of this
Agreement prior to receiving any Data; and

(iii)

notify Licensor promptly if Licensee becomes a\'>1are of a suspected or
actual breach of this Agreement, and shall promptly take all reasonable
steps to pre 1,ient or stop such suspected or actual breach.

Exceptions to Obligations of Confidentiality:
The confidentiality obligations of Licensee and any Person permitted to receive
Data from Licensee as provided for herein as set forth in this. Section 11 shall not
apply to the extent that the Data is:
(i)

information which was already in the possession of Licensee prior to the
date of this Agreement and which was not obtained (whether directly or
indirectly) from Licensor or a Third Party on behalf of Licensor under a duty
of confidence (all as e11idenced in writing) ;

(ii)

information which is subsequently developed independently by Licensee
without any reference to or use of the Data as proven by documentary
evidence of Licensee ;

(iii)

information 1.vhich is publicly available at the date of this Agreement or
subsequently becomes publicly available .otherwise than by breach of this
Agreement or of any other obligation of confidentiality owed to Licensor by
Licensee, or any permitted Person that Licensee has provided Data to ;

(iv)

information which is subsequently disclosed to Licensee by a Third party
which Third party did not obtain such information (whether directly or
indirectly) from Licensor or a Third Party on behalf of Licensor under a duty
of confidence ;

('•')

information which may be required to be disclosed by the Regulations ,
including any order of a court. regulatory body, administrative tribunal or
other goi.'ernmental agency. or recognized stock exchange, having lavlful
authority to order or compel such disclosure , provided that, if reasonably
possible to do so , Licensee first gives timely written notice to Licensor to
permit Licensor an opportunity to oppose such disclosure or otherwise tal<:e
steps to restrict such disclosure or protect Licensor's Data (and Licensee
shall provide reasonable assistance to Licensor in so doing); or

(vi)

information which is approved for release in writing by Licensor prior to any
release thereof by Licensee.

DOCS .1592497 lv I7880987.1
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-,-, .,, and Reprocessing of Data and Derivatives
(a)
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.
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(b)

bl'terated concealed or otherwise obscured by
Such notice shall not be rem:veg , ~ 'F Deri"~ti"es is Disclosed or Transferred , as
Licensee or those to whom t e a a O
•
•
permitted in this l\greement.

(c)

h PSK's seismic Eiata Elurin§J the period
Should Licensee reproce~s any o t e. ~uch reprocessing shall be at the sole
Licensee is permitted to v1ei.i.• same, any h request PSK shall proviEie and mak_e
cost and expense of L1ce_nsee. Upon sdu~a'" data ,if available , to a Third Party
available all necessary field ta~es ~n.
·~SK ~hall rece ive a copy of such
seismic processor of Licensee s c i°tePSK Should such reprocessin@ occur.
reprocessed seismic data, at no cos o
.
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Licensee shall be entitled , at Licensee sole cost, risk and expense , to a licensed
copy of the PS K's seismic data that Licensee elected to be reprocessed .

13. ·

Permitted Disclosure of Data and Derivatives
(a)

Rotated Entities: Licensee may Disclose or Transfer the Data or Derivatives to a
Related Entity with no additional license :fee payable to Licensor proi.1ided ,
ho 1Ne11er, that the Related Entity shall agree in writing to be bound by the terms and
conditions of this Agreement to the same extent as is the Licensee , and any such
Disclosure or Transfer of the Data or Derivatives shall not. in any •Nay , relieve or
diminish the obligations 0 1.ved by Licensee to Licensor pursuant to this Agreement
In the e¥ent that any Person to 1,vhom Data or Derivatives was Transferred to by
Licensee ceases to be a Related Entity of Licensee , all rights of usage of that
Person shall then immediately cease and any copies of the Data or Derivatives
then in the possession of such Person shall immediately be returned to Licensee
and be subject to the provisions on return set out in Section 7(d) .

(b)

Emp!o·lees, Agents. O#ioers and Directors: · Licensee mav Disclose and make
available , but may not Transfer, the Data or De.rivatives to ~ny of its employees .
agents , officers and directors; provided that Licensee shall ensure that all such
Persons are aware of its and their confidentiality obligations under the provisions
of this Agreement before Disclosing any of the Data or Derivatives to such Persons
and Licensee shall take all such other steps as are necessary to ensure that such
Persons comply with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. Licensee shall
be directly responsible to Licensor for the compliance of- Persons Disclosed the
Data by Licensee as permitted he.rein and shall be liable to Licensor and shall as a
separate and independent covenant, indemnify Licensor and its Additional
lndemnitees in accordance v,iith this ft,greement for damages caused to Licensor
as a result of the breach of any of the terms or conditions hereof by such Persons .

(c)

Consu!taRtS: Licensee may Disclose and make available , but may not Transfer,
the Data or Derivafr,es to a Consultant retained by Licensee to reprocess and/or
interpret the Data or Derivatives , provided that the Consultant shall agree , in
writing (a copy of 1A1hich , upon request. will be provided to Licensor) , that the
reprocessing and/or interpretation of the Data or Derivatives performed by the
Consultant shall be for the sole benefit of Licensee (but at Licensee's cost) and
that the Consultant shall not retain any copies of the Data or Derivatives or the
results of the reprocessing andtor interpretation thereof and , upon completion of
same , shall deliver all copies thereof to Licensee.

(d)

Prospootiv-e Parlners/Aogl:lirers/Pl:lrohasers: Licensee may Disclose as provided
herein, but may not Transfer, the Data or Derivatives to: (i) Prospective Joint
Venture Partners and (ii) Prospective Acquirers , and (iii) Prospective Purchasers
provided that all Third Partie.s to whom disclosu're is to be made hereunder shall
first agree , in 1Nriting , to all of the following:
(i)

DOCS l592 19i H 7880987.1

any Disclosure to a Prospective Acquirer, Prospective Joint Venture
Partner or Prospective Purchaser shall be limited to portions of the Data or
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Licensee or those authorized by Licensee as provided herein prior to receiving any
_
Data or Derivatives.
(g)

Liabi!it'( for Third Parties:

Licensee shall cause all Third Parties to w hom it
Discloses , Transfers or othe~·.iise provides access , use or possession of the Data
or Derivati>,1es to comply 1Nith all terms and conditions herein contained as if such
Third Parties 11.'ere a signatory hereto. Licensee . on its own behalf and on behalf
of the Persons permitted to recei 1te Data or Derivatives hereunder, shall be liable
for and shall as a separate and independent covenant indemnify and hold
harmless Licensor and its Additional Indemnities for all losses, costs , damages.
expenses and liabilities whatsoever (including those on a solicitor client basis)
which Licensor may suffer, sustain , pay or incur from any use or disolosur:e of the
Data or Derivatives by the Licensee and.'or any of the Persons permitted to receive
Data or Derivatives hereunder, or any of their respective Representatives , wh ich is
not in compliance 1Nith the obligations imposed upon Licensee on its own behalf
and on behalf of the of the Persons permitted to receive Data or Deri•tati'tes
hereunder pursuant to this Agreement.
Licensee , for and on behalf of the of the Persons permitted to receive Data or
Derivatives hereunder, agrees that Licensor or its Additional lndemnitees shall
have no liability to all or any of the Persons permitted to recei 1te Data or Derivatives
hereunder, or any of them , as a result of the use or Disclosure of the Data or
Derivatives by or to the Persons permitted to receive Data or Derivati•tes or for
errors or omissions therein and . as a separate and independent covenant.
Licensee shall indemnify and hold · harmless Licensor and its Additional
lndemnitees against any claim by any or ·all of the Persons permitted to receive
Data or Derivatives hereunder arising from use of or reliance on same .

14.

Assignment
Except as expressly authorized herein , Licensee may not assign or transfer all or any
portion of this Agreement without prior written consent of Licensor. 1A1hich consent may be
withheld in Licensor's sole discretion. A change of Control of Licensee shall be deemed
an assignment of this Agreement.

15.

Remedios for Breach
(a )

Licensee agrees that Licensor and Additional lndemnitees will be irreparably
injured by any breach of this Agreement by Licensee or Third Parties who have
been Disclosed , Transferred or provided Data hereunder or under any other
agreement permitted hereunder and that monetary damages may not be an
adequate remedy for such breach . Accordingly , Licensor shall be entitled to seek
injunctive relief to prevent breaches of this Agreement, and to specifically enforce
the terms and conditions hereof, in addition to any other remedy to which Licensor
may be entitled , 1+¥hether hereunder, at la11.i.or in equity.

(b )

In addition , Licensee shall be liable to Licensor and its Additional lndemnitees and
shall , as a separate independent covenant indemnify Licensor and its Additional
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Indemnities for all losses, costs , damages and expenses whatsoever (including
legal fees on a solicitor and own client basis) v.ihich Licensor may suffer, sustain ,
pay or incur as a result of any breach of the terms or conditions of this Agreement
by Licensee or Third Parties Who have been Disclosed , Transferred or provided
Data hereunder.
16.

Enureme-m

This Agreement shall enure to the benefit of and be binding upon the Parties hereto and
their respective successors and permitted assigns.

17.

JurisdictiQA

This Agreement shall be construed in acGbrdance with and governed by the lmvs of the
Province of Alberta and the Parties acknowledge and agree that all matters in dispute
hereunder shall be dealt with exclusively in the Courts of the Province of /\lberta.

18.

Entire Agreement

This Agreement supersedes and replaces any and all of the v.1ritten or oral
communications made betvt'een the Parties •.vith respect to the Data, and constitutes the
entire agreement between the Parties with respect to the specific subject matter hereof.
No variation , alteration or modification of this Agreement shall be accepted unless
reduced to writing and agreed to by both Parties.
19.

It is further understood and agreed that no failure or delay by Licensor in exercising any
right, pov,er or privilege under this Agreement shall operate as a waiver thereof nor shall
any single or partial exercise thereof preclude any other or future exercise of any right,
power or privilege hereunder.
20 .

Time of the Essence

Time shall be of the essence of this ,A,greement.
2-:J,1-,,--F"-1-uurt""h~e.!--lr~.Al\~s~suu~ra-1-1n~c'7fe=s
Each Party hereto shall pertorm such further acts and execute and deliver such further
documents necessary to give effect to the provisions hereof.
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22.

Notices

All notices . consents and other instruments \1,rhich are required or may be given pursuant
to this /\greement must be given in 1,witing and delivered personally or by facsimile as
follmvs :
EGompany Name)

Attention: band Qe13artment

EGom J:)any Name)

Attention: bans Department

or in accordance with the latest unrevoked instructions selii.'ered by one Party to the other.
All notices will be deemed to have been duly given at the time of delivery or. in the case of
facsimile , on the first business say after faxing .

23.

Surviva bility

The respective rights and obligations of the Parties contained within Clauses 7(e). 9, 11
12, 13. 15 and 21 shall survi 11e termination or expiry of this Agreement. for any cause .

24.

Pro•,isions Severable

Each 13rovision of this ,A,greement is intended to be severable. If, in any jurisdiction, ·any
pro 11ision of this Agreement, or the application of such provision to any Person or
circumstance , is restricted or prohibited or is held to be illegal or invalid or unenforceable,
the remainder of this Agreement, or the application of such provision to any Person or
circumstance other than those to 'Nhich it held to be illegal , invalid or unenforceable. shall
not be affected thereby.

25.

No Joint Ve nture or Other Relationship

This Agreement is intended only to facilitate the licensing , rnsclosure and Transfer of
Data , and deli1,erables between the Parties and is not intended to be , and shall not
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construed to create a joint venture association , partnership.
organization or agency arrangement beti.veen the Parties.

26.

or other business

Counterparts

This Agreement may be executed and delivered by facsimile or 1n electronic formats , in as
many separate counterparts as the Parties consider necessary , each of which , 'Nhen a
counterpart has been executed by each Party . shall be considered to be an original and aU
of ;,,vhich taken together shall constitute one and the same instrument. A facsimile of a
counterpart executed by a Party shall be acceptable evidence of the execution by the
Party of that counterpart.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF duly authonzed representatives of the Pati1es hereto have executed
th is Agreement as ot the day and year first above written .

This is the counterpart execution page to that Seismic Data Licence dated •

SCHEDULE "A"
to a Non Exclusive Seismic Data License Agreeme nt
dated tho _ _ day of
~ n d 30 Data]
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as DesGribod on AttaGhed listings
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THIS IS EXHIBIT "U"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19 th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In and for the Province of Alberta

from:

Jin, Xiaodi <xjin@mccarthy.ca>
Sunday, September 25, 2016 2:24 PM
Carolyn A. Wright
Harold Wang; Wentao Yang (yang@kailas-capital.com); Pasieka, James; Colborne,
Melissa
RE: Project Goodyear - SPA
DOCS-#15939699-vl-Puppy_-_MT _Comments_on_PSA_(Sept_23).DOCX; DOCS-#
15939699-vdocx-Puppy_-_MT_ Comments_on_PSA_(Sept_23).pdf

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Hi Carolyn,
A few additional clarifications in the SPA due to the understanding that the prop seismic is already in PEOC, and to
capture the no-interest letter at the SPA level.
Please see attached consolidated blackline. I've also excerpted the incremental changes below for easy reference.

I (v-vw,v)

11

Propliehuy Seis1nic 11 means the seismic data related to or in respect of J.;

100% proprietary seismic data lines and areas set forth and described in 1
Agreement as defined as '~Purchaser Proprietary Seismic Data~" and "'Vendc
Data'" therein;
(1111)

I (hh)

tt1

'Seis1nic Dat.a Licencesfl means the non-exclusive licences for the geii:
available to the Corporation relating to the Assets~ including licences :relati:
Pronrietarv Seis1nic Data" as defined in the Purchase and Sale A2:reement;.
1

Seismic OTirnersbip: Vend~The Corporation has good, valid and merchantable
legal and beneficial interest in and to the Proprietary Seismic, free and clear of an
the Vendor's Kno\vledge, the Proprieta1y Seismic has not been licensed or othei'"\v
any third party m the four year period prior to the date hereof.
DeliYeries of the Vendor

(xv1111) resignations of all directors and officers of the Corporation and a release fr~
directors and officers pursuant to "vhich they release all Claims against the Cori:
...·,rxix
· ~i,
· o~
f abrnc
11 d' 11arges
·
·
1et kJsI,y;;t
'h resnect to a11: E
\'r7~V111J,
copies
an d no 1nterest
~ncun
relatfog to the Corporation 1 the Shares and t.be Assets; and

~(xx)
any and a11 other documents which are required to be delivered and~ if ap
executed~ by the Vendor to the Purchaser pursuant hereto.
Additionally:
1

1.
2.
3.

for Schedule "O" can you please provide us with the final execution copy of the Gas Marketing Agreement? It is
not in the data room yet. I misspoke below when I indicated that this has already been provided.
can we review the proposed form of news release for close of markets Monday?
Can we review the proposed Nils on both the SPA and the P&S?

Thank you in advance.
Happy to discuss.
Xiaodi
Xiaodi Jin
T: 403-260-3627
C: 403-796-4652

From: Jin, Xiaodi

Sent: Sunday, September 25, 2016 12:07 PM
To: Carolyn A. Wright1
1

Cc: Harold Wang'; Wentao Yang (yang@kailas-capital.com); Pasieka, James; Colborne, Melissa
Sil.Object:: RE: Project Goodyear - SPA
1

Hi Carolyn,
Thank you for this. Attached are our minor comments and clarifications on the SPA and the Retained Interest
Agreement. Our only substantive comment/question relates to:
Can you explain how 3.3{d) works? It appears to double count the obligation for the POT Crown Royalty
Amount. i.e. if it is returned as to $200k at closing and then paid over as it is recalculated, an application for
transfer of the amount would double count this or be inconsistent.
While not reflected in the markups:
1. on the Asset/Liabilities Table, Harold has sent/will be sending the format that is expected on this table, we
would like to get confirmation that the table will be produced in such manner.
2. Has the novation of marketing already occurred? Can we see the executed agreement reflecting the same? Can
we know your thoughts on why this is not reflected in the material contracts?
Wentao will be signing all of our documents instead of Harold, and we will begin collecting our required signatures.
We also confirm:
1. we sign off on the form of Work Order Assumption as last circulated by you and attached here.
2. we sign off on the form of Litigation Assumption as last circulated by you and attached here.
In terms of the outstanding Schedules to the SPA here is where we stand:
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule

A- Land Schedule
B - Major Facilities
C - Bank Accounts
D ,-Vendor Certificate
E- Purchaser Certificate
F- Office Sublease

Schedule G - Existing Work Orders

In Data room, to be confirmed by Harold
In Data room, to be confirmed by Harold
Nil, settled form.
In settled form in SPA (notthe version in data room)
In settled form in SPA (not the version in data room)
In settled form and reattached here for certainty (version is the
one circulated by Carolyn and not the data room version)
In Data room, to be confirmed by Harold
2

Schedule H - Wells
Schedule H2 - Retained Interest Wells
Schedule I - Purchase Price Adjustment Amount

In Data room, to be confirmed by Marold
In settled form and reattached here for certainty
Provided by Vendor and under review

Schedule J - ~itigation Claims

Can this be uploaded into the data room please? We
understand it is only the CNRL claim.
In settled form as discussed above and attached here for certainty

Schedule K - Litigation Assumption
Schedule L- Material Contracts
Schedule M - Conveyance
Schedule N - Retained Interest Agreement
Schedule O - Marketing Contract

Provided by Vendor and under review
In settled form in SPA (not the version in data room)
Minor revisions suggested by Purchaser as set forth above,
awaiting Vendor confirmation.
In agreed upon form. Executed copy to be delivered prior to
release of signature pages on Monday

Schedule P - Existing Work Order Agreement.

In settled form as discussed above and attached here for certainty

Schedule Q - P&S
Schedule R - Muni Tax Benchmark

To be circulated in separate email
To be provided by Vendor with the carve out of all sold/disposed
of assets and then to be confirmed by Purchaser

We will work to resolve the items on our end over the day today.
Best,
Xiaodi
X1aodi Jin
T: 403-260-3627
C: 403-796-4652

!From: Carolyn A. Wright [mailto:caw@bdplaw.com]

Sent: Saturday, September 24, 2016 2:47 PM
To: Jin, Xiaodi; Pasieka, James
Cc: 'Sue Riddell Rose'; Gary Jackson; Jackie Cugnet; Vicki Benoit; Linda McKean; 'Josh Lambden'; 'Jeff Green'; Eugene
Doherty; 'Lorie Howland'
Subject: Project Goodyear - SPA
Hi Xiaodi,
Please find attached the revised SPA, which·we hope is in execution form. A few things to note:
o
e

®

Ii)

e

o

e

Clause and Subclause were inconsistently capitalized so I conformed everything to capital letters
Assets/Liabilities Tables - these will be provided at Closing per the discussions between the parties and
Macquarie, including robust indemnities
Data Room - Harold has requested information over the past few days and the information has been posted to
the Data Room. As you know, every time there is a new item posted to the data room, Harold is informed. As
such we have revised the Data Room to include everything posted to the date of execution
Retention Period - I added the word "Record" so as to not get confused with the Retained Interests Agreement
and any concept of Retention thereunder. I removed the defined term as it is not used.
Subleased Space - removed as definition is not necessary, also deleted from 2.6
·Clause 3.4(d)(ii) - we have reverted back to the prior language in order to ensure that if Purchaser decides to
report any other assets through PEOC, Purchaser/PEOC will reimburse Vendor for those offset royalties as well.
Following Closing, the reimbursement is for everything except the Retained Interests.
Clause 6.3 -added covenant of Purchaser relating to the use of the financial documents Purchaser has
requested
3

o

Clause 11.2 - revised the Purchaser's indemnity to include the indemnity with respect to the Assets/Liabilities
Tables

Can you please advise if there is anything else outstanding in order to get the agreements executed? Our hope to
execute today if possible and hold the signature pages in trust until the marketing arrangement is put in place on
Monday. Perpetual would sign after close of markets on Monday and exchange pages at that time.

Carolyn A. Wright
Partner
BURNET, DUCKWORTH & PALMER LLP Law Firm
Telephone 403.260.5721 Fax 403.260.0332 Web BDPLAW.COM Address Suite 2400, 525-8rh Ave SW Calgary, AB T2P 1G1
The information transmitted is intended only for the addressee and may contain confidential, proprietary and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review,
distribution or other use of or the taking of any action in reliance upon this information is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and
delete or destroy this message and any copies.
·

This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure. No waiver
whatsoever is intended by sending this e-mail which is intended only for the named recipient(s). Unauthorized
use, dissemination or copying is prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please notify the sender and
destroy all copies of this e-mail. Our privacy policy is available at www.mccarthy.ca.
Click here to unsubscribe from commercial electronic messages. Please note that you will continue to receive
non-commercial electronic messages, such as account statements, invoices, client communications, and other
similar factual electronic communications.
Suite 5300, TD Bank Tower, Box 48, 66 Wellington Street West, Toronto, ON M5K 1E6
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SHAREPURCHASEANDSALEAGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT dated the_ day of September, 2016.
BETWEEN:

PERPETUAL ENERGY INC., a corporation incorporated pursuant to
the laws of the Province of Alberta (hereinafter called the "Vendor")
OF THE FIRST PART
- and-

1986114 ALBERTA INC., a corporation incorporated pursuant to the
laws of the Province of Alberta (hereinafter called the "Purchaser")
OF THE SECOND PART
WHEREAS the Vendor is the beneficial owner of the Shares;
AND WHEREAS the Purchaser and the Vendor have agreed that the Vend or will sell all of
the shares of Perpetual Energy Operating Corp. ("PEOC") to the Purchaser and the Purchaser will purchase
the shares of PEOC from the Vendor on the terms and subject to the conditions set forth herein;
NOW THEREFORE this Agreement witnesses that, for good and valuable consideration,
the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged by the Purchaser and the Vendor, the Parties
covenant and agree with each other as follows:

ARTICLE 1
INTERPRETATION
Definitions

1.1

In this Agreement (including the recitals hereto, this Clause and each schedule), the words
and phrases set forth below shall have the meanings specified below, namely:
(a)

"Abandonment and Reclamation Liabilities" means all past, present and future obligations to:
(i)

abandon wells and close, decommission, dismantle and remove structures, foundations,
buildings, pipelines, equipment and other facilities located on the Lands or lands pooled or
unitized therewith or used or previously used in respect of Petroleum Substances produced
or previously produced from the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith; and/or

(ii)

restore, remediate and reclaim the surface and subsurface locations thereof and lands used
to gain access thereto, including such obligations relating to wells, pipelines and facilities
which were abandoned or decommissioned prior to the Closing Date that were located on
the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith or that were located on other lands and used
in respect of Petroleum Substances produced or previously produced from the Lands or
lands pooled or unitized therewith;

all in accordance with generally accepted oil and gas industry practices in the province where the
Assets are located and in compliance with Applicable Law;
7882429.1
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(b)

"Accepting Employeetlhas the meaning specified in Subclause 12.l(h);

(c)

"Accepting Employee Effective Date" means the effective date of an Accepting Employee's
employment with Purchaser;

(d)

"Affiliate" of a Party means a corporation or partnership that controls the Party, is controlled by the
Party or is controlled by the same person, corporation or partnership that controls the Party and for
which purpose a corporation shall be deemed to be controlled by those persons, corporations or
partnerships who own or effectively control, other than by way of security only, sufficient voting
shares of the corporation (whether directly through the ownership of shares of the corporation or
indirectly through the ownership of shares of another corporation which directly or indirectly owns
shares of the corporation) to elect the majority of its board of directors and a partnership shall be
deemed to be controlled by those persons, corporations or partnerships that are able to determine
policies or material decisions of that partnership, provided that a partnership which is composed
solely of corporations which are Affiliates, as described above, shall be deemed to be an Affiliate of
each such corporation and its other Affiliates;

(e)

"Agreement" means this agreement including the recitals hereto, this Clause and each schedule, as
amended after the date hereof by written agreement between the Vendor and the Purchaser;

(f)

"Applicable Laws" means, in relation to any Person, property or circumstance:
(i)

statutes (including regulations enacted thereunder);

(ii)

judgments and orders of courts of competent jurisdiction;

(iii)

regulations, orders and directives issued by Government Authorities; and

(iv)

the terms and conditions of all permits, licences, approvals and authorizations;

which are applicable to such Person, property or circumstance;
(g)

"Assets" means, collectively, the Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights, the Tangibles and the
Miscellaneous Interests;

(h)

"Assets/Liabilities Tables" means the tables dated December 2015 and June 2016 setting out the
numbers derived from the Vendor's financial statements in respect of the net book value and
undiscounted assets retirement obligations of the Assets, with a discount rate applied to the values
in accordance with Purchaser's direction and accounting policies, prepared with no representations
whatsoever by the Vendor or any of its directors, officers, employees or agents, past present or
future, and disclaiming any veracity, accuracy, completeness or compliance with Vendor's past,
present or future accounting practices or policies;

(i)

"Asset Report" means the excerpted portions of the Reserves Report relating to the Assets as
provided by the Vendor to the Purchaser. These portions of the Reserves Report were evaluated
internally by the Company and reviewed by McDaniel effective December 31, 2015. The reserves
estimates and future net revenue forecasts have been prepared and presented in accordance with the
Canadian standards set out in the Canadian Oil and Gas Evaluation Handbook (COGEH) and
National Instrument 51-101 (NI 51-101 );

(j)

"Base Price" means one dollar ($1.00);
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(k)

"Benefit Plans" means all pension and benefit plans applicable to or for the benefit of the Offered
Employees, including any registered pension (defined benefit or defined contribution),
supplemental pension, investment and/or savings (including registered and non-registered),
medical, dental, vision care, drug, life insurance, accidental death and dismemberment insurance,
supplemental unemployment benefit, salary continuation, sick leave, short-term or long-term
disability benefits and/or insurance or other similar plans or arrangements or practices, including
any public or government sponsored plan;

(1)

"Business Day" means any day other than a Saturday, Sunday or statutory holiday in Calgary,
Alberta;

(m)

"Claim" means any claim, demand, lawsuit, proceeding, arbitration or governmental investigation,
in each case, whether asserted, threatened, pending or existing;

(n)

"Closing" means the closing of the sale of the Shares by the Vendor to the Purchaser and the
delivery by the Purchaser to the Vendor of the Base Price;

(o)

"Closing Date" means October 1, 2016 or such other date as agreed by the Parties hereto;

(p)

"Closing Time" means 12:03 a.m. local Calgary time on the Closing Date;

( q)

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner of Competition, or his duly appointed delegate.

(r)

"Competition Act" means the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34.

(s)

"Competition Act Approval" means one of the following has occurred:

(i)

the Commissioner has issued an advance ruling certificate pursuant to section 102 of the
Competition Act in respect of the Transaction contemplated herein; or

(ii)

the waiting period under section 123 of the Competition Act shall have expired, been
terminated or, pursuant to section 113(c) of the Competition Act, waived and the
Commissioner has aq.vised Purchaser and Vendor that the Commissioner does not intend at
the current time to apply to the Competition Tribunal (as defined in the Competition Act)
for an order under section 92 of the Competition Act in respect of the transactions
contemplated herein.

(t)

"Confidentiality Agreement" means the confidentiality agreement dated May 12, 2016 between
the Vendor and a related party of the Purchaser;

(u)

"Corporation" means PEOC or Perpetual Energy Operating Corp.;

(v)

"Credit Value" has the meaning specified in Clause 3.4(a);

(w}

"Crown Royalty Credit" has the meaning specified in Clause 3.4(a);

(x)

"Crown Royalty Deposit" has the meaning specified in Clause 3.3(a);

(y)

"Customary Post-Closing Consents" means consents and approvals from any Government
Authority or third party that are customarily obtained after closing in connection with transactions
similar in nature to the Transaction;
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(z)

"Data Room" means whether physical or electronic, (i) the data and contents contained in the
virtual data room on the file transfer protocol site (FTP Site) made available to Purchaser between
May 17, 2016 up to and including the date hereof, representing certain files made available to
Purchaser and its Representatives with respect to the transaction contemplated herein, and (ii) the
data and information made available to Purchaser at Vendor's head office or at various field
locations pertaining to the Assets and the Corporation for Vendor's review, including but not
limited to, files data and information relating to Title and Operating Documents, . paper and
electronic well files, joint venture agreements, marketing agreements, handling agreements,
gathering agreements, transportation agreements, storage agreements, consulting contracts,
environmental information, corporate information, lease operating statements and such other files,
data and information made availableto Purchaser by Vendor prior to the date hereof.

(aa)

"Defaulting Party" has the meaning specified in Clause 13.l(b);

(bb)

"Dollar" or "$" means a Canadian dollar;

(cc)

"Employment Details" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.l(a);

(dd)

"Encumbrance" means a Security Interest and any other adverse claim or encumbrance that is not
a Permitted Encumbrance;

(ee)

"Entry Price" means the amount paid or committed to be paid by Vendor or Corporation in order
to enter into the "put" arrangement as per the Gas Marketing Contract;

(ff)

"Environment" means the components of the earth and includes ambient air, land, surface and
sub-surface strata, groundwater, surface water, all layers of the atmosphere, all organic and
inorganic matter and living organisms, including plants, animals and humans, and the interacting
natural systems that include such components;

(gg)

"Environmental Laws" means Applicable Laws which relate to Environmental, health or safety
matters including, without limitation, Applicable Laws governing the use and storage of Hazardous
Substances;

(hh)

"Environmental Liabilities" means all past, present or future Losses or Liabilities or other
obligations in respect of pollution or contamination of, or damage or injury to, the Environment
including:
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(i)

Losses or Liabilities resulting from the use, storage, holding, handling, transportation,
release, spill, emission, escape or migration of any substance or waste including any
substance or waste regulated under Environmental Laws;

(ii)

obligations to test, monitor, remediate, protect and clean-up the Environment;

(iii)

obligations to compensate Third Parties for losses, damages and injury;

(iv)

Claims, Losses or Liabilities under Environmental Laws; and

(v)

Abandonment and Reclamation Liabilities;
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that have arisen or hereafter arise from or in respect of any past, present or future Operations
including activities or omissions related to the Assets, and all costs associated with any such
'
Operations, activities or omissions;
(ii)

"Existing Work Orders" has the meaning specified in Subclause 5.3(n);

Gj)

"Field Employees" has the meaning specified in Clause 12.1;

(kk)

"Financial Information" has the meaning specified in Clause 6.3;

(11)

"Financial Statements" means, the unaudited, internally prepared statements of financial position
of the Corporation as at December 31,, 2015 and June 3 0, 2016, as well as the statements of income
for the year ended December 31, 2015 and for the six months ended June 30, 2016 of the
Corporation, all prepared in accordance with GAAP but excluding notes to the financial
statements;

(mm)

"GAAP" or "Generally Accepted Accounting Principles" means generally accepted accounting
principles and practices in Canada, including the principles set forth in the CICA Handbook
published by the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants or any successor institute;

(nn)

"Gas Marketing Contract" means the gas marketing contract attached hereto as Schedule "O";

(oo)

"General Conveyance" means the agreement in the form set forth in Schedule "M";

(pp)

"Government Authority" means a federal, provincial, territorial, municipal or other government
or government department, agency or authority (including a court oflaw) having jurisdiction over a
Party, the Assets or the Transaction;·

(qq)

"Hazardous Substances" means any element, waste or other substance, whether natural or
artificial and whether consisting of gas, liquid, solid or vapour that is prohibited, listed, defined,
designated or classified as dangerous, hazardous, radioactive, explosive or toxic or a pollutant or a
contaminant under or pursuant to any applicable Environmental Laws, and specifically including
petroleum and all derivatives thereof and synthetic substitutes therefor and asbestos or
asbestos-containing materials or any substance which is deemed under Environmental Laws to be
deleterious to the Environment or worker or public health and safety;

(rr)

"Hedged Monthly Production Volume" means Petroleum Substances produced from the Assets
equivalent to 33,611 GJ/d;

(ss)

"Indemnified Party" has the meaning specified in Clause 11.3;

(tt)

"Indemnifying Party" has the meaning specified in Clause 11.3;

(uu)

"Land Schedule" means Schedule "A";

(vv)

"Lands" means, all lands owned, legally or beneficially by the Corporation, as set forth and
described in the Land Schedule;

(ww)

"Lease Operating Statements" means the lease operating statements of the Assets, provided in
production month form as provided in writing by the Vendor to Purchaser for each of: (i) the six
months period ended June 30, 2016; and (ii) the year ended December 31, 2015;
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(xx)

"Leases" means, collectively, the leases, licenses, permits and other documents of title which grant
rights to Petroleum Substances within, upon or under the Lands and which are set forth and
described in the Land Schedule and includes, if applicable all renewals and extensions of such
documents and all documents issued in substitution therefor but only to the extent such documents
of title relate to the Lands;

(yy)

"Litigation Claims" means those actions described in Schedule "J";

(zz)

"Losses or Liabilities" means in respect of a Party and in relation to a matter, any and all:
(i)

losses, costs, damages, expenses and charges (including all penalties, assessments and
fines) which such Party suffers, sustains, pays or incurs, directly or indirectly, in
connection with such matter and includes reasonable costs of legal counsel (on a full
indemnity basis) and other professional advisors and reasonable costs of investigating and
defending Claims arising from the matter, regardless of whether such Claims are sustained
and includes Taxes payable on any settlement payment or damage award in respect of such
matter; ·or

(ii)

liabilities and obligations (whether under common law, in equity, under Applicable Law or
otherwise; whether tortious, contractual, vicarious, statutory or otherwise; whether
absolute or contingent; and whether based on fault, strict liability or otherwise) which such
Person incurs as a result of such matter or in connection therewith;

excluding consequential or indirect losses or loss of profits suffered by such Party, but, including
consequential or indirect losses or loss of profits that are paid or payable by such Party as a result of
a Third Party Claim;
(aaa)

"Major Facilities" means the facilities relating to the Lands, including those described in Schedule
"B";

(bbb)

"Material Contracts" means the contracts and agreements which are not terminable on less than
30 days' notice and which are material to the business of the Corporation, including the
Transportation, Processing and Sales Agreements, as set out in Schedule "L".

(ccc)

"McDaniel" means McDaniel & Associates Consultants, independent oil and natural gas reserve
engineers of Calgary, Alberta;

(ddd)

"Miscellaneous Interests" means all right, title, interest and estate of the Corporation in and to all
property, rights and assets, whether contingent or absolute, legal or beneficial, present or future,
vested or not (other than the Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights and the Tangibles), to the extent
pertaining to the Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights, the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith
or the Tangibles and to which the Corporation is entitled at the date hereof including the following
property, rights and assets:
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(i)

contracts, agreements, books, records and documents to the extent that they relate to the
Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights, the Tangibles or items listed in items (iii) or (iv) of this
definition or any rights in relation thereto including the Title and Operating Documents and
any rights of the Corporation in relation thereto;

(ii)

Surface Interests;
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(iii)

the Seismic Data and Seismic Data Licences;

(iv)

all production, engineering and other information relating .directly to the Petroleum and
Natural Gas Rights, the Lands and the Tangibles which the Corporation either has in its
custody or to which the Corporation has access, excluding any such information that is
subject to confidel).tiality restrictions or restrictions on transferability;

(v)

permits, licences, approvals and other authorizations, crossing privileges or other rights
pursuant to which the Wells or the Tangibles are accessed, maintained or operated relating
to any Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights or Tangibles, or the use thereof;

(vi)

the Wells;

(vii)

certain records, books, files, reports, data, computers, cell phones; copiers, other office
machines and furniture associated with the Accepting Employees, as selected by the
Vendor, and all documents and information, well files, lease files, agreement files,
previous AFB invoices and production records relating to the Lands and the Petroleum and
Natural Gas Rights; and

(viii)

certain vehicles, phone lines, satellite services, cellular modems, cell phones, computer
hardware, printers, routers, copiers and other office machines together with associated
lease agreements, but only to the extent as may be located at or physically attached to the
field facilities associated with Land and the Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights, including
the Major Facilities.

(eee)

"Mumicipal Government Property Tax Adjustment" has the meaning specified in Clause 3 .1;

(fff)

"Municipal Tax Benchmark" shall mean such amount set forth in Schedule "R" hereto as the
gross amount of 2015 municipal government property taxes in respect of the operated Assets,
which, for greater certainty, shall be calculated to exclude taxes payable with respect to such
portion of assets which have been sold or disposed of on or prior to the date hereof (other than
pursuant to the Purchase and Sale Agreement):

(ggg)

"Offer Period" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.l(e);

(hhh)

"Offered Employees" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.l(e);

(iii)

"Office Employees" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.l(a);

(jjj)

"Office Sublease" means the office sublease

(kkk)

"Operations" means any and all operations on or in respect of the Lands or lands pooled or unitized
therewith or relating to Petroleum Substances produced therefrom or the Tangibles, including: (i)
drilling, completion, testing, recompleting, deepening, plugging back, side tracking, whipstocking,
fracing, stimulating, injecting, equipping, operating and abandoning wells; (ii) construction, repair,
expansion, decommissioning, maintenance and operation of oilfield facilities and equipment; (iii)
producing, gathering, compressing, dehydr~ting, scrubbing, processing, treating, separating,
extracting, collecting, refrigerating, measuring, storing, transporting or shipping Petroleum
Substances (including processing, treatment and storage of sulphur and transmission,
transportation, treatment and disposition of water); (iv) miscible flood and other enhanced recovery
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schemes; (v) geological, geophysical and seismic activities; and (vi) abandonment, reclamation,
remediation and restoration operations;
(111)

"Other Party" has the meaning specified in Clause 13.l(b);

(mmm) "Party" means a Person who is bound by this Agreement;
(nnn)
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"Permitted Encumbrances" means any of the following:
(i)

liens for taxes, assessments and governmental charges which are not due or delinquent;

(ii)

easements, rights of way, servitudes or other similar rights in land including rights of way
and servitudes for highways or other roads, railways, sewers, drains, gas and oil pipelines,
gas or water mains or electric light, power, telephone, telegraph or cable television
conduits, poles, wires or cables which do not materially impair the use or enjoyment of the
Assets affected thereby;

(iii)

the right reserved to or vested in any Government Authority by the terms of any lease,
license, franchise, grant or permit or by any Applicable Law, to terminate such lease,
license, franchise, grant or permit or to require annual or other periodic payments as a
condition of the continuance thereof;

(iv)

the right reserved to or vested in any Government Authority to levy taxes on Petroleum
Substances or the income or revenue attributable thereto;

(v)

rights reserved to or vested in any Government Authority to control or regulate any of the
Assets in any manner including any requirements relating to production rates in respect of
any Operations;

(vi)

undetermined or inchoate liens incurred or created in the ordinary course of business or a
lien created as security in favour of the Person conducting Operations on or in respect of
the Assets to which such liens relate for the Corporation's or its predecessor's proportionate
share of the costs and expenses of such Operations which are not due or delinquent;

(vii)

mechanics', builders' or materialman's liens in respect of services rendered or goods
supplied, but only insofar as such liens relate to goods or services for which payment is not
due or delinquent;

(viii)

trust obligations incurred in the ordinary course of business;

(ix)

the terms and conditions of the Title and Operating Documents, (including Transportation,
Processing and Sale Agreements and contracts for the operation of Wells by contract field
operators);

(x)

penalties which are disclosed in the Land Schedule and which have arisen under operating
procedures or similar agreements as a consequence of elections by the Corporation or its
predecessors not to participate in Operations on the Lands to which the penalty applies;

(xi)

the reservations, limitations, provisos and conditions in any original grants from the Crown
of any of the Lands or interest therein and statutory exceptions to title;
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(xii)

liens granted in the ordinary course of business to a public utility or Government Authority
in connection with Operations;

(xiii)

the burdens, encumbrances, royalties, adverse claims, (including reductions and
conversions) and penalties set forth in the Land Schedule;

(xiv)

any rights of first refusal, pre-emptive purchase rights and similar rights as are set forth in
the Title and Operating Documents (provided such rights do not have application to the
change of control contemplated by this Agreement); and

(xv)

any other circumstance, matter or thing disclosed in any Schedule hereto.

provided that the following items must be identified in a Schedule to qualify as Permitted
Encumbrances: (1) royalty burdens, net profits interests and similar encumbrances; (2) alterations
of the Corporation's interest because _of the right of a Person to convert a royalty, under a right of a
Person to earn or acquire an interest, farmout or similar agreement; (3) any penalty or forfeiture that
applies to the Assets as at the date hereof because of the Corporation's election prior to the date
hereof not to participate in a particular operation; and (4) any other filed lien or adverse claim
affecting the Assets;
( ooo)

"Person" means any individual, body corporate, partnership (limited or general), trust, trustee,
executor or similar official, Government Authority or other entity;

(ppp)

"Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights" means all of the right, title, estate and interest, whether
absolute or contingent, legal or beneficial, present or future, vested or not, and whether or not an
"interest in land", held by the Corporation pursuant to the Title and Operating Documents in or to
any of the following, by whatever name the same are known:
(i)

rights to explore for, drill for, extract, win, produce, take, save or market Petroleum
Substances from the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith;

(ii)

rights to a share of the production of Petroleum Substances from the Lands orlands pooled
or unitized therewith;

(iii)

rights to a share of the proceeds of, or to receive payment calculated by reference to, the
quantity or value of the production of Petroleum Substances from the Lands or lands
pooled or unitized therewith; and

(iv)

the interests set forth in the Land Schedule in and to and in respect of the Leases and the
Lands;

(v)

any other circumstance, matter or thing disclosed in any Schedule,

including all interests and rights in or in respect of the Lands known as working interests, leasehold
interests, royalty interests, overriding royalty interests, gross overriding royalty interests,
production payments, profits interests, net profits interests, revenue interests, net revenue interests
or economic interests and including fractional or undivided interests in any of the foregoing;
(qqq)

7882429.1
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liquid hydrocarbons and all other mineral substances, whether liquid, solid or gaseous and whether
hydrocarbons or not (except coal, but including sulphur and hydrogen sulphide), produced in
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association with such petroleum, natural gas or related hydrocarbons or found in any water, or any
produced and/or sourced water or disposal wells;
(rrr)

"l?O'f" means Perpetual Operating Trust;

(sss)

"J?Q'f Crown Royalty Amoumt" has the meaning specified in Clause 3.3(a);

(ttt)

"Pre-Transaction Reorganization" means the sale and transfer of the Assets from POT to the
Corporation and the resignation of the Corporation as trustee of POT;

(uuu)

"Prior Period Taxes" has the meaning specified in Subclause 10.l(a);

(vvv)

"Proposal" has the meaning specified in Subclause 4.4(a);

(www) "Proprietary Seismic" means the seismic data related to or in respect of Vendor'Corporation 's
100% proprietary seismic data lines and areas set forth and described in the Purchase and Sale
Agreement as defined as "Purchaser Proprietary Seismic Data" and "Vendor Proprietary Seismic
Data" thercin;
(xxx)

"Purclltase a111d Sale Agreemeimt" means the purchase and sale agreement between POT and the
Corporation to be entered into immediately prior to the Closing Time pursuant to which the Assets
are to be sold and conveyed to the Corporation, and in the. form attached hereto as Schedule "Q",
subject to updates to Schedule "G" of the Purchase and Sale Agreement prior to the Closing Date
made in accordance therewith;

(yyy)

"Pu11rchase l?rnce" means the sum of the Base Price plus any Municipal Government Tax
Adjustments plus or minus any adjustments otherwise expressly provided for in this Agreement; ·

(zzz)

"Purchase Price AdjunstmeJmt Amounts" means the amounts set out in Schedule "I" attached
hereto;

(aaaa) "Punrclraaser's Compensatioim" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.l(e)(ii);
(bbbb) "Purchaser's JLosses" means Losses or Liabilities of the Purchaser-and its Related Parties;
(cccc) "Rejecting Employee" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.l(h);
(dddd) "Related Parties" means, in reference to a Party, its Affiliates, successors and assigns and its or its
Affiliates' respective directors, officers, employees and advisors;
(eeee) "Required Ap]!lrovals" means consents, waivers, approvals, orders and authorizations required by
any Government Authority in respect of the Transaction but excluding Customary Post-Closing
Consents and any other approvals, consents, waivers, orders and authorizations which, if not
obtained, would not reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on the completion of
the Transaction;
(ffff)

"Reserves Report" means the independent engineering evaluation of the Vendor's oil and natural
gas reserves prepared by McDaniel effective December 31, 2015;

(gggg) "R etained foterests" has the meaning specified in the Retained Interests Agreement;
(hhhh) "Retannned li!nterests Agreement" means the agreement in the form set forth in Schedule "N";
7882429.l
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(iiii)

"Right of First Refusal" means a right of first refusal, pre-emptive right of purchase or similar
right whereby any party, other than the Purchaser.has the right to acquire or purchase any Asset as
a consequence of the Vendor having agreed to sell the Shares to the Purchaser;

(jjjj)

"Security Interest" means any pledge, lien, charge, mortgage, assignment by way of security,
conditional sale, title retention arrangement or other security interest;

(kkkk) "Seismic Data" means (i) the Proprietary Seismic and (ii) the Seismic Data Licences;

(llll)

"Seismic Data Licences" means the non-exclusive licences for the geophysical information
available to the Corporation relating to the Assets. including iicences relating to the "Third Party
Proprietary Seismic Data" as defined in the Purchase and Sale Agreement;

(mmmm)

"Service Years" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12. l(e)(v)(A);

(nilnn) "Severance Obligations" means all termination notice, pay in lieu of notice of termination of
employment or any combination of the two; any damages for wrongful dismissal, constructive
dismissal or unjust dismissal, including but not limited to damages related to loss of Benefit Plans
entitlements and/or Purchaser's Compensation; and all related costs and Losses and Liabilities,
whether arising in contract, equity or pursuant to Applicable Laws, that arise as a result of the
termination (including constructive dismissal) of the employment of any Offered Employee,
Rejecting Employee or Accepting Employee, as the context requires, pursuant to the terms of -this
Agreement, including indemnity for legal fees and for any amounts ordered to be paid by a court or
adjudicator of competent jurisdiction.
(0000)

"Shares" means all of the issued shares in the share capital of the Corporation;

(pppp) "Surface Interests" means all right, title, interest and estate of the Vendor to enter upon, use,
occupy and enjoy the surface of the Lands, any lands with which the same have been pooled or
unitized and any lands upon which the Tangibles are located, in each case, for purposes related to
the use or ownership of the Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights or the Tangibles or Operations,
whether the same are held by right of way, or otherwise;
(qqqq) "Tangibles" means, collectively, all right, title interest and estate of the Corporation, whether
absolute or contingent, legal or beneficial, present or future, vested or not, in and to:
(i)

the Major Facilities described in Schedule "B";

(ii)

all other equipment, systems, plants and facilities used or useful in producing Petroleum
Substances from the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith or gathering,
compressing, dehydrating, scrubbing, processing, treating, separating, extracting,
collecting, refrigerating, measuring, storing, transporting or shipping such Petroleum
Substances; and

(iii)

all other tangible property and assets used or intended for use in producing, storing or
injecting Petroleum Substances;

(rrrr)

"Tax Act" means the Income Tax Act (Canada), R.S.C. 1985, c.1 (5th Supplement);

(ssss)

"Tax Indemnity" has the meaning specified in Subclause 10.l(b);

7882429.1
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(tttt)

"Tax Returns" includes all returns, reports, deciarations, elections, notices, filings, forms,
statements and other documents (whether in tangible, electronic or other form) and including any
amendments, schedules, attachments, supplements, appendices and exhibits thereto, made,
prepared, filed or required to be made, prepared or filed by Applicable Law in respect of Taxes;

(uuuu) "Taxation Authority" means the Canada Revenue Agency or any other Government Authority
which is entitled to impose Taxes or to administer any Tax legislation;
(vvvv) "Taxes" means all taxes, however denominated (including any interest, penalties, or other
additions thereto) that are imposed by a Taxation Authority, and shall for greater certainty include
but not be limited to, federal and provincial income and capital taxes, payroll and employee
withholding taxes, employment insurance premiums, Canada pension plan contributions, goods
and services tax, sales and use taxes, ad valorem taxes, excise taxes, franchise taxes, gross receipts
taxes, business license taxes, occupation taxes, real and personal property taxes, stamp taxes,
environmental taxes, workers' compensation premiums, and all other amounts of the same or a
similar nature to any of the foregoing, whether or not such amounts are described as taxes, but does
not include any royalty payable pursuant to or in respect of a Lease;
(wwww)

"Third Party" means any Person other than the Parties and their Related Parties;

(xxxx) "Third Party Marketing Company" means Mercuria Commodities Canada Corporation;
(yyyy) "Third Party Claim" has the meaning specified in Clause 11.3;

(zzzz) "Title and Operating Documents" means all agreements, contracts, instruments and other
documents that govern the ownership or use of the Assets or relate to Permitted Encumbrances or
Operations, including: (A) the Leases and other agreements and instruments pursuant to which the
Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights were issued, granted or created; (B) permits, licenses, approvals
and authorizations; (C) operating agreements, unit agreements, pooling agreements, trust
declarations, participation agreements, farmin agreements, farmout agreements and royalty
agreements; (D) agreements that create or relate to Surface Interests; (E) Transportation,
Processing and Sale Agreements; (F) common stream agreements; (G) agreements for the
construction, ownership and/or operation of Tangibles; (H) trust declarations and other documents
and instruments that evidence the Corporation's interests in the Assets; and (I) trust declarations
pursuant to which the Corporation holds interests in the Lands in trust for other Persons;
(aaaaa) "Transaction" means the entering into of this Agreement and the sale and purchase of the Shares in
accordance with this Agreement;
(bbbbb) "Transition Period" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.2(a);
(ccccc) "Transition Staff" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.2(a);
(ddddd)"Transportation, Processing and Sale Agreements" means the contracts for the processing,
compression, treatment, gathering, storage, transportation or sale of Petroleum Substances
produced from the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith;
(eeeee) "Two Week Working Notice" has the meaning specified in Subclause 12.2(d);
(fffff)

7882429.1
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accordance with Clause 13 .1 (b ), the amount payable to Vendor or Corporation in order to sell the
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"put" arrangement as per the Gas Marketing Contract as quoted by the Third Party Marketing
Company, provided that if the Other Party disputes the amount, it may, within one Business Day of
receipt of such quote, solicit two additional quotes from reputable gas marketers and the highest of
such price, taking into consideration any credit collateral arrangements, received from the Third
Party Marketing Company and the additional gas marketers shall be the "Unwind Price";
(ggggg) "Vendor's Knowledge" means the actual 1<11owledge of any of Vice President Land Acquisition
and Divestitures or Vice President Production Operations, after reasonable inquiry, but does not
include the knowledge of any other Person or constructive knowledge;
(hhhhh) "Vendor's Losses" means Losses or Liabilities of the Vendor and its Related Parties;
(iiiii)

"Wells" means all producing, suspended, shut in, abandoned (including those abandoned wells
which are reclamation certified or reclamation exempt), water source, disposal, injection or similar
wells as listed in Schedule "H"; and

(jjjjj)

"Work Fee" means the sum of one million dollars ($1,000,000).

1.2

Interpretation
Unless otherwise stated or the context otherwise necessarily requires, in this Agreement:

(a)

the headings of Articles, clauses and subclauses in this Agreement are for convenience of reference
only and shall not affect the construction or interpretation of this Agreement;

(b)

whenever the singular or masculine or neuter is used in this Agreement or in the schedules, each
shall be interpreted as meaning the plural or feminine or body politic or corporate, and vice versa,
as the context requires;

( c)

if there is any conflict or inconsistency between the provisions of this Agreement and those of a
schedule attached hereto, the provisions of this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of the conflict;

( d)

all documents executed and delivered pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement are subordinate
to the provisions hereof and the provisions hereof shall govern and prevail in the event of a conflict;

(e)

"this Agreement", "herein", "hereby", "hereunder", "hereof and similar expressions refer to this
Agreement as a whole (including Schedules) and not to any particular Article, Clause or Subclause
on or other provision hereof and references herein to any agreement or instrument, including this
Agreement, shall be a reference to the agreement or instrument as varied, amended, modified, or
supplemented or replaced from time to time;

(f)

all references to Articles, Clauses and Subclauses and to Schedules are, unless otherwise stated,
references to Articles, Clauses, Subclauses and Schedules to this Agreement and unless otherwise
stated or the context so requires, a reference in a Clause to a Subclause shall refer to a Subclause of
that Clause;

(g)

"including" means "including without limitation" and "includes" means "includes without
limitation";

7882429.1
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(h)

any reference to a statute shall include and shall be deemed to be a reference to such statute and to
the regulations made pursuant thereto, and all amendments made thereto and in force at the date
hereof;

(i)

if Closing does not occur, each provision of this Agreement which presumes that Closing has
occurred shall be construed as having been contingent upon Closing having occurred; and

G)

the following schedules (the "Schedules") are attached to, form part of and are incorporated in this
Agreement:
(i)

Schedule "A" - Land Schedule;

(ii)

Schedule "B" -Major Facilities;

(iii)

Schedule "C" -

(iv)

Schedule "D" -Form of Vendor's Officer's Certificate;

(v)

Schedule "E" -Form of Purchaser's Officer's Certificate;

(vi)

Schedule "F" -

Office Sublease;

(vii)

Schedule "G" -

Existing Work Orders;

(viii)

Schedule "Hl" -Wells

(ix)

Schedule "H2" -Retained Licence Wells;

(x)

Schedule "I" - Purchase Price Adjustments Amount;

(xi)

Schedule "J" - Litigation Claims;

(xii)

Schedule "K" -Litigation Release and Indemnity Agreement;

(xiii)

Schedule "L" -Material Contracts;

(xiv)

Schedule "M" - General Conveyance;

(xv)

Schedule "N" -Retained Interests Agreement;

(xvi)

Schedule 11 0 11 - Gas Marketing Contract;

(xvii)

Schedule "P" - Existing Work Order Release and Indemnity Agreement;

Bank Accounts;

(xviii) Schedule "Q" -Purchase and Sale Agreement; and
(xix)

7882429.1

Schedule "R" - Municipal Tax Benchmark.
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ARTICLE2
PURCHASE AND SALE

2.1

Agreement of Purchase and Sale

(a)

The Purchaser hereby agrees to purchase the Shares from the Vendor and the Vendor hereby agrees
to sell the Shares to the Purchaser at and for the Purchase Price.

(b)

In determining the Purchase Price, the Parties have taken into account:

2.2

(i)

the Purchaser's assumption of responsibility for Environmental Liabilities and the release
of the Vendor and its Related Parties of all responsibility therefor, other than as it relates to
the Existing Work Orders;

(ii)

the Vendor's assumption ofresponsibility for and the release and indemnity provided in
favour of the Purchaser over the Existing Work Orders pursuant to the Existing Work
Order Release and Indemnity Agreement attached as Schedule "P" hereto; and

(iii)

the Vendor's assumption of obligations, liabilities, costs, as well as rights, claims, causes
of action and credits relating to the Litigation Claims, the Vendor's release and indemnity
in favour of the Purchaser and the covenants of the Purchaser in favour of the Vendor with
respect to the Litigation Claims pursuant to the Litigation Release and Indemnity
Agreement attached as Schedule ''K" hereto.

Payment of Purchase Price

The Purchaser shall pay to the Vendor the Base Price at Closing, as adjusted for the
Purchase Price Adjustment Amounts, by certified cheque or wire transfer.

2.3

Place of Closing

Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Parties, Closing
shall take place at the Closing
. th
Time at the offices of Burnet, Duckworth & Palmer LLP at 2400, 525 - 8 · Avenue S.W., Calgary, Alberta.

2.4

Gas Marketing Arrangements

Concurrently with the execution of this Agreement, the Corporation and Third Party
Marketing Company have entered into contractual arrangements as set out in Schedule 11 0 11 (the ("Gas
Marketing Contract") providing for the delivery and sale of the Hedged Monthly Production Volume.

2.5

Gas Marketing Contract Covenants

Subject to the terms of this Agreement, the Purchaser shall have sole discretion with regard
to all matters relating to the operation of the Assets; provided, that the Purchaser shall
(a)

act in good faith with respect to the operation of the Assets, including, but not limited to, using
commercially reasonable efforts to maintain the production of Petroleum Substances derived from
the Assets; and

(b)

deliver at least the Hedged Monthly Production Volume production to the Third Party Marketing
Company for the period from Closing to October 31, 2018 in accordance with Schedule "O".

7882429.1
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2.6

Office Sublease

(a)

On the Closing Date, the Vendor and the Corporation shall have entered into a sublease agreement
(the "Office Sublease") in the form attached hereto as Schedule "F" for the lease of approximately
15,300 square feet of the office space currently used by the Corporation, for a term of from the date
hereof until March 31, 2018 without basic rent or any additional rent, including but not limited to
any operating costs.

(b)

If the head lease pursuant to which the Office Sublease is granted expires or is terminated, the
Office Sublease shall terminate on the day prior to the expiry or termination of the head lease.

( c)

If the Office Sublease is terminated prior to March 31, 2018 as a result of the termination of the
head lease, which termination is due to the action or inaction of Vendor or its Affiliates, the Vend or
shall pay to Purchaser a one-time payment of $25,000 plus $30,000 for each month or partial month
between the date of such termination and March 31, 2018, and such amounts shall be for the
Purchaser's own account absolutely as liquidated damages and not as a penalty for the termination
of the Office Sublease.
ARTICLE3
POST-CLOSING ADJUSTMENTS

3.1

Municipal Goveirnment Property Tax Adjustment

(a)

If the 2016 municipal government property taxes in respect of the Assets (on a gross basis) is less
than 90% of the Municipal Tax Benchmark, the Purchaser agrees to pay the Vendor an additional
cash payment that is equal to 3/12 times the difference between the amount that is 90% of the
Municipal Tax Benchmark and the amount to be paid for municipal government property taxes in
2016 (on a gross basis).

(b)

If the 2017 municipal government property taxes in respect of the Assets (on a gross basis) is less
than 90% of the Municipal Tax Benchmark, the Purchaser agrees to pay the Vendor an additional
cash payment that is equal to the difference between the amount that is 90% of the Municipal Tax
Benchmark and the amount to be paid for municipal government property taxes in 201 7 (on a gross
basis).

(c)

Collectively, the payments set forth in (a) and (b) above are the "Municipal Government
Property Tax Adjustment".

( d)

The Municipal Government Property Tax Adjustment is to be paid by the Purchaser to the Vendor
on an annual basis within 10 days of the Parties becoming aware of the applicable municipal
government property taxes. The Purchaser shall provide the Vendor and its consultants with access
to, and the right to make copies of, the books and records of the Corporation and its respective
successors and assigns as reasonably required by the Vendor for purposes of confirming the
Municipal Government Property Tax Adjustment.

3.2

Costs
All costs and expenses associated with

(a)

7882429.1

the Miscellaneous Interests, including but not limited to moving, copying, registration and storage
costs,
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(b)

the incidental costs and expenses and reasonable wages related to any assistance requested by the
Purchaser of the personnel of the Vendor who are not Transition Staff, the Field Employees or the
Office Employees, which assistance for certainty will be made available for three (3) months
following Closing, during normal business hours, with at least three Business Days' notice and shall
be subject to availability of such personnel taking into consideration their regular duties and
obligations to the Vendor;·
shall be for the account of the Purchaser, and if Vendor is required to pay-or incur any such
amounts, Purchaser shall pay over to Vendor such amount prior to the commencement of such
work by Vendor, provided that the Vendor first provides the Purchaser with an itemized cost of
such work and the Purchaser agrees in writing to such work.

3.3

Crown Royalty Deposit

(a)

The Parties acknowledge that the Corporation holds a Crown royalty deposit in an amount equal to
$613,335.48 (the "Crown Royalty Deposit") as of the September 14, 2016 statement of account
from Alberta Energy, of which the Parties agree that $200,000 has been estimated to relate to the
Assets, and $413,225.48 has been estimated to relate to the assets of POT (the "POT Crown
Royalty Amount").

(b)

In order to ensure that POT receives the POT Crown Royalty Amount, the Purchaser agrees to
cause the Corporation to request a recalculation of the Crown Royalty Deposit in respect of the
Assets as soon as co.mmercially possible following two full months of reported production from the
Assets following Closing.

(c)

The Purchaser shall, or shall cause the Corporation to, pay over to the Vendor or to such Person as
the Vendor may direct, the recalculated amount, up to the POT Crown Royalty Amount, within ;.g
days of such request for recalculation made pursuant to Clause 3 .3 (b )l Business Day of receipt bv

the Corporation of such recalculated amount from the Crown.
(d)

If the recalculated amount paid tq tbe Vendor pursuant to 3.3(c) is less than the POT Crown
Royalty Amount, the Purchaser shall, or shall cause the Corporation to, pay over to the Vendor or to
such Person as the Vendor may direct, the sum equalto the POT Crown Royalty Amount less the
recalculated amount paid to the Vendor pursuant to 3.3(c) within 60 days of the request for
recalculation made pursuant to Clause 3 .3(b ).

(e)

following Closing, and within one month of Closing, Purchaser shall, or shall cause the
Corporation to, work cooperatively with the VeHdor to request a transfer of the Crovm Royalty
Deposit directly from the Corporation's Crown royalty deposit account to Perpetual Operating
Gorp.'s Crown royalty deposit account 1,vith Albetia En:ergy.

3.4

-Crown Royalty Credit

(a)

The Parties acknowledge that the Corporation holds a credit ("Crown Royalty Credit") with the
Crown approximately in the amount of $1,627,522.54 ("Credit Value") as of the September 14,
2016 statement of account from Alberta Energy, which amount is attributable to the assets of POT.
For greater certainty, the Credit Value is a dollar amount counter and shall be reduced only in
accordance with the provisions of this Agreement and is not otherwise connected to the Crown
Royalty Credit.

(b)

The Credit Value shall be reduced by the fo!)owing and in such order or reduction:

7882429.1
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(i)

Closing Date Ad;ustment: all amounts of unpaid royalty balances attributable to the assets
of POT prior to the Closing Date, which amounts result in a reduction of the Crown
royalties otherwise payable by the Corporation after the Closing Date which are offset by
the Crown Royalty Credit;

(ii)

Retained Interest Amount: all royalty amounts that would otherwise be payable by the
Corporation and which are offset by the Crown Royalty Credit and which are attributable
to the Retained Interests; and

( iii)

Asset Amount: all royalty amounts owing in respect of periods after the Closing Date, that
would otherwise be payable by the Corporation and which are offset by the Crown Royalty
Credit and which are attributable to the Assets other than the Retained Interests and which
the Vendor shall pay over or cause to be paid over pursuant to Clause 3 .4(d).

( c)

The Corporation covenants and agrees to continue reporting the royalties owing to the Crown until
such time as the Credit Value is depleted to $0 pursuant to Clause 3 .4(b).

( d)

Until the Credit Value is depleted pursuant to Clause 3 .4(b ), each month, within five (5).Business
Days of receipt of the monthly Alberta Energy statement of account, Purchaser shall, or shall cause
the Corporation to:
(i)

deliver a copy of the Alberta Energy statement of account; and

(ii)

pay over to Vendor or to such Person as Vendor may direct, by cheque or wire transfer, an
amount equal to the reduction of the Crown royalties payable by the Corporation which
were offset in such month by the Crown Royalty Credit and which are not attributable to
the Retained Interests in respect of periods after the Closing Date, up to the balance of the
Credit Value.

ARTJICJLJE'4
IN'fJERIM PROV[SliONS
4.1

Assets to be Maintained il1l Proper Manmer
From the date hereof until the Closing Date:

( a)

the Vendor shall cause the business of the Corporation to be conducted in accordance with past
practice;

(b)

the Vendor shall or shall cause the Corporation to pay and shall be liable for all costs and expenses
incurred or.accruing prior to the Closing Date and relating to the Assets; and

(c)

the Vendor shall or shall cause the Corporation to perform and comply in all material respects with
all material covenants and conditions of the Corporation contained in the Title and Operating
Documents to be performed and complied with by the Corporation prior to Closing.

4.2
(a)
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Actions Taken Dllllring Interim Period
Effective upon posing, the Purchaser shall have no Claim against the Vendor or its Related Parties
for any action taken or refrained from being taken (or caused to be taken or refrained from being
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taken) pursuant to the terms of this Article 4, with the intention that if Closing occurs, and subject to
Clause 4. l(b), all such actions or omissions shall be at the risk and expense of the Purchaser.
(b)

If Closing occurs, other than amounts as they may relate to the Purchase Price Adjustment

Amounts or pursuant to the Existing Work Orders and Litigation Claims, the Purchaser shall
indemnify the Vendor and its Related Parties against all of the Vendor's direct losses, costs,
damages, expenses and charges, including all penalties, assessments and fines, but excluding
overhead as a result of maintaining the Assets pursuant to this Article 4, insofar as such losses are
not as a direct result of the gross negligence or wilful misconduct of the Vendor or its Related
Parties. An action or omission of the Vendor or its Related Parties shall not be regarded as gross
negligence or wilful misconduct to the extent it was done or omitted to be done in accordance with
the written instructions or concurrent of the Purchaser or its Related Parties.
(c)

(d)
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Vendor will promptly notify Purchaser in writing of:
(i)

any material Governmental Authority or third party complaints, investigations or hearings
(or communications indicating that the same may be contemplated) in respect of the
'
Corporation or the Assets;

(ii)

all material matters relating to claims, actions, enquiries, applications, suits, demands,
arbitrations, charges, indictments, hearings or other civil, criminal, administrative or
investigative proceedings, or other investigations or examinations pending or, to the
knowledge of Vendor, threatened, against the Corporation or the Assets or related to this
Transaction;

(iii)

any circumstance or development that, to the knowledge of Vendor, without inquiry,
would have a material adverse effect or which might reasonably be expected to impede,
interfere with or delay or prevent the consummation of the Transaction; and

(iv)

any change affecting any representation or warranty provided by Vendor in this Agreement
where such change is or may be of such a nature to render any representation or warranty
misleading or untrue in any material respect.

Except as required by Applicable Laws, from the date hereof until the Closing Date, the Vendor
shall cause the Corporation to:
(i)

duly and on a timely basis file all Tax Returns required to be filed by the Corporation and
all such Tax Returns will be true, complete and correct in all material respects;

(ii)

timely pay all Taxes shown on such Tax Returns and make all required withholdings and
remittances in respect of Taxes;

(iii)

not make or rescind any material express or deemed election relating to Taxes, or file any
amended Tax Returns where the result of such action is inconsistent with past practice;

(iv)

not make a request for a Tax ruling or enter into an agreement with any Governmental
Authority;

(v)

not settle any claim, action, suit litigation, proceeding, arbitration, investigation, audit or
controversy relating to a material amount of Taxes;
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(e)

4.3

(vi)

not make any changes in financial or Tax accounting methods, principles, policies or
practices, except as required by GAAP or under Applicable Laws; and

(vii)

properly reserve (and reflect such reserves in its books and records and financial
statements) in accordance with GAAP, for all Taxes accruing in respect of the Corporation
which are not due or payable.

Except as required by Applicable Laws, from the date hereof until the Closing Date, the Vendor
shall ensure the Corporation does not make any Tax filings outside the ordinary course of business,
including making, amending or rescinding any Tax Return, election or designation.
Restrictions on Conduct of Business

Between the date hereof and the Closing, except pursuant to the Pre-Transaction
Reorganization and the Purchase and Sale Agreement, the Vendor shall cause the Corporation to not permit
or otherwise agree, without the prior written consent of the Purchaser to:
(a)

declare, set aside or pay any dividends, or make any distributions in respect of the Shares, or
repurchase, redeem or otherwise acquire any of the Shares;

(b)

amend its constating documents;

(c)

issue, grant, sell or pledge or agree to issue, grant, sell or pledge any securities of the Corporation or
securities convertible into or exchangeable or exercisable for, or otherwise evidencing a right to
acquire, Shares;

( d)

make any payments to, incur, assume or otherwise become liable for any debts or charges to, the
Vendor, or any Affiliate of the Vendor, other than for bona fide advances or payments made in the
ordinary course of business and consistent with past practice;

(e)

sell, transfer, assign, farmout, surrender, abandon, forfeit, grant an encumbrance (other than a
Permitted Encumbrance) or otherwise dispose of or alienate any of the Assets, save and except the
sale of production of Petroleum Substances produced from the Lands in the ordinary course of
business and the sale of materials and supplies no longer required to exploit the Petroleum and
Natural Gas Rights;

(f)

other than in the ordinary course of business or as otherwise contemplated herein, amend in any
material respect or terminate any material agreement or instrument relating to the Assets or enter
into any new material agreement or commitment relating to the Assets;

(g)

except for the Gas Mark_eting Contract, subject to the provisions of Clause 4.1, and Clause 4.4,
enter into any obligations or commitments out of the ordinary course of business with respect to the
Assets of which the Corporation's share is in excess of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) for any
single item or related series of items except as may be reasonably necessary to protect or ensure life
and safety or to preserve the Assets or title to the Assets;

(h)

subject to the provisions of Clause 4.1, and Clause 4.4, propose or initiate the exercise of any right
(including bidding rights at Crown sales) or option relative to or arising as a result of the ownership
of the Assets, or propose or initiate any Operations on the Lands which have not been commenced
or committed to by the Corporation on the date hereof which is in excess of Fifty Thousand Dollars
($50,000) for any single item or related series of items, except that the Corporation may propose or
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initiate any Operations on the Lands for, and propose or initiate the exercise of any right or option
relative to, the preservation of any of the Leases or the Assets;
(i)

make or change any employment contracts or alter any compensation arrangements (including
bonus amounts) for any Office Employee or Field Employee; and

G)

make or change any election, change an annual accounting period or taxation year, adopt or change
any accounting method or practice, file any amended Tax Return, enter into any closing agreement,
settle any Claim or assessment in respect of Taxes relating to the Corporation, surrender any right
to Claim a refund of Taxes, consent to any extension or waiver of the limitation period applicable to
any Claim or assessment in respect of Taxes relating to the Corporation, or take any other similar
action relating to the filing of any Tax Returns or the payment of any Tax.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, however, the Corporation may assume such obligations or
commitments and propose or initiate such Operations or exercise any such right or option without the prior
written consent of the Purchaser if the Vendor reasonably determines that such expenditures or actions are
necessary for the protection of life, property or the Environment, in which case the Vendor shall promptly
notify the Purchaser of such intention or actions and the Corporation's estimate of the costs and expenses
associated therewith.

4.4

Operations Proposals During Interim Period

(a)

If, after the date hereof, the Vendor or the Corporation.receives any notice of Operations (including
casing point and abandonment elections and notices relating to the exercise of options to drill wells
or conduct exploration or development operations under farmout and similar agreements) on the
Lands or the exercise of any right (including rights of first refusal and rights under area of mutual
interest provisions) or any option relating to the Assets which is in excess of Fifty Thousand
Dollars ($50,000) for any single item or related series of items (each such Operation or exercise of
a right or option being referred to as a "Proposal") from a third party then, in a timely manner, the
Vendor shall give notice, including full particulars of the Proposal, to the Purchaser and, as soon as
is practicable, the Vendor shall give the Purchaser notice of whether or not the Vendor elects to
participate in such Proposal. The notice to the Purchaser shall contain the length of any period
during which the Vendor is required to respond to any notice received by it in accordance with the
applicable Title and Operating Document.

(b)

If the Purchaser and the Vendor disagree on the response to the Proposal, a meeting shall be
convened immediately to discuss the differences. If consensus is not reached at that meeting, the
Vendor will have the unilateral right to decide the response.

ARTICLES
VENDOR'S REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
5.1

Regarding the Vendor

The Vendor represents and warrants to the Purchaser that, unless otherwise specified, as at
the date hereof and as at the Closing Date:
(a)
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Organization and Standing: the Vendor is a corporation duly organized and validly existing
under the laws of Alberta and duly qualified under the laws of those jurisdictions in which the
Vendor is required to be qualified in order to own the Shares and to carry on its business as
presently conducted;
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(b)

Requisite Authority: it has all requisite power and authority to enter into this Agreement and all
other documents to be executed and delivered hereunder and to perform its obligations under this
Agreement;

(c)

No Conflicts or Approvals: the execution and delivery of this Agreement and all other documents
to be executed and delivered hereunder do not and the consummation of the Transaction and the
fulfillment of and compliance with the terms and provisions hereof, do not and will not:
(i)

conflict with, result in a breach of, constitute a default under, or prohibit the performance
required by, any agreement, instrument, license, permit or authority to which it is a party or
by which it is bound or to which any property of it is subject or result in the creation of any
lien, charge or encumbrance upon the Shares under any such agreement, instrument,
license, permit or authority;

(ii)

violate any Applicable Law applicable to the Vendor, the Shares or the Transaction; or

(iii)

except for the Required Approvals and any Customary Post-Closing Consents, require the
consent of any Government Authority;

(d)

Execution and Enforceability: this Agreement has been duly executed and delivered and all other
documents to be executed or delivered pursuant hereto shall be duly executed and delivered and
this Agreement does, and such documents will, constitute legal and valid binding obligations
enforceable against it in accordance with their respective terms;

(e)

Title to Shares:
(i)

it is the sole registered and beneficial owner of the Shares;

(ii)

it has the exclusive power and authority to sell, transfer and convey the Shares to the
Purchaser in accordance herewith; and

(iii)

the Shares are free and clear of all Encumbrances and except for this Agreement, there will
not be any contract, option or any other right which may in the future become binding upon
him to sell, transfer, assign, pledge, charge, mortgage or in any other way dispose of or
encumber any of the Shares;

(f)

Residency: it is not a non-resident of Canada within the meaning of the Tax Act;

(g)

Judgments and Claims: as of the date hereof:

(h)
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(i)

there are no judgments unsatisfied against it or any consent decrees or injunctions to which
it is subject; and

(ii)

to the Vendor's Knowledge, there are no Claims in existence or threatened against it which
could reasonably be expected to be material;

Finder's Fee: it has not incurred any obligation or liability, contingent or otherwise, for brokerage
fees, finder's fees, agent's commission or other similar forms of compensation with respect to the
Transaction for which the Purchaser shall have any obligation or liability whatsoever;
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(i)

No Pre-emptive Rights: neither the execution and delivery of this Agreement nor the sale of the
Shares pursuant hereto does or shall trigger any right of first refusal or pre-emptive purchase right
held by any Person to purchase or otherwise acquire any of the Shares or any of the Assets; and

(i)

Bankruptcy and Insolvency Matters: no action or proceeding has been commenced or filed by or
against the Vendor or which seeks or may lead to receivership, bankruptcy, a consumer proposal or
any other similar proceeding in respect of the Vendor, the adjustment, compromise or composition
of claims against the Vendor or the appointment of a trustee, receiver, liquidator, custodian or other
similar officer for any portion of its assets. No such action or proceeding is being considered by the
Vendor and no creditor or equity security holder, if applicable, of the Vendor has threatened to
comnience or advise that it may commence, any such action or proceeding.

5.2

Regarding the Corporation

Except that and subject in all instances to the Permitted Encumbrances and any matter
disclosed in any of the Schedules the Vendor represents and warrants to the Purchaser that in respect of the
Corporation in its personal capacity and not as trustee of POT, unless otherwise specified, as at the date
hereof and as at the Closing Date:
(a)

Organization and Standing: the Corporation is a corporation duly organized and validly existing
under the laws of Alberta and duly qualified under the laws of those jurisdictions in which the
Corporation is required to be qualified in order to own the Assets and to carry on its business as
presently conducted;

(b)

Requisite Authority: the Corporation has all requisite power and authority to enter into all
agreements documents to be executed and delivered hereunder, including relating to the
Pre-Transaction Reorganization, and to perform the Corporation's obligations under all such
agreements and documents to be executed and delivered and has authorized and taken all corporate
action necessary to authorize the execution, delivery and performance of all such agreements and
documents to be executed and delivered and the consummation of the Pre-Transaction
Reorganization and the Transaction in accordance with this Agreement;

(c)

No Conflicts or Approvals: the execution and delivery of all agreements and documents to be
executed and delivered, including pursuant to the Pre-Transaction Reorganization, do not and the
consummation of the Pre-Transaction Reorganization and the Transaction and the fulfillment of
and compliance with the terms and provisions hereof, do not and will not:
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(i)

result in the breach of or violate any term or provision of its articles of incorporation or
by-laws;

(ii)

conflict with, result in a breach of, constitute a default under, or prohibit the performance
required by, any agreement, instrument, license, permit or authority to which the
Corporation is a party or by which the Corporation is bound or to which any property of the
Corporation is subject or results in the creation of any lien, charge or Encumbrance upon
the Assets under any such agreement, instrument, license, permit or authority;

(iii)

violate any Applicable Law applicable to the Corporation, the Assets or the Transaction; or

(iv)

except for the Required Approvals and any Customary Post-Closing Consents, require the
consent of any Government Authority;
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(d)

Execution and Enforceability: the agreements and documents to be duly executed and delivered
by it pursuant to the Pre-Transaction Reorganization and the Transaction and all other documents
to be executed or delivered by the Corporation hereunder and thereunder shall be duly executed and
delivered by the Corporation and such agreements and documents do and will constitute legal and
valid binding obligations of the Corporation enforceable against the Corporation in accordance
with their respective terms;

( e)

Share Capital: (i) the authorized capital of the Corporation will consist of an unlimited number of
common shares (ii) the issued and outstanding capital of the Corporation will consist solely of the
Shares all of which will be fully paid and non-assessable and issued to the Vendor and recorded in
the Corporation's books and records in the name of the Vendor; and (iii) no Person will have any
rights, contingent or vested, to acquire any shares, options, securities convertible into shares of the
Corporation or any other rights to acquire any securities of the Corporation;

(f)

No Issuance of Shares: other than this Agreement, there are no contracts, options, or other rights
binding on, or which at any time thereafter may become binding on, the Corporation to: (i) transfer
the Shares; (ii) allot or issue any of the unissued shares or other securities of the Corporation; or (iii)
create any additional class of shares or other securities of the Corporation;

(g)

Minute Book: the minute and record books of the Corporation have been maintained in accordance
with generally accepted business practices and contain complete and true copies of the
Corporation's by-laws and other constating documents (including all amendments thereto), which
will remain in full force and effect, and all resolutions of their shareholders and directors and the
registers of shareholders, share transfers and directors therein are complete and accurate;

(h)

Private Issuer: the Corporation is not a "reporting issuer" under relevant securities legislation or a
"distributing corporation" under relevant corporate legislation;

(i)

Business: the Corporation has never conducted any business except in relation to oil and gas
business in Western Canada and between the date hereof and the Closing Time, the Corporation
will not conduct any business except in relation to oil and gas exploration and development in
Western Canada;

(j)

Accounts Receivable: subject to the list of defaulting companies provided in the Data Room, the
trade accounts receivable of the Corporation are assessed for collectability on a regular basis and
are discounted or written off on a regular basis, and otherwise are materially good and collectible at
the aggregate recorded amounts, except to the extent of any reserves and allowances for doubtful
accounts provided for such accounts receivable in the books and records, and are not subject to any
defence, counterclaim or set off;

(k)

Conduct of Business: (i) the Corporation has the power and authority to conduct its business and
to own the Assets; (ii) has conducted its business in compliance, in all material respects, with all
Applicable Laws of each jurisdiction in which its business is carried on; and (iii) holds and
maintains in good standing all licences, permits, approvals and authorizations necessary to permit it
to conduct its business or to own, lease or operate its properties and Assets except where the failure
to obtain any licence, permit, approval or authorization would not be material;

(I)

Restrictive Covenants: the Corporation is not a party to or bound or affected by any contract
which would limit the freedom of the Corporation to compete in any line of business or any
geographic area, acquire goods or services from any supplier, establish the prices at which it may
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sell any goods or services, sell goods .or services to any customer or potential customer, or transfer
or move any of its Assets or operations;
(m)

Absence of Certain Changes:

(i)

since December 31, 2015, there has not been any material adverse change in the financial
condition of the Corporation, taken as a whole, which change arose from developments
specific to the Corporation not generally affecting other companies similarly situated in the
petroleum and natural gas industry in Canada;

(ii)

since December 31, 2015, there has not been any physical damage, destruction or loss to
any of the Assets, not covered by insurance paid to the Corporation, which has had, or
might reasonably be expected to have, a material adverse effect on the financial condition,
value of the Assets or operations of the Corporation; and

(iii)

since December 31, 2015, there has not been any material change by the Corporation in
accounting methods or principles which would be required to be disclosed under GAAP;

(n)

Pre-Transaction Reorganization: to Vendor's Knowledge, the Pre-Transaction Reorganization
has not resulted in any adverse tax consequences for the Corporation;

(o)

Purchase and Sale Agreement Representations: at the Closing Time, the representations and
warranties of the Corporation to POT in the Purchase and Sale Agreement shall be true and correct
in all material respects, except that representations and warranties qualified as to materiality shall
be true and correct in all respects, as at the time they were given;

(p)

Undisclosed Liabilities: to Vendor's Knowledge, other than as disclosed in the Purchase and Sale
Agreement and in Schedule I, the Corporation does not have any Liabilities (whether accrued,
absolute, contingent or otherwise) which would be required to be disclosed on a balance sheet of
the Corporation prepared in accordance with GAAP except current liabilities, deferred taxes and
asset retirement obligations in the aggregate in excess of $50,000;

(q)

Financial Statements: the Financial Statements fairly present the financial position and operations
of the Corporation on its own account and do not include the assets, liabilities or results of
operations of POT, which PEOC directed as trustee of POT, as of the dates thereof and for the
periods indicated therein;

(r)

Lease Operating Statements: the Lease Operating Statements disclosed in the Data Room have
been generated from Vendor's internal accounting system by extracting sales volumes, revenues,
royalties, operating and transportation expenses, land and lease costs and overhead recoveries
directly associated with the Assets on a production month basis for the year ended December 31,
2015 as well as for the six months ended June 30, 2016. The Lease Operating Statements do not
include any expenses related to general and administrative costs, interest, income and capital taxes
or any provisions related to depletion, depreciation, impairment or future site restoration and
abandonment costs as these amounts are based on the consolidated operations of the Vendor of
which the Assets forms only a part. To Vendor's Knowledge, the Lease Operating Statements are
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

(s)

Indemnities and Guarantees: the Corporation has not given or agreed to give, nor is a party to or
bound by, any guarantee, surety or indemnity, contingently or otherwise, the obligations or
indebtedness of any Person or any other commitment by which the Corporation is, or is
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contingently, responsible for such indebtedness or other obligations, other than in the ordinary
course of the oil and gas business pursuant to the Title and Operating Documents;
(t)

Judgments and Claims: other than the Litigation Claims as set out in Schedule "J", as of the date
hereof:
·
(i)

there are no judgments unsatisfied against the Corporation or any consent decrees or
injunctions to which the Corporation is subject;

(ii)

to the Vendor's Knowledge, there are no Claims in existence or threatened against the
Corporation or with respect to the Assets which could reasonably be expected to be
material; and

(iii)

to the Vendor's Knowledge, there is no basis upon which a material Claim could
reasonably be expected to be made against the Corporation;

(u)

Subsidiaries: the Corporation does not have ahy subsidiaries;

(v)

Investments: the Corporation is not a party to any agreements of any nature to acquire any shares
of any corporation or to acquire, capitalize or invest in any business or entity other than any
business or investment that is reasonably incidental to the ownership or operation of the Assets in
the ordinary course of business;

(w)

Non-Arm's Length D~bt: no Affiliate, director, former director, officer or employee of the
Corporation or any Person not dealing at "arm's length" (within the meaning of the Tax Act) with
any such Person is indebted to the Corporation at the Closing Time;

(x)

Bank Accounts: the Corporation does not have any bank accounts, term deposits or safety deposit
boxes except those listed in Schedule "C";

(y)

No Shareholder Agreement: there does not exist any shareholder or other agreement which
affects the transferability of the Shares and neither the Corporation nor the Vendor is a party to any
voting trust agreement, unanimous shareholder agreement, "share pooling agreement", or other
contract, agreement, commitment plan, or understanding restricting or otherwise relating to voting
or dividend rights with respect to the Shares;

(z)

Dividends: there are be no declared but unpaid dividends in respect of the Shares;

(aa)

Taxes: except as set forth in Schedule "I" - Purchase Price Adjustments Amount, the Corporation
has duly and timely (i) made, prepared or filed all Tax Returns required to be made, prepared or
filed by it and such Tax Returns are true, complete and accurate in all material respects (ii) paid all
Taxes (including instalments) due and payable by it, whether or not assessed by the appropriate
Government Authority, and (iii) collected or withheld and remitted to the appropriate Government
Authorities all Taxes required to be collected, withheld or remitted by it (including Taxes required
to be withheld in respect of any amount paid or credited or deemed to be paid or credited by it to or
for the account or benefit of any Person and non-resident Persons) and, to the Vendor's Knowledge,
there are no Claims threatened or pending against the Corporation in respect of Taxes nor any basis
therefor;

(bb)

GST Registrant: the Corporation is a registrant for the purposes of the Excise Tax Act (Canada).
The goods and services tax registration number of the Corporation is 86581 0881 RT000l. All
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input tax credits claimed by the Corporation for GST purposes were calculated in accordance with
Applicable Laws;
(cc)

Debt: except as set out in Schedule I, the current and long-term debt of the Corporation is $0;

(dd)

Working Capital: as at the Closing Date the working capital of the .Corporation is the amount set
out in Schedule I;

(ee)

Agreements with Tax Authorities:
(i)

Except as otherwise disclosed to the Purchaser prior to the date hereof, the Corporation has
not requested, offered to enter into or entered into any agreement or other arrangement, or
executed any waiver, providing for any extension of time within which (A) to file any Tax
Return covering any Taxes for which the Corporation is or may be liable; (B) to file any
elections, designations or similar filings relating to Taxes for which the Corporation is or
may be liable; (C) the Corporation is required to pay or remit any Taxes or amounts on
account of Taxes; or (D) any Government Authority may assess or collect Taxes for which
the Corporation is or may be liable; and

(ii)

Other than those agreements and arrangements described in (i), the Corporation has not
made, prepared and/or filed any elections, designations or similar filings relating to Taxes
or entered into any agreement or other arrangement in respect of Taxes or Tax Returns that
has effect for any period ending after the Closing Date;

(ff)

Discussions with Tax Authorities: Except as otherwise disclosed to the Purchaser prior to the date
hereof, the Corporation is not engaged in any discussions or negotiations with any taxation
authorities in respect of its Taxes nor is any Person acting on any of their behalves engaged in any
such discussions or negotiations;

(gg)

Tax and Fiscal Years: the Corporation's fiscal and taxation year end is December 31;

(hh)

Tax Assessments:
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(i)

to Vendor's Knowledge, all income, sales (including goods and services, harmonized sales
and provincial or territorial sales) and capital tax liabilities of the Corporation have been
filed with the relevant Government Authorities for all taxation years or periods ending
prior to and including the taxation year or period ended December 31, 2015;
·

(ii)

except pursuant to this Agreement or as specifically disclosed in writing to the Purchaser,
for purposes of the Tax Act or any other applicable Tax statute, except for Vendor, no
Person or group of Persons has ever acquired or had the right to acquire control of the
Corporation;

(iii)

None of sections 67, 78, 79, 80, 80.01, 80.02, 80.03 or 80.04 of the Tax Act, or any
equivalent provision of the Tax legislation of any province or any other jurisdiction, have
applied or will apply to the Corporation at any time up to and including the Closing Date;

(iv)

the Corporation has not acquired property from a non-arm's length Person, within the
meaning of the Tax Act, for consideration, the value of which is less than the fair market
value of the property acquired in circumstances which could subject it to a liability under
section 160 of the Tax Act;
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(ii)

(v)

for ali transactions between the Corporation and any non-resident Person with whom the
Corporation was not dealing at arm's length during a taxation year commencing after 1998
and ending on or before the Closing Date, the Corporation has made or obtained records or
documents that meet the requirements of paragraphs 24 7(4)(a) to (c) of the Tax Act; and

(vi)

the Purchaser has been provided with copies of all Tax Returns and all communications to
or from any Government Authority relating to the Taxes of the Corporation, to the extent
relating to periods or events in respect of which any Government Authority may by Law
assess or otherwise impose any such Tax on the Corporation;

(vii)

the Corporation has never been required to file any Tax Return with and has never been
liable to pay any Taxes to, any Governmental Authority outside of Canada. No Claim has
ever been made by a Governmental Authority in a jurisdiction where the Corporation does
not file a Tax Return that is or may be subject to the imposition of any Tax by that
jurisdiction; and

(viii)

the Corporation has not claimed any reserves for purposes of the Tax Act (or analogous
provincial or similar provisions) for the most recent taxation year ending prior to the date
hereof.

No Withholding:
To Vendor's knowledge,
(i)

the data and information in respect of the Corporation and the Assets provided by Vendor
to Purchaser is not inaccurate or incorrect in any material respect as at the respective dates
of such information; and

(ii)

Vendor has not knowingly withheld from Purchaser any document in its possession ( or a
summary of any document that could not be provided due to confidentiality restrictions)
requested by Purchaser for the purpose of conducting its due diligence investigations in
respect of the Corporation and its assets, liabilities, business and operations, including the
Assets, and the Vendor did not omit to provide any information that would reasonably be
expected to cause any information so provided by the Vendor to be misleading in any
material respect.

5.3

Regarding the Assets

Except that and subject in all instances to the Permitted Encumbrances and any matter
disclosed in any of the Schedules the Vendor represents and warrants to the Purchaser that, unless otherwise
specified, as at the date hereof and as at the Closing Date:
(a)
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Title to the Assets: it does not warrant title to the Assets except that it warrants that, other than
Permitted Encumbrances:
(i)

the Assets are free and clear of all liens, adverse claims, charges and encumbrances created
by, through or under the Vendor or the Corporation, or of which it has Knowledge; and

(ii)

subject to the rents, covenants, conditions and stipulations in the Title and Operating
Documents, after Closing, the Corporation shall be entitled to hold and enjoy the Assets
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without any lawful interruption by any Person claiming, by, through or under the Vendor
or its Affiliates;
(b)

Reserves Report. Vendor has made available to McDaniel, prior to the issuance of the Reserves
Report which contains the Asset Report for the purpose of preparing the Reserves Report, all
information requested by McDaniel, which information did not contain any misrepresentation at
the time such information was provided. Except with respect to changes in commodity prices,
Vendor has no knowledge of a material adverse change in any production, cost, reserves or other
relevant information provided to McDaniel as it relates to the Asset Report since the date that such
information was provided. Vendor believes that the Asset Report reasonably presents the quantity
and pre-tax present worth values of the crude oil, natural gas liquids and natural gas reserves
attributable to the properties evaluated in such report as of the effective date of the report based
upon information available at the time such reserve information was prepared, and Vendor believes
that, at the date of such report,· such report did not (and as of the date hereof, except with respect to
changes to commodity prices and as may be attributable to production of the reserves since the date
of such report, such report does not) overstate the aggregate quantity or pre-tax present worth
values of such reserves or the estimated reserves producible. therefrom;

(c)

Reduction in Interest: except for the Permitted Encumbrances or as disclosed in the Land
Schedule, the Petroleum and Natural Gas Rights are not subject to reduction by virtue of the
conversion or other alteration of the interest of, any third party claiming by, through or under the
Vendor or the Corporation;

(d)

No Default Notices: the Corporation has not received nor delivered any:
(i)

written notices of violation or alleged violation of any material provisions of any
Applicable Law in respect of the Assets; or

(ii)

notices of any material default under any of the Title or Operating Documents or any other
agreement in respect of the Assets;

which have not been cured within the applicable cure period applicable thereto;
(e)

Compliance with Title and Operating Documents: to the Vendor's Knowledge, and subject to
Schedule "G" - Existing Work Orders, the Corporation has performed, observed and satisfied in
accordance with standard oil and gas practices, all of its material duties, liabilities, obligations and
covenants required as at the date hereof to be satisfied, performed and observed by the Corporation,
and has not been provided with notice of default under, or in breach of, any material provision of
any Title and Operating Document;

(f)

No Claims: other than the Litigation Claims, as at the date hereof there are no Claims which have
been served upon the Corporation in respect of, or relating to, the Assets, and, to Vendor's
Knowledge, no claim has been threatened against the Corporation or any third party, which might
result in a material impairment or material loss of the interest of the Corporation in and to the
Assets;

(g)

No Take or Pay Obligations: the Assets are not affected by any take or pay or similar obligations;

(h)

Material Contracts: except as set out in Schedule "L" - Material Contracts, and contracts which
may be cancelled without penalty on notice of not more than 30 days and, there are no Material
Contracts or Transportation, Processing and Sale Agreements to or by which the Corporation or
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any Person acting on its behalf is a party or is bound that is applicable to the production of
Petroleum Substances from the Lands or lands pooled or unitized therewith, or to which the Lands
or lands pooled or unitized therewith have been dedicated by the Corporation, and each Material
Contract is in full force and effect in accordance with the terms thereof and the Corporation is not in
default under any material contract related to the Corporation, there is no outstanding notice of
default, cancellation or termination in connection therewith;
(i)

Contracts Disclosure: the Vendor has disclosed in writing to Purchaser a list of all of the following
contracts, leases, instruments, notes, bonds, debentures, mortgages, agreements, arrangements or
understandings, written or oral, to which such the Corporation is a party or under which the
Corporation is bound, has unfulfilled obligations or contingent liabilities or is owed unfulfilled
obligations or to which any of the Assets is subject ("Contracts"), in effect as of the date hereof
and correct, current and complete copies of which have been made available to Purchaser: (i) all
Contracts containing any rights on the part of any Person, including joint venture partners or
entities, to acquire oil and gas or other property rights from the Corporation having a value in
excess of $500,000, other than any such rights under or pursuant to the title or operating documents
of the Corporation as it relates to the Assets and given in the customary and ordinary course in the
oil and gas business for which no current right of acquisition exists; (ii) all Contracts containing any
rights on the part of Corporation to acquire oil and gas or other property rights from any Person
having a value in excess of $500,000; (iii) any Contract in respect of which the applicable
transaction has not yet been consummated for the acquisition or disposition of assets or securities
or other equity interests of another Person having a value of in excess of $500,000; (iv) any
standstill or similar Contract currently restricting the ability of Corporation to offer to purchase or
purchase the assets or equity securities of another Person; (v) all Contracts which entitle a party to
rights of termination, the terms or conditions of which may or will be altered, or which entitle a
party to any fee, payment, penalty or increased consideration, in each case as a result of the
execution of this Agreement, the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby or a
"change in control" of the Corporation, excluding without limitation any seismic license or similar
agreements previously identified and disclosed to the Purchaser; (vi) except for the Gas Marketing
Contract, all Contracts pursuant to which the Corporation will, or may reasonably be expected to
result in a requirement of the Corporation to, expend more than an aggregate of $500,000 or receive
or be entitled to receive revenue of more than an aggregate of $500,000 million in either case in the
next 12 months, including any and all take or pay agreements; (vii) any Contracts relating directly
or indirectly to the guarantee of any liabilities or obligations o:r to indebtedness (currently
outstanding or which may become outstanding) for borrowed money; and (viii) any Contract that is
otherwise material to the Corporation or that if terminated or modified or if it ceased to be in effect,
would reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on the Corporation;

G)

Operating Practices: all Operations prior to the date hereof and the Closing Date in respect of
which it or its Affiliate was the operator were conducted in all material respects in accordance with
generally accepted oil and gas industry practices in the province where the Assets are located;

(k)

Payment of Royalties: to Vendor's knowledge, the Corporation has paid or caused to be paid all
relevant Crown royalties, freehold deposits and rentals and freehold and overriding royalties in
respect to the Assets which have become due and payable prior to the date hereof and the Closing
Date which the Corporation is obligated to pay;

(1)

Payment of Taxes and Th.ird Party Payables: to Vendor's Knowledge, excepting out certain
municipal property taxes as adjusted for in Schedule "I", all amounts due and payable to third
parties prior to the date hereof and the Closing Date and pertaining to the Assets have been fully
paid, including without limitation (i) any and all ad valorem and property taxes, (ii) any and all
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production, severance and similar taxes, charges and assessments based upon or measured by the
ownership or production of the Leased Substances or any of them or the receipt of proceeds
therefor, and (iii) all amounts due and payable in connection with Permitted Encumbrances;
(m)

Outstanding AFEs: except as set forth in the Data Room or the Purchase and Sale Agreement,
there is no authorization for expenditure or similar approval approved by the Corporation or its
Affiliates pursuant to which there may be expenditures with respect to the Assets, the Corporation's
share of which is reasonably expected to exceed Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) and there is no
outstanding cash call with respect to the Assets, the Corporation's share of which exceeds Fifty
Thousand Dollars ($50,000);

(n)

Work Orders, Notices, Directives and Demands: except as set forth in Schedule "G" there are
no, and the Corporation has not received, and to the extent it relates to the Assets, there are no and
the Vendor nor has any of its subsidiaries received, as at the date hereof, any written orders of a
Government Authority requiring work, repairs, construction or capital expenditures with respect to
the Assets, where such orders or directives have not been complied with in all material respects,
including the payment of all amounts owing by the Corporation thereunder (collectively, the
"Existing Work Orders");

(o)

Environmental Matters. Except to the extent that any violations or other matters referred to in this
subparagraph does not, and would not reasonably be expected to, individually or in the aggregate,
have a material adverse effect on the Corporation and the Assets (and in the case of properties for
which neither the Vendor nor its subsidiaries is the operator, to the Vendor's knowledge):

(p)
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(i)

to the knowledge of the Vendor, the Corporation is not in violation of any applicable
Environmental Laws;

(ii)

to the knowledge of the Vendor, the Corporation has operated its business and has
received, handled, used, stored, treated, shipped and disposed of all Hazardous Substances
in compliance with Environmental Laws;

(iii)

to the knowledge of the Vendor, there have been no undisclosed reportable spills, releases,
deposits or discharges of Hazardous Substances, or wastes into the earth, subsoil,
underground waters, air or into any body of water or any municipal or other sewer or drain
water systems by the Corporation, or on or underneath any location which is or was
currently or formerly owned, leased or otherwise operated by the Corporation;

(iv)

to the knowledge of the Vendor, the Corporation has not failed to report to the proper
Governmental Authority the occurrence of any event which is required to be so reported by
any Environmental Law; and

(v)

there are no pending or, to the knowledge of the Vendor, threatened claims, liens or
Encumbrances (other than Permitted Encumbrances) resulting from Environmental Laws
with respect to Assets or any of the properties of the Corporation currently or formerly
owned, leased, operated or otherwise used.

Hedging Agreements: Except for the Gas Marketing Contract, the Corporation is not a party to, or
bound by, any interest rate swaps, foreign exchange swaps, commodity price hedging contracts and
similar derivative contracts;
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(q)

Joint Venture Audits: as of the Closing Date there are no active joint venture audits by a third
party under the Title and Operating Documents or otherwise relating to the Assets;

Cr)

Condition of Tangibles: the Tangibles have been constructed, installed, maintained and operated
in accordance with generally accepted engineering practices, and good oil and gas industry
practices, and are in good and operable condition, reasonable wear and tear excepted;

(s)

Facility and Tangible Ownership: none of the Tangibles is leased or rented except may be
cancelled without penalty on notice of not more than 30 days;

(t)

Fees and Charges: except as may be identified in the schedules hereto, the interest of the
Corporation in and to all property, assets, interests and rights comprising the Tangibles is. sufficient
such that the Corporation is not subject to any penalty, fee, levy, charge or other compensation
payable to any third party for the use of or access to the Tangibles;

(u)

Regulatory Compliance: the Corporation's Licensee· Management Rating, as determined in
accordance with Alberta Energy Regulatory Directive: 006 Licensee Liability Rating (LLR)
Program and Licence Transfer Process is and will be on the Closing Date equal to or greater than
1.2;

(v)

Production Allowables and Production Penalties: (i) to the knowledge of the Vendor, none of
the wells in which the Corporation holds an interest in, including the Wells, have been produced in
excess of applicable production allowables imposed by any Applicable Laws or any Governmental
Authority and the Vendor has no knowledge of any impending change in production allowables
imposed by any Applicable Laws or any Governmental Authority that may be applicable to any of
the wells in which it holds an interest, other than changes of general application in the jurisdiction
in which such wells are situate; and (ii) neither the Vendor nor the Corporation has received notice
of any production penalty or similar production restriction of any nature imposed or to be imposed
by any governmental authority, including gas oil ratio, off target and overproduction penalties
imposed by any Governmental Authority that may be applicable, and, to its knowledge, none of the
wells, including the Wells, in which the Corporation holds an interest is subject to any such penalty
or restriction; except, in either case, to the extent that such events would not in the aggregate have a
material adverse effect on the Corporation and the Assets;

(w)

Description of Wells, Facilities and Lands: subject to minor typographical errors, the
Corporation has provided to Purchaser a materially complete and accurate description of all wells,
facilities and lands of the Corporation as at the date hereof and the Closing Date;

(x)

Offset Obligations: except as identified in Schedule A and Schedule J, and to Vendor's
Knowledge, neither Vendor nor the Corporation has received notice of any obligations accrued
pursuant to the Title and Operating Documents that may be satisfied by the drilling of a well, the
payment of compensatory royalty or the surrender of some or all of the interests granted, reserved
or otherwise conferred pursuant to the Title and Operating Documents, other than obligations that
have been satisfied (by means other than by the payment bf compensatory royaities) or have been
permanently waived;

(y)

Employees: the Corporation does not have any employees, contractors or Benefit Plans and does
not have any Severance Obligations and no Person has an employment agreement or consulting
agreement with the Corporation;
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(z)

Office Employees and Field Employees: to Vendor's Knowledge, unless otherwise disclosed in
writing to the Purchaser, each of the Office Employees and Field Employees are Canadian citizens;

(aa)

Condition of Wells: in respect of the Wells operated by Vendor or its Affiliate, to Vendor's
Knowledge, each Well whether producing, shut-in, injection, disposal or otherwise, has been
drilled and, if completed, completed and operated in accordance with generally accepted oil and
gas field practices;

(bb}

Production: as at the date hereof and the Closing Date, the running three month average
production from the Assets, for the three months prior to the date hereof, exceeds 34.0 mmcfe/day;

(cc)

Insurance: the Corporation has in place insurance policies that are valid and enforceable and in full
force and effect, are underwritten by unaffiliated and reputable insurers, are sufficient for all
requirements of Applicable Law and provide insurance in such amounts and against such risks as is
customary for corporation engaged i~ similar businesses to the Corporation and the Corporation is
not in default under any such insurance and has not failed to give any notice or present any claim
within the appropriate time therefor;

( dd)

Operatorship: as at the date hereof, the Corporation is the operator of such of the Assets as set
forth in Schedule A - Land Schedule and Schedule H - Wells, and to Vendor's Knowledge, during
the time it has been the operator of the Assets or any .of them, there have been no challenges to its
ability as operator;

(ee)

Bankruptcy and Insolvency Matters:
(i)

no action or proceeding has been commenced or filed by or against the Corporation or
which seeks or may lead to receivership, bankruptcy, a commercial proposal or similar
proceeding of the Corporation, the adjustment, compromise or composition of claims
against it or the appointment of a trustee, receiver, liquidator, custodian: or other similar
officer for the Corporation or any portion of its Ass~ts. No such action or proceeding has
been authorized or is being considered by or on behalf of the Corporation and no creditor or
equity security holder of the Corporation has threatened to commence or advised that it
may commence, any such action or proceeding; and

(ii)

the Corporation has not made, nor is it considering making, an assignment for the benefit of
its creditors, and has not requested, nor is it considering requesting, a meeting of its
creditors to seek a reduction, compromise, composition or other accommodation with
respect to its indebtedness.

(ff)

ROFR: no ROFR is triggered by the Transaction contemplated hereby or by the Pre-Transaction
Reorganization;

(gg)

AMis: there are no active area of mutual interest or area of exclusion provisions in any of the Title
and Operating Documents or other agreements or documents to which the Assets are subject; and

(hh)

Seismic Ownership: VendorThe Corporation has good, valid and merchantable title to a 100%
legal and beneficial interest in and to the Proprietary Seismic, free and clear of all claims, and, to
the Vendor's Knowledge, the Proprietary Seismic has not been licensed or otherwise disclosed to
any third party in the four year period prior to the date hereof.
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5.4

No Additional Representations or Warranties by the Vendor

For certainty, each of the foregoing representations and warranties of the Vendor shall be
qualified as at the date hereof and as of the Closing Date (unless otherwise qualified as at a specific date), as
applicable, by excepting therefrom the Permitted Encumbrances, all matters disclosed in the Schedules and
where applicable, the Data Room. Other than as expressly set forth in this Article 5, the Vendor makes no
additional representation or warranty, express or implied, in fact or by law, with respect to:
(a)

its title to the Assets;

(b)

the quality, condition, merchantability, serviceability or suitability or fitness for any particular
purpose of the Assets;

(c)

the quality, quantity or recoverability of the Petroleum Substances within, upon or under the Lands
or any lands pooled or unitized therewith;

( d)

the value of the Assets or the future revenues or cash flows applicable thereto;

( e)

any engineering, geological, production or other information or interpretations thereof, or any
economic evaluations respecting the Assets; or

(f)

the Environmental condition of any of the Lands or Assets or any Environmental Liability.

The Purchaser acknowledges that with the exception of the representations and warranties in Article 5 and
the performance by the Vendor of its obligations under this Agreement, the Purchaser is relying solely on its
own counsel (including all tax and legal counsel) and its own investigations and due diligence of the
Corporation and the Assets, and that it has made, or has had others make, such evaluation and inspection of
the Corporation and the Assets as it deems appropriate, including all information, data and files in the Data
Room, regardless of what it chose to review, and is not relying on any representation or warranty or
covenant" not contained in this Agreement or on any statement by discussions with the Vendor. The
Purchaser shall have no Claim or action against the Vendor in respect of the location, state, condition,
suitability or fitness of the Assets, or any of them, for the Purchaser's intended use or purpose or their
merchantability, other than in the case of a breach of or untruth of any representation or warranty made by
the Vendor in Article 5.

ARTICLE6
PURCHASER'S REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

6.1

Purchaser's Representations and Warranties
The Purchaser represents and warrants to the Vendor that:

(a)

Organization and Standing: it is a corporation duly organized and validly existing under the laws
of Alberta· and duly qualified under the laws of those jurisdictions in which it is required to be
qualified in order to own the Shares;

(b)

Requisite Authority: it has all requisite power and authority to enter into this Agreement and all
other documents to be executed and delivered hereunder and to perform its obligations under this
Agreement and all other documents to be executed and delivered hereunder and has authorized and
taken all corporate action necessary to authorize the execution, delivery and performance of this
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Agreement and all other documents to be executed and delivered hereunder and the consummation
of the Transaction in accordance with this Agreement;
(c)

No Conflict or Approvals: the execution and delivery of this Agreement and all other documents
to be executed and delivered hereunder do not and the consummation of the Transaction and the
fulfillment of and compliance with the terms and provisions hereof do J:!Ot and will not:
(i)

result in the breach of or violate any term or provision of its articles of incorporation or
by-laws;

(ii)

conflict with, result in a breach of, constitute a default under, or prohibit the performance
required by, any agreement, instrument, license, permit or authority to which it is a party or
by which it is bound or to which any property of it is subject or result in the creation of any
lien, charge or encumbrance upon the Assets under any such agreement, instrument,
license, permit or authority;

(iii)

violate any Applicable Law applicable to the Purchaser or the Assets; or

(iv)

except for the Required Approvals and any Customary Post-Closing Consents, require the
consent of any Government Authority;

(d)

Execution and Enforceability: this Agreement has been duly executed and delivered by it and all
other documents to be executed or delivered by it pursuant hereto on the Closing Date or thereafter
shall be duly executed and. delivered by it and this Agreement does, and such documents will,
constitute legal and valid binding obligations of it enforceable against it in accordance with their
respective terms;

(e)

Residency: it is a "Canadian'' for the purposes of the Investment Canada Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. 28
(1st Suppl.);

(f)

Finder's Fee: it has not incurred any obligation or liability, contingent or otherwise, for brokerage
fees, finder's fees, agent's commission or other similar forms of compensation with respect to the
Transaction for which the Vendor shall have any obligation or liability whatsoever; and

(g)

Acquiring as Principal: it is acquiring the Shares as principal and not on behalf of any third party.

6.2

Survival ofRepresentat.ions and Warranties

Subject to Subclause 1O.l(c), the representations and warranties of the Vendor in Article 5
and of the Purchaser in Clause 6. I shall survive the Closing and not be merged in any conveyances or other
documents provided pursuant to this Agreement, provided that no Claim may be made or enforceable by a
Party pursuant to or based in any way upon any of these representations and warranties or any indemnity in
respect thereof unless written notice of such Claim with reasonable particulars shall have been provided by
such Party, to the Party against whom such Claim is made, within twelve (12) months from the Closing
Date.

6.3

Purchaser's Covenants

Purchaser covenants, acknowledges and agrees that the Financial Statements, Lease
Operating Statements and the Assets/Liabilities Tables (the "Financial Information") are being provided
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by Vendor in accordance with this Agreement and the use and distribution thereof by Purchaser or anyone
acting through Purchaser is limited as set forth in the Financial Information.
ARTICLE7
CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO CLOSING AND DELIVERIES

7.1

Mutual Conditions Precedent Regarding Required Consents and Approvals

It is a condition precedent to Closing for the mutual benefit of the Vendor and the
Purchaser that, other than consents which are customarily obtained post-Closing, any and all Required
Approvals to permit the Transaction to be completed shall have been obtained or that such approval or
consent requirement shall have been waived in writing by the applicable Government Authority or
otherwise lapsed. If the condition precedent in this Clause 7.1 shall not be satisfied at or before the Closing
Date, either Party may terminate this Agreement by written notice to the other Party.

7.2

Conditions Precedent for Benefit of the Purchaser

The obligation of the Purchaser to purchase the Shares pursuant hereto is subject to the
satisfaction, at or before the Closing Time, of the following conditions precedent for the exclusive benefit
of the Purchaser and may be waived in whole or in part at the discretion of the Purchaser by written notice to
the Vendor at or before Closing:
(a)

in all material respects, the Vendor shall have performed or complied with all of the covenants of
this Agreement to be performed or complied with by the Vendor at or prior to the Closing Date;

(b)

the representations and warranties of the Vendor set forth in Article 5 shall be true and correct in all
material respects as of the date hereof and at and as of the Closing Date;

(c)

no suit, action or other proceeding shall, at Closing, be pending against the Vendor or the Purchaser
before any Court or Government Authority seeking to restrain, prohibit, obtain damages or other
relief in connection with the consummation of the Transaction which would materially and
adversely affect the value of the Shares, taken as a whole; and

( d)

the Vendor shall have obtained discharges or delivered a no interest letter with respect to all
Encumbrances relating to the Corporation, the Shares and the Assets.

7.3

Conditions Precedent for Benefit of the Vendor

The obligation of the Vendor to sell the Shares to the Purchaser pursuant hereto is subject
to satisfaction, at or before the Closing Time, of the following conditions precedent for the exclusive benefit
of the Vendor and may be waived in whole or in part by the Vendor by written notice to the Purchaser at or
before Closing:
(a)

in all material respects, the Purchaser shall have performed or complied with all of the covenants of
this Agreement to be performed or complied with by the Purchaser at or prior to the Closing Date;

(b)

the representations and warranties of the Purchaser set forth in Clause 6.1 shall be true and correct
in all material respects as of the date hereof and at and as of the Closing Date;
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(c)

at the Closing Time, the Purchaser shall have tendered or caused to be tendered to the Vendor the
Base Price, as adjusted for the Purchase Price Adjustment Amounts Purchaser Price, in accordance
with Clause 2.2; and

(d)

no suit, action or other proceeding shall, at Closing, be pending against the Vendor or the Purchaser
before any Court or Government Authority seeking to restrain, prohibit, obtain damages or other
relief in connection with the consummation of the Transaction which would materially and
adversely affect the value of the Shares.

7.4

Efforts to Fulfill Conditions Precedent

The Vendor and the Purchaser will each use, and cause their respective Related Parties to
us, reasonable commercial efforts to cause the conditions precedent set forth in clauses 7 .1, 7 .2 and 7.3, to
be fulfilled and satisfied as soon as practicable. The Parties shall cooperate after Closing in seeking any
approvals and consents not required prior to Closing.
ARTICLES
CLOSING AND DELIVERIES
Deliveries of the Vendor

8.1

(a)
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At Closing, if the conditions precedent contained in clauses 7.1 and 7.3 are satisfied or waived by
the Vendor, the Vendor shall deliver or cause to be delivered to and in favour of the Purchaser,
against those deliveries required to be made by the Purchaser, the following:
(i)

the certificates representing the Shares duly endorsed for transfer;

(ii)

a certificate of the Vendor in the form of Schedule "D";

(iii)

a certificate of the Vendor confirming that the conditions precedent set forth in clauses 7.1
and 7.3 have been waived orto the Vendor's Knowledge satisfied;

(iv)

receipt for payment of the Purchase Price;

(v)

the Retained Interests Agreement;

(vi)

the General Conveyance;

(vii)

the Seismic Data Licences;

(viii)

the Office Sublease;

(ix)

the Existing Work Order Release and indemnity Agreement;

(x)

the Litigation Release and Indemnity Agreement;

(xi)

the Gas Marketing Contract;

(xii)

the Competition Act Approval;

(xiii)

the fully executed Purchase and Sale Agreement;
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(xiv)

the Assets/Liabilities Tables;

(xv)

all files, books and records respecting the Assets, or as soon as reasonably possible
following Closing;

(xvi)

a certified copy of a resolution of the board of directors of the Corporation approving the
transfer of all.the Shares from the Vendor to the Purchaser;

(xvii)

the minute book, corporate seal (if any) and all other corporate records of the Corporation;

(xviii) resignations of all directors and officers of the Corporation and a release from such
directors and officers pursuant to which they release all Claims against the Corporation;

(b)

~

copies of all discharges and no interest letters with respect to all Encumbrances relating to
·
the Corporation. the Shares and the Assets: and

~

t*f*t-any and all other documents which are required to be delivered and, if applicable,
executed, by the Vendor to the Purchaser pursuant hereto.

All deliveries of the Vendor shall, except as otherwise stated, be in a form acceptable to each of the
Vendor and the Purchaser and their respective solicitors, acting reasonably.
IDeliveries of the J?mrchaser

8.2
(a)
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At Closing, if the conditions precedent set forth in clauses 7.1 and 7.2 are satisfied or waived by the
Purchaser, the Purchaser shall deliver or cause to be delivered to and in favour of the Vendor,
against those deliveries required to be made by the Vendor, the following:
(i)

payment of the Base Price plus or minus, as the case may be, the Purchase Price
Adjustment Amounts, as to the Vendor by the Purchaser;

(ii)

a certificate of an officer of the Purchaser in the form of Schedule "E";

(iii)

the Retained Interests Agreement;

(iv)

the General Conveyance;

(v)

the Seismic Data Licences;

(vi)

the Office Sublease;

(vii)

the Existing Work Order Release and Indemnity Agreement;

(viii)

a certificate of an officer of the Purchaser confirming that the conditions precedent set forth
in clauses 7 .1 and 7 .2 have been waived or to the Purchaser's knowledge satisfied;

(ix)

the Litigation Release and Indemnity Agreement;

(x)

the Gas Marketing Contract;

(xi)

the Competition Act Approval;
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(b)

(xii)

articles of amendment, in a form for filing with the Alberta Corporate Registry, of the
Corporation changing the name in accordance with Clause 14.4;

(xiii)

releases signed by the new signing authorities of the Corporation as appointed by the
Purchaser releasing the directors and officers of the Corporation from any Claims related to
such directors and officers acting as a director or officer of the Corporation; and

(xiv)

any and all other documents which are required to be delivered and, if applicable, executed,
by the Purchaser to the Vendor pursuant hereto.

All deliveries of the Purchaser shall, except as otherwise stated, be in a form acceptable to each of
the Vendor and the Purchaser and their respective solicitors, acting reasonably.
ARTICLE9
CONFIDENTIALITY

9.1

The Purchaser's Obligation to Maintain Information Confidential

Prior to the Closing Date and thereafter if Closing does not occur, information respecting
the Corporation, the Assets and the Vendor shall be retained in confidence by the Purchaser and its Related
Parties pursuant to the terms of the Confidentiality Agreement and used only for the purposes of the
Transaction. Upon Closing, the Purchaser's rights to use or disclose information respecting the Assets shall
be subject only to the Title and Operating Documents that may apply thereto. Any information respecting
the Vendor, its Related Parties or additional information obtained as a result of such access which does not
relate to the Corporation or the Assets shall continue to be governed by the Confidentiality Agreement.
ARTICLElO
TAX MATTERS

10.1

Tax Indemnities

(a)

Subject to Subclause 10.l(c), after Closing the Vendor shall be liable to and indemnify the
Corporation (which in this Clause 10.1 includes its successors and assigns) in respect of all Taxes
payable by the Corporation in respect of taxation periods ending on or before the Closing Date or
where a taxation period ends after the Closing Date, then such portion thereof up to the Closing
Date ("Prior Period Taxes") for a period ending on the day that is 30 days after the expiration of
the last of the limitation periods contained in the Tax Act and any other legislation imposing Tax on
the Corporation subsequent to the expiration of which an assessment, reassessment or other form of
recognized document assessing liability for Tax for the period cannot be issued to the Corporation.

(b)

The Purchaser shall give prompt written notice to the Vendor whenever it becomes aware that a
Claim has been or may be made for which the Vendor may be liable pursuant to the indemnity
provided for in Clause 11.1 (the "Tax Indemnity"). The Vendor shall have the right at its own
expense and employing counsel of its own choice to have full carriage and control of the
contestation of any such Claim, provided that if the Claim does not relate solely to matters to which
the Tax Indemnity may apply, the Purchaser shall, at its own expense and employing counsel of its
own choice, have full carriage and control of the contestation of the portion of the Claim relating to
matters to which the Tax Indemnity does not relate; and further provided that neither the Purchaser
nor the Corporation will agree to any compromise or settlement of any Claim to which the Tax
Indemnity may apply without the consent of the Vendor, which will not be unreasonably withheld.
If the Purchaser does not consent to a settlement (agreed to by the CRA) of a Claim to which the
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Tax Indemnity may apply following a request from the Vendor to do so, the obligation of the
Vendor to indemnify the Purchaser for the Claim shall be limited to the amount that the Vendor
would have been required to pay to the Corporation pursuant hereto in respect of the Claim if the
settlement had been accepted and the Vendor shall forthwith transfer carriage of the contestation of
the Claim to the Purchaser or its nominee. The Purchaser and the Vendor shall cooperate with each
other in any defence of any such Claims and shall keep each other reasonably informed of the
conduct thereof.
(c)

Except for matters disclosed to the Purchaser prior to the date hereof, the Tax Indemnity shall apply
in respect of Taxes assessed within the period during which Taxes may be assessed under
Applicable Law on the assumption that no waiver is filed pursuant to subparagraph 152(4)(a)(ii) of
the Tax Act or similar provisions of provincial income tax legislation unless such waiver is filed
with the written consent of the Vendor, which consent may not be unreasonably withheld. No
Claim shall be made against the Vendor in respect of the Tax Indemnity unless written notice of the
Claim is given to the Vendor by the Purchaser within sixty (60) days following the end of such
period.

(d)

The Purchaser agrees to pay to the Vendor any refund of Prior Period Taxes, together with any
interest received with respect to such refund, received after the Closing Date by the Purchaser or
the Corporation, promptly after receipt of payment of the refund, less any Taxes payable by the
Corporation on any interest received with respect to such refund. Such refunds shall not be included
in the Working Capital. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Purchaser is not required to pay to the
Vendor any refund of Prior Period Taxes which arises as a result of the carryback of losses of the
Corporation which are attributable to any outlay or expenditure incurred by the Corporation
subsequent to the Closing Date.

(e)

The Parties covenant that after Closing they will not request, and the Purchaser covenants that after
Closing the Corporation will not request, an audit by any taxation authority which may result in an
assessment to which the Tax Indemnity may apply.

(f)

The Parties undertake to inform each other of any audit inquiries with respect to issues to which the
Tax Indemnity may apply and to cooperate with each other in making any representations prior to
any assessment to which those indemnities may apply.

10.2

Tax Retmrns

The Vendor shall cause the Corporation to prepare and file in a timely manner (at its cost
and in consultation with the Vendor) all Tax Returns required to be filed by the Corporation for any period
ending on or before the Closing Date. Neither Party will unreasonably withhold its consent to a request
made by the other Party with respect to such Tax Returns.
ARTICLE 11
LIABILITIES AND INDEMNITIES
11.1

The Vendor's Indemnities

Subject to clauses 6.2, 11.4, Article 10 and Article 12 and except as the Purchaser
otherwise agrees to indemnify the Vendor pursuant to this Agreement or otherwise, after the Closing, the
Vendor shall indemnify, defend and save harmless the Purchaser and its Related Parties from and against
any and all of Purchaser's Losses resulting from:
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(a)

any breach of the representations or warranties made by the Vendor"in Article 5 or breaches of
covenants or agreements made by the Vendor in this Agreement;

(b)

all Claims, Losses or Liabilities that relate to:
(i)

the Assets and that arise from or relate to acts, omissions, events or circumstances
occurring before the Closing Date, other than Claims of Environmental Liabilities;

(ii)

to the Litigation Claims as set forth in the Litigation Release and Indemnity Agreement;
and

(iii)

to such Claims, Losses or Liabilities that related to the Existing Work Orders as set forth in
the Existing Work Order Release and Indemnity Agreement;

including the effects of, and the costs of complying with any order or direction of any Government
Authority having jurisdiction, provided that written notice of such Claim with reasonable particulars shall
have been provided by the Purchaser to the Vendor within twelve (12) months from the Closing Date. In
respect to the matters referenced in Subclause (b) and (c), the Vendor acknowledges that the Vendor and its
Related Parties shall not be entitled to any rights or remedies under the common law or in equity or under
any Applicable Law against the Purchaser or its Related Parties, including the right to name the Purchaser
or any of its Related Parties as a third party to any action commenced by any Person against the Vendor,
except insofar as the Vendor remains entitled to make a Claim against the Purchaser pursuantto Clause 9.2.
11.2

The Purchaser's Indemnities

Subject to clauses 6.2, 11.4 and except as the Vendor otherwise agrees to indemnify the
Purchaser pursuant to this Agreement, Existing Work Order Release and Indemnity Agreement and the
Litigation Release and Indemnity Agreement or otherwise, after the Closing, the Purchaser shall indemnify,
defend and save harmless the Vendor and its Related Parties, from and against any and all of the Vendor's
Losses resulting from:
(a)

any breach of the representations or warranties made by the Purchaser in Clause 6.1 or breaches of
covenants or agreements made by the Purchaser in this Agreement;

(b)

all Claims, Losses or Liabilities that relate to the Assets that arise from or relate to acts, omissions,
events or circumstances occurring after the Closing Date;

(c)

all Environmental Liabilities, and excluding Claims as they relate to the Existing Work Orders,
whether occurring before, on or after the Closing Date that arise from or relate to, acts, omissions,
events or circumstances, occurring before, on or after the Closing Date;

(cl)

all Claims, Losses or Liabilities, including as specifically set out in the Assets/Liabilities Tables;
including the effects of, and the costs of complying with any order or direction of any Government
Authority having jurisdiction. In respect to the matters referenced in Subclause (b ), (c) and (d), the
Purchaser acknowledges that the Purchaser and its Related Parties shall not be entitled to any rights
or remedies under the common law or in equity or under any Applicable Law against the Vendor or
its Related Parties, including the right to name the Vendor or any of its Related Paiiies as a third
party to any action commenced by any Person against the Purchaser, except insofar as the
Purchaser remains entitled to make a Claim against the Vendor pursuant to Clause 11.1.
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Indemnification Procedure -

11.3

Third Party Claims

Subject to Article 10, the following procedures shall be applicable to any Claim (a "Third
Party Claim") received by a Party (the "Indemnified Party") for which it is entitled to indemnification,
pursuant to this Agreement, from the other Party (the "Indemnifying Party") in respect of a Claim by a
Person other than such Indemnified Party, itself, or its Related Parties:
(a)

upon the Third Party Claim being made against or commenced against the Indemnified Party, the
Indemnified Party shall promptly provide written notice thereof to the Indemnifying Party. The
notice shall describe the Third Party Claim in reasonable detail and indicate the estimated amount,
if practicable, of the indemnifiable Losses or Liabilities that have been or may be sustained by the
Indemnified Party in respect thereof. If the Indemnified Party does not give prompt notice to the
Indemnifying Party as aforesaid, then such failure shall only lessen or limit the Indemnified Party's
rights to indemnity hereunder to the extent that the lack of prompt notice prejudices the defeJ;ice of
the Third Party Claim or increases the amount of liability or cost of defence;

(b)

if the Indemnifying Party acknowledges to the Indemnified Party in writing that the Indemnifying
Party is responsible to indemnify the Indemnified Party in respect of the Third Party Claim
pursuant hereto, the Indemnifying Party shall have the right to do either or both of the following:
(i)

assume carriage of the defence of the Third Party Claim using legal counsel of its choice
and at its sole cost; and/or

(ii)

settle the Third Party Claim provided the Indemnifying Party pays the full monetary
amount of the settlement and the settlement does not impose any unreasonable restrictions
or obligations on the Indemnified Party;

( c)

upon the assumption of control of any Claim by the Indemnifying Party as set out in Clause (b ), the
Indemnifying Party shall diligently proceed with the defence, compromise or settlement of the
Claim at its sole expense, including if necessary, employment of counsel and experts reasonably
satisfactory to the Indemnified Party and, in c01mection therewith, the Indemnified Party shall
cooperate fully, but at the expense of the Indemnifying Party with respect to any out-of-pocket
expenses incurred, to make available to the Indemnifying Party all pertinent information and
witnesses under the Indemnified Party's control, make such assignments and take such other steps
as in the opinion of counsel for the Indemnifying Party are reasonably necessary to enable the
Indemnifying Party to conduct such defence. The Indemnified Party shall also have the right to
participate in the negotiation, settlement or defence of any Claim at its own expense;

( d)

the Indemnified Party shall not enter into any settlement, consent order or other compromise with
respect to the Third Party Claim without the prior written consent of the Indemnifying Party (which
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned) unless the Indemnified Party
waives its rights to indemnification in respect of the Third Party Claim;

( e)

upon payment of the Third Party Claim, the Indemnifying Party shall be subrogated to all claims
the Indemnified Party may have relating thereto. The Indemnified Party shall give such further
assurances and cooperate with the Indemnifying Party to permit the Indemnifying Party to pursue
such subrogated claims as reasonably requested by it; and

(f)

if the Indemnifying Party has paid an amount pursuant to the indemnification obligations herein
and the Indemnified Party shall subsequently be reimbursed from any source in respect of the Third
Party Claim, the Indemnified Party shall promptly pay the amount of the reimbursement (including
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interest actually received) to the Indemnifying Party, net of taxes. required to be paid by the
Indemnified Party as a result of any such receipt and plus any taxes saved or recovered by the
Indemnified Party as a result of such payment.

11.4
(a)

Limitations on Liability
Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary:
(i)

the indemnities provided in clauses 11.1 and 11.2 ( excepting 11.2(d)) shall not apply to
Losses or Liabilities to the extent
(A)

reimbursed by insurance to, or caused by the negligence, wilful default or
misconduct of, the Party claiming indemnity; or

(B)

any amounts are paid or any actions are taken or not taken pursuant to or under
any liability and indemnity provisions in any other agreement between the Parties
or any of their Affiliates with respect to the same or a similar Loss or Liability;

(ii)

the Vendor shall have no obligation to indemnify the Purchaser in respect of any
Environmental Liabilities pursuant to Clause 11.1 except to the extent resulting from a
breach of the representation and warranty in Clause 5.3(n) and then subject to the
provisions of Clause 6.2 and the other provisions of this Clause 11 .4;

(iii)

subject to Subclause 1 l.4(c) the sole remedy after Closing for a Party's breach of a
warranty or covenant or incorrectness of a representation shall be the indemnities provided
in Article 11;

(iv)

if an indemnified party's Losses or Liabilities at any time subsequent to the making of an
indemnity payment are reduced by any net tax benefit or recovery, the amount of such
reduction shall promptly be repaid by the indemnified party to the indemnifying party; and

(v)

the Parties acknowledge and agree that, subject to Sub9lause 10.l(c), an obligation under
this Agreement to provide written notice of a Claim within twelve (12) months from the
Closing Date and in a manner specified under this Agreement is intended by the Parties as
a limitation of liability that represents a fair and equitable allocation of the risks and
liabilities that each Party has agreed to assume in connection with the ~ubject matter hereof
and is not an agreement within the provision of subsection 7(2) of the Limitations Act
(Alberta), provided that the written notice of Claim in respect of those matters set forth in
Clause l l.2(d) shall not be limited by this Subclause 11.4(a)(v).

(b)

After Closing, the Vendor's total liability for breaches of any representations, warranties, covenants
and indemnities granted hereunder or in any document delivered pursuant hereto, shall not exceed
seven million and. five hundred thousand dollars ($7,500,000.00), and each claim of a breach must
exceed one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000), and the aggregate of all such claims must exceed
five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) before a claim can be made. The limitation of liability
under this Subclause 11.4(b) shall not apply to obligations under the Litigation Release and
Indemnity Agreement and the Existing Work Order Release and Indemnity Agreement.

( c)

The Parties acknowledge and agree that Vendor shall have available to it all legal and equitable
remedies for damages, costs, expenses and other obligations arising, incurred or accrued in respect
of the Gas Marketing Contract, which it suffers or may suffer as a result of Purchaser failing to
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consummate the transaction contemplated hereby, and any action in respect thereof shall not be
otherwise limited by the provisions of this Article 11.
ARTICLE 12
EMPLOYEES
12.1

Employees

(a)

Within two Business Days of the date hereof, the Vendor shall, in accordance with Applicable
Laws, disclose to the Purchaser the existing t~rms and conditions of employment for not less than
39 office employees (the "Office Employees") and not less than 38 field operators and foremen
(the "Field Employees") who will be made available by Vendor to manage the Assets, including
specifics of the compensation and Benefit Plans to which such employees are entitled and the
tenure of such employees and their employment'record details (collectively, the "Employment
Details"). The details of the Corporation's existing arrangements with contract field operators
will also be disclosed to the Purchaser. Within two Business Days of the date hereof, the Vendor
shall also, in accordance with Applicable Laws, disclose to the Purchaser the existing terms and
conditions of all field and office contractors whose work relates to the Assets.

(b)

In consideration for the Field Employees and the Office Employees being made available to
continue to run the Assets following Closing during the Offer Period, Purchaser has paid, pursuant
to Schedule "I", the amount resulting from the following calculation: (the average salary and
benefits of the Office Employees and Field Employees multiplied by 50) divided by 12, which the
Parties agree is $437.500.

(c)

At least two (2) Business Days prior to Closing, the Purchaser will provide the Vendor with a list of
Office Employees, Field Employees and contract field operators the Purchaser intends to interview
and the Purchaser and the Vendor will work collaboratively to schedule interviews by the
Purchaser of the Office Employees, Field Employees and contract field operators.

(d)

Except as otherwise provided herein, the Vendor shall not terminate any of the Office Employees
or Field Employees, without cause and in the event of any such termination for cause the Vendor
shall promptly give notice of such termination to the Purchaser.

(e)

No later than thirty (30) days after Closing (the "Offer Period"), the Purchaser will make no less
than 40 offers of employment with the Corporation to certain Office Employees and Field
Employees (collectively, the "Offered Employees") on terms commensurate with competitive
current market standard salary and benefits as agreed upon by Purchaser and Vendor and on the
following terms and conditions:
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(i)

the Purchaser shall employ each Offered Employee at the same or similar work location,
and with similar duties and responsibilities and reporting structure as each Offered
Employee enjoyed with the Vendor as at the date of the execution of this Agreement by the
Parties;

(ii)

the Purchaser shall compensate each Offered Employee with base salary, wages,
compensation (including overtime eligibility, shift pay and/or allowances), incentive
compensation (including, short-term and long-term incentive compensation) and its own
Benefit Plans' entitlements (collectively referred to as "Purchaser's Compensation") that
are, in the aggregate, equivalent to competitive current market standards for base salary,
wages, compensation (including overtime eligibility, shift pay and/or allowances) and
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incentive compensation (including short-term and long-term incentive compensation) and
Benefit Plans' entitlements, in the aggregate;
(iii)

such written offers of employment shall state that the Purchaser shall recognize the service
years (as currently recognized by Vendor) of the Offered Employees with the Vendor for
the purpose of any future termination of employment by Purchaser following Closing,
other than termination for cause;

(iv)

such written offers of employment shall remain open for acceptance by the Offered
Employee for no longer than 2 Business Days after delivery to the Offered Employee;

(v)

in respect of each Benefit Plan made available by the Purchaser to the Offered Employees,
for the purposes of determining each Offered Employee's eligibility to participate; vesting
status; and, with respect to such Benefit Plan that is a vacation or severance plan, the
Offered Employee's benefit entitlement thereunder, the following shall apply:
(A)

prior service (as currently recognized by Vendor) with the Vendor and/or its
Affiliates, as applicable, to the extent the Vendor and/or its Affiliates, as
applicable, or their Benefit Plan provide credit for past service ("Service Years"),
shall be treated as service with the Purchaser to the extent reasonably possible
under the Benefit Plan;

(B)

such Service Years shall also apply for purposes of satisfying and extip.guishing
any waiting periods, evidence of insurability requirements or the application of
any pre-existing condition, to the extent reasonably possible under the Benefit
Plan; and

(C)

to the extent reasonably possible, each Benefit Plan of Purchaser shall waive any
pre-existing condition limitations to the same extent waived under the applicable
Benefit Plan of the Vendor and/or its Affiliates.

(f)

The Purchaser agrees to provide the Vendor with the proposed form of written offers of
employment to be made to the Offered Employees at least two (2) Business Days prior to the
Purchaser providing such written offers of employment to the Offered Employees, and the
Purchaser agrees to act reasonably in considering any comments relating to evaluating the
compensation therein offered by Vendor with regard to competitive current market standards in
respect of same.

(g)

The Vendor shall not discourage the Offered Employees from accepting the Purchaser's offers of
employment to the Offered Employees.

(h)

Each Offered Employee that accepts the Purchaser's offer of employment is hereinafter referred to
as an "Accepting Employee" while any Offered Employee that rejects the Purchaser's offer of
employment or fails to respond to the same before the expiration of such offer is hereinafter
referred to as a "Rejecting Employee".

(i)

On or after the date of delivery of the Purchaser's offers of employment to the Offered Employees,
the Vendor may give notice to any Offered Employee of the future employment status of each such
Offered Employee, including the effective time for such status, and the Vendor shall immediately
thereafter notify the Purchaser of such notice(s).
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(i)

The Purchaser shall notify the Vendor forthwith when any offers made pursuant to Subclause
12.l(e) are made, accepted or rejected. The Vendor will cooperate with Purchaser to effect an
orderly transition of Accepting Employees.

(k)

The Vendor shall bear and discharge, and shall indemnify and hold harmless the Purchaser, and its
respective Related Parties from and against, all obligations, Claims, Losses and Liabilities accruing
or arising prior to the Accepting Employee Effective Date in respect of the Offered Employees for
wages, vacation pay, 9vertime pay and other employee benefits (including under the Vendor's
Benefit Plans), as well as any other employment related obligations in respect of the Offered
Employees accruing or arising prior to the Accepting Employee Effective Date.

(1)

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Vendor and its Affiliates shall have no liability or obligation to
indemnify the Purchaser or any of its. Related Parties from and against any obligations, Claims or
Losses and Liabilities related to or arising from Severance Obligations related to or arising from the
termination of any Accepting Employee by the Purchaser from and after the Accepting Employee
Effective Date.

(m)

The Purchaser shall bear and discharge, and the Purchaser shall indemnify and save harmless the
Vendor and its Related Parties from and against all obligations, Claims, Losses and Liabilities:

(i)

accruing or arising from and after the Accepting Employee Effective Date in respect of the
Accepting Employees for wages, vacation pay, overtime pay and other employee benefits
(including under Purchaser's Benefit Plans), as well as any other employment related
obligations in respect of the Accepting Employees accruing or arising from and after
Closing; and

(ii)

related to or arising from Severance Obligations that are claimed by or owing to any
Accepting Employee as a result of the termination of the employment of any Accepting
Employee by the Purchaser upon or after the Accepting Employee Effective Date.

(n)

With respect to the Purchaser's offers of employment that are not accepted by the Rejecting
Employees, Purchaser will have the option but not the obligation to put forward additional offers of
employment to additional Office Employees and Field Employees and present alternative offers of
employment to the Rejecting Employees up until two (2) days prior to the end of the Offer Period.
Copies of all of such additional offers of employment shall also be provided to the Vendor.

(o)

For the avoidance of doubt, the Vendor shall be liable for all Severance Obligations relating to the
Rejecting Employees.

12.2

Transition Staff

(a)

At least 2 Business Days prior to the end of the Offer Period, Purchaser will provide Vendor with a
complete list of the Office Employees ~nd Field Employees, including the names and positions of
each person on the list, that have not accepted employment offers made by the Purchaser, to be
specifically designated and agreed to between the Purchaser and the Vendor (the "Transition
Staff'') that Purchaser is going to require to manage the transition of the Corporation to the
Purchaser.

(b)

The Transition Staff will be available to Purchaser for the period between the end of the Offer
Period and such date determined by the Purchaser for each individual Transition Staff, the terms of
which will be specified with a start and end date, and which end date shall be no later than six (6)
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months after Closing, or any extended period for an individual Transition Staff if such Transition
Staff goes on short-term disability or other leave during the initial Transition Period (the
"Transition Period").

(c)

Purchaser will reimburse the Vendor on a semi-monthly and full indemnity basis for all costs and
expenses associated with the Vendor's continued employment of those Transition Staff from the
end of the Offer Period·until the end of the applicable Transition Period, including but not limited to
all associated salary, compensation and Benefit Plans costs incurred by the Vendor during the
Transition Period and all associated costs and expenses incurred by the Vendor during the Two
Week Working Notice period defined below.

(d)

If between the end of the Offer Period and the end of the Transition Period the Purchaser
determines that it will require the services of a particular Transition Staff as a permanent employee
of the Corporation, an offer of employment will be made to such Transition Staff in accordance
with Clause 12.1, mutatis mutandis, including the indemnities therein, and upon acceptance,
Vendor shall have no further obligations to Purchaser or such individual Transition Staff.

(e)

Upon the Purchaser determining that it no longer requires the services of any particular Transition
Staff, in the case of each such individual Transition Staff, Purchaser will provide two weeks
advance written notice to the Vendor of such fact (the "Two Week Working Notice") and Vendor
will accept this Two Week Working Notice as notice of termination of the transition services
provided by that individual Transition Staff. Vendor shall have no responsibility to provide any
transition services to the Purchaser through any such individual Transition Staff following the
expiration of the Two Week Working Notice period in each case.

(f)

Once the two week notice period provided for in the Two Week Working Notice has expired, and
except as otherwise stipulated in this Agreement, the Vendor will retain all future continuing
responsibility for such Transiti.on Staff including any and all costs associated with the termination
of the employment of such Transition Staff.

(g)

Any notice of termination of employment given by the Vendor to any Transition Staff other than
for just cause shall include a provision that if, during either the Transition Period or the severance
period offered by the Vendor in its notice of termination to such Transition Staff, permanent
employment is offered to any such Transition Staff by the Purchaser, which offer must be in
compliance with Clause 12.2(d), he or she must immediately notify the Vendor of such offer of
employment and its terms and, upon that individual's acceptance of such employment offer there
shall be no further or any remaining Severance Obligations owed to such individual by the Vendor,
either at common law, under statute, in equity, or otherwise, and all agreements respecting the
provision of any further pay, severance, or pay in lieu of notice of termination of employment to
such individual by the Vendor shall be automatically voided and nullified. Further, if acceptance of
such employment offer is made by such Transition Staff during the Transition Period he or she will
be automatically deemed to have resigned from his or her employment witi¾ the Vendor effective as

of the date of acceptance of such offer.
(h)
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Other than during the Transition Period and the Two Week Working Notice period, as described
herein, and unless the Purchaser makes an offer of employment to any Transition Staff during the
Transition Period and such offer is accepted by such Transition Staff during the Transition Period,
the Vendor will retain all future continuing responsibility for all Severance Obligations related to
the Transition Staff.
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(i)

The Purchaser agrees that if it hires, or it cause the Corporation to ·hire any employees ·or former
employees of Perpetual within 24 months following Closing Purchaser shall forthwith notify
Vendor of the name of such employee or former employee, solely for the purposes of Vendor's
management of its severance obligations.

ARTICLE 13
TERMINATION
13.1

Termination

(a)

Any termination of this agreement shall be subject to the provisions of this Article 13 and each
Party will bear all costs incurred by it prior to such termination.

(b)

If this agreement is terminated or breached by a Party prior to or at the Closing Time other than due
to a reason beyond the control of both Parties, (the "Defaulting Party"), the other Party (the
"Other Party") shall be entitled to rescind this agreement and the Defaulting Party shall pay to the
Other Party as follows:
(i)

If Purchaser is the breaching party, Purchaser shall pay to Vendor the aggregate of:
(A)

the Work Fee; and

(B)

the difference, if positive, of subtracting the Unwind Price from the Entry Price,

and such amounts shall be for the Vendor's own account absolutely as liquidated damages
and not as a penalty as a result of Closing not occurring, which payment, when made shall
constitute Vendor's sole remedy in such instance, with no right to claim further damages or
other remedies from Purchaser and upon payment thereof and receipt by the Vendor,
Purchaser shall be released and discharged from all obligations hereunder, except as
provided in clauses 7.4 and 19 .9.
(ii)

If Vendor is the breaching Party, Vendor shall pay to Purchaser the aggregate of:
(A)

the Work Fee; and

(B)

the difference, if positive, of subtracting the Entry Price from the Unwind Price,

and such amounts shall be for the Purchaser's own account absolutely as liquidated
damages and not as a penalty as a result of Closing not occurring, which payment, when
made shall constitute Purchaser's sole remedy in such instance, with no right to claim
further damages or other remedies from Vendor and upon payment thereof and receipt by
the Purchaser, Vendor shall be released and discharged from all obligations hereunder,
except as provided in clauses 7.4 and 19 .9.

ARTICLE 14
INFORMATION, MATERIALS AND CONTINUING REPORTS
14.1

Delivery of the Vendor's Records

Within five (5) Business Days of the Closing, the Vendor shall deliver to the Purchaser
originals of the Title and Operating Documents and all other files, reports and data pertaining to the Assets
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comprised in the Miscellaneous Interests, unless and to the extent that the Purchaser agrees to allow the
Vendor to deliver all or any of such records, files, reports and data at a later date.
14.2

Vendor's Access to Information Post-Closing

After the Closing Date and for period ending the date that is four (4) years from the Closing
Date, the Vendor may, upon reasonable notice to the Purchaser and subject to contractual restrictions
relative to disclosure, have access during normal business hours to the Title and Operating Documents and
the other files, reports and data pertaining to the Assets comprised in the Miscellaneous Interests and to
obtain and copy such information in respect of matters arising or relating to any period of time through the
Closing if copies of such records or if the information derived from such access would be helpful or
beneficial to the Vendor or its Affiliates:
(a)

in connection with audits;

(b)

in connection with the preparation of tax returns;

( c)

in connection with the Vendor's dealings with Government Authorities;

( d)

in connection with any activities of the Vendor prior to the Closing Date;

(e)

to comply with any Applicable Law; or

(f)

in connection with any action, suit or proceeding commenced or threatened by the Vendor, the
Purchaser or any third party against the Vendor or its Related Parties or for which the Vendor or
any of its Related Parties may have any liability.

14.3

Record Retention Period

(a)

The Purchaser agrees that all of the information and materials of the Vendor which relate to or were
created with respect to the Corporation or the Assets arising or relating to the period through the
Closing, shall be retained, maintained in good·order and good condition and kept in a reasonably
accessible location by the Purchaser and its Affiliates, for a period of time beginning on the Closing
Date and ending on the expiration of all applicable limitations periods for all tax periods beginning
before the Closing, as such limitations periods are provided for under applicable statutes or
pronouncements of all relevant taxing authorities.

(b)

The Purchaser may destroy or give up possession of any such information or materials if it first
offers the Vendor the opportunity (by delivery of at least sixty ( 60) days' prior written notice to the
Vendor, which notice shall contain a detailed listing of the information and materials proposed to
be destroyed, at the Vendor's expense (which includes compensation to the Purchaser of its
reasonable expenses), to obtain delivery of or a copy of so much of such information or materials as
the Vendor, in the Vendor's sole discretion, desires.

14.4
(a)
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Name Change
Immediately following Closing, Purchaser shall cause and file articles of amendment of the
Corporation to change the name of the Corporation to remove all references to "Perpetual". As soon
as the name of the Corporation has been changed in the Alberta Corporate Registry, Purchaser
shall, or shall cause the Corporation to prepare and circulate a Notice to Industry of the change of
name no later than seven (7) Business Days following the Closing Date.
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(b)

Subject to Subclause 14.4(c), as soon as reasonably practicable following Closing (but in any event
no later than ten (10) Business Days following the Closing Date), Purchaser shall take all actions
necessary to remove all references to "Perpetual" in conducting the conduct of business, including,
without limitation, to the use of any company name, website, stationery, invoices, packaging and
identifying signs bearing the name "Perpetual" or logos, colours or trademarks of the Vendor or its
Affiliates.

(c)

Purchaser will replace all signage relating to the Assets outside of Calgary, Alberta in accordance
with the requirements of Government Authorities, including without limitation, the name and
contract telephone number, but in any event no later than sixty (60) days after Closing.

14.5

Securities Disclosure

At any time in the three (3) years following Closing, should Purchaser require an audited
operating statement with respect to the Assets pursuant to the Regulations including any securities act
disclosure requirements, for a period during which the Assets were owned by Vendor, Vendor shall provide
access during normal business hours to the records of Vendor relevant to preparation, of such an operating
statement during such period. The audit shall be performed by Vendor's auditor, or if such auditor is unable
or unwilling to perform such audit, by a firm of independent auditors selected by Vendor, and Purchaser
shall be responsible for all costs incurred in connection with the audit and the preparation of any statements
or reports. Vendor shall not be required to provide direct access to Vendor's records to Purchaser or any
employees, consultants or other representatives of Purchaser. If the auditor requires the assistance of
Vendor's personnel to find, collect or interpret the necessary information from Vendor's records, Vendor
shall cause such assistance to be provided and Purchaser shall pay reasonable hourly costs to Vendor as
compensation for the time devoted by such personnel. The Vendor consents to the use of the information
solely for the purpose contemplated herein, provided that Vendor hereby disclaims (and Purchas.er agrees
that the Vendor shall not have) any liability to Purchaser or any other Third Party for the accuracy and
completeness of any information provided pursuant hereto.

ARTICLE 15
WAIVER
15.1

Waiver Must be in Writing

No waiver by any Party of any breach of any of the terms, conditions, representations or
warranties in this Agreement shall take effect or be binding upon that Party unless the waiver is expressed in
writing under the authority of that Party and any waiver so given shall extend only to the particular breach
so waived and shall not limit or affect any rights with respect to any other or future breach.

ARTICLE 16
ASSIGNMENT
16.1

Assignment

Neither Party may assign its interest in or under this Agreement without the prior written
consent of the other Party.
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ARTICLE 17
NOTICE
17.1

Service of Notice

All notices required or permitted hereunder or with respect to this Agreement shall be in
writing and shall be deemed to have been properly given and delivered when delivered personally or
transmitted by confirmed facsimile addressed to the Parties, respectively, as follows:
(a)

In the case of the Purchaser:
c/o McCarthy Tetrault LLP
4000, 421-7th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 4K9
Attention:
Fax No.:
Email:

(b)

Jim Pasieka
(403) 260-3501
jpasieka@mccarthy.ca

In the case of the Vendor:
3200, 605- 5th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 3H5
Attention:
Fax No.:
Email:

Vice President, Land, Acquisitions and Divestitures
(403) 269-4444
gary .j ackson@perpetualenergyinc.com

With a copy to:
Burnet, Duckworth & Palmer LLP
2400, 525 - 8th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, AB T2P 1G 1

Attention:
Facsimile:
Email:

Carolyn A. Wright
(403) 260-0332
caw@bdplaw.com

Any notice or communication sent by personal service or facsimile shall be deemed received when delivery
is made or reception of the transmission is complete except that, if such delivery or transmission is sent on
a day~ "Vvhich is not a Business Day or after 4:00 p.m. then the s&."1.'lc shall bo deemed received on the next
Business Day.

17.2

Right to Change Address

A Party may change its address for service by notice to the other Party, and such changed
address for service thereafter shall be effective for all purposes of this Agreement.
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ARTICLE 18
PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENTS
18.1

Public Annomncements

Purchaser shall not make any public announcement or press release concerning the
Transaction. Vendor is required to, and shall make a public announcement or press release concerning the
Transaction but shall not identify the name of the Purchaser or any director, officer or shareholder thereof;
provided that nothing contained herein shall prevent a Party at any time from furnishing any information to
any Government Authority or to the public if required by Applicable Law or the rules of the applicable
stock exchange. Vendor shall, to the extent reasonably possible, provide Purchaser with a draft of any
public announcement or press release in sufficient time prior to its release to enable Purchaser to review
such draft and advise Vendor of any comments it have with respect thereto, it being understood that, upon
signing this Agreement, the Purchaser will be permitted to immediately issue a press release announcing the
Transaction provided such press release has been reviewed by the Vendor and the contents of such press
release are required to be disclosed by Applicable Law or the rules of the applicable stock exchange.

ARTICLE 19
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
19.1

Further Assurances

From time to time, as and when reasonably requested by the other Party, a Party shall
execute and deliver or cause to be executed and delivered all such documents and instruments and shall take
or cause to be taken all such further or other actions to implement or give effect to the Transaction, provided
such documents, instruments or actions are consistent with the provisions of this Agreement. All such
further documents, instruments or actions shall be delivered or taken at no additional consideration other
than reimbursement of any expenses reasonably incurred by the Party providing such further documents or
instruments or performing such further acts, by the Party at whose request such documents or instruments
were delivered or acts performed other than overhead and general administrative costs.

19.2

Applicable Law and Attornment

This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the Province of Alberta
and the laws of Canada applicable therein and shall be treated in all respects as an Alberta contract. The
Parties irrevocably submit to the jurisdiction of the courts of the Province of Alberta and the courts of
appeal therefrom. The Parties each hereby attorn to and accept the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts.

19.3

Time
Time shall be of the essence in this Agreement.

19.4

Continuing Agreement

After Closing, the covenants and agreements contained in this Agreement shall continue in
effect until performed and discharged except to the extent the continued effectiveness or enforceability of
any such agreement or covenant is limited in duration as expressly provided herein.
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19.5

Entire Agreement

Subject to Clause 19.9, this Agreement, the Office Sublease, the Existing Work Order
Release and Indemnity Agreement, the Litigation Release and Indemnity Agreement, the Purchase and Sale
Agreement and the Gas Marketing Contract constitute the entire agreement between the Parties with respect
to the subject matter hereof and cancels and supersedes any prior understandings and agreements between
the Parties hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof. No modification of or amendment to this
Agreement shall be valid or binding unless set forth in writing and duly executed by all Parties.
19.6

Enurement

This Agreement shall be binding upon and enure to the benefit of the Parties hereto and
their respective heirs, attorneys, guardians, estate trustees, executors, trustees, successors and permitted
assigns. No Person other than the Parties and their successors and permitted assigns shall be entitled to any
rights or benefits hereunder.
19.7

Severability

If any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, the
invalidity, illegality or unenforceability will not affect any other provision of this Agreement and this
Agreement will be construed as if the invalid, illegal or unenforceable provision had never been contained
herein unless the deletion of the provision would result in such material change to cause the completion of
the Transaction to be unreasonable.
19.8

Counterparts

This Agreement may be executed in counterpart and all executed counterparts together
shall constitute one agreement. Signature pages from separate counterparts may be faxed and may be
combined to form a single counterpart. This Agreement shall not be binding upon any Party unless and until
executed by all Parties.
19.9

Confidentiality

The Confidentiality Agreement shall not merge with the terms hereof. Notwithstanding
any provision herein or any law to the contrary, the Confidentiality Agreement shall survive the execution
of this Agreement and the Closing of the Transaction.
[Balance ofpage intentionally left blank.]
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IN WITNESS. WHEREOF the Parties have duly executed this Agreement on the date first
above written.

PJEJRPJETUAL JENJERGY INC.

1986114 ALBERTA liNC.

Per: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Per:
Name: Hao \Vang
Name: Susan 1.o. Riddell Rose
Title: President and Chief Executive Officer
Title: Director

This is the execution page to the Share Sale Agreement dated September_, 2016 between Perpetual Energy Inc. as
Vendor and 1986114 Alberta Inc. as Purchaser

7882429.1

SCHEDULE "A" LAND SCHEDULE
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE_ DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016

7882429.1

SCHEDULE "B" MAJOR FACILITIES
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE_ DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
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SCHEDULE "C" BANK ACCOUNTS
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE_ DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016

NIL
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SCHEDULE "D" FORM OF VENDOR'S OFFICER'S CERTIFICATE
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE_ DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
RE:

Article 5 of the Share Purchase and Sale Agreement ("Agreement") dated the _
day of
September, 2016, between Perpetual Energy Inc., as the Vendor, and 1986114 Alberta Inc. as the
Purchaser.
Unless otherwise stated, the definitions provided for in the Agreement are adopted in this
Certificate.

I, - - - - ~ - - - - - o f Perpetual Energy Inc. (the "Vendor") hereby certify in my capacity as an
officer and without any personal liability that:
1.
Each of the covenants, representations and warranties of the Vendor contained in Article 5
of the Agreement is true and correct in all material respects as of the Closing Date.

2.
I have performed or complied in all material respects with all of the covenants and
obligations required to be performed under the Agreement prior to Closing.
3.
This Certificate is made with full knowledge that the Purchaser is relying on the same for
the Closing of the Transaction.
4.
All Closing conditions for the benefit of the Vendor, pursuant to clauses 7.1 and 7.3 in the
Agreement, have been satisfied or waived.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have executed this Certificate the _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PERPETUAL ENERGY INC.

Name:
Title:

7882429.l

SCHEDULE "E" FORM OF PURCHASER'S OFFICER'S CERTIFICATE
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SRA.RE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE _ DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
RE:

Article 6 of the Share Purchase and Sale Agreement ("Agreement") dated the _
day of
September, 2016, between Perpetual Energy Inc., as the Vendor and 1986114 Alberta Inc. as the
Purchaser.
Unless otherwise stated, the definitions provided for in the Agreement are adopted in this
Certificate.

I , - ~ - - - ' _ _ _ _ _ of 1986114 Alberta Inc. (the "Purchaser") hereby certify in my capacity
as an officer and without personal liability that:
1.
Each of the covenants, representations and warranties of the Purchaser contained in Article
6 of the Agreement is true and correct in all material respects as of the Closing Date.
2.
The Purchaser has performed or complied in all material respects with all of the covenants
and obligations required to be performed under the Agreement prior to Closing.
3.
This Certificate is made for and on behalf of the Purchaser and is binding upon it, and I am
not incurring and will not incur any personal liability whatsoever with respect to it.
4.
This Certificate is made with full knowledge that the Vendor is relying on the same for the
Closing of the Transaction.
5.
All Closing conditions for the benefit of the Purchaser, pursuant to clauses 7 .1 and 7 .2, in
the Agreement, have been satisfied or waived.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have executed this Certificate the _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _. ___
1986114 ALBERTA INC.

Name:
Title:
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SCHEDULE "F" OFFICE SUBLEASE
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE_ DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
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SCHEDULE "G" EXISTING WORK ORDERS
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE_ DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
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SCHEDULE "H" WELLS
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE_ DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
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SCHEDULE "H2" RETAINED INTEREST WELLS
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE_ DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
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SCHEDULE "I" PURCHASE PRICE ADJUSTMENT AMOUNT
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OJF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE_ DAY OJF SEPTEMBER, 2016
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SCHEDULE "J" LITIGATION CLAIMS
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE_ DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016

7882429.1

SCHEDULE "K" LITIGATION RELEASE AND INDE1\1N"ITY AGREEMENT
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE
DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
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SCHEDULE "L" MATERIAL CONTRACTS
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE_ DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
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SCHEDULE "M" GENERAL CONVEYANCE
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE_ DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
GENERAL CONVEYANCE
THIS AGREEMENT made as of September __, 2016,
BETWEEN:
PERPETUAL ENERGY INC., a corporation incorporated pursuant to
the laws of the Province of Alberta (hereinafter called the "Vendor")
OF THE FIRST PART
- and1986114 ALBERTA INC., a corporation incorporated pursuant to the
laws of the Province of Alberta (hereinafter called the "Purchaser")
OF THE SECOND PART
WHEREAS:
A.

Vendor and Purchaser entered into that Agreement of Purchase and Sale dated September _ ,
2016 (the "Sale Agreement") with respect to the "Shares" (which term, when used in this
Agreement, has the same meaning as in the Sale Agreement);

B.

All of the conditions precedent to the obligations of the parties hereto to close the transactions
contemplated by the Sale Agreement have either been fulfilled or waived in the manner provided
for waiver in the Sale Agreement;

NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the premises hereto and the covenants and agreements
hereinafter set forth and contained, the parties hereto covenant and agree as follows:
1.
Vendor hereby sells, assigns, transfers, conveys and sets over to Purchaser, and Purchaser
hereby purchases from Vendor, all of the right, title, estate and interest of Vendor (whether absolute or
contingent, legal or beneficial) in and to the Shares, to have and to hold the same, together with all benefit
and advantage to be derived therefrom, absolutely, subject to the terms of the Sale Agreement.
2.
The covenants, representations, warranties and indemnities contained in the Sale
Agreement are incorporated herein as fully and effectively as if they were set out herein and there shall not
be any merger of any covenant, representation, warranty or indemnity contained in the Sale Agreement by
virtue of the execution and delivery hereof, any rule of law, equity or statute to the contrary
notwithstanding.
If any term or provision hereof should conflict with any term or provision of the Sale
3.
Agreement, the term and provision of the latter shall prevail and this Agreement shall at all times be read
subject to all terms and conditions of the Sale Agreement.
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4.
The assignment and conveyance effected by this Agreement is made with full right of
substitution of Purchaser in and to all covenants, representations, warranties and indemnities by others
heretofore given or made in respect of the Shares or any part thereof.
5.
This Agreement shall, in all respects, be subject to, interpreted, construed and enforced in
accordance with and under the laws of the Province of Alberta and applicable laws of Canada and shall, in
all respects, be treated as a contract made in the Province of Alberta. The parties hereto irrevocably attorn
and submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of the Province of Alberta and courts of appeal
therefrom in respect of all matters arising out of or in connection with this Agreement.
6.
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall enure to the benefit of each of the parties
hereto an.d their respective administrators, trustees, receivers, successors and assigns.
7.
This Agreement may be executed in counterpart, no one copy of which need be executed
by Vendor and Purchaser. A valid and binding contract shall arise if and when counterpart execution pages
are executed and delivered by Vendor and Purchaser.
The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Parties have exe.cuted this Agreement as of the day and year first above
written.
PERPETUAL ENERGY INC.

1986114 ALBERTA INC.

Per: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Name: Susan L Riddell Rose
Title: President and Chief ei.eeutive Offieer

Per:
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Name: Hao \Vang
Title: Direetor

SCHEDULE "N" RETAINED mTERESTS AGREEMENT
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY me. AND 1986114 ALBERTA me. DATED
THE
DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
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SCHEDULE "0" GAS MARKETIN"G CONTRACT
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY IN"C. AND 1986114 ALBERTA IN"C. DATED
THE_ DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
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SCHEDULE 11 P" EXISTING WORK ORDER RELEASE AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE
DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016

7882429.l

SCHEDULE "Q" PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA INC. DATED
THE_ DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016

7882429.1

SCHEDULE "R" MUNICIPAL TAX BENCHMARK
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF THE SHARE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERPETUAL ENERGY INC. AND 1986114 ALBERTA JINC. DATED
THE_ DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016
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TIDS IS EXHIBIT "V"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In and for the Province of Alberta
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From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
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Jin, Xiaodi <xjin@mccarthy.ca>
Monday, September 26, 2016 12:12 AM
Carolyn A. Wright
Pasieka, James; Colborne, Melissa; Harold Wang; Wentao Yang (yang@kailascapital.com); Sun, Elaine
RE: Goodyear/Puppy - Final SPA/P&S and further confirmed Schedules

Hi Carolyn,
Yes, that sounds good to us.
Looking forward to resolving everything required first thing in the morning, specifically the updated adjustment
schedule, prior to 9:00 a.m. so that we are able to deliver our signatures at that time.
We can push the plats and seismic items to be resolved throughout the day and we don't expect any of these to be
co·ntroversial. ·
Best,
Xiaodi
Xiaodi Jin
T· 403-260-3627
C: 403-796-4652

From: Carolyn A. Wright [mailto:caw@bdplaw.com]
Sent: Sunday, September 25, 2016 10:47 PM
To: Jin, Xiaodi
Cc: Pasieka, James; Colborne, Melissa; Harold Wang; Wentao Yang (yang@kailas-capital.com); Sun, Elaine

Subject: RE: Goodyear/Puppy - Final SPA/P&S and further con~rmed Schedules
Hi Xiaodi,
Thank you for your email. I trust that all matters relating to the schedules below will be resolved first thing.in the
morning.
"Other Items"
Nils - please see attached. They are in draft form and the bank has reserved the right to review once they have seen the
final forms of the SPA and the P&S
Press Release - this is pending. I have asked if the form can be provided.
Assets/Liabilities Tables - the indemnity language is being reviewed internally. We will provide as soon as possible and
it may come directly from Macquarie. The 'notes' will have to be provided in the morning.
Thank you for your hard work tonight.
Regards,

Carolyn A. Wright
BDPLLP
403-260-5721
1

From: Jin, Xiaodi [mailto:xjin@mccarthy.ca]
Sent: Sunday, September 25, 2016 9:45 PM
To: carolyn A. Wright
Cc: Pasieka, James; Colborne, Melissa; Harold Wang; Wentao Yang (yang@kailas-capital.com); Sun, Elaine
S!l.llbject: Goodyear/Puppy - Final SPA/P&S and further confirmed Schedules

Hi Carolyn,
Pursuant to our phone call, attached are the proposed final versions of the SPA and P&S, along with blacklines.
As to the outstanding schedules and other steps, here is where we stand.
We confirm we hold our signature pages, and subject to the resolution of these items, we will be able to provide
tomorrow morning in trust so that PMT can get the trade confirm executed.

SPA
Schedule A - Land Schedule
Schedule B - Major Facilities

.:v~r!ioffcifttifat'ecfbytqrfe'ijod·.re~fj;a't.iie~,:ri~re.co'liff~~ie~·

/~$.Jina).

. ··. ... ·. : .·.

Schedule C - Bank Accounts
Schedule D - Vendor Certificate
Schedule E...:. Purchaser Certificate
Schedule F - Office Sublease
Schedule G - Existing Work Orders

·Ve r?J9rLt:Jrcu 1~ted: tiv Lori~ .·a nH;feat:t~'Gli~~ .h~re· (olif1fmeQ
.qsfih~I~

Schedule H - Wells
Schedule H2 - Retained Interest Wells
Schedule I - Purchase Price Adjustment
Amount

...

. ..

\(§fsiq,t1idrctilated'.bylbri~:.~6'd'rf:!.~tfa~\1~.<:1 6e re. conffr.roecl . .
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. .... .. . ...
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·
..
,. , .... V .. ······ ........,....
- ... ...... ...
-·
Slighfdifferences in.certain ~ffe2i:ive,~~~¢s:cifiiji ....
sc~~dules to be resolved an~ cl~ijn s.~he.ci'Liie 1·1;g be·
ptpvided
.. .
..... ,..

Schedule J - Litigation Claims
Schedule K - Litigation Assumption
Schedule L - Material Contracts
Schedule M -Conveyance
Schedule N - Retained Interest Agreement
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. . ..... .. .. .... . .. .
. .. , . •
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Schedule O - Marketing Contract
Schedule P - Existing Work Order
Agreement
Schedule Q - P&S
Schedule R - Muni Tax Benchmark

t>reVfotfslyse'ft'foid. ·

··

·,· ·

··· , . - v

.Versidfrcfo:u]afad by. Loriearid re~tt'ached.here•dS~~fitine~;
asfihah.

P&S
Schedule A- Lands

. ·· ·······

\bata'r6omversiori
.. .
..
-· ·-Confirmed
. ...- ...... as final;
.
"

.

2
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Schedule B1-B4-Wells, Facilities, etc.
Schedule C - Pip~lines

. Versiqris cjrcu!efted,:by4oJi~,~nd:,te~tfa<±,bedherf!#riJirajeg·
.aHfnaJ.i
... . .; . ...
.\r~:fsiohScircuiated ·by· ~ohe .and,r<iatfach.f~'h§re:cBhfffiil€!cF
Ji$fioa.k
..
..
. . . , ..
. . , ....

Schedule D - Material Contracts
Schedule E - Equipment

Schedule F - Seismic License Agreements

. While some items are not scheduled,·we 1.,in~?r~t:~,ntijfiat

~u

the definitions are broad enougll to inch.f~~
item~.
included in the data room arid that Vendor Vi(iil s~_ncf an
email to this effect to confirm that ail items not listed ln
this schedulE! are part C>fthE! tr9 nsap:icin.
Once dpne, version circulated by ~o~ie and ·re~t:tached
here. confirmed .as final.
.
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Schedule G -AFEs
_s_ch_e_d_u_le_H_-_P_u_rc_h_a_se_r_a_n_d_P_S_l<_S_e_is_m_i_c_--1 Fi.nal ljstir~ to .be provided)~y\l~n~_qr· ()nfl4-~1ijg'tb'e (In~~
Schedule I - Vendor Seismic
and areas reJ.:iting to the PSK sei$mi¢;.indOding' pl~ts,
We u11derstaridV.en~ot Se.lsrrtk.i~ nil

OTHER ITEMS
Nils

.Form ·t,f no intere~tletters, for both the P~S'and tne'i>sA

Press Release
Asset/Liability Form

to b.e. prQvided
·oraft-press ~elease.t9 be provided ...
Tern.plate form to be fihalized, with. the numb¢rs ~t',if
bulleted and certain notes incomplete, but otherwis·~

.

finalized.

Happy to discuss.
Xiaodi
Xiaodi Jin
T· 403-260-3627
C: 403-796-4652

This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure. No waiver
whatsoever is intended by sending this e-mail which is intended only for the named recipient(s). Unauthorized
use, dissemination or copying is prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please notify the sender and
destroy all copies of this e-mail. Our privacy policy is available at www.mccarthy.ca.
Click here to unsubscribe from commercial electronic messages. Please note that you will continue to receive
non-commercial electronic messages, such as account statements, invoices, client communications, and other
similar factual electronic communications.
Suite 5300, TD Bank Tower, Box 48, 66 Wellington Street West, Toronto, ON M5K 1E6
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THIS IS EXHIBIT "W"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

Marla Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In and for the Province of Alberta
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Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:
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Jin, Xiaodi <xjin@mccarthy.ca>
Monday, September 26, 2016 9:44 AM
Carolyn A. Wright; Pasieka, James
Harold Wang; Colborne, Melissa; Wentao Yang (yang@kailas-capital.com)
RE: New Statement of Adjustments and Schedule I
Schedule I to Share Purchase Agreement Sept26 vl.xlsx; Statement of Adjustment
Estimates Sept26 vl.xlsx

Carolyn,
Thank you, these two schedules are confirmed as final.
Best,
Xiaodi
Xiaodi Jin
T: 403-260-3627
C: 403-796--4652

From: Carolyn A. Wright [mailto:caw@bdplaw.com]
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2016 9:21 AM

To:

Jin, Xiaodi; Pasieka, James

Subject: FW: New Statement of Adjustments and Schedule I
Xiaodi - to keep you in the loop. There was a more substantial change than I was first told, which is now reflected in the
attached.

Carolyn Wright
Partne;r

Phone: 403-260-5721

from: Jackie Cugnet [mailto:Jackie.Cugnet@perpetualenergyinc.com]
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2016 9:19 AM
Tc: Harold Wang <haro.wang@gmail.com> (haro.wang@gmail.com); Carolyn A. Wright; Gary Jackson
Cc: Susan Hargreaves; James Hounsome; Lorie Howland; Sue Riddell Rose
Subject: New Statement bf Adjustments and Schedule I
As requested, see attached revised Statement of Adjustments and Schedule!.

Jackie Cugnet
Director of Finance and Accounting

Perpetual Energy Inc.
3200, 605- 5 th Avenue SW
Calgary, AB T2P 3H5
D - (403)-269-4407
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This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure. No waiver
whatsoever is intended by sending this e-mail which is intended only for the named recipient(s). Unauthorized
use, dissemination or copying is prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please rtot~fy the sender and
destroy all copies of this e-mail. Our privacy policy is available at www.mccarthy.ca.
Click here to unsubscribe from commercial electronic messages. Please note that you will continue to receive
non-commercial electronic messages, such as account statements, invoices, client communications, and other
similar factual electronic communications.
Suite 5300, TD Bank Tower, Box 48, 66 \Vellington Street \Vest, Toronto, ON M5K 1E6
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SCHEDULE I
Perpetual Energy Operating Corp.
Estimated Working Capital, excluding asset retirement obligations
October 1, 2016
Current Assets
Crown Royalty Deposit

$

Prepaid Expenses
Orphan Well Levy
AER 2016 Administration Fee
Mineral Lease Rentals
Surface Lease Rentals
Prepaid property taxes

200,000

47,094
199,858
1,088,035
1,963,116

184,950
2,000
437,500

Prepaid seismic reproduction costs
Prepaid October salaries
Accounts Receivable
Alberta Crown - excess deposit
PEOC BA crown royalty account credit

413,335
1,627,523

Accounts Receivalbe on Closing

134,031

$

6,297,442

$

(4,256,5.85)

$
$

(1,476,116)
(5,732,701)

$

(5,732,701)

$
$

(413,335)
(1,627,523)

Deferred Payment Obligations to Perpetual

$.

(2,040,858)

Total liabilities

$

(7,773,559)

Total Current Assets
Current liabilities

Payable to Municipalities on behalf of Perpetual Operating Trust
(reimbursed through the statement of adjustments under the
purchas_e and sale agreement dated September 30, 2016)
Payable to Municipalities on acquired assets - 2016 property taxes

TOTAL PAYABLE TO MUNICIPAL/TIES

Total Current Liabilities
Deferred Payment Obligations to Perpetual
Alberta Crown - excess deposit
PEOC BA account credit

TIDS IS EXHIBIT "X"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In and for the Province of Alberta

=

Strictly Private & Confidential
May 28, 2018
Perpetual Energy Inc. and its Affiliates
Suite 3200, 605 5 Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta T2P 3H5

Attention: Susan L. Riddell Rose
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. LIT (the "Trustee") is the Trustee in Bankruptcy of Sequoia Resources
Corp. ("SRC").
Prior to the filing by SRC of a Notice of Intention to Make a Proposal pursuant to s.50-4(1) of the
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (the "BIA") on March 2, 2018, various oil and gas assets and associated·
liabilities were transferred to SRC. The Trustee is currently reviewing these transfers.
Although the Trustee's investigation has not been completed, it appears that some or all of these transfers
directly or indirectly involved Perpetual Energy Inc., Perpetual Operating Trust and other related entities
(collectively referred to as the "Perpetual Group"), that some or all of these transfers may be void as
against the Trustee, as transfers at undervalue or on other grounds and that the Perpetual Group may be
indebted to SRC for the difference between the value of the consideration received by SRC and the value of
the consideration given by SRC, including the value of the liabilities assumed by SRC as part of the
transfers.
The Trustee believes that the Perpetual Group has in its possession or power books, documents and papers
relating in whole or in part to SRC, its dealings or property, and showing that the Perpetual Group is
indebted to SRC (the "Records"). Pursuant to s.164 of the BIA, the Perpetual Group is required to
produce all the Records for the information of the Trustee, including (but not limited to) the following:
records relating to the transfer of any wells or other assets to SRC, previously kn.own as Perpetual
Energy Operating Corp., by or at the direction of the Perpetual Group since March 2, 2013 (the
"Transfers"), including:

e

r·•u••• .............

o

all Records relating to the fair market value of any asset or liability transferred to and from SRC;

o

all Records relating to the value of the actual consideration given and received by SRC with
respect to the Transfers;

o

all Records relating to any communications between SRC and any member of the Perpetual
Group in relation to the Transfers; and

, u . . u , .................................................................................................................................. u , , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

P-ricewaterhouseCoopers Inc., LIT
111 5 Avenue SW, Suite 3100, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P 5L3
T: +1403509 7500, F: +1403 7811825, www.pwc.com/ca

from:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mark Schweitzer < Mark.Schweitzer@perpetualenergyinc.com >
Wednesday, June 06, 2018 4:52 PM
paulJ.darby@ca.pwc.com; liam.d.murphy@ca.pwc.com; rdewaal@pdwlaw.com
Sue Riddell Rose; David LeGeyt; Carolyn A Wright
Perpetual Information Response
Sequoia Disposition Timeline Final.pdf; Configure Filezilla with import file.docx;
PWC.XML

Paul,
Further to your letter dated May 28, 2018 and our meeting on May 30, 2018, please find access instructions below to an
FTP virtual data room ("VDR") that we have set up to provide records responsive to your information request relating to
the negotiation and sale of Perpetual's shallow gas assets to 1986114 Alberta Inc. effective October 1, 2016.
To assist your review of this information, we have attached an information "roadmap" document titled "Sequoia
Disposition Timeline Final". Additionally, we are available at your request, to answer any questions you may
have. Please advise.
Thank you,
Mark
PWC VDR Access Instructions:
We have set up an FTP site as a virtual data room. You will need a SFTP (Secure FTP) application in order to access
this. Our IT department recommends FileZilla which is available free on the web. Your IT department may have their
own which would work just fine. If you use FileZilla, attached you will find a file to import into FileZilla (.xml) as well as a
file giving information on how to configure FileZilla (.docx} with the import file. Your IT department will be able to assist.
Once installed, you will be able to share this information with your team giving them the following access information:
Username: PWC
Password: LH2k2TQU

Resource:
sftp server name: sftp.perpetualenergyinc.com
Port: 22

Mark Schweitzer
Vice President, Finance and CFO
Perpetual Energy Inc.
mark.schweitzer@perpetualenergyinc.com
Ph# 403-269-4430
1

cell# 403-968-2263

2

Summary of Information Provided to PWC in its capacity as trustee in bankruptcy for Sequoia
Resources Corp responsive to PWC's letter dated May 28, 2018 and related meeting with
Perpetual on May 30, 2018
Detailed below is a summary of the Sequoia disposition timeline and process. References are
made to documents included in the files provided, to assist PWC's review of the information
provided.
All documents provided are contained in the file titled "PWC June 1, 2018". In addition, all data
room information provided to Kailas Capital in connection with its purchase of Perpetual's
shallow gas assets has also been provided.
H1 2016 In-house marketing of en-bloc eastern Alberta Shallow gas assets (May 4/2016 Board
Meeting- Acquisition and Disposition Update)
e
Approached Pine Cliff and sent teaser to various energy private equity fund managers.
e
CA's entered with False Creek Resources Inc. (March 16, 2016), KIJJ Investments Ltd. (May
19, 2016), Standard Exploration Ltd. (May 11, 2016) S:\New Ventures 17\PwC June 1,
2018 \Companies that passed)
e
Continued taking steps to optimize the value of the shallow gas assets including updating
property level asset optimization plans, specific optimal development plans detailing
recompletion capital and ARO work, swap reviews with CNRL to consolidate each
company's working interests, well life cycle analysis and inhouse ARO management and
execution business
e
Marketing "Teaser" document prepared. S:\New Ventures 17\PwC June 1, 2018\Teaser
April 12/2016 MacQuarie introduction of Kailas Capital to Perpetual
0
S:\New Ventures 17\PwC June 1, 2018\_Lorie Emails
May 12./2016 Kailas Capital CA executed
e
S:\New Ventures 17\PwC June 1, 2018\_Lorie Emails
e
Access to FTP data room site provided May 17
May 18, 2016 MacQuarie Engagement letter Executed
e
Agreement to provide advisory services to Perpetual in connection with the potential sale
of the Shallow Gas Assets to Kailas Capital or its affiliates
(1)
S:\New Ventures 17\PwC June 1, 2018\_Lorie Emails
May 24, 2016 Management Presentation to Kailas Capital
e
S:\New Ventures 17\PwC June 1, 2018\Presentation FTP
May 17 to July 5, 2016- Purchase evaluation by Kailas Capital
e
FTP site access granted for valuation
e
S:\New Ventures 17\PwC June 1, 2018-Additional Data sent to Kailas

o

o

Multiple meetings were held with Kailas to review the shallow gas asset information,
including asset optimization plans and scenario analysis at various commodity price, op
costs, G&A and execution program assumptions
Correspondence regarding details of asset review

July 6, 2016 Letter of Intent to Purchase Shallow Gas Assets delivered by Kailas Capital
o
0

0

0

e

•
e
0

@

111
0

0

S:\New Ventures 17\ PwC June 1, 2018
Offer to purchase shallow gas assets and assume associated environmental obligations
for $1
Offer based on assessment of 2P reserve value (June 28/2016 forward strip pricing) of
($10 million), inclusive of undiscounted costs related to future abandonment liabilities of
$34 million but exclusive of an additional $53 million of ARO and $47.4 million of salvage
value as of June 26, 2016. ARO associated with over 2,000 suspended wells in need of
abandonment. Reserves producing at approx. 39 MMcf/d
Includes Perpetual's associated heavy equipment to continue executing accelerated ARO
work internally
Assets purchased debt free, encumbrance free other than as disclosed to Kailas
LLR for purchased assets exceed 1.0 at Closing Date
Perpetual to retain upside participation in municipal tax savings realized post-closing
Perpetual to provide $2.75/Mcf floor price on 90% of production (31.5 MMcf/d) for 24
months following the Closing Date. Perpetual to retain upside on production> $3.00/Mcf
for same period
Provisions for transfer of staff necessary to operate the purchased assets
Sublease office space from Perpetual required to operate the purchased assets
Offer subject to completion of satisfactory due diligence by Kailas and negotiation of a
definitive sales agreement
Kailas Capital has participated in numerous oil and gas transactions over the past 12
months (including Long Run Exploration) and manages producing assets in Canada

July 7, 2016 to August 3, 2016 Due diligence conducted by Kailas Capital
o

GI

Ongoing queries from Kailas and provision of information by Perpetual including field site
visit to review operations. S:\New Ventures 17\PwC June 1, 2018\Additional Data sent to
Kailas
Analysis of structure to be used to effect sale of shallow gas assets to Kailas S:\New
Ventures 17\PwC June 1, 2018\Manhours to complete Goodyear. Approximately 2,000
wells and approximately 20,000 associated operating agreements, licenses, permits etc.
identified that would require action. Estimate of approximately 78-man days to complete
with subsequent reliance on industry partners and regulators to effect transfers to
facilitate close. Decision made to use PEOC, trustee of the shallow gas assets, as entity to
expediently deliver shallow gas assets, and associated agreements, permits etc. to
purchaser. POT's beneficial interest in the shallow gas assets being sold were transferred
to PEOC where the legal title to the assets was maintained in-trust for POT. Legal title to

e

assets retained by Perpetual were transferred to the replacement trustee for POT
("POC").
Detailed transaction step outline developed. S:\New Ventures 17\PwC June 1,
2018\S:\"Document Checklist" and working group established to execute

August 4, 2016 - Management Recommendation to Perpetual Board to negotiate sale of
shallow gas assets to Kailas Capital on terms consistent with the July 6, 2016 Letter of Intent
®
S:\New Ventures 17\PwC June 1, 2018\Board of Directors
e
Review of Perpetual's strategic objectives with respect to the shallow gas assets
o Proposed corporate restructuring to effect the sale of shallow gas assets
0
Review of Perpetual's value optimization results and plans with respect to the shallow gas
assets
a
Review of impact on staff including staff to be transferred to purchaser and expected
severance of $5-$6 million to be borne by Perpetual, plus office lease for 18 months.
e
Comparison of Perpetual and Kailas operating cost profiles - Conclusion that Kailas
believes they can deliver more value from the assets than Perpetual
o
Perpetual's ARO reduced by estimated 71%, capital of $23 million estimated to optimize
over the next 5 years, recovered through related operating cost savings (property tax and
surface lease rentals)
August 4, 2016 to September 30, 2016 Completion of Kailas due diligence and negotiation of

definitive sale agreements.
e

0

e

e
0

s

s

Detailed due diligence and negotiation of wells to be transferred in order to minimize ARO
obligation assumed by Kailas. S:\NewVentures 17\PwCJune 1, 2018\Additional Data Sent
to Kailas "160822 Note to Harold from J.G. Re well list and llr" and "160829 well list and
LLR for Perpetual north and south gas assets"
Negotiation with Mercuria of floor and ceiling gas price contracts for 24 months following
closing. S:\New Ventures 17\PwC June 1, 2018\Additional Data Sent to Kailas "160915
Mercuria to Harold - updated confirm and Nova assignment"
Development and management of detailed working group task list. S:\New Ventures
17\PwC June 1, 2018\"Closed 160929 Goodyear working group list"
Negotiation of sale agreements
Preparation and negotiation of closing adjustments statement
Sale agreements executed and Perpetual announces sale of shallow gas assets on
September 27, 2016. Closing effective October 1, 2016
Communication to staff of shallow gas asset sale on September 27, 2016. S:\New
Ventures 17\PwC June 1, 2018\Presentation to Staff after Announcement 160927

Post Close items
o
PEOC financial statements as at closing. Financial statements were not prepared for PEOC
in the ordinary course as its sole purpose prior to closing was to act as trustee for
Perpetual Operating Trust. It had no operating assets, obligations or operations. Refer
to the PEOC (renamed Sequoia Resources Corp.) change of control income tax return for

0

0

G

the period January 1, 2016 to October 1, 2016 (the change of control date). S:\New
Ventures 17\PwC June 1, 2018\. Schedule 100 Balance Sheet and Schedule 125 Income
Statement. See PEOC prior year tax returns @ S:\New Ventures 17\PwC June 1,
2018\lncome Taxes - PEOC FTP 160725 160809.
As PEOC had no assets or liabilities prior to the shallow gas closing, the transfer value of
the assets sold to Kailas/Sequoia was effectively the same transfer value as between POT
and PEOC. See POT/PEOC purchase sale agreement@ S:\New Ventures 17\PwC June 1,
2018\Final Closing Binders for each sale.
For the period January 1, 2013 to October 1, 2016, PEOC functioned as POT's trustee and
had no operations of its own as evidenced by PEOC's income tax returns for these periods.
See income tax returns at S:\New Ventures 17\PwC June 1, 2018. Transfers of legal title
to/from PEOC during this period were initiated by normal course third party
purchases/divestitures by POT. Perpetual's accounting for the disposition of the Shallow
Gas assets as at October 1, 2016 is summarized in a memo "X 400 - Gain on Sequoia
Disposition"@ S:\New Ventures 17\PwC June 1, 2018\. This memo summarizes the value
and form of consideration received by Kailas. In addition, Perpetual recorded a
restructuring provision of $5.6 million detailed in note 13(b) of its financial statements for
the year ended December 31, 2016 comprised of employee downsizing costs and surplus
office space lease obligations as a result of the disposition of the shallow gas assets.
PEOC's name was changed by Kailas following the October 1, 2016 closing to Sequoia
Resources Corp.
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Newell
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Wednesday, June 06, 2018 5:13 PM
Mark Schweitzer; paulJ.darby@ca.pwc.com; liam.d.murphy@ca.pwc.com;
rdewaal@pdwlaw.com
David LeGeyt; Carolyn A. Wright
RE: Perpetual Information Response

Paul, based on our understanding of the discussion on May 30th, this is everything we were planning to provide for now
and in advance of your indicated June 8th timeline. Thanks Sue

From: Mark Schweitzer
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 4:52 PM
To: paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com; liam.d.murphy@ca.pwc.com; rdewaal@pdwlaw.com
Cc: Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>; David LeGeyt <dlegeyt@bdplaw.com>; Carolyn A. Wright
<caw@bdplaw.com>
Subject: Perpetual Information Response

Paul,

Further to your letter dated May 28, 2018 and our meeting on May 30, 2018, please find access instructions below to an
FTP virtual data room ("VDR") that we have set up to provide records responsive to your information request relating to
the negotiation and sale of Perpetual's shallow gas assets to 1986114 Alberta Inc. effective October 1, 2016.

To assist your review of this information, we have attached an information "roadmap" document titled "Sequoia
Disposition Timeline Final". Additionally, we are available at your request, to answer any questions you may have.
Please advise.

Thank you,

Mark

PWC VDR Access Instructions:

1

We have set up an FTP site as a virtual data room. You will need a SFTP (Secure FTP) application in order to access this.
Our IT department recommends FileZilla which is available free on the web. Your IT department may have their own
which would work just fine. If you use FileZilla, attached you will find a file to import into FileZilla (.xml) as well as a file
giving information on how to configure FileZilla (.docx) with the import file. Your IT department will be able to assist.
Once installed, you will be able to share this information with your team giving them the following access information:
Username: PWC
Password: LH2k2TQU
Resource:
sftp server name: sftp.perpetualenergyinc.com
Port: 22

Mark Schweitzer
Vice President, Finance and CFO
Perpetual Energy Inc.
mark.schweitzer@perpetualenergyinc.com <mailto:mark.schweitzer@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Ph# 403-269-4430
Cell# 403-968-2263

2

Terri Newell
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Friday, June 15, 2018 8:51 AM
paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com
Re: Touchbase

Thanks Paul. When you can give us a better indication on timing to discuss that would be great. Thanks Sue
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Rogers network.
!From: paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com

Sent: Friday, June 15, 2018 8:48 AM
To: Sue Riddell Rose
Cc: Carolyn A. Wright; David LeGeyt; lrasmussen@dewaallaw.com; Mark Schweitzer; rdewaal@dewaallaw.com;
rick.f.osuna@ca.pwc.com
Subject: RE: Touchbase
Sue
We are still reviewing information, not sure on timing.
Thanks
Paul

Paul J. Darby, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT
PwC I Partner, Deals
T: +1403 509 6677 I C: +1403 605 3744
Email: paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com
Assistant: Maggie Sotelo I T: +1403 509 7555 ext. 3067
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
111-5th Avenue SW, Suite 3100, Calgary AB T2P 5L3
http://www.pwc.co111ft_a

From:
Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
To:
Paul J. Darby/CA/FAS/PwC@Americas-CA
Cc:
"Carolyn A. Wright" <caw@bdplaw.com>, David LeGeyt <dlegeyt@bdplaw.com>, Mark Schweitzer <Mark.Schweitzer@perpetualenergyinc.com>,
"rdewaal@dewaallaw.com" <rdewaal@dewaallaw.com>, "lrasmussen@dewaallaw.com" <lrasmussen@dewaallaw.com>, Rick F.
Osuna/CA/FAS/PwC@Americas-CA
Date:
06/14/2018 04:37 PM
Subject
RE: Touchbase

Thanks Paul. Any idea when you might be ready for a discussion? Sue
From: paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com fmailto:paul.i.darby@ca.pwc.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2018 1:46 PM
To: Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Cc: Carolyn A. Wright <caw@bdplaw.com>; David LeGeyt <dlegeyt@bdplaw.com>; Mark Schweitzer
<Mark.Schweitzer@perpetualenergyinc.com>; rdewaal@dewaallaw.com; lrasmussen@dewaallaw.com; rick.f.osuna@ca.pwc.com
Subject: Re: Touchbase

Sue
1

We are reviewing the data provided and will get back to you
Thanks
Paul
Paul J. Darby, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT
PwC I Partner, Deals
T: +1 403 509 6677 I C: +1403 605 3744
Email: J;!aul.i.,darbv@ca.pwc.com
Assistant: Maggie Sotelo I T: +1403 509 7555 ext. 3067
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
111-5th Avenue SW, Suite 3100, Calgary AB T2P 5L3
h.t!;p_;/ /www.pwc.com/ca

From:
Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
To:
Paul J. Darby/CA/FAS/PwC@Americas-CA
Cc:
Mark Schweitzer <Mark.Schweitzer@oerpetualenergyinc.com>, David LeGeyt <dlegeyt@bdolaw.com>, "Carolyn A. Wright" <caw@bdplaw.com>
Date:
06/13/201811:27 AM
Subject:
Touchbase

Hi Paul, Just reaching out to hear how you are making out reviewing the data we sent over last Wednesday? We are available to
walk through any of the information or the spreadsheets with the valuation work if required. Please let us know. Thanks Sue

This e-mail is intended only for the person to whom it is addressed (the "addressee") and may contain confidential and/or privileged
material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use that a person other than the addressee makes of this
communication is prohibited and any reliance or decisions made based on it, are the responsibility of such person. We accept no
responsibility for any loss or damages suffered by any person other than the addressee as a result of decisions made or actions taken
based on this communication or otherwise. If you recei_ved this in error, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of this email.

a

a

Ce courriel est strictement reserve !'usage de la personne qui ii est adresse (le destinataire). II peut contenir de !'information
privilegiee et confidentielle. L'examen, la reexpedition et la diffusion de ce message par une personne autre que son destinataire
sont interdits. Nous declinons toute responsabilite l'egard des pertes ou des dommages subis par une personne autre que le
destinataire par suite de decisions ou de mesures fondees sur le contenu de cette communication ou autrement. Si vous avez re~u
ce courriel par erreur, veuillez comm uniquer avec son expediteur et en detruire toutes les copies.

a

This e-mail is intended only for the person to whom it is addressed (the "addressee") and may contain
confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use that a person
other than the addressee makes of this communication is prohibited and any reliance or decisions made based
on it, are the responsibility of such person. We accept no responsibility for any loss or damages suffered by any
person other than the addressee as a result of decisions made or actions taken based on this communication or
otherwise. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of this e-mail.
Ce courriel est strictement reserve a !'usage de la personne a qui il est adresse (le destinataire). II peut contenir
de l'information privilegiee et confidentielle. L'examen, la reexpedition et la diffusion de ce message par une
personne autre que son destinataire sont interdits. Nous declinons toute responsabilite a l'egard des pertes ou des
dommages subis par une personne autre que le destinataire par suite de decisions ou de mesures fondees sur le
2

contenu de cette communication ou autrement. Si vous avez re9u ce courriel par erreur, veuillez communiquer
avec son expediteur et en detruire toutes les copies.

3

Strictly Private & Confidential
June 26, 2018
Perpetual Energy Inc. and its Affiliates
Suite 3200, 605 5Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta T2P 3H5

Attention: Susan L. Riddell Rose
The Trustee has now completed a preliminary review of the material Perpetual Energy Inc., Perpetual
Operating Trust and other related entities (collectively referred to as the "Perpetual Group") have
provided in response to our letter of May 28, 2018.
From our review, it appears that, on the values provided by the Perpetual Group, the transaction between
Perpetual Operating Trust ("POT") and Sequoia Resources Corp. ("SRC") was a non-arm's length transfer
at undervalue and, in any event, that SRC was insolvent at the time or was rendered insolvent by the
transaction. It also appears that the transaction strongly favoured the Perpetual Group, to the prejudice of
SRC.

If there is anything specific you want the Trustee to consider with respect to these aspects:
o
0

o
0

o

the apparent non-arm's length nature of the transaction between POT and SRC;
the fact that the consideration received by SRC from the transaction appears to have been
conspicuously less than the consideration given by SRC, particularly taking into account the ARO;
the timing of the transaction;
the financial position of SRC immediately before and immediately after the transaction; and
the benefit of the transaction for SRC;

or any other aspect you consider relevant to our review, please let us Imow so that the Trustee can consider
the additional information.
Yours very truly,

PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc., LIT
m Bankruptcy of Sequoia
rp.

As Trus

PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc., LIT
111 5 Avenue SW, Suite 3100, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P 5L3
T: +1 403 509 7500, F: +1 403 7811825, www.pwc.com/ca

Terri Newell
IFrom:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Wednesday, June 27, 2018 12:09 PM
paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com
Carolyn A. Wright; David LeGeyt; James Kidd; Mark Schweitzer;
rdewaal@dewaallaw.com; lrasmussen@dewaallaw.com; rick.f.osuna@ca.pwc.com;
liam.d.murphy@ca.pwc.com
RE: Letter June 26 - without prejudice

Hi Paul, Thank you for the opportunity to provide this additional information to you. I understand from your note below
that this is best done in writing for you. We will prepare a document in that regard and work diligently towards
providing it in as timely a fashion as possible. It will likely be next week given the scope.
Thanks very much. Sue
From: paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com [mailto:paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com]

Sent: Wednesday, June 27, 2018 10:06 AM

To: Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Cc: Carolyn A. Wright <caw@bdplaw.com>; David LeGeyt <dlegeyt@bdplaw.com>; James Kidd <jlk@bdplaw.com>; Mark
Schweitzer <Mark.Schweitzer@perpetualenergyinc.com>; rdewaal@dewaallaw.com; lrasmussen@dewaallaw.com;
rick.f.osuna@ca.pwc.com; liam.d.murphy@ca.pwc.com
Subject: Re: Letter June 26 - without prejudice
Sue
In our letter of June 26, the Trustee provided you with its initial impression of certain aspects of the transaction, to give the
Perpetual Group an opportunity to provide any additional information and comments for consideration by the Trustee as
part of its review.
Once we have reviewed any additional information or comments you choose to provide, we may request a meeting.
Let me know if (and when) Perpetual intends to provide any additional information or comments, so that we can plan
accordingly, please.
Thanks
Paul

Paul J. Darby, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT

PwC I Partner, Deals
T: +1 403 509 6677 I C: +1 403 605 3744
Email: paul.j.darbv@ca.pwc.com
Assistant: Maggie Sotelo IT: +1403 509 7555 ext. 3067
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
111-5th Avenue SW, Suite 3100, Calgary AB T2P 513
http://'w1Nw.pwc.com/ca

From:
Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
To:
Paul J. Darby/CA/FAS/PwC@Americas-CA
Cc:
David LeGeyt <dlegeyt@bdplaw.com>, "Carolyn A. Wright" <caw@bdplaw.com>, Mark Schweitzer <Mark.Schweitzer@Pemetualenergyinc.com>, James
Kidd <ilk@bdplaw.com>
.
Date:
06/26/2018 06:21 PM
Subject:
Re: Letter June 26 - without prejudice

1

Hi Paul, we would like to meet tomorrow if possible as we do not agree with your preliminary conclusions.
Please advise as to your availability.
Thank you. Sue
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Rogers network.
From: paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2018 1:42 PM
To: Sue Riddell Rose
Subject: Letter June 26

Sue,
Please see the attached letter.
Thank you
Paul

This e-mail is intended only for the person to whom it is addressed (the "addressee") and may contain
confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use that a person
other than the addressee makes of this communication is prohibited and any reliance or decisions made based
on it, are the responsibility of such person. We accept no responsibility for any loss or damages suffered by
any person other than the addressee as a result of decisions made or actions taken based on this
communication or otherwise. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of
this e-mail.

a

a

Ce courriel est strictement reserve !'usage de la personne qui ii est adresse (le destinataire). II peut
contenir de !'information privilegiee et confidentielle. L'examen, la reexpedition et la diffusion de ce message
par une personne autre que son destinataire sont interdits. Nous declinons toute responsabilite l'egard des
pertes ou des dommages subis par une personne autre que le destinataire par suite de decisions ou de
mesures fondees sur le contenu de cette communication ou autrement. Si vous avez rec;u ce courriel par
erreur, veuillez communiquer avec son expediteur et en detruire toutes les copies.

a

Paul J. Darby, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT

PwC I Partner, Deals
T: +1403 509 6677 I C: +1 403 605 3744
Email: paul.i.darby@ca.pwc.com
Assistant: Maggie Sotelo I T: +1403 509 7555 ext. 3067
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
111-5th Avenue SW, Suite 3100, Calgary AB T2P 5L3
http://www.pwc.com/ca
2

This e-mail is intended only for the person to whom it is addressed (the "addressee"} and may contain confidential
and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use that a person other than the
addressee makes of this communication is prohibited and any reliance or decisions made based on it, are the
responsibility of such person. We accept no responsibility for any loss or damages suffered by any person other than the
addressee as a result of decisions made or actions taken based on this communication or otherwise. If you received this
in error, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of this e-mail.

a

a

Ce courriel est strictement reserve !'usage de la personne qui ii est adresse (le destinataire}.11 peut contenir de
!'information privilegiee et confidentielle. L'examen, la reexpedition et la diffusion de ce message par une personne
autre que son destinataire sont interdits. Nous declinons toute responsabilite l'egard des pertes ou des dommages
subis par une personne autre que le destinataire par suite de decisions ou de mesures fondees sur le contenu de cette
communication ou autrement. Si vous avez rei;:u ce courriel par erreur, veuillez communiquer avec son expediteur et en
detruire toutes les copies.

a

3

Terri Newell
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Friday, July 06, 2018 5:39 PM
paulJ.darby@ca.pwc.com
David LeGeyt; Carolyn A. Wright; Mark Schweitzer; James Kidd
SRC additional information

Hi Paul, I am just touching base to let you know we are working diligently to pull together the additional information. I
believe we are on pace for later next week. Thanks so much. Sue
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Rogers network.

1

TIDS IS EXHIBIT "Y"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

?(/~~
A Commissione~
in and for the Province of Alberta

Marla Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Con1mlssioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In and for the Province of Alberta

Terri Newell
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Friday, August 03, 2018 11:32 AM
paulJ.darby@ca.pwc.com
David LeGeyt; Carolyn A. Wright; Mark Schweitzer; James Kidd
Re: SRC additional information

Hi Paul, we are close to having a full submission ready to send over, hopefully Tuesday. Is this acceptable to you. Thanks
Sue
Sent from my iPad
On Jul 6, 2018, at 5:46 PM, "paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com <mailto:paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com>" <paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com
<mailto:paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com> > wrote:

Thank you

Sent from my iPhone
On Jul 6, 2018, at 5:38 PM, Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com
<mailto:Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com> > wrote:

Hi Paul, I am just touching base to let you know we are working diligently to pull together the additional information. I
believe we are on pace for later next week. Thanks so much. Sue
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Rogers network.

This e-mail is intended only for the person to whom it is addressed (the "addressee") and may contain confidential
and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use that a person other than the
addressee makes of this communication is prohibited and any reliance or decisions made based on it, are the
responsibility of such person. We accept no responsibility for any loss or damages suffered by any person other than the
addressee as a result of decisions made or actions taken based on this communication or otherwise. If you received this
in error, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of this e-mail.

a

a

Ce courriel est strictement reserve !'usage de la personne qui ii est adresse (le destinataire). II peut contenir de
!'information privilegiee et confidentielle. L'examen, la reexpedition et la diffusion de ce message par une personne
autre que son destinataire sont interdits. Nous declinons toute responsabilite l'egard des pertes ou des dommages
subis par une personne autre que le destinataire par suite de decisions ou de mesures fondees sur le contenu de cette
communication ou autrement. Si vous avez re<;u ce courriel par erreur, veuillez communiquer avec son expediteur et en
detruire toutes les copies.

a
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Terri Newell
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Friday, August 03, 2018 12:05 PM
paulJ.darby@ca.pwc.com
Re: Letter June 26 - without prejudice

Hi Paul, I am hoping to speak to you today. We have been working hard to pull together a significant amount
of information for you and that is almost complete. I would appreciate hearing from you in this regard. Thanks
so much. Sue
Sent from my iPad
On Jun 27, 2018, at 10:06 AM, "paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com" <paul.i.darby@ca.pwc.com> wrote:
Sue
In our letter of June 26, the Trustee provided you with its initial impression of certain aspects of the
transaction, to give the Perpetual Group an opportunity to provide any additional information and
comments for consideration by the Trustee as part of its review.
Once we have reviewed any additional information or comments you choose to provide, we may request
a meeting.
Let me know if (and when) Perpetual intends to provide any additional information or comments, so that
we can plan accordingly, please.
Thanks
Paul

PaulJ. Darby, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT

PwC I Partner, Deals
T: +1 403 509 6677 j C: +1 403 605 3744
Email: paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com
Assistant: Maggie Sotelo IT: +1403 509 7555 ext. 3067
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
111-5th Avenue SW, Suite 3100, Calgary AB T2P 513
httn: Uwv,rw.pwc.com/ca

From:
Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenerqyinc.com>
To:
Paul J. Darby/CA/FAS/PwC@Americas-CA
Cc:
David LeGeyt <dleqeyt@bdplaw.com>, "Carolyn A. Wright" <caw@bdplaw.com>, Mark Schweitzer
<Mark.Schweitzer@perpetualenerqyinc.com>, James Kidd <jlk@bdplaw.com>
Date:
06/26/2018 06:21 PM
Subject:
Re: Letter June 26 - without prejudice

Hi Paul, we would like to meet tomorrow if possible as we do not agree with your preliminary
conclusions. Please advise as to your availability.

1

Thank you. Sue
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Rogers network.
From: paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com

Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2018 1:42 PM
To: Sue Riddell Rose

Subject: Letter June 26

Sue,
Please see the attached letter.
Thank you
Paul

This e-mail is intended only for the person to whom it is addressed (the "addressee") and may
contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or
other use that a person other than the addressee makes of this communication is prohibited and
any reliance or decisions made based on it, are the responsibility of such person. We accept no
responsibility for any loss or damages suffered by any person other than the addressee as a result
of decisions made or actions taken based on this communication or otherwise. If you received
this in error, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of this e-mail.
Ce courriel est strictement reserve a l'usage de la personne a qui il est adresse (le destinataire). Il
peut contenir de l'information privilegiee et con:fidentielle. L'examen, la reexpedition et la
diffusion de ce message par une personne autre que son destinataire sont interdits. Nous
declinons toute responsabilite a l'egard des pertes ou des dommages subis par une personne autre
que le destinataire par suite de decisions ou de mesures fondees sur le contenu de cette
communication ou autrement. Si vous avez re9u ce courriel par erreur, veuillez communiquer
avec son expediteur et en detruire toutes les copies.

Paul J. Darby, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT
PwC I Partner, Deals
T: + 1 403 509 6677 I C: +1 403 605 3744
Email: paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com
Assistant: Maggie Sotelo I T: +1 403 509 7555 ext. 3067
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
111-Sth Avenue S\V, Suite 3100, Calgary AB T2P 5L3
http://v.,rwv..1.pwc.com/ca

This e-mail is intended only for the person to whom it is addressed (the "addressee") and may
contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or
other use that a person other than the addressee makes of this communication is prohibited and
any reliance or decisions made based on it, are the responsibility of such person. We accept no
responsibility for any loss or damages suffered by any person other than the addressee as a result
of decisions made or actions taken based on this communication or otherwise. If you received
2

this in error, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of this e-mail.
Ce courriel est strictement reserve a l'usage de la personne a qui il est adresse (le destinataire). Il
peut contenir de l'information privilegiee et confidentielle. L'examen, la reexpedition et la
diffusion de ce message par une personne autre que son destinataire sont interdits. Nous
declinons toute responsabilite a l'egard des pertes ou des dommages subis par une personne autre
que le destinataire par suite de decisions ou de mesures fondees sur le contenu de cette
communication ou autrement. Si vous avez re9u ce courriel par erreur, veuillez communiquer
avec son expediteur et en detruire toutes les copies.

3

Terri Newell
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenergyinc.com>
Friday, August 03, 2018 12:50 PM
paulJ.darby@ca.pwc.com
Carolyn A. Wright; David LeGeyt; James Kidd; Mark Schweitzer
Re: SRC additional information - without prejudice

Hi Paul, our office is closed now and I am out of town for today. I would really appreciate if you could hold off
on serving anything until we complete the process you indicated we were working toward in late June. We
would be prepared to meet with you on Tuesday morning to review the additional information we have for you.
Is there a reason you seem to be deviating from the process and request you set out to us in June?
Thanks Paul for your consideration on this. I can be reached to discuss at 403 813 2083.
Sue
Sent from my iPad
On Aug 3, 2018, at 12:12 PM, "paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com" <paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com> wrote:
Sue
Sure, we will certainly consider any additional information or comments you have.
In the meantime, the Trustee filed materials yesterday for an application which is tentatively
scheduled for the end of August. We would obviously like to serve those as soon as
possible. We are waiting for David LeGeyt to advise ifhe has instructions to accept service on
behalf of yourself, Perpetual Energy Inc., Perpetual Operating Trust and Perpetual Operating
Corp., so that we can get that done as conveniently as possible for everyone.
Thanks
Paul

Paul J. Darby, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT
PwC I Partner, Deals
T: +1403 509 6677 I C: +1403 605 3744
Email: pau!.j.darby@ca.pwc.com
Assistant: Maggie Sotelo I T: +1403 509 7555 ext. 3067
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
111-5th Avenue SW, Suite 3100, Calgary AB T2P 5L3
http_Jb_vww. i,wc.com/ ca

From:
Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@perpetualenerqyinc.com>
To:
Paul J. Darby/CA/FAS/PwC@Americas-CA
Cc:
David LeGeyt <dleqeyt@bdplaw.com>, Carolyn Wright <caw@bdolaw.com>, Mark Schweitzer
<Mark.Schweitzer@peroetualenerqyinc.com>, James Kidd <ilk@bdplaw.com>
Date:
08/03/2018 11 :32 AM
Re: SRC additional information
Subject:

1

Hi Paul, we are close to having a full submission ready to send over, hopefully Tuesday. Is this
acceptable to you. Thanks Sue

Sent from my iPad
On Jul 6, 2018, at 5:46 PM, 11 paul.j.darby@ca.pwc.com 11 <paul.i.darby@ca.pwc.com> wrote:
Thank you
Sent from my iPhone
On Jul 6, 2018, at 5:38 PM, Sue Riddell Rose <Sue.Rose@,perpetualenergyinc.com>
wrote:
=
Hi Paul, I am just touching base to let you know we are working diligently to pull together the
additional information. I believe we are on pace for later next week. Thanks so much. Sue
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Rogers network.
This e-mail is intended only for the person to whom it is addressed (the "addressee") and may
contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or
other use that a person other than the addressee makes of this communication is prohibited and
any reliance or decisions made based on it, are the responsibility of such person. We accept no
responsibility for any loss or damages suffered by any person other than the addressee as a result
of decisions made or actions taken based on this communication or otherwise. If you received
this in error, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of this e-mail.
Ce courriel est strictement reserve a l'usage de la personne a qui il est adresse (le destinataire). Il
peut contenir de l'information privilegiee et confidentielle. L'examen, la reexpedition et la
diffusion de ce message par une personne autre que son destinataire sont interdits. Nous
declinons toute responsabilite al'egard des pertes ou des dommages subis par une personne autre
que le destinataire par suite de decisions ou de mesures fondees sur le contenu de cette
communication ou autrement. Si vous avez re9u ce courriel par erreur, veuillez communiquer
avec son expediteur et en detruire toutes les copies.
This e-mail is intended only for the person to whom it is addressed (the "addressee") and may
contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or
other use that a person other than the addressee makes of this communication is prohibited and
any reliance or decisions made based on it, are the responsibility of such person. We accept no
responsibility for any loss or damages suffered by any person other than the addressee as a result
of decisions made or actions taken based on this communication or otherwise. If you received
this in error, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of this e-mail.
Ce courriel est strictement reserve a l'usage de la personne a qui i1 est adresse (le destinataire). II
peut contenir de l'information privilegiee et confidentielle. L'examen, la reexpedition et la
diffusion de ce message par une personne autre que son destinataire sont interdits. Nous
2

declinons toute responsabilite al'egard des pertes ou des dommages subis par une personne autre
que le destinataire par suite de decisions ou de mesures fondees sur le contenu de cette
communication ou autrement. Si vous avez re9u ce courriel par erreur, veuillez communiquer
avec son expediteur et en detruire toutes les copies.
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THIS IS EXIIlBIT "Z"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

ff/£:-~_/
z.---A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

iVlariE.l Etoile Rooney
itudent at Law

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In and for the Province of Alberta

Analysis of'2016 Sequoia'.t>,roperty TaKes

IVfU(ijc;ipality
Municipal District of Opportunity No. 17
Lamont County
Athabasca County
Municipal District of Provost No. 52
Flagstaff County
County ofTwo Hills No, 21
Lac La Biche County
Beaver County
Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
Municipal District of Lesser Slave River No. 124
Smoky Lake County
Camrose County
Thorhild County
County of Minburn No. 27
Northern Sunrise County
Westlock County
Sturgeon County
Municipal District of Wainwright No. 61
Mackenzie County
Town ofTwo Hills
County of Vermilion River
Municipal District of Bonnyville No. 87
Town of Redwater
County of St, Paul No. 19

Payment Due
Date
6/30/2016
6/30/2016
7/31/2016
10/31/2016
10/15/2016
10/31/2016
6/30/2016
10/31/2016

2016 Gross Property
Property
TaK Associated with
Property
Taxes Paid by Taxes Paid by
Properties Sold to
11
Perpetual
SeqµciJa ,
s,~qµola >
463,745
1,227,006
902,319
303,553
13,814
41,442
373
373
298,237
298,237
920,494
920,494
622,243
614,525
560,375
560,375

12/31/2016

518,619

6/30/2016
10/31/2016
7/31/2016
6/30/2016
10/31/2016
6/30/2016
6/30/2016
6/30/2016
11/30/2016
6/30/2016
7/31/2016
9/30/2016
9/15/2016
6/30/2016
6/30/2016
TOTAL

382,158
209,507
199,370
181,996
161,683
86,595
41,177
11,763
9,046
3,004
2,106
1,115
976
173
141
6,374,201

Property Tax
Balance
(lutst,mdlng
927,491
605,689
27,628

538,244
396,946
225,566
199,370
184,532
1,839,390
126,640
41,177
11,763
10,607

4,182,960

19,392
2,106
6,065
976
173
_~,945
2,608,767

'

So.u~e_c>f:P,,ayment,lnformation
Sequoia 3-year payment plan - letter received from MD of Opportunity,
Sequoia 3-year payment plan - receipt from Lamont County.
Sequoia 3-year payment plan - phone call to Athabasca County,
No response received from MD of Provost. No proof of claim filed with PWC.
Receipt from Flagstaff County,
Receipt from County of Two Hills No, 21,
Receipt from Lac La Biche County.
Receipt from Beaver County.
Receipt from RM of Wood Buffalo.
Paid by Perpetual. Perpetual also paid $14,788 associated with retained properties.
Receipt from Smoky Lake County,
Paid by Perpetual.
Confirmation email from Thorhild County.
Paid by Perpetual. Perpetual also paid $1,677,707 associated with retained properties.
Paid by Perpetual. Perpetual also paid $40,045 associated with retained properties.
Confirmation phone call to Westlock County.
Paid by Perpetual.
Receipt from MD of Wainwright.
Paid by Perpetual. Perpetual also paid $16,388 associated with retained properties.
Paid by Perpetual.
Paid by Perpetual. Perpetual also paid $4,949 associated with retained properties.
Paid by Perpetual.
Paid by Perpetual.
Paid by Perpetual. Perpetual also paid $5,f!Q,3 associated with retained properties.

1,560,809

Notes:

(1) Total 2016 Sequoia and Perpetual property taxes paid to certain municipalities may exceed Sequoia's 2016 property taxes due to Perpetual payments to municipalities with respect to retained properties.

,,'

!\)

THIS IS EXHIBIT "AA"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

------------- ---·-·-----

Sequoia Resources Corp.
2900, 605-S th Ave. SW
Calgary, AB T2P 3HS

Sent Via Email
infg@mdopoortunlty.ab.ca

October 20, 2016
Municipal District of Opportunity No 17

2077 Mlstassiniy Road North
Wabasca. AB

TOG 2KO

Attention: County Tax Mnnnger

Re: Pcrpetunl Energy Operating Corp. Tnxes Paynble

Dear Sir/Madam:
On Octob<lr I, 20 I6, 1986 l l 4 Alberta Inc. acquired all of the issued and outstanding shares of Perpetual
Energy Operating Corp. ("PEOC") from Perpetual Energy Inc. On October 3, 2016, Perpetual Energy
Operating Corp. was renamed Sequoia Resources Corp. ("Sequoin"}. Sequoia is a privately owned
company existing under the laws ofthe Province of Alberta.
Prior to its acquisition, the properties that were purchase through, Perpetual Energy Operating Corp. were
in a significant negative cash flow slate and Sequoia intends to arrest these financial losses and re1ain the
assets on a long term basis of profitability. Sim:e that acquisition, Sequoia and its principals have entered
into purchase agreements for the oil and gas licenses, associated leases and equipmenl of Waldron Energy
Corporation and Endurance Energy Ltd. both of which are in receivership. These assets compliment the
Sequoia assets, will be absorbed into Sequoia operational management and wiil significantly contribute to
the fulure prosperity of Sequoia.

Sequoia is aware that PEOC is in arears for property tax. payments, The total arears are Sl.391,236.40 and
associated penalties for failure to pay are $55,649.46. Sequoia is committed to pay future taxes within the
required time frames. However, given the current price environment for oil and gas, Sequoia will have a
significant challenge as we move into a profitabie situation with the PEOC properties. The value of PEOC
at the time of purchase was Sf and Sequoia believes had it not acquired these properties, the properties
would have continued on the path of significant financial losses with an unsustainable outcome, not to
mention safety and environmental concerns.
With this understanding of the current operating environment, Sequoia is respectfully submitting a
payment plan for the outstanding taxes as foliows:
,.,
"
.,

One third (½) of the tax arean; paid on or before December 31, 2016
One third {½} of !.he tax arears paid on or before December 31, 2017
The final one third {¼)of the ta.x arears paid on or before December 31, 2018

e

AU future tn.xes will be paid in the year they are nssessed.

In order lo ensure continued operations nnd future profitability Sequoia requests forgiveness of any
penRlties levied against PEOC for non-payment of property taxes.
We intend to use cash othenvise due ror municipal tax payment for capitai expenditure on our existing
assets, such as recompletion, workovers ns well ns potentially drilling for new wells, nil of which wm
result in improved production and enhanced revenue income for !he County. Such initiatives will also
result in greater employment opportunities and improved business activities in the County of Opportunity.
Regardless of the outcome of your decision, we commit to keep all discussions on this matter strictly

confidential between ourselves and the County of Opportunity for a period of lO years, unless for
mandatory regulatory disclosure.
We welcome the opportunity to work with the County of Opportunity and will be available to discuss this
payment plan at your convenience. Pleasil contact me at 40:3.1!61-604.S or emaiB
vickibermil@sequoiares.cn. Sequoia is committed to be fully compihmt with nil applicable requirements,
be a model corporate citizen nnd looks forward to many years of operations in the province of Alberta.
Sincerely,

THIS IS EXHIBIT "BB"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Roorir ,
Student at Law

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In and for the Province of Alberta

Municipal District of Opportunity No. 17
(Mai11

Office)

P.O.Dox60
Wnbusca, Alberta
TOG2KO

Phone: (780) 891-3778

Fax: (780) 891-4278

January 26, 2018

Sequoia Resources ~Q~RQtiJion

1900, s20 - 3 Aven,se:swi<'.
,. "''
·. \;'
Calgary. AB
·,;; .,. ·
T2P 0R3
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Re~ Property Taxes Pay~ijl~;:~·1segµpia Resources'£orp~Jr~~t~al·E9ergy Operating

This is to 'inform you th~t

wil~fJW:ib~v1f~eiv~)3;YQ,LI.,!;ipay~i'fi~Jrf5~9~m~/r 31, 2017 as stated on the

"ij

{1 .

attached letter. Penalties:h~y(f,bee·rFwaiyec11fo~:t1jese~99<:>unts.
\:

:· .

.
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.,.

. ·.:.
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1/ {1~- ·

As a reminder, the approvea:paY,faent1pl~rh6ri.the 201~fprbperty tax
as follows:
·
·· ·

.

., :t .

.

a1ear~ based on your request is
f:~ "-

~~J ·4

That the property tax/€irr?ars in th):_' ~mount $1 1391l\?~pl40l,wi11 ,be)P,ai9\in three installments of
$4631745.47 at Dece1:1b.er:31,,.
0,ecember~1,
R~9e~g;~!31\2O18. The p~nal~~fees
for these two years, will be ~ 1:uved 111,order to ensureicqnt'!lued operations and future prof1tab1hty.

281~,

~Qllind
f

.

! l

/

Please pay the second installment of $463,745.47 which,i~~nhw due and payatile.
'
.
,t,
.
·W,~.,,;~:F ·.

Should you have any questi~!J~Jegarding tfiis matter, ijle~~e. c~riJ~~trne at

~~···~·,·.···
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MUNICIPAL DISTRIC1\0f:=,OPPQRTUNIT'trr

Marlene Auger,

..

..

, x ...

Property Tax Billin~fCoordinator

:maa
C: Shyamal Sarker, Manager of Finance & IS
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(S11h Offi,e)

!'.O.Bo>< SO.
Red E.irrl1 • Alben,
TOG !XO
Phone; {780) 649-3-127
F~x: (7801 649·3-l-lO

Box 22

':Canctqi'{!P_portunity"

Calling Lake, A!bert:1
TOOOl<o
Phone, (7801331,3860
Fa.: (780) 331-3950

TIDS IS EXHIBIT "CC"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In and for the Province of Alberta

A~

PERPETUAL
NOTICE TO INDUSTRY

NOTICE rs HEREBY GIVEN of the following that took place on October 1, 2016 jn the order set out
below:

1) Pursuant to a Purchase and Sale Agreement between Perpetual Operating Trust; by its trustee
Perpetual Energy Op.eratlng Cdrp. 1 as vendor, and Perpetual Energy Operating Corp., as
purchc1set, Perpetual Energy Inc; 's whblly-owned subsidiary, Perpetual Operating Trust, disposed
of its mature shallow gas properties in east central. and notth~ast Alberta to Perpetual Energy
lnc.'s wholly-owned suJ:isidlary, Perpetual Energy Operating Corp., in its pe;r.sonal capacity.
Specific conveyancing will be c;ircu!ated by Perpetual Energy Operating Corp., or its successor by
way of h:ame change, in due course.

2) Perpetual Ehergy Operatitig Corp. resigned as trust1:e of Perpetual Operating trust and
Perpetual Operating Corp. was appointed as the successor trustee.
3)

Perpetual Energy Inc. sold all of the shares of Perpetual Energy Operating Corp, to a third party.

As c1 resultofthe foregoing transactions, please amend

yoor records to reflect Perpetual Operating

Corp, as trustee for Perpetual Operating Trust. There are no changi?,s to addresses or' phone numbers.
Please continue to send

all notices, correspondence, invoices or payments to the following address;

Perpetual Operating Trust; by its trustee Perpetual Operating Corp,
th
Suite 3200, 605 • 5 Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta T2P 3HS
Telephone: (403} 269-4400

PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST,
By its trustee,
PERPETUAL OP!:RATING CORP.
0,...

7896392.2

/"'7

A(~
PERPETUAL
NOTICE TO INDUSTRY CLARIFICATION
t~RIFICATION TO OUR .INDUSTRY NOTICE !S HERl:BY GIVEN of the following that took place on October 1, 2016
il'.i the order set oqt below:
1)

Pursuant to a Purchase and :sale Agreement between Retpetual Operating Trust, by its trustee Perpetµal
.Energy Operating Corp., as vendor, and Pi;rpetual Energy Operating Corp., as purchaser, Perpe~ual Energy
Inc. 's wholly-owned, ?ubsidiary, Perpetual Operating Trust, disposed of its rnature shallow gas prpperties
in east central ancl northe~st Albertsi to Perpet!Jal Energy lnc.'s wholly-owned sub$idi 9ty, P.~rp!;!tµal
Energy Operating C:prp., in Its persomil capacity. Notices of Assignment were circulatei:l for the specif\c
lands and ;igreements involved. It is important to note thatthere are many remaining assets located ln
West.Centraf; Mannville and .Southern Alberta that remain in the name iJf Pgrpetual Qperating Trust.

i)

Perpi:mial Energy Operat1ng Corp. resigned as trustee of Perpetual Qpera±ingTrust and Perpetual
Operating Corp. was appointed as the successor tru.stee With respectto these remainirig assets.

:;1)

l:ach party will receive notification of the changes to the Minerals or legal interestthatwas held by
Perpetual Energy Operatihg O;>rr:>. peing assigned to the new :trustee Perpetual Operating. Corp. The rl':sult
of this part of the changes is t.hat all contracts remaining With Perpetual Operating Trust are now :Signed
with ''By its trustee, Pi:!rpetual Operating Corp.'1

As a result of the foregoing tri;thsaCtions, please amend your records to reflect PerpetJ.Jal Operating corp. as
trustee for Pe.rpetual Operating Trust. The balance of Perpetual's assets were$olcl to PEO<;: which name changed
to St:;q1,1oic1 Reso.i:m::e$ Corp. Please continue to send all notices, correspondence, invoices or payments specificto
eerpe1;Ua! Qper.ating Trust to the following address:
Perpetual ;Operating Trust, by its trustee PerpeWcil Operating Corp.
SOite 3100, 605 - 5th Avenue SW
·
Calgary, Alberta TJ?P ;3HS
Telephone: (403) 269r4400
PERPETUAL OPERATING TRUST,

By itstrustee,
PERPETUAL OPER Tl. G CO~P.

~
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THIS IS EXHIBIT "DD"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19 th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Mt1rl~ Etoile Rooney
ltudent at Law

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In and for the Province of Alberta
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PROOF OF CLAIM
(see Page 3 for instructions)

IN THE MATIER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF SEQUOIA RESOURCES CORP.

and the claim of

Rl/6 6 /Z T.Jt

J31116'/{G'f: -R.€6-ULA-Jt) R.

(referred to in this fonn as "the debtor")
(referred to in this form as "the creditor")

T2P

He'?;,- :29+- 212:, ?>
:ro t:f tie yw () o IS
CA L(z: Ft R.'{

Fax:--,,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-Ma!IAddress: ;tOQ'), 0€"-JWOOd @a£fCvCQ
residing iii the _ __.(,...,,_,._f\...,L.._.,t;.;...A._,_.._R,"'".-+'(--·-/______

Telephone:

r,

CFO

.L c'l
A

(n:une ofperson sisninu cl:tfm)

of

o

(city, tcwn, CIC.)

in the Province of_~-----"......Q=-=E--'-R...._.l__,_A:,________

(n:.mcofciJY, 1ov.11 1dc..)

Do hereby certify that:
If an officer of the company, state
position or title,

..;c=__

!.

0 ram the creditor or 181. lam _ _ _ _ _ _
F_.,,O"'-______ ofthecreditor
(state position or title)

2.

I hnve knowledge of all the circumstances connected with the claim referred to below.

The attached statement of account or
affidavit must specify the vouchers or
other evidence In support of the clnlm.

3.

Check and complete appropriate
category. Other than as a customer
contemplated by Section 262 of the Act

4,

TI1e debtonvas, at the date of the ban~ca nimely the 23"' day of March, 20 I8, and still !s, indebted to the
creditor in the sum ofS
• '.h O
as specified in the statement of account (or
affidavit) altached hereto and marked Schedule "A", after deducting any counterclaims to which the debtor is
C'lltitfed.

I.

22 st 590, G.:iG.,;2,S"

Unsecured claim of$
00 In !CSpect to the said deb~ the creditor does nor hold any assets ofrhe debtor as security and

A

Check appropriate description. Set out

(i)

0 Regarding the amount of$._ _ _ _ _~ does not claim a right to a priority

an attllchcd sheet details to support
priority claim.

(ii)

D Regarding the amount of$._ _ _ _ _- claims a right to a priority under section 136 of the
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (the "Act"},
Claim of lessor for disclaimer of a lease of$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
l hereby make a claim under subsec1ion 65.2(4) oflhe Act, particulars of which are as follows:

or

Give full particulars of the claim,
inclmllng tbe cnlculatlons upon which
the claim Is bnsed,

B

0

Give full particulars of the secudty,
Including the date on which the
security was given and the value at
which you assess the security, and
attach a copy of the security
documents.

C

fill.

Secured claim of$
S::Z;i · '?=> 0
ln respect of this debt, l hold nssels oftbe debtor valued at
S,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ as security, particulars of which are ns follows:

Attach a copy of sales agreement and
delivery receipts.

D

0

Onim by rarmer, fisherman, or aquaculturlst of$._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1hereby claim under subsection 8l.2{ !) of the Act for the unpaid amount of $,_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Give full particulars ofimy wage
ernner's claim, including the
calculntlons upon which the claim is

E

0

Claim by wage earner o f $ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - -

(i)

D l h~'rcby claim under subsection 81.3(8) of the Act in the amount of$._ _ _ _ _ __,
or
0 I hereby claim under subsection 81.4(8) of the Ac1 in the amount of$_ _ _ _ _ _~

based.
(ii)

To be completed when a proposal
provldes for the compromise of claims
against directors, Give full particulars
of the claim, Including the calculations
upon wltlch the claim ls bnsed.

r

D

Claim against director of$._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I hereby make n claim under subsection 50(13) of the Act, particulru. of which are as follows:

Give full particulars of the claim,
Including the calculations upon which
the claim Is based,

G

D

Claim of a customer of a bankrupt securities firm of$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I hereby make a claim as a customer for net equity as contemplated by section 262 of the Act,

Strike out "is" or "fs not"

particulars of which are as follows:
5. To the best ofmy knowledge, the creditor is/is not related to the d,:btorwithin the meaning of section4 of the Act, and

has/has not dealt with the debtor in a non-ann's-length manner.
Provide details of payments, credits
and transfers at undervalue,

6. The following are the payments that the cn.-ditor has received from, the credits that I have allowed JO, Wld the transfers at
undervalue within the meaning of subsection 2(1) of lhe Act that l have been privy lo nr a party to with the debtor within
the three months (or, lf the creditor and the debtor are related within the meaning of section 4 of the Act or were

not dealing with each other at ann's length, within the 12 months) immediately before the date of the initial bankruptcy
eveut within the meaning of section 2( I) of the Act:

Applicable only In the case of the
bnnkrnptcy of an individual

7. D l request that a copy of the repon filed by the trustee regarding the bankrupt's application for disclmrge pursuant to
subsection 170( I) Qf the Act be sent to 0te above address.

8. Dated at
Must be signed and wllnesscd

Cct~c.rs;J

t,f o._<,±fvm

AB

'this_.,...1-1_ _ dayof_.8:_f.c...ir;.,.1'l:.-_ _ ___,, 20..1.i_

Pe..cl Yood

Witness
Notes:

Wnrnlng:

All references to "the Act" refer to the Bnnkruptcy and Insolvency Act.
If an allidavit or solemn declaration is attoched, ii must have been mndc before a person qualified to take affidavits or solemn d_ec~rations.
If a copy of this Form is sent electronically by means such as cmnil, the name and contact infonnntion of the sender, prescribed in Form· r.1-;-must be
added nt the end if !he document.
A trustee rrmy, pursuant to subsection 128(3) of the Act, redeem n security on payment to the secured creditor of the debt or the value of !lie security as
assessed, in a proofofsecurity, by the secured creditor.
Subsection 201(1) ofthe Act provides severe penalties for making any false claim, proof, declaratfon or statement of account.

General Proxy:
!fit is desired to appoint a proxy, the proxy form must be completc:Q and signed by the creditor; if the creditor is a co1poration, the proxy form must
be signed in the coiporate name (not necessarily by the individual signing the proof of claim fonn) and the proxy must be witnessed.

GENERAL PROXY
(with power of substitution)
In the matter of the bankruptcy or proposal of the debtor, the creditor hereby appoints (with power of substitution)

to be the creditor's general proxy in the above matter (exceptii:ig only as to the receipt of dividends).
Dated at _...,,C='-'ai.-'~--'1.-Cl.4~-l'-ra-'f-)++frr-F-/3----'' this __l~\_ _ day of

A:f n' l

, 20.-1..K..

A-\ b N"""'
u1R
G"'c..r6"'L
orm:diror (pnnrJO
Per:

m-~

'JL-

M

'&-9

1-1

.let.ta l'

/~

do11ri

pwc
PROOF OF CLAIM
(see Page .3 for instructions)

IN THE MATIER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF SEQUOIA RESOURCES CORP.
a11d11tec1aimor

Telephone:
I,

At but(){.

E""'-d.Y;; ~ /

CY o3) ~"I 't-2-131 Fax:,
"'fo m ti~ woqp\ 1,r:O'J
Ca.lJ, 6QJ=
(nomoofPfflOll•is,unecWml

of

/

(referred to in this form as "the credilor'')

E-Mail Address: ,fc,,in •
~.(;J:lt.._
residing in 1he _ __..,C...i/,._.q.,'--,§,.,,.__ _ _ _ _ _ __

i! f
{c~y.lD\l'I\.CI<.)
.U bw:ts .~ L

in the Province or

(rwni: araty, (O"Wn .t1c.)

Do hereby certify that:
Ir an officer or the compnn)'• st:ite

Cl Inmthccrcdiloror 1i!l Inm _ _ _ _ _

!,

poslflon or tltlc.

.

{state position or title)
I have knowledge of nil 1!11: cin:umstanccs connected with thcolaim referred to b<:low,

2.

The altnchcd sll!.tement or account or
affidavit mwt specify the \'Oucl1crs or
othcr eYidencc In ,upport of !he claim.

3.

Check anti complcli: nppropri:itc
catc,tory, Other thnn as 11 customer
contemplalcd by Secllon 262 ofth1l Acl

4.

The debtor was, 111 the dntc of!hc bankrup1cy. nomcly the 23n1 day of Mnn:h, 2018, nnd s1ill is, indebted to the
crcdilor in the sum ofS, .,---5 ';f,:'.:t, '.1:;.Q· . .
, os specified in du: s1:i1cmcnt ofru:counl (ar
nffidnvit) 1111nchcd ht!1:1o nnd ITllltkcd Schedule "A", nflcr dcdw:ting any counterclaims to which tltc debtor is
entitled.
A

0

Unsecured clnlm ofS________________
ln respect 10 the said debt. the creditor docs not hold nny assets ofthc dchlor as s=rhy and

(i)

Check upproprfalc tkrcripllon, Set out
support

1111 :lt!nched sheet detail< lo

(ii)

priorll)' cl:ilm.

.f/

/'
.,,_,.f......0=-,,-..,.......;V.....,.....,
____ ofthccrcditor

t:,,,,·

Cl Rcgnrding the amount ofS_ _ _ ___,docs not claim o right lo a priority
or
·
Cl Regnrding the nmount ofS_ _ _ ___,,cl!lims o right to 11 priority under sectfon 136 of the
Bnn'krup1cy nnd lnsol\-cncy Act (lite "Act").
Clnim ofles<0r for dlsduhner or o lcnse ofS._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
[ hereby make n claim under subsection 65.2(4) of the Act, pnrticulars of wl1ich nre as follows:

Give full p:trtlctdars of the claim,
including the c11kub:1tions apon whlclt
the clnlm ls b11~d.

B

O

Give run pnrtlculars orthc secur!t)·.
Including the d:ile on whldt the
security was gh·en nnd the value at
which you 11sscss the securlt;•, and
nttncb 11. copy of the security

C

f!il

SccurcdclulmofS
·°bQ,,
In respect ofthis debt, I hold assets of the debtor vnlucd at
S._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ns security, particulars or which nrc as follows:

D

O

Cl;dm by farmer, flshellllnn, or 11q11acullurlst ors_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
l lu:reby claim under subs"1ion 8l.2(i) of the Acl for the unpaid nmounl of S._ _ _ _ _ __

E

Cl

Cllllm b;·w11gc i!:lmer ofS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

{i)
(ii)

0 I hereby cluim under subsection 8 i.3(8) oftltc Act in 1hc amount of$._ _ _ ___,_
or
CJ [ hereby c!nim under subsection 81.4(8} oftbc: ru:t in thumount ofS,_ _ _ _ __.

0

Cb!m again,t dnc1orofS._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

S':J:':h

documents.

AUach II copr of slil6 agreement ;md
dellve.-y rccc!pts.
Give full particttllll'li of any wage
erimer's cl:dm, including tile
calculntlons upon which the cl11lm II

based.
To be completed when II proposal
provides for the compromise of clnlw
against dlrecton. Gl,e full partlculnrsc

F

I h=bymakcn claim under subsection SO(l 3)ofthe Ac1, particulars ofwhich nrens follows::

of the cl11lm,. lneluding the c:l!cul:ltlons
upon whkh the clilm 11 based,
Give full p:irlkulcrs of die c!nlm,

Including the a1k1dntio11s upon w ltlcll
the cllll.tn Is based.

G

0

Cl:dm oia customer of a b:u1k.-upt securltks !lrm ofS,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
! hereby make n claim as a cus1omc:r for net equity ns con!cmplalcd by .section 26! of1ha Act,
particulars of which nre ns fo!!ows:

Strike out ~1s" or "Is not"

5. To the best of my knowledge, the: cmlitor is/is not reiatai to the debtor within the mc311ing of section 4 ofthc Act, and
hl!Sl'hns not de:1lt with the debtor in a non•nmi's-kngth m311nc:r.

Provide details of p:iymen ts, credits
and transfers nt undervilue.

6. The following an: the payments 1bn1 the creditor has rn:cived from, Im: crroils that I hov~ nllowed 10. nnd !he tr.msft:r?l l!.!
undervalue within th; meaning of subsection 2(1) ofthe ht that l have been privy lo or n party 10 with the d~btor whit in
the three months (ol:', if the creditor and the debtor are n:faled within the meaning section 4 of the Act ,ir were

or

not dealing wi1h ciich 01her al orm's length, within the 12 months) immediately before the dntc of lite iniliul bankruplcy ,
e..-cn; within the m=ing ofsecliort2(1} ofrhe Act:

AppUcnblc only In the cnso of lbe
hzmkmptcr of :in lndMdu11I

7. DI request that o copy of the report filed by 1he 1rustcc n:gnrding the bankrupl's npplication for discharge pursuant to
subsection I70(l) ofthr: Act be sent to the abo\·enddrcss.

8. Dated at

Ca'f14f1, -tH3,

:t' 'lhis _ _.,.,.61-.&..t. day of

April /

,, 0 )

,.20...1...9-:

P'2d.rce1J.. I

fi cu.f4ft!N'Witness
Noles:

Wt1rni11g:

All references 10 "the Act" n:fcr 10 lhc Bankruptcy imd Insolvency Acl,
lf nn nffid11vi1 or solemn dcdarution is nllnched, it must hnvo been mnde before II person qualified to take affidavits or solemn de1:lnru1ions.
If n copy orthis Foim is scnl elci:1ronic11lly by means such os email, the: name 11nd coninct infomiotion of the scndt.-r, p;cscribcd in i'omi I.I, mUS! be
ndded nt the 1:'.l1d iflhc document.
A trusti:e mo.y, pursunnt to subseciion 128(3) of the Act, redeem n security on payment 10 the sc:curcd crcdilor of Ille debt or lhe ~'Illue of the sa:urity as
assessed, inn proof or security, by the secured crcdilor.
Subsection 20 l(I) of 1he Act provides severe pcnaldcs for making lilly fu!se claim, proof, d!:claralion or st111emcn1 of nccoun1.

Gel!lleraD Proxy:

lfit is desired lo appoints pro:.y, the proxy form must be completed and signed by the creditor, ifthe credilor is 11 CO!Jloralion, lhe prnxy form must
be signed in the ~rporate name (not necessarily by lhe individual signing the proof of claim fonn) and the proxy must be witnessed,

GENERAL PROXY
(with power of substilulion)
In the matrcrof the bankruptcy or proposal of the debtor, !he credi10r hereby appoints (with power of substitution)

LcM"\C;,~J! Ql'l

oft1teC:

\:1, i.S

of

(.l;M, \'t'":::c~

to be the creditor's general prmy in lhe above matter (el!cepting only as 10 the receipt of dividends).

Datedat__,,....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,this

~·~·\..,

i"'iS.
"--f\i:«'r°c3 7::i:: ~ 1.\1;~)('
,W

dayof_~,c::"::,\

A.\N:m,af<n:dilcr
1,;::.e,Jf ~ Sr-t
l.
(pMt)"'

1

.

2~~

L-

re

/~;,

0."

~Allberti:'11
,™
Enffgy
i;;;;.;I Regu~ltm-

C.l'9•'Y tt.. d Offi""
Suiia ~000, 250- 5 Suoot SW

INVOICE

C.lguy. l\llmto 't.11' 0R4
C:.Umda

Invoice Number:
Page: 1

In Account With: 26-1921

101047

SEQUOIA RESOURCES CORP.
Billing Date: 28 FEB 2018

FAC

DESCRIPTION

DATE IN

DATE OUT

QTY

UNIT

RATE

RAE, COLIN
MISCELLANEOUS SERV3:CE
'1 FEB 2018 P
PDF TOUR REPORTS X2 AT $42.00 P R WJ.sLL

AMOUNT

84.00 'E/F

(ORDER #25862)
WAS:lLI:W, MICHAJ;:L

MISCELLANEOUS SERVICE
1 FEB 2018 A
PDF TOUR REPORTS Jt2 AT $42. 00 P ~ WELL

84.00 T/F

(ORDER l/25786)

MI:SCELl.ANEOUS SSRV:tCE
7 FEB 2019 A
PDF TOUR REPORTS Xl AT $42.00 P ~ WELL

42.00 T/F

(ORDER /125711)

Pl,Hl!Hl

71111:0:r

to Invoice Number when malting

pa.Yl1lt!!nt:.

GST7JtST Reg. no. B299091133RT0001

Di,L"ect Inquiries to:
Coni Research Centre
PH,403)297-6400 FAX(403J297-5982
Payment Inquir.ies to:
pa1•ment_accountinqui,ries@aer.ca
PU f 4031297,,-7596 FAX (403 l 297,,,3195

r/c"' Rate changed from published schedul e
m/c = Minimum charge applied
s/c = Special charge
t/E = Total fee

Total GST/l!ST

$10.50

TOT.!\L INVOICE

$220.50

DUE UPON RECIEPT

Payable in
Canadian funds

.,.

~Alberia

c.!g,ry Hcl>d Offitu
S.»a 1000.250-SStra•tSW
C.l!}O,y, Alberto 121' OR4

~.Energy
~ !Reguiator

INVOICE

C.i=I•

Invoice Number:

In Account With: 26-1921

Page:

100851

1

SEQUOIA RESOURCES CORP.
Billing Pate:

FAC

DESCRIPTION

DATE IN

i

i

DATE OUT

QTY

UNIT

31 JAN 2018

RATE

AMOUNT

!

~OHNSON, CHRXSTINA

MISCEtl,ANEOOS SERVICE
POil' TOOR REl?ORT ltl AT $42. 00 PE

:3 J11.N 2018 P
WELL

(OMER #25413)
WASYL!W, M!CllllL
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICE
12 JAN 2018 A
J?DF TOUR REPOFlTS X7 AT $42. 00 P ~'lillll'..L
(ORDER 1125515)

i!

42.00 T/F

i
I

li

I:

2.94.00 T/F

f

!I
j

i
i

J
l

l

:

i
l
i

'i

;

i

!

i

1

!
l

:

!
i
i
i

i
!:

i

I
i
Pleaae refer to 1nvo1co Number whon maldng payment.

:

GST/HST Reg. no. 829908433RT0001

Direct Inquiries to:
Core Research Centre
PHf403)297-6400

FAX14031297-5982

Payment Inquiries to,
payment_accountinqui~ies&eer,ca
l'H I 403) 297,. 759G

FAX (403t 297~3195

r/c • Rate changed from published schedu e
m/c ~ Minimum charge applied

s/e

~

Special charge

t/f "'Total fee

Total GST/HST

$H'i.BO

TOTAL INVOICE:
DUE UPO~ RECXEPT

,$352.80

Payable rn
Canadian funds

'

Ctrnto1ne,:Compnny Codc

261921

Name
City

SEQUOIA IIESOURCES CORI'.
CALGAIIY

-

-

01

St Assignment

llocumenttlo lyp

II 010085'1
II 0101047

22084563
220846U2

~

!I!

~~

l\cc<mnt 261921-

!

Doc. Oate

DR 31.01.2018
DR 28.02.2018

! !

/\mt in loc. cur. LCurr Clrng doc.

S DO

3S2.80 CAD

II
II

!I

~CRC Invoice

>'iCRC Invoice

220.50 CAD

..I

Text

5'13.30

CJ\D

!

!/ 573.30

!

ICJ\D

I

I,

l

i~structions for completing proof of claim forms
Every creditor who does not prove his claim is not entitled to share in nny distribution. Claims not completed correctly in every respect will be
returned,
Jn completing the attaclied form, your attention is directed to the marginal notes on the form nnd to the following requiremenls:

Prooiof Claim:
I.

The form must be completed by nn individual ll!ld nOI by n corporation, If you ore 11c1ing for o corporation or othl!l' pmmn, you must stnte tbc copacity in which
you nrc acting, such as, "Credi! Manager", "Treasurer", "AUlhorizcd Agent", etc.

2.

Th= person signing the form must have knowledge of the <:ircumslll!ltcs connected with the claim.

3.

The debtor's name and dale of the bankruptcy must be lilied In nnd 11 Stntcmcnt of Accoum con111ining dct11ils of the claim must be al!achcd ll!ltl malted •• A". The
dote nt which claims nrc 10 be calcula1cd nnd the co11ec1 n11me of the debtor mny be found on 1hc Notice sent 10 the creditor.

4.

The nn1ure of !he claim must bc,indicaled by licking the lyp:; of claim which applies, e.g.•
Ticking A
Ticking A(i)
Ticking A{ii}

indicates the clnim is unsecured nnd
indicates 1h01 the ,;rooitor is not clnimilltl nny priority or
indicntcs till: creditor is claiming prefi:rrcd sta1Us under section 136 of the Act. Dctnils to suPPOrt the priority clolm rnusl bl> set out on Ill'\ attached
schedule.

Tick!ngB

indicates II cltlim oflfllldlord for dlsclaimllf ofo lease under subsection 65.2(4) oflhe Act. Dcllli!s 10 support this claim must be sa ou1 Ol1 tln
nuachcd schedule.

TickingC

lndic:ates the cltlim is secured and the \'llhu: at which the creditor nssesscs the security must be insened. Details of each item ofsecurity held
should be nuoched ns II sep:in11e schedule and submined 'lj'ith n copy of the chnncl mong11gc, conditional roles con1r.1e1, security agreement, clc.

Ticking D

indictlles 1hn1 the cn:tlitor is n form..-r, ftShmnan or nquat:nhuriSI who SUJ)plicl goods within JS dnys priono the dnte ofbwrup1cy11nd hns nol
yet been paid for lhoS!O goods,

Ticking E

indicating thnt the credilor is n fonn,T employee of the debtor.

TlckingE(i)

Thcclnirn ofD clerk, scrvont, travelling snlesp:rson, labourer or worl<erwho is owed wages, snlarics, commissions orcompcnSlltion by o
bnnkrupt for services rendered during 1110 period bcginnins on the dny 1hat is six months before tlu:, date of the initial b:mlmlptcy evt::11t nnd ending
on the dnlc ofthe oonkruplcy is secured, ns of the date of the bl1l!kl'llplcy, to the extcoJ nfSZ,000- lcss any amount paid fo; those sm·lces by the
uustee or by 11 receiver= by security on the bankrupt's current nssclS on the ditc: of the bi!llkruptcy.

Ticking E(ii)

The claim ofn clerk, scivnnt, travelling snlesr,cr.mn, labourer or won.er who is owed wages, snluries, commissions or compenSlllion by a person
who is subjc:ct to a receivership or bank111p1i;y for services rendered during Llie six months beforn !ht first day on which t'1cre was n rcccivc.'l' In
relation to 1he person is secured, ns oflhnt dny, 10 the cxten1 ofS2,000- lcss nny nmount paid for those SC1Vices by o r,:,cc:lvcr onrustcc- by
sccurlty on the pcrson·s currcnr assets lhnl on: in the possession or under the conlml of the receiver.

Ticking F

indicntes !he clnim is 11gninst n dira:torundr:r subsa:llon 50(13} of the Ac1, It is nppllcablc only in the case of o proposal which provides fur lhi:
compromise of clnims ngllinsl dircctms. Details lo support this clnim must be sel out on nn 111wched schedule.

TickingG

(applies only lo bank111p1cics ofsecurity firms) indicutlng thnl !he c~itor is u customer of the banlm1p1 =irllics firm.

S.

The person signing the f0m1 must indicate (by striking out "is" or "is not") whclhr:r the ~itor l!lld the debtor an: related, Scc1ion 4 oflhc Acl defines persons
related 1n 11 debtor. If the Cl'editor is related by blood or mnrrillge 10 the dcblor, the creditor should consider itself 10 be a ri:lutcd person. If the debtor is o
corporation, o creditor would be tc!ntc:d Ifit WIIS a shareholder or If the creditor was controlled by the same shareholders ns the debtor.

6.

The person signing the fonn mus, provide full detnils ofnll p;iymcnts and credits rccei\'e:d from or nllowcd to the debior during the period !mlicntctl. l.t:llving o
blank will indic:ute that there were no such payments nnd credits.

7.

In the case of the bnnluup1cy of on individual, tick on:: or more of the lhtee boxes in No. 7 llS 1lpproprintc.

8.

The person signing the farm must ins.::t 1hc plnca and date ttnd the signature musi be Wilm:s~ed.

E•Mail the completed cltlim to: CA_SRC-Claims-Process@PwC.com

!fyou send electronicnllyyou will receive an auto e-mail receipt.

Fax to (403) 781-1825

Courier or Mall to:
Pri<:cwatcrhouscCoopcrs Joe., LIT
3100, I U-STII Avemu, SW
Cnlgary, Albertn T2P 51..3
Attention: Susan Shubluk

Phone: 40.3-509-6622

lf there nrc noy questions In completing the proor of chlim, please write or lclephonc the office of the trustee

THIS IS EXHIBIT "EE"
referred to in the Affidavit of
Susan Riddell Rose
Sworn before me this 19th
day of October, 2018.

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Maria Etoile Rooney
Student at Law

Maria Etoile Rooney
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
In and for the Province of Alberta
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1,638,452 Pr,Hransaaion Sl'!'ptcmber{30 days)
2,197,984 Post trnns-adlon {30 day,}
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~
0.0%
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